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PRINTERS TESTED

NEW LAB REPORT
BYTE Picks the
Best Printer for:

MAY 1993

• WORD PROCESSING
• DESKTOP PUBLISHING
• CAD
• PRESENTATIONS
• PORTABILITY
• SPREADSHEETS
• GRAPHICS
THE
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COMPUTING

AUTHORITY

• WORKGROUPS
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Twice as fast as a 486.
But does Intel offer
the best engine for
Windows NT?
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EXCLUSIVE:
What You Should Know
About LAN Security Page 118
Novell NetWare 4.0
AutoCAD for Windows
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$3.50 U.S.A./$4.50 IN CANADA
A McGraw-Hill Publication/0360-5280
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$92

nnbos From Gateway!
HandBook" Combo: Two Computer
Systems, in Tune with Each Other, fo
One Low Price'

applications is almost instantaneous. You can
quickly touch-ty pe anote on its comfortable
keyboard, check your schedule on the
HandBook's backlit screen, or access 40

When you buy aHandBook Combo, you get two PCs
for less than you could pay for asingle system.

mobile computer, and one

7

"Çé‘l
(,)

HandBook to your desktop. To transfer
153sz_

of Gateway's high-

everything and set it all up for you,

packed desktop systems.
portable PC for most users
because it's marvelously
compact— just 6x10 inches
and 2.75 pounds — yet it does everything most people
need to do on aportable PC. With its auto- resume
feature, access to thousands of available DOS

files back and forth, your HandBook
actually functions as alogical drive on
your PC. It's asnap! We've included

performance, featureThe HandBook is the ideal

waiting to boot- up. When you come back to
your office, you can easily connect your

Our combo offers include the
HandBook, the world's most

megabytes of data instantly, all without

o

even NIS Works on both computers.
Two computers. Two functions.
One low price. Can you efig it? Call
Gateway!

t

eether You're On The Road
Or Playin' ALocal Gig...

Portables And C
Nomad Combo: One Computer
System with Portable and Desktop
Functionality for One Low Price!

Who says notebook PCs are only for serious
globetrotters? They're also cool for people who
only travel from home to office. Or how about

With aNomad Combo from Gateway, you don't

corporate cats who travel from conference room

have to buy two PCs. You get avery powerful

to conference room for those perpetual

notebook computer, one of Gateway 2000's top-of-thecharts Nomad models, with a15-inch CrystalScan high-

meetings? Or sales people who could dig a
computer at their client's location? Really, most

resolution color monitor, our custom 124-key AnyKey
keyboard and aMicrosoft mouse. You can use the
Nomad by itself in portable situations. At just 5.6

people would enjoy the con venien. eof the right

pounds, with abright, backlit screen, comfortable
portable. But who can afford both aportable

keyboard, great battery life and 486 performance, it's

and adesktop PC? You can! ' tcway I
WO has

all you could ever want in anotebook. In your office,
the Nomad functions as your desktop. Just plug it in to

the portable solution that's in

ewith you!

the desktop monitor and keyboard, and you have a486
office PC. It's easy to tie into your company's network,
too, with Ethernet and Token Ring options available.
Gateway Nomads are powerful, expandable and
affordable.
One computer. Two functions. One low price.
Can you dig it?
A.
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We've Got Tht Poe1:111u So%lion
That's In rlitie With Youi
HandBook Combos—The HandBook

HANDBOOK & 4SX33

is regularly $ 1295. Buy it with adesktop and save! See our other ad for more detailed desktop features.

HANDBOOK & 4DX33

HANDBOOK & 4DX2-60E'

HandBook

HandBook

• Backlit 7.6" 640 x400 Screen
▪ 2.75 Lbs., 5.9" x9.75" x1.4"
• 4.5- Hr. Battery & AC Pack
• MS-DOSInterlink, MS Works' for DOS

• I
MB RAM, 40MB Hard Drive
Backlit 7.6" 640 x400 Screen
II 2.75 Lbs., 5.9" x935" x1.4"
▪ 4.5-Hr. Battery & AC Pack
▪ MS-DOS, Interlink, MS Works for DOS

II 1MB RAM, 40MB Hard Drive
▪ Backlit 7.6" 640 x400 Screen
• 2.75 Lbs., 5.9" x9.75" x1.4"
• 4.5- Hr. Battery & AC Pack
II MS-DOS, Interlink. MS Works for DOS

And 4SX-33 Mini Desktop*

And 4DX-33 Mini Desktop*

And 4DX2-66V Desktop*

• 486DX-33, 8MB RAM, 250MB Hard Drive
II Windows Accelerated Video e I
MB
▪ 14" Color CrystalScan 1024NI
Ill 124-Key AnyKey Keyboard. MS Mouse
• MS-DOS, Windows & MS Works for
Windows

▪ 486DX2-66, 8MB RAM, 340MB Hard Drive
• All Ultra Pro with IMB VRAM on VL-Bus • 15" Color CrystalScan I572FS
II 124-Key AnyKey Keyboard, MS Mouse
▪ MS-DOS, Windows & MS Works for
Windows

HandBook'
in I
MB RAM. 40MB Hard Drive

I 486SX-33, 4MB RAM, 170MB Hard Drive
III Windows Accelerated Video w/ IMB
II 14" Color CrystalScan 1024NI
II 124-Key AnyKey' 0 Keyboard, MS Mouse
II MS-DOS, Windows & MS Works for
Windows

$2995

$2495
Nomad

$3995

486 Notebooks and Combos—The performance a adesktop in alightweight, full- featured ponahle!
-

NOMAD 425SXL
• 25MHz 486SX Inter Processor*
• 4MB RAM
MI 3.5" Diskette Drive
▪ 80MB IDE Hard Drive
▪ Backlit 10" VGA Screen, 64 Grays
II Simultaneous Video with 256K
II Size 8.5" x11" x1.8", 5.6 Lbs.
• 6-Hr. NiCad Battery & AC Pack
II 1ParalleUl Serial Port
• 79-Key Keyboard & FieldMouse"
II MS-DOS and Windows
• MS Works for Windows

$1995

--

-

NOMAD 450DXL

NOMAD 425DXL
25Milz 486DX Intel Processor*
4MB RAM
3.5" Diskette Dri‘e
120MB IDE Hard Drive
Backlit 10" VGA Screen, 64 Grays
Simultaneous N'ideo with I
MB
Size 8.5" x11" x
Lbs.
6,Hr NiCad Battery kA9Pack
Ik
)zirallelà Serial Port
79-Key Keyboard & FieldMouse
MS-D and Windows
MS W* for Windows
\

• 50Milz 486DX2 Intel Processor*
II 8MB RAM
11 3.5" Diskette Drive
I 200MB IDE Hard Drive
II Backlit 10" VGA Screen, 64 Grays
• Simultaneous Video with IMB
II Size 8.5" xII" x1.8", 5.6 Lbs.
▪ 6-Hr. NiCad Battery & AC Pack
III 1Parallel/1 Serial Port
•.
4
79-Key Keyboard & FieldMouse
II MS-DOS and Windows
MS Works for Windows

.

$2995

$2395 '-------

NOMAD 425SXL COMBO
• Nomad 425SXL
• 15" Color CrystalScan I572FS
II 124-Key AnyKey Keyboard
▪ Microsoft Mouse

$2495

NOMAD 450DXL COMBO

NOMAD 425DXL COMBO
Noà-425.1)..X1
▪ 15" Color Crysta
— ISiT5728
car
II 124-Key AnyKey Keyboard
▪ Microsoft Mouse

INomad 450DXL
II 15" Color CrystalScan I572FS
II 124-Key AnyKey Keyboard
• Microsoft Mouse

$3495

$2895

Every Gateway 2000 system is backed by:
II 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee II One-Year Limited Warranty II Lifetime Toll-Free Technical Support
• On-Site Service Available to Most Locations (Factory Service Only for Notebooks)
III Lifetime BBS Membership

All hard drive sizes are manufacturer's
specified capacities and do not reflect
gains from software compression.

*Contains an Inte1486microprocessor

58
610 Gateway Drive P.O.Box 2000 North Sioux CityS • 605-232-2000 • Fax 605-232-2023
Sales Hoge 7am-10 -4pm Saturdays (CT)
©1993 riatessay NO« Inc.

gan are registered trademarks. and CrystalScan is avademark of Gateway 2000. Inc. The Intel Inside Logo is atrademark and
AnyKey. HandBook. hilaek-and-white spot design. l'll.itagnand
Intzl is aregistered trademark of Intel Consorst ion. All other brands and j..of their respective companies. Pnces and configurations artsubject to change without notice. Prices do not include shipping.

So Powerful
It Can't Be APC.
•SunSoft

Transform Your PC With The
INTERACTIVE UNIX System.
Unleash the 32-bit power in your PC with
the INTERACTIVE -UNLX° System from
SunSoft. Charge through applications at
record speeds. Use real-world multitasking
and networking. Get on the path to a
distributed computing future.

NTERACTIVE

v

Just Say No To SCO.
Why? The INTERACTIVE UNIX System is easy to use, simple to
administer, all at agreat price.
Open Systems Today* says the INTERACTIVE UNIX "system
management... is easier to use and more comprehensive" than SCO'
and "is simply amasterpiece of good design: .
Looking Glass Professional -desktop manager makes the
INTERACTIVE UNIX System easy enough for novices, yet powerful

e

UNIX

enough for experienced UNIX users. And the award winning Easy
Windows makes setting up graphic environments infinitely simpler.
You can't afford not to take advantage of the already low cost of
the INTERACTIVE UNIX System.
And SCO UNIX/XENIX' users can save an
lea
77001P"-additional 50% by switching to the
INTERACTIVE UNIX System today.
That's something to say yes to.

Everything You Like About
Your PC—And ALot More.
INTERACTIVE UNIX System V/386 Release 3.2
supports hundreds of the most popular Intelbased platforms and peripherals. So getting

started is fast, easy, and cost-effective.
Thousands of UNIX and XENIX applica_
tions are at your command. And our VP/ix
package runs virtually all DOS software.
You get Lotus; WordPerfect', and Oracle'. You get SCO applications.
You get it all.

See What Develops.

The INTERACTIVE UNIX System is the environment of choice for 80X86
application development. You get access to afull range of development
tools including compilers, debuggers and libraries. And for graphical
applications, the X11 INTERACTIVE environment is arevelation.

Partner With Power.
The INTERACTIVE UNIX System is apowerful business partner for
companies who know something about power. Companies like BMW,
Goodyear, Leica, and Dunlop to name afew. That power can be yours,
too. All from SunSoft, the leading supplier of 32-bit UNIX system
software.
Call today and save 50% on UNIX power that's so cost-effective,
it can't be anything but aPC. 1-800-227-9227.

A

StinS0
ASun Microsystems, Inc. Busines

'
11eue kit April 13.1992
m1992 Sun Microsystems, Inc. Sun. Sun Micromstems. the Sun logo. SuriStift. the SunSoft Logo. VP/ix and Easy Windows are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc INTERACTIVE is atrademark of
INTERIC.CIVE Systems Corporation. UNIX is aregistered tralemalt oft NIX System Laboratones. Inc looking till, Crob,sional uuiralernakn( Visix Software. Inc. Ali other trademarks and registered trademarks are the properties of their respective
holder, The prom
.(Mona' discount is available to SCO UNIVXFAIIX iisers and is subject to certain rt,tricnons. Colltaci Stintioft for tern', and conditions of pnnnotion SonSoft reserves tl)e right to stop the promotion at any time. SonSoft can be reached
at 255C Garcia Mttnue. Mountain View, CA 04043, ( 510) 4b0-326'.
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COVER STORY
FEATURE

Intel Launches
Rocket in aSocket
PAGE 92

FEATURES

NEWS

24

33

37

42

MICROBYTES
Bringing Unix into the NetWare
fold presents Novell with amarketing
dilemma: what to tell software
developers who ask which platform to
write applications for.

92

Intel Launches Rocket in aSocket
by Tom R. Halfhill
Intel's new Pentium CPU doubles the speed of the fastest 486.

111

Oberon: A Glimpse at the Future
by Dick Pountain
A radically object-oriented design previews future operating systems.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
AutoCAD Draws on Windows
by Patrick Waurzyniak
Autodesk's best-selling CAD software
goes Windows.

STATE

SEEKING SECURITY
A Heavy-Hitting Unix for PCs
by Ben Smith
Solaris for Intel is the most complete
PC Unix.

118

Overview: Seeking
Security
by Paulina Borsook
Mainframe-type security
is coming to the
client/server environment.

129

Should Encryption Be
Regulated?
by Peter Wayner
U.S. law enforcers want to
limit your use of data
encryption.

137

Stealth Virus Attacks
by John DeHaven
Anonymous attack
software targets
networked computers.

144

Resource Guide:
Virus Protection
for Networks

NetWare 4.0, the next step for
agrowing network

NoteJet 486,
Canon's
notebook/printer
makes adynamic
package

HP La.serJet 4Si and 4Si MX,
Hewlett-Packard's newest
network printers
PagePlus 2.0, a $59.95 desktop
publishing package
Compel, multimedia presentation
software from Asymetrix
Painter 2.0, a "natural," professional,
and fun paint tool
57

WHAT'S NEW
The DTR-1 is anotebook or apen
computer, the SmartLink V32bis
FaxModem encrypts your data,
LapCAD 5for the Mac gives you
finite modeling, and more.
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176

194

LAB REPORT:
Hands-On Testing
126 PRINTERS
11 Portables
by Richard Fox, Alan Joch,
Chandrika Krishnamurthy,
Stephen Platt, and
Leonard Presberg
Our testing shows which
printer is best for your needs.

52 Lasers

M

75

USER'S COLUMN
Once More into the Breach
by Jerry Pournelle
User's Choice Awards wrap-up.

210

BOOK AND CD-ROM
REVIEWS
From the Mind of MIT
by Hugh Kenner, Steve Apiki,
and Tom Yager
Windows NT, multimedia, MIT,
Compton's on CD-ROM, and more.

282

STOP BIT
Losing the Human Edge
by Hans Berliner
Computers are about to mount anew
challenge in the chess world.

12

EDITORIAL
Our New Lab Report:
Your New Consultant
by Dennis Allen

20

LETTERS
Coming to terms with software
gluttony; OS/2 hassles; machine
translation; and other topics.

46 Dot- Matrix
17 Ink-Jets

SOLUTIONS FOCUS
Making the MPC Upgrade
by Greg Loveria
Some of the best options
available for bringing
multimedia to the PC.
Personable PIMs

kv Nicholas Baran

Ten PIMs for Windows, DOS.
and the Mac, ranging from
simple organizers to full-blown
project managers.

199

Banyan's "StreetTalk
for NetWare"
by John Rydberg
Banyan's distributed directory
meets server-based NetWare.

201

Windows Video Recorders
kv Tom Yager
The hardware side of Video
for Windows.

205

Tape Backup on the Go
kv Howard Eglowstein
A review of four parallel- port tape drives
for backup.

209

PAGE lib

PAGE 194
Lotus 1-2-3 Release 3.4 for DOS
kv Nicholas John Delonas
Lotus' latest high-end DOS spreadsheet is faster, but you still ma) prefer
the low-end line.

HANDS

213

2/40

UNDER THE HOOD
Computing on Wheels
kv Dick Pountain
This month's column literally
goes under the hood to examine
anew generation of automotivecontrol computers.

ON

221

229

SOME ASSEMBLY
REQUIRED
The Power of Inheritance
by Allen Holub
How to take advantage
of multiple inheritance in your
C++ class designs.
BEYOND DOS
Getting a Handle on NT
by Gen Kiyooka,
Windows NT offers outstanding
exception- handling tools.
Here's why you need them.

READER SERVKE
Editorial Index by Company

276
278

Alphabetical Index to Advertisers
Index to Advertisers
by Product Category
Inquiry Reply Cards: 276A

233

BUYER'S GUIDE
Mail Order
Hardware/Software Showcase
Buyer's Mart
PROGRAM USTINGS
From BIX: Join " listings/frombyte93" and
select the appropriate subarea ( i.e., "may93").
From the UUNET: flp to ftp.uu.net, log on as
anonymous," and enter your user ID as your
password. Type "cd/puhl khed/hyte" and type
"DIR." Files appear in suhdirectories arranged
by month.
From the BYTE BBS at 1200-9600 bps: Dial
(603) 924-9820 and follow the instructions at
the prompt.

INSIDE BYTE
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THE PAPERLESS
OFFICE FOR
CDNLY $ 6995.
Introducing the Paperless 1,
acomplete imaging system that

Papedena Scanning
Elie

Edit

.11.

Paper Size

1111111:11111015111
CI trio di d!

Scan

On

File

will change the way you store
and distribute paper forever.
The P1 connects directly to any PC or MAC computer

PAPERLESS

1

SCANNING/FILING
Pl Software for scanning and filiog documents

and within minutes your system is ready to use. It's as easy to use as acopy machine.
It saves paper. It saves documents. It saves time. It even saves trees...
.

e

•
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te.
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411111111101r/

BEFORE THE PAPERLESS 1

,
ettt

AFTER THE PAPERLESS 1

• •,

Letter from Pinnacle Micro Inc
Pepenen l Sales Forecast
PrI(1-650 Spec Sheet
Scanner Spec Sheet
Support Status

F'APERLESS 1 IMAGING SYSTEM

• 1.1..• weelD vewriter 'Yea≥

Pinnacle Micro is proud to support
conservation efforts of World Wildlife .Fund.
With each Paperless Ipurchase aportion of
the proceeds is received by WWF.

Pinnacle Micro, PI, Paperless,1 and Pinnacle Micro Imaging are nodemarks of Pinnacle micro Inc All other trademarks and registered marks to their respective owners.
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BYTE Topic Index
This index helps you find articles that contain information on each of the listed topics. ( The topic list changes each month.)
Combined with the table of contents (page 4) and the Editorial Index by Company (page 280),
you can identify articles by type, subject, title, author, or product discussed or company mentioned.
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213
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210
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146
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209
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C++ 221
CAD 33

LOCAL BUS

194
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42
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205

24, 176, 210
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205

24
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92

24

VIDEO

57

75

209

176

TAPE BACKUP

57

MATH SOFTWARE
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146

PERIPHERALS
CD ROM

SOLARIS

118, 129, 137, 14.4

SPREADSHEETS

PAINT PROGRAMS

PENTIUM
CALENDARS
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20

111, 221

LASER PRINTERS

194

SCHEDULING

221, 229

24, 201

VIRUSES

137

PIMS ( PERSONAL INFORMATION
DESKTOP PUBLISHING
ENCRYPTION
ENGINEERING

42

129

MULTIMEDIA

213
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92, 213

MICROPROCESSORS
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42, 176

PRINTERS

194

NETWORKS

24, 42, 75, 199
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42

RISC

24
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42, 146

WINDOWS

221, 229

24, 33, 42, 229
210, 229

WINDOWS NT

92, 213

144

WORD PROCESSING

75
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Your Choice of Keyboard Monitor Switches
Access multiple computers with asingle keyboard and monitor
to cut equipment costs, save valuable space, and end clutter

Typical Application
CPUs/Servers

111 Simple pushbutton operation for quick selection
• Four, eight, or twelve ports per unit
• Daisy- chaining connects unlimited number of CPUs
II Compatible with EGA, VGA, Macintosh, Sun, and others
• Optional keyboard booting for 286, 386, and 486
• Optional RS232 or PS/2 mouse interface
• PCB construction for high reliability and low crosstalk

Manually controlled unit

• Rack mount, matrix, and customized units available

Keyeo‘c
Mono° ,
Switch

• Switch by keystroke, from front panel, or RS232 port
• Two or four ports per unit

/712777.Y.

• Cascade units to support up to 255 CPUs
• Supports monochrome, EGA, and VGA
• Includes keyboard booting for 286, 386, and 486
• Includes RS232 and PS/2 mouse interface
• LEDs display selected CPU and CPU power- on
• Scan function switches among CPUs automatically

EMT We.

0 ,41 •TATal

ULM ta litte COI RC, 1:01

Call toll- free now
for your copy of our
Switching and Sharing
Solutions catalog.

1118001D C0 ,
41º0Lif0 SWOCII

1. • duRogE 1
... ..... ,----.........

Keyboard controlled unit

Other Rose products: Print servers, printer sharing units,
print buffers, keyboard monitor extenders, video splitters.
All Rose products are US-made and have a1-year warranty.

Make the Rose Connection

elROSE

10850 Wilcrest Drive • Houston, Texas 77099 • Phone ( 713)933-7673 • Fax ( 713)933-0044

1 800 333 9343

nib•«-

ELECTRONICS

Circle 133 on Inquiry Card.
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We slash interface
development time across
DOS, UNIX, POSIX, VMS...
(and we can prove it!)
The Designer: Easy ....PANEL
to use form builder,
creates all objects
interactively without
coding.

Data fields:
Scrollable regions, memo
fields, ticker-tape fields.
Graphic-style fields:
Check boxes, push
buttons, radio buttons.

—

OBJECTS

MODIFY

LAYOUT

invoice Order Form
Mo
Product
Description
99
99
99

Mt!?
t?!???
t??!??
ftt!tt

How Shipped

=WOW
Qt

XXXXX=XXXX)CXXXX
XXXXXXXXXOXXX:OCXXXX
=XX
=Of

99
999
999
999

t=XXXXXXXXXXXX

COLOR

SYSTEM

Code Generator:
Creates data structures
and source code in C for
acomplete and working
prototype.

Function list
CAlt-F2>
Main program < Ctrl- F1)
888888888 1888181841188
888888888 88888 88 88888
888848888 88888888888S
Subtotal
Shipping

84888 8888888
888818

Additional items
" .,) Catalogue
U.) Fall/Winter
Method
[XI Price list
t ) Spring/Summer
1 Dealer info
Credi
Expir
Save
Cardh

Scroll Bars:
Horizontally, vertically,
full mouse support.

1111118881181111

PO Number.
999'39'39999'3

Shadow borders
exploding windows.

•:\vvd\demo2.vvd
check
ditin
form. Enter text, (Alt>

C-Programmers:
See for yourself how
Vermont Views® can help
you create powerful user
interfaces—whatever your
environment!
If you want to create sophisticated
user interfaces—and save tremendous
time and effort doing it—Vermont
Views is exactly what you need.

Vermont Views isn't just a
common interface package.
It's adeep, flexible, menudriven screen designer supported
by aC library of over 580 functions.
It lets you create the ultimate user
interfaces for complex database
applications - in afraction of the time
it would take to code it yourself!
With Vermont Views. you create
screens interactively. Designing is fast
and creative. And changes—both tiny
adjustments and huge reworks—are
incredibly easy.
Pull down menus, window-based
data entry forms with tickertape or
memo fields, scrollable regions,
choice lists, context sensitive help .. .
All these interface objects (and more)
are immediately accessible. Your

first character to

Dotting
et to mise. < F1>

DOS applications can have full mouse
control, and work in graphics as well
as text modes! And with Vermont
Views, even terminal-based applications can have the elegant features
usually found only on micros.

Create prototypes fast,
applications even faster.
With most systems, you have to
throw away your prototypes when
coding begins. But with Vermont
Views, prototypes become the actual
application.
Menus, data-entry forms, and all
screen features are usable in the final
applications without change.

NEW! Vermont Views PLUS

An enhanced version of Vermont
Views for DOS. Vermont Views
PLUS provides the interface power
needed for developing multi- megabyte, graphic-enhanced C applications. Best of all it supports all
popular DOS extenders and graphics
libraries. VVPLUS also includes full
source code for all libraries.

It's the universal solution.
Vermont Views operates completely independent of hardware,
operating system, and database.

for

hrlp

Status Line: Optional
lines for helpful information
when using the Designer—
may be disabled for
advanced users.

Any interface you create can be
ported easily among DOS, UNIX,
XENIX, POSIX, QNX, OS/2, and
VMS.
You can use Vermont Views with
any database that has aC-language
interface (including Oracle, Informix,
db_Vista, and C-Tree). You can run
on PCs, DEC, NCR, HP, AT&T, and
other systems.

No runtime fees or royalties.
Don't take our word for it—put
Vermont Views to the test. Call or
fax now for your personal, free
demonstration kit. Or order Vermont
Views with our 60-day, money back
guarantee.
Either way, you'll immediately see
how Vermont Views can slash your
interface development time.
For MS/PCDOS, Vermont Views is $495. Vermont Views
PLUS with MemEx. GraphEx and full source code is $795.
For UNIX, POSIX, and VMS, prices start at $ 1,795,
depending on machine class.

Vermont
Creative
Software
IPinnacle Meadows, Richford, VT 05476
Phone ( 802)-848-7731 FAX ( 802)-848-3502
Please Mention "Offer 391"

Call 1-800-848-1248 for afree demo of the ultimate application interface!

ThelAtidestArra
Fault Tolerant Disk Array Controllers, Subsystems and
Servers supporting NetWare, SCO UNIX and OS/2.
Powerftd I, 2, 3, and 5-Channel
Disk Array SCSI Controllers
Mylex now offers arange of disk array controllers, all based
on the powerful Intel i960CAT" RISC processor. The controllers
feature 4/16/64-Mbytes of cache, an EISA host interface and
extensive software support.
RAID levels 0, 1, and 5are supported, with hot swapping,
on-the-fly reconstruction, background rebuild, hot standby,
multi-threading, and scatter/gather features.
NetWare 3.11, SCO UNIX 3.261 and IBM OS/2 2.0 operating
environments are supported. All controllers are offered with
user-friendly software utilities.
DAC960-I/2: Single fast and wide SCSI-II channel, which
can be upgraded to two channels. Each channel has both 8-bit
and 16-bit SCSI- II connectors.
DAC960-3: Three fast SCSI- II channels, which can support
up to 21 SCSI drives.
DAC960-5: Five fast and wide SCSI- II channels, with the
option to drive 8-bit or 16-bit fast SCSI drives.
NetWare, UNIX, OS/2
All Mylex disk array products
support Novell NetWare 3.11,
with optional support for SCO
UNIX 3.24 and IBM OS/2 2.0.

Disk Array Subsystem
The disk array subsystem (DAS) features aDAC960 fivechannel disk array controller and aflexible enclosure which
houses up to five 5.25"or 3.5" SCSI drives. Each drive is powered
by its own power supply for improved system reliability. Disk
drives are offered as an option. Up to four of these enclosures can
be powered by asingle DAC960-5 controller, allowing up to 20
drives for each controller.
The DAS can be used in conjunction with any EISAbased computer to build apowerful file server. Up to Novell
Labs
four controllers can be configured into the system to
Tested &
Approved_
offer virtually unlimited disk capacity.

yof Disk Arrays.
Integrated Disk Array Server: IDAS2000
The Mylex IDAS2000 is ahigh-performance integrated disk
array server, utilizing state-of-the-art disk array technology.
CPU Subsystem: Intel 486m DX2-66MHz EISA system with
256-Kbytes of' cache, 8-Mbytes of system memory upgradable to
256-Mbytes, six bus master EISA slots, built-in 110, flash BIOS
and future CPU upgrades with the ZIF socket.
I> Disk Subsystem: Features aone-channel disk array controller
that is upgradable to two channels for increased performance.
The controller utilizes the powerful Intel i960CA RISC processor
and includes astandard cache of 4-Mbytes that's upgradable
to 64-Mbytes. RAID levels 0, 1, and 5are supported with fault
tolerance, hot replacement, hot sparing and background rebuild
capabilities. Both 8- and 16-bit fast and wide SCSI- II drives are
supported. Software support for NetWare 3.11 (Novell certified).
Optional support for SCO 3.2:4 and IBM OS/2 2.0 operating
environments. Extensive user-friendly software utilities included.
I> Enclosure: Includes three redundant power supplies, five
cooling fans, 10 drive bays for 3.5" SCSI drives, and four additional drive bays for tape drives, floppy, etc.
The system includes an EISA LAN adapter and super VGA
graphics. Disk drives are optional.

We've Benched the Competition
When Mylex conducted benchmark tests to compare our disk
array system's performance to our competitors', we outperformed
the competition's RAID 3and 5systems, as well as duplexed and
spanned systems, by awide margin.
Benchmarks: Disk Array Subsystems
CORE

MICROPOLIS

ULTRAS
TOR
U124
RAID 5

DAC960
RAID 5

15:00

13:30

10:06

4:25

15:00

15:30

10:36

4:30

20:49

18:30

10:17

CIPRICO
NetArray
RAID 3

IAS
RAID 3

NCOPY
all dr ves
enabled

13:19

NCOPY
one drive
dowr

14:05

NCOPY

during

iiid

26:32

RAIDion
RAID 5

MTLEX

LAN lechriologys performance tests for Ciprico, Core and Micropolis consisted
of copying 2400 files—totaling about 80-Mbytes—from one directory to another
using NetWare's NCOPY. The Mylex and UltraStor test configuration included a
486 DX2-50IVIHz CPU-based EISA system using five HP 97556-30 796-Mbyte drives.
Times are shown in minutes.
Circle 108 on Inquiry Card.

Flexible
Purchase Options
Controllers only, acomplete
system without disk drives,
or acomplete system with the
drives are offered.
For more information on
Mylex disk array systems
and controllers, call 1-80077MYLEX or 1
510 796 6100.
Or, fax us at 1-510-745-8016.
0 1993. Mylex Corporation. Specifications subject to
change without notice. All trademarks are the property
of their respective holders. 0 1992. NI&T Publishing.
reprinted with the permission orl.AN TEQINOLOGY,
August. 1992. Novell certification applies to 5-channel
disk array products only. The Intel Inside Logo is a
trademark of Intel Corporation.
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EDITORIAL
DENNIS
ALLEN

OUR NEW LAB REPORT:
YOUR NEW CONSULTANT

T

here's something new inside this issue of BYTE,
and there has never been anything like it. Check
out the Lab Report on printers, starting on page
146— it's the first of our regular monthly hardware reports. This new feature was months in the
making, and it represents several worker-years of planning, testing, analysis, and good old-fashioned hard work
by the folks at BYTE, the BYTE Lab, and the National
Software Testing Labs.
For this month's report, we
Our report provides
tested virtually every printer
focused information you
on the market- 126 of them, to
be exact—to provide you with
can use when buying or
information that you can use
when buying or recommendrecommending products
ing aprinter. Let me emphasize the word information. After 5600 tests, 28,000 pages of printed output, and thousands of data points, the BYTE and NSTL staffs separated
the wheat from the chaff. Rather than turn BYTE into a
catalog of product specifications, the two staffs created a
report that acts as ahighly paid consultant who helps
you select the printer that fits your needs.
We've defined the criteria by which aprinter should be
measured for specific applications. The attributes of a
good word processing printer, for example, are not the
same as those of agood spreadsheet printer. In fact, we
found that printers naturally fall into nine categories of applications, and we analyzed our test data to determine
the best printer for each application.
We didn't stop there, though. It's one thing to choose
the best overall printer for, say, word processing, but we
knew that even in word processing people's needs varied.
In these hard economic times, some folks are willing to
sacrifice alittle print quality or speed for alower price—
provided the printer still meets acertain threshold for
word processing. Other folks may have an application
in which only the highest quality output will do, regardless of the price. So, we made recommendations for those
trade-offs and others—all based on our analysis of hard
test data.
Each of our recommendations is built on exhaustive
and objective test data. To accomplish the task, we
weighted the relevant factors to accurately reflect each of
the different application categories. In each case, we tell
you up front which printer scored best—just check out the
"BYTE Best" on page 147 and the report's easy-to-scan
charts. And we tell you which printers came in aclose second so that you can make comparisons.
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To help us present all this information in the most coherent way, we enlisted the talents of two people. Richard
Saul Wurman helped us distill all the data into information. A graphics designer, architect, and cartographer,
he is the author of Information Anxiety (
Doubleday, 1989)
and the expert on delivering information.
The other person who helped us is Ken Silvia, one of
the top magazine designers in North America. Silvia has
an ability to present text and graphical information in a
consistent style that lets you quickly find what you're
looking for. Sounds easy, but it ain't. In fact, creating
the design for our lab reports was achallenge greater
than that of designing some magazines, and it was achallenge Silvia met with colossal success.
Why Did We Do It?
Like most of you, I've been aBYTE reader for many
years, and for the last 10 years, I've been an editor with
BYTE Publications. Iknow you expect BYTE to cover
leading-edge products that incorporate new technologies—products like Pentium-based systems, expert systems, and 32-bit operating systems. For that, you want the
in-depth technical articles for which BYTE is famous.
You have let me know that you would also like to read
about certain staple products, too, such as 486 systems,
modems, notebooks, and monitors. Most of these products meet certain standards, and the methods for comparing them are generally straightforward.
We think we've found away to cover both leadingedge technology and staple products. Nearly all our pages
are still devoted to the fine details of new technology
developments and products, while 20 pages each month
will contain our lab report on the more staple hardware
products. We have invested heavily in our multimilliondollar NSTL facility to bring these lab reports to you,
and Ihope you will find them useful.
As always, though, you have the final say. Let me
know what you think of our new Lab Report series and
how you think we could make it better.

—Dennis Allen
Editor in Chief
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New dBASE IV 112.0
gets you home for dinner
oric

Borland
International Conference
IWay 16-19
Call: 1-800-350-4244

Get your work done faster

powerful applications with less

code. And now you can generate

New dBASE IVE version 2.0 is up

royalty-free .EXEs using the

to ten times faster than version

new, 100% language-compatible

1.5 and dBASE III PLUSx!

dBASE Compiler!
Get dBASE today and get
home for dinner tonight.

Browsing data, executing queries,
and generating reports are all
faster—even on networks.
But program speed is only part
of dBASE's overall performance
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superiority.

SPECIAL
UPGRADE PRICE!
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PREFER TO DO
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faster because
it's more usable.

list price

A recent study
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$795.1
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dBASE users got
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their work done

BEST NEW
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25% faster than
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DATABASE PRODUCT
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Yes

Designed for users

Yes
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Designed for programmers

Yes

Yes
No
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dBASE IV•
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your information to work. Visual

Industry standard

Instantly accessible visual
design tools
Full cross- platform
compatibility

-

application developer, dBASE puts

dBASE IV outfoxes the competition

Queries optimized for standalone & networked computers

Offer good for
standalone or
LAN upgrades

Whether you're adatabase user or

FoxPro users.

dBASE IV

dBASE makes it easy
to do more
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appLat ion de, elopment

design tools let you create database
tables, queries, forms, and reports

•
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90-day, money-hack guarantee!

onscreen. Query By Example gives I see
you fast answers to your questions.
No wonder NSTL rated dBASE
tops in versatility and usability!
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application developers
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Transaction processing

Yes
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The dBASE language lets you use
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Power made easy

'Usability Sciences Corp. study. 1992. tSoftware Digest Ratings Report, multiuser database programs. May 1992. Copyright © 1993 Borland International, Inc. All rights reserved. All Borland produce names
are trademarks of Borland International, Inc. Prices good in the United States and Canada only. All prices are in US. dollars. Dealer prices may vary. BI 5349
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Announcing the first network printer

Operating System Tbpology
'Ethernet/802.3
veil Net 1m! re
nken Ring (4116 Mbps)
Microsoft'
'802.3
LAN Manager
nken Ring (
4116Mbps)
'802.3
Windows fOr
7bIren
Ring
(4116
Mbps)
Warkgroups
Windows NT
802.3
Iblzen Rzng (4116 Mbps)
IBM LAN Server
'802.3
7blien Ring (4116 Mbps)
•
Local7bik
AppIe71zIk
'Ether7hlk
HeUr•
'Ethernet
'Ethernet
SunOS"
'Ethernet
Saari?'
'Ethernet
SO) UNIX
'Standard in the-HP Laser-let 4SIMX printer. •• Foroperating
HP-UX, SunOS or Solaria aone-time purchase of $ 199 in
configurationsoftware .
srequired.AdoheandPostScriptaxe
trademarks of Adobe Systems Inc. which may be registered
in certainjurisdictions. Microsoft is a1J.S. registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. UNIX is aregistered trademark of UNIX System Laboratories Inc. in the U.S.A. and
other countries.' tin Caaada call I-800-387-3867. Ext. 7299.
C 1993 Hewlett-Packard PE12353

Multiple environments are no
longer worlds apart. Even if you
have Novell Netware on one
network, HP-UX on another and
EtherTalk on athird, the new
HP LaserJet 4Si MX printer
easily connects across platforms.
Automatically.
The HP LaserJet 4Si MX printer
comes out-of-the-box preconfigured for multiple environments.
There's nothing more to do than
plug-and-play. All interfaces
are simultaneously hot, making
switching so seamless, end-users
won't even notice.
What's more, HP'S LaserJet 4Si
MX printer is ready to handle
whatever needs come down the

that adapts to multiple environments.

pike. More operating systems?
No problem. As your network
system continues to evolve, the
capabilities of this printer are no
longerjust impressive. They're
indispensable.
The HP LaserJet 4Si MX printer
is loaded with features that define
state-of-the-art. HP's enhanced
PCL5 and genuine PostScript'
Level 2software from Adobe" come
standard. Printer environments
are saved while switching. Setup
is acinch with network software
utilities and drivers included in
the box. And, if you need any
reassurance about trouble-free
operation, you have it in our
Simple Network Management
Protocol ( SNMP) support.

At 17 ppm, this is the fastest
LaserJet ever, with I/Os and RISCbased formatter capabilities
matched to support its speed. It
delivers impeccable 600 dpi print
quality—thanks to HP 'smicrofine
toner and Resolution Enhancement
technology Plus, it comes standard
with two 500 sheet input trays.
But what if you don't need the full
capabilities of the HP LaserJet
4Si MX printer right away? HP
offers another printer that's
probably aperfect fit. The HP
LaserJet 4Si printer delivers the
identical 17 ppm performance
and superb 600 dpi print quality
It also has room to grow. The two
MIO expansion slots let you add

Circle 91 on Inquiry Card.

HP JetDirect network interface
or third party cards. And you
can add on Adobe's genuine
PostScript Level 2software and
SIMM memory modules, as you
need them.
lb find out more about the
multiple-network HP LaserJet
4Si MX printer and the upg,radable HP LaserJet 4Si printerjust
call 1-800-LASERJET, Ext. 7299:t
Capabilities this advanced make
aworld of difference—in any
environment.
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SOME
DEVELOPERS
REALLY DO HAVE
INSIDE INFORMATION
ON PROGRAMMING
FOR WINDOWS.

AMIE111,11

Now you can have instant access
to complete, up-to-date programming

YOU
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browser that truly exploits the promise
of CD-ROM-based publishing.
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Windows - and Windows NT"

Developer Network CD will also

operating systems. Introducing the

receive the latest development strategy

Microsoft Developer Network CD.
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Updated quarterly, this CD-based
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service is the official channel for

invitations to developer conferences.

new technology specifications.

Over 44,000 developers are already

Even if you're not using Microsoft

using the Developer Network CD

tools, you'll want to get this

and the feedback confirms that it is

essential development resource.

arevolutionary information product.

The CD contains complete
documentation for all Microsoft

In the words of Andrew Schulman,
coauthor of Undocumented

development products and toolkits,

Windows, "
The Developer Network

agrowing library of over 700 source

CD is a 'must have' for any serious

code examples, and many previously

Windows programmer."

unpublished tools and utilities.

Get the inside scoop on Windows.

Technical articles open up the archi-

A full-year subscription to the

tecture of Windows, and the Microsoft

Microsoft Network Developer CD is

Knowledge Base makes public

only $ 195 ( plus tax and freight), and

developer product bug lists. Charles

comes with a90-day money-back

Petzold's Programming Windows 3.1,

guarantee. So make the call.

Microsoft Systems Journal, and the
OLE 2.0 SDK are also included. In

To subscribe, or for more nformation,
call ( 800) 759-5474, Dept. OAAU9.

short, if Microsoft publishes it and
you need it, it will be on this CD.
All this information is harnessed
by apowerful, Windows- based

Microsoft

e

Making it easier

O 1993 Microsoft Corporation. All ries reserved. Printed in U.S.A. Network
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T
HE KITCHEN SINK IS
Our T4500C features an LCD TFT active matrix color
screen that can display akaleidoscope of 256 simultaneous colors from apalette of 185,193. Our T4500
offers alarge, bright, easy-to-read 9.5" VGA display
with 640 x480 resolution and 17:1 contrast ratio.

If you're getting the feeling the T4500 series
represents anew standard in business notebook
computing, you're right.

A 150-pin expansion port lets you attach aSCSI
adapter to the notebook. Or lets you attach the notebook to our Desk Station IV, providing true desktop
capabilities in your office.

System control hodceys save time by allowing you to
quickly change your display setting, power management,
security status, etc., without having to call up menus.
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Agenerous 4MB RAM standard,
expandable to 20MB.

reeltd.

Our award-winning keyboard features
standard-sized keys and key spacing.

The T4500 series' advanced 20MHz i486"SX
processor makes any 386 seem like atortoise. In
fact, tests reveal it's up to two and ahalf times
faster than many 386-based notebooks.

The T4500C comes with a120MB hard
drive and our T4500 comes with achoice of an
80MB or 120MB hard drive.

3.3-volt chip technology decreases power
drain by as much as 25%, while adding up to
27% more battery life.

INTRODUCING

THE

©1993 Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc The Intel Inside logo and 1486 are trademarks of Intel Corporation All products indicated by trademark symbol are trademarked and/or registered by their respective

OPTIONAL.
The T4500 features a
large, easy-to-read 9.5"
monochrome screen.

The T4500C's dimensions: 11.7"W x8.3"D x2.Cr H.
The T4500's dimensions: 11.7"W x8.3"D x1.8"H.
Both fit into half of abriefcase.

Windowe3.1 and DOS® 5.0 with
Ultrafonecome pre-installed.

AutoResume lets you start where you left off
without rebooting and automatically saves your
material when you turn the power off.
met

Our Quick Charge capabilities allow you to
charge the battery while you're working.
5, dad we need
mulct be dose

Featuring AutoResume, AutoSave, Advanced
Power Management, and CPU Sleep Mode, our
MaxTime" power management system helps you
get the maximum out of every battery charge.

[YU
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'ashes
»pet Teen

Tests reveal that the 3.3-volt
20MHz i486 -SX processor
is up to two and ahalf
times faster than many
386-based notebooks.

Quickread LCD status icons allow you to check ahost
of functions (including remaining battery time, keyboard status, and power-saving mode) at aglance.

Pe Fete*

licieenzirà11311
/

An industry-standard PCMC1A 2.0 slot accepts
removable hard drives, data/fax modems, network adapters, and other expansion options.

The BallPoini" mouse
connects directly to
the computer through
aunique "one touch"
QuickPort7so there's no
cord to get in your way.

You can call real-live
Toshiba technicians toll-free
for complete product support.

A front-loading floppy drive
provides easy access.
Both the T4500 and the T4500C
weigh in at about 6.5 lbs.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA

T4500

SERIES

manufacturers
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LETTERS
Gluttons for Punishment

AGluttony" (February) hits the nail

ndy Nicholson's Stop Bit "Software

right on the head. The trend toward GUIs
and applications written for them has consumed the larger memories and hard
drives of new machines at least as fast as
the price of memory and storage has come
down. The result is alot of money spent
for an upgrade and no more data storage
space than before.
Certainly there are legitimate needs for
at least some of the features of recent software packages, but rarely does one user
need them all. It would help if companies supplied the information needed to do an ad hoc installation.
What would help more would be to require the programmers of some of this stuff to write for ayear for the
HP 41CX calculator. It has less than 2.5 KB of RAM for
programs and data, and 4.2 KB of extended memory that
can be used like adisk drive. My 41CX has outlived several desktop computers. Ihave asubstantial library of programs for it, and you can bet your bottom dollar that each
is optimized to conserve memory. Many programs weigh
in at less than 100 bytes. No GUIs, of course, but then
who really needs GUIs?
Bernard H. Geyer
Prescott, AZ

Tcouldn't agree more with Andy Nicholson. Ibelieve the

'media is partly to blame for software gluttony. Consider
GeoWorks. This program is manyfold superior to Windows, but the company's lack of marketing clout and indifference by the media combine to keep it confined to a
niche. Unless the designation of good software includes
code optimization, software packages will become behemoths that do everything but cartwheels.
Aslam Hassan
Urbana, IL

The New OS/2

Eenced the same condition of "cross-linked extended
lation erupted as Iread that Mark J. Minasi experi-

attributes" using OS/2 2.01 that Idid ("A New OS/2,"
February). Inow know that the error did not lie in my particular drive controller. As asimple end user and nonmember of IBM's Developer Assistance Program, I (and
my authorized IBM dealer) never reached anyone at IBM
who understood the above and other problems.
Thus, Ihave decided to delete OS/2 from my system. It
was adream to explore but anightmare to use. OS/2 can
return when it operates as promised. Minasi's essay
verifies that it does not do so yet.
Michael E. May
Nashville, TN
WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU. Address correspondence
to Letters Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough,
NH 03458, send BlXmail do "editors," or send Internet Mail to
letters@bytepb.byte.com. Letters may be edited.
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Lost in the Translation
rr he article " Overview: Machine Trans1 lation" (January) includes the sentence: "Translating the languages of the
world on adesktop computer comes of
age." From what Ihave seen, that age is
still aeons away.
Ispeak five languages fluently and can
read another six or seven with varying
degrees of comprehension. Ihave betatested Micro-Tac's German and Spanish
translators. Frankly, Ihave difficulty deciding where to put these programs.
There's certainly ause for them, but the
translations are poor at best. It would be far better to get a
human translator to dictate the text to astenographer or
enter the text into aword processing file.
Translation programs miss the subtle points completely
and wrongly translate many tenses and cases. The prepositions are mostly wrong, which makes understanding
the "translated" text difficult. Ido not know that anyone
has yet figured out how the human brain translates one
language into another, but it's certainly far more complicated than these translating programs' algorithms.
Paul A. Elias
Fountain Hills, AZ

SAS on CD-ROM

W "Start the Presses" (February). However, we are not

eappreciate Jon Udell's mention of SAS Institute in

the developer of SPSS statistical software, as he states.
We are the developer of the SAS System, an informationdelivery system.
Udell also writes that we use " the Makedisc software
from Young Minds and the Philips drive to build custom
CD-ROMs for its Unix clientele." While we do distribute
the SAS System on CD-ROM for our Unix customers, we
use our own software, Kodak software, and aKodak CDRecordable drive to automate the process.
Hilary Yeo
SAS Institute
Cary, NC

User's Response
enjoyed reading Jerry Pournelle's comments on WinI
dows for Workgroups in " The Principle of Pursuit"

(January). As acomputer programmer and PC networking
guru for alarge company, Iknow the type of problems
one can run into when setting up LAN software.
Pournelle deleted Windows from his system before
installing Windows for Workgroups. That's fine if what
you have is aplain-vanilla system, but if you are using
high-end hardware like local-bus video, Windows may
not start after installation. It's best to upgrade your existing version of Windows to Windows for Workgroups.
That way, you preserve all your device drivers and program groups.
William J. Raymond
Gardner, MA
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Now you don't have to be agraphic

There's aVisio stencil for flowcharts. One for space
plans. Organizational charts. Business models.
Marketing diagrams. Gantt charts.

artist or draftsman to create impactful
business and technical drawings.
Because ifyou can drag and drop, you can

Computer network layouts.

draw It's easy with Visio .,
Shapeware's
new drawing program for Microsoft VVinoows .3.1 users.
By just clicking your mouse, Visio lets you drag and
drop shapes, change their size or color, connect them automatically and type in text. Drag. Drop. Done! It's that easy.
Only Visio gives you more than 300 drag and drop
SmartShapes to help you create
co,

virtually any drawing or diagram.
Unlike clip art, SmartShapes
are " intelligent." They can
take on different forms, colors,
and proportions and behave the

way you expect. And with
Visio's simplified tool set, you can easily create your own
customized shapes using asingle pencil tool.
For easy access, SmartShapes appear right on your
screen on , ob-related "stencils: Each stencil features all the
shapes you could possibly need for your specific drawing.
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Engineering schematics. And
direction maps. Visio includes
15 stencils, standard. And you can
also get additional stencils for more specific jobs.
Test drive Visio with Visio Sampler.
Visio Sampler is ausable version of the award-winning
program that lets you drag and drop shapes to create
your own drawings. As part of Microsoft's " 60 Days
To Upgrade Your World" campaign, Microsoft will be
distributing Upgrade Advisor disks featuring Visio
Sampler. To get your hands on one and test drive
Visio for yourself, call Shapeware for details at
1-800-446-3335, ext. EE6.
Order Visio by June 30, 1993 for just $219, and you II
receive an additional stencil set of your choice
when you register your software. To order
Of for the names of authorized Visio resellers
near you, call 1-800-446-3335, ext. EE6.
I
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How To Mana

The Ultimate Combination Of Power And Ease- Of-Use.

ge The Future.
Now Available For Both Windows And OS/2.

Introducing the
first project
manager your
entire company
can use.
For power
users, there are
dozens of new
features, functions and an internal
development language that makes
creating ad'
:
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quick and easy.
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• T like agenius. And since it
VV runs under Windows and
moo OS/2, you won't be burning
any bridges.
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friendliest interface and shortest
learning curve in the industry
The new graphics and reporting
options will make every user look

New

FOR A FREE DEMO DISK
CALL 1-800 CALL CAI
EXT. 240.
Call today to test-drive the
award-wining project management software that can
help you
manage
rAOMPUTER
the future.
.nSSOCIATES
Today.
Software superior by design.

©impute] Ass,xiates International. In,. One Computer
CA-SuperProject
Associates Plaza, Islandia, NY II788-700k).

All produc ,names referenced herein are trademarks of their respective companies.
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Novell Walks the Line Between NetWare
and Unix

n ROVO, Utah—Novell's acquisition of Unix System Laboratories gives the

networking giant apowerful asset in the battle over 32-bit desktop and server
operating systems. But bringing Unix into the fold presents Novell with amarketing dilemma: what to tell software developers who ask which platform they should
write their applications for.
Microsoft's " Windows everywhere" strategy promises developers aconsistent (although by no means identical) API for Windows, which will be available in versions
for hand-helds and home appliances up to massive servers. On the other hand,
Novell embraces many APIs. On the server side, Novell supports NetWare and
Unix, and on the client side, it supports DOS, Windows, Windows NT, Unix, OS/2,
and Mac OS. Novell's model presumes aworld of heterogeneous computing. However, developers aiming to play in Novell's arena will need to master many more
tools and environments.
These divergent visions reflect the underlying philosophies of the two firms.
Novell is known for its ready partnering, while Microsoft tends to "roll its own" solutions, using its power and influence to turn proprietary products into de facto
standards. With Unix in its quiver, Novell can now stake aclaim as akey provider
of open-systems solutions. The announcement in mid-March that USL, HewlettPackard, IBM, The Santa Cruz Operation, Sun Microsystems, and Univel will deliver in 1994 acommon Unix software environment places Unix vendors in stark
contrast to Microsoft's single-vendor model.
Since the arrival of NetWare 3.x, Novell has urged developers—with moderate success—to write NLMs ( NetWare loadable modules) or applications for the 32-bit operating system. Now the company is changing its tune to accommodate Unix. Says
Kanwal Rekhi, executive vice president of the interoperability systems group, "Unix
is avery good general-purpose operating system, for an applications server or the desktop. NetWare is the glue that ties together all kinds of desktops and environments with
acommon set of services. Idon't see them fighting for the same space."
Joel Applebaum, president of the Novell/USL Univel joint venture, concedes that
each operating system offers different strengths. " Unix doesn't give you [ NetWare's] interoperability between all the different clients," he says, but it "adds robustness and richness in options for applications developers."
Rekhi says that the developer's choice between NetWare and Unix will be determined by the needs of the application. "NetWare gives you performance, Unix
gives you scalability," he says. "NetWare—access to many shops; Unix—to larger systems. It's abalancing act." Unix, he adds, "is amore traditional environment and people know it better," whereas if you write an NLM, "it's easy to go into
aNetWare shop and plop in the application." Rekhi notes that some companies (e.g.,
Oracle) are hedging their bets by writing for both.
Novell is also working to integrate the environments so that networks of NetWare
and Unix servers can easily communicate. In early March, for example, the company
introduced the NetWare NFS Gateway, which lets users of NetWare client systems directly access files on aUnix server. Previously, Unix clients could access NetWare services, but NetWare clients had to load Novell's LAN WorkPlace on their systems.
In aclear jab at Windows NT, Novell officials assert that they don't believe asingle operating system will solve all market needs. There's apolitical component
as well. Says Drew Major, chief scientist at Novell, " Lots of people are championing
us as an alternative; they don't want to have acomplete lockout."
—Andy Reinhardt
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A federal judge has denied Unix
System Laboratories' request for a
preliminary injunction to keep
Berkeley Software Design, Inc.
(Falls Church, VA), from distributing BSD/386, aUnix-compatible operating system for PCs
that BSDI says is free of AT&T
code. BSD/386 is based on the
Networking 2software developed
at the University of California—Berkeley. 0
"Wireless is not here today in the
way that we want it to be," says
Marc Porat, president and CEO
of Mountain View, California—
based General
Magic. Regarding the
current state
of wireless
communications, Porat
says,
"There's a
market failure. It's afailure borne not
of technology but borne of institutional and regulatory forces." 0
Two top executives of Symantec
(Cupertino, CA) have been indicted by aCalifornia grand jury on
felony charges related to the alleged theft of trade secrets from
Borland International (Scotts
Valley. CA). Gordon Eubanks,
Symantec's president and CEO,
and Eugene Wang, an executive
vice president. were indicted in
March, six months after Wang left
Borland to head Symantec's languages division. Eubanks's lawyer
says the California trade-secrets
law covers only technical information, not general business information. Legal experts predict abattle
over the admission of Wang's Email as evidence, which some
consider an invasion of privacy. D
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WATCOM“ SQL for Windows is ahigh-performance

SQL database engine for Windows applications. The package includes
everything required tobegin using WATCOM SQL immediately from many popular
Windows applications, supporting interfaces ranging from ODBC and DDE to the Windows
clipboard. Everything necessary for application development in GC++ ( using compilers from
WATCOM. Microsoft or Borland) is also included.

Installation in Under 10 Minutas

The easy installation and setup reduce
the time and expense traditionally required by client/server technology. Further, WATCOM SQL lets
you achieve high performance results right out of the package without the need for performance
setup and tuning by expert personnel.

Performance and Reliability

WATCOM SQL's cost-based query optimizer
and efficient data representation combine to deliver high performance. Transaction processing and
declarative referential integrity protect the consistency of your data. The client/server architecture
reduces network traffic, resulting in increased performance for your multi-user applications.

Scalable SQL for Now and the Future

WATCOM SQL applications
can be designed to run without change in environments ranging from standalone PCs to large multiuser networks. The 32-bit WATCOM SQL Network Server Edition unleashes the power of 386/486
PC's to deliverhigh performance for large networks with many clients.

The Best Value in SQL Database Engines WATCOM' SQL

for Windows has asuggested retail price of $795* but for alimited time you can get it at the
introductory price of only $395*. Even better, asa registered user of WATCOM SQL you'll be able
to get acopy of the 6-user Network Server Edition for only $99* ( Suggested retail price: $795*).

Royalty-Free Runtime for only $99

• As aregistered user you can get
royalty-free runtime support for just $99*, enabling you to distribute our standalone single-user
runtime SQL database engine with your applications royalty-free.

1-800-265-4555

Highlights
ODBC Level 2support
Built-in declarative referential
and entity integrity
Visual Basic Interface
Bi-directional, scrollable, updatable cursors
• Row-level locking
• ANSI SQL and IBM SAA compatible
• Full transaction processing support with checkpoint log
and forward transaction log
• Multiple simultaneous application connections
• Symmetric multi-threading of concurrent requests
• Import data from popular file formats including DBF
• Automatic use of expanded and extended memory to
improve performance
I> Static and dynamic embedded SQL interface for use viith
WATCOM's 16 and 32-bit C/C++ compilers, and other
popular C/C++ compilers

Also available:
WATCOM SQL Developer's Edition for DOS
Complete Client/Semer Development Tools Package for
DOS including Standalone Single-user SQL Database
Engine. Enables development and deployment of single-user
standalone applications, and development of applications for
use with the WATCOM SQL Network Server Edition.

WATCOM " SQL Network Server Edition
High-performance Multi-user SQL Database Server
for PC LANs. Supports multiple concurrent DOS or
Windows clients in anetwork environment.

The Leader in Development Tools
WATCOM, 415 Philhp Street, Water oc, Ortano, Canada, N2L 3X2. Telephone: ( 519) 886-3700, Fax: (519) 747-4971. • Prices do liDi inclide freight and Wes where applicable. Authorized dealers may sell for less.
NMTCOM. and the Lighmir 9Device era tralerarks of WATCOW Internatiorel Corporation. Cthei trademarks are the propel es of their respective owners. Copyright 1993 WATCOM Internoliorel Corporation
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SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
The Scanjet IIc performed well
during all phases of PC Magazine
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HP ScanJet Ilc

as made scanning as simple as possible.
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COLOR FLATBED SCANNERS

)ut Hewlett-Packard Co._has go
'ar to make the ScanJet 11caIi
!ntieing buy, no matter what th

Both PC Magazine and Publish called the
HP ScanJet He the Best Color Scanner for
1992. While PC Computing named the
black & white/gray-scale HP ScanJet lip
the Most Valuable Product of the year.
Speed. Simplicity. And accuracy were all
applauded. It's no wonder. HP's singlepass scanning delivers both lightning-fast
speed and precise color registration.
TWAIN support allows scanning without
having to switch between applications.
And HP AccuPage technology with 400dpi resolution can tackle the toughest
OCR challenges. What's more, capabilities
this advanced are now even more affordable. List price on the HP ScanJet Ilc has
just dropped to $1,599. The HP ScanJet Hp
is just $879.
Impressed? Don't just take our word for it,
or even the PC press's. Attend one of our
scanning seminars that will be held April
through September, 1993. To find out more
about the HP ScanJet lic and Hp or seminars in your area, call 1-800-SCANJET,
Ext. 736C And judge for yourself.
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Researchers Build General- Purpose Optical
Computer
A

University of Colorado ( Boulder) rePi search team has built what it believes
is the first general-purpose optical computer that stores its machine instructions in
optical memory. Rather than relying on
program control by asecond, electronic
computer, the new optical computer stores
its own instructions and processes data using light.
The proof-of-principle machine is not
amarketable product, but according to a
CU-Boulder researcher, its unique design
could be applied to applications such as
optical switching in telecommunications
and eventually to optical computers that
run hundreds of times faster than conventional computers. The current machine
processes information serially ( 1bit at a
time). Plans call for the next generation
of the machine ( currently under development) to process data using planar arrays

that can communicate their entire contents
in one cycle. Such amachine could be applied to high-speed computer graphics.
The optical computer was developed
under the direction of CU-Boulder electrical- and computer-engineering professors Harry Jordan and Vincent Heuring.
Researchers are designing apalm-size version of the machine that could be used
to route data over fiber-optic channels. " I
would say that within athree- to five-year
time frame, something using [apalm-size
version of the machine] could be applied in
the telecommunications switching area,"
Jordan notes.
Jordan says that one of the reasons the
research team decided to use aserial design
instead of aparallel design was the high
cost of the 66 optical switches ( about
$3000 each) used in the machine. Jordan
says, " We took the tack that said we'll
give up the parallelism, not because
we didn't think it was agood idea but
in order to investigate the stored program aspect for optical computing."
—Dave Andrews

CU-Boulder research associate
Robert Feuerstein (left) and
graduate student John Feehrer
adjust the logic unit of aproof-ofprinciple optical computer.
Laser beams encode instructions
and data into thousands
of light pulses stored in roughly 3
miles of spooled glass fiber.

U.K. Court Protects Innovative U.K. Software

L

ONDON—A U.K. software house has
won acopyright suit that revises the
courts handling of look-and-feel issues
and gives innovative software developers
more confidence to defend their programs.
John Richardson Computers, suppliers of
software to the pharmaceutical industry,
took issue with an ex-JRC programmer
who developed aPC package similar to
one he had written for the company. JRC
did not claim that the programmer had
copied source code or asubstantial part of
the structure and organization of its product. However, the suit did assert that the
ex- programmer had used the " general
scheme of the company's first ... program,
including some unusual routines."
To assess the look-and-feel overlap be28
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tween the products, the presiding judge
borrowed methods from U.S. cases, notably the Computer Associates v. Altai
suit that was tried last June. JRC's lawyers
cited the CA- Altai case as having "persuasive authority." The High Court of Justice, Chancellery Division, decision decreed that screen elements widespread
throughout the industry should be ignored,
as should features that represent the obvious or "only real way" of fulfilling a
function. Remaining elements were then
deemed copyrightable. With the implementation earlier this year of aEuropean
Community-wide computer copyright
law, the JRC case may be cited in other
European courts.
—Louise Cole

NANOBYTES
The Santa Cruz Operation's
(Santa Cruz, CA) acquisition of
leading GUI management
provider IX! ( Cambridge, U.K.)
will give SCO direct access to future IXI technology and help establish IXI's X.desktop software
as an industry standard. Apart
from SCO's Open Desktop product, IXI's X.desIdop comes installed on Unix systems from
vendors such as DEC, IBM, and
International Computers. Future
joint SCO/IXI products will likely
focus on areas like group management of networks and multimedia, office automation, and
closer links with other computing
environments. El
Leading Taiwanese PC supplier
Mitac has established amanufacturing plant in Telford, U.K., to
service increasing demand for its
products in Europe. The company
plarm to complete the first phase of
the plant this summer. Mitac says
200 new jobs will be created at the
site over the next four years. According to Mitac, nearly half of its
$300 million in annual revenues
comes from sales of PCs and
monitors in Europe, which may
explain why the company planned
to introduce arange of multimedia
PCs and 66-MHz 486DX2-based
PCs at the CeBIT computer show
in Hannover, Germany. CI
Electronic systems that automate
the processing of credit-card payments and other merchant transactions are hampered in some
regions of the world by inadequate telecommunications. VeriFone (Redwood City, CA. (415)
591-6500) has introduced Omnihost for banks in South America
and Asian Pacific that want to establish transaction-automation
systems. When the normal
telecommunications link goes
down, Omnihost will stand in
temporarily so that service is not
interrupted. This is an example of
acompany having to reengineer
its products to sell them in other
parts of the world. 0

Advanced Signal Processing
(ASP) delivers 4:1 realtime
hardware data compression
and saves up to 65% of CPU
processing time.

admixed Features include
programmable mixing, multiple-source recording, treble
and bass controls.

Ststeeethe-Art 16-bit Codee
with 90 dB signal-to-noise
ratio.
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Full Compatibility with all
SOIIIIii Blaster applications and
2-million-user installed base.
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Cross Platform Support
ensures all pinchons are
accessible from DOS, 0512,
Windows or MPC.
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High Performance
Lif -R011 interface.
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Murs Inputs than other
16-bit boards, including
MI& joystick, and multiple
audio sources.

Sound Blaster 16 ASP
We're not playing games anymore.
Sure, games are great. But with new
applications ranging from voice recognition
to full-blown integrated multimedia, it's time
to get serious about PC audio. With
Sound Blaster" 16 AS
The 16 ASP comes with all the features
you'd expect on aprofessional-quality
sound board, plus more than $500 in bundled
software...all for asuggested retail of just
under $350.
But the real secret lies in Creative Labs'
exclusive Advanced Signal Processing technology: realtime hardware data compression
that defivers full CD-quality stereo at afraction of the CPU power required by other

16-bit boards. And downloadable algorithms
that enable future upgrades like voice recognition, time control and special effects.
So if you thought the original
Sound Blaster set the standard for games,
you're right. But the 16-bit PC Sound Barrier
has now been broken. With
Sound Blaster 16 ASP:
the new Sound Standard for
CD-quality PC Audio.
For more information
call 1-800-998-LABS.
Sound
BLASTER

C R 1—

17

CREATIVE

TI
V'
7
LABS,

tKopyright 1992 Creativetabs. Inc. All specifications subiect to change without notice.
Sound Blaster, ASP. and Wave Blaster are trademarks of Creative Labs, Inc. All other sdtware and trademarks are owned by their respective zompanies.

Irternational inquiries Creative Technology Ltd. Singapore, TEL 65-733-0233. FAX 65-773-0353.
Circle 158 on Inquiry Card.

INC.

The New Generation 17" Monitor
Advancing into the future is the powerful, new generation
ViewSonic 17... with crispness and clarity unheard of before now.
So, if ahigh-contrast, extremely bright, sharply focused screen is
important to you, this is the answer! Plus, this remarkable monitor runs at 76Hz refresh at an astonishingly high 1,280 x1,024
and beyond, which will give you aflicker-free image.
Our unique ViewMatch - color control is an easy-to-use system
that takes the guess work out of printing by adjusting colors to
closely match printer output. Brighten the red. Lighten the blue.
No problem; it works. And the ViewSonic 17 even has an ergonomically designed drop-down control panel that's as simple to use as

atypewriter. More great features include digital controls and
advanced anti-reflection coating ... all adding up to make this
everything a17" monitor should be. With its big screen display
and edge-to-edge image, this is the monitor of choice for
Windows, desktop publishing and CAD/CAM applications.
For safety and vision protection, the monitor meets strict
MPR-II and ISO 9241-3 standards.
Call 800-888-8583 for more information on our products,
including our new line of 15" through 21" monitors.
Welcome to the New Generation.

ViewSonic
15"

17"

21"

proluns mel brand urns art repstned trademarks deer neseerd corn,an.

Circle 147 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 148).

20480 Business Pkwy Walnut, CA 91789
Tel. (909) 869-7976 Fax (909) 809-7958
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Mac Compatibles: Better Never than Late?

C

UPERTINO, Calif.—After four years
of intense engineering effort, NuTek
USA is delivering samples of its Mac-compatible chip set, motherboard, and operating system to computer vendors. NuTek
also announced the Duet, amultiprocessor system that natively runs Mac and MSDOS software simultaneously. (For more
information on Nutek, see "NuTek: A Mac
Emulator in Progress," June 1992 BYTE,
page 25, and "NuTek Claims True Mac
Clone; No Mac ROMs Required," March
1991 BYTE, page 28.)
If vendors like what they see, Mac compatibles built from NuTek's $899 motherboard and off-the-shelf components could
be in stores this summer. NuTek likens the
performance of its 33-MHz, 68030-based
motherboard to that of Apple's Mac Ilvx,
and it estimates the street price of acomplete system to be about $ 1600—perhaps
$500 to $ 1000 less than acomparable Ilvx.

NuTek's four-part chip set requires its own
operating system and does not run Apple's
System software. Along with aMac-compatible motherboard, the Duet ( about
$2995) adds a33- MHz, 486-based PC
clone to aMac-compatible motherboard.
NuTek claims its machines will run "almost all" of the most important Mac software. But currently, the machines won't
run Adobe Photoshop or Microsoft Excel
or Works. The Mac landscape has changed
dramatically since NuTek first embarked
on its ambitious project in 1989. Back then,
Apple sold only ahandful of Macs, prices
were steep, and most of the best Mac software wasn't available for PCs. Today, you
can choose from more than adozen different Macs. Color Macs sell for under
$1000. Major programs such as QuarkXPress and Photoshop are already migrating
to Windows.
—Tom R. HaIMO

Gigabyte CDs Promise Feature- Length Video
and the tracking speed. Until now, douONDON—A British company surble-density CDs were thought to be imLo prised the multimedia industry during
possible using today's infrared laser techthe Midem-93 show (Cannes, France) by
nology. By ahappy accident, Nimbus
demonstrating an otherwise ordinary-lookdiscovered that the optics of some CDing CD with over 1GB of storage capacROM drives and high-end audio CD playity. The double-density CD, developed by
ers can already discern the smaller pits.
Nimbus Technology ( Monmouth, Wales),
However, SCSI controllers for CD-ROM
can store 135 minutes of full-motion coldrives will need to be redesigned to handle
or video with stereo sound. A $ 150 adapter
the higher capacity of the new CD.
using aCL450 MPEG-1 decoder from CNimbus will license its technology and
Cube converts the digital data to PAL/
NTSC signals for direct connection to a says two Asian manufacturers will launch
commercial audio CD players at the ConTV. Competing formats such as Philips's
sumer Electronics Show in Chicago this
CD-I (Compact Disc Interactive) offer only
June. Integrated players without external
60 minutes of video.
adapters should hit the streets within ayear.
Nimbus achieves the increased density
—Osman Kent
by reducing the pit size, the track pitch,

Plug and Play for ISA

S

EATTLE, Wash.— Microsoft and Intel
have unveiled a "plug-and-play" mechanism that could take the hassle out of installing new devices in ISA-based PCs. The
mechanism lets users add new devices to
your system without worrying about jumpers, switches, and other technical esoterica
that can prevent asystem from working.
At the Windows Hardware Engineering Conference, Microsoft and Intel demonstrated aset of adapters that aWindowsbased setup utility automatically identified
and configured. For less than $5, vendors
can add the hardware required for such
32 BYTE • MAY 1993

operation to new adapter designs.
The goal of having users automatically
configure aPC system is highly desirable
but does not represent abreakthrough technology. Micro Channel architecture systems have provided this ability for over
five years, and EISA systems have asimilar mechanism for newer 32-bit adapters.
Unfortunately, neither the EISA setup program nor this new initiative sufficiently
addresses the problem that older ISA
adapters will not automatically configure
themselves. IM
—Matt Trask

NANOBYTES
Microsoft is promoting the IEEE
P1284 Extended Capabilities
Port protocol as away to speed up
printing in Windows. This extension to the standard PC printerport architecture adds support for
bidirectional DMA-based
operation at up to 2MBps and
permits faster printing and reduces
the system CPU's workload during printing operations. At the
Windows Hardware Engineering
Conference in March, Microsoft
said manufacturers that build
computers that support ECP will
allow multiprocessing operations
to achieve greater throughput.
Companies supporting ECP include codeveloper Hewlett-Packard, Adaptec, AMD, Chips &
Technologies, Intel, National Semiconductor, OPTi, Standard Microsystems, and Texas Instruments.
Microsoft expects the first products
supporting ECP to start appearing
before the end of the year. D
It's back to the testing grounds for
the entrants in the U.S. HDTV
standard competition. A committee advising the FCC on the U.S.
HDTV standard determined that
none of the initial entrants was a
clear winner. The four competing
groups with digital systems asked
the FCC for achance to improve
their designs. A new round of testing was scheduled to begin in
April, with each new entrant requiring about amonth of testing.
The FCC will not likely identify the winner until early 1994. As
aresult, national-broadcast HDTV
service will likely be pushed from
1995 to 1996, according to
William Hassinger, system bureau
chief of engineering at the FCC's
Mass Media bureau. Hassinger
says that the four entrants— General Instrument; MIT; apartnership of Zenith Electronics and
AT&T; and aconsortium of NBC,
Thomson Consumer Electronics,
North American Philips, and the
David Sarnoff Research Center—
,
are discussing apossible merger
of the competing systems into one
system. •
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Baby, Let Me Baby You —
by The Support Group
Every Gateway 2000 system comes

Those Old-Time Country Values —
by The Low Overheads
Our album would kick off with some great Country

with excellent after-the-sale
support. You get a30-day
money-back guarantee. If

tunes because, after all, we're the original country PC

you don't like your system,

company with the low-overhead prices. We're located

send it back within 30 days for
arefund. All systems come
with aone-year limited
warranty and telephone technical
support for the life of the system from our
award-winning tech department. We received PC

v

World's World Class Award in 1992 for best service
and support in the hardware category. And in a
February 1993 survey, PC Magazine readers once again
gave Gateway an excellent rating for service and
reliability. You also get an automated fax service to

in the heartland of America where our factory is

supply you with detailed documentation on over 150

bordered by corn and bean fields. KSUX country radio,

technical subjects, and alifetime BBS membership for

the Super Pig, is the number

additional technical support and online forums.

one station in these

y•-g4

We offer on-site service to most locations in the

parts (no fooling).

country (factory service only for notebooks).

Gateway folks are

Replacement parts leave our factory as quickly as

mostly midwest born

possible; we pay overnight shipping. Plus we now have

and raised, and it shows in our quality workmanship

interactive documentation on 486 desktop systems

and in the friendly, down-home way we treat our

with pictures and text right on your hard drive (in

customers. We'll bend over backwards to please you.

addition to comprehensive hardware and software

When you buy from Gateway, you get the best price,

manuals).

quality and service. That's avalue nobody can beat.
We make it easy for you to buy aGateway PC, too,

Gimme the Good Stuff —
by Hammer and the Boys
This song is dedicated to everybody who's tired of
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customers. All this and your great-looking Gateway

upstaged by something better. At Gateway, we offer

PC comes in our distinctive, country cow-spotted box!

\
\

Gateway's 4SX-33 makes amighty-fine Windows machine!

-

options are also available to qualified commercial

new technology becoming affordable only after it's
the latest, newfangled technology at homespun prices.

•

with convenient payment options including major credit
cards and C.O.D. terms. Net 30-day terms and leasing

To serve you better,
we've hired and
trained over 600 new
people for customer
service, technical
support, sales and
manufacturing in the
past six months,
bringing our total
number of employees
to over 2,000.

Gateway Just
Went Platinum...

Because We're
Playing Your Song!
If Gateway 2000 was arecord, we'd be receiving a
platinum award — thanks to all of our wonderful
customers. Our one- millionth computer system was
shipped in April from our factory in North Sioux City,
South Dakota. Amillion is anumber that's hard to
fathom. At least it is for us.
We send our deepest appreciation to each and every
Gateway customer. Thank you for believing in us.
We've tried hard to always offer you the best value in
the personal computer industry. We've succeeded in
meeting this goal, although we're the first to admit that
demand for the value we offer has sometimes
overwhelmed us. We thank you for the understanding
and patience you've shown during our growth spurts.
We also want to thank our remarkable vendors —
the companies that supply us with the highest- quality,
most technically-advanced components, software and
peripherals, and those that provide support services.
Gateway 2000 has been amost demanding customer,
and they deserve alot of credit for our success.
Now our goal is to make the next million even

1000)000

better, one computer and one customer at atime!

;Ptersonal Computers

e

NMI

Our award- winning
4DX2-661 system
now includes a
CD-ROM drive and
a3.5-inch diskette drive
as standard features.

I
1111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111

800 - 846 - 2058

We Got the Goods — by The Systematics
Gateway's album would continue with some heart-

So You Wanta Fly? — by The Screamin' Vs
Power users, pick up the phone and order aGateway

pounding rock nroll cuts because our systems are

2000 VESA® local bus 486 machine right now. You'll

definitely pure rock. They're cool-looking,

never regret it. With our 4DX2-50V or 4DX2-66V

hot-performing, high-energy machines — at

models, you get screaming PC performance. We put

some sweet prices. There's amodel that's

All's Graphics Ultra Pro video card with 1MB VRAM

perfect for you.

on our VESA local bus for results that are simply
awesome! Plus these systems have ahefty 8MB

We custom-build each
Gateway 2000 computer
to your order. We'll
gladly provide you with
aquote on aspecial
configuration. Call our
sales department!

RAM with cache, and hard-rockin' hard drives running
on the local bus. An extra VESA local bus expansion
slot as well. You get aI5-inch flat, square
CrystalScan color monitor and more choices of
cool application software than you'll find
anywhere else. Our award-winning 4DX2-66V
now includes aCD-ROM drive, too!

Big Bandwidth Boogie — by The Gates
If you're looking for the 32-bit power of an EISA
system, we offer three models — 4DX-33E, 4DX2-50E
and 4DX2-66E. All models include: 8MB RAM with
256K cache; avery large, very fast SCSI hard drive;

Megahertz So Good —
by Pup and the Cells
Gateway's mini-desktop systems — 3SX-33, 4SX-33

32-bit EISA SCSI controller; and astandard tower case.
Please call for details and prices on models not listed on
our price page.

and 4DX-33 — are petite but plenty powerful, based on

All mini desktop systems include: 4to 8MB RAM; a

Workin' pSome
New Riffs —
by The Harmonics

large and fast hard drive, operating on the local bus in

This one's our theme song. At

an integrated design that incorporates many subsystems
on the motherboard for the best price-performance ratio.

486 models for even faster drive performance; a
fast video chipset with I
MB; abrilliant,
crisp display from the standard I4-inch
CrystalScan non-interlaced color monitor;
and more available expansion slots than

Gateway, we're always looking for ways
to make your PC easier and more fun to use.
For example, we now install aMach 32 video
driver icon in your Windows control panel so you
can change your video resolution quickly and easily.

All Gateway systems
go through extensive
compatibility testing
to ensure flawless
performance with all
products from major
software developers
and peripherals
manufacturers.

you find in most small-footprint PCs. The combination
of these features makes acool Windows machine for an
unbeatable price.
nu le gat ariend nte urtnecs

1 According to PC World. "(Gateway 2000's 4DX2-66V is)
kv far the fastest machine we' ve ever tested!"

800 - 846 - 2058

Windows to the Other Side —
by Tommy Gee
Gateway's album would also include jazz favorites

New Sensations —by The Cool Tools
New this month is the introduction of Microsoft MSDOS® 6plus Enhanced Tools, standard on all Gateway

because we offer acomplete line of software and

systems. Microsoft says it's "the best version of MS-

peripherals to make your system extra cool.

DOS yet." MS-DOS 6includes features that can increase
hard drive capacity, protect your data, free up memory and much more.

Moovin' Up —by The Upgrade Express
For alimited time, Gateway customers can upgrade to
MS-DOS 6for only $48, plus $5shipping and handling.

The software and
peripherals listed here
are sold only with the
purchase of asystem.
For details on our
complete line of extras
for Gateway customers,
call direct to our
special add-on
components division:
800-846-2080.

You get acomplete set of disks and amanual for this
special price. To order, call our express upgrade number800-846-2037 - or fax us your order at 800-846-2038.
We need your customer ID, credit card information, and
your choice of 3.5-inch or 5.25-inch disks to place your
order. Special price offer ends May 31, 1993.

Software Improv — by Good Vibes
All Gateway systems come with some very hip

Connectivity — by The Local Area Group
TelePath" Fax/Modem. A14,400bps modem,

software, all pre-installed and ready to run the moment

V.32bis, with 9,600bps fax capability. Includes WinFax

your PC arrives. With mini desktop, desktop and tower

Pro, Crosstalk for Windows, Qmodem. $ 195

systems that include "choice of application software,"
you get to pick one of the following applications, all
latest versions:

Network Cards. Call for aselection of Ethernet
cards and Token Ring adapters, installed and configured.
Microsoft Windows" for Workgroups. Networking

•Microsoft® Excel for Windows"

made easy! Price includes an Ethernet adapter and

•Microsoft Word for Windows"

software. Hardware and software factory-installed. $ 159

IMicrosoft Word and Bookshelf 92@CD
•Microsoft PowerPoint for Windows"'
•Microsoft Project for Windows"
•The MS Entrepreneur Pack (Works," Publisher,"'
Money," and games)
•Borland P
ara d
ox ®
for Windows"'
àThe Windows Programmer Pack (MS Quick C,"
Visual Basic and more)
àUpgrade to Microsoft Office" for $ 175 (CD-ROM
Edition also available)

11 Gateway's 4DX-33V is shown here with Windows
Sound System components, the CD-ROM kit and
optional speakers. Call for details on this system.

WOW —by Talking Pictures in Motion
CD-ROM Kit. Includes CD-ROM, interface card and

We offer many other
system options and
upgrades, including
17" and 20" monitors,
tape backup units,
Texas Instruments
laser printers,
Panasonic dot-matrix
printers, bigger hard
drives, other software
and more. Call today!

everything you need to add MPC-compliant CD-ROM to
your PC. $225
Microsoft Windows Sound System." Package
includes sound board, microphone, headset and
software. $ 149
Multimedia Accessories. Call for details on other
multimedia hardware and software.

"You've got a u id in the business. "e,

800 - 846 - 2058

Gateway 2000's Platinum Hits
Desktop Systems
3SX-33
• 33MHz 3865X Intel ® Pr
• 4MB RAM
• 5.25" & 3.5" Diskc Drives
• 80MB 17ms IDE14ard Drive
• Windows Acce ated Video w/ 1MB DRAM
• 14" Color
Scan' 1024NI
• Mini Desktop, ase
1111 516-Bit ISA , lots
• 124-Key An ye ® Keyboard
• MS-DOS ® 6, tags, Windowe & Mouse
111 MS Works fo Windows' m2.0

$1295

4SX-33

4DX-33

a 33MHz 486SX Intel Processor
▪ 4MB RAM
▪ 5.25" & 3.5" Diskette Drives
▪ 170MB 13ms IDE Hard Drive
▪ Local Bus IDE Interface
▪ Intel OverDrive Socket
▪ Windows Accelerated Video w/ 1MB DRAM
▪ 14" Color CrystalScan 1024NI
II Mini Desktop Case
111 516-Bit ISA Slots
▪ I24- Key AnyKey Keyboard
▪ MS-DOS 6. Diags, Windows 1ft Mouse
• MS Works for Windows 2.0

▪ 33MHz 44114 Intel Processor
II 8MB RAM. 64: Cache
• 5.25" & 3.5" Disk≥ Drives
II 250MB 13ms IDE H. dDrive
▪ Local Bus IDE Interfa
II Intel OverDrive Socket
▪ Windows Accelerated Vi eo w/ I
MB DRAM
▪ 14" Color CrystalScan 10 4NI
▪ Mini Desktop Case
1111 516- Bit ISA Slots
▪ 124-Key AnyKey Keybo d
• MS-DOS 6, Diags, Win ws & Mouse
▪ MS Works for Window 2.0

$1495
4SX-33V

4DX2-66V

4DX2-50V

II 33MHz 486SX Inte ocessor
• 8MB RAM, 64K Ca e
• 5.25" & 3.5" Diskett Drives
• 250MB 13ms IDE H dDrive
▪ Local Bus IDE Inter e
• Intel OverDrive Set
• All Ultra Pro Vio w/ 1MB VRAM
on VL-Bus""
• 15" Color Cy alScan 1572FS
• Desktop Ca* (Tower Upgrade)
▪ I6- Bit I Slots. 2on VL-Bus
▪ 124-Ke
ny Key Keyboard
• MS6, Diags, Windows & Mouse
11 Cho of Application Software

$2195

▪ 50MHz 486DX2 Intel Processor
II 8MB RAM, 64K Cache
▪ 5.25" & 3.5" Diskette Drives
Ill 250MB 13ms IDE Hard Drive
.1 Local Bus IDE Interface
▪ Intel OverDrive Socket
▪ ATI Ultra Pro Video mr/ 1MB VRAM
on VL-Bus Tm
▪ 15" Color CrystalScan 1572FS
111 Desktop Case (Tower Upgrade)
II 816- Bit ISA Slots, 2on VL-Bus
▪I
24-Key AnyKey Keyboard
• MS-DOS 6, Diags, Windows & Mouse
▪ Choice of Application Software

▪ 66M Hz 486DX2
Processor
II 8MB RAM, 256K ache
II 15" Diskette Driv AND CD-ROM Drive
▪ 340MB 13ms IDE ard Drive
111 Local Bus IDE lnte ce
Ill Intel OverDrive Soc
▪ ATI Ultra Pro Video w MB VRAM
on VI- Bus'
Ill 15' Color CrystalScan 15
S
II Desktop Case (Tower Upgr.
III 8I6- Bit ISA Slots, 2on VI- B
• 124-Key AnyKey Keyboard
▪ MS-DOS 6, Diags, Windows &
▪ Choice of Application Software

$2495
4DX2-66E

$3495
GISbAl,
f‘LEAF .

Pnmed on recycled
paper with my inks.

$2995

So tware 0ilions

,
M 66MHz 486DX2 Intel Processor
,U 8MB RAM, 256K Cache
'U 5.25" & 3.5" Diskette Drives
II 500MB IIms SCSI Hard Drive
▪ 32-Bit EISA SCSI Controller
II Intel OverDrive Socket
▪ Windows Accelerated Video w/ 1MB DRAM
▪ 14" Color CrystalScan 1024NI
II Tower Case
▪ 832-Bit EISA Slots
, • I24-Key AnyKey Keyboard
MS-DOS 6, Diags, Windows & Mouse
• Choice of Application Software

e

$1995

With systems that include "choice of application
software," pick one from this selection:
II Microsoft Excel for Windows
II Microsoft Word for Windows
• Microsoft Word and Bookshelf 92 CD
▪ Microsoft PowerPoint for Windows
▪ Microsoft Project for Windows
▪ The MS Entrepreneur Pack (Works,
Publisher, Money and gaines)
▪ Borland Paradox for Windows
▪ The Windows Programmer Pack
(MS Quick C, Visual Basic and more)
You can also upgrade from MS Works to achoice
of software for $ 100, or upgrade from these
choices to MS Office for $ 175.

Service
Every Gateway 2000 system is backed by:
III 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee
▪ One-Year Limited Warranty
111 Lifetime Toll-Free Technical Support
II On-Site Service Available to Most Locations
▪ Lifetime BBS Membership
• Automated Fax Service
All hard drive sizes are manufacturer's
specified capacities. Microsoft MS-DOS 6
can increase hard drive capacity through
software compression.

You te got afriend ja the business."®

800 - 846 - 2058

610 Gateway Drive • P.O.Box 2000 • North Sioux City, SD 57049-2000 • 605-232-2000 • Fax 605-232-202
Sales Hours: 7am-lOpm Weekdays, 9am-4pm Saturdays (Cf)
C13 Gateway 2(11»). Inc. AnyKiy, black and- white spot de,ico.

Ingo anYe've ant aniend in thebus'mess" slogan are registered trademarks, and Crystallkan and Tcleradt are trademark ,.
t.t Gateway Me, Inc. The Intel Inside Logo is atrademark

and Intel is aregistered trademark a( Intel Crrrpo,atiott, All other brands aid product rants— arc 7radeirail. + or recistered trademark, of heir respective ;. qopanies Prices add configurations are select to chanue without notice. Prit, do not include shipping.
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AutoCAD Draws
on Windows
PATRICK WAURZYNIAK
AutoCAD release 12 for DOS was the first version of this venerable software to have GUIgets full Windows
like capabilities. When Autodesk released it last
year, developers and users alike were excited
treatment and adds
by its possibilities. Up until that time, engineers
and designers first had to master afairly steep
speed enhancement
learning curve on the software, although an
Autodesk add-on product called AutoCAD Extension for Windows gave users some semblance of ease of use.

AutoCAD release 12

An Enhanced Release for Windows
With AutoCAD release 12 for Windows, Autodesk now has abona fide entry into
the world of graphical PC computing. From an inspection of aprerelease version of
this product, it's quickly apparent that this is the easiest-to-use AutoCAD ever. In
addition, AutoCAD for Windows has taken the improvements made to the DOS-
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AutoCAD for Windows not only bring" CAD wen the ease of use of
Window, and acorreoponding rhortening of the learning curve, but
also offers the built-in advantage, given Windows apps that fully
support Puiction, ouch ar object linking and embedding (OLE) and
dynamic data exchange ( DDE).

NOZZLE 3D

What Autodesk says uthat the program's new display lut drawer
indeed makes up for mach of the lack of speed uthemnt in the kludg
like AutoCAD Extemion for Windowa which VIM asort of ''boh-on
approach to running AutoCAD for DOS under the Window,
graphical user interface
....ndnaz-Sedma

Because AutoCAD for Windows is an OLE server, AutoCAD users can now easily
paste 3-D models of objects created in AutoCAD's integrated AVE Render facility
into any other Windows application, such as Microsoft Word for Windows.

based release 12 anotch higher by bringing the inherent advantages of the Windows GUI (e.g., OLE server support and
DDE) to the table.
But Autodesk did not stop at just adding
Windows OLE server and DDE support. In
fact, AutoCAD for Windows boasts alist
of new features that is too long to mention here. A sampling of these enhancements includes the capability to run multiple AutoCAD sessions ( which requires
an additional 4.5 MB of RAM beyond the
base 8MB for each multiple session), a
rendering window with new MDI ( Multiple Document Inierface) support, and an
Aerial View feature that allows panning
and zooming of large CAD drawings in a
small window, greatly enhancing the speed
of these commonly Used CAD operations.
Performance Questions
If you're skeptical of running the notoriously compute-intensive AutoCAD under
Microsoft Windows, don't fret. Autodesk
says that the program's new display-list
driver makes up for much of the speed
lacking in AutoCAD Extension for Windows, which was abolted-on approach to
running AutoCAD for DOS under the
Windows GUI. Autodesk claims to have
sold some 35,000 copies of AutoCAD Extension for Windows. However, because of
the software's disappointing performance,
it never caught on with users. With AutoCAD for Windows, however, Autodesk
claims performance that is comparable to,
or in some cases even better than, that of
release 12 for DOS.
While Iwas unable to benchmark the
AutoCAD DOS package against the new
Windows release, Ifound the performance
of AutoCAD for Windows quite acceptable while running it on what might be
termed abase hardware configuration for
Windows— a33- MHz 486DX system
with a256-KB cache, 8MB of memory,
and a 170-MB hard drive. Although Autodesk specifies only a386 with amath
coprocessor and 8 MB of memory as a.
minimum requirement, you should realistically consider a33- MHz 486 and between 8and 16 MB of memory as agood
starting point.
Although some functions, particularly
the integrated 3-D modeling and rendering
features, do not perform as quickly as under the DOS release, the integration under the Windows GUI more than makes
up for any drop-off in raw speed. AutoCAD for Windows brings CAD users the
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ease of use of Windows (along with acorresponding shorter learning curve for new
users), but it also offers the built-in advantages of Windows applications that fully support functions such as OLE and
DDE.
In my tests, Iwas easily able to render a
3-D version of awireframe drawing of a
nozzle into the AutoCAD AVE Render
window, copy the rendered image to the
Windows Clipboard, and then use AutoCAD's new OLE server support to paste
the image into aMicrosoft Word for Windows document (see the screen). You can
also print rendered images through Windows and save them in either metafile ( i.e.,
.WMF) or bit-map ( i.e., . bmp) formats.
Such simplicity isn't possible with previous DOS-based AutoCAD releases.
With all these changes, Autodesk kept
AutoCAD's list price at $3750. The corn
pany's optional but fully integrated solid
modeler, Advanced Modeling Extension
release 2.1 for Windows, also carries the

IMPRESSIONS

same $495 price tag as its DOS predecessor. Autodesk offers upgrades to registered AutoCAD release 12 for DOS users
for $75.
Autodesk's Mechanical Move
With the acquisition of Micro Engineering Solutions, Autodesk is realizing its
plan to migrate sophisticated mechanical
design tools to PCs. Autodesk's DesignExpert and ManufacturingExpert—for
solving complex surface modeling and
manufacturing problems—are available
for Sun Sparcstations, but DOS and Unix
versions were expected by late April.
Offered as bundled products that include AutoCAD release 12, DesignExpert
retails for $7750, and ManufacturingExpert
for $ 13,750. Each bundle also includes
AutoSurf, aCAD/CAM package.
Patrick Waurzyniak is anews editor for
BYTE in San Mateo, California. You can
reach him on B1X as "patrickw."

THE

FACTS

AutoCAD release 12 for Windows
$3750; upgrade from DOS. $75
System requirements:
A 386 with amath coprocessor (or a
486) with 8MB of RAM (additional
4.5 MB for each multiple session), 8
MB of free hard disk space (33 MB
for full installation), apermanent
swap file four times the size of
RAM. DOS 3.3 or higher ( DOS 5.0
is strongly recommended), a
Windows-supported VGA monitor,
and aWindows pointing device.
Autodesk, Inc.
2320 Marinship Way
Sausalito, CA 94965
(415) 332-2344
fax: (415) 331-8093
Circle 1189 on Inquiry Card.

6Reasons to Buy DOS 6from The PC Zone
• Money Back Guarantee

DoubleSpace doubles your
disk space

If you're not satisfied,
we'll refund your money.

MemMaker gives you more
memory for MS-DOS-based
applications

• DOS 6Advisory Disk
Receive a3.5" disk chock full of
information & tips.

E-mail and networking

• We're DOS 6Experts

Anti-Virus protects your data

If you have questions, just call us.

.1.

• Exclusive Fuji Bonus
Recieve arebate and aFREE calculator.

• FREE WindowsUser Subscription

Backup safeguards your data
in Windows or in MS-DOS
Undelete recovers deleted
files and directories

6months, Free. (New subscribers only)

D #12150 MS DOS 6.03 Pack $99

$6 Shipping for Overnight Delivery

D#12226 MS DOS 6.0

Upgrade Your World Today
and Tomorrow's Upgrade is

FREE!

$39

It's easy... just buy $350 worth
of Microsoft products
between April 1and May 31,
1993, and get any other
upgrade FREE, until 1994.

(up to $129 value, suggested retail price. Product ownership must be registered with Microsoft. Ask for offer . oupon and details).

h
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AniloblIffy and S.M.•
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Why some software se s
more than others.
C uccess. All software
Jdevelopers strive
for it. Now, Don
Gall was on top of
eworld. Software
protection made
11th
all the difference.
Especially in
Europe and Asia.
Sales were four times
better than before. He is
the founding father of
Sentinel — the guru of
software success.
SIMON!
Software Sales
One day, trekking through
the coffee fields of Java,
Don ran into his old college
buddy Simon Seagull. "Don,
my sales are well below
expectations." Simon
explained his plight, "My
software should sell like
yours, Don!" Yet despite
critical acdaim Simon's
company, SimonSays
Software, teetered on a
financial tightrope. "What's
your secret, Don?"
They spent hours
analyzing potential problems.
They looked at everything.
The Key to the Problem
Finally, Don leaned back
and asked the assumptive
question, "What about
protection - are you using
Sentinel?"

Nervously, Simon sipped
his coffee. His hands shaking
as his eyes darted the room.
"No. Ididn't think I
needed to."
Don's chair slid
out from under
him and he crashed
to the floor. Amazed
in disbelief, Don cried, "You
What?!" Grabbing his tattered
scrapbook, Don
pulled out photos
of his travels. "Ever
been to Seoul?
Prague? Anywhere?
Ten bucks will buy
you anything, even
bootlegged copies of software."
Don's Road to Success
Thumbing through the
scrapbook, Don shared his
experiences. 'Back in the
'80s, Iwas in your shoes beaten, battered
and bruised." \
Simon listened.
"Then, after
aheart breaking
trip around the
world, Icalled the Software
Publishers Association ( SPA)."
"I could hardly believe
it. They told me developers
lose biffions of dollars each
year. Why? Illegally copied
software. In some countries
there are nine pirated copies
for each legal copy sold."

Simon was disgusted, "It's just
not fair."
"That's why Icommitted
myself to solving the
piracy problem,"
explained Don.
Simon's eyes lit
up. "The dongle!"
he shouted. Don
corrected him, "Not just any
dongle — the dongle that
paved the road to success
for over 10,000 developers
worldwide — Sentinel."
Successful Developers
Use Sentinel
Don pulled astack of letters
out of his gunny sack. " All
of these people tell the same
story." Don read about a
successful developer from
California who swears she
wouldn't be in business
without Sentinel. Another
company says protection costs
less than litigation, plus
they don't have to
spend time and
money supporting
illegal users.
Others confessed
they wouldn't market
products internationally
without protection.
The hours flew by, story
after story, Simon learned
Don Gall's secret. To succeed
is to protect. To protect is to
secure with Sentinel.

Most Advanced and Widely
Used Dongles in the World
Backed by the vorld leader
in software protection,
Rainbow Technologies, the
Sentinel Family of hardware
keys is the most diverse and
comprehensive selection
available. For DOS, Wmdows,
OS/2, Macintosh, LAN, UNIX
and others. They're simple to
install, and are the most
reliable and compatible
available.
Rainbow offers justintime delivery and the largest
technical support and
engineering staff in the
software protection industry.
Call Don Gall today for
afree copy of "The Sentinel
Guide to Securing
Software." Or better
yet, ask him for alow
cost Sentinel Evaluation
Kit— complete with a
working dongle!
CALL

800/ 852-8569
FOR YOUR FREE GUIDE
TO SECURING SOFTWARE

Securing the future of software

When you need adongle, you need Sentinel.
The only dongle Don Gall will use.
OW1113.911%!
9292 JERONIMO ROAD, IRVINE, CALIFORNIA 92718 • 714/ 454-2100 • fax 714/ 454-8557
International offices are located in the United Kingdom, Germany and France.
0 1993 Rainbow Technologies, Inc. All product names are trademarks of their respective owners.
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The Software Solution
for Data Security!
Design customized
arrays with industrystandard products!

CoreIRAID implements
RAID 4and 5in a
software solution!

CoreIRAID is arevolutionary, cost-effective way to
protect your network data. Expensive hardware
arrays are no longer necessary because CoreIRAID
software lets you design customized hard drive
arrays. Use any ASPI compatible SCSI controller
and three or more SCSI hard drives to build arrays
that ensure fault-tolerant network performance
with minimum disk space overhead. Ncw you car
"hot- swap - failed hard drives to repair arrays with
no down time.

Installs in minutes!

e
Supports any ASPI
compatible SCSI
controller and any
SCSI hard drive!

Fast and easy
installation
—install several
arrays in minutes!

V
Improves access time
of all hard drives in
array by spanning data
across each drive!

Ile emind

Console screen alerts
system administrator
of drive failure
—repair arrays with
no down time!

eneIS
bet We%
Sett
S(SI
(»elf
Instalis
IP
MInutp,

CoreIRAID requires IBM
compatible 386s, 486s,
or PS/2s running
Novell NetWare 3.11

nor
Status of array
constantly updated
on console screen!

C115

CorelDRAW
A N I)
CoreISCSI
con" SCSI!
APPROVED
oRODUCT

1-800-836-SCSI
CDN TEL:

728-3733

ircle 80 on Inquiry Car
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AHeavy-Hitting
Unix for PCs
BEN SMITH

Solaris 2.1 for Intel is the most complete and
best-looking Unix for PCs. However, the infor Intel rivals its
evitable question remains: Given that you may
end up spending as much for aPC to run it (not
SPARC-based sibling
including your Solaris license or compiler) as
you would for adecent Sun workstation, why
but exacts a steep
not just buy aSun workstation and get everyprice in terms of
thing you need with fewer complications?
Solaris for Intel is not Interactive Unix ( Sunhardware
Soft's operating system based on Unix System
V release 3.2) or like any other PC Unix, even
those based on System V release 4.0. It is the full-featured SunOS 5and Solaris 2.1
(see the text box "Solaris 2.1—A More Stable Environment" on page 38). In fact,
the only noticeable differences between the SPARC and Intel versions of Solaris 2.1
are in the boot-up procedure, device installation and configuration, and operatingsystem installation. Because of the PC's greater flexibility, Solaris for Intel's dif-

SunSoft's Solaria 2.1
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Is it Solaris 2.1 for Intel or Solaris 2.1 for SPARC? It's tough to tell, as the two
versions of SunSoft's new operating system are virtually identical.

feting procedures are more sophisticated
and have more options than the SPARC
version.
Power Consumer
Since Sun does not sell the hardware for
Solaris for Intel, you can buy your system
from whatever PC vendor you choose. But
don't think you're going to cut many costs
because you are about to buy aPC instead
of aSun workstation. If you want to take
advantage of the differences between Solaris and run-of-the-mill PC Unix systems
such as Interactive and SCO, you will need
some serious hardware.
The minimum Intel-based system that
you should consider putting Solaris on
should include areputable 486/50 with a
CPU-to-memory cache that SunSoft has
certified works with its kernel. For the basics, 16 MB of RAM may be enough, but
for any workstation-oriented application,
you will want 32 MB. Unless you plan to
run your applications from aserver, you
should invest in a500-MB hard drive.
Ievaluated abeta version of Solaris for
Intel on aDell PowerLine 450SE/2 ( a
486DX running at 50 MHz) with 32 MB of
RAM and a500-MB SCSI drive attached
through an Adaptec AHA-1740 controller.
The system also had aGraphics Ultra
8514/A card from ATI Technologies. The
performance was equivalent to Interactive
Unix on the same machine. Even though
the display's resolution was only 1024 by
768 pixels with 256 colors (not what you
might be used to on Sun workstations), it
is very usable, even for graphics.
The prerelease version of Solaris for Intel that Itested supports only adozen video
cards and ahandful of the most popular
devices. But the list does include Creative
Labs' Sound Blaster Pro. There is amajor
effort at SunSoft to expand the device list
to include everything that Interactive Unix
supports—hundreds of boards, displays,
and devices.
If you have installed devices for standard Unix workstations but have never
configured aPC-based Unix system before, you are in for anasty surprise. If you
don't have aMicro Channel architecture—
based system, you'll need to keep track of
1RQ (interrupt request) numbers, I/O memory addresses, and buffer memory addresses. You will be setting jumpers and
running DOS-based configuration programs. There just isn't enough built-in
intelligence to the devices and bus. Even an
EISA configuration doesn't help if there is
MAY1993 • BYTE
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Solaris 2.1
AMore Stable Environment

F

ew people like change, even
when the result might be for the
better. The process of change implies pain and inconvenience.
Certainly, the change from the old BSD
Unix SunOS 4.x to the enhanced Solaris 2.x is going to leave more than a
few people gasping and grasping. Solaris 2.0 had the added inconvenience of
being bugridden and unstable (never
upgrade to adot zero release). With
Solaris 2.1, the bugs have been exterminated, and the system appears stable. Developers, vendors, and users can
get serious about moving to Solaris 2.1.
Not Just aPretty Face
The base of Solaris 2.1 is the forwardlooking Unix System V release 4.0, a
complete overhaul of Unix Systems
Laboratories Unix that incorporates the
best features of BSD Unix and Xenix.
It has shared libraries, run-time linkable device drivers, memory-mapped
files (i.e., afile can be manipulated with
the same functions as memory), filesystem-mapped processes. two flavors
of networkwide process communications, and file sharing.
Solaris 2.1 is more than Unix SVR4.

asingle ISA card on the expansion bus.
SunSoft does help by providing an interactive program ( devconfig) for setting the driver parameters for any devices.
This program will discover all it can about
your hardware, but you need to help it by
providing device information on your ISAbus devices.
Unlike SCO and Interactive, you don't
rebuild the Solaris kernel on every attempt
to add anew device. The drivers are separate, run-time- linked modules. You can
even load and unload drivers while the
system is running.
An Enigmatic Market
Solaris for Intel is amarketing dilemma
for SunSoft. If the product is to create its
38 BYTE • MAY1993

It adds symmetric multiprocessing with
lightweight processes ( i.e., multithreaded processes), real-time extensions for deterministic control scheduling, and enhanced security (including
Kerberos). There is anew version of
Network Information Services ( informally known as Yellow Pages), the distributed-name service used to facilitate
network-based computing and communications.
At the user level, there is OpenWindows 3.0, the refined and elegant GUI
that sits on top of an X Window System
11 release 4and PostScript-based News
graphics server. OpenWindows 3.0 is
significantly more versatile than the
threadbare Open Look that you will
find on more primitive Unix SVR4 systems. Open Windows 3.0 includes one
of the finest graphical file managers as
part of its desktop tool set.
Some systemadministration features
are new, particularly in the area of network-based operating-system installation and maintenance. Many of the old
table-driven administration tools now
have graphical front ends so that they fit
in with Solaris's graphical interface to
system administration, AdminTool.

own market niche—one that doesn't compete with SunSoft's Interactive Unix for
PCs and Solaris for SPARC—it also won't
be taking any market share away from
other adaptations of PC Unix. SunSoft
seems to be aiming at an unclear market
for Unix running on expensive PCs. While
this product is an impressive achievement,
the advantage of Solaris for Intel is not
clear. •
Ben Smith is atesting editor for the BYTE
Lab. He is also the author of two books:
UNIX Step-by-Step (
Sams, 1990) and
UNIX E- Mail and Usenet News (
Sams,
forthcoming). You can contact him on B1X
as "bensmith" or on the Internet at bene
bytep.byte.com.

Other bundled features include fulltext on-line documentation called AnswerBook and more internationalization/localization. Solaris has also added
the XGL 2-D and 3-D geometrybased
graphics libraries and API to its development tools (which are now sold separately).
No Pain, No Gain
The future lies in wide-open distributed computing. By bringing BSD Unix,
Xenix, and USL System V together in
Unix SVR4 and giving applications developers the best of networking and
distributed-computing hooks and tools,
Solaris 2.1 opens up what was once becoming arestricted space for Sun workstations.
The major problem with Solaris 2.1
has been the reluctance of software developers to port to it, and this they must
do, because Solaris 2.1 does not run
the older SunOS code. SunOS has more
products running on it than any other
Unix platform. Right now, the weather
looks alittle gray, but once the move to
Solaris 2.1 for SPARC picks up momentum, which it will, SunSoft will
again shine brightly.

THE

FACTS

Solaris 2.1 for Intel
(price not available at press time)
Solaris 2.1 for SPARC
$795; $50 upgrade from version 2.0
SunSoft, Inc.
2550 Garcia Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(800) 227-9227
(415) 336-0678
fax: (415) 336-0362
Circle 1190 on Inquiry Card.

Introducing the HP LaserJet 4M.
Now everyone can tap the
power and performance of an
HP LaserJet printer. The HP
LaserJet 4M. A printer made
with everything your PC and
Mac users expect: built-in
genuine PostScript' Level 2
from Adobe,* 6MB of standard
memory, standard LocalTalk,
optional EtherTalk, built-in
Windows TrueType fonts, and
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micro,
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and fast.

the best 600-dpi print quality
available.
Greater flexibility for
mixed environments.
Because it's designed to be
shared simultaneously, the
LaserJet 4M gives you greater
flexibility for mixed environments without compromise to
either. Automatic language
switching between
True 500 ilp
creates ri h.
PCL 5and PostScript,
fu I-dimensional
text .rnd
3hot I/O ports, and
graph.
Smoother
new RISC processor
noel. yri
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Enhancement
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The finest print
quality in its class.
With HP's microfine
toner, Resolution
Enhancement technology and 600 x
600-dpi engine, the
new LaserJet 4M

C1093 Kew let iPackard Company PE 12333 ..iignextea u.s. Ilex price...In Canada call IMO- 307-3847. Ext. 7341. Mahe tee Pre.therlpt are
trademark. of Adobe System. Inc which may he registered to certainJurladict lone .To have • LaaerJet 4hi printer data olteet sent immediately
via fax machine. call 1-1100.064.1687 from rout toach.tone phone.

printer also
delivers the
finest 600dpi
print quality
available.

600 ep

tout times the dots for
better re:clown

Its wide range of typefaces, two
integrated paper trays, and the
options of a500-sheet tray
and apower envaope feeder
set anew standard in
versatility
HP quality and reliability.
Of course, with the LaserJet
4M printer, you'll enjoy HP's
renowned quality and reliability All for only $ 2,399.*
So ca111-800-LASERJET
(1-800-527-3753), Ext. 7341**
for afree print sample.t Or
visit your nearest authorized
HP dealer.
If it isn't aLaserJet,
it's only alaser printer.
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$495

KINGSTON PROCESSOR UPGRADES.
Significant Savings,
Equivalent
Performance.

Upgrade

Before

After

New System

SX/Now1
Landmark Speed 2.0:

IBM-AT

With SX/Now! 25

PS/2 Model 57SX-045

8 MHz

35 MHz

22 MHz

Recount:

5:44 Min.

1:51 Min.

1:54 Min.

$215

$1,545

Retail Price.

KingstonS SX .\,

SLCJNowl

PS/2 Model 50

With SLC/Now! 25

PS/2 Model 57SX-045

486/Now!, ..11C.11a,to

Landmark Speed 2.0:

13 MHz

33 MHz

22 Wiz

Recount:

3:34 Min.

1:08 Min.

1:54 Min.

$245

$1,545

AlMaster and the

Retail Price:

IBM designed SLC/Now! processor upgrades make existing systems

486/Nowl

PS/2 Model 70-25MHz

With 486/Now! SX 25

perform like new 386SX, 486SX or 486DX models. They provide

Landmark Speed 2.0:

39 MHz

84 MHz

PS2Model$001-19S(25
84 MHz

Recount:

:55 Sec.

:39 Sec.

:38 Sec.

the power needed for today's software, perform comparably to new
systems and cost at least 50% less.

Retail Price:

$495

$3,280

PS/2 Model 55SX

Witti.MCNI,U25,iv,

PSe2MoctiSOCH9SX25

Landmark Speed 2.0:

16 MHz

84 MHz

84 MHz

Recount:

2-47 Min.

:36 Sec.
$'95

:38 Sec.
$3.280

Mablaster

Retail Price:
PS/2 Model 40

With ATM SX 25

PS/2 Mcdol 500119 SX 25

Landmark Speed 2.0:

21 $111z.

8i:MHz

8,-1 MHz

Recount:

1:48 Min.

:•iS Sec.

:38 Sec.

$875

$3,280

ATIblooter

-

Retail Price:
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Eliminate Peripheral Replacement and

Systems Supported.

Software Reinstallation.

Kingston's SLCi.vou." supports IBM's 286-based systems while

111111111 Leadership In

seNote supports 286-based eetemsfioni AST, Cempaq, Epson,

II VIE

will remain fully compatible with host systems. Re-

Heuktt-Packard. Toshiba and Zenith. 486/Now! tognIdes

cammun leader in performance

installation of operating system and application

386DX systems from IBM and Compaq. MCMaster supports

IMIGIE

sofiuyire is eliminated.

all IBM PS/2 »cm Clannel sistemc uhile A7Marter supports

Magazine's 1992 Award of Merit was presented

386SX systems from IBM and Compaq.

to MicroMaster, the forerunner of the MCMaster.

hen upgrading with Kingston, existing peril9herals
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Processor Upgrades.
Kingston is the industry
and reliability. Byte
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$3,280

SAVE YOUR SYSTEM AND ABUNDLE.
Easy Installation.

Kingston Reliability.

MCMaster and ATMaster upgrades install in any available
expansion slot. SLCWow!, SX/Now! and 486/Now! plug
directly into the existing processor socket on the mother
board. With Kingston's product manuals that detail the

Processor upgrade users enjoy the same
reliability customers have come to expect
from Kingston memory products. bery product
is individually tested prior to shipping. supported byfree comprehensive technical assistance
and backed by afive-year warranty. Thanks to this relentless scrutiny,

simple, step by step installation, it only takes about 10
minutes to complete the process.

Compatibility is Assured.
Testing with the original

we have over 5,832,717 products hard at untie in the world today

manufacturer's diagnostics
guarantees 100% hardware
and software compatibility.

Individual Product Testing.

More Information.

Every product is bench tested in the system for which it was

The National Software Testing

designed. Testing with onginal equipment manufacturer system

To find out which processor upgrade is best for you, contact
your nearby Kingston dealer or give us acall at (800)835-6575.

Laboratory certifies that

diagnostics assures absolute compatibility.

Kingston's upgrade products
are fully compatible.

[800]

This rare commitment to quality control
leads to many years of reliable service

8db 5rtkr,and 486Nosi ,am cannily certified
Ihe Mama:Software Teem taboret.,
Celestas. for moo introducooni .1k3taiter
AT«aske and

sicemr

We'll be happy to answer your questions
about processor upgrades or any of
our other 625 upgrade products.
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NetWare 4.0 Delivers a New Directory Service

o

o

fyou're anetwork administrator, you'll notice anumber
Wool
Tue..
Idmirod
Puce. Wm
Amos
WrdonVuem
of significant changes to Noel
la
. rl
vell's NetWare 4.0, such as a
Widammitialmi F
habee4 1:=1
new NetWare Directory Service
WI Howe,
(NDS for short) and support for
Velma
timbark Dd. Ravin
more connections and servers.
However, if you're anetwork
user, you might not even notice
DI.
OVVX '
X
ot. L.ce
that your organization has upGE 8, local
Server
GE C. Lord
graded to NetWare 4.0. Novell
Unt Nam
has carefully designed NetWare
Penrrook
F:.
4.0 to be compatible with verHie
I NM:
sions 2.2 and 3.11.
Sono.
Itested aprereleasi version
11‘.1
Ccei
_
p
of NetWare 4.0, but Novell
planned (as Iwrite this) to release the core product in March.
sions, but the core product remains adedNovell says it will release NetWare System
icated server environment. NetWare 4.0
Fault Tolerance III- aversion of Netdoesn't yet support multiprocessor maWare 4.0 incorporating software techchines.
niques that ensure fail-safe operation of
In answer to afrequent criticism of verthe LAN-later this year.
sion 3.11, NetWare 4.0 distinguishes beThe most significant feature of NetWare
4.0 is Novell's new networkwide NDS, a tween ring 0 and ring 3memory protection. New in this version is aread-ahead
hierarchically organized database that recache to help performance, along with two
places the old bindery, which operated on
aserver-by-server basis. With earlier verfeatures to help you conserve server disk
space: data-block suballocation and data
sions of NetWare, you purchased the sepcompression. If you're afraid that on-thearate NetWare Naming Services to use
fly compression will bog the server down,
global names on your LAN. NDS is acomyou can configure data compression to ocpletely redesigned naming service for dicur during off-hours, when most people
rectories, servers, and log-on accounts.
The enhanced directory feature is designed
have left the office. However, when you
access acompressed file, NetWare 4.0 has
to let network administrators control exto do the extra work to restore the file to its
actly which network resources auser can
uncompressed form.
access.
Version 4.0 has the same limits on numMany version 3.11-aware network utilber of volumes and total disk space as verities use the Novell API to access the
sion 3.11-64 and 32 TB, respectively.
bindery. By default, NetWare 4.0 turns on
NetWare 4.0 offers RSA public/private
bindery emulation, so you don't have to
key cryptography for better security, along
throw those utilities away. Version 4.0's
new named-directory service will work
with NDS and file-system event logging.
You also get remote console session sewith software written to the X.500 direccurity and remote session modem callback.
tory services specification, according to
NetWare 4.0 can use atime server to synNovell. This named-directory service is
chronize clocks among multiple servers
the key that lets people log in to groups
(even in different time zones). Future enof local servers in asingle operation. You
hancements to version 4.0 will include Imcan also easily access servers located in
age Enabled NetWare, based on Kodak
geographically dispersed LANs (Le., the
technology, and document management
enterprise).
services, based on content document arNetWare 4.0 supports up to 1000 sichitecture technology.
multaneous connections (3.11 maxel out at
NetWare 4.0 will ship on CD-ROM. On
250), and Novell sells licenses in strata of
aToshiba 3301 drive, Iwas able to quickfive, 10, 20, 50, 100, 250, 500, and 1000
ly and easily create aNetWare 4.0 server.
users. NetWare 4.0 offers up to 54,000
Ihad to install only afew more megabytes
server connections if you use the new shell
(3.11 allowed only eight server connecof RAM in the PC to give version 4.0 a
happy home. NetWare 4.0 requires at least
tions). You can run version 4.0 in nonded6MB of RAM and from 12 to 60 MB of
icated mode with the Unix and OS/2 vera
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disk space (depending on the features you install).
The version 4.0 shell software
that enables aDOS client to access aNetWare file server is
smaller than version 3.11 (53 KB
versus 59 KB for version 3.11),
but it otherwise provides the
same I/O redirection functions
as that shell software. The new
client can also attach directly to
3.x servers. Workstations can
continue to use the older shell
software; you don't have to upgrade all the workstations at
once. Novell supplies the NetWare 4.0 DOS client software
in modular form as VLMs ( Virtual Loadable Modules).
You can log in from within Windows,
just as you can from within OS/2's PM
(Presentation Manager). People who use
the Windows or PM interfaces get new
tools for managing their network sessions.
NetWare 4.0 has built-in packet-burst support. It provides the ability to back up DOS
and OS/2 workstations and offers asmaller RAM footprint for designated remote
printers.
NetWare 4.0 is alogical, practical step
up from previous versions. If you've outgrown the 250-user or eight-server limits of
NetWare 3.11, or if you have some LANs
connected in aWAN (wide-area network),
you'll find that NetWare 4.0 injects new
life into your network.
-Barry Nance
THE FACTS
NetWare 4.0
$1399 for five users (minimum
installation)
System requirements:
A 386 server, 6MB of RAM, and
12 to 60 MB of disk space. Supports
PC-DOS, DR DOS, Windows,
Unix, Macintosh, and OS/2 clients.
Novell, Inc.
122 East 1700 South
Provo, UT 84606
(800) 459-1253
(801) 429-7000
fax: (801) 429-3944
Circle 1191 on Inquiry Card.

All those files and applications

YOUR HARD DISK
JUST GOT DOUBLE
THE ELBOW ROOM.

you've accumulated won't cramp

tools for users of both MS-DOS"

your style anymore. Now our integrat-

and Microsoft* Windows':

ed disk compression doubles your
disk space. Easily. Invisibly. Safely.
And our im-

Simply type it in
and your disk has
double the space:

like backup, and-virus and undelete

proved memory

So if you need more space, integrated disk compression in the
MS-DOS 6Upgrade operating system makes it easy to stretch out.

management lets you extend your
memory with just afew keystrokes.
VITe've even added great new features

Microsoft
Making it easier

'Compression results may vary depending .11 N,
r
11 L mtlguration. 6) 1993 Microsoft Carporation. All rights reserved. Printed in the USA. For more information: In the 50 United States, call ( 8001 228 7012) Dept. RX3. Customer, in Canada, tall
(800) 563-9048) outside the 50 United States and Canada, contact your local Microsoft subsidiary or call ( 206)936-8661. Microsoft and MS-DOS are registered trademarks and Windows is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation.
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Canon's Notelet 486 Packs a Printer
ortability is the trend of the
1990s. As system vendors
continue to integrate more computing functionality into smaller,
lighter packages, it should be no
surprise that notebook PCs are
starting to incorporate printers.
Canon Computer Systems recently debuted the first of these
combinations, the NoteJet 486.
The 7%-pound NoteJet comprises a25-MHz TI486SLC processor (Texas Instruments manufactures the nearly identical
Cx486SLC CPU for Cyrix), a
9%- inch backlit monochrome
VGA LCD, 4 MB of RAM
(which is expandable to 12 MB),
a 1.44- MB floppy drive, and
a 360- dot- per- inch bubblejet
printer. The printer most closely
resembles a Canon BJ-10ex
printer in its design, but at about
25 percent of the size of the original.
Also included in this package
10-page automatic sheet feeder sucks the
are two PCMCIA Level 2slots (the first
paper in beneath the liftable keyboard, and
two available devices from Canon, both
fax modems, will ship concurrently with
apage guide lets you feed in letter- (or
the NoteJet), apen-like Canon mouse, a transparencies), legal- (hand-fed only),
file transfer utility called InterLink, DOS
and A4-size paper.
Canon estimates aprint speed of 116
5.0, and Windows 3.1. Models differ by
characters per second, or two pages per
the hard drive size: Ilooked at aprereminute. No underrating here: 10 pages of
lease version of Model 1 ($2499), which
has an 85-MB hard drive. The capacity in
the same readme file took 11% minutes to
print ( using the automatic sheet feeder)
the other models goes up to 180 MB.
once Windows composed the document.
Canon, which is marketing the noteIf you keep the separate printer and
book as the NoteJet in the U.S. and the
sheet-feeder switches turned off, the batBN22 in Europe ( the adapter and keytery provides up to 4hours of use. Canon
boards will differ with the market), has
provides some handy power management
created some confusion by jointly anassistance. First, there's an LED indicanouncing with IBM asimilar notebook/
tor, displaying the power level by varying
printer that will sell in Japan and nearby
colors, that you can view with the case
markets. That product, called the ThinkPad
open or closed. There's adeep-discharge
55OBJ, differs from the NoteJet in its IBMutility that you run before charging the
specification motherboard, 25- MHz
system, and Canon includes apower man486SLC processor, drives, and other comagement utility (for setting various components. The integrated-printer concept is
Canon's own.
ponents' shutdown levels) in addition to
the power management functions built into
The inevitable question that potential
the Quadtel BIOS, the Western Digital
users will ask is, How much can the NoteJet 486 print before the battery dies? Here
chip set, and the CPU itself. (Although
is one case where avendor underrated a you cannot recharge the battery when using the system, you shouldn't have to wait
product. Canon claims the NoteJet prolong. Canon claims the battery requires
duces eight pages of 1500 characters each
only 70 minutes to charge.)
before the system loses power, but Iwas
The NoteJet 486's upgrade options, in
able to print the entire 27-page Windows
readme file from the Write applet plus two
addition to the two PCMCIA fax modems,
additional pages of another text file beare anumeric keypad, connected through
fore the nickel-cadmium battery died. The
the trackball jack, and apalm rest ($45),
44 BYTE • MAY1993

which screws into the front edge
of the notebook beneath the paper-feed slot (the included paper
tray fits into the palm rest when
you fold up the latter for transport). If you need to install a
math coprocessor, you can easily insert Cyrix's Cx83S87 into
the system through the same
hatch you use to install SIMM
banks. Canon itself sells neither
SIMMs nor acoprocessor for
this system, but the vendor notes
you can purchase them through
the large retailers and dealerships
that carry the NoteJet itself.
A Canon representative discussed the concerns of clients in
corporate MIS departments
about the NoteJet, which centered on the fact that servicing
half of it, say the printer, inevitably takes the whole unit out
of commission for the duration
of the repair cycle. Had Canon
designed the NoteJet to allow
you to swap printers, said the representative, the result would have made the notebook bigger and heavier. As it is, the NoteJet may already strain the shoulders of
users accustomed to current notebooks.
As for print quality, the NoteJet's output
reveals its share of the jaggies, along with
some of the stray droplets, called satellites, that are obvious only if you use a
magnifying glass to find them. What most
greets the naked eye, however, is crisp,
easily readable output that does not strain
the eyes. The bottom line: You won't find
better printing 37,000 feet up.
—Ed Perratore
THE

FACTS

NoteJet 486
Model 1 (85-MB hard drive), $2499
Model 2 ( 130-MB hard drive),
$2799
Model 3 ( 180-MB hard drive),
$2999
Canon Computer Systems, Inc.
123 East Paulerino Ave.
Costa Mesa, CA 92628
(714) 438-3000
(714) 438-3099
Circle 1192 on Inquiry Card.
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the MS-DOS* 6Upgrade operating

more free memory. In asnap.
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fantastic deal, call (800) 228-7007,
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Microsoft
Making it easier

'Offer )8881 only in the SO United States. ResclIcr prices may vary. "Compression results may vary depending on system configuration. 6) 1993 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved. Printed in the USA. For more informanorr in the SO United States, call ( 800) 228-7007, Dept. RX3. For information only Customers in Canada, call ( 800) S63-9048; outside the SO United States and Canada, contact your
local Microsoft subsidiary or call ( 206)936-8661. Microsoft and MS-DOS are registered tradcmada of Microsoft Corporation.
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HP Serves Up Two Winning Network Printers

B

uilding on the success of the recently
introduced LaserJet 4series, HewlettPackard's newest arrivals, the HP LaserJet 4Si and its big sibling, the HP LaserJet 4Si MX, set new standards for network
printers. Designed to replace the popular
HP LaserJet IIISi, the new LaserJets offer many improvements in the areas of
output quality, ease of use, and performance.
On the outside, the new printers appear
identical to the IIISi; however, appearances can be deceiving. The $5499 LaserJet 4Si MX comes standard with Adobe
PostScript Level 2, aLocalTalk port, and
HP's JetDirect Ethernet interface, all of
which are optional for the LaserJet 4Si
(which is priced at $3749). Both printers
include 45 scalable typefaces for use with
HP's Enhanced PCL (Printer Control Language) 5; the 4Si MX also includes 35
PostScript typefaces. The 4Si comes standard with 2MB of RAM, and the 4Si MX
comes fitted with 10 MB.
Like the LaserJet 4series, both units offer true 600-dot-per-inch output, thanks to
the new Canon P-174 print engine. Thus,
the 4Si MX produces four times as many
dots as does 300-dpi output in the same
area, which is typical of the LaserJet III
printers, for much sharper output quality.
Of course, the 4Si MX also uses HP's Resolution Enhancement Technology, which
smooths the edges of letters and graphics
curves. HP's microfine-toner-particle technology results in smaller dots for crisper
lines and edges.
The print engine of the 4Si MX is rated
at the same comfortable 17 pages per minute as the IllSi. A manufacturer-stated ppm
rating doesn't necessarily translate into
speed when dealing with text- and graphics- intensive pages. The 4Si MX, however, generated outstanding output at impressive speed, including many clearly
discernible gray scales, clean and legible 4point text, and detailed hairlines. The quality of the 4Si MX's photographic reproductions is comparable to that of aLaser-

Jet 4— overall sharp in detail, but alittle
splotchy and granular.
The monthly duty cycle has been increased from 50,000 pages per month to
75,000 pages. Although the same 17-ppm
engine rating as the IIIsi does not sound
like avast performance improvement,
don't forget that the 4Si MX is printing at
600 dpi. From the looks of my tests, HP
surpassed its development goal of providing 600-dpi output faster than its former
network champion generated 300-dpi output. As expected, the 4Si MX performs
more than twice as fast as the 8-ppm LaserJet 4M. (To see how the 4Si MX stacks
up in head-to-head competition with the
latest offerings from Compaq, QMS, and
other printer manufacturers, see " 126 Printers" on page 146.)
Performance enhancements include the
use of the Intel 80960CF 25-MHz RISC
processor for faster page interpretation, a
high-speed Bi-Tronics parallel interface
that accepts dam quicker than do standard
parallel ports ( introduced with the LaserJet
4), and Enhanced PCL 5 (which HP claims
is optimized to provide faster graphics output).
Unlike atypical PostScript printer, HP's
successor to the network throne can render
one page in memory while another page is
still printing. Usually, aPostScript page

must complete printing before the next
one can start printing. The printer can also
accept asteady flow of PCL 5and PostScript print jobs by instantly switching between the two languages. Similarly, the
printer will accept data from any of its interface ports that are simultaneously active.
HP has also introduced its next generation of JetDirect network interfaces. The
4Si MX's JetDirect Ethernet card, which
provides twisted-pair and coaxial connections, supports automatic network switching between 10 major network protocols.
The paper-handling capabilities of the
4Si MX are impressive. Two 500- sheet
paper trays come standard, and an optional 1500-sheet tray ($649) replaces one of
the 500-sheet trays, for atotal of 2000
sheets. The printer alternates each print
job's placement in the output bin, so you
won't have to search for the beginning and
end of your printout. An arm senses when
the output bin nears its 550-sheet capacity
and stops the printer to avoid paper jams.
The 4Si's many attributes should be a
welcome addition to most networks. And
network managers will be hard-pressed to
find anything that HP overlooked in the
4Si MX.
—Richard Fox
THE

FACTS

HP LaserJet 4Si
$3749
HP LaserJet 4Si MX
$5499
Hewlett-Packard Co.
P.O. Box 58059,
MS 511L-SJ
Santa Clara, CA 92127
(800) 752-0900
Circle 1193 on Inquiry Card.

Big- League Desktop Publishing

H

ow can a $59.95 Windows desktop
publishing package compete with
those in the $ 800 range? After working
with abeta copy of Serif's PagePlus 2.0,
Ifound that this package includes everything you need for basic desktop publishing, plus afew surprises.
48
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PagePlus 2.0 offers some pretty sophisticated tools, including OLE support,
TrueType compatibility, full-color ( i.e.,
24-bit) images, Pantone palettes, and the
ability to generate color-separated output.
In addition, with PagePlus 2.0, you get
auto-flow text capabilities ( both free-flow

and frame), the ability to create libraries of
styles, and the ability to rotate all objects.
PagePlus 2.0 also comes with atable editor, which not all high-end desktop publishing packages include.
The program is fairly simple to install,
although the installation procedure lacks
PHOTOGRAPHY, MARK ROCKWOOD @ 1993

After you see our performance

*

The UltraLite Autograph

is just one of the many
innovations NEC has
brought to portable
computing. Others
include the first
active-matrix color
notebook, the first
color laptop and
the first portable
Docking Station!'

you'll want our Autograph.
Applause and standing ovations. That's how people are reacting to NEC's new
UltraLite" Autograph:' The UltraLite Autograph is a tablet computer that's designed
to provide uncompromising performance anytime, anywhere. At just 3.9 lbs., and
a mere 1.2" thin, this lightweight delivers heavyweight performance. The Autograph
is loaded with advanced features like a powerful i486"SL processor. 40 or 80MB*
hard disk drive. A full complement of standard ports. Local bus video for dazzling
video performance. A high-quality VGA transflective screen display for clear viewing indoors and outdoors. Two PCMCIA slots for easy installation of peripherals
like fax modems and local area network cards. And programmable HotZone" icons
that work like function keys to allow quick, easy access to frequently used functions. And there's an optional keyboard that has been customized for portable use.
It comes with plenty of battery life, thanks to its 3.3-volt design that gives users
significant battery life improvement depending on usage ( 3-5 hours with a standard NiMH battery and 6-10 hours with a double-capacity battery pack). And the
Autograph can run either Windows- for Pen Computing" or PenPoint" software.
NEC's UltraLite Autograph. You'll give its performance rave reviews. To find out
where you can see the Autograph, call us at 1-800-NEC-INFO ( in Canada,
1-800-343-4418) and we'll tell you where you can sign on the bottom line for one.
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some of the finesse of the high-end packages. Components you can choose to install or not are atable editor, graphics filters, and text filters. Each item shows the
amount of space it will take up on your
hard drive, and the software also tells you
how much space you have left on your
drive.
The PagePlus 2.0 screen looks like a
typical Windows application with the
menu bar. PagePlus 2.0 also makes use
of buttons in its ToolBox and ChangeBar
windows. Ifound the placement of buttons, such as those along the Status Bar at
the bottom, hard to get used to. But aHintLine tells you what the buttons do, so
you're never completely in the dark. The
on- screen help is also remarkably complete.

IMPRESSIONS

When you start anew file, you
can use atemplate or you can do
the layout yourself. If you want
to add agraphic to the page, you
select abox tool from the ToolBox. Then, using the pointer
tool, you can create agraphical
object. Although you can similarly create text on the page,
PagePlus 2.0 doesn't have any
word processing features. Thus,
if you're dealing with complex
text, it's better to create the text
in your word processor and import it.
To import agraphic, you click
on the import picture button, and alittle
"flyout" appears with three indiscernible
buttons on it. Ihad to refer to the HintLine to discover the identity of these buttons. If you click on art and borders, you
can access the clip art that comes with
PagePlus 2.0. You can click on the OLE
button to import OLE objects. To import
text, you go to the File pull-down-menu
and click on Import Text.
The ChangeBar is an interesting feature. It lets you change the looks of aselected object by changing its properties.
To use it, you select the object, such as a
headline, and use the scroll bar or the slider bar in the ChangeBar window to change
the size of the text. You can see the change
automatically take place on the screen. It's
pretty nifty, and better than the usual pull-

down menu way of changing the point
size.
Ifound myself comparing PagePlus 2.0
to high-end desktop publishing packages,
which is aterrific compliment for Serif's
low-cost software. Ishould be comparing
it to desktop publishing software in its own
price range. However, with features such
as OLE capabilities, color separation, text
flow, and more, it appears to me that PagePlus 2.0 has put itself in the league with the
big-time players—and at awhole lot less
cost to us.
—Anne Fischer Lent
THE

FACTS

PagePlus 2.0
$59.95
System requirements:
A 286 with 2MB of RAM,
Windows, amouse, and at least
4MB of free disk space.
Serif, Inc.
P.O. Box 803
Nashua, NH 03061
(800) 697-3743
(603) 889-8650
fax: (800) 869-8909
Circle 1194 on Inquiry Card.

Compelling Presentations

C

ompel, a $295 presentation package from Asymetrix, can infuse
an otherwise dull presentation with
colorful slides and afull range of visual elements and sound. Pulling together asimple presentation using this
software takes little time and effort.
You start off in Compel by typing
text in adefault template. The template determines your presentation's
color scheme and font selection, while
aslide-style selection controls the location of text, bullets, and graphics for
an individual slide in the presentation.
If you don't like the look of your
slides, you can switch templates onthe-fly without redoing your work. You
can preview thumbnail views of slide
styles to see how well they blend in with
the active template. Templates and slide
styles together provide arich selection of
designs and make it easy to apply aconsistent look to your presentation.
To help you organize your ideas, you
50 BYTE • MAY 1993

can build abulleted outline of your presentation. Compel automatically generates
afull set of slides from the outline, generating aslide from each bulleted topic. You
can also use bullets as interactive links so
that each bullet calls aunique slide. A full
selection of slide transitions includes fade,
dissolve, blinds, wipe, and zoom.

The Slide Sorter shows athumbnail
view of all the slides in your presentation. You can easily rearrange slides
by dragging them around with the
mouse and dropping them in place, or
you can perform other quick operations on slides such as copy, paste, and
delete. To edit aslide from the Slide
Sorter, you simply double-click on it.
Compel can automatically generate
speaker notes and audience handouts,
and your presentation can be formatted
for output to the computer screen, an
overhead projector, 35mm slides, or
aprinter.
The most attention-getting aspect
of the software is its support for multimedia. Compel does not simply rely on OLE
to pull in multimedia clips: Full multimedia support is built into the Compel interface. Any object, including text, can be
linked to amultimedia event. You simply
select the object and activate the Media
Links dialog box. You then designate the
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Our new color printer
not only looks great on paper,
it looks great on paper.
True, the brilliant color produced by the new Tektronix

It has all the advantages of alaser printer. True Adobe

Phaser® 200 is captivating. But the price is equally attractive.

PostScript' Level 2, networkability, Pantone® colors, speed

And though we've become the award-winning leader in

and price. ( Did you notice it's only $ 3695, slightly below

color printers by frequently outdoing the

unheard of?) And when you add to that extremely high

,

competition, this time

materials capacity and sparkling TekColor"" output—not just

we've even outdone our-

any color, but the indisputably best color in the business—

selves. Introduing our
newest business work
group color printer.

you've got something even better than our previous best.
The eye
when it sees black
and white.

The eye
when it

sees color.

The Phaser 200 is compatible with virtually any business

Which is quite afeat.
So stop by your nearest Tektronix dealer or call us at
800/835-6100, Dept. 28j for afree

software and can print two colorful pages per minute. No,

output sample. For faxed infor-

not two minutes per page—two pages per minute. And

mation call 503/682-7450,

even at aspeed like that, it still manages to print eye-catch-

ask for document # 1223.

ing color on common laser paper or transparencies using a

You won't find another

separate input tray for each. You select the medium you

business investment that

want at your computer keyboard. And it switches automat-

looks this good on paper.

ically 'rom user to user just as easily, using its parallel, serial,
AppleTalk,' or optional EtherTalk' and Ethernet' ports.

Tektronix

Phaser is atrademark of Tektronix. Inc. PostScript is atrademark of Adobe Systems, Inc All other marks are trademarks or registered t-ademarks of their respective companies.
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type of event (e.g., video, sound, or animation) and the action that will trigger the
event (e.g., when the object is clicked on).
You can even specify aportion of the
sound or video to be played by setting beginning and end points, as shown in the
screen at the bottom of page 50. This linking mechanism is intuitive and very powerful.
Once you've stored all these divergent
elements into apresentation, you can use
some helpful tools to deliver it. Asymetrix
provides arun-time module that lets you
play aslide show without loading the full
version of Compel, and the packager utility automatically finds all the files—graphics, sound, video—that are associated with
the presentation and bundles them in one
place.
The beta software Ipreviewed did have
some weak points. The animation tools
were rudimentary. While you can come

IMPRESSIONS

up with some effective charting effects,
such as dynamically extending abar as
abullet points out your company's explosive growth, more complex animation is
tricky to pull off or simply not possible.
Compel could benefit greatly from true
path-based animation. The beta package
was also short on clip art, but the final release will include aCD-ROM full of clip
art and clip media, Asymetrix says.
The very virtue that makes Compel so
appealing—its abundance of features—
also makes me abit wary. When powerful
desktop publishing programs such as PageMaker brought desktop publishing to the
masses, there was asudden rash of newsletters and advertising mailings that used
six or seven different fonts, superfluous
graphics, and unfathomable diagrams.
Compel's features should be used sparingly and in good taste. A sudden blaring
of trumpets or aneedless video clip can

be very distracting. Sensory aids are meant
to supplement content; they are not the
main attraction. But if you keep your creative impulses in check, Compel can add
the right touch of pizzazz to seal the deal.
—Stanford Diehl
THE

FACTS

Compel
$295
Asymetrix Corp.
110 110th Ave. NE, Suite 700
Bellevue, WA 98004
(800) 448-6543
(206) 462-0501
fax: (206) 454-0672
Circle 1195 on Inquiry Card.

Painter 2.0 for Windows Brings Digital Canvas to Life
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ffractal Design's Painter 2.0 for Windows is apowerful addition to aprofessional graphic artist's arsenal. And for
amateur artists, it's afun way to develop
your skills. ( After all, software that comes
in apaint can should be fun.) While it was
originally created for the Macintosh, Fractal Design now has an updated Windowsbased Painter that adds ahost of new tools,
including one called liquid media.
Painter's strength lies in its "natural media," which give the computer artist an impressive array of canvases and simulated
pens, pencils, chalks, charcoal, erasers,
and even an airbrush that can approximate
the real-world tools. With this latest update of Painter, you gain the ability to liquefy paints with awet brush, creating more
of adiffused look to watercolors on varied
textures of papers.
While test-driving abeta version of
52 BYTE • MAYI993

Painter 2.0, Iused a Wacom
6- by 9-inch pressure-sensitive
graphics tablet. Using apressuresensitive stylus is critical to gaining atrue feel for the "canvas,"
and the Wacom pen worked
well. After trying Painter on a
Compaq Deskpro 386DX-20
with 6MB of RAM, Imoved it
to a486DX-33 with 8 MB of
RAM. The performance improvement was startling.
One of Painter's interesting
new features is its capability to
play back an entire session that
was previously recorded by a
professional artist (see the screen). In this
update, Fractal Design includes several
artist- recorded sessions that can show
novice graphic artists like myself the exact,
step-by-step process necessary to create
an award-winning piece of computer art.
Fractal Design also made the program
easier to use. It now has brushes and textures that you can tear off from their
palettes and preview windows to see examples of how special filters, such as glass
distortion, change an image.
Other enhancements include new brushes, with an Impressionist brush and aCubist "brush look" added to Painter's familiar van Gogh- and Seurat-style brushes.
But perhaps the best feature of Painter 2.0
is its new liquid media, which allow artists
to use any of the nine new liquid brushes.
such as the spatter airbrush, to add alifelike liquid look to their digital paintings.

Fractal also has added new image-editing features to Painter, letting you scale, rotate, or flip images, which can be scanned
from within Painter 2.0 via TWAIN. The
program can export with aPhotostyler
plug-in module that sends output to film
recorders or tape backup systems.
At $399, Painter 2.0, which is available
for the Mac at the same price, is agreat
buy for anyone looking for asophisticated
painting program. But make sure you have
the requisite computer horsepower. •
—Patrick Waurzyniak
THE

FACTS

Painter 2.0
$399
System requirements:
A 386SX or higher with Super VGA
with 256 colors, 4MB of RAM (6
MB is recommended), and Windows 3.0 or higher. Wacom, Calcomp. and Kurta pressure-sensitive
graphics tablets are recommended.
A math coprocessor is supported.
Fractal Design Corp.
335 Spreckels Dr., Suite F
Aptos, CA 95003
(408)688-5300
fax: (408) 688-8836
Circle 1196 on Inquiry Card.

PcdtattL.6e.®
WATCOM SQL Developer's
Edition
by WATCOM

BEACHC OMBER'S
BEST BUYS!

Complete client/server development tool
allows you to develop and deploy single user standalone applications, and to develop applications for use with the Network
Server Edition. Includes: Single- user
database server: ACME application development system; Embedded SQL C/C++ preprocessor; SQL
libraries for

wxrcom

List: $ 395

C. C/386, MS/C ++ and BC/C++.
Ours:

FAX etera #

$299

1683-0010

Distinct TCP/IP for
Windows
by Distinct Corp.
winning product is the professional programmers choice for TCP/IP connectivity in the
Windows environment. Windows Sockets,
TCP/IP Kernel. RPC/XDR. Telnet, and FTP are
the smallest and fastest DLLs available today. Applications developed
with TCP/IP can coexist with LAN Manager. Vines. Pathworks and
Novell thanks to Distinct's support for Packets. NDIS or ODI drivers.

Applications
FAX efer.
1#

List: $ 495

Ours:

List: $ 395

Ours:

$459
$359

2994-0002

Multimedia Toolbook
by Asymetrix
Complete Multimedia Authoring.
Create your own multimedia applications for
MS Windows. Simple interface and set of readyto- use multimedia objects make it the fastest
and easiest way to develop multimedia apps.
This award- winning tool provides a complete
package versatile enough to develop new applications or put anew face
on existine ones, with no runtime fee.
List: $ 695
FAX, et,

$64
$399
$55
$449
S269
$24
$1139
$499
$95
$125
$159
$169
$429
$79
CALL
$99
$239
CALL

MS Fox Pro
MS Visual C++
MS Windows
Norton Desktop/Win
object-Menu
Opt-Tech Sort/Merge
Panel Plus
Paradox 4.0
Precursor
Scheme III
Sitback for Windows
SQA: Replay OS/2
SQA: Robot
Style
Tempra Pro
Tempra Show
Tree 86
WATCOM FORTRAN 77/386

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
$249
$119
$259
S569
$45
$359
$54
$54
$389
$155
$339
$109
$42
$719

Microsoft Visual C++
by Microsoft Corporation

INCLUDES WINDOWS SOCKETS. This award

SDK

386MAX
Baler
Best Choice III
C++/Views
C-DOC Professional
Cache 86
CASEW:VIP
dBASE IV
Dolphm C Toolkit
Dolphm Encript
Dr. Switch-ASE
ED fox Windows
Label Master
Logic Gem
mini Ed Tools
MKS Learning UNIX
MKS Toolkit
MS DOS

Ours: $ 529

# 2776-0005

Microsoft Visual C++ combines the
power of reusable, prebuilt code with a
seamless, visual environment to shorten the development process. Design
user interfaces, build, debug, and
browse using aset of tightly integrated tools, while "wizards" assist you
with fundamental tasks for maximum productivity. It's the fast powerful way to program in C++I
Standard Edition
(Camp. Upgrade)

List:

S99

Professional Edition
(Camp. Upgrade)
FAX « t, ra # 1269-0040

List: $ 199

Ours: $ 189

g+E

Database Library
(QELIB)
by Pioneer Software
Q+E Database Library provides complete database connectivity to
Windows and OS/2 applications
using Dynamic Link Libraries. QELIB
can read, insert, update, create or delete database records for the following formats: Oracle, dBASE. SQL Server. Sybase, DB2. Paradox,
INGRES. AS/400 (SQL/400). Btrieve, Excel, INFORMIX, NetWare SQL,
and many more. Gateways supported include: IBM DDCS/2, Micro
Decisionware, Sybase Net-Gateway, and Gupta SQL Network.

List: $399
FAXcetera#

Ours:

$359

2625-0003

MATLAW 4.0 for 386 Windows
by Mathworks

MediaDeveloper
by Lene! Systems

A high-performance, interactive numeric computation and visualization envrionment that combines

Create multimedia enabled applications
with MediaDeveloper and ObJectVision. It is

hundreds of advanced math & graphics functions

THE Multimedia Development Toolkit to

with an easy-to- use and flexible high-level lan-

integrate sound, images, animation and

guage. The open system architecture enables
users to view the pre-packaged functions, cus-

full- motion video into Windows applications. Includes media and
device control for multimedia peripherals including CD-ROMs. VCRs

tomize them as needed, or add new functions. MATLAB toolboxes are

and laserdisc players; support for major animation, video, audio and
graphics formats; amultimedia database; OLE server; and many DLLs.

available to extend the power by providing leading-edge algorithms and
functions developed by renowned experts for specific applications.

List: $ 1695
FAXcetera #

Ours:
1269-0042

CALL

List: $ 595

Ours:

S449

w/MS VB Win. 2.0

List: $ 794

Ours:

S569

w/MS VB Win. Pro 2.0

List:

FAX

# 1005-0302

$1090 Ours: $ 739

oftware tha
' ED-The Programmer's Editor
for Windows
by Lifeboat Software

Lahey F77L Fortran Compiler
by Lahey
Version 5.01 includes Fortran 90 features:

A full- featured Windows-based programmer's edi-

ALLOCATABLE Arrays. CASE Constructs,

L tor is here! ED is setting the standard with fea-

Cycle and Exit, Construct Names, and many

rtures like background compilation. automatic

other new features. Package Includes Editor.

code indenting and completion, hypertext func-

Make Utility, Profiler, Debugger. SLR Linker,

tion/procedure lookups, "smart'.language-specif-

Opus Make, Video Graphics. and Excellent
Diagnostics. 386/486 users have the option

ic editing, afast "C" extension language, Windows
Toolbar, unlimited undo and redo, keyboard macros and 1
cmapping.

of generating 32-bit instructions.

and emulation of popular DOS editors.

List: $ 295

List: $ 269

FAX

Ours: $ 259

te, # 1476-0001

Ours: $ 169

FAX, etela # 0233-0011

WindowsMAKER 'yelp
Professional 5.0
t%b_
by Blue Sky Software
-lee%

croso Visua
Control Pack
by Microsoft Corporation

Next generation of most powerful C/C++ Code
Generator and Prototyper for Windows 3.1, >
if&

served. Highly recommended!

Offers 19 proven programming shortcuts for the Windowem operating system. including quick access to 3D
interfaces, charting, and serial communications. You can even add multimeindows forComputing functionality in a fraction of the
time it would take you to create your own support. Just add any of the
19 custom controls to your Visual C++ or Visual Basic Toolbox. Use
the sample code and documentation with Visual C++ and create your
own custom controls.

List: $995

List: $ 150

Win32s. The fastest way to create full- featured
Windows apps. This product stands out, does
everything, even a toolbar can be created with 1
click Test run your design/make changes interactively, generate code for multiple platforms - ANSI C. MFC, OWL, etc., widest
compiler support in industry. TrueCode technology - user code is 100% pre-

Ours: $ 695

Ours: $99

FAXcetera # 2602-0003

FALetera #

CA-dBFast Windows 2.0
by Computer Associates
The complete standalone dBASE/Xbase

CA-Clipper 5.2
Competitive Upgrade
by Computer Associates

development language for MS Windows.

Yes, the newly released CA-Clipper version

Create fast, powerful, easy-to-use graphi-

5.2 is being offered to Xbase language

cal applications. Over 200 extensions to

product owners at the low retail price of
$199. This competitive upgrade is avail-

the

dBASE Ill

PLUS language

and

includes an interactive editor, compiler,

1269-0044

CA Clipper
seL
\7'

and linker. Challenge your creativity and

able for a short term only! What a great
opportunity to get the power of CA-Clipper,

imagination! Design multiple windows. pull down menus, check boxes, list boxes, radio buttons, bit- map

at a super price! And now when you buy,
get your choice of dBFast, Clipper Tools or dBase Compiler Kit FREE!

pictures, and more!
List: $550
FAXcetera #

List: $ 199
Ours: $359

Ours: $ 149

FAXcetera # 5400-0001

1004-0003

OS/2 2.0
by 113M

dGT Unlimited!
by Blackhawk Data Corp.
PAINLESS PICTURES—The Database

OS/2 2.0 increases your operating system

Graphics Toolkit (
dGT Unlimited) turns

choices by providing you with DOS.

any database into an image database, in

Windows and OS/2 support. Because OS/2

three easy steps: 1) add a field to your

was created for use with 386SX and above

database record: 2) add a line to your

processors, it offers full 32-bit addressability
and true concurrent multitasking. OS/2 2.0

entry screen: and 3) RUN! Fast, powerful, reliable. flexible and now
Royalty-Free up to 1000 copies, dGT Unlimited works with 40 different languages, runs on any VGA or EGA. supports images up to

also features an object-based user interface,

1024x768, and can retrieve images from memo fields and BLOBs.

technology and the ability to complete many
processes within atask simultaneously.

List: $595
FAXcetera # 3051-0004

enhanced file system, advanced memory

Ours: $449
List: $ 195

Ours: $ 126

FAXcet‘um # 3142-0009

'PaAtati.6e,®
MetaWare High C/C++
by MetaWare, Inc.

VM Data
by PocketSoft, Inc.

MetaWare, Inc. announces its newest prod-

VMData for Windows is a DLL that manages up

uct! The 32-bit High C/C++ compiler version

to 128 MB of dynamic data. Eliminates annoy-

3.0 is atrue compiler, not aC to C++ translator. " Incremental Strengths" let you specify

ing slowdowns commonly seen in 386
Enhanced Mode when programs use large

the level of C++ compilation. allowing you to

amounts of dynamic data, and eliminates out -

migrate from C to C++, one C/C++ block at a

of- memory problems in Standard Mode.

flmiknr

time. Included is a C++ tailored source-level

Provides superior run-time performance and

debugger

ensures that your program Is a good citizen
under the Windows environment.

and

a 32- bit

Application

Development Kit for Windows. MetaWare offers a full line of multi-language. multi-platform compilers for professional software developers.
List:

$795

FAXcetera #

Ours:

$669

List: $ 495
Ours:
FAX etcr-a # 1987-0005

Vb1Dati

S359

1590-0008

WinGEN
by Buzzwords International
converts ObjectVision

BASIC Network Library
Network C Library
by Automation Software
Consultants, Inc.

.0VD to Source Code!

Make the title bar disappear and run your
application at compiled speed. WinGEN
produces code for Windows versions of

The most comprehensive libraries available for

dBASE,

Pascal.

versions of advanced NetWare including 3.11.

Supported engines include: Paradox

Over 450 C functions and 300 BASIC functions. Include any features from the NetWare

C/C++.

and Turbo

Engine, Sequiter Codebase, POET. Raima, Faircom c- tree, Sybase,
Novell Btrieve, Novell Btrieve with sça./xgL Manager, OLE &

NetWare software development, supporting all

command line utilities and menu utilities in your C or BASIC program

DDE/DDEML. and Q dt E. For technical information call 314-3346317, for orders call 800-445-7899.

No licensing hassles. C library source code available.
BASIC Library

List: $ 265

Ours: $229

List: $ 149

C Library

List:

Ours:

FAXcetera #

Ours: $79
1873-0002

FAX et

Multi-Edit Professional
by American Cybernetics

Develop and debug 32-bit applications for

A richly featured, easy-to- use programmer's text

extended DOS. Windows, and OS/2 2.0 with

editor. Multi-Edit's flexibility and sheer power

the most complete 32- bit C development

combine to provide you with unparalleled pro-

package available. Includes the royalty-free
DOS extender

by

ductivity. Features include: intuitive user inter-

Rational

face, mouse support, syntax highlighting, cross

Systems, components from MS Windows SDK.
compiler, linker, debugger, profiler, plus numerous development tools.
Supports other industry standard 32-bit DOS extenders. Create ADS
Applications for AutoCAD or embedded systems development.
List: $895
Ours: $599
FAXcetera # 1683-0003

PROTOGEN 3.0
by ProtoView
Development
NEW VERSION! The industry
standard for code generation and
prototyping Windows applications.
Develop the user interface of your
application using Visual prototyping
methods. ProtoGen generates expert
level, commented code for ANSI C. Microsoft NT Win32. All generators
included! User Code is preserved from one generation to the next. It's
easy and fast.
List: $ 99
FAX ,, ,t,

tt

Ours: $ 89
2553-0002

$259

# 1004-9201

WATCOM C/386 9.0
by WATCOM

DOS/4GW

S295

directory multiple file search AND replace, color
templates, and much more! Finally, atext editor
that thinks like aprogrammer! Free demo disk available.
List: $ 199
FAXcetera #

Ours:

S139

1846-0001

GUARANTEED BEST PRICES!
(Call for details)
To order call: 800-445-7899
Corporate ( CORSOFT):
FAX:
International:
Customer Service:

800
908
908
908

422-6507
389-9227
389-9228
389-9229

For more information on the
'
acts featured on these pages call
FAX

0

:908 389-8173

Pokala
•All prices are subject to change without notice
Circle 101 on Inquiry Card.
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Backup So Simple,
It Advanced.

--4

Introducing Jumbo Trakker Printer Port Tape Backup.
e
ehiN44,

Now, backing up your

rate of up to 8Megabytes per minute, easily the

computer is easier than ever.

fastest in its class. At $448, Trakker 120 is the

Simply unpack Trakker and

price leader as well.

connect it to your computer's

Choose either Trakker 120 ( 120 MB with data

—parallel printer port. That's it.
No installation, no switches, no floppy disk shuffle.

compression) or Trakker 250 ( 250 MB with data
compression). Both offer QIC Industry Standard

This is tape backup that's ready to go. And it goes
anywhere. Trakker is light and compact, the ideal

NetWare' and LANtastie certification.

solution for backing up notebooks and laptops.

Recording Format, as well as Novell'

7bro,

Please call 1-800-451-0897, ext.

And it goes fast. Trakker 250 boasts adata transfer

217 today for aFREE 76-page catalog.

Tra Idcer.
Printer Port Tape Backup

WSY
IRP TEMS
°
INC.

Mini data cartridge sold separately. 0 1992 Colorado Memory Systems Inc. All rights reserved .111111170, Trakker and Colorado
are trademarks of Colorado Memory Systems. Inc. All other trademarks are property of their respective companies. JTA-B17022593

Circle 74 on Inquiry Card ( RHEUM: 75).
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Three-Way

from 40- MB IDE to 2-GB
SCSI drives. A 14- inch
monochrome monitor is standard with the basic system;
optional monitors are available.
Price: $ 1999.
Contact: Diamond Technologies, Inc., Irvine, CA,
(800) 989-7253 or (714) 2521008.
Circle 1133 on Inquiry Card.

Computing Power

A

hand-held computer that
is aDOS and Windows
notebook or apen computer
using Windows for Pen
Computing, the Dauphin
DTR- 1 (for Desktop Replacement) is also adesktop machine when it is hooked to
an external Super VGA
monitor and PS/2 keyboard.
The 2.2-pound computer,
which can be hooked to your
network via its internal
Ethernet adapter, can send
faxes as well as send and receive data via its internal
fax modem.
The unit features a25MHz 486SLC processor and
aCyrix math coprocessor.
With a20-MB internal
Hewlett-Packard Kittyhawk
hard drive and data-compression software, the DTR-1
provides more than 30 MB
of on-board storage.
The DTR-1's 2MB of
DRAM is expandable to 6
MB. An optional slide-on
battery pack extends the life
of the internal nickel-cadmium battery for as long as
10 hours.
Price: $2500.
Contact: Dauphin Technology, Inc., Lombard, IL, (800)
782-7922 or (708) 971-3400;
fax (708) 971-8443.
Circle 1131 on Inquiry Card.

Single- System
EISA and VL-Bus
One of the newest strategies
to add power, speed, and
flexibility to computers is to
combine EISA and VESA
(Video Electronics Standards
Association) Local Bus (or
VL-Bus) on the same system.
Two companies that are proponents of this strategy are
Tangent Computer and Diamond Technologies.

Network from
Your Notebook
With the power
of adesktop system,
the DTR-1 is ahandheld pen computer or anotebook with amini-keyboard.

T

he first systems in Tangent Computer's Universal Bus line of 486 workstations are the 433U-SX and
the 466U-DX2 combination
EISA and VL-Bus systems.
Both are designed for upgradability to Pentium processors.
The 433U-SX system,
with 4MB of RAM and 64
KB of cache RAM, features
three EISA slots, five ISA
slots, and two VL-Bus slots.
Other standard equipment includes a170-MB IDE hard
drive, an S3/805 VL-Bus
graphics accelerator card, a
caching EISA IDE hard drive
controller with 512 KB of
RAM, a1.44-MB floppy
drive, and a14-inch VGA
color monitor.
The 466U-DX2 has abasic
configuration of 8MB of
DRAM and 256 KB of cache
RAM. A 200-MB SCSI drive
and aWeitek 9000—based
VL-Bus graphics accelerator,
aSCSI caching controller
with 512 KB of RAM, eight

EISA slots, one VL-Bus slot,
a1.44- MB floppy drive, and
a14-inch VGA color monitor
complete the basic system.
The unit is expandable to 256
MB of DRAM and 1MB of
CPU cache memory.
Price: 433U-SX, $ 1895;
466U-DX2, $3295.
Contact: Tangent Computer,
Inc., Burlingame, CA, (800)
800-6060 or (415) 342-9388;
fax (415) 342-9380.
Circle 1132 on Inquiry Card.

D

iamond Technologies'
DT486 ISA/EISA Local
Bus tower computer is available as a486DX machine
running at amaximum speed
of either 50 or 66 MHz. Each
model includes 256 KB of
cache memory and asocket
for aWeitek 4167 coprocessor. Eight SIMM sockets on
the motherboard provide
memory options in modules
of 256 KB by 9, 1MB by 9,
or 16 MB by 9DRAM
SIMMs, up to atotal of 128
MB of memory.
The system has aVL-Bus
graphics accelerator card and
eight I/O expansion slots, of
which three are 32-bit EISA
slots, five are 16-bit ISA
slots, and two are 32-bit VLBus slots. Hard drives range

A

lightweight, slim- line,
25-MHz 486SLC—based
notebook, the New World
4100 lets you connect optional pocket network adapters to
its expansion bus. This provides aseamless connection
to other computers, including
mainframes, PCs, and PCbased file servers.
The New World 4100 has
adata transfer rate of 4
MBps, 1200 percent faster
than anetwork connection
via the parallel port, according to New World. The unit
supports interfaces for Ethernet, token-ring, 3270, 5250,
and X.25 networks.
Other features include 4
MB of RAM (expandable to
8MB via IC memory cards);
an 80- or 120-MB hard drive;
a1.44-MB floppy drive; a
10-inch backlit LCD; an external keyboard port; serial,
parallel, and mouse ports; an
I/O bus for adocking station;
and an auto-switching AC
adapter. DOS 5.0 is installed.
Price: $ 1695; network
adapters, $239 and up.
Contact: New World Technologies, Inc., Ashland, MA,
(800) 443-8885 or (508) 8814600.
Circle 1134 on Inquiry Card.
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PERIPHERALS
Contact: Valitek, Amherst,
MA, (800) 825-4835 or (413)
549-2700; fax (413) 5492900.
Circle 1138 on Inquiry Card.

A Busy
Companion

D

esigned to fit under your
monitor or attach to your
notebook, the Companion
peripheral expansion subsystem lets you add peripherals
to your computer without
having to add more cards.
The unit, which plugs into
your system's parallel port,
has apass-through port for
your printer as well as a
pass-through SCSI connector
that lets you add more
peripherals.
Two front-accessible 51/
4inch bays accept CD-ROM
drives, tape-backup drives,
and hard drives, including
optical and floptical models.
Two internal bays are available for half-height 3'h-inch
drives. The Companion also
has afully integrated surfacemount parallel-port-to-SCSI
board, software support for
additional SCSI peripherals,
and auniversal power supply.
Price: Without peripherals,
$400; with peripherals installed, price depends on
configuration.
Contact: Performance Electronic Packaging Services,
Inc., San Marcos, CA, (800)
255-8607 or (619) 471-5383;
fax (619) 471-9691.
Circle 1135 on Inquiry Card.

Scanning in Color
Two color scanners—one for
35mm slides and the other
for paper— are now available. Both are priced for the
general market.

A

color scanner for 35mm
film, Coolscan (also
known as the LS- 10) is available as an internal unit for
your PC or as an external unit
for Macs and PCs. The scan-

Dot Matrix
Goes Quiet

C
Two of the Companion's uses are as aportable docking station
and as aCD-ROM reader.
ner is designed for desktop
applications and accepts
black-and-white negatives
and transparencies in addition
to color.
Coolscan captures 24 bits
per pixel in asingle-pass
RGB scan with amaximum
resolution of 2700 dpi.
Nikon's LED-based illumination technology achieves
broad-spectrum output. permitting blues to be scanned as
effectively as reds and
greens. This technology also
produces little heat.
The scanner has afootprint
of 6by 13 by 2inches and is
geared for use by medical and
industrial publishers and professionals in real estate, education, insurance, and architecture.
Price: Internal model, $2195;
external model, $2495.
Contact: Nikon Electronic
Imaging. Melville, NY. (800)
526-4566 or (516) 547-4355;
fax (516) 547-0305.
Circle 1136 on Inquiry Card.

A

desktop sheet-fed scanner for professional-image database and entry-level
document management. the
Plustek ADF Color 6000 features single-pass scanning in
all modes, including color.
The RGB scanner can scan a
600-dpi color page in 5minutes, a600-dpi 256-grayscale page in 1
/ minutes,
2
1

and a300-dpi black-andwhite page in 7seconds. In
color mode, the unit provides
256 to 16.8 million colors,
depending on the color card
you're using. The unit measures about 13 1
/
2by 9
3
/
4by 4
inches and has a50-page
document feeder.
Price: $1299.
Contact: Plustek USA, Inc.,
Santa Clara, CA, (800) 6858088 or (408) 980-5183-, fax
(408) 980-5184.
Circle 1137 on Inquiry Card.

Portability
with a Handle
he portable PST 2-M0128
rewritable MO (magnetooptical) drive connects to the
serial, parallel, or SCSI-2
port of your PC. The unit has
an average seek time of 45
ms and adata transfer rate of
7MB in just over aminute.
It has adisk capacity of 128
MB and includes the Valitek
PST' board with 256 KB of
fast cache. A noncontact
read/write head
with adigital servo
system keeps your
data safe for more
than 10 years.
Price: $2295.

The PST 2-M0128.
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itizen America's newest
entry in its Quiet Color
line of dot-matrix printers is
the GSX-190. A nine-wire
printer, the GSX-190 features
the Citizen Acoustic Technology for aclaimed sound rating of only 45 dB.
Draft-mode printing speed
goes up to 240 cps, and the
high-resolution print quality
is 240 by 216 pixels. The
unit's eight built-in fonts are
Roman, Sans Serif, Courier,
Prestige, Script, Orator,
Draft, and High-Speed Draft.
You select your printing
options from the plain-English menu choices displayed
on the front panel and save
the changes with apush of a
button. Paper-handling features include aconvertible
push/pull tractor feed and
paperfeed paths on the top,
rear, and bottom for switching among forms, letterhead
paper, fanfold paper, envelopes, and labels. You can
add color printing to the unit
by installing the Color On
Command kit option ($59),
which lets you print up to 256
colors in text and graphics.
Price: $299.
Contact: Citizen America
Corp., Santa Monica, CA,
(310) 453-0614; fax ( 310)
453-2814.
Circle 1139 on Inquiry Card.

ON ONE HAND,
PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
CAN BE AREAL
HEADACHE.

You work hard enough planning your projects; why not let

•

Microsoft*Project 3.0 for Windowe

90.S/ .vect.

help you make it easier?
With clear graphs, you'll be
able to see and communicate your
project even better—from the tiny
details to the big picture.
Changes? No problem. For
every revision you make, Microsoft
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affect the entire job.
Assigning anew job? Just
click the People button. Want to
know who's doing what, when?

ON THE OTHER
HAND, WHY
SHOULD IT BE?

Microsoft Project can help you
keep track of everyone.
And if you need to get off to
m
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afast start, use PlanningWizards
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to guide you step by step. Soon,
you'll have great-looking, easytoread reports that make all your
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Microsoft
Making it easier

For more information inside the 50 United States, call ( 8001426-9400, Dept. JM2. Outside the U.S. a-1d Canada, call ( 206/ 936-8661. Customers in Canada, call ( 8001563-9048. C 1993 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.
Printed in the USA. Microsoft is aregistered trademark and Windows and the Windows logo are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Mac is aregistered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

NEWS
WHAT'S
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•

CONNECTIVITY
LAN administrators view and
modify DOS image files
without having to refer back
to the original floppy disks
from which the image was
generated.
Price: $79 per workstation.
Contact: Lanworks Technologies, Inc., Mississauga,
Ontario, Canada, (416) 2385528; fax (416) 238-9407.
Circle 1141 on Inquiry Card.

V.32bis Fax
Modem

T

he SmartLink V32bis
FaxModem combines the
latest modem chip-set technology with the Motorola
68302 microprocessor and
specially written control software held in two flash
EPROMs. The company uses
the same technology in the
Quad and QuadFax versions.
The modems support V.21,
V.22, V.23, V.22bis, and
Group 3fax standards, plus
MNP levels 2-4 and V.42
error correction. The top-ofthe-range models add support
for the V.32 and V.32bis data
standards. MNP level 5and
V.42bis data compression
further boost speed and reduce call charges by up to
four times. The built-in datacompression speeds approach
basic-rate ISDN, providing
potentially more cost-effective data transmission for
future applications, such as
multimedia.
The packages include a
power supply, atelephone
cable, adouble BT adapter,
an RS-232 cable, documentation, and achoice of communications software for IBM
PC—compatible or Apple
computers.
Price: SmartLink V32bis
FaxModem, about $ 1013
(£699); Quad version, about
$506 (£349); QuadFax version, about $578 (£399).
Contact: SmartLink Communications, Ltd., Reading,
Berkshire, U.K., +44 734
587788; fax +44 734 588057.
Circle 1140 on Inquiry Card.

Workgroup Faxing
/M
A low-cost workgroup faxing device, Faximizer
puts the power of PC faxing
in every office. Faximizer
allows up to eight users to
send faxes from their PC or
Mac without having to install
fax modems and phone lines
for each PC and without a
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Messages
Network
For high-security applications, the SmartLink V32bis
FaxModem includes data encryption, password access, and
dial-back security.
LAN. For offices that already
have aLAN, Faximizer can
be acost-effective alternative
to adedicated fax server and
LAN network software.
Faximizer is acomplete
plug-and-go system. You
simply plug the supplied cables onto each PC's RS-232
port, load the supplied Quick
Link II send/receive fax software, plug in the telephone
lines, and start sending faxes.
In addition to faxing. Faximizer also provides modemto-modem communication
while spooling faxes from
the other PCs. Then it automatically sends the spooled
faxes when the modem is
free. Other features include
fax scheduling and fax
broadcasting from custom
directories.
The eight-user Faximizer
system comes with 1MB
of SIMM memory (expandable to 4MB), an internal
9600/2400 V.22bis fax
modem (upgradable to a
14,400-bps V.32bis fax
modem), Quick Link II faxing software for DOS and
Windows, and acabling kit

for nine- and 25-pin PCs.
Price: $895.
Contact: Western Telematic,
Inc., Irvine, CA, (800) 8547226 or (714) 586-9950; fax
(7/4) 583-9514.
Circle 11143 on Inquiry Card.

Remote Boot
Technology

A

remote boot system,
BootWarePlus eliminates the need to change remote boot PROMs each time
you upgrade your LAN with
anew disk or network operating system. Boot WarePlus consists of Lanworks'
SmartROM, which enhances
anetwork interface card's
ROM socket by allowing
read and write access to it,
packaged with initialization,
configuration, and utility
software.
The BootWarePlus utility
disks contain software tools
such as ROMscan and MapGen. A diagnostic utility,
ROMscan finds and reports
detailed information on
every BIOS option ROM in
your workstation. MapGen
reads existing DOS image
files and writes them to a
RAM disk, which emulates
alocal drive. The utility lets

N

ow, instead of filling out
apaper " While You
Were Out" form, you can fill
out asimilar message form
on your PC screen (or any
node on the network), and
Software Grove Messages
Network automatically delivers the message across the
network. The software for
Windows and Windows for
Workgroups also provides
instantaneous visual and
audible notification of waiting messages.
Software Grove Messages
provides automatic filling
of message fields (e.g., date,
time, and message taker; and
company name and telephone
number for repeat callers).
The package lets you add
notes to messages; send messages to individuals or
groups; edit, password-protect, and encrypt messages;
and search for back-up copies
of messages.
Price: Single-user version,
$69.95; five-node package,
$249; 10-node package,
$399; $599 per server.
Contact: Software Grove
Corp., Kirkland, WA, (800)
793-0040 or (206) 823-0833;
fax ( 206) 823-1246.
Circle 1142 on Inquiry Card.

Cross
platforms
New Timbuktu is the easiest way to network Macintosh and Windows
computers, so you can share printers, files and screens.
-

Call today for afree
demonstration video:
1-800-998-7760 ext. 4.
MacUser

Moving information between Macin-

network so you can control and

be quite afeat of skill. Let alone nerves.

view it from another Mac or

But now there's Farallon's new

Windows PC. This lets you use

Timbuktu for Macintosh and Windows.

your network for new things like

Timbuktu is the easiest way to create
a peer-to-peer network. So, whether
you're on aPC ot• Mac, you oar share

PC Week Labs Overall Score 4.2
Macworld ****
LAN Times 5Nodes

collaboration and user support.
Of course, Timbuktu is easy

It runs we
NetWore

to use and install. You don't need adedi-

expensive perioherals like printers. And

cated gateway or server. And it works

exchange files quickly and easily.

with what you've got. Even other networks

You also get a

kUE

picture of your screen over the

tosh' and Windows - computers used to

unique benefit—
remote control.
Timbuktu can send
areal-lime, full-color

Farallon
Power to the network"

on NetWare or TCP/IP.
For afree Timbuktu
product demo video,
just call. It's that easy.
1-800-998-7760 ext.4*.

•Call 1-800-678-5075 for upgrades from Timbuktu and PhoneNET PC ( previously AppieShare PC and PhoneivET Talk). Upgrades also asailable for StikaTOPS and Carbon Copy.
A

r/Idc.ne os,

netoor.. S•nte ano

,Iult,paCkS

are °wadable.

All trademarks are property of their owners. 01992 All rights reserved. For cistomer service. call ( 510) 814.5000. Or contact us on America Online. or AppleLnk . ID: Farallon. CompuServe . ID: 75410. 2702. Internet ID: Farallonefarallon.com.

Circle Si. on Inquiry Card.

Introducing PC Tc
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Organize and
simplify your work.
Our unique MultiDesk desktop manager lets you put related
applications, folders and files into their own separate desktops.
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Set up as many desktops as you like, then switch between them
instantly. It all adds up to aless cluttered, more productive
Windows environment that works like you do.
Font: NereCantuySelbli Otalic) 6pt
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Improve the speed and
efficiency of common tasks.
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Voss Scan

capabilities that let you quickly locate, view, copy and print files.

[x•rte^

With over 75 viewers, you can scan files ( including compressed
PISZIP data) without having to open their applications first. Hate
to turn off your PC because you don't want to set everything up
again? Our DeskSaver feature solves that problem too.

CENTRAL POINT

PC TOOLS

Windows® is agreat product. And someday, it'll be even better. But why wait?
New PC Tools- for Windows® is

PC/Computing asked, "Who needs Macs?"
For starters, there's our unique MultiDesk- desktop.
MultiDesk is an intuitive desktop manager that lets you

here right now. It saves you time,

organize your work by creating as many desktops as you

reduces clutter and gives you easy

need for your projects, tasks, or clients. So, if you spend

access to all the functions and files

the day switching between many different projects, you

you use most often. In fact, PC Tools for Windows is
so innovative that after reviewing it, the editors of

won't lose anything in the clutter.
Ever misplaced afile or couldn't remember its

°Our latorrs said to could run ilas headline if nu make the fallowing absolutely dear Window is atrademark of Microsoft Corpnranon.
Tools for Wardoun the sole product of Central Paint Software. Inc Microsoft and
Cnanal Paine! PC 'Dols; MuthDssk WinShule Spend Keys,- Systrrn Constdiant- and/Xs/era. arr tradernarks of Ceenenal Point Software.

Dis' for Windows.
as Windows 4.0.
PC Tools for Windows

Doup's Office

Desktop:

1
Petlewance

Ifl

System Consultant
Ella

Hardware

QOS

Windows

NetWare

benchmarks

QptIons

Help

[3]
System

Hackney,

DOS

Walda.n

NetWee

Recommend

Punt Tope

System Recommendations

Enhance your
system's performance.

^

Add NoEMMDrive.On to SYSTEM:1Ni Fie
inceeese VAN. of DtallarSios in SYSTEM.INI Eth

System Consultant" performs over 400 system checks and

Remove Desktop Wallpaper to Save kletney

provides recommendations for improving your PC's perforaystem nwing aterepeay swap tie to ptovade votad memory Stetchrtg to aoermanant tWelp Me may
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erformance

31ssa

mance. Our Disk Optimizer can automatically defragment
your hard disk at prescheduled intervals, or on command.

lapo, melted tot coning petals

PC Tools
Doug aOffice

Desktop:

PC Tools

WinShield
older

View

Qpdons

Help
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Dicectoty Strochee

We've included new Windows versions of Backup, Undelete,

Doss-baked Files
Unclean,
Recovets

Automatically
protect your data.

Anti-Virus and DiskFix? They're all integrated in WinShield',.

Lost Chutes

an automatic data-protection system that results in worry-free
Checking foe deed direct., entnes, cross-inks. and tool chastes chains

computing. Our Emergency Disk builds abootable recovery
disk to help get acrashed system up and running fast.

Central Point

name? Our File Manager lets you quickly view files with-

For more information, afree demo disk, or to upgrade

out having to load the program first. Tired of cryptic,

from PC Tools for DOS, call us at 1-800-967-9251. Your

abbreviated file names? Now you can attach long file

purchase is backed by our 60-day guarantee.

names to your data to keep things clear and simple.
We also created Speed Keys-so you can take shortcuts through Windows, and System Consultant that

Find out for yourself why the editors are already
heralding PC Tools for Windows as "The ultimate
desktop!' It mayjust be the best thing since, well.. Windows.

gives you specific tips for improving system performance.
PC Tools for Windows is at your nearest dealer.

Cenini Point Software.®

Central Point Software did not collaborate on this product, and Mu ad u not sta any way sponsored by Microsoft. PC Tools for Windoun does not replace Microsoft Windows or any future version thereof; Usintfdy complements
Nantes of other products mentioned herein art used for identification purposes onh and may he traelernm*s of (
heir ,Mime company,.

Circle 73 on Inquiry Card.

NEWS
WHAT'S

NEW

Visual Application

ile

Development

Error Detection
for SPARC

T

he latest version of Pure
Software's run-time errordetection tool for C and C++
Unix developers, Purify 2
includes an incremental linker for rapid turnaround and a
mail mode for remote error
reporting. Purify also features
object-code insertion technology, which parses the object
code and adds commands
around every memory function to monitor memory usage at run time and report
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M

agic 5.0 is avisual,
nonprocedural applications development paradigm
that lets you design, prototype, test, and modify applications in one step. In Magic,
you program applications by
description and logic, eliminating the need for writing
code. Magic also provides
transparent cross-platform
portability and interoperability, so you can create applications on one platform and
then immediately run them
on other platforms, operating
systems, and hardware without any modifications.
Magic's client/server architecture lets you access data
across LANs and WANs
(wide-area networks). Communication between heterogeneous environments is
handled through industrystandard communications
networks and protocols, such
as LAN Manager, Novell
NetWare, DECnet, and
TCP/IP.
Price: Stand-alone DOS development license, $800;
LAN development license,
$1500.
Contact: Magic Software
Enterprises, Inc., Irvine, CA,
(714) 250-1718; fax ( 714)
250-7404.
Circle 1272 on Inquiry Card.
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Utilizing 13 nonprocedural operations. Magic 5.0 automates
the entire application development life cycle.
illegal memory accesses and
memory leaks.
The incremental linker lets
you interactively debug the
software, making single
changes and then observing
their effects as the application
runs. Purify's mail-mode remote error—reporting feature
transparently detects bugs in
software as other developers
run it. The program then
sends E-mail with error diagnostics back to adesignated
developer.
Price: Floating network license, $4000.
Contact: Pure Software, Inc.,
Sunnyvale, CA, (408) 7201600; fax (408) 720-9200.
Circle 1274 on Inquiry Card.

and its binary database file
compabibility also accommodates heterogeneous networks.
POET provides load, store.
and query capabilities, as
well as eliminating translation when moving data between object-oriented applications and file-oriented
database systems based on
the relational model. Applications you write in POET
remain object-oriented. so
code is reusable, maintainable, and extendable.
Price: Development license
supporting one to four users,
$2700.
Contact: POET Software
(formerly BKS Software),
Santa Clara, CA, (408) 7483403; fax (408) 748-9060.
Circle 1273 on Inquiry Card.

Object- Oriented
Database for C++
KS Software has added
Benhanced
capabilities in

object locking, transaction
support, and event handling
to POET 2.0, the latest version of its object-oriented
database system for C++
applications development.
POET is available as an NLM
(NetWare loadable module)
for Novell's NetWare 3.x,

Macintosh
Programming in C
IP-C provides acompreVhensive
environment for

programming in ANSI C on
the Mac. It lets you write specific algorithms that link automatically generated interface code to specific program
functions.
VIP-C contains five
levels— avisual C text
editor/interpreter/debugger,

prototypes of Mac Toolbox
calls, preceded VIP-C Functions, integrated VIP-C Resource Editors, and the VIP-C
Dispatcher, which facilitates
building applications. You
can write code in the text editor using standard ANSI C
and Mac Toolbox calls or
using the higher-level Functions. You use the VIP-C
Resource Editors and Dispatcher to automatically set
up an application's main
event loop and user interface
elements. VIP-C provides a
library of standard C functions, which it stores in a
customizable palette.
Price: $495.
Contact: Mainstay, Agoura
Hills, CA, (818) 991-6540;
fax ( 818) 991-4587.
Circle 1275 on Inquiry Card.

Photo CD Access
for Sun/Unix
or he Kodak Photo CD Access developer toolkit for
Sun/Unix helps you build a
flexible user interface to images stored on Photo CD
discs. The toolkit consists of
alibrary of the basic C-language functions you need to
read images from aPhoto CD
disc into memory in formats
that are compatible with Sun/
Unix. The toolkit also provides the functions you need
to export the images as industry-standard file formats.
You can read the images in
standard color and gray-scale
formats, including 24-bit
RGB color. In addition, the
toolkit provides basic imagemanipulation capabilities that
can expand compressed images and convert them to
other formats.
Price: $695.
Contact: Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester, NY, (800)
242-2424 ext. 53 or (716)
724-6404; fax (716) 7249829.
Circle 1276 on Inquiry Card.

Since when is Raima
first in Corporate
Database Development?
Raima Data

CHEVRON
NAVAL
ELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
ACTIVITY
Tee Ifigh
Perf OPP ance
DBMS for the
Molessional C

PHH FANTUS

Developer

RaimiDatabase•Manager was the databasëóf Choice in the
First Annual Windows World Open. The competition featured innovative -custom applications built with Windows development
tools. Three of the seven winners, and two of the finalists, used
Raima Database Manager to solve their critical application needs.
For professional developers like yourself, Raima products offer:

Listen to what somé of our customers say about our products:
"No other products matched Raima for the price."
James Lisiak, developer, Chevron
"Raima provided us with speed, flexibility, and royalty-free distribution which allowed us to meet and exceed our cetera!'
Dave Cooper, dey

• High performance: unmatched application speed.
• Portability: runs on DOS, Windows, OS/2, UNIX, VMS, QNX
• Royalty-free distribution: increase your profits.
• Source-code availability: total programming flexibility,
• Affordable pricing: starting at just $395.
• Language support: ANSI C, C++, and Visual asic.
Ralma DatabaÉe Manage
Raima Object Manager
Raima Corporation

lt415 NW Sammamisb Rd.

1-800-DB-RAIM A DOS, OS/2, and UNIX
Also available for
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•

SCIENCE/ENGINEERING

information to and from other
Windows applications.
Price: About $2320 (£ 1600).
Contact: Softcover International, Ltd., London, U.K.,
phone and fax +44 71 373
6368.

Finite Element
Modeling

L

apCAD 5for the Mac
simplifies the creation of
finite element analysis models. Release 5adds layering,
which lets you split the model
into as many as 15,000 layers, modify individual layers,
and display stresses on selected interior components. LapCAD can also handle an unlimited amount of loading
conditions.
The software provides element mesh generation and
replication, and standard geometric shapes that you can
use as astarting point for the
model. LapCAD lets you
perform model editing by
copying, mirroring, rotating,
translating, expanding, contracting, deleting, snapping,
and extruding. It writes the
model files in MSC ( MacNeal-Schwendler Corp.)!
pal 2format (for PCs) and
MSC/NASTRAN format
(for workstations and mainframes) for subsequent stress
and vibration analysis. Once
the analysis has been performed, LapCAD reads
MSC/pal 2and MSC/NASTRAN results for display
(e.g., deformed shape, stress
contour plots, and animation).
Price: $ 195 to $595, depending on the number of nodes.
Contact: LapCAD Engineering, San Diego, CA, (800)
343-3641, or phone and fax
(619) 467-1947.
Circle 1279 on Inquiry Card.

2-D Chemical
Diagrams

A

software tool for 2-D
chemical-diagram drawing, ChemDiagram 2.0 for
Windows helps you create
complex-structure diagrams;

Circle 1281 on Inquiry Card.

Chart Asteroids

C

With LapCAD 5for the Mac, you can zoom in or out and
rotate the model as desired (including real-time animation), as
well as label elements, grid points, loads, and element and
material properties.
move, scale, stack, and rotate
them; add labels and text;
create illustrations of your research documentation; and
produce publication-quality
output. The package includes
2-D diagraming tools, illustration tools, atext processor,
and page-layout tools.
ChemDiagram's diagramdrawing tools include 12
bond tools, 12 ring tools,
three atom tools, and 12 orbital tools. The software also
features adjustable " snap to"
drawing guides for atom positions, bond lengths, bond
angles, and labels, and adjustable parameters such as
line weights, fonts, colors,
and bond stacking. The
ChemGRFX feature lets you
import and export vector- and
raster-based molecular graphics images via graphics files
and the Windows Clipboard.
Full support for cut-and-paste
operations lets you transfer
illustrations into other Windows and DOS-compatible
applications.
Price: Single-user industrial
license, $349.
Contact: Molecular Arts
Corp., Anaheim, CA, (714)
634-8100; fax (714) 6341999.
Circle 1280 on Inquiry Card.
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SOFTWARE

Civil Engineering
Software

S

tardust is aWindows 3.1
software package for surveying, digital terrain modeling, and road designing. The
package comes in three integrated modules: Survey, Terrain, and Road.
The Survey module provides ahost of calculation
routines, including leastsquare adjustment and road
geometry. The Terrain module uses free-form lines and
polygons as its modeling
tools and also provides afull
set of options for volumes
and contouring. The sectional-based Road module
offers acomplete set of
graphic-design tools and
routines for areas and volume
measurement, along with specific on-site control for dayto-day measurement and
monitoring.
Stardust can talk to other
Windows programs via DDE.
so you can import and export

eres is an astronomy
package that calculates
data and plots sky paths for
more than 5000 asteroids.
The database of asteroids includes number and name, orbital elements, magnitude,
residuals, perturbations from
major planets, mean motion,
and publication data. In addition, you can edit, browse
through, add to, import, and
export the asteroid data.
Ceres lets you generate
ephemerides of asteroid position versus time of high accuracy in several formats. The
ephemeris can be geometric,
astrometric, apparent, or rectangular, and the point of view
can be from the planets or the
moon, as well as from Earth.
Besides using the built-in
database of asteroids, you can
get ephemerides of other
bodies (e.g., comets) by
inputting the orbital elements
for any other body, or you
can input rectangular coordinates and velocities for the
program to solve for the
body's motion.
You can get variable size
and orientation views of up to
seven asteroid orbits onscreen at one time, along with
the orbits of Earth and Jupiter
for reference. You can
change the latitude and longitude reference positions and
increase, decrease, or pause
the rate of orbital motion.
Price: $159.95.
Contact: Zephyr Services,
Pittsburgh, PA, (800) 5336666 or (412) 422-6600; fax
(412) 422-9930.
Circle 1282 on Inquiry Card.

Powerful New Tools for OS/2 Programming
The WorkFrame/2 product ... because the
best environment for application development
is the one you create yourself.

Either way it's easy. And you'll get instant feedback on the
screen to verify what you're doing. Debugging has never been
so simple!

With WorkFrame/2, you can integrate your choice of
development tools - including those for DOS and Windows.
It's open, configurable and language independent. And it's
easy to customize the WorkFrame/2 interface to create your
own development environment.

And there's more. The CSet/2 compiler conforms to industry
standards - including ANSI Cand ISO/IEC - and offers
Microsoft Ccompatibility. With features like afull suite of runtime libraries and 32-16 bit linkage, you can be sure C Set/2
will provide the function and flexibility you need to make
application development fast and simple - the way it should be.

The concept is simple. WorkFrame/2 organizes files into logical
units called projects. By associating each project with your
personal choice of compiler/debugger/linker/editor you can get
the greatest productivity possible from all your development tools.

The C Set/2 product ... because application
development should be fast - and simple!
CSet/2 delivers aone-two punch to help you create some of
the fastest-performing OS/2-based applications possible.
First, the 32-bit C compiler enables your applications to exploit
the speed and power of 386- and 486-based computers. It's the
best high-performance code optimizer in the business. With the
CSet/2 compiler, unsafe optimizations simply don't exist.
Second, C Set/2 comes with afully interactive, full-function,
aource-level 32-bit Presentation Manager debugger. Just point
your mouse and shoot, using the graphical PM user interface
-or use the keyboard.

OS/2 2.0 Developer's Toolkit
because it takes the right set of tools
to build powerful applications.
OS/2 2.0 Developer's Toolkit is the perfect companion to use
with C Set/2. It contains avariety of language-independent
application build and productivity tools. For the C Set/2
compiler, Toolkit provides the system linker and system header
files. It also contains the import libraries and the NMAKE
utility you need to dramatically increase the capabilities of
C Set/2 to build powerful applications.
To order or get more information on how IBM application
development tools can work in your OS/2 environment,
in the USA call
in Canada call

1-800-342-6672
1-800-465-7999

{Waking good things happen in application development
BM, OS/2, and Presentation Manager are registered trademarks, C Set/2 and Workframe are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
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Iterated's Fractal Transform
compression boards, which,
the company says, accelerate
compression time by at least
300 percent.
Price: $299.
Contact: Iterated Systems,
Inc., Norcross, GA, (404)
840-0310; fax (404) 8400806.

A GUI
for AutoCAD
A

programmable GUI for
AutoCAD 286/386 releases 10 to 12, AutoPix features menu panels that support AutoCAD's menu
features, including pause and
auto-repeat. AutoPix emulates AutoCAD's prompt
area, screen menu, status line,
and pull-down menus by displaying them in movable
panels. The program lets you
have any number of panels
active simultaneously, and
you can open, close, move,
resize, scroll, and shrink them
into icons and expand them
back to full size.
AutoPix includes acomplete AutoCAD menu system
with more than 50 AutoPix
menu panels and 50 AutoLisp
programs and their more than
100 support panels. AutoPix
can work with existing
AutoCAD menus.
Price: US$175.
Contact: Upper Canada Software, Inc., Stratford, Ontario,
Canada, (519) 272-0986.
Circle 1284 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1287 on Inquiry Card.

Disk- Mirroring
Software
A

AutoPix displays AutoCAD's prompt area, screen menu, and
pull-down menus in movable panels that you can resize and
shrink into icons when not in use.
other applications. Metric
Cale covers units such as
linear measure, volume,
weight, force, energy, pressure, temperature, and moment of inertia. Context-sensitive help is available from
anywhere within the program.
Price: $49.95.
Contact: MBC Enterprises,
Huntington Beach. CA. (714)
647-5534.
Circle 1285 on Inquiry Card.

English/Metric
Conversion

Measure System

M

Performance

etric Calc, an English/
metric, metric/English
conversion program for DOS
and Windows, helps you
write and respond to requests
for purchases, specifications,
and other government correspondence. The program
complies with the International System of Units definitions of seven base units, two
supplemental units, and 19
derived units.
The package includes both
DOS and Windows versions.
You can run the DOS version
as anormal application or as
aTSR program from within
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peed Test for Windows
gives you accurate measurements of your system's
CPU, FPU, and video performance. You can configure the
Speed Test to measure the
performance of your system
using the same types of programs you would normally
use. A data capture feature
saves all the test results to an
internal database.
The database contains results of tests performed by
Landmark Research International's lab, for dozens of
popular products. You can
compare the results for the
different applications tested
and quickly determine the

best system or upgrade fur
the price.
Price: $49.
Contact: Landmark Research
International Corp., Clearwater, FL, ( 813)443-1331;
fax (813) 443-6603.
Circle 1286 on Inquiry Card.

Compress Images
terated Systems has added
I advanced compression
technology and OLE server
capabilities to Images Incorporated III. the latest version
of its Windows-based program for database, presentation, multimedia authoring,
and desktop publishing applications. Version III also includes support for Fractal
Transform Template files and
an Archive mode, which
combine to increase compression performance by from 20
percent to 90 percent.
Images Incorporated functions as an OLE server for
fractal compression. decompression, and resolution enhancement. Other new features include background
compression and support for

software-based disk-mirroring and disk-duplexing system, Immunity 2.0
provides real-time data protection for DOS and Windows 3.0. Immunity is adevice driver that provides
complete fault-tolerant data
protection to stand-alone
computer systems and LANs
by writing all data, with every
save, to two separate hard
disks contained in the same
PC. In the event of ahard
disk failure, the PC will read
and write to the disk that is
live, saving the system from
down time and data loss.
Immunity's Windows interface speeds up the process
of choosing mirroring options. The package also offers
error logging and afast seek
option. When Immunity detects an error, it automatically
logs all the pertinent information to afile on the good hard
disk. Since identical data is in
two places at all times, Immunity can actually speed
hard disk access time by
reading from the hard disk
whose head is closest to the
data.
Price: $249.
Contact: Unitrol Data Protection Systems, Inc., Vancouver, B.C., Canada, ( 800)
665-2212 or (604) 681-3611;
fax (604) 681-3615.
Circle 1288 on Inquiry Card.

Power Packed Upgrades.
STANDARD UNITS

REDUNDANT POWER SYSTEM

These UL/CSA approved, fully-tested power
supplies are the best basic units available.
STANDARD 200 XT
$69
STANDARD 205 SLIM
$89
STANDARD 220 BABY
$89
STANDARD 220 ATTTOVVER
$89

Eliminate the risk of network downtime or data loss
due to power supply failure with the TwinPower 900
redundant power system. It delivers high-capacity,
fault-tolerant power to your entire network server.
Consists of two Turbo-Cool 450 power supplies
in parallel, utilizing aspecial power-management
interface module. Amust for mission critical LANs.

486 CPU COOLER

ULTR-1-QUET UNITS
Unrattle your nerves with
aSilencer power supply,
recognized since 1986 as
so, the industry's quietest.
Cooled with efficient,
variable-speed fans that
ORDINARY
SILENCER
POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY
are virtually inaudible!
Amust for home office or multimedia applications.
SII FNCER 205 SLIM
$ 119
SILENCER 220 AT/TOWER
$ 129
SILENCER 270 AT/TOWER
$179
NOISE LEVELS UM)

It's afact. 486 chips run hot, often exceeding 185`F!
Now, you can reduce the operating temperature of
your 80486 processor to acool, safe 85°- 95°F with
our popular CPU-Cool. You'll prevent random
system eirors and add years to the life of your
investment Consists of a
TEMP PF)
200
quiet mini-fan embedded
180
lore
in asculptured heat sink
140
12othat easily mounts on the
CPU. Powered by aspare
80
drive connector. Effective,
VVITHOLT
WITH
CPU- COOL
CPU-COOL
inexpensive insurance!
CPU-COOL
$39
.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE UNITS

Upgrade your computer with one of our premium
Turbo-Cool power supplies—the choice of PC
professionals. You'll get 50% - 100% more power,
built-in line conditioning, adual-stage EMI filter,
super-tight regulation, ultra-clean DC output, our
high-capacity ThermaSense variable-speed fan
(300W models), UL/CSATFUV approvals, and a
no-hassle 2-year warranty! Ideal for high-end
workstations and network file servers.
TURBO-COOL 200 XT
$ 159
TURBO-COOL 300 SLIM
$ 169
TURBO-COOL 300 BABY
$ 169
TURBO-COOL 300 AT/TOWER. $189
TURBO-COOL 450 AT/POWER. $349

•Super Server Power. With 900 watts of peak
power, the TwinPower 900 effortlessly runs any
array of drives-- without the need for sequencing.
▪100 Times More Reliable.
Why gamble with asinglePROBABILITY OF A
POWER SYSTEM FAILURE
unit system? TwinPower's
uean tà noun . nr
SO%
load-sharing, redundant
40, —
design lets you take the
power system for granted. 10%
AOMORI,
It's the peace-of-mind a
SIngle-Uld TrimPower 900
network manager needs!
•Hot-Swap Capability. In the unlikely event that
one of its 450s should fail, an alarm sounds, and
the other 450 sustains the server while the user
simply swaps in anew unit. No downtime!
•Optional Enclosures. We offer "monster" cases
that hold TwinPower's two power supplies and
interface. The Commercial Tower (76 lbs.) holds
13 drives, while the all-steel Industrial Tower
(102 lbs.) allows dual systemboards and holds up
to 16 drives. Now, that's expandability!
TWIN-POWER 900
$995
W/COMMERCIAL CASE $ 1695
WANDUSTRIAL CASE
$ 1995

POWER SUPPLY ADVISOR
1. Even before it fails, an inferior power supply can
be trouble. Nasty hard-to-track problems such
as interference, rebooting, overheating, and hard
drive errors are often power supply related.
2. You can't have too much power. Apower supply
delivers only what the PC needs and actually
performs best at 25% -75% of its rated capacity.
3. For greater hard drive reliability, use apower
supply with independent regulation and extra
cooling such as the Turbo-Cool 300/450.
4. Buy from areputable power supply specialist.
You'll get real service, not some runaround like:
"Here's anumber in Taiwan, give them acall".
5. To save money, PC manufacturers put ordinzy
power supplies— with limited features— in
their systems. To upgrade, call us direct or ask
your PC supplier for one of our units by name.

PO POWER & COOLING INC.
5995 Avenida Encinas, Carlsbad, CA 92008 • (619) 931-5700 • (800) 722-6555 • Fax (619) 931-6988
Most orders shipped same day. We accept Visa, MC, COD, or PO on approved credit. Turbo-Cool and TwinPower models guaranteed for 2years. All other products guaranteed for Iyear. Hours: 7a.m. - 5p.m. (11) Mon. - Fri.
©1992 PC Power & Cooling, Inc. Silencer, Turbo-Cool, ThermaSense, TwinPower, and CPU-Cool are trademarks of PC Power & Cooling, Inc. All other brand names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.
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New Version 5.0 of Phar Lap's
386IDOS-Extender
\fow n)Lipuodri 32 a lAworiolt C/C,
Microsoft® C/C++ users:
the wait is over!

Industry-leading
compatibility.

Complete Microsoft
support.

Now you can finally build multimegabyte 32-bit DOS
applications with your
familiar Microsoft tools!
Version 5.0 of Phar Lap's
386IDOS-Extender lets
you rim Microsoft's 32-bit
Windows NT C/C++ compiler under
DOS. You get all the advantages of Phar
Lap's industry-leading DOS extender
technology, while using the most
popular C/C++ compiler available. Multimegabyte 32-bit DOS development has
never been easier.

386IDOS-Extender is compatible with
more than 60 popular libraries and
utilities, making it easy to select the best
tools on the market for your 32-bit
development. Choose from user
interface libraries including C-scape,
DataWindows/386, WNDX and Vermont
Views Plus; graphics libraries including
HALO Professional, HOOPS and
MetaWINDOW/PREMIUM; database
libraries including AccSys, CodeBase
and Raima Data Manager; class libraries
including Tools.h++ and Math.h++; and
many others. Only 386IDOS-Extender
can offer you the universal third-party
support you need.

386IDOS-Extender,
Version 5.0 gives you
the full functionality of
the Microsoft runtime libraries,
including graphics.
You can still make
all your 16-bit
Microsoft C/C++
calls — but now with 32-bit power!

Award-winning 32-bit
technology.
386IDOS-Extender turns
DOS into a32-bit operating
Mat
environment with aflat,
workstation-like address
space. Your programs can
access all the memory in the
machine — up to 4gigabytes! FIVIE
— and take advantage of true ME
32-bit speed and power. No
more segmentation or
overlay hassles. And in
addition to 32-bit Microsoft
LANGUAGE
C/C++, 386IDOS-Extender
supports awide range of 32bit languages, including
Fortran, Pascal, Ada,
Assembler and other Cand —
'ANGLIA&
C4-+ compilers. An add-on
Run-Time Kit is also available
for delivering Extended-DOS
applications to customers.
P11,1,11., 11,11Y

"the highest quality 32-bit
DOS extender available"

New source-level
debugger.
386IDOS-Extender, Version 5.0 includes
Phar Lap's new 386ISRCBug, apowerful
32-bit source code debugger for
protected mode 386IDOS-Extender
applications.

-Robert Wenig. Autodesk

See how much foster your
32-bit DOS version could run:

(-Mc Id
Adulated CAE lamellar

1,10

COSMUS/M
Strut mid Renews, A, Analysis

LINN/386
UndoSystem%

'0 o'

8

10

50

IMES FASTER 111111 PNAR LAP'S 38600S EITENDER

2861 DOS-Extender —
the easy way to build
multi-megabyte 16-bit
DOS applications.
If you'd rather use 16-bit Microsoft
C/C++. Borland C++ or Microsoft
Fortran, then Phar Lap's award-winning
286IDOS-ExtenderT" is your solution.
With 286IDOS-Extender. your program
can break the 640K DOS barrier and
access up to 16 megabytes of memory
on any 80286 or higher DOS-based F'C.
You can even use CodeView or Turbo
Debugger to debug your protected
mode program.

Phar Lap Software, Inc.
60 Aberdeen Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02138

617-661-1510

FAX 617-876-2972
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INTO THE BREACH

JERRY
POURNELLE

1

have two front-page newspaper articles on my desk.
ly nifty network power management software, LANSafe
The first, from the Wall Street Journal, talks about the
II. You can set up amodel of your network, showing
computer industry. It concludes that there's alot of
which systems are protected by aUPS and which are
healthy competition, U.S. competitiveness is high
not. You simulate apower failure and observe what hapand growing, and, while some companies like IBM
pens: how much of your system comes back up when
have been big losers, overall the industry is healthy.
the power comes on, and what kinds of data losses you
The other article is from the Los Angeles Times, entimay expect. If you have alarge and complex network
tled "Protectionist Tide Engulfing Trade Issues"; it tells
with bridges, you may be surprised at the results.
how U.S. industries are pulling Clinton toward aprotecThere's also general network
tionist stance. Steel and telecommunications have alpower management software
Jerry wraps up the
ready got protectionist rulings, and everything "from authat lets you set times and dates
tomobiles to textiles have lined up behind them to seek
User's Choice Awards
for testing your UPSes, disprotection from overseas competition."
charging them (UPSes need to
and looks at math and
The U.S. steel industry long enjoyed protectionist polibe run off the batteries at intercies, and as aresult fell along way behind the rest of
vals), and so forth. You can set
writing programs
the world. A protective tariff is like taking dope: once you
up an orderly shutdown of Netstart, it is very hard to stop. Inote that every time the
Ware file servers, keep logs of
Department of Commerce interferes with the computer inpower events, and all the rest.
dustry, prices rise, competition is harmed, and we users
NSS has taken arather vanilla
are the ones who pay.
hardware product and genuineIalso note that the U.S. recession of 1929 didn't bely improved it with their mancome the Great Depression until the rest of the world's
agement software.
market system collapsed, in large part due to aprotectiveI'm not really competent to
tariff war. We tried policies of "beggar thy neighbor,"
evaluate the NSS hardware, but
and the result was quite horrid. Then Ilook at those artipeople who are tell me it's a
cles again and Ishudder.
high-quality switching system;
and certainly mine has worked
UPSes
fine through some heavy thunThere are two basic kinds of UPSes (uninterruptible powderstorms with frequent mini
er supplies): on-line and switching. On-line systems conpower failures. If you're in
tinuously charge the batteries while running the system
need of UPSes, and if your
from them; switching systems wait until they detect a time and work are valuable—
power failure and quickly switch your system from onthey are, whether you know it
line filtered power to power supplied from the UPS bator not—you can trust NSS, and
teries. Early on, Itried afew switching UPSes, with unyou may decide you like the
satisfactory results. Then Iadopted Clary UPSes, and
system because of the software.
I've never had any problems, even during the Great PowHaving said that, Ialso have
er Spike Ireported on in my August 1989 column.
to say that it's storming outAbout ayear ago, Iwas asked to try the Network Seside, and the system I'm writcurity Systems' switching UPSes, and since Inow have
ing this on is connected to my big Clary UPS.
more computers than my wonderful Clary UPSes can
I've previously given User's Choice Awards to Clary,
handle, Idid that. The result is that my network server
and they get arenewal. NSS gets aUser's Choice Award
now runs off an NSS UPS, and we've had no problems.
for their LANSafe II power management software.
Istill have more confidence in on-line UPSes, but if you
do use aswitching system, Ican recommend NSS.
Intel OverDrive
That sounds like grudging praise, but it isn't meant to
Ifirst heard about it from areader, and then Igot an Inbe. Isuspect my preference for on-line systems isn't all
tel OverDrive chip myself. It really works.
that justifiable; meanwhile, while the NSS hardware may
Ihave two Cheetah systems, a486/25 and a486/33.
be just another switching UPS, it comes with some realBoth of them work splendidly. The 486/33 is my regular
ILLUSTRATION: STEVE TURK C 1993
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machine, the one I'm writing this on.
When Intel sent me an OverDrive chip,
they sent a33-MHz version, which will
change my 486/33 into a486DX2/66.
What that means is that the bus speed remains the same, but the internal speed in
the chip is doubled.
Because the Cheetah 486/33 is my main
machine, we installed the OverDrive in
the 486/25. The chip comes with asmall
chip puller, but we found that useless: the
puller bent before the chip was removed.

Then it was back to the screwdriver and
being very careful.
Once the 486/25 was removed, we
popped in the OverDrive. Alas, because
of the configuration of the Cheetah board,
we didn't push it down quite hard enough:
you could see alittle of the pins. When
we turned on the machine, it didn't work;
the next time we used abit of Stabilant 22
contact enhancer and lubricant (great stuff )
and seated the chip firmly. This time it
worked fine and continues to do so.

•
NEW
i
ViATURES

▪

Full VT340/420
Terminal emulation

▪

ReGIS, Tektronix &
sixel graphics

▪ Multi- sessions
▪

Multilingual menus

▪ Copy & paste
▪

DDE

Ple- File transfer
1111. Network interfaces
10. Script language

WI A WE'VE JUST ADDED A NEW

W

DIMENSION TO VT340
FUNCTIONS— WINDOWS.

KEAterm 340 gives the power of
Windows to your host applications.
KEAterm products combine the features
of Windows with the features of a VT
terminal for true PC-to-host integration.
Control your host data just as you control
PC applications— with access to the

KEAterm 340

saine powerful software and printers.
Host data becomes truly useable.
With KEAterm 340, you can use PC
graphics tools to expand the use of
host graphics. Copy ReGIS, Tektronix and
sixel images into desktop publishing or
draw packages for further manipulation.

KEA Systems Ltd.
Call 1-800-663-8702
Phone: ( 604) 431-0727
Fax: (604) 431-0818
,EA bows

Picture new power for host applications with KEAterm 340 for Windows.

Mletel, reetWay Ur. ,0, 11.4 aC C...0615G ,

EN& KEW% MBA Pegaton <
EA aratem.‘,...t9..
»lane% dEASMonsLri Al Ow bard an] polo nares

trademes

meaterafertes 1ter e4p.e btlys

See KEAterm for Windows and Windows NT at Windows World in Atlanta. May 24-27. Booth 6454.
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Circle 97 on Inquiry Card.

The 486/25 is now faster than the
486/33.1 will now go out and buy an OverDrive 25-MHz chip and put the 33- MHz
chip into my 486/33. When Ido that, the
Cheetah 486/33 will probably be the fastest
machine in the house. Its only rival will
be the Gateway 2000 4DX2-66V, and my
suspicion is that the Cheetah is going to
be slightly faster. That Cheetah is one great
machine. Alas, the company is out of business.
Note that we made no changes to software or BIOS; we just swapped chips. The
results are just wonderful.
The Intel OverDrive chip gets aUser's
Choice Award. Recommended.
Stealth
Someone once said that Windows is a
good way to slow down your computer.
That can be true, but it doesn't have to be.
While Windows does use up CPU cycles,
most machines have those cycles to spare.
The problem comes with the video: Windows uses bit maps for everything, including text. Without the proper hardware,
you can grow abeard while the screen repaints. The obvious solution to that is to get
the proper hardware.
Diamond Computer Systems' Stealth
VRAM (video RAM) fast graphics processor is very much the proper hardware.
This board is fast, and it produces gorgeous colors; it is simple to install. We're
running ours in aGateway 2000 486/50
at 1024- by 768-pixel resolution, and it
works just fine. It comes with fast drivers
for Windows and AutoCAD, the WinRix
paint program, and afive-year warranty.
I've used alot of boards this year, and
this is the best of the new crop. Diamond
Computer Systems' Stealth VRAM gets
aUser's Choice Award.
Pocket Hard Drive
VestBack in the early days of this column, I
was sent aLilith, which was abit- slice
computer designed by Niklaus Wirth to
use Modula2as its assembly language. It
was fast and wonderful, and it had many of
the Xerox PARC (Palo Alto Research Center) features that would later appear in the
Lisa and Mac. It also featured aHoneywell-Bull 10MB hard drive.
Hard drives were rare in those days.
This particular drive was the size of awashing machine, and it made about as much
noise. While the Lilith with Modula2
made for one of the nicest programming
environments Ihave ever experienced—I
think Idid more and better programming in
the months Ihad it than Ihave before or
since—that noisy, clumsy, wretched hard
drive nearly spoiled it.
Now, Ihave a130-MB Flashdrive from

MINUTEMAN TAKES CHARGE IN
OVER 1000 JCPENNEY STORES.
Every time JCPenney sells
apair of jeans, atoaster or
abottle of perfume, MINUTE-

MINUTEMAN

MINUTEMAN

Alliance

Alliance

300 VA

425 VA

$159

$259

MAN takes charge. That's
because more than one
thousand JCPenney stores
rely on MINUTEMAN UPS
systems to back up power to
their point-of-sale systems.
Every day your company
relies on its voice and data
communications equipment
to stay productive. Unfortu-

cost of losing vital informa-

nately, the electricity that

custom solutions.

tion and productivity due

MINUTEMAN PRODUCTS:

powers these vital systems

to power outages and

HOTLINE now for your free

is not reliable.

. On-line and standby UPS

surges calls for preventive

Power Protection Guide.

Blackouts, brownouts,
spikes, surges and even

measures.

300VA to 10KVA
. Shutdown software fol

Power requirements

lightning strikes are

can be confusing. And your

common in most business

company has unique

environments. And the high

needs that often require

Call our toll-free POWER

(800) 238-7272

every available operating
system
. Automatic voltage
regulators

MINUTEMVIAN
UNNTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLIES

. Surge suppressors
. International models
one up with help from
MINUTEMAN.
"There was aviolent surge
in one of our stores," says

Patefield. "
If we didn't have
the MINUTEMAN unit, it
probably would have
seriously damaged all of our
point-of-sale equipment.
"The key was

Dick Patefield,
Senior Project
Manager for Store
Recently
JCPenney Co.,

Systems Support,
JCPenney

Inc. changed its
operations from
the old POS systems to the

the switch-over
time from AC
to battery" says
Patefield. "
It
really has the
best continuity
of the UPS
systems we

evaluated. Also, the price

new PC- based technology,

was very favorable. When

relying on PC platforms for

you're installing them in as

point- of- sale and in-store

many locations as we are, the
pricing was very attractive."

support. And they back each
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BSE (they're available from 20 to 210
MB), and it's complete with batteries good
enough to keep it running for 2hours and
more. It's smaller than acigar box and so
quiet Ihave to put my ear to it to be sure
it's running. Even better, it plugs into the
parallel port of my laptops.
The Flashdrive is ruggedly reliable,
portable, and areal convenience. For instance, in the morning I'm catching an airplane to Boston for the annual meeting of
the American Association for the Advancement of Science (my favorite convention of the year). Before Igo, I'll plug
aFlashdrive into the printer port of this
machine, peel off acopy of this column
and any other work I've been doing, and
stuff that into my briefcase.
In fact, if you don't have anetwork,
Flashdrives make great sneaker network
systems: they're bigger and faster than
floppy disks. If you use them for file transfer, it means you've also made abackup
copy.
The Flashdrive installs painlessly and
works like acharm. Igave BSE aUser's
Choice Award last year, and Ihave no hesitation in handing them another. Highly
recommended.

Surprise, Surprise
Back in March, Inominated Trantor for
their T348 MiniSCSI Plus, agizmo that
attaches to your printer port and lets you
connect SCSI devices, such as aCD-ROM
drive for your laptop. Ialso nominated
Knowledge Adventure for their wonderful interactive multimedia science education programs such as Space Adventure
and Dinosaur Adventure. Isuspect it
comes as no surprise that Trantor Systems
and Knowledge Adventure get Chaos
Manor User's Choice Awards.
Plug-In for Program Manager
Ihave mixed emotions about shareware. I
certainly support the concept, and some
of the best programs I've ever had have
been shareware. On the other hand, as programs get larger and more complex, it's
nearly impossible for one or two people
working part-time—atypical shareware
production scenario—to compete.
Sometimes, though, shareware really
comes through. That's certainly the case
with Plug-In for Program Manager. Unlike Norton Desktop for Windows, Plug-In
enhances rather than replaces the Windows Program Manager. It adds features

like automatic monitoring of resources,
with awarning alarm when resources are
getting low. It installs easily. It provides
some new and better cursors. It won't let
you nest program groups, but it provides
neat ways to do group management.
I've been using Plug-In for acouple of
months now, and Ihave nothing but good
to say about it. It's invisible, useful, and inexpensive. You can get it from the publisher (Plannet Crafters) or download it
from my conference on BIX. Plug-in for
Program Manager gets the Chaos Manor
User's Choice Award as Shareware of the
Year.
Kicking Them When They're Down
Idon't know exactly when Iconcluded
that IBM deserved the Onion of the Year,
but it was sometime in December. Now
we find that IBM has taken the largest corporate loss in the history of U.S. corporations, has lost its chairman, and is downsizing fast.
Longtime readers will recall that Ipredicted IBM's decline many years ago: I
pointed out that as microcomputers became more powerful and more common,
one large source of IBM revenue, rental

ANNOUNCING

The Only Diagnostic That's Even Better than Check t:

CIEWITPRO
ADA ANCED DIAGNOSTIC SOFTNARE

Check/It PRO: Syslnfo and Tests & Tools
establish anew standard of excellence in PC
troubleshooting utilities. No other program
has ever offered such comprehensive System
Information, advanced Diagnostic Tests, or
flexible System Setup Tools. Combined with
powerful new options for automating test and
setup scripts, data reporting, and custom user
procedures, we think it will be along time
before any other program even tries.

Corporations, Dealers, Manufacturers:
Use it YOUR Way
Check/It PRO: Tests & Tools is NOT just
for use on PCs that need repairs, and it's NOT
just for use by technicians. We designed our
new product so that it can be used in avariety
of diagnostic testing and setup applications.
For example, save time by running Check/It
PRO QuickTest to expedite calls for maintenance; or save money by using the interactive
tests to isolate faulty components and complete the repair process. Save on future problems by using Check/It PRO Burn- In to
eliminate new equipment failures, prepare
Certificates to show systems are working correctly after they've been moved, modified, or
repaired, and create apersonal Rescue Disk
for each system. It's time to get with the
PROgram!

•
Hardware Diagnostic Tests: System Board,
Memory, Hard Drives, Floppy Drives, Video
& Monitor, Serial/Parallel Ports, and
Peripheral Devices
•Automated Quick Test, Test Everything, BurnIn Test, Certification, & Create "Rescue Disk"
'Optional mouse-driven menu interface or command-style "applets" for use in customized
procedures
'Universal (MFM,RLL,ESDI, SCSI, IDE) Hard
Drive Formatter
Software Corporation
'Polymorphic Virus Scan (2,000+ signatures)
2130 Main Street, Suite 250
'DOS Media (HD, FD, CD-ROM) Test
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
Fax (714) 960-1886
•
Built-In Technical Reference Library
(800) 531-0450 or (
714) 969-7746

Touchttone

Copyred ©1993 T000nStono Software ALL RIGHTS RESERVED Cneekll re a ! redeem. H TouenSlone Soloure Corp Hununglon Boson. CA
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SPSS for Windows gives you answers your spreadsheet or database can't.
It's agreat value at $695!
Learn Fast, Wotk Fast
"Stumbling blocks to statistical analysis are
eliminated with SPSS for Windows. You don't
have to be aprogrammer to use it and you don't
have to be astatistician to understand it."
—Richard O'Reilly, Los Angeles Times.
The 100% Windows interface makes doing
analysis simple.
Context- sensitive help and an
on-line glossary
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terms are just
aclick away.

Complete ) ata Management and Editing
"A breakthrough in data capacity and ease of use...impressive."—Alan
Fridlund, Info World. There's no limit on the number of variables you can analyze.
Read data directly from Excel,'" Lotus,® . dbf and SAS® transport files. Work live
with Oracle® and SQL ServerTM data. Edit and use data many ways, easily.
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Automatic
Statistical Graphics
"A complete set of graphics and charting
capabilities."— Marc Ferranti, PC Week.
Create business charts or statistical charts
like histograms, boxplots and scatterplots
automatically. Unlike other stats packages,
edit the chais directly on-screen without
respecifying.

When you really want answers you have to go beyond
what spreadsheets or databases can offer. You need apackage that is designed for real statistical analysis, reporting and
charting — and is easy to use. You need SPSS ® for Windows,'
the real stats, real easy combination that delivers real value.
You'll break out of the spreadsheet cell with SPSS for
Windows. Do more than simple percentages and sums — subset,
sample, aggregate, explore, summarize, poke and prod, slice and
dice your data to get the answers you need. Analyze surveys, dig
into databases, improve quality, conduct research studies, forecast sales and prepare reports with ease. All without writing complex macros or queries. Find relationships, see patterns and trends,
determine significance and use the past to predict the future.
Learn fast, work fast. Prepare for your analysis quickly with
SPSS' full-featured Data Editor. Choose from abroad range of
statistical routines, including those in specialized add-on mod-

"For more statistical
analysis tools than
you'll get from a
spreadsheet such
as Excel, without the steep learning
curve, SPSS for Windows is agreat
buy."— Michael Burgard, PC/Computing.
Widely used statistics such as crosstabs,
correlations and regression are in the
Base module. Optional modules with
unrivaled advanced statistics are available. You won't grow out of this package.

ules, that produce full-color charts automatically.
Hot button between charts and related numerical
output. Share information using DDE and OLE.
MICROSOFT ,
Put together agreat presentation with powerful
WINDOWS,.
CoMPATIBLE
and flexible business graphics and areport writer.
If you need help, the documentation is full of statistical "how
to," and experienced technical support is just aphone call away.
SPSS for Windows— when you need more stats than a
spreadsheet or database can offer.
Order now and get agreat value — only $ 695.
American Express, Discover, MasterCard or Visa accepted.
Unconditional 60-day money-back guarantee.
Fax (312)329-3668 or

Call (800) 543-5835

Chicago • Washrigton, OC • C,hertsey. UK • Gorirchera, The Netherlands • Munich • New Deleu • Singapore • Stockhc m • Sydney • Tokyo • And DistribtarsWorldwide
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Looking
For AFast,
Accurate, Color
Video Frame Grabber?

Check Out
The 'Eyes!

Excellent User Softwa
Both DOS And Window
Captures From Any
Camcorder Or VCR Composite and S-Video
Inputs
Supports All Common
Image File Formats
Includes CineMaker Movi
Capture Software With
Support For Popular Sound
Boards
Developers Software
Package Available
ComputerEyes/RT - $ 599.95
Monochrome-only Version
Also Available - $ 399.95
Also Check Out The New
Low-Cost TelevEyes VGA-to-TV
Converter - Just $ 299.95l
See Your Dealer Or
Call For More Information
And Free Demo Disk
Digital Vision, Inc.
270 Bridge St., Dedham, MA 02026
(617) 329-5400 ( 800) 346-0090
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of big COBOL programs, would dwindle
and vanish. After all, why pay tens of thousands of dollars ayear in rental and maintenance for aprogram that does no more
than you can do with abig 486 that costs
less than your annual program rental? And
with modem CASE tools for PCs, reverseengineering the big COBOL programs that
run your business gets simpler every day.
IBM has powerful marketing capabilities, but they're mostly geared to taking
care of IBM's largest corporate accounts,
not selling products to consumers. Their
press relations range from indifferent to
abysmal—I'd hate to tell you how many
times I've been promised something only
to have it lost in the cracks, and how many
times my OS/2 contact has changed in the
past year.
However, they've recently changed. I'm
getting reports that the OS/2 help people
are really efficient, and John Patrick seems
to have taken command in that division.
There are enough signs that IBM is getting their act together that Idecided they
really don't deserve my Onion of the Year
after all.
Onion of the Year
There are several other candidates. The
war between IBM and Microsoft, which
hurts users more than either company. Microsoft's database marketing tactics. The
Department of Commerce, again, for temporarily sending memory prices through
the roof. The FCC, which, as always, acts
to make life difficult for start-ups to the
benefit of large, established companies. A
whole raft of lesser offenders.
The good news, though, is that they're
all more annoyances than serious concerns,
and none is so egregious as to deserve an
Onion of the Year. Amazing, isn't it?
The Math Scene
When Ifirst got involved with little computers, Iwas introduced to Macsyma, the
first symbolic algebra program. Really early readers will remember my BYTE reports on it. Macsyma was far too big to
run on Ezekial, my wonderful old CornpuPro Z80 who now resides in the Smithsonian, but Iwas connected through what
was then called the ARPANET to the Macsyma Consortium, which was abig minicomputer at MIT, where Macsyma was
developed. Ihad alot of fun playing with
Macsyma, and in my role as intellectual
honeybee, Iwas the first to let some important theoretical physicists know there
were computer programs that could take a
lot of the work out of solving complex
equations.
Since then, anumber of symbolic math
programs have been developed. Probably

the best known is Mathematica, which was
designed for the Mac but has aPC (with
Math Chip) version as well. If you like
Mathematica, Iwon't try to talk you out of
it. Ifound it harder to use than I'd hoped,
but you can do some powerful programs
with it; but this time Iwant to talk about
some of its rivals.
On the low end there's Derive. Isay
low end because Derive certainly costs the
least and takes the least memory and computer resources. It runs nicely on the HP
95LX (there's aPCMCIA version of Derive), so you can take it anywhere you go.
It's not the fastest of the math programs,
nor does it have as many features as the
others; but it's sure good enough for most
users. Every high school student ought to
have an HP 95LX with Derive on it: it will
take the sting out of algebra and geometry
homework.
Of course, you'll still have to understand the concepts to make use of it.
Knowing how to use real math never hurt
anyone; indeed, until Istarted writing for
aliving, Imade as much money out of
knowing math as Idid out of any other
skill Iever acquired. Having afeel for
math and statistics gives you an enormous
competitive advantage, and spending odd
moments playing with Derive on avestpocket machine like the HP 95LX will
give you that feel.
The next step up is Mathcad from MathSoft. This is alittle more intuitive than
Derive, and since it incorporates an editor of sorts, it can be very useful for preparing math documents. It's got abit more
power than Derive, and there's aWindows
version. The really nifty feature about
Mathcad is that you can get it in various
handbook and equation packages. You can
get Mathcad augmentations ranging from
the best of the CRC " rubber handbook"
tables of physical and chemical constants;
to vectors; to electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and civil engineering
formulas—you name it. This makes it really easy to write math documents, because you can pull in constants and equations without leaving the program.
If Iever write abook on rockets and
space travel—and Iplan to someday, I
hope— I'll likely use Mathcad, since it
makes it easy to include lots of examples.
Or Imight use Macsyma. It calls itself
the most stable, reliable, and powerful of
the lot, and Ithink that's probably true.
Macsyma does things its way. It's based on
Lisp and uses a "Lispish" kind of interface, but there's an amazingly good help
system. It will also do just about everything, and there's anew demonstration capability that's just short of magic.
It is not the easiest thing to install, but
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Backpack requires no cards.
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they've improved that since Ifirst got it.
When you install it, it puts adevice driver
in your SYSTEM.INI file; when you actually run Macsyma, it opens aDOS application called Macsyma Server. After
you exit Macsyma, that Macsyma Server is
still there, and closing it is not simple. You
can't even close it by exiting Windows,
because Windows won't let you exit with
an open DOS application. You have to go
into the Macsyma shell and shut it down
from there, ignoring amessage saying this

not call it user friendly and Iam unhappy
is an awful thing to do.
about the imbecile shutdown procedure, I
You have to shut it down, because as
am much impressed with Macsyma's calong as that Macsyma Server is open, Winpability.
dows (all applications) becomes intolerNo math program will make you an inably slow, and this on my Cheetah 486/33;
stant mathematician, but any good one will
who knows what it would do on a386SX.
help you learn alot about the use of math
Be warned: if you are going to run Macin practical situations. If Iwere going to do
syma, don't plan on doing much else.
lots of heavy-duty math, I'd probably get
On the other hand, it has some incredible power. You can look at the inside of a Macsyma and invest the time to tame it
and learn it; but Iconfess I'm glad Idon't
torus, or even of aKlein bottle. It has fast
have to do that, because Ireally don't want
and amazing graphics. While Istill would
to turn my 486 into adedicated Macsyma
machine. They really should work on an
easy way to dump Macsyma when you're
finished with it.
If you need sheer computational power,
get Macsyma. If you're writing papers
with lots of mathematical content and need
formulas and constants, look into Mathcad. And if you just want to learn more
about using math, get Derive. But get one
of them. You won't regret it.

ARE YOU SPENDING
TOO MUCH TIME
DRAWING FLOWCHARTS?
YOU NEED FLOW CHARTING " 3.

Every day, professionals worldwide save time
and money using Flow Charting 3. It's fast,
efficient, easy to use, and always produces
presentation-perfect charts and diagrams.
With Flow Charting 3's built-in flexibility,
you can create customized charts using a
variety of shapes, lines, and text—
placed where you want them.
Plus, Flow Charting 3is now available in a
LAN version. Making it easy to share files and set
up work groups for specific projects.
And it's backed with free technical support and a
90-day no-risk guarantee. So if you're spending too
much time drawing charts, call for afree demo and
see for yourself what makes Flow Charting 3the
best-selling flowcharting software.
See your dealer today! Or for a
free interactive demo disk,call
1-800-525-0082, ext. 112

PAITON &MON
on

Sottware Corporat

,

International: 408-778-6557, ext. 112
Novell is • registered trademark of Novell, loc.

Excellence in charting the flow of ideas!

Patton & Patton Software Corp. 485 Cochrane Circle, Morgan Hill, CA 95037
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Word for Word
Word for Word has anew Windows version that includes some new target formats. Not long ago, Larry Niven, Steve
Barnes, and Ispent aweek down at the
beach house working on the sequel to The
Legacy of Heorot, and we wanted to get a
printed copy of what we'd done—about
120 pages—off to our editor. We work in
Q&A Write, which is agreat text-creation
program but not very suitable for printing
something that long, so Idecided to convert the text from Q&A Write to Microsoft
Word for Windows (WfW for short). In
the past, Ihave used Word for Word to
convert from Q&A Write to Microsoft
Word for DOS and then let WfW pick it
up from there. The new version of Word
for Word has WfW as atarget format, so
Itried the direct approach.
Alas, the result was that when Iwent to
change the text header and set up to do
page numbers, my machine locked up
completely; nothing Icould do would let
me recover, so Ihad to turn the machine
off. Fortunately Ididn't lose any text, but
Ican't say it was apleasant experience.
The WfW format is very complex, and apparently MasterSoft hasn't quite got it
right; but then I'm not sure anyone has.
The answer here was to let Word for
Word convert from Q&A Write to RTF
(Rich Text Format) and let WfW finish
the job by reading that in. That worked
fine, but RTF strips out any headers or
footers. Ialso discovered that the lockup
experience had changed the default header setting to 0inches, and since aLaserJet
HI can't print closer than 0.5 inch from
any side of the page, my first printout had
no page numbers. Once Iset the header

UM
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margin to ahalf-inch again, all was well.
This isn't areal complaint against MasterSoft, since Word for Word remains the
easiest to use of the conversion programs,
and it certainly has the widest selection of
both source and target formats. However,
if your source text has headers and footers,
be careful.
Quotes on Line
There are lots of quotation programs. This
DOS character-based askSam application
program is better than most, with agood
selection of quotations you can fmd by author, subject, or keyword. It's also useful
because it's agood illustration of the kind
of thing you can build with the characterbased askSam information management
system. Iconfess it has caused me to take
amuch harder and kindlier look at askSam,
because the program is very fast, and while
there's no mouse support, it's pretty easy
to use. Isuspect character-based data managers will be around for awhile yet. A lot
of the things we do are still restricted to
words, and as soon as you add graphics
capabilities, as with Thinx, you can do
more, but it's harder to build applications,
and they run more slowly.

fractal

The quote database ( 12,000 quotes) isn't
bad. Itold it to look for the Boolean war
AND peace, and it found acouple dozen
instances, of which three samples follow:
Sydney J. Harris: "There's no point in
burying ahatchet if you're going to put
up amarker on the site."
Paul Hoffman: "We wage war not to win
war, but to win peace."
Thomas Mann: "War is only acowardly
escape from the problems of peace."
All told, not bad, and Ididn't find aone
of those in the Bartlett's CD-ROM. This is
agood collection, fast and easy to use.
Quotes on Line is useful in its own right,
and it's agood introduction to askSam's
capabilities as well. Recommended.
Avagio
There are azillion desktop publishing systems out there, each with aton of features,
and after awhile it becomes impossible
to decide which one to use. When Roberta was publishing the LA Opera League's
newsletter, she used Aldus PageMaker on
aMac, partly because many of the LA
Opera people are Mac users. It got the job

Il

dding images to your Windows applications? Avoid storage problems with
fractal image compression, the technology
that inspired PC Magazine to declare
"The advantages of fractal compression
are unmatched."
This technology is now
available to Windows 3.x
developers in POEM
ColorBox Ill, which provides DLLs for:
•Ultra-high compression;
•Resolution independent
images;
•Background compression; and
•FTC-III coprocessor support

image

cominssioll
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For database, multimedia, archiving or
other applications, ColorBox Ill is comprehensive, easy-to- use and at $995, supri singly affordable.
Call today for more information. Learn
why ColorBox III can solve your image
storage problems.

Ever seen agrown pirate cry ?
Just plug this in ... and watch
MEMOPLUG"

The amazing Software protection system based on a

hardware plug. Contains read-write programmable
memory. This system is practical and easy to use for
both programmer and end-user. Supports various
programming languages, operating systems and
types of computers.

U-PLUG"'
The premiere protection plug for UNIX systems
that connects the standard serial port of computers
and workstations.

LAITPLUGT"
Comprehensive network protection starts with

asingle plug. The LANPlug lets you operate
protected software from any workstation on the
network, while supervising anumber of
authorized simultaneous operation applications.

CLOCKPLUG"'
This unique lime-limited software protection system is
based on aplug containing areal-time clock. It allows
users limited execution times for leasing and demonstration
applications.
Apassword system allows you to rewind the clock by telephonc
U.S. office:

Iterated Systems, Inc.
5550-A Peachtree Pkwy.,Suite 650
Norcross, GA 30092
Tel: 1-800-4FRACTL • Fax: (404) 840-0806
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done, but there were times when Ithought
she'd go nuts.
I've done abit of desktop publishing
myself. Also, Jim Baen uses Ventura Publisher to do the actual typesetting for my
books—that reminds me, Prince of Sparta from Baen Books is out now—and for
ajob that complex, Ventura Publisher is
probably what he needs.
However, if Iwere going to do ordinary
desktop publishing—publicity fliers, memos, small posters—and particularly if I
were going to use color, Isuspect I'd use
Avagio Publishing System from Unison
World Software. Of all the desktop publishing systems I've put up and fooled
around with, Avagio seems the simplest
for just getting something useful done. It
has enough fonts, it handles most graphics
file formats, it knows how to put in color, and it doesn't require PostScript. It's
pretty intuitive, and it can do more special effects than I'm likely to need.
In aword, Avagio is good enough for
just about anything you might want to do;
it runs on just about any system you may
have, from an AT to a486; it doesn't need
Windows; it doesn't need alot of memory
or ahuge hard drive; and while it's not

TeL 1 (800) 677 1587
Tel: (407)682 1587 Fax: (
407) 869 1409
South Africa: LionSoft Tel: 011 640 6002
Holland:
M.H.P Tel: (31)440612916
France:
CT.! Tel: ( 1)47 38 16 17
Spain:
Economic Data Tel: (34) 1442 28 00
Czeck Republic: PC Kompas Fax: (42) 243 11 88

EliaShim
MICROCOMPUTERS

EIO

5Haganim, P.O. Box 8691
Haifa 35022 ISRAEL
Tel: 972-4-516111, Fax: 972-4-528613

Currently looking for international distributors
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Taiwan: Gaintec [ 1- -------------------- Rahmonic Resources [• 65] 775-1310
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Images in your Computer
from Video or full page Scanners. Boost your productivity in
DeskTop Publishing, OCR and Multimedia applications.

ColorSnap PC

ArtiScan 1200 dpi

Professional. REAL
TIME, video image capture.full screen. 16.7
million colors & gray- ,
scale. Use any NTSC/PAL video source,
camcorder. live TV. still video, VGA. SVGA supported. files saved in standard formats. Free Aldus PhotoStyler. Video-forWindows compatible. Digitize movies at 30
frames/sec. Hundreds of applications. Deroo disks available.
$599.00

1200 dpi.desk-top. fast ( SCSI),
24-bit, flat bed, color scanner.
True hardware resolution, superb picture quality. color-gray $ 1795.00
scale. Free Image Processing
software. 600 dpi model $975.00, 800 dpi,
$1289.00. Optional X- Ray. Slide Scanner
($545.00). Twain univ. driver with all models. OCR software.Recognita, $ 159.00 WordScan, $99.00. Best magazine ratings.

Life View Encoder

PageReader 300

Record your computer pre-

i iii

Full Page. 300 dpi Scanner
complete with OCR
scntations to video or display
to any TV monitor. NTSC or PAL 249.00 WordScan software & '
line-art Imager software!! HP-ScanJet emColor 6000
ulation driver hence compatible with any
,.,.
600 dpi. full page. sheetifs
OCR package. Fast! Reads avg. page in < 10
fed color ( 21
bio scanner ,
sec. With Recognita, add $ 159.00 - 9600
Complete with Color Im- $ 595 .
00
fax/modem send/rec, add $99.00. Ideal in
age Processing Software and WordScan any office for text. AutoCad drawings. fax etc
OCR s/w. HP ScanJet emulation driver..
(all 1a forUatalog on NI ult iNled ia DeskTop Video
Color 3000. 300 dpi unit, $495.00
.,,tems and Image Transfer Systems
30 -das return guarantee. : >gar warrant). Major crc*Iii cards. Rescller. Welcome.

Computer Friends, Inc. - 14250 NW Science Park Dr. - Portland OR 97229
Toll Free 1-800-547-3303 - tel. ( 503)626-2291 - fax ( 503)643-5379
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SpreadBase
The Spreadsheet and Database Wars have
begun in earnest. Lotus 1-2-3, Excel, or
Quattro Pro? Access, FoxBase, dBase,
Paradox? Or scrap the lot of them and try
Thinx?
Of course, it's unlikely that any single
spreadsheet or database can be all things to
all people. Some are designed for customization. Some are best for enormous structured spreadsheets or databases. There are
probably more practical business programs
written in the dBase language than in any
other language, and there are probably
more dBase programmers than anything
else, which is what made room for FoxBase and Clipper.
Meanwhile, Lotus 1-2-3 was one of the
major reasons for the quick penetration of
desktop computers into the business world,
the killer application that did for PCompatibles what VisiCalc had earlier done
for Apple. Ican still remember the early
days, when businesspeople went to computer stores and said " Iwant VisiCalc,"
with no idea what computer it ran on. They
just knew they needed that spreadsheet capability.
As the Spreadsheet and Database Wars
continue in the PC world, the programs
grow with features. You can do agreat
deal more with them—but they're harder
to use. Meanwhile, there's SpreadBase for
the Mac world.
SpreadBase doesn't have as powerful a
programming language as dBase, nor as
powerful amacro capability as Excel.
What it does have is abuilt-in ability to
designate different cells as belonging to
Categories, which you can then deal with
collectively. SpreadBase doesn't do anything you can't do in Excel; indeed, Isuspect it has definite limits compared to Excel. But it does do some very complex
models with simplicity and ease, and for
most people that's likely to be more important anyway.
SpreadBase will import data from most
popular spreadsheet and database formats,
and it lets you build pretty complex linked
spreadsheet models with considerable flexibility. If you do alot of work with rapidly changing spreadsheets, you'll do well
to look into this.
Physics
Given the number of simulation programs
around, it's astonishing how little good
science education software has been published so far. Here are two good programs,
both for the Mac, from acompany called

"Recommended."
Jerry Pournelle, Byte, July 1992

SuaraFAXModem V32bis Internal
$349.95 Dos/Windows

The Best Choice: SupraNalodem

SupraFAXModer V32bis External
$399.95 Stand Alone
$439.95 DDooss//WWiinnddowowss

Inside or Out, now you can choose the hot-selling
packages include everything you need. Plus our
SupraFifflodem technology that best fits your
easy-to-follmv Getting Started manuals will help you
computer. Either way, Supra can turn your PC into a
install your modem andstart using it in just aWv
communicafions powerhouse!
minutes! Imagine sending
SupraFAXModems come in awide range of models,
and receiving perfect faxes,
from our budget-minded SupraFAXModem 24/96i to the
exploring the world of on-line databases, or retrieving an
fastest fax modem available: the SupraFALModem 132bis.
important work file — all fnTn the convenience of your
Whichever model you choose, you will get Supra's proven
desk And a.dvanced users will appreciate the errortechnology and reputation for high-quality, reliable modems.
correction and data-compression features that can saw you
Supra modems are designed for novice and expert
money!
communicators alike. Whether you use
No matter what your needs, aSupra modem is your
Supra Corporation
DOSTm„WindowsTM. or a
best choice. Call us today at
oshTM, we'w got a
Macint
1-800-727-8647, and
package for you — and our
57,600
find out why!
ileClaâl;;â gl
Mcoero Technology

D05 Package indtales modem, Fax Talk.,Plus, COMit's ,.
trademarks beionito emit ieepeetive isogg;afiles77101 Supra

manu.:1 ,• Mi
rulows

hclude modem, Winfax .., cables, manuals

S.W.. Albany, 011 -97321

use-' 987-2410

50e9e74401

till)
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Knowledge Revolution. Fun Physics is the
simple introductory program, and Interactive Physics II is amore serious teaching
tool.
Both programs do agood job of teaching mechanics while making it fun to learn.
The more advanced program is by far the
more interesting, but that's to be expected.
Ilike these, and Ihope there will be many
more like them.
Presenter Plus
Ever go somewhere with alaptop expecting to find agood color monitor, only to
discover there wasn't one for you to use for
your presentation? Ihave, and Iwas forced
to have everyone crowd around the monochrome screen on my Zenith.
Presenter Plus is designed to remedy
that situation. It's alightweight box about
1by 4 by 5 inches, with connectors for
power (one of those little power converters
comes with it), VGA input and output, and
NTSC video or S-video composite output.
Feed your VGA into the box, connect it
to aTV, and you get apassable excuse for
amonitor. It won't have the resolution of
areal monitor, of course, but it will be better than you expected.
Presenter Plus comes with DOS and
Windows software, several fonts, instructions, and cables. Iwish it came with a
carrying case to hold all that stuff. Iput
mine in an old shaving-kit bag so that the
parts wouldn't get separated.
You can feed Presenter Plus's output
into aTV, or, if the TV doesn't have a
composite input, you'll need an RF converter. You can also feed the output into a
VCR and play that tape on aTV.
Presenter Plus chops out some of the
horizontal lines, and you'll get some flicker because of the interlaced output. All
told, it's sure not VGA; but it beats heck
out of having everyone crowd around a
monochrome laptop screen.
Up and Coming
A few years ago, Itold you to watch for
CD-ROM as the up-and-coming technology. It took alittle longer than Ithought it
would—the critical event was getting the
price of CD-ROM drives lower—but serious computer systems now need CDROM drives.
The first CD-ROM drives were pretty
slow, but over the years they got faster.
Thus, if what you want out of aCD-ROM
is text or still pictures, there's no problem.
It's different with motion video, though.
Not just speed. Bit-map picture images
take up space on the disk, alot of space,
enough that aCD-ROM's 600 MB of data
isn't enough to hold much full-motion
video and asound track.
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What's needed are ways to compress
that data, and that, Ithink, will be one of
the real breakthroughs in the next year or
so: really efficient on-the-fly compression
and decompression of full-motion video
with sound. When that happens, multimedia will come into its own.
The other up-and-coming technology is
PCMCIA, the credit-card-size solid-state
interface that can be nonvolatile memory,
amodem connection, an Ethernet connector, or aconnection to avideo camera.
The PCMCIA slot is really adirect route to
your system's bus.
Iam collecting PCMCIA stuff, including flash-memory cards from Mitsubishi
and Epson and various interface connections. One of these days, I'll do aroundup.
Meanwhile, this is another technology to
be aware of. I'd bet that in acouple of
years every new portable system will have
PCMCIA, and not long after that, you'll
see it become astandard feature on desktops as well.
Winding Down
It has been flooding in Los Angeles, and
although we're well above flood level (and
below mud-slide level; Roberta did agreat
job picking this house), it has been pretty
hectic the past couple of weeks. In afew
minutes, Icatch that airplane to Boston
and the AAAS meeting, where Iget to rub
elbows with top scientists and prepare my
annual report on the state of the sciences in
America. Isay all this by way of apology
if the column seems abit choppy and hurried this month.
I'll be carrying my Gateway 2000 HandBook and the NCR laptops. Roberta has
aGateway 2000 Nomad that she likes because it is lightweight and reliable. Also,
the screen is bright enough that she can
use it to demonstrate her reading program.
Incidentally, Iheard shouts of joy from
downstairs acouple of hours ago: apparently the Mac version is nearly done.
The book of the month is Thomas Sowell's Inside American Education: The Decline, the Deception, the Dogmas (
Free
Press, 1992), adevastating analysis of the
flaws of the American education system.
Ten years ago, Nobel winner Glenn T.
Seaborg, chairman of the National Commission on Excellence, concluded that, "If
aforeign government had imposed this
system of education on the United States,
we would rightly consider it an act of war."
Things haven't got much better, and Sowell has some powerful suggestions as to
what's wrong and what has to be done.
Steve Barnes quite literally couldn't stop
reading until he'd finished Sowell's book,
which was great praise for the book, but he
was supposed to be working with Niven

The only Windows statistics
package you'll ever need.
#1 for DOS and Windows
Rated " tlie best general-purpose
statistics program" for the PC by
Software Digest' SYSTAT for DOS
is now joined by SYSTAT for Windows. This addition to the SYSTAT
family takes full advantage of
Windows, with pull-down menus,
dialog boxes, sizable windows, and
the ease of use you expect in a
Windows package.
SYSTAT for Windows runs in
standard and 386 enhanced modes
and can take advantage of Windows advanced memory management. No matter how large or
complex your analysis is, you can
use SYSTAT.
SYSTAT delivers abalance of
power and simplicity. It lets you
analyze and manipulate data

NEW

•
MK ROSOFf.
WINDOWS ,.
COMPATIBLE

with acomprehensive range of
advanced statistical procedures,
and present your results with
stunning graphics.
Just point and click
SYSTAT is afull-fledged Windows
application. Just point and click.
SYSTAT's QuickStaim buttons give
you simple, single-click shortcuts
to common statistical analyses.
More statistics, from the basic
to the most sophisticated
Afull range of univariate and
multivariate statistics —from ttests
to multidimensional scaling. With
afew clicks you can turn most statistics into graphs and perform:
• multiway crosstabs with log
linear modeling
• nonparametric statistics
• principal components and
factor analysis
• cluster analysis
• time series
• nonlinear estimation
• correlation matrices
• means, effect, and dummy
models
• post hoc tests

SYSTAT ®for WINDOWS

SYSTAT offers the most
advanced multivariate general linear model available for Windows.
The most graphics
No other statistical or graphics
package can produce all the scientific and technical graphs that
SYSTAT can—nor surpass its ease of
use. Graphics capabilities include:
• histograms
• single, multiple, stacked, and
range bar graphs
• single and grouped box plots
• stem-and-leaf diagrams
• pie charts
• scatterplot matrices
• 3-D data and function plots
• contour plots
• control charts
• maps with geographic projections
• Chernoff faces
• complete color spectrum
• log and power scales
• confidence intervals and ellipses
• linear, quadratic, step, spline,
polynomial, LOWESS, exponential, and log smoothing
Acompatible family of products
Whichever you choose—SYSTAT
for Windows, SYSTAT for DOS or
both—you'll enjoy the most powerful statistics and scientific graphics
software available for the PC.
For more information, special
offers for current users, and demo
disks, call:

708-864-5670
For Windows circle 138,
For IBM/DOS circle 139.

For more information call or write: SYSTAT, Inc., 1800 Sherman Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 60201-3793, Tel 708.864.5670, Fax:708.492.3567

SYSTAT

Australia: Hearne Marketing 61.3.8661766, BeNelux: Oasis 31.3402.66336, Denmark: Agrolab 45.64.406575, France: Deltasoft 33.76.418508,
Germany: STATCON 49.55.4272075, Italy: PiSoft 39.587.213640, Japan: HuLinks 81.33.5902311, New Zealand: Hoare & Assoc. 64.78.562675,
Poland: COMPANION 48.12.360791, Spain: AddLink 34.3.4590722, Switzerland: F & P41.31.215151, SYSTAT UK: 44.81.4620093
01992 SYSTAT

Inc

Software Digest Ratings Report/8.5 May, 1991

Software Drgest re aregletered trademark of NSTL, Inc
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and me on our new novel.
The other book of the month is HighTech Ventures: The Guide to Entrepreneurial Success by Gordon Bell and John McNamara ( Addison-Wesley, 1992). Ican
recommend this to anyone in management
at any level.
In looking around the office, Isee the
"ready line" table is still piled high with
good stuff Ican't get to this month. That

USER'S CHOICE AWARDS
Dinosaur Adventure
Space Adventure
Knowledge Adventure, Inc.
4502 Dyer St.
La Crescenta, CA 91214
(800) 542-4240
(818) 542-4200
fax: ( 818) 542-4205
Circle 1171 on Inquiry Card.

849.95
S99.95

Flashdrive
$299 to $999
The BSE Company, Inc.
2114 North Fourth St.
Flagstaff, AZ 86004
(602) 527-8843
fax: ( 602) 527-1540
Circle 1172 on Inquiry Card.
LANSafe
- 869 to $249
Switching UPSes
5299 to $ 1875
Network Security Systems, Inc.
9401 Waples St.
San Diego, CA 92121
(800) 755-7078
(619) 587-7950
fax: ( 619) 552-9162
Circle 1173 on Inquiry Card.
OnGuard PC-2400
$ 1590
Clary Corp.
1960 South Walker Ave.
Monrovia, CA 91016
(800) 442-5279
(818) 359-4486
fax: ( 818) 305-0254
Circle 1174 on Inquiry Card.
OverDrive
$449 to $799
Intel Corp.
Personal Computer Enhancement Operation
5200 Northeast Elam Young Pkwy.
Hillsboro, OR 97124
(800) 538-3373
(503) 696-8080
fax: ( 503) 629-7576
Circle 1175 on Inquiry Card.
Plug-In for Program Manager
Plannet Crafters, Inc.
2580 Runic Way
Alpharetta, GA 30202
(404) 740-9821
fax: ( 404) 740-1914
Circle 1176 on Inquiry Card.
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$ 20

makes me feel better about the protectionist trends Imentioned earlier.
Next month, CD-ROMs, more on networks, and, with luck, some new developments in OS/2. Now I'm off to Boston
for good science and better lobster. •
Jerry Pournelle holds adoctorate in psychology and is ascience fiction writer who
also earns a comfortable living writing

Stealth Hi Color
$399
Stealth Pro
$349
Stealth 24
$249
Diamond Computer Systems
1130 East Argues Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 736-2000
fax: (408) 730-5750
Circle 1177 on Inquiry Card.
T348 MiniSCSI Plus
Trantor Systems, Ltd.
5415 Randall Place
Fremont, CA 94538
(800) 872-6867
(510) 770-1400
fax: ( 510) 770-9910
Circle 1178 on Inquiry Card.

$229

ITEMS DISCUSSED
Avagio Publishing System 2.0
Unison World Software. Inc.
675 Almanor Ave
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(800) 345-9299
(408) 245-3000
fax: (4081245-1412
Circle 1179 on Inquiry Card.

$150

Derive
$250 to $ 375
Soft Warehouse, Inc.
3660 Waialae Ave., Suite 304
Honolulu, HI 96816
(808) 734-5801
fax: ( 808) 735-1105
Circle 1180 on Inquiry Card.
Fun Physics
Interactive Physics II
Knowledge Revolution, Inc.
15 Brush Place
San Francisco, CA 94103
(800) 766-6615
(415) 553-8153
fax: (415) 553-8012
Circle 1181 on Inquiry Card.

$99
$399

HP 95LX
Hewlett-Packard Co.
1000 Northeast Circle Blvd.
Corvalis, OR 97330
(800) 443-1254
(503) 757-2(104
Circle 1182 on Inquiry Card.

$550

about computers present and future. Jerry
welcomes readers comments and opinions. Send aself-addressed, stamped envelope to Jerry Pournelle, do BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458. Please put your address on the letter as well as on the envelope. Due to the
high volume of letters, Jerry cannot guarantee apersonal reply. You can also contact him on BIX as "jertyp."

Macsyma
$349 to $999
Macsyma, Inc.
20 Academy St.
Arlington, MA 02174
(800) 622-7962
(617) 646-4550
fax: (617) 646-3161
Circle 1183 on Inquiry Card.
Mathcad
Windows or Mac
Unix
MathSoft, Inc.
201 Broadway
Cambridge, MA 02139
(8001 628-4223
1617)577-1017
fax: (617) 577-8829
Circle 1184 on Inqu;ry Card.

$495
$995

Presenter Plus
$429
Consumer Technology Northwest, Inc.
4900 Southwest Griffith Dr.. Suite 249
Bemerton, OR 97005
8004 356-3983
$503) 643-1662
fax: ( 503) 67 I
9066
Circle 1185 on Inquiry Card.
Quotes on Line
askSam Systems
P.O. Box 1428
Fern , FL 32347
(800) 800-1997
(904) 584-6590
tax: ( 904) 584-7481
Circle 1186 on Inquiry Cord.

$89

SpreadBase
Objective Software, Inc.
200 Chesapeake Dr.
Redwood City, CA 94063
(415) 306-7410
Circle 1187 on Inquiry Card.

$695

Word for Word Professional 5.2
$149
Word for Word Windows 5.2
$149
MasterSoft, Inc.
6991 East Camelback Rd., Suite A-320
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
(8001624-6107
(602) 277-0900
fax: (
602) 970-0706
Circle 1188 on Inquiry Card.

EXCEED THE LIMITS OF
X TERMINAL EMULATION.
• supports up to 16 million

Turn your PC into
an X station.

colors
in plane mask support

With HCL-eXceed/W
PC X server software,

X Development Tools

Hummingbird allows you
to live in two worlds:

HCL-eXceed/W

DOS/MS-Windows and

now includes the Xlib. Xt

X Windows/UNIX.

intrinsics, Xaw and Xmu

Imagine being able to

libraries. This introduces a

move both text and images

whole new dimension to PC

between UNIX hosts and your

X servers. Now you can

DOS PC. It's as simple as

use your PC as alow-cost

copying and pasting from

workstation to develop and

one window of your PC screen

run X applications. You

to another.

can also give other PCs
and workstations access
to these applications over
the network.
HCL-eXceed/W from
Hummingbird. It's far more
than X terminal emulation
for PCs. And it's one of
the family:

Discover other innovative

HCL-eXceed Plus — A

capabilities of HCL-eXceed/W.

DOS-based X server with a

•Launch Pad menuing facility

local window manager that

•Telnet and FTP applications

supports EGA, VGA and

•X11 R5: support for scalable

Super VGA.

fonts, font servers,
XDMCP security

HCL-eXceed HiRes— The

• Xstart — X client program

same as "Plus" but it also

starter

supports 8514A, XGA and

•Xtrace — protocol tracing

TIGA 2high resolution

facility

graphic standards.

• single window and multiple
HCL-eXtend — UNIX host-

window mode

based X clients for accessing

•supports 15 different TCP/IP

DOS services.

transports and DECnet

For the name of your closest reseller, please contact.
2900 John Street, Unit 4, Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 5G3
Telephone: (416)4M-1203, Fax: (416) 470-1207

/

HUMMINGBIRD
COMMUNICATIONS LTD.

In Europe: 37-39 rue de Vermont, 1202 Geneva, Switzerland
Telephone: 41 (22) 733 18 58, Fax: 41 (22) 734 14 79
Circle 92 on Inquiry Card.
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Intel
Launches Rocket
in aSocket
With the Pentium processor, Intel extends the life of the 15-year-old 80x86
architecture, hut competing RISC CPUs give users alternative CPU choices
TOM R. HALFHILL

0

nMarch 22, Intel unveiled the Pentium—the next generation of the microprocessor architecture that has dominated the PC industry for more than
adecade. With this new processor, Intel has begun steering adifficult
course between tradition and revolution. On one hand, Intel must prolong the
life of the 15-year-old 80x86 architecture, atried-and-true design that encompasses an installed base of tens of millions of computers and thousands of programs. The
corporations and individuals who have spent billions of dollars to buy that hardware
and software are as anxious to protect their investment as Intel is.
At the same time, however, Intel must also push the envelope of microprocessor
performance to new levels that will satisfy the increasing demands of computing in
the 1990s. Multimedia applications with full-motion video and robust new operating systems like Windows NT are pushing the limits of today's fastest desktop
computers. To meet these needs, engineers are cramming more and more transis'tors into their CPU designs. Exotic new architectures that were undreamed of a
few years ago are now beginning to appear. To keep pace, Intel must adapt those advances to its 80x86 chips without deviating too radically from the basic architecture
that it first committed to silicon in 1978.
The Pentium is not just another new chip but anew 80x86 chip—an event that
happens only once every four years (see figure 1). As such, it's atantalizing combination of inherited limitations and future possibilities. It needs to be judged by two
standards: how well it carries on the 80x86 standard and how well it performs.
It's imperative for the chip to be compatible with previous 80x86 chips, and it is.
The Pentium is fast, too, though perhaps not as fast as you would like. It's also expensive. With sources estimating an OEM price of about $900 per chip in production quantities (Intel had not released pricing on the Pentium as this went to press),
the Pentium is far too costly for today's mass-market, single-user desktop computers.
But the same was true of the 486, 386, 286, and 8086 when they hit the market.
Over the course of the next 12 to 24 months, the Pentium will primarily be harnessed to network servers and workstation-class machines priced from $5000 to
$10,000, according to system vendors and industry analysts. Systems based on the
Pentium will not be announced until May 17. Key vendors expected to make Pentium-related announcements at that time include AST Research, Compaq Computer, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, NCR, Unisys, and Zenith Data Systems. As prices inevitably fall and performance improves, the Pentium could become the dominant
92
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INTEL LAUNCHES ROCKET IN ASOCKET

MIPS according to the Dhrystone 1.1 benchmark, and the 60MHz Pentium delivers about 100 MIPS. By comparison, a66MHz 486DX2-66 yields about 54 MIPS.
A twofold increase in speed is enough to command apremium
price in today's performance-hungry PC market, especially in
the highly specialized niche of network servers. Because the performance of aserver affects all the users on anetwork, any improvement is easier to justify when weighed against the higher
costs. In addition, the Pentium marks the first time an 80x86
Coping with RISC
chip has broken the magical 100-MIPS barrier, which until now
Intel has announced two versions of the Pentium: one clocked at
has been the exclusive domain of RISC-based microprocessors.
66 MHz and the other at 60 MHz. The BYTE benchmarks confirm
"I think [the Pentium] sounds real strong," says Roger Rapp,
that the faster Pentium barely exceeds Intel's stated design goal
an information technology manager at John Brown, aworldwide
of delivering at least twice the performance of today's fastest
engineering and construction firm. Rapp, who is based in Mount
Vernon, Indiana, is responsible for all the hardware and soft486, the clock-doubled 486DX2-66 ( see the text box " Testing
the Pentium" on page 96). The 66-MHz Pentium is rated at 112
ware, including 31 AutoCAD licenses, used at John Brown's offices in Indiana, Kentucky, and
Missouri. Although Rapp is glad
that Intel continues to develop
INTEL CPUS OVER TIME
the 80x86 architecture, he has a
wait-and-see attitude. " I'm agNumber of
Price at launch/
MIPS at launch/
nostic on the whole shooting
current price
highest MIPS
transistors
match," he says. " Ihave to do
29,000
whatever's best for the end user."
$360
Thanks to power-hungry users
8086
like Rapp, RISC processors pose
June 1978
the greatest threat to the future
N/A*
of the Pentium. Unbound by any
requirements to maintain com134,000
patibility with old hardware and
software, RISC chips are free to
286
ebruary 1982
embrace radical new architectures and advanced design theories. As aresult, they can deliver impressive levels of raw
275,000
performance that leave most
5
CISC-based chips in the dust
386
October 1985
(see the box " Pentium vs.
RISC"). But they also tend to be
expensive, partly because none
has achieved the volume that
1.2 million
leads to inexpensive mass production—at least not on the scale
486
August 1989
of Intel's most popular chips.
All that may change, however,
with the dawning of Windows
NT. This operating system threat3.1 million
ens both the Pentium processor
and Intel's long reign over the
PENTIUM
PC market in two different ways.
March 1993
First, Windows NT offers symmetrical multiprocessing, which
means Pentium-based computers will be required to compete
*Discontinued
— Estimated
Eg) =100,000
on price/performance grounds
against systems that include two
or more 486 chips working toFigure 1: Intel sticks to aremarkably regular product cycle: Each new generation follows the
gether. Second, Windows NT is
previous one by about 44 months. The number of transistors on 80x86-series microprocessors
strategically designed to be inhas increased exponentially since the debut of the 8086 in 1978. During this period, the
dependent of the underlying
minimum feature size has shrunk from 3microns on the 8086 to 0.8 micron on the Pentium.
hardware; it's supposed to run
Future versions of the Pentium will probably use 0.65-micron technology for even higher
equally well on such non-Intel
densities. At 112 MIPS, the 66-MHz Pentium is nearly 150 times faster than the speediest
RISC chips as DEC's Alpha se8086. Note that these MIPS ratings are for the fastest version of each chip; the Pentium is
ries and the Silicon Graphics/
sure to get faster, too, as new versions are introduced.
Mips R4000.
continued
microprocessor of the mid- 1990s.

However, Intel faces achallenge it has never before experienced
with anew PC-based CPU: competition right out of the starting
block. Microsoft's Windows NT is the anticipated operating system of choice for Pentium systems, but Windows NT— ready
workstations based on RISC CPUs will beat the first Pentium
systems to market. For the first time ever, you don't have to
choose Intel for your next-generation PC system architecture.
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FIX YOUR PC FAST!
RECOVER DATA FROM PHYSICALLY
DAMAGED FLOPPIES & HARD DRIVES!
There's
other program like it anywhere! When you have adisk or drive that returns
GENERAL FAILURE READING DRIVE (X), RESCUE DATA
'in the past, General Failure messages left you few options. Norton,
RECOVERY SOFTWARE"' will read it anyway!
RESCUE DATA RECOVERY SOFTWARE' bypasses
DOS's inaoility to read disks and hard drives that have been
physically damaged and will move the drive heads directly!
RESCUE DATA RECOVERY SOFTWARE"' will even
read afloopy that has ahole poked through it! You can
recover all the data excluding, of course, the actual destroyed area. This revolutionary program is now your first line of defense when it comes to recovering
your valuable data. Save hundreds— even thousands — of dollars by doing your own data recovery!
With RESCUE DATA RECOVERY SOFTWARET" you can perform miracles.* Your data is too
valuable not to have RESCUE DATA RECOVERY SOFTWARE"' within reach!
CALL NOW FOR PRICING!
'
ures may be byond RESCUts allay to recover data.

Central Point, or Mace Utilities
weren't likely to help because they
work through DOS to read the disk.
Now there is abetter solution...
RESCUE can
over data from all
but the most
thoroughly
trashed disk...
RESCUE appears to
work maacles...*
MIFOWORLD

VITAL TOOLS FOR NETWORK
INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE!
The Discovery Carr" — The first tool that ends IRO and DMA Channel Conflicts!
•FACT: Software diagnostics cannot detect DMA usage and are inaccurate in IRCI detection. • FACT: Standard logic probes, in addition
to being time consuming, are difficult to use and often lead to short circuits and damage of valuable components!
The Discovery Carr' is the safest, fastest, easiest and most accurate method to detect IRO/DMA conflicts. There are 18 logic probes
DU It in ( 11 for all Interrupts and 7
for all DMA charnels) to pinpoint 11. conflicts. Amust for anyone who installs networks or add-on
cards. End the frustration!
The Network Interface Technical Guide" just released!The largest
reference on network interface cards available. This 850 page book
contains over 300 different Network Interface Cards from 40 manufacturers, complete with detailed Diagrams, Jumper Settings, different Network
Topologies such as Cable Lengths, Wiring Types Used, Transfer Rates
and Maximum Number of Nodes.
Induced in the marual are hundreds of diagrams showing NIC Type,
Cable Configuration, Data Bus, Base I/O Address, Boot ROM Memory
Address and Interrupt Request Configurations. There's also aNode ID
Quick Reference and vital data on cable Pin Assignments and Hardware
Device Settings. This manual is amust! CALL NOW FOR PRICING!

The Network Kiln"

THE LARGEST COMPILED
REFERENCE ON MOTHER
BOARDS EVER! 5VOLUMES!
Over 850 diagrams showing all necessary Jumper, connection and component locations!
Each diagram includes technical specs such as: processor, processor speed, chip set, max.
onboard DRAM, SRAM cache, BIOS, dimensions. I/O options and NPU options. Also
includes easy to understand tables giving configuration for user settings, DRAM, SRAM.
CPU:ype jumper and CPU speed jumper. PLUS MUCH, MUCH MORE!
Encyclopedia of Main Boards"'

The Hard Drive Kit

EVERYTHING YOU
NEED TO INSTALL,
SET-UP & MAINTAIN
HARD DRIVES!
Drive Pre — The all- in-one utility for the most efficient
and correct installation and maintenance of any hard drive!
•Install IDE Drives in less than 60 seconds! Automatically
sets CMOS, Partitions, and DOS formats without re-booting
or user intervention. • DOS Format any size drive in under 30
seconds! • Drive Table Override allows almost any BIOS to
have auser definable drive type. • Drive Boot Fixer is asafe
alternative to low level formatting bad IDE Drives. • No more
DEBUG, FDISK, SETUP, or FORMAT. Plus too many other
features to mention!
Encyclopedia of Hard Drives"' — The largest compiled
reference on Hard Drives ever published!
3VOLUMES • OVER 1200 PAGES!
VOLUME ONE...SET-11P GUIDE • Interlace Types and Installation • Hard Crive Specs for drives from 1984 to present: Make, Model,
Formatted Capacity, Data Heads, Cylinders, Average Seek Tintes,
Form Factor, Height, Interlace, Encoding, LandingZone, Sectors PerTrack, Write P
ecompensation Cylinder, Reducec Write Current and
Mean Time Between Failure. • BIOS Drive Type Tables • Directory
of Manufacturers • The Floppy Drive Cable • Power Connector
•P:n Assignments and Specifications
VOLUME TWO...DRIVE SETTINGS • Explanation ofJumper
Types, Changas in Make & Model and Default Jumper Settings •
Diagrams for over 500 drives with: Specifications, Drive Sizes,
Interface Types, Jumper Settings and Locations. Terminal Resistor
Locations, Ph Assignments, Pin 1Locations, Cable Type and
Locations.
VOLUME THREE...CONTROLLERS • Over 275 Diagrams
of Controllers. with: Specifications, Card Sizes, largest Head and
Cylinder Sizes Interface Type, Detai led Jumper Settings, Pin Assign merts and Cable Locations. • Controller to Drive Power Connections, Drive Activity LED. Connections, Common Debug BIOS
Format Codee and Default Jumper Settings.
The Hard Disk Technical Guide"' — Comprehensive
field version of the Encyclopedia with 424 pages of vital specs!
Compact to carry in the field. CALL NOW FOR PRICING!

•Free Tech Support
•Performance Guaranteed
•Next Day Shipping

CALL NOW FOR PRICING!

PC DIAGNOSTICS THAT REALLY FIND THE BUGS!

Because of it's Universal Operating System The Troubleshooter"' is the perfect addition to the above
Network Kit.
CALL NOW FOR PRICING!

CALL

Li

i

(800) 65•FIXED

The Tr ou bl es hooter1", aself-booting disk, is unlike other diagnostic programs that rely on DOS. The
Troubleshooter rm bypasses DOS and tests all major ha•dware directly for true accuracy while other programs
f•equently give erroneous test results. "
Troubleshooter 1
" . . uses its sell-boot routines well, keeping the
operaeng system out of thepicture fortroubleshooling." — Service News. Loaded with all the tests you need
to quickly and accurately isolate the source of PC failures. Full battery of tests included: Motherboard, RAM,
Hard Drive, Floppy, Video, I/O plus full system information, benchmarks and utilities. UNIVERSAL
APPLICATION:The Troubleshooter"' runs on any PC (with Intel or compatible processor)and under any
operat ng system — UNIX, NOVELL, XENIX, 0/S 2, 00S and others! Priced far below all competitors.

800-653-4933

AllMicro, Inc.
1250 Rogers St. • Suite D • Clearwater, FL 34616
(8131 446-6660 • Fax ( 8131 446-8075
Copyngh,

The Troubleshooter r"

Circle 167 on Inquiry Cord ( RESELLERS 168).
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Testing the Pentium
RICK GREHAN

B

ecause Intel decided to split the
announcement of the Pentium
processor— the CPU itself on
March 22, systems using the
Pentium on May 17— only three vendors permitted BYTE to benchmark
their Pentium systems, and then only
if we agreed not to mention the products or companies by name. We benchmarked four systems. Although all of
them are ultimately slated to use 66MHz versions of the Pentium, the versions we saw were running the 60-MHz
version.
We ran our complete suite of lowlevel and application-level benchmarks
(sans the Unix tests) on two of the machines. Since the only common factor
in all these machines was the Pentium
processor (the hard disk and video systems varied), we concentrated on the
portions of our benchmarks that illuminate CPU and FPU performance.
If you average the machines' scores
on the low-level benchmarks, the results suggest performance for CPU operations alone to be somewhere in the
neighborhood of 1.6 times that of a66MHz Compaq Deskpro 66M with a
486DX2 (see figure A). The FPU performance boost is better—around 1.9
times that of the Deskpro 66M. The
latter good showing is likely due to Intel's redesign of the FPU core (see the
text box " Inside the Pentium" on page

102). Our application-level tests
showed results that are slightly below
what the low-level benchmarks predicted: aCPU performance boost of
around 1.4 and an FPU boost of around

PENTIUM
PERFORMANCE

Compaq
Deskpro 66M

Pentium system
with Intel cache
and memory
hardware

III CPU low-level

EJ FPU low-level

• Application- level CPU
III Application- level FPU

Figure A: Pentium systems can
provide nearly twice the performance
of aCompaq Deskpro 66M with a66MHz 486DX2. One Pentium system,
which had its own CPU support
circuitry, did better than the other
systems we tested.

In the Pentium's favor is the fact that DOS and Windows 3.x
applications will not run natively on an Alpha- or R4000-based
NT system. This is because these RISC chips are not binary compatible with the 80x86 instruction set. To run DOS and Windows applications on these systems, NT will transparently emulate the 80x86, using technology developed by Insignia Solutions,
acompany best known for its SoftPC emulator. As with all software emulation, there's aperformance penalty, so apples-to-apples comparisons between 80x86- and RISC-based systems will
be difficult, if not impossible, when running existing applications under Windows NT. But comparisons will be much easier—
and tempting—when running new software written for NT.
Until now, the only common ground for comparing the performance of 80x86 and RISC processors was Unix. Although
Unix also offers symmetrical multiprocessing and platform independence, the vast majority of PC users have avoided it ( see " Is
Unix Dead?," September 1992 BYTE). Those users may be more
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Pentium system
with proprietary
cache
and memory
hardware

1.6—again, both compared to aDeskpro 66M with a486DX2-66.
Three of the four machines that we
benchmarked used CPU, cache, and
memory circuitry designed by Intel. A
fourth machine was manufactured by
acompany that designed its own cache
and memory-interface hardware. Although we were able to run only our
low-level benchmarks on this system,
we saw performance that was significantly better than that of the other three
Pentium systems we tested: Both CPU
and FPU performance were roughly
twice that of the Deskpro 66M. If the
correlation between low-level and application-level tests holds true, this
translates to application benchmark results in the neighborhood of 1.7 to 1.8
times those of the Compaq.
We believe that these higher numbers are more indicative of the Pentium's true potential. The other three
machines are based on existing 486 designs and use the daughtercard-upgrade
approach.
There is one caveat here: Our benchmarks use applications that are not optimized for the Pentium. Intel claims
that optimization will boost performance by as much as 30 percent.
Rick Grehan is technical director of
the BYTE Lab. You can contact him on
BIX as "rick_g."

receptive to the more familiar Windows NT, and NT will pit the
Pentium directly against its RISC rivals for the first time.
Intel insists it will not shrink from such comparisons. While the
RISC-versus-CISC debate has been raging, Intel has been quietly adapting key elements of the RISC philosophy to its decidedly CISC-based 80x86 architecture (see the photo on page 100). A
few hints of this were evident in the 486's FPU and cache, but the
Pentium goes much further in this respect. The prime example is
the Pentium's superscalar pipeline, acommon feature of RISC
chips. Under certain circumstances the Pentium is capable of executing two machine instructions simultaneously, because it has
not one, but two integer pipelines arranged in parallel. It also
has intelligent branch prediction and other advanced RISC features
(see the text box " Inside the Pentium" on page 102).
Even though the Pentium's FPU pipeline does not execute in
parallel, other improvements in the chip significantly boost its
floating-point performance. Preliminary benchmarks indicate

CompuServe does Windows.
Introducing awhole new way to look

And with WinCIM you can do more

at CompuServe: CompuServe Information

offline, too. That means everything from

Manager for Windows ( WinCIM -). It's afully

writing letters to reading the answers to your

integrated Windows application, and lets you

hardware and software questions can be done
much more economically.

take advantage of Windows

So take alook for yourself.

when you're on CompuServe.
It'll make your session

If you're already aCompuServe

faster, more efficient,

member, just type GO WINCIM.

easier, and alot more fun.

If you aren't, call us for more

With the help of icons

information at 1800 848-8199.

and pull-down menus, you'll

Either way, you'll soon see why

find your CompuServe time is almost effortless.
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Cruise the forums, browse through your

Information Manager for Windows.
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messages, download files — it's all about as
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The information service you won't outgrow. -
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PROTECT YOUR
SOFTWARE
Authorization Button.
Call 800-258-5061

444

14

l aIS

NO BUTTON,
NO ACCESS.

Dallas Semiconductor is re-shaping the world of software
protection and distribution control with anew family of
microchips called Buttons. We put the lid on software
piracy by packaging microchips in button-shaped, stainless
steel cans. The chips contain missing but critical
information to make the software run.
We offer avariety of Authorization Buttons and features so
you can select the level of protection and price point that
are right for you.
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the Pentium's FPU is about twice as fast as the 486's. This, together with the superscalar ALUs, positions the Pentium closely
with competing RISC chips.
"For the average ` schmo,' the average businessperson doing
word processing and spreadsheets, [the Pentium] is not going to
be abig deal, and Isee no reason for alot of them to go past a
386," says Nancy Thalblum, aNew York consultant and member
of the NYPC users group. "But for other kinds of people, you have
to have the raw horsepower."
For those people, Intel says that the Pentium's hybrid architecture is just astarting point. Faster versions of the Pentium are
on the way. The initial Pentiums are based on 0.8-micron, 5-volt
BiCMOS technology, with about 3.1 million transistors. Future
versions, which may appear by late this year or in early 1994, are
expected to use 0.65-micron, 3.3-V technology and will run at 100
MHz or faster, according to industry analysts.
Intel won't comment, but if it keeps with its marketing strategy of spinning off numerous variations of abasic microprocessor, you can anticipate awide variety of Pentiums for many purposes: servers, desktops, and portables. Meanwhile, if history
repeats itself, the Pentium will benefit from the same performance gains and manufacturing efficiencies that have made other 80x86 microprocessors faster, denser, and less expensive.
Sales are projected to ramp up quickly: from 400,000 chips this
year to 2.1 million next year, according to Ken Lowe, senior industry analyst at Dataquest (San Jose, CA).

Security Continuum
Unique Read/Write Password Expiration
Decoy
Serial #
Memory Protection
Timer
Responses

Button Type
DS1420 ID Button

X

DS1427 Time Button

X

4K bits

DS1425 Multi Button

X

2K bits

X
X

X

Snap In, Snap Out
Authorization Buttons interface to the installed base of
100+ million PC's via the DS1410 Button Holder. They
simply snap in and out. The DS1410 accepts two Buttons
concurrently.

Toward a Dongleless World
New computers that accept Buttons directly, including
palm and notebooks, are being designed at OEM's today.
Our Dong,le TradeIn Program will help in your transition
to this world. With an approved
application, we'll pay you $ 7.00
for each dongle that you
trade in for an Authorization
Button and Holder. This offer
is good until August 31,1993.
The one-piece price for the
DS1420 is $4.35; volume
discounts apply.

We're Serious About Security
At Dallas Semiconductor, we design and manufacture our
own microchips. And we're the only ones in the software
protection business who do. Sixty intricate process steps
and a64bit unique registration number lasered into each
chip prevent duplication.
To learn how to button down your software, give us acall.

DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR

4401 South Beltwood Parkway, Dallas, Texas 75244-3292
Telephone: 214-450-8170 FAX: 214-450-3715
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Upgrade Paths
One variation of the Pentium is already known. Code-named the
P24T, it's an upgrade Pentium for 486-based computers, sort of
aPentium OverDrive. Some 486 machines that are now available,
such as AST's new Premmia 4/66d, have aspecial socket with an
extra row of pins for the P24T. When the P24T is introduced
early in 1994, it will pop into this 238pin socket, preempting a
machine's existing CPU.
However, some of these computers won't be quite as fast as
systems that are designed especially for the Pentium, because
the P24T will access its secondary cache memory over a32-bit bus
running at only 33 MHz. True Pentium systems will boast a64bit bus that accesses the secondary cache at full CPU speed (see
the box " Three Ways to Upgrade").
Another type of upgrade will eliminate the P24T's bus bottleneck by isolating the Pentium on aspecial daughtercard. Systems with this upgrade will unleash the full power of the Pentium
by linking the chip to its secondary cache at CPU speed over a64bit bus. The daughtercard will plug into aspecial connector on the
motherboard. AST's Premmia 4/66d offers this option in addition
to the P24T socket. More of these kinds of systems will be announced on May 17, and their designers claim they'll match the
performance of computers with Pentium-based motherboards.
Some users are wary of upgrades, however. " The vendors
have caught on that if they want to make users' check-off lists,
they've got to include that upgradability," says Jonathan Braunhut, director of the information center for the New York City
controller's office. " In reality, we see that when you want to take
the processor up, the video standard has been advanced. Typically,
the local hardware storage requirement has advanced. Ultimately, if you've replaced everything but the $50 metal case, what have
you accomplished?"
But other users will take all the MIPS they can get. "At this
point, I'd pay about $ 1200 to upgrade asystem [to the Pentium],"
says William Zeph Ginsberg, aNew York City architect. " Iuse
CorelDraw, and I'm getting into Windows applications, and I'm
sure tired of watching that hourglass. Life is too short to spend
waiting for your hard disk to access. The big CAD drawings and

WEDELIVER C
OMPUTING KNOW How
Abacus Books will Keep You up to Speed
Includes

TEM)EST
Graphical
Shell
Software
for

DOS 6.0

Upgrading &
Maintaining Your PC
Turn your PC into ahighperforrnance screamer. Whether you're
adding memory or ahurl drive, CD-ROM or asound board or
upgrading an XT to a386 or 486, this book shows you how.
Includes companion diskette of utilities and System SIeuthTM
diagnostic sof:ware. 595 pages.
#B167. ISBN 1-55755-167-7. $34.95 with companion disk.

DOS 6.0 • Special Edition

PC Intern

is the practical user's guide to DOS 6.0. This book is loaded with
helpful hints for outfitting any computer with the new MS-DOS
6.0, covering everything from installation to using the new fi le,
directory and storage maintenance features.
DOS 6.0 Complete includes acompanion disk with dozens of

A literal encyclopedia of DOS knowledge. This book is a
completely revised edition of our bestselling PC System Programming book which has been read byover 125,000 programmers worlwide. Whether you program in Assembly Language,
C. Pascal or BASIC, you'll find dozens of practical, parallel
working examples in each of these languages. Many of our
readers say this book is worth its weight in gold.
#I3145. ISBN 1-55755-145-6. $59.95 with companion disk.

powerful batch files, detailed explanations and Temp mt - the
new graphic shell for DOS 6.0.
#I3182. tSBN 1-55755-182-0. $39.95 with companion disk.

Multimedia Mania

Sound Blaster Book

The 486 Book

Newly revised, this book is your guide to Sound Blaster, from
installation to custom programming. Includes an overview of
the different Sound Blaster cards, many specific software
products and much more. Also includes simple MIDI system to
use with you. Sound Blaster.
#6181. ISBN 1-55755-181-2. $34.95 with companion disk.

Explains the features that make this processor so advantageousthe memory capabilities, the math copra.essor. the specialized
software that maximizes the CPU's performance and more. Find
out why the 486 is replacing the earlier processors. PC INFO
program and System SlenthTM diagnostic software included the
on companion diskette.
#13183. ISBN 1-55755-183-9. $34.95 with companion disk.

Order Toll Free

1-800-451.4319
Available at B. Dalton Crown Books, Egghead,
Software Etc.,Waldentooks, Computer City and
other retailers nationwide. In Canada, Coles
W.H. Smith and Classic Bookshops.
In the UK, call Compute- Bookshops 021-706-1188.
In Austadia call Pactronics 02-748-4700.
In US and Canada add $5.00 postage.
Foreign orders add 5'3.03 postage per item.
We accept \Asa, Mastercard o• American Exoress.

Abacus LLIM

Dey:. B5, 5370 52nd Street SE. 0ano Rapids. ta 49512
Phone: (6,6) 698-0330 • Fas. 1
,66 698-0325
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the complicated Windows files just need

I

written and compiled in C or C++.
According to Intel and the tool developers
more power"
interviewed by BYTE, programs optimized
Fine-Tuning the Software
for the Pentium will run about 30 percent
Pentium RISC
So much attention gets focused on the
faster than unoptimized programs. In addiBinary-compatible
hardware aspects of microprocessor detion, users can expect gains of about 10 perwith 80x86 code?
sign that another factor—software engicent when these programs are run on the
neering—is easy to overlook. For near486 and perhaps 5percent when they're run
ly two years, Intel has been working with
on the 386 (see figure 2).
Upgradable from 486?
tool developers to ensure that specially
The optimized code won't run at all on
optimized compilers will be available
earlier chips, but most 286, 8086, and 8088
when the Pentium hits the market.
systems lack the speed and memory to run
Runs Windows NT?
More than any previous Intel microtoday's major applications. If acomputer
processor, the Pentium needs optimized
can't comfortably run Windows 3.1, it's not
code to reach its full potential. Although
Existing optimized
current enough to run the software that is
it's fully compatible with code written
software base?
likely to be recompiled for the Pentium.
for earlier 80x86 chips (the instruction
Don't expect to buy these optimized proset is almost identical to the 486's), siggrams anytime soon, though. For one thing,
nificant performance gains can be realized by writing code that exthe first optimized compilers weren't scheduled to be available
ploits its superscalar architecture. This is not surprising, because
until this spring. Borland introduced anew version of C++ for
optimized code is also important in maximizing the performance
OS/2 with Pentium optimizations in February, and Microsoft is
of the RISC chips that inspired crucial elements of the Pentium.
planning to include the optimizations in an upcoming version of
"As processor architectures become more exotic, with paralVisual C++ for Windows NT, which is scheduled to ship withlelism and so forth, it becomes more important for the software
in weeks of NT's ship date. But even when such compilers are
to know what the hardware is trying to do," says Dan Palka,
available, the Pentium market is still far too tiny to make it worthmanager of Intel's Compiler Partners Program. "Now there's
while for software vendors to recompile their applications for
much more awareness that the software architects and the hardthe sake of the Pentium alone. In addition, the performance gains
ware architects have to work together."
are probably too small to be noticeable on the other chips. Not unFew applications are carefully hand- coded in assembly lantil the next major upgrade will most vendors even consider optiguage anymore, so optimized high-level compilers are critical
mizing their code.
to extracting maximum performance from the Pentium. Even
In fact, some software publishers are just beginning to confront
small improvements to these compilers have aripple effect among
the issue of optimization. "Intel's statements that applications
millions of users, because virtually all of today's commercial
should be recompiled for the Pentium took us somewhat by surapplications software ( and much of the system software) is
prise," says Darin Richins, public relations manager at WordPerfect. "We don't have agood idea yet of what needs to be
done to make our applications run well on the Pentium." Microsoft and Borland, the two leading compiler vendors, say that
the first of their applications to be optimized will be 32-bit proraélch
,citctio
grams for Windows NT. Atitodesk, whose AutoCAD package
log,c
is anatural candidate for the Pentium, won't even comment.
It'll also be awhile before optimized compilers include all
the possible optimizations. In general, these optimizations affect the ordering of the instructions generated by the compiler. By
--Control logic
replacing complex instructions with simple instructions ( i.e.,
those that don't require microcode) and by arranging them in
fleunplav
ways that minimize dependencies ( so an instruction doesn't deifirti*Won
pend on the result of the instruction it immediately follows),
.
itie*tort
these compilers generate code that executes in parallel through the
Pentium's twin integer pipes. Keeping both of those pipelines
primed will greatly increase the chip's throughput, which means
your programs will run faster.
Superscalar
A few optimizations produce code that runs more slowly on the
integer
486 and 386. For that reason, Intel recommends a " blended opexecution
timization strategy"—amix of optimizations that runs very well
units
on the Pentium and either slightly faster or at about the same
speed on earlier chips. Future compilers will offer multiple levels
of optimization, so programmers can make their own compromises.

Pentium vs. RISC

The Pentium revealed. One big change from the 486 is in
the FPU: On the Pentium, it has additional circuitry dedicated
to math functions.
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System-Design Challenges
Another easily overlooked aspect of Pentium performance is the
design of the computer systems that are wrapped around the chip.
There's much more to designing awell-rounded Pentium system that just sticking the chip into asocket and adding some
memory (see the box " Pentium Design Hurdles"). Indeed, the

When protecting your software against piracy and
unauthorized use, make sure that your protection
system has all the following qualities:
A GOOD HARDWARE KEY
Hardware-based software protection systems are now the
standard worldwide. However, not all keys are the same.
Agood key should have all the following features:

'

V Compatibility and transparency. The key should
work without any problem on your
customers' computers. The user should be
able to forget the key after connecting it.

V Unbreakable electronics. Acustomized ASIC
(Application Specific Integrated Circuit) component
should be integrated in the key. This prevents reverse
engineering and makes cracking virtually impossible.
V Aunique and inaccessible software developer's

code burnt into the ASIC. (This code should not be held in the key's memory,
where it can be read and altered.)
V ARead/Write Memory inside the key should be available on demand.
The memory should be writable in the field, on any PC, without any special
programming equipment.
V Very low power consumption, enabling the key to work even under the
worst power conditions, on PCs and laptops, with or
without aprinter.
POWERFUL SOFTWARE
V ALinkable Protection Module with
which calls can be made to the key from any "
point in the protected program.
V An "Envelope" installation program. Such
programs enhance security while making it possible to
protect asoftware even without its source code.
V Sophisticated antidebugging and encryption mechanisms.

HASP® The Professional Software
Protection System
HASP ® OFFERS YOU
ALL THESE FEATURES
AND MORE:
HASP was designed by ateam of computer experts, professional cryptologists, and electrical
engineers. As aresult, HASP keys are supported
by what is probably the best software in the market, and the HASP system has worked on every
computer it has been tried on. In addition to all
the features mentioned above, HASP provides:
V AFull Authorization System for protecting
dozens of programs using only one key.
V APattern Code Security System (PCS)
enabling parallel processing of multiple calls by
the Linkable Protection Module.
V AVirus Detection option that can be incorporated in the protected program to check
whether it has been infected by avirus.
V Several HASP keys can be connected(daisychained) one behind the other.
NETHASP- THE ULTIMATE
SOFTWARE PROTECTION
FOR NETWORKS
V Only one NetHASP key is needed to run a
protected program from many stations in a
network. NetHASP provides full support for
protecting DOS and WINDOWS software under
network environments, including Novell
dedicated & non-dedicated servers, Lan Manager,
Lantastic, Banyan, DLink, and NET-BIOS based
LANs.

WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING
ABOUT US:
In all the products we tested, except the
HASP, we could see through the encrypting
and questioning procedures... and crack
them.
CT Magazine (Germany) May '90

OPERATING
ENVIRONMENTS
✓ PC:

DOS, WINDOWS, OS/2, SCO UNIX,
SCO XENIX, INTERACTIVE UNIX, AIX,
AUTOCAD, DOS EXTENDERS, LANS

✓ MAC (ADS port): System 6.0.5 and up
✓ NEC ( Serial Port): DOS, WINDOWS

MemoHASP: ...of all the protection devices
tested is without any doubt, the one which
combines the best features.
PCompatible (Spain) Dec. '90
Trying to crack aprogram... that was protected utilizing all of HASP's features - is like
searching for the Holy Grail.
Micro Systems (France) Dec. '90

AND THE BOTTOM LINE:
We offer some of the most competitive prices in
the market. There are no hidden costs! Since
1984, HASP has enabled thousands of software
producers in more than 40 countries, including
several Fortune 500 companies, to protect their
software.
Please call us for our I
IASP evaluation package.

PC dongles... come with varying claims as to
their transparency. The majority suffer from
problems when aprinter is connected... the
DESkey and HASP-3are not affected...
Program Now (Britain) May '92

LADD1N

SOFTWARE
SECURITY INC.

North
America:

200 Broadhollow Rd., Suite #207
Melville, NY 11747, USA
TeL 800-223 4277
516-424 5100
Fax: 516-424 8300

International
Office:

ALADDIN
KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS LTD.
15 Belt Oved St., Tel-Aviv, Israel
P.O.Box:11141 Tel-Aviv 61110,
Tel 972-3-5375795
Fax: 972-3-5375796

Of all keys tested, HASP is the most
ambitious one... the quality of HASP
manufacturing seems excellent.
PC Compatible (France) June '92

• Australia Conlab Pty. Ltd., Tel: 38985685 U Belgium Akkermans bvba, Tel: 3 2338826 al CSFR ATLAS Ltd., Tel+Fax: 2766085 U Chile Micrologica SA., Tel:
562 222 1388 U Denmark SC Metric ais, Tel: 42 804200 U France Logidata Intl., Tel: 50707375 U Germany CSS GmbH, Tel: 201 749860 U Greece Unibrain SA,
Tel: 16856320 U Holland Akkermans By, Tel: 45 241444 U Italy Partner Data S.r.I., Tel: 2 33101709 • Korea Dae-A Engineering, Tel: 2 848 4481 al New
Zealand Training , Tel: 45666014 II Poland Systherm Tel: 061 45065 • Portugal Futurmatica Lda., Tel: 14116269 U South Africa I) Le Roux, Tel: 11 88(.4 4704
▪ Spain PC Hardware, Tel: 34493193U Switzerland Opag AG, Tel: 61 7112245 al Taiwan Teco Ltd., Tel: 2-555 9676 • Turkey Mikrobeta Ltd., Tel: 4-4677504
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Inside the Pentium
BOB RYAN

T

ounderstand how the Pentium
takes 80x86 performance to new
heights, you have to compare it
to Intel's fastest 486 chip, the
486DX2-66 (for the rest of this discussion, read "486" as "486DX2-66").
This comparison is especially enlightening because both chips are clocked
internally at the same rate. Any difference in performance must therefore be
due to implementation differences.
The Pentium is abig chip, cramming
3.1 million transistors into a2.16-inchsquare, 273-pin PGA (pin-grid array)
package. At 66 MHz, the Pentium
draws about 13 watts. It is fabricated
using a0.8-micron BiCMOS process
and features parity-based internal error detection for both the instruction
and data caches, cache tags, and cache
TLBs (translation lookaside buffers),
as well as for the microcode ROM. It
also has circuitry that lets you directly
monitor the performance of one Pentium with another.
The Pentium's instruction set is little
changed from that of the 486. It features some new instructions that let system programmers implement the MES!
(modified, exclusive, shared, invalid)
multiprocessing cache-coherency protocol, which the Pentium supports in
hardware, as well as an 8-byte compare-and-exchange instruction and a
CPU identification instruction. The
Pentium has one more control register
(CR4) than the 486. It also includes the
System Management Mode that Intel
first employed on the 386SL.
Using optimizing compilers, Intel
gets a64.5 SPECint92 rating for the
Pentium, twice that of the 486. Both
processors use the same five-stage in-

teger pipeline design, where instruction execution takes place in discrete
stages within the processor. In both the
486 and the Pentium, the stages are
Prefetch, Decode, Address Generate,
Execute, and Writeback. When an instruction finishes one stage, it moves
to the next, making room for the next
instruction in the program sequence.
The difference between the Pentium
and the 486 is that the Pentium has two
parallel integer pipelines.
The Pentium's integer unit fetches
and decodes two integer instructions at
atime. It then checks to see if it can
execute the instructions in parallel. In
general, if the instructions are so-called
simple instructions, and if the execution of the second does not rely on the
results of the first, then the Pentium
will issue the two instructions to separate U- and V-pipes, which contain their
own ALUs ( see figure A). Thus, as
long as two instructions meet the proper conditions, the Pentium can execute
them simultaneously.
As defined by Intel, simple instructions are those that don't require microcode and, in general, execute in one
clock cycle. The exceptions to the latter condition are memory-to-register
and register-to-memory instructions,
which take two and three cycles, respectively. The Pentium includes sequencing hardware that lets these exceptions operate as simple instructions.
When paired with an exception, aoneclock instruction stalls for acycle or
two to keep the two pipes in lockstep.
If an instruction pair doesn't meet
the dual-issue conditions, the processor-control unit issues the first instruction to the U-pipe. The second instruc-

Pentium poses so many challenges that some engineers and analysts suggest it will shake out the PC clone industry.
The main design problem is engineering areliable motherboard that's fast enough to keep up with the chip. This isn't aPentium- specific problem; it has already been encountered by engineers designing systems around the 50- MHz 486DX. (The
clock-doubled 66-MHz 486DX2 has abus that runs at only 33
MHz, so it presents less difficulty in that regard.) But it's aparticular problem with the Pentium because even the slower version
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tion is paired with the next decoded instruction in the program sequence to
see if these two can be issued in parallel. If the control unit can't issue these
two instructions simultaneously, the
one from the original instruction pair
is issued; the Pentium does not support
out-of-order execution.
The U- and V-pipes are not identical.
The U-pipe includes abarrel shifter for
bit-level manipulations so that it can
execute any 80x86 instruction; this pipe
is where the first stages of floatingpoint execution take place before the
scene shifts to the FPU. ( Both pipes,
however, can fetch FPU operands.) In
addition, it is the U-pipe— or rather the
instruction in it—that sets any flags resulting from instruction execution.
Adding asecond integer ALU in effect doubles the potential processing
bandwidth of the integer unit. It also
requires that the processor make twice
as many instruction and data accesses
as it would to support asingle-integer
pipe. To keep these accesses from interfering with one another, Intel split
the unified 8-KB cache found on the
486 into separate two-way set-associative 8-KB instruction and data caches
on the Pentium. It also doubled the size
of both the internal and external data
buses to 64 bits. Thus, each off-chip
access that the Pentium issues brings
in twice the number of instructions—or
twice the amount of data—as the same
access does when made by a486.
One problem Intel encountered in
splitting the instruction and data caches
was that the split can break self-modifying code. To keep such code functional, the Pentium includes cache
coherency between the instruction

is clocked at 60 MHz. At that speed, there's no margin for careless design or sloppy manufacturing tolerances.
This could have abig impact on users. If the Pentium's high
clock rate—soon to climb to 100 MHz and beyond—deters the
low-end, high-volume system makers, the retail prices of Pentium
computers won't drop as fast as they did when 386 and 486 computers were new.
"Fifty MHz was painful, and 66 MHz is turning out to be
more painful," says Steve Phillips, the manager of advanced
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486 AND PENTIUM ARCHITECTURES
486
32-bit internal
and external pathways

Pentium

No branch prediction

Prefetch buffers

Separate 8- KB
instruction and
data caches

I-cache

Rudimentary
FPU

BTB

.4-

Branch prediction

Prefetch buffers
FPU
Register
stack
V-pipe

Upipe
BIU

ALU

FPU
ALU

BIU
Integrated
8-KB cache
Single
fivestage
integer
pipeline

Registers

Ve
64bit
internal
and
external
data
pathways

ALU

Pipelined
FPU with
dedicated
addition,
division, and
multiplication
circuitry

X
Registers
Parallel five-stage
integer pipelines

BIU = bus interface unit
I-cache = instruction cache

Data cache

Figure A: The 486 consists of asingle execution pipeline and an integrated cache that serves both the instruction and data
pathways. The Pentium adds depth by splitting the data and intruction pathways with separate data and instruction caches.
The pathways are also wider to increase bandwidth. Added breadth comes from the two parallel integer pipelines that
provide nearly twice the processing bandwidth of the 486. The other major difference between the 486 and the Pentium is
the complexity of the FPU. The Pentium has dedicated circuitry for addition, multiplication, and division operations.
cache and the data cache.
Separate instruction and data caches
are not the whole story in keeping the
integer pipelines filled, however. On
both the instruction and data sides of
the processor, Intel has added bandwidth-increasing innovations to the basic 486 architecture.
Most integer instructions require at
least one operand, which most of the
time will be in the data cache. With
two parallel ALUs, you often have two

instructions that want to access the data
cache at the same time for their operands. To support simultaneous access to
the cache, Intel made the TLB and
cache tags of the Pentium's data cache
dual-ported (i.e., readable by both
ALUs simultaneously).
Intel did not take the final step and
make the entire cache itself dualponed. Instead, the cache is interleaved on
4-byte boundaries into eight banks. As
long as the separate accesses from the

development for the Workstation Products Group at Unisys ( Blue
Bell, PA). " It's like abarrier. Many of those [clone] manufacturers
will be out of business, or else they're going to have to gamer experience they haven't demonstrated in the past."
When designing asystem to run reliably at high clock speeds,
Phillips explains, an engineer has to carefully manage all " boundary conditions": Thermal output, voltage variations, signal losses. RF interference, and TTL signaling all become significant.
Thermal considerations are especially critical. The Pentium

ALU don't touch the same bank, the
cache can provide data for two simultaneous accesses to the same cache line.
In addition, the Pentium data cache is
awrite-back cache, which increases
the cache-hit rate over the 486's writethrough cache. (Note: The TLB and
cache tags of the data cache are actually
triple-ported; that is, the third port is
to allow them to be read by the multiprocessing cache-coherency circuitry.)
On the instruction side, Intel added
continued

is ahot chip in more ways than one. A single fan for the whole
computer may not be enough, and the placement of fans and
cooling vents isn't ahaphazard affair. Even before sample silicon
was available, Intel gave systems designers thermal models so they
could begin planning how to keep their computers cool.
-This is where our big-system experience really becomes important," says Phillips. " We're used to dealing with issues such
as thermal modeling and high-speed electrical design, whereas
many PC manufacturers don't have that experience. It's like PCs
MAY 1993 • BYTE
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Inside the Pentium

(
continued)

branch prediction to the instruction
prefetch process. The Pentium has two
32-byte prefetch buffers. At any time,
one prefetch buffer processes instruction addresses sequentially until it fetches abranch instruction. At this point,
the BTB ( branch target buffer), which
contains historical information about
branches, predicts whether the prefetched branch instruction will result
in abranch.
If the BTB predicts that abranch
will not be taken, prefetches continue
sequentially. If the BTB predicts that a
branch will be taken, the second prefetch buffer begins to prefetch instructions based on this prediction. Thus, if
the BTB's prediction is correct, a
branch will not stall the execution
pipeline, because the proper follow-up
instruction will always be in the
prefetch buffer. If abranch occurs when
the BIB predicts it won't, or if it does
not occur when the BTB says it will,
or if it is correctly predicted but to the
wrong target address, the Pentium
flushes the pipelines and fetches the
correct instruction, incurring aminimum three-clock-cycle delay.
Floating-Point Performance
Floating-point performance has always
been the weak spot in the 80x86's architecture. This "benign neglect" on
Intel's part is understandable, given
that relatively few PC applications require fast floating-point operation. With
the increased emphasis on graphics and
multimedia applications, however, the
need for good floating-point performance is greater today than when the
486 was introduced. Also, it is important from acompetitive standpoint that
the Pentium's floating-point perfor-

mance be at least in the same ballpark
as that of popular RISC architectures.
For the most part, floating-point performance is afunction of how much
silicon you can devote to the job. With
the Pentium's 3.1-million-transistor
budget, Intel had plenty of silicon to
work with, and it used it wisely. The
Pentium's 56.9 SPECfp92 rating is 3.5
times that of the 486. The most important advance is that the Pentium FPU
contains dedicated addition, multiplication, and division units. The consequences of dedicated circuitry are
startling. No matter what the precision,
the adder and multiplier units complete
their operations in three clock cycles.
The divider unit has amuch longer latency; it produces 2bits of quotient per
cycle. These cycle times are agreat improvement over the performance of the
486's FPU, where an FADD instruction takes 10 cycles and an FMUL instruction can take from 12 to 15 cycles.
Floating-point operations on the Pentium are highly pipelined and are integrated with the integer pipelines. The
floating-point pipeline consists of eight
individual stages, the first four being
the same as the first four stages of the
integer pipeline. (You could look at the
Pentium as an eight- stage pipeline
where integer instructions use only five
stages.) A floating-point instruction
uses both integer pipelines, allowing it
to fetch a64-bit operand in asingle cycle. After the instruction tells the ALU
to fetch the operand, floating-point execution takes place in the Upipe.
One result of FPU pipelining is that,
although it has athree-cycle latency, a
new addition or multiplication instruction can be issued during each cycle.
Thus, if the compiler can keep the

are finally growing up."
Although the design challenges aren't insurmountable, they
will weed out some of the low-end competition, says Dataquest's
Lowe. "Idon't think these things will permanently bar the noname companies from participating [in the Pentium market], but
it'll take them longer to master the design problems. It's one
more barrier that's contributing to ageneral consolidation of the
clone industry," he says.
Engineers must also pay more attention to performance bottlenecks, because afast CPU often exposes hidden weaknesses in
other components. For example, many Windows users have discovered that even afast 486 gets bogged down without an accelerated video card or local-bus video. Likewise, Pentium-based
computers will need to exploit every trick in the book to deliver
104
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pipeline filled, the Pentium can achieve
athroughput of one addition or multiplication operation per cycle after the
initial two-cycle latency to fill the pipe
is completed.
Because floating-point instructions
use both pipelines to fetch an operand,
it's impossible to perform two floating-point operations in parallel—with
one important exception, the FXCH
instruction. In the 80x86 floating-point
architecture, the FPU register file is organized as astack. The FXCH instruction swaps the contents of any FPU
register with the top of the stack, which
is the accumulator in the 80x86 floating-point architecture. On the Pentium,
the FXCH instruction can be issued to
the V-pipe in parallel with most other
floating-point instructions. The net
effect is that you can complete afloating-point instruction and have its result appear immediately in the floating-point accumulator, where it is
available to the next instruction. This
greatly speeds up floating-point operations.
Architecturally, the Pentium is not
aleading-edge design. Most RISC designs are already superscalar, with parallel integer and floating-point pipelines, and some even have aparallel
load/store unit. Also, the Pentium's
double-integer pipeline is not unique, as
both the Sun Microsystems SuperSparc
and Motorola's 88110 sport this feature. The importance of the Pentium is
that it's at the leading edge of the 80x86
design, which, after all, is the most important computer architecture in the
known universe.
Bob Ryan is aBYTE technical editor.
You can reach him on BIX as "b.ryan."

the performance users expect. Some systems will double the secondary cache to 512 KB, and others will put drive controllers as
well as video on the local bus.
Intel claims that today's VL-Bus—a widely adopted localbus standard created by the Video Electronics Standards Association (San Jose, CA)—is not fast enough for the Pentium. Intel says Pentium systems should use PCI (Peripheral Component
Interconnect), the local-bus standard invented by Intel.
It's true that today's VL-Bus is only 32 bits wide. But VESA
executive director Tom Ryan says VL-Bus was designed for future expansion to 64 bits and will keep pace with the Pentium, as
well as with RISC chips such as the Silicon Graphics/Mips R4000.
"Obviously, with the 64-bit extension, that's not aproblem,"
says Ryan. " It's something that's in committee at the moment."
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tium's internal design and use
other techniques to make achip
Three Ways to Upgrade
that delivers the same level of
performance. Both AMD and
Cyrix are taking the second apCHIP: By early 1994, Intel will offer the
proach.
P24T, asingle-chip upgrade for 486
AMD is working on anew
systems equipped with the appropriate
80x86-compatible core that insocket. But because the P24T mates with
herits little from existing dea486 system's 32-bit bus, it won't deliver
signs. It's an ambitious project,
the full performance of 64-bit-bus systems
because AMD is simultanedesigned especially for the Pentium.
ously working on anew 0.35micron process technology and
DAUGHTERCARD: This board plugs into
wafer-fabrication facility that
aspecial connector on the motherboard
will allow engineers to cram
Keeping Up
and links the Pentium to asecondary
as many as 10 million transiswith the Joneses
cache at CPU speed over a64-bit bus.
tors onto asingle chip. That's
The Pentium presents achalt:Yr.
enough density to propel AMD
lenge of adifferent sort to Ininto the Pentium class and betel's competition. These comyond. The first chips based on
petitors fall into two groups:
NEW SYSTEM: The only way to go if
the new submicron process are
those that make 80x86-comyour current 486 has neither the P24T
expected in 1995.
patible chips, and those that are
socket nor adaughtercard connector.
To spread out the burden of
promoting entirely different arthese enormous development
chitectures, usually RISC-based
costs, which Dataquest analyst
ones.
Charles Bouchet estimates to
So large is the worldwide
be $800 million to $ 1billion,
market for 80x86 processors
AMD has formed an alliance
that the first group can survive
with HP. HP will apply the technology to its next generation of
by undercutting Intel's prices and providing computer manufacPA-RISC processors, as well as to other chips.
turers with an alternative supply source ( see "Make the Right
Cyrix, too, is diverging from the Pentium's architecture, and
CPU Move," December 1992 BYTE). AMD (Sunnyvale, CA)
spokesman Mike Bruzzone claims the company's first Pentiumand Cyrix ( Richardson, TX) are the primary players in this group.
class chip will be ready this year. " We'll release acompetitor—
Although neither of these two companies has aPentium-class
not an equivalent— to the [Pentium] during 1993," he explains.
processor ready to ship, neither admits to being overly concerned
"It's targeted at 100 to 150 MIPS and will calculate three inabout it. "As acompany, we focus on the volume markets, and the
structions per cycle. It will be optimized for calculating integer involume markets right now are the 386 and the 486," says AMD
structions and will not need recompiled software. We don't
spokesman David Frink. " In fact, we expect the 486 to be the
volume product through 1994 and into 1995. When you're talking about amarket of 35 million to 40 million PCs that will be sold
in the next year, and Intel will sell maybe 100,000 Pentiums in that
COMPILED VS. UNCOMPILED
period, then the Pentium is really insignificant—really nowhere."
SOFTWARE PERFORMANCE
If AMD and Cyrix truly aren't worried about the Pentium,
they should be, because both companies are having trouble cloning
the 486. AMD's 486 project suffered amajor setback last December when afederal judge ruled against the company in a
long-running court battle with Intel. The judge decided that a
Pentium
1976 licensing agreement between the two companies did not
entitle AMD to use Intel's microcode in future microprocessors,
Optimized for Pentium
including the 486-compatible chip that AMD had planned to
ship in January. As aresult, AMD was sent back to the breadboards, forced to rewrite its microcode. The introduction of the
Am486 was pushed back to June.
Cyrix introduced three "486" processors during 1992: the
Standard 386/486 code
Cx486SLC, Cx486DLC, and Cx486S2/50. But despite their

Because the VL-Bus chip set
and connectors are much less
expensive than PCI's, it's likely that VL-Bus will be the dominant standard on low-end 386
and 486 clones for the next year
or two (see " Fast Transit," October 1992 BYTE). Pentium
systems, which by definition
will be considered high-end
systems for at least the next
year, will probably adopt PCI
instead.

111

names, none is considered atrue 486-class chip. Although they're
compatible with the 486 instruction set, they lack integrated
FPUs and have only 1or 2KB of internal cache. Intel's 486SX
doesn't have an FPU, either, but it has an 8-KB cache and is otherwise identical to the 486DX. Cyrix won't introduce its 486DX
clone, code-named the M7, until sometime during the second
half of this year.
Cloning the Pentium will prove an even greater challenge, not
just because it's faster, but also because it's architecturally more
complex. There are two general approaches to the problem: Either
copy the architecture as closely as possible or depart from the Pen106 BYTE • MAY 1993

386/486
I

Optimized for Pentium

Figure 2: Based on Inter sestimates, Pentium-optimized
applications will run about 30 percent faster than unoptimized
programs on Pentium systems and 5percent to 10 percent
faster on 3861486 systems.
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NDP Fortran has been the leading 32-bit PC Fortran
since its introduction in 1987. It produces the highest quality
numeric code and supports virtually all x86 operating
systems, processors and numeric devices. These are just a
few of the reasons it was used by hundreds of ISVs to port
their 3090, VAX and Cray codes to the 386. ND? Fortran is
required to run packages from IBM, Aspen Technologies and
Fluid Dynamics. IBM chose it to port their Optimization
Subroutine Library to DOS and more recently OS/2. Aspen
Plus, the world's leading thermo/chemical-process control
software package, is the standard employed by corporations
like DuPont. Every copy of Aspen Plus for the PC ships with
NDP Fortran-486!
One reason NDP Fortran is still the 32-bit leader is
tools. It runs with native tools on UNIX, OS/2 and NT. For
DOS, Microway created 32-bit tools that were tuned to the
needs of our customers. These include efficient demand
paged virtual memory for our Extender and alinker that
could handle a20-megabyte library without going to sleep.
We are the only vendor that provides avariety of numeric
runtime libraries that make it possible to tune speed against

Microway®

precision and error recovery. The correct choice of alibrary
vs inline intrinsics can result in afactor of three increase in
speed for some applications. Then there is the issue of
numeric code quality. NDP compilers are not only globally
optimized, but take good advantage of the Intel 387/487
stack, use advanced numeric optimizations and schedule
instructions - all of which favor fast numeric and RISC
devices like the 860 and 586.
Finally, Microway customizes its compilers to the
environment. Our DOS 386/486 product includes over 1,000
pages of documentation, 300 of which are devoted to our
GREXTm graphics extensions. The 200 megaflops of our
QuadPuter-860 are optimally harnessed using NDP
Fortran-860, libraries from IMSL, NAG and KAP and the
PSR Vectorizer. Microway can build you agigaflop NFS
computational server using five QuadPuters housed in our
industrial grade 486-B 3for just $50K - massive power
without massive price. If you plan to use a386, 486, 586 or
860 and require portability, numeric speed, precision and
technical support, then NDP Fortran, CPC++ or Pascal is
the only solution.
The Intel Inside Lego. Intel. 186. 386. 387. 486. 487,
586 and 860 are trademarks al Nei Corporation
Microway and Quadruter are ree,,istered trademark. ol Microway. Inc
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Pentium Design Hurdles
HEAT DISSIPATION: The Pentium
runs hot. Intel is providing system
vendors with thermal models,
but vendors will have to pay close
attention to fan and component
location.

SPEED: The remainder of the
motherboard—memory, video,
system bus—must be able
to keep up with the speed
of the Pentium.

TOLERANCES: With higher speeds,
the margin for error diminishes
dramatically. Small vendors with
little or no experience in building
high-speed systems might not be
able to master the learning curve.

RF INTERFERENCE: The faster the
system, the more RF interference
it produces. It will be tougher
for vendors to meet the various
RF emission standards
with the Pentium.

design our chips based on what Intel does; we design our chips
based on what 80x86 software requires in aCPU. So we think that
one of the big advantages of our superscalar chip, our [Pentium]
competitor, is that it'll achieve the most robust performance
levels without recompiled code."
However, this design philosophy raises questions about compatibility and performance. If future chips from AMD and Cyrix
don't exactly duplicate the Pentium's parallel pipelines and other
architectural features, they may cause software written with Pentium-optimized compilers to behave differently. The software
may run faster, slower, or at the same speed, but there's also the
possibility, however remote, that in certain circumstances it may
not run as expected.
For example, the Pentium has special logic to detect and handle self-modifying code, which can play havoc with cache coherency. Programmers aren't supposed to write self-modifying
code, but they always have and probably always will. If aPentium-class chip doesn't implement this logic in precisely the
same fashion as the Pentium, the results may be unpredictable.
If enough users start worrying about these questions, it's bad
news for AMD and Cyrix. But the two companies downplay
these possibilities and point out that their chips undergo rigorous
compatibility testing throughout their design cycles. But as the
80x86 architecture becomes more exotic, and as 80x86-compatible processors diverge more radically from the Intel chips they're
trying to emulate, chances are that internal differences will translate into external idiosyncrasies.
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The Intel architecture won't end with the Pentium, of course.
Intel is already working on the Pentium's successor, code-named
the P6. Sources say the P6 will debut as soon as 18 months from
now, will incorporate 10 million transistors, and will run at 200
MIPS. Aside from promising that an upgrade from the Pentium
will be available, Intel isn't releasing any details.
New Competing Architectures
While Intel fends off competition from 80x86-compatible microprocessors, completely different breeds of chips are threatening the Pentium from another quarter. This camp comprises
rival architectures, usually RISC-based, from such companies
as DEC, HP, IBM, Motorola, Texas Instruments, Silicon Graphics/Mips, and others.
At least in the 80x86 arena, Intel is fighting on familiar turf. But
the threat from rival architectures is more serious because of the
risk that someone will score astunning price/performance breakthrough that renders the Pentium hopelessly obsolete. Although
Intel staunchly defends the 80x86, it's not easy fighting off challengers with abasic architecture that was laid down when Jimmy
Carter was president.
The immediate threats to the Pentium are the DEC Alpha series and the Silicon Graphics/Mips R4400, apair of hot new
RISC chip designs. Because both will run Windows NT, direct
comparisons with the Pentium are inevitable. Comparisons must
be made thoughtfully, however, because it's not just performance
but the price/performance ratio that counts. Historically, the
prices of Intel microprocessors usually fall further and faster,
but those patterns aren't necessarily carved in silicon.
Motorola's 68000 series, aperennial 80x86 rival since the
1970s, appears to have fallen awhole year behind the Pentium.
The next-generation chip in that series is the 68060, which isn't
due until early 1994—and Motorola says it will debut at only
50 MHz and 77 MIPS.
A more likely contender is the PowerPC, anew line of RISC
chips under development by Motorola and IBM in partnership
with Apple. Derived from IBM's RISC System/6000 processor,
the PowerPC series is intended to drive the next generation of Apple and IBM computers.
The first entry in the four-chip PowerPC line is the 601. It is designed for moderately priced systems and is expected to debut by
early 1994. Its performance is expected to be close to that of the
Pentium, though perhaps not quite as fast. Later PowerPC chips
will offer higher performance and lower power consumption.
Meanwhile, Microsoft hints that it will port Windows NT to additional processors. Other operating systems are also migrating
across platforms: Sun Microsystems' Solaris and Next's NextStep
are coming to the 80x86; the PowerPC's PowerOpen is an operating system that's designed to be ported to different chips; Taligent, another IBM-Apple partnership, is developing aportable operating system that's due out in 1995; and IBM's OS/2 remains
adark-horse contender.
PC users suddenly enjoy new alternatives. The relationship
that for years has linked these users with the 80x86 architecture,
MS-DOS, and Windows is being broken. As the Pentium emerges
from the security of that relationship, the 80x86 architecture will
face new challenges to its survival in the 1990s. IM
Editor's note: BYTE news editors Patrick Waurzyniak and Ed
Perratore, senior news editor Gene Smarte, West Coast bureau
chief Andy Reinhardt, and executive editor Rich Malloy also
contributed to this article.
Tom R. Halfhill is aBYTE senior news editor. You can reach
him on BIX as " thalfhill."
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AGlimpse at the Future
Aradical object-oriented design by Niklaus Wirth previews many of the features
that you'll find in the next generation of operating systems
DICK POUNTAIN

Z

URICH, Switzerland—Whether it's Taligent's Pink,
Microsoft's Cairo version of Windows, or Apple's
NewtOS for the Newton, there is sure to be an objectoriented operating system in your future. But few people
know what such an operating system will look like or how it
will alter the computer software concepts that affect the way
you work.
Niklaus Wirth, aprofessor at Zurich's ETH (Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule) and the designer of Pascal and
Modula2, has developed the object-oriented Oberon system.
It has moved beyond the research labs of ETH and into public domain versions. These include implementations for Apple's Mac Hs, DEC's DECstations, Intel-based PCs, IBM's
RISC System/6000s, and Sun's Sparcstations.
You can see for yourself what to expect of an object-oriented operating system by contacting ETH
directly (see the editor's note at the end of this
article).
Work on the Oberon system began in 1985.
Wirth and fellow ETH professor Jurg Gutknecht
designed the Oberon language and operating system in parallel with their development of the
Ceres, asingle-board graphical workstation driven by aNational Semiconductor NS32GX32
CPU. The Ceres workstation offers a 1024- by
800-pixel color screen, athree-button mouse, 4to
8MB of memory, and asimple RS-485-based
serial network interface. The Ceres and Oberon
became atest-bed for Wirth's philosophy of
achieving reliability through simplicity; he's fond
of quoting Albert Einstein's epigram "Make it as
simple as possible but not simpler."
Wirth believes that much of today's software is
overweight and inefficient because it has grown by
the mere addition of layers. The solution, demonstrated in the Oberon system, lies in extensibility:
the ability for developers to add modules that
reuse built-in data structures without having to
ILLUSTRATION: RAFAEL LOPEZ «31993

recompile the entire operating system. For example, it's wasteful to incorporate new text-editing code into every application
when all applications could share acentrally provided basic editor and customize it for particular purposes. Oberon also offers you the ability to extend data types so that new data types
can inherit features of existing ones.
Under Oberon, the notion of an application program completely disappears; instead, there are groups of small programs called tools, which include Edit, Draw, Paint, Write,
System, and Compiler. The operating system understands
fundamental data types such as structured texts and pictures,
and the "applications" are simply customized viewers for
these types that add new functions. The result is asystem
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are always of the form niodule.command
(e.g., Edit .Copy). When you compile your
own modules, the new procedures immer e9
stem roi
stem uo,e .1stem.Copy , ysteto
diately become available as commands.
irAtt
The Oberon system has no concept of proEdit.Opeh
Erht.Show
grams that are comparable to, say, DOS
Erlit.Search
Erld.Store
.EXE files.
Echt.Recall
You work in the Oberon system by setCompiler.Compile • Compiler.(ample —
ting
up small scratch-pad viewers in the
Browser.ShowDef t Browser.ShowObj t
system track that hold the commands you
System.Recall
are working with. These viewers are, in efSystem Opening
fect, user-defined menus, and you never
Drov.,Tool I Systern.Oose System.Copy System
have to type any command more than just
Draw.SetWdth
once.
Drow.ChangeFont Syntax8.ScrtFot
Drow.Changefont Elektre.Scn.Fnt
In fact, you may not even have to type a
-t-a"
Drow.CheogeWalth 2
command at all, because you can load from
disk tools that list all the commands exte -tISystem
Syst . Copy System C.ro
ported by amodule. The Edit tool provides
Polot.Open
AGuide to Oberon's Line Dr
only the basic editing functions of cutting,
Gropes.P,ct Escher.Pict Now.Pict
copying, and pasting, but the Write tool
Point.SetGrid t1248 16
N. Wirth, 21.730 / 1.1.92
1a
Point-SetColor to 1
4567 9
(which is an extension of Edit) is afull
Point.SetWidth t
document editor that allows you to select
Point.Invert
Introduction
Point.ChangeColor 3 > 1 >
fonts and formats. When you execute a
PaInt.H1112
The system called Draw serves to prepare line drawings. They contai
Point.Print Pluto
tool's command, the operating system loads
are displayed in graphic VillWOIS (more precisely: in menu viewers g
Point.Resize
the corresponding module into memory—
if it's not already there.
The PC version of Oberon, showing aPaint viewer and aWrite viewer on the left
Most Oberon commands take their opand several open tools in the System Track on the right. You can expand any viewer
erands from the screen. For example, to
to fill the screen by clicking on its Grow command; clicking on Close shrinks it
copy ablock of text, you select it with the
again. Oberon is designed Jr a1024- by 800-pixel screen and would normally
mouse and execute the Edit .Copy comdisplay much more text than this 640- by 480-pixel VGA display can.
mand. To make the whole viewer the input
for acommand, you place the cursor in the
viewer and press the Mark key. You can apply any tool to any
that provides efficiency and reliability rather than offering inviewer or to the output of any previous command. For example,
flated size, which dramatically increases the probability of bugs
you might list adirectory by using the System.Directory
and flaws.
command, then select afilename from the newly opened directory
What is most astonishing about Oberon is its smallness. The
viewer, and finally use Write.Open to edit the file in anew
core operating system — including the Oberon compiler—occuWrite viewer.
pies only 131 KB, which is smaller than most Windows utiliYou can run the compiler on any viewer that contains Oberon
ties. There are only three assembler modules ( Kernel, Display, and
source code, compile the object code into memory, and run the
Reals); all the other modules are written in the Oberon language,
new commands. The Oberon system is fast and convenient once
and much of the 12,000 lines of source code for these is supyou master the daunting mouse-button combinations.
plied with the system.
Esc er.Pict

System.Close System.Copy System.Grow Paint.Zoom Pent.Resize

System.Log

I System.Close

System.Grow Echt.Lo

Wnto 2.4 (cos/mh 5Nov92)

Working with Oberon
The Oberon system uses aGUI with built-in support for fonts and
bit maps, but with tiled rather than overlapping windows. The
Oberon screen is split vertically into two tracks, each containing
several nonoverlapping panes called viewers stacked one on top
of another. The wider, leftmost track is the user track, where the
program output appears; the narrower, rightmost system track is
used for system messages and commands. You can type text into
any viewer after inserting the cursor into it with amouse-click,
and you can expand any viewer to full size with just acouple of
mouse-clicks.
Everything in the Oberon system happens in the viewers, so
there's no main menu bar at the top of the screen (see the screen).
Each viewer has three parts: amain area for text and pictures; a
vertical scroll bar, and areverse-video bar, resembling ahorizontal
menu, that provides the viewer's title and alist of available commands.
All text that appears on an Oberon screen (e.g., adisk directory,
atitle-bar command, or asystem message) is editable. You can
execute any text string that names an Oberon command by pointing at it with the cursor and clicking the middle mouse button.
Oberon commands, which are just exported procedure names,
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A Model of Interaction
The Oberon system offers amodel of user interaction that differs
from that of Unix, DOS, or Windows. The system's unit of action
is aprocedure call, or command, and the unit of compilation is
amodule that can export several commands. Commands must
be parameterless procedures, and they receive their run-time arguments (e.g., screen selections) via asystem variable called
Oberon.Par.
Commands are indivisible actions that you can interrupt only
by pressing the Abort key. Because you can't interact with the
commands, you must specify atarget before executing them.
Consecutive Oberon commands normally swap data via persistent
data structures in main memory, whereas under DOS or Unix
the output from one program almost always has to be written to
disk before it can be loaded into asecond program.
The Oberon system loads modules dynamically on demand,
as Windows DLLs do, and they remain in memory unless you
manually remove them with a<module>.Free command. Machines that possess ahardware MMU ( memory management
unit), such as the Ceres workstation, use this feature to load modules by raising page faults and to protect modules once they are
in memory. The system's kernel contains agarbage collector
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buffers controlled by hardware interrupts.
that operates between procedure calls to
The interrupts are hidden in their respective
free space that's not currently in use; theredevice drivers and return control to the
fore, programmers don't have to deal with
point of interruption, so they are invisible
explicit memory deallocation.
to user programs.
• provides you with alean system
The Oberon compiler has no separate
A programmer can install new code into
that's less likely to contain
linking phase; linking occurs when amodthis polling loop, either to monitor anew
bugs or flaws
ule is loaded. This conserves system reevent source, such as amodem port, or to
sources in three significant ways. First, the
• extends rather than duplicates
run alengthy command ( which must be
binary images of programs on disk are
system capabilities
packaged into small time slices) in the
small, because they don't contain linked
• replaces the concept of
background. As long as commands are excopies of all the modules they import. This
applications with the concept
ecuted quickly (which is normally the case,
is in contrast to aDOS system, where you
of small "tools"
because the commands are noninteractive),
can have several applications on your hard
• is built around an interface that
this scheme produces the illusion of muldisk that each contain alinked copy of the
encourages economy of
titasking.
same massive graphics library. Second,
motion in work procedures
The tasks run on asingle-threaded sysless RAM is consumed, because only one
tem and can't interact in unexpected ways,
copy of amodule is ever loaded at one
• decouples data from the way
which eliminates huge chunks of protection
time no matter how many client modules
it's viewed
code that would otherwise be needed. The
share it. Finally, when you upgrade amodOberon disk file system is equally simple,
ule, all its clients are automatically upusing aB-tree directory structure for speedy access.
graded as well.
One important design feature of the Oberon system is the deThe Oberon system can execute only one command at atime,
coupling of data from the way it's viewed. Viewers format and
but you can run multiple tasks by simple task switching: You
display the contents of abstract documents such as texts, graphs,
select aviewer as the target for future commands. Whenever it's
or pictures. Documents are active objects that contain the comnot executing acommand, the system runs acentral polling loop
mands required to change adocument's contents. When such
that watches for keyboard, mouse, and network events (see figa change occurs, the document broadcasts a message to
ure 1). To prevent such activity from being lost while the CPU is
all viewers so they can update their view of it. The generic
executing acommand, the Oberon system queues these events in
viewer object, called aframe, doesn't need
to know the type of document that it contains.
THE OBERON TASK- SWITCHING SYSTEM
This decoupling enables you to extend
the Oberon system by adding new docuViewer 3
Viewer 2
Viewer 1
ment types and their viewers without having to recompile or duplicate any of the
code of their parent document types. It also
means that adding new commands to an
existing document type will not interfere
in any manner with the operations of its
Handler
Handler
viewer.
The Oberon system core is ahierarchical,
acyclic structure, with hardware dependency confined to the driver layer. AcLoop calls the viewer's
cording to Wirth, the system "imports hardhandler upon amouse
ware" at the bottom level and "exports
or keyboard event in
the viewer's window
commands to the user" at the top level (see
figure 2).

Oberon Benefits

Event loop
MIMIII

Mouse
and
keyboard

Network
port
Garbage
collector

Figure 1: A simple polling loop is the only process scheduler in the single-threaded
Oberon system. Commands get scheduled when their names are selected in aviewer,
and they always run to completion unless interrupted by apress of the Abort key.
The Handler procedure, the Oberon equivalent of amethod table, interprets
messages and executes the appropriate code.
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Texts and Write Elements
Text, an abstract data type, has aspecial
importance in the Oberon system. It's defined as asequence of attributed characters whose attributes are ASCII code, font,
color, and vertical offset (the last three are
collectively called alook). Text is afar
more powerful concept than string, the
building block of more conventional systems, because it includes the concept of
appearance. Texts are divided into runs,
or sequences of characters that share the
same look. Texts are active objects that
can edit themselves—through the basic
methods of Delete, Insert, Append,
and ChangeLooks—and store themselves
to and load themselves from disk.
continued
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SEEKING
SECURITY
Mainframe techniques define system security.
Soon, they'll be adapted to distributed client/server systems.
PAULINA BORSOOK

J

on Ricker, vice president of strategic systems for the
overnight delivery giant Federal Express ( Nashville,
TN), sensed that his colleagues were uneasy about
system security. FedEx was downsizing from mainframes to an object-oriented client/server system.
Ricker knew that FedEx needed mainframe-type security to
safeguard sensitive data, but he also knew that the mainframe
security tools he was used to could not be easily adapted to the
distributed client/server environment. "Mainframe [security]
concepts work," says Ricker. "They just cannot be applied
physically to distributed architectures."
But times are changing. What has been learned about security over the years in the world of big iron is about to migrate
down to the distributed client/server environment. Unfortunately, not all mainframe security concepts can be applied to
distributed computing easily.
Fire and water damage, power glitches, and failure to impose
strict backup policies remain the greatest danger to your data.
Without massive backups of data, equipment, and network
resources, "you're dead," says Robert Watkins of Nova Information Systems ( Seattle, WA), asystems integrator.
Yet intentional malice may be the most insidious hazard
menacing your data. In order of frequency, the most common human-made threats are programming mistakes, curious interlopers, hostile insiders, and outside attackers, says
Tom Patterson, director of information-security programs at
Techmatics, aconsulting firm in Fairfax, Virginia. Willis
Ware, amember of the corporate research staff at the Rand
think tank (Santa Monica, CA), considers insider threats to be
the most common problem in the business world, as well as the
most awkward. With an authorized user, security problems can
be difficult to detect, prove, and record, and with any corrective actions, you risk traumatizing the entire organization.
Striking the balance between reasonable security precautions
and excessive measures can be your most formidable challenge as you implement asecurity strategy. "The most secure system is unusable, and the most usable system is insecure," says Don Rife, director of technical services at Towers

Perrin ( Philadelphia, PA), an international management consultancy.
You Are Whom You Say You Are
Mainframe security systems are built around one of four general methodologies: identification and authentication, discretionary access control, audit control, and object reuse. Many
people familiar with mainframe security also add afifth component to the list—secure communications (see the text box
"Security Bulwarks" on page
120). After all, with more and
more corporations relying on
public-switched data communications networks, "you have
to worry about who else is on
Seeking Security
BY PAULINA BORSOOK
AT&T," says David Brewer, a
118
systems integrator at Soltech
Solutions (Charleston, SC).
Authentication and identification means guaranteeing you
are whom you say you are. "All
other security problems—viruses, encryption, privilege levels,
audits—are meaningless unless
you know that people are who
they say they are," says Jim
Geary, vice president of marketing and international sales
for Security Dynamics (Cambridge, MA), aprotection-products manufacturer.
The use of passwords is a
time-honored authentication
technique, but microcomputer
operating systems don't insist
on password use. Peter Neumann, the principal scientist at
the SRI computer lab ( Menlo
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Park, CA), believes that microcomputer
and network operating- system vendors
have been shortsighted, because they have
not built security into their standard operating systems.

Techmatics' Patterson agrees, saying
that five years ago, when Microsoft was
approached about adding security to DOS,
the company responded by saying that
DOS was meant to be open, and if people

Security Bulwarks
Every day more mission-critical applications and data are bumped from mainframes to distributed client/server networks. But microcomputers evolved without
the mainframe world's passion for system security. In response, mainframe protection techniques are being adapted for the distributed computing environment.
Here are some techniques soon to be available:
Security Technique

Benefits and Tips
Identification/Authentication
Ensures that you know who your system users are. You
can link passwords to data known only to the user;
force users to change passwords often; encrypt passwords on both the client machine and the server; make
sure that passwords are made up of random characters
and numbers; and issue smart cards to govern access.
Discretionary Access Control
Regulates who has access to applications, files, and
servers. You can restrict users to directories of network
resources available to them; use permission levels to
safeguard applications, directories, and files from
unauthorized use and modification; deny users the ability to modify permission levels; and use VMMs (virtual machine monitors) to control actions by users and
applications.
Audit Control
Keeps you abreast of all network events. You can use
programs that report on who has used or tried to use
which applications, what data files have been opened,
and what files have been written to; monitor all external
and internal accesses, including time of access, directories entered, and point of origin; and inspect audit
reports daily.

È74
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Object Reuse
Clears sensitive data from RAM and hard disks after
they have been used and reallocates resources.
You can set times-out that automatically disconnect
inactive computers, workstations, and other network
connections (external and internal).
Secure Communications
Protects your network where it meets the outside
world. You can lease private data lines to link remote
sites; use modem management programs to defend
dialin access; and encrypt data and files before sending them over apublic network or LAN, especially a
wireless LAN.

want security, they'll go with OS/2. But
now DOS is everywhere, and everyone is
talking about security. Most DOS security is still aresult of products running DOS
rather than DOS itself. For example, antivirus protection is the sum total of MSDOS 6security.
In the enterprise- wide security of the
1990s, the goal is to have users log in once
and allow access to all the resources they
are entitled to. Passwords should be encrypted by the client, because the pathway between the client and the server can
be tapped. " If the passwords are un encrypted on the
server," says Soltech's Brewer.
"you do not /
have achance /
of maintaining security."
Another
Smart
authentica- cards coupled
tion technique
with unique identification
coming into
numbers for each user
favor, accord- are one way of
ing to Geoff
authenticating system
Goodfellow, users. (Photo courtesy of
chairman of
Security Dynamics)
RadioMail
(Menlo Park,
CA), awireless E-mail service, is the use
of smart cards, long associated with PINs
(personal identification numbers) and often keyed to dates and times of day. An
example of aPIN is the number that you
use with your bank's automatic teller card.
Security Dynamics' smart card, SecurID
Card, uses PINs in combination with constantly changing sequence codes unique
to each user ( see the photo above). An access-control module located between the
incoming line and the server matches your
PIN and sequence number before permitting access to the host computer.
But security smart cards are often difficult to administer, because people forget
their card. If asecurity scheme is difficult
to administer, it won't be used. It must be
automated and easy to use, says Towers
Perrin's Rife. Public-key encryption is still
another way of providing authentication
(see "Should Encryption Be Regulated?"
on page 129).
A Question of Access
Discretionary access control dictates who
has access to files, applications, and servers.
As you log on to your system, you are given apersonalized directory of network resources available to you. PC/DACS and
NET/DACS from Mergent International
(Rocky Hill, CT), formerly Pyramid Development, provide workstation and Novell
NetWare users with this sort of control.
ILLUSTRATIONS. CAROLINE WHITE 0 1993
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Windows NT also provides discretionary
access control, and future releases will
have mandatory access control ( i.e., files
must have access permission levels attached to them).
You can also gain access to your system through aseparate security server, but
your server had better be fault-tolerant.
"One personal computer as agateway for
anetwork is too vulnerable if all 3000
users on anetwork have to log on through
it," says Rife.
A technique known as VMM (virtual
machine monitor) uses dedicated hardware
and software to give you discretionary access control. VMM, aconcept borrowed
from the U.S. Department of Defense Orange Book specification on computer security, is installed parallel to your platform's native operating system and acts
as asecurity monitor. ACAssure and NetAssure from Cordant ( Reston, VA) are
two VMM products that are currently available.
The beauty of VMM, according to Rick
Carlson, program manager of the government systems group at Novell (Orem, UT),
is that DOS has to talk through the VMM,
which controls what the user or application
is trying to do (see figure 1). The VMM
controls file access, drives, and directories and permits access based on the user's
security clearance. If implemented properly, your platform will not work if your
VMM is not there. VMM solutions update
TSR programs that attempted to do the
same thing. But as Carlson says, "Any
smart 13-year-old can kick aTSR out."
The Audit Trail
Audit controls track what programs have
been used, what files have been opened,
how many reads and writes have been ex-

Guarding Networks
• Authenticate all users.
• Define who has access to
what files.
• Keep logs of system activity.
• Limit external access.
ecuted, and how many times aclient or
server has been accessed over aday, a
week, or amonth. Techmatics' Patterson
recommends that you always have apart of
your audit control running in the background. You can activate this feature with
fine granularity when needed.
Audit trails, however, can generate too
much information. Although some vendors give you audit-trail capabilities, they

VMM GUARDS YOUR RESOURCES
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Figure 1: VMMs let you control who has access to files, applications,
drives, directories, and servers. The red line indicates that access has been denied.
The green line indicates that access has been approved.

generally don't give you analytical tools to
go with them, making it difficult to spot
suspicious use patterns. Techmatics' Patterson suggests that Al tools could be developed to spot patterns, but as Rand's
Ware notes, "these tools are only research
vehicles now."
Nonetheless, Ware believes that audit
control is agood security practice. "Every working day have somebody look at
the audit trail, like asecurity guard making
the rounds of abuilding," says Ware.
Object Reuse
Object reuse is aprocess that clears your
RAM or hard disk of sensitive material
after you've used it and before anyone else
can access it. For this to work, your operating system must know when a user is
finished working before it reallocates resources.
A concept related to object reuse is autolocking, aprotocol long established in the
mainframe world but often lacking in
client-server configurations, according to
Robert Kane, apartner at Intrusion Detection (New York), asecurity consulting
firm. An auto-locking program automatically logs out users who have left their
workstations unattended for afew min-

utes. The program constantly runs in the
background.
X Window Systems presents an area of
vulnerability, says Kane. A potential intruder searches for ascreen that is timed
out and then assumes control of the network channel left dangling by the timedout workstation. The intruder creates a
false system log-in screen and waits until
you come along to log on to the network.
continued

"There's no
such thing as
meaningful
security.
Nothing is at all in any
sense secure."
—Peter Neumann, principal
scientist, SRI computer lab
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Unknowingly, you try to log on to the bogus sign-in screen. After you enter your
password, the intruder mimics the normal
system password-error message and passes control back to the network, which
prompts you to log in. Thinking that you
mistyped your password, you try again
and get on-line, and that's the end of it as
far as you're concerned. However, what
has happened is that the first log-in attempt
and your password were captured, encrypted, and sent to the intruder, who now
knows how to legitimately access your
system.

Securing Your Communications
Secure communications were not aproblem when two mainframes were linked
over aprivate line or when you had aprivate, in-house E-mail system without external connections ( see the text box "Securing E-Mail" below). But now you have
so many LANs, workstations, and
modems connected to public telephone
networks that securing your communications can be anightmare. Towers Pen-in's
Rife recommends modem management
packages, such as TelAssure from Cordant and Total Control from USRobotics

(Skokie, IL), to help secure dial- in access.
Kane believes that LANs are the weakest link in security. Network monitors,
such as Sniffer from Network General
(Mountain View, CA), can monitor all
LAN traffic. You can even download network-monitoring shareware from BBSes.
But LAN protocols make it difficult to determine if data packets have arrived without having been intercepted. What's more,
wireless LANs are even more vulnerable to
monitoring by intruders, because anyone
with ascanner can pluck the radio signals
out of the air without being detected. Most

Securing E-Mail

D

ownsizing and distributed client/
server architectures have placed
E-mail into commercial use as
never before. As Robert Kane,
asecurity consultant with Intrusion Detection ( New York), puts it, " Corporate E-mail [is] becoming an interstate
highway." And because E-mail, like
Unix, has ahistory of openness and a
lack of privacy, vast efforts are being
made to make it trusted enough for
workday use.
"Authentication and privacy control
are essential if you don't have control
of the entire system," says Stephen
Crocker, Internet Engineering Task
Force area director for security. Before
divestiture, the single telephone company was able to exert discipline, and it
commanded ahigh degree of trust. But
according to Crocker, that trust has
been breaking down since divestiture.
"You can either harden the system as a
whole—which is not likely—or make
end-to-end control more elaborate,"
says Crocker.
The solution is encryption and authentication of E-mail. One approach
is privacy-enhanced E-mail, or PEM
as it is called on the Internet. Through
cryptography, PEM offers confidentiality, authentication, message integrity, and nonrepudiation of origins between the sender and receiver at or
above the user-agent level. This approach imposes no special requirements
on message-transfer systems at intermediate relay sites or end points, and it
can be incorporated on asite-by-site or
user-by-user basis.
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violates patent laws, so nobody with
PEM is becoming an Internet stananything to lose will use it."
dard. But it uses RSA encryption-alSimilar to POP, Ripem also uses RSA
gorithm technology, which was of some
technology but has amore legitimate
concern to Internet users because RSA
relationship with RSA Data Security.
is patented and controlled by RSA Data
Ripem, developed in the Internet comSecurity ( Redwood City, CA). Also,
munity, is available in the public doas apublicly funded research network,
anything used or developed on the Inmain, but it cannot be used commercially.
ternet is supposed to be in the public
To accompany PEM, the Internet
domain, and Crocker says that there
will also be offering acertification prohave been questions about basing Incess that authenticates that E-mail
ternet standards on material not freely
senders are who they say they are.
available to everyone. "But Ethernet is
PCAs ( policy-certificate authorities),
apatented technology, too," he says.
authorized by the Internet Society, grant
"You just can't get by with what's in
the equivalent of notary powers to those
the public domain."
charged with issuing E-mail authentiPEM has competition in the form of
asemiunderground technology called
cation certificates to the end users in
POP (
Pretty Good Privacy). POP is "the
their organizations. Both RSA Data
Security and Trusted Information Sysbottom portion of PEM: encryption for
tems (Glenwood, MD)
privacy, but without auhave applied to be Interthentication," says Crocknet PCAs.
er. "It works ftne if you feel
PEM has its downside,
you can trust the system in a
though. Encryption, a
loose way—as in normal
controlled U.S. technolocommunication."
-..-..=
gy, is going into an InterAvailable in the public
net standard, but the Internet is more
domain, POP is based on published
global than ever. U.S. regulations alRSA algorithms. As aresult, POP canlow you to send encrypted messages
not be legally used in the U.S., but its
abroad, but your colleagues in other
development continues elsewhere,
avoiding U.S. patent laws. Further,
countries cannot buy the U.S. PEMcompliant encryption software that
encryption is considered by the U.S.
you're using. They'll have to buy averNational Security Agency to be aconsion that you can only hope will intertrolled technology and cannot be exoperate with the version you're using.
ported.
Weaker encryption technologies perNevertheless, POP I, the latest vermitted by the U.S. government for exsion of PGP, is available through U.S.
port are not part of the Internet PEM
BBSes. "It's gotten pretty good reviews
specifications.
technically," says Crocker. "But it still

A chain is
as strong
as its
weakest
link.
Picture your HardlockTm key as a bike lock, and
the accompanying software routines used to
implement the copy protection as the chain.
You can own the best lock that money can buy,
but that lock is useless if the chain is weak.
lrtroducing HLCrypt, a major breakthrough
in copy protection. HLCrypt is not just a shell
or simple conditional response checker. Using
our proprietary Patcher Technology, HLCrypt
encrypts and binds the application to your
Hardlockrm device. HLCrypt features many
protection modules that secure the application
against piracy, reverse engineering, and
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analysts recommend encryption if there's
athreat of having your data captured electronically.
Securing Unix
Securing aUnix-based system can be a
greater challenge than securing aconven-

tional microcomputer system, according
to Mike Ressler, technical staff member
at Bellcore Laboratories ( Morristown, NJ),
aresearch facility funded by the regional
Bell companies. Ressler sees three problems with Unix security. First, Unix is customarily used in open or semiopen net-

New World Orders

T

he National Institute of Standards and Technology (Gaithersburg, MD) is developing anew
set of computer-security standards to replace the decades-old U.S.
Department of Defense Orange Book
specifications. Gene Troy, of NIST's
computersecurity division, oversees
the project.
According to Troy, the project came
into being because "the world has become too small and interconnected, so
people have to be able to trust that interconnectedness and not get
killed." With security concerns switching from the political arena to that of industry, business and government '‘
recognized aneed for aworkable commercial computersecurity standard. The Orange .
Book was really only for the mil- ==--—
itary and did not fit the commercial
world of nonclassified data. "We need
to quit fooling around and set an international standard that can be safely
used around the world," says Troy.
The criteria outlined by NIST, says
Troy, "takes conscious note of work
done elsewhere in the world. The Europeans and Canadians have quite
good ideas, and Canada has evolved
even beyond the Europeans." In fact,
the principal author of the Canadian
Trusted Computer Product Evaluation
Criteria was amember of NIST' scriteria working group.
To give the new standard flexibility, NIST borrowed an idea from the
Europeans: The U.S. criteria separate
functional requirements ( i.e., what a
trusted system is supposed to do) from
assurance requirements (i.e., how to
determine that it does what it is supposed to do). The European security
standard F2/E2, the functional equivalent of the Orange Book C2 security
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specification, already separates features and functions from evaluation.
"They took apart our C2," says Troy,
"and made it better on both axes, particularly the evaluation part."
The basic U.S. security specification describes how an operating system
is supposed to work, how to determine
if it can be trusted, and what the rationale is for its use (i.e., what environment alevel of security is expected
to be used in, what threats it's expected to encounter, and what policies
should be enacted with it).
These clusters of security
characteristics are called protection profiles.
Next NIST borrowed the
Canadian idea of using security building blocks to specify gradations of security for
different technical areas. This
provides standards that new computer products can be evaluated with.
Similarly, in the area of assurance, the
U.S. security criteria specify degrees
of testing and documentation complexity.
Embedded in the U.S. criteria is the
MSR (minimum security requirement)
for multiuser operating systems, such
as Unix. MSR is the basis of the only
MST protection profile defined so far:
the commercial security protection
profile. Mike Ressler, amember of the
technical staff at Bellcore Laboratories, says that while MSR has had a
strong influence on Posix, an operating
system could still meet Posix standards
and not be secure.
MSR has been adopted by the Japanese Ministry of International Trade
and Industry and by the European
Computer Manufacturer's Association. With the federal criteria, Troy
says, "We can really have multinational criteria for atrusted system."

worked environments with remote, dialin access capabilities.
Second, there are no Unix standards for
access-control lists, applications auditing,
or user privilege levels. To help remedy
this, the Posix committee is developing
audit interfaces that will standardize the
way applications fit into audit trails.
Finally, so many people know Unix so
well that its weaknesses are easy for the
less scrupulous to exploit. Barbara Fraser
of the Computer Emergency Response
Team at Carnegie Mellon University (Pittsburgh, PA) lists intruders' ability to exploit known weaknesses of Unix among
the top five problems CERT handled in
1992.
One way of making your Unix-based
network more secure is by instituting mandatory access control enforced by Unix.
You classify information so that every file
has asecurity level and every user has asecurity clearance. System users can't change
their security clearances or afile's security
level.
Another way of making Unix more secure is by breaking down the power of
the Unix root, atechnique mapped out in
the MSR (minimum security requirement)
for multiuser operating systems being developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology ( see the text box
"New World Orders" on the right). Unix
file systems are organized in an inverted
tree format: The root directory is at the
top. This directory is under the control of
the Unix system administrator. A secure
version of Unix would restrict access to
the 20 or 30 privileges associated with the
root. "Not everyone needs all 30 functions," says Ressler. Partial root privileges
would be granted to users according to
their needs.
Information labels, aconcept originating
in the U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency,
have also been considered as ameans of
making multiuser operating systems such
as Unix more secure. A label for every file
appears at the top of the workstation
screen, indicating each file's security status. Such labels are governed directly by
Unix and cannot be removed by users.
To improve Unix security now, you can
enforce the use of passwords that can't be
easily broken and have your system automatically prompt users to change their
passwords every few weeks. If you're
linked to the Internet, you should adopt
such organizational policies as no ftp use,
particularly no anonymous ftp use (
ftp
is anetwork file transfer program used extensively on the Internet; anonymous ftp
lets you access directories on aremote
computer and copy files to your computer
anonymously). Going one step further, you

It could be worse.
We might've stored our
data on something else.

Verbatim - tapes, optical and floppy disks. Your best defense against data loss

Circle 146 on Inquiry Card.
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might be reluctant to use it after such a
leak.
You must continually remind your system users of their fiduciary responsibiliPhilosophical Quandaries
ties, counsels Jon Kaplan, director of seOnce you've overcome the pragmatic, mecurity-products development at Fischer
chanical difficulties of securing your disInternational Systems (Naples, FL), asetributed client/server system, you will have
curity-products manufacturer.The very esto resolve anumber of cultural, ethical,
sence of your organization is at risk, if
and philosophical issues. Your biggest
data is jeopardized by security lapses, forproblem can be convincing your workstamats are altered, or configurations are
tion users that there is asecurity problem.
changed.
"People think, ' Why would anyone bothEthical issues also arise when you eser me?" says Chuck Cole, computer setablish security policies. You will have
curity manager at Lawrence Livermore
to make trade-offs between security and
Laboratory (Livermore, CA). But to an inprivacy. "Monitoring keyboards is an exdustrial spy, "simply understanding what
cellent way of ensuring security," notes
you're doing and how you're doing it can
Rand's Ware, "but it's also agood way to
be valuable information."
provoke civil-liberties concerns about priComplicating attempts to convince users
vacy."
of the need for strict security is that noIf you don't want to monitor keyboards,
body really knows how much money is
you can install network monitors to inlost because of security breaches each year.
spect traffic down to the character level.
All that pundits agree on is that asignifiLooking at traffic patterns and seeing where
cant amount of money is lost every year.
things originate, especially beyond their
The National Computer Security Associmost recent source point, improves secuation (Carlisle, PA) estimates annual lossrity, particularly if you see messages sent
es at from $80 million to $ 150 million,
from places you've never heard of. Atand USA Research (Portland, OR) believes
the figure for 1991 topped more than $ 1 tempting to do this, however, is ajudgment call. In the U.S., the legality of such
billion. When contacted, the FBI refused to
practices has not been established yet.
make public any specific dollar amounts,
confirming only that it has speculative figFirst Steps Are Critical
ures.
Your first steps toward implementing an
Introducing mainframe-type security
enterprise-wide security policy are critimeasures into your Unix-based distributed
cal. Begin by finding answers to such quescomputing environment can cause acultions as who can do what on your system?
tural clash. " With Unix culture, it's often
the case that security comes second, and
What is the nature of your data? For what
getting the job done comes first," says
purpose is your data used? How much
money would your company lose if your
Soltech Solutions' Brewer. " Where with
data were exposed?
the mainframe mind-set, the job gets done
"Look at your data," says Fischer Inas long as security doesn't get comproternational's Kaplan. "How would it jeopmised."
ardize your project, organization, or corPersonal computer users can present
poration" if that data's confidentiality were
even more headaches. Dain Gary, manager of Carnegie Mellon's CERT, points out
breached?
You might find it difficult to classify
that many of these people are not as well
your information. Further, your company
trained in security issues as Unix users.
may never have undertaken such an exLawrence Livermore's Cole adds that the
pensive project like this before. "It's hard
prevailing philosophy among computer
users favors open communications for non- to rationalize the expense in the corporate
world," says Carnegie Mellon's Gary.
sensitive data.
"The process isn't trivial."
To convey the necessity of securing your
Towers Perrin's Rife says there is apadistributed computing system, you must
rabola with security. "After acertain point,
constantly preach the virtues of due care
you can spend 50 percent more money and
and due diligence. Remind your users of
the potential liabilities of lax security. " Peoget 1percent more security. If you're going to spend that much money to protect
ple have to think about what their data im[your data], then someone else may find it
plies," says Towers Perrin's Rife. For exworthwhile to break in."
ample, what would happen if security were
Management may not be in favor of secompromised at ahospital and confidential
curity. "It's inconvenient, ahassle to adinformation about apatient with AIDS was
minister, and they think, ' Let's risk it,'"
made public. Not only might the patient
says Rand's Ware.
sue over the loss of privacy, but the hosOddly enough, with all the concern
pital could lose business because people

can give your Unix installation only one
connection to the outside world.
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Almo Corporation

800-321-2566

Bell Microproducts

800-995-1999

Cal-Abco

800-669-2226
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800-844-7620
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800-322-2222

GBC

800-229-2296

Hall- Mark

800-927-3454

Ingram Micro

800-456-8000

Iaco Electronics

800-350-2821

Merisel

800-637-4735

Milgray

800-645-4729

Mini Micro Supply

800-275-6427

Moore Company

800-828-2300

PC Distributing

800-323-6910

Peripheral Technology Grp

800-875-0068

Pioneer Technologies

800-492-4692

TDI

800-333-4834

Tech Data

800-237-8931

Vitek

800-366-6655

Wyle Labs

800-289-9953
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3.5-I
NCH GIGABYTE DISK DRIVE
WITH AN AT/
IDE I
NTERFACE

Easy Upgrade
Now it's easy to upgrade
your PC to handle today's
capacity hungry applications with a3.5- inch
IDE disk drive

Super Fast Performance
10 ms Average Seek &
5.56 ms Average Latency —
There's no faster IDE drive

51 2K Buffer
with multi-segmented,
Read-Ahead Cache
permits multiple seeks
to be serviced from the
buffer without the
delay of mechanical
seeks and latency

Super-Capacity's'
Get 560 megabytes
of formatted storage,
or even agigabyte,
without the need to
change interface or use
up aSCSI slot

Fast Command
Processing
cuts command
processing time
to as low as
180 microseconds
for increasec throughput

Plug-And- Play
The 2.00 Series uses
the Industry Standard
Command Set for
easy drive installation

Get the benefits of Super-Capacity with aMicropolis 2100 Series IDE Drive.
Call for the name of your nearest distributor: 1,
48
MODEL
CAPACITY
NUMBER (Formatted)

AVERAGE
LATENCY

AVERAGE
SEEK

TRANSFER
RATE (MB/s)

5-YEAR
WARRANTY

2105 A

560 MB

5.56 ms

10 ms

5max

Yes

2112 A

1,050 MB

5.56 ms

10 ms

5max

Yes

For complete warranty details see your Authorized Micropolis lYstributor.
Circle 105 on Inquiry Card.
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HOW YOUR SECURITY CAN BE COMPROMISED
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Integrand's unique packaging design uses
modular construction. We have 3basic
models for 1SA/EISA bus computers. Over
90 interchangable modules allow you to

•Auto- locking absent
•Modems poorly managed
•Outside attacks; eavesdroppers
•Too many unsecured connections

LIJ

•Transmitted files not encrypted
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Note Atiefig
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•Flawed data/equipment backups
•Inadequate file- access controls
•No audit controls
•No antivirus procedures
•Too much power in Unix root

Figure 2: Security weaknesses include connections to the outside world, lack of a
security ethic, poor security management, human folly, and shoddy system control.
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about security, experts cannot agree on
where the greatest threats to your data
come from. Most agree that the threat from
viruses has been given too much media
attention, yet pundits still advise you to
use virus-protection programs and caution
against downloading files from BBSes (see
"Stealth Virus Attacks" on page 137).
RadioMail's Goodfellow advocates that
you put 90 percent of your security resources into defending your system's
perimeter. In other words, protect your
system where it meets the outside world—
the equivalent of don't leave your keys in
the car and always be sure to use your
dead-bolt lock (see figure 2).

Ware disagrees, saying that "the temptation is to think there are going to be
jazzy, sophisticated attacks" by foreign
secret agents. More likely, in Ware's opinion, one of your clerks will make amistake
entering financial data, realize your system didn't catch it, and figure out away to
turn that mistake into personal gain.
Paulina Borsook is afreelance writer
based in San Francisco, CalifOrnia. She
was formerly the West Coast editor for
McGraw-Hill's Data Communications
maga:ine. You can contact her on BIX c/o
"editors" or on the Internet at loris well
.sfca.us.
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SHOULD ENCRYPTION
BE REGULATED?
Politics, not technology, may hamstring the use of data encryption in the U.S.

BY PETER WAYNER

T

he best of today's computerized encryption systems are virtually impossible to break. This is great news
if you're worried about the security
of your sensitive files. But U.S. law enforcement agencies want to limit or ban
the use of encryption, because they claim
it hampers their ability to prevent and prosecute crime. The debate on this issue has
gone to extr 'mes, with proposals ranging
from atotal t. 1on cryptographic systems
to the unres' it Iuse of encryption.
It's prem tu, to say how this controversy will play itself out. But for the first
time, po. ical constraints rather than technological miers may limit the way you
use your computer.
Regulate
Law enforcement agencies argue that criminals/can hide the rbusiness records or
communications um authorities by using encryption. 1. the police cannot decrypt asuspect's secret documents, they
may not be able to get enough evidence
to convict adangerous criminal.
For example, the police in Sacramento,
California, interrogated aperson suspected of involvement in child pornography.
The suspect maintained anumber of large
encrypted files that the police believed
contained illegal images. The suspect refused to hand over the decryption key,
hampering the police's ability to resolve
the case. At the time of this writing, the
case was still pending.
Congress took adifferent tack when it
considered the Omnibus Crime Act of 1991.
Embedded in the legislation was aclause
mandating that all communications systems be designed so that system operators
could provide adecoded version of any
ILLUSTRATION: ROB COLVIN C 1993
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Encryption Systems

T

he best-known and oldest form
of encryption are private key systems, which use an encryption
key (usually anumber) to conceal data with aset of mathematical
transformations. The cryptograms in
your local newspaper are simple examples of this technique: The keys consist of apattern for replacing each letter with another.
The most secure private key system
is the one-time pad, which consists of
an encryption key as long as the message— one key byte is used to encrypt
each byte of the file, often using the
XOR operation. The system is impossible to break, because any n-byte file
can be encrypted into another n-byte
file. The technique can be unwieldy,
however, because the large keys must
be transmitted securely between the
parties.
DES (Data Encryption Standard) is
one of the more sophisticated modern
private key systems. It encrypts data by
mixing in key bits and alternating simple, nonlinear permutations. The U.S.
government classified the design details of the nonlinear permutations, and
cryptographers speculated that the government had hidden atrapdoor in the
system. Recent efforts by Eli Biham

encrypted material to the police whenever
necessary. Although this clause was eventually deleted from the bill, its spirit lives
in arecent FBI proposal that all new telecommunications systems be designed so
that the bureau can tap any conversation in
real time.
Another proposal, championed by Dorothy Denning, acomputer science professor at Georgetown University (Washington, DC), would require you to register
your decryption key with the government.
Encryption wouldn't be illegal; you would
just need to tell agovernment agency how
to decode your messages. In her proposal,
Denning says that " technology has been
drifting in adirection that could shift the
balance away from effective law enforcement and intelligence gathering toward
absolute individual privacy and corporate
security. The consequences of doing so
would pose aserious threat to society."
130 BYTE • MAY1993

and Adi Shamir of Technion, auniversity in Israel, to prove the existence of a
trapdoor were inconclusive. RC-4, a
proprietary encryption system produced
by RSA Data Security (Redwood City,
CA), is similar in design to DES.
One variant of the private key systems is cryptographically secure hash
functions—essentially, checksums that
cannot be forged. The functions take
an arbitrarily long file and reduce it to
anumber, making it impossible for
someone to tamper with the file without
changing the number. Hash functions
are also able to withstand attempts to recreate afile that might
generate the number.
The technique effectively guards against viruses and document tampering.
In the late 1970s, public key systems emerged
that used two keys. The
first key is made public
by being published. The
second is kept private.
Data encrypted using one of the keys
can be decrypted only by the other
key.
A modern address book would include the public keys in machine-read-

Don't Regulate
The arguments against regulation of cryptography are equally compelling. Information is one of the most vital economic
commodities, and encryption is the best
way to protect it.
For example, the April 10, 1992, issue
of New York magazine reported that criminals in New York City scan cordless and
cellular telephone traffic looking for people using bank-by-phone services. When
you enter your PIN (personal identificaÉon number) to authorize amoney transfer,
the eavesdropping criminals get your account number and authorization code—
everything they need to take your money.
And last year, the CIA expressed concern
over the protection of American industrial secrets. Encryption is anatural solution
to prevent both sorts of crime.
A ban on cryptography will only prevent criminals from purchasing commer-

able form for all correspondents. You
could send mail to them sealed in an
unreadable form. When the mail arrived, the recipients would use their
private key to decrypt the mail.
The best-known public key system,
and one of the few that remains unbroken after intense public scrutiny, is
RSA Data Security's RSA. The system's algorithms are well known and
described in many textbooks— such
as Bruce Schneier's Applied Cryptography: Protocols, Algorithms and
Source Code in C C++ (
John Wiley
& Sons, forthcoming). However, they
are also patented, and
RSA charges licensing
fees for their use. RSA
does offer aversion for
noncommercial purposes free of charge.
You can use public
key systems to create
digital signatures by encrypting ablock of text
with the private key.
Anyone can use the public key to decrypt the message, which
might be acryptographically secure
hash function of alarge file, but no one
can create such afile without knowing
the private key.

cial encryption programs off the shelf.‘"If
encryption is outlawed, only outlaws' will
have encryption," says John Gilmore, a
founding member of the Electronic Frontier
Foundation ( Washington, DC), acitizen
group campaigning for free-speech rights
for electronic communicators.
Meeting in the Middle
Weak encryption is amiddle course that
may satisfy both end users and law enforcement officials. It involves amathematical compromise that uses encryption
algorithms assumed to be strong enough to
resist attack by the average eavesdropper
but weak enough to yield to tough police
probes (see the text box "Encryption Systems" above).
For example, the proposed cellular telephone encryption system IS-54b reportedly uses arepeating key of 260 bits that
scrambles the digital phone system's bit

ZyIMAGE

"Finally, an imaging system that includes
the most important part of adocument-

the words."
"We've been in the imaging business for over three years... which is a
long time in this industry.

We have looked at every imaging system
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proven

technology

of
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WordScan OCR and ZyINDEX
Full- text retrieval... the best of
both worlds... in a sophisticated
imaging system."
By incorporating OCR with Full-text retrieval in a
sophisticated imaging system, ZyIMAGE's content
based retrieval technology gives you aquick, precise and natural way to access information; just enter
words or phrases. You can search the entire body of a
document. With ZyIMAGE, every word is akeyword.
In addition to OCR and Full-text retrieval, ZyIMAGE

e
Dr. Gary Kramer, President
Speedscan - Skokie, Illinois
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stream, rendering it meaningless to eavesdroppers. But avoice call encrypted with
such an algorithm can be broken by taking
adjacent blocks of bits and correlating them
with each other. Digitized voice conversations have astrong enough pattern to
make attacking them relatively simple,
though.
Requiring shorter keys is another technique of weakening encryption software.
For instance, RC-4, aproprietary algorithm licensed by RSA Data Security (Redwood City, CA), is regularly exported with
keys no longer than 40 bits. The shorter
length reduces the number of possible keys
to 240 ,making it feasible to test all of them
with alarge multiprocessor machine.
But the problem with these approaches
is that they are almost invitations to commit crime. If the cellular phone standard or
40-bit RC-4becomes widely used and trusted to protect people's credit card numbers
or other private matters, it could be a
tempting target for disciplined criminals to
exploit.
Micali's Solution
Silvio Micali, aprofessor of computer science at MIT (Cambridge, MA), offers an-

other compromise, calling for the creation
of fair crypto systems. Such systems allow auser to encrypt messages and agovernment agency to decrypt them if it has
the cooperation of several other governmental branches.
Fair crypto systems use algorithms that
require you to break your decryption key
into anumber of parts and to give each
part to adifferent trustee. The key can be
reconstructed only if all trustees agree to
assemble their parts of the decryption key.
The important technical advance of the

Regulate Encryption
• Criminals use encryption.
• Police are stymied by encryption,
and criminals avoid prosecution.
Don't Regulate Encryption
• Vital business data is protected by
encryption.
• Criminals are stymied by
encryption, and crime is prevented.

system is that it allows each trustee to make
sure he or she is not being cheated before
reconstructing the key.
Micali's system is based on the DiffieHellman key exchange protocol, which
was developed by Whitfield Diffie and
Martin Hellman in the 1970s. The foundation of this system is the discrete-log
trapdoor function, which is easy to compute but difficult to break (see the text box
"How the Trapdoor Works" on page 134).
The trapdoor function generates the keys
for the trustees.
Micali's system provides everyone with
secure encryption without shutting out law
enforcement officials armed with court orders, but it imposes alot of record keeping
and depends on honest trustees. Although
Micali's system is more secure than the
weak versions of RC-4, it still offers a
plump target for crooks. If everyone uses
and trusts this system with monetary transactions, the reward for cracking the discrete-log problem will not be just academic acclaim. Bill Spemow, from Search
(Sacramento, CA), anonprofit company
funded by the Department of Justice to
help police departments tackle computer
crime, is skeptical of the proposal. "The

WHY OUR I
NTELLIGENT MODEMS
ARE AWISE I
NVESTMENT
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government," he says, "has not historically shown the ability to keep secrets of this
magnitude."

Masking Microdots
A ban on encryption will not stop secret
communication. There are too many ways
to hide bits in the billions of terabytes of
data flowing throughout the world.
One trick is to hide information in the
least-significant bits of adigitized photograph, movie, or audio signal. For example, the Kodak Photo CD format's maximum resolution is 2048 by 3072 pixels,
with each pixel containing 24 bits of RGB
information. The least-significant bit of
each of the 24 bits representing the red,
green, and blue intensity of each pixel can
be changed easily without greatly affecting
the quality of the image. You can hide a
2.3-MB message in adigital snapshot (see
figure 1).
But hidden bits in photographs can be
lost if the picture is compressed using a
lossy technique (e.g., JPEG, the Joint Photographic Experts Group algorithm), which
does not reconstruct the image to its original state. Also, hidden information is detectable, to some extent, by measuring the

With the ZyXEL U-Series
modems, you're sure to save.
Time. Effort. Money.
The savings begin with
the U-Series' ultra-high speed16.8Kbps data, 14.4Kbps fax (send and receive).
And our new PLUS Series runs at 19.2Kbps.
But what keeps you saving are the U-Series'
intelligent features—features that save you effort
and ensure reliable communications.
Like Fast Retrain with Auto Fall-Forward!
Fall-Back, which adapts to unstable line
conditions. And multi-level security features—
Call-Back Security and Password Protection. You
can even answer calls selectively with Caller ID.
Want to save by having one phone line
do the work of three? Get the U-Series.
It adds Digitized Voice Capability with
Speech Compression to its fax and

Figure 1: You can stash a2.3-MB message in adigitized photo's least-significant
him II ithout greatly affecting the image's quality. The enlargements show
the uune group of pixels before and after excerpts from the Magna charm were
hidden in the picture.

amount of compression attained by a
lossless compression scheme, such as runlength encoding. A normal digitized photograph can have many adjacent pixels

with the same values, which arun- length
compression scheme would reduce to a
single value. However, adigitized photograph bearing asecret message has many

data capability. With Distinctive Ring and Auto
free ZFAX
Data/Fax/Voice Detection* for intelligent access
software and a
to all three.
5-year warranty.
Which means now
ese
And now there's aCellular Option for our
PLUS Series.
is the perfect time for smart people to save—by
Everyone can save with the U-Series mogetting the ZyXEL U-Series modems.
dems. Because they're smart enough to work
To start your wise investment, just call today
in all environments—including DOS -,
for the name of your nearest ZyXEL dealer.
Windows®, OS/2®, Macintosh®, NeXT®,
(800) 255-4101
UNIX®, and Amiga"-and with async/sync
systems. The U-Series modems support
V.32bis/V.32, as well as industry-standard data
compression and error correction protocols.
But in case you believe all this intelligence is expensive ... relax.
The U-Series are the lowestpriced, high-performance
modems around. And
they come with

ZyXEL

The Intelligent Modem

4920 E. La Palma Avenue, Anaheim, CA 92807. (714)693-0808 BBS: (
714)693-0762 FAX(714) 693-8811
*Available April 1993.
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Encrypted message:
Key #1

5

2 17

12

3 4

7 11

12

Secret message:

P

LUTONIUM

3 18 19

4

3

READY

Encrypted message:
Key #2

18

6 23

3

3

6 15 12 20

Benign message:

CHOCOLATE

14

5 15

7

8

GREAT

Figure 2: Each number in aone-time encryption key shifts amatching letter in your
message by nletters in the alphabet. You can build two different decryption keys:
one for friends and one for busybodies.
variations in the least-significant bits, preventing run- length encoding and dictionary schemes from succeeding. For this
reason, you'd rather have aphotograph of
acne-scarred aliens covered with multitextured slime than aphotograph of innocent-looking children with starched white
clothes to use for embedding your secret
message.
Another solution, called mimic functions, works within the domain of words.
It uses aprecise grammar to describe a
type of conversation. The grammar is a
rule-based system defining how words,
phrases, and sentences are combined. A
simple grammar for asentence might require anoun, verb, and direct object and
provide alist of acceptable words for each
category. Rules for noun-verb agreement
can also be built into the grammar. Adventure games such as Zork require commands to fit into this format so they can be
parsed.
Grammars are also popular as poetry
generators (e.g., Eliza and Racter). They
use arandom-number generator to choose
between the acceptable uses of nouns and
verbs. Secret messages can be hidden by replacing the random-number generator in
the poetry generator with the bits of the secret message. Later, the secret information
can be recovered by parsing the strings.
A third trick lets you foil any key-registration requirements by using aone-time
pad that consists of akey the same length
as the message. This technique derives its
name from pads of paper: The pages on
this pad have random number sequences
printed on them. Each page is akey and is
used only once.
A simple implementation of this scheme
uses each number, n, in the key to shift
the matching letter in the message by n
letters of the alphabet. A 3would convert
an A to aD. Thus, you can create two keys:
One key converts the encrypted message
134 BYTE • MAY 1993

into the real message, and the other converts the message into abenign one (see
figure 2). Criminals can simply forward
the benign key to the authorities and pass
the key to the real message to their associates.
Storm's Eye Overhead
The debate has subsided for the time being.
No legislation regulating data-encryption

technology is pending in Congress, and
no high-profile court cases dealing with
the issue are in progress. The FBI continues to campaign quietly for telecommunications systems that can be wiretapped
by the government. And organizations like
the Electronic Frontier Foundation continue to watch for government interference with what they perceive as your right
to encrypt data.
The biggest danger is that the government will fail to resolve the tension between computer users and law enforcement
officials. The Clinton administration is
sympathetic to the problems faced by the
computer industry as aresult of the export
restrictions on encryption software. However, any related legislation, such as the
proposed nationwide data superhighway,
is atarget for antiencryption amendments.
The only sure thing is that the outcome will
not please everyone.
Peter Wayner is aBYTE consulting editor based in Baltimore, Maryland. He consults and writes on encryption and security
matters. You can contact him on BIX as
"pwayner" or on the Internet at pcw@acess
.digex.com.
>

How the Trapdoor Works

M

IT professor Silvio Micali's
encryption solution uses adiscrete-log trapdoor function to
generate aset of encryption
keys that are difficult to break. It works
like this: If pis aprime number and g
is aspecial element less than p(
agenerator, in algebraic parlance), the discrete log of anumber nis the value a,
such that g° mod p is equal to n.
Say that two users, Bob and Ray,
agree on asecret key by separately
picking secret numbers, S and S'and
.
Y
exchanging the results of gs'mod p
and gs,'
mod p. An eavesdropper cannot
determine Bob's and Ray's numbers
'by overhearing the results of the computations. Bob computes (
gs'mod p)4
mod pand Ray fmds the result of (
gs"
mod p)' mod p. These are equal, but
anyone listening in cannot fmd the solution because they don't know the secret numbers. The shared secret number can be used as the encryption key
with any normal cipher system to send

large blocks of data.
In Micali's fair crypto system, you
have five integers, si,s2, s,„ and s„
less than p. Your private Diffie-Heliman key is the result of
sii-5+s 3+s 4+s 5 mod p. You register
the five integers with five trustees by
sending each trustee one of the five
integers. S„,, the secret key that you use
in your communications, can be reconstructed only if all the trustees' integers are added up. The trustees then
forward the result of g' mod p to the
central key manager but keep to themselves the value of their own integers.
The central key manager computes
the product of g' mod p, which is equal
to gs"mod p, and lists it in an electronic telephone book for people to
use when they want to establish asecure link with someone else. You cannot cheat the system and register afake
key, because your listed key is determined solely by the information provided to the five trustees.
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STEALTH VIRUS
ATTACKS
Anew breed of computer virus uses stealth to invade your networked computers

JOHN DEHAVEN

I

once helped investigate asoftware time
bomb that had been planted in the accounting system of alarge corporation.
Months before certain employees left
the company (and the country), they planted abomb programmed to produce afake
invoice that was due and payable. The bill
had all the authorizations necessary to satisfy the accounts-payable system, and it
was for an amount that didn't require authorization. On the appointed day, the
firm's computer automatically transferred
the money to abogus vendor's account in
aSwiss bank. The perpetrators withdrew
the cash from the bank, left Switzerland,
and are still at large. In an international
case like this, the legal issues are thorny.
When did the crime happen? Where did
it happen? In what jurisdiction will you
prosecute?
Until now, though, media attention has
focused on public domain viruses. These
almost never have aspecific target, even
though some of them carry destructive
bombs. But public domain viruses are not
the most serious security threat to computer systems and data. Networked computers are threatened by anew type of
computer virus: self-replicating, autonomous software that quietly cruises through
anetwork and attacks atargeted computer, often for profit.
The new attack software doesn't have to
be introduced directly into an organization's machines. The software packing the
payload can be handed out in apublic forum, perhaps attached to autility passed
out at ausers-group meeting. Spreading
quietly through the computing community, it eventually reaches its target. This is
sometimes referred to as acruise virus,
drawing on the analogy of acruise missile.
continued
ILLUSTRATION: ROB COLVIN 0 1993
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Commonsense Guide to Security
Like its biological namesake. the computer virus has survived numerous attempts to eradicate and prevent it. More than a
thousand viruses and variants have been identified, the majority of which are targeted at PCs. However, no computer is
completely safe. Here are anumber of minimal precautions that you should keep in mind as you develop the security plans for
your networked computers.

EIM

Do this

Reason

Have aclean
writeprotected
boot disk.

Invaluable for troubleshooting; provides apoint
of reference for any computer; when troubleshooting apossible virus attack, you know that
no virus is active after you reboot with aclean
copy of the operating system.

Never keep the
only copy of
indispensable data
in acomputer.

Multiple copies of important data answer the
question. " How fast can you get back up
and running after adisaster?"

Back up data and
programs separately.

Data changes frequently, but programs change
infrequently (except in development
environments); control copies minimize the
spread of attack software.

Make sure only the
system administrator
installs new
software.

The administrator is atrusted employee; promotes
version control; eliminates most human
variables should something go wrong with the
new software.

Evaluate all software
on quarantined
machines.

Lets you check for viruses away from everything
else; lets you check for proper behavior before
installing new software networkwide.

Viruses provide ncarly perfect anonymity to an intruder. The origin of almost all
viruses is unknown. For example, if Robert
Morris had not admitted his complicity in
the infamous Internet worm incident, he
might not have been prosecuted successfully.
Using attack software, thieves steal financial records and other valuable information. Disgruntled employees broadcast
private correspondences for all to see. And
others sabotage systems.
Anatomy of an Attack
Attack software differs from virus programs in that it is an autonomous process,
not dependent on other processes for its
existence. Like every virus, it infects other programs and carries adestructive pay138 BYTE • MAY 1993

load. Attack software comes in various
forms. Trojan horses are seemingly benign programs that have destructive instructions (e.g., to reformat the hard disk)
hidden within them. Worms are virus-like

The Cruise Virus
• attacks for profit
• exploits anetwork's weakest
link—you
• attacks through the public domain
• waits to reach its target
• reports successful penetration
• delivers payload

programs that can spread throughout anetwork by exploiting weaknesses in the network software.
Intruders exploit the evolving network
environment by targeting its two weakest
links— the attached computer and you. In
principle, any software can be made to run
on acomputer attached to anetwork. To
penetrate asystem's defenses, an intruder
needs only to infect one user's computer
(see the text box "Commonsense Guide
to Security" above).
Another type of attack software captures user-access passwords or high-level privileges. The intruder substitutes a
look-alike log-in screen for the real one,
perhaps by emulating the communications
software or by gaining control of one of
the network's connections. As users log

Safe Memory Management
Keeps Your System
Running Smoothly.
What's more annoying than losing work on
your PC? Acrash or 'hang' destroys everything you‘re done since the last time you
saved. That work is lost forever.
Two major causes of crashes are memory
conflicts and running out of memory To
avoid these problems, many users sacrifice
productivity-enhancing TSRs or useful
network utilities. And that's unfortunate,
because the right memory management lets
you have it all—sa fetv and performance.

Have Your Coke
and Eat it, Too.
QEMM-386 version 6lets you run your
favorite programs and TSRs without fear of
'out of memory' problems or conflicts. It
provides the maximum memory right where
your programs need it.
The more memory you have, the more
reliability you get. No other memory manager
measures up to QEMM's performance.
PC Week
Ratings
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PC Week carefully compared them aI
and rated
QEMM-386 v6 the best memory manager.

Maximum
Conventional
Memory Gain
(default)

QEMM. The Memory Manager
Millions Rely on Every Day.
Considering its unsurpassed performance
and the safety it adds to your system, it's no
wonder that
millions of PC
owners use QEMM.
04.
And it should be no rr-1
surprise that 'gurus'
and MIS managers 6si
consistently vote
tiMi
riM 13
1
uM
ii
QEMM-386 the top
memory manager
in poll after poll,
QEMM has won more
gaeenurgm

This is what QEMM-386 does for atypical PC. It
reorganizes memory to produce greater speed and safety.

Nobody Knows Memory
Like We Know Memory.
That's not bragging, just fact. As recently as
two years ago, DOS ignored the importance
of maximizing conventional memory At that
time, our QEMM-386 v5 provided up to
128K more usable memory QEMM became
avirtual necessity for 'power users'
Today, our latest QEMM-386 version 6
surpasses even that achievement. Thanks to
our new, smart 'stealth' technology, it finds as
much as %Kmore high memory than other
memory managers. And speaking of other
memory managers, not one has yet been able
to match our performance. Instead, some
have slashed prices or started nasty rumors
just because they couldn't reliably deliver the
same results. These tactics must not work,
since we outsell all the others put together.

year after year.

recognition than all other
memory managers combined.

Protect Your Productivity;
Keep Your Work Safe.
Any task, from programming to writing the
company business plan to composing a
personal lettet takes time and thought. Your
PC is supposed to make that process easier;
your output better. When
you can't run your favorite
grammar-checking TSR or
i
have to get by without a
vital network utility you're
QEMM comes with
sacrificing productivity
Manifest, the
award-winning
Whether you're
memory analyzer
running MS-DOS, IBM'
that helps you
PC-DOS, DR DOS or
avoid memory
conflicts.
MS Windows, don't
sacrifice; don't compromise; don't risk losing
work. QEMM-386 version 6is the most
powerful, flexible memory manager you can
buy. Period.

1
. iii.:.
.....,..,
1

Quarterdeck Office Systems, 150 Pico Boulevard, Santa Monica, CA 90405 (310) 392-9851 Fax (310) 314-4219
Quarterdeck International Ltd., B.I.M. House, Crofton Terrace, Dun Laoghaire Co. Dublin, Ireland Tel.(353) (1) 284-1444 Fax: (353) (1) 284-4380

Circle 129 on Inquiry Card.

01993 Quarterdeck M.51/51011% Trademark, are property .9film !verily', owner .

STEALTH VIRUS ATTACKS

HOW A CRUISE VIRUS WORKS

A cruise virus accesses avector machine through auser who innocently carries the
virus and passes it on to others. The virus spreads across the system until the target
is found. The payload can then be delivered.
in, the attack software secretly records everyone's name and password. This information is stored or forwarded to the intruder, who can then enter the system as if
he or she were an authorized user. In this
scenario, the intruder's grand prize is the
system administrator's name and password. With that information, everything—
encrypted tiles, communications, and ac140 BYTE • MAY1993

cess controls—is vulnerable to the intruder's
whims.
Asystem administrator's account information isn't needed to launch asuccessful attack on encrypted systems, however. Anyone's access information will
do. Once inside asystem, the intruder unleashes the virus, which lurks there until an
authorized individual decrypts material or

enters the access sequence; the virus then
attacks the material.
Other attacks use plaintext and trafficanalysis techniques to build lexicons of
encrypted traffic from which an intruder
can fabricate fraudulent messages and insert them in the communications channel.
The messages can have avariety of purposes. For example, an intruder can impersonate asystem administrator and fool
users into divulging secret file-access information.
Cruise Missile
When most people think of acruise virus,
they envision avirus carrying asophisticated technological payload heading off
on acomplex mission. Although this is
possible, it requires alot of work and a
high degree of inside knowledge of the
targeted system.
Instead, aminimalist attack scenario
that maximizes the anonymous nature of
the attack is more likely to happen. Such
an approach comprises four stages: launch,
penetration, report of target acquisition, and
delivery.
In the first stage of the attack, an intruder launches acruise virus into the public domain and waits for it to reach its target ( see the figure). The intruder bets that
one of the computer users at the target installation will innocently introduce the
virus into the system. If that bet fails, nothing is lost.
Penetrations of large systems are almost
always amatter of an intruder's impersonating individuals with higher and higher system privileges. In addition, intruders may impersonate trusted computers or
message sources to launch an attack.
In many systems, impersonation of a
user is just amatter of giving acomputer a
log- in identification and apassword. In a
minimalist attack, the virus has only to
capture the access sequences for the intruder. Once the intruder has that information, adirect and more complex attack
on the mainframe is unnecessary.
Given the access sequences, the intruder enters the system covertly with advanced privileges and proceeds manually
with the more sophisticated aspects of the
attack, which can be theft, fraud, espionage, sabotage, or discrediting acompany or individuals within it.
Report Access
The method avirus uses to report that
it has successfully penetrated the target
system depends on how much an intruder knows about the system. If it's an inside job, the matter is trivial; the cruise
virus can stash the results in any number
of places accessible to the intruder. An
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amazing amount of CAD power for the
low price. Features such as abuilt-in
programming language and an on-line
manual are standard. Distance,bearing,
and center-of-gravity measurements are
just afew of the advanced calculation
capabilities available. DesignCAD 2D
is not alow performance CAD system.
It's only low priced!

Who Uses DesignCAD?

Studies indicate the
average DesignCAD
purchaser is a
Fortune 1000
company with more
than 500 employees
and 100 million
dollars per year in
total sales. However,
due to the low price,
alarge number of

Typical DesignCAD 3D drawing. Courtesy Old World Graphics, Philadelphia, PA.

DesignCAD Release 6.0 added
hundreds of new features and
improvements. For this reason, our
dealers and distributors felt aprice
increase was in order. Some
complained they made more money
selling competing products. It's
always been our belief that acomputeraided-design (CAD) system shouldn't
cost more than agood word processor.
In the finest American Tradition we
said, "Aw...What the Heck. Let's see
the other guys beat our deal! Let's
keep the price low, and sell big
quantities."

DesignCAD

S

till

$

349

2D

suggested asking price

DesignCAD 2D Release 6offers an

DesignCADs are sold
to "average"
computer users for
ordinary projects.

DesignCAD gives you the power and
sophistication to complete any type of
project

What Can You Do With
DesignCAD?
Anything! Design your own home,
porch, or room addition. Landscape
your home. Create technical drawings,
do cross-stitch

space shuttle. Do all types of space
management and facilities designs.
DesignCAD eliminates the age-old
drafting board.
The uses for DesignCAD 2D are only
limited by YOUR imagination!

What

about

3D

more.

Which

Do I Buy?

In general, DesignCAD 2D is the best
choice for all drafting applications.
DesignCAD 3D is best used for
simulation; to see what something
looks like before it's built. If you have
questions about which program is best
suited to your needs contact our Sales
Department.

Do You Offer aBundle?
Yes, we offer DesignCAD-The
Professional Series. This package
combines DesignCAD 2D, DesignCAD
3D, ScanPro Raster-to-Vector
conversion software, and 6700 symbols
all in one complete package. For the
name of your nearest dealer or for
information and aFREE demo disk,
fax or call the numbers below.

needlework patterns,

i
e

American Small Business Computers, Inc.
One American Way
Pryor, OK 74361 USA

In Europe:
American Small Business Computers, Europe
102 Rue La Fontaine
75016 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4520 6540 • FAX: 331 4520 6539

Circle 65 on Inquiry Card.
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stain glass window
designs, model airplane
designs, futuristic
vehicles, or design small
thermonuclear devices
(not arecommended use).
Design real-life space
vehicles, such as the

9

We've got it! We offer DesignCAD
3D for only $499. DesignCAD 3D
offers power and features not found on
systems costing thousands of dollars

1111111,

IsrarrNCAD
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Tel: ( 918) 825-4844
Fax: ( 918) 825-6359

STEALTH VIRUS ATTACKS

ther aprescribed time or acertain
outsider has more difficulty, but
"People would rather
number of infections. It would init's not an insurmountable task.
fect no more processes than necesFor an outside intruder, any cosary.
spend money on
vert communications channel can
You would be lucky to stumble
be used to send signals, because
on this kind of program if one were
antivirus protection
even seemingly random signal seto invade your system. In fact, bequences can contain an embedded
cause of the target-specific nature
than pay for the
message to someone who knows
of such aprogram, combined with
how to read them. For example, if
its low profile, it might never come
cleanup of a virus attack."
there are rules to prevent signals
to your attention.
from being transmitted from the
system to the outside world, an inCynthia Carlson, vice president,
Professional Viruses
truder can use an alternating patUSA Research ( Portland, OR)
The difference between acruise
tern of violation/no violation of
virus and other viruses is the difthe rules like Morse code to send
ference between amateurs and promessages.
fessionals. The public-domain viruses that
mate mainframe log- in procedures that it
An attacker needs only to subvert anetarouse so much media attention are probhas just captured.
work's log- in machinery to erect areably written to serve the virus author's
porting mechanism. When built prc:Iperego.
Deliver Payload
ly, alog- in bomb responds normally to
Virus-augmented attacks such as the
Once an intruder has successfully penefailed log-in attempts but returns whatevtrated acomputer, the payload is delivcruise virus are professional. These attacks
er activity report is desired when aspeare bottom-line oriented: Accomplish the
ered. Unlike the more violent terrorist-type
cial log- in name is used. For example,
mission, and to heck with public recogniviruses, aminimal attack lays low, dissuppose an intruder tries to log in as Joe
tion. In fact, the less of it, the better.
turbing the vector and target systems as
Bozo. If this fails, the intruder knows that
little as possible. In avector machine.
the attack has not yet succeeded. Howevwhich can be any personal computer or a John DeHaven works for Bangkok Security
er, if the virus has already reached and
Associates in Thailand. You can contact
workstation attached to anetwork, the
infected the target computer, the log- in
virus might quietly remove itself after eihim on BIX do "editors."
bomb might respond with alist of legiti-

RONIDISIC
SOLID STATE

Disk and Drive
Emulators
•Proven Performance! For OEM/Military,
Embedded Systems, Diskless/High
Performance PC's, CAD/CAM, Industrial
Control, Medical, POS, LAN's, etc.
•High Capacity Models ( PCF/PCM)
•Low Cost Models ( FERO,E/2-SR/
Special OEM)
•Dual Mode Emulation Models ( PCF,
PCM/2, PCE/2)
•Autoboot Capabilities, all models
•MS DOS/DR DOS/E-Venix OS Support
•NEW! PCMCIA models (PCM,
PCM/2) and accessories
• • • CURTIS, INC.
Industry Leader in Disk and Drive
Emulation Products
418 W. County Rd. D • St. Paul, MN 55112

612/631-9512
FAX 612/631-9508
DR DOS matrademark of Digital Research. MS DOS is atradernark of Microsoft
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Circle 83 on Inquiry Card.

FIRIV LOCT" uses a combination of hardware and software to provide total system
secunty to owne -siusers of IBM PCs or
compatible computers for only $249.95. Get \. N
the sarne security now in use by major corporations and U. S. government agencies.
Features include:
• Installs easily • No passworcVhotkey req'd
•Hardware auto-verify • No I/O slot needed
• Hardware card disables floppy boot-up
• File/Directory selective • Electronic key
• Network compatible—up to 100 users/system
• Electronic bookmark • User audit trail
•Windows Tm compatible • Total security
AFFORDAB_E. EFFECTIVE, EASY-TOUSE!
Dealer inquiries welcomed. Direct all inquiries to:
INTELLIGENT SECURITY SYSTEMS, INC.
P. 0. Box 1133 • Addison, Texas 75001-1133
Phone: (214) 315-1254 or FAX: (214) 315-1597
To IFree: 1-800-237-4774
CALL NOW! _ im ted Offer! 10% off Version 2.0!
Circ le 175 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 176).
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customize. You can even retouch

ow that you're zipping
right along with Windows,

photo images right on your screen,

you don't need graphics

or scan in your own. Everything

software that will slow you down.

works in the same no-brainer way,

Thank the PC gods for Graphics

with one-click function selection

Works - for Windows, the easyto-learn, shockingly inexpensive
yet surprisingly complete package that instantly removes drab
from any and all documents.
Over 11,000 photos and clip art images are just
waiting to jump out and be used os is, or easily customized
for whatever purpose you can think of.

and help screens. So you have all
the tools you need to complement
your VVindows word processor,
spreadsheets, or presentation

One minute you're breaking open the box. The next,
you're cranking out everything from serious business
presentations to eye- popping posters.

programs. And you can start using
it the minute you open the box.

Ifyou want asimple bar graph,

It's that easy After all, Graphics

no sweat. If you want a3D bar

Works for Wmdows is designed to

graph punched up with aphoto

make your documents colorful,

or maybe aperky little illustration,

not your language.

no sweat. The point is that this
package is so simple, you actually
enjoy being creative, whether

THOU

you're doing presentations, invitations, publications, posters,
layouts, or logos.

USING

Pie charts, organizational charts, and graphs can be

as siraightforward or as wild as you need. Either way,
creating them is fast and simple.

Create your own artwork with
simple-to-use drawing tools.
Or choose from over 11,000 photo

GRAPHIC

WAGE.

and clip art images, many on
CD ROM, that you can easily

MICROGRAF

PICTURE YOURSELF SAVING

BIG MONEY.

For alimited time, any owner of aqualifying
Windows word processor or graphics software package
can upgrade to Graphics Works for only $ 129,
regularly 5295
Qualifying Packages Include: Microsoft®
Wart for Windows, WordPerfect for Windows, Lotus°
AmiPro': Microsoft ' Works for Windows, Harvard
Graphics, Lotus' Freelance Graphics 7 Aldus"
Persuasion; any Micrografx product and other similar
packages.

$119

See your local software
dealer or call Micrografic today at,
1-800-877-3040.

X®

Micrograt, Inc., 11113 Arapitho, Richardson, TX 7508112141234-1769. Microtirafk h. offices in " Foram, Paris. I.ondon, Munich. Milan, Sydney. Madoil. Clipenhagen, and Tokyo. Clopright 01993, Micnignifx,
Inc. till rs,•Ink reserved. Micrografx is aregistered trademark and Cinpliies Works is atradernalt of Miciir, &Ex, Inc. AB other pnidorts are trademarks or registered tra,lemarle of duo respective owners,

Circle 104 on Inquiry Card.

RESOURCE GUIDE

Virus Protection for Networks
As distributed systems become more prevalent, the need to keep them safe from infection by viruses becomes critical.
The following products can help you secure your Novell NetWare, Banyan Vines, Microsoft LAN Manager,
AppleShare, Unix, or other IAN.

ASET
Network support: NFS
(Solaris)
SunSoft, Inc.
(415) 960-3200
fax: ( 415) 390-9578
Circle 1146 on Inquiry Card.

FS SCANMASTER
Network support: Vines
NetPro Computing, Inc.
(800) 998-5090
(602) 998-5008
fax: ( 602) 998-5076
Circle 1152 on Inquiry Card.

CENTRAL POINT
ANTI-VIRUS FOR
NETWARE
Network support: NetWare
Central Point Software, Inc.
(800) 445-4208
(503) 690-8090
fax: ( 503) 690-8083
Circle 1147 on Inquiry Card.

LAA AGENT TOOLKIT
Network support: LAN
Manager, MS-Net,
NetWare. Vines
Saber Software Corp.
(800) 338-8754
(214) 361-8086
fax: (
214) 361-1882
Circle 1153 on Inquiry Card.

DRIVE-IN ANTIVIRUS
Network support: IBM Token
Ring, LAN Manager,
LANtastic, NetWare, TCP/IP,
3Com, Vines
SafetyNet, Inc.
(800) 851-0 188
(908) 851-0188
fax: ( 201) 467-1611
Circle 1148 on Inquiry Card.

LA NPROTECT
Network support: NetWare
Intel Corp.
(800) 874-6835
(503) 696-8080
fax: (503) 696-4633
Circle 1154 on Inquiry Cord.

EMPOWER I, EMPOWER
EMPOWER REMOTE
Network .support: AppleShare,
NetWare, TOPS
Magna
(408) 282-0900
fax: (408) 275-9147
Circle 1149 on Inquiry Cord.
FORTRESS
Network support: TCP/IP
(Unix)
Los Altos Technologies, Inc.
(8(X)) 999-8649
(415) 949-4567
fax: (415) 949-4825
Circle 1150 on Inquiry Cord.
F-PROT PROFESSIONAL
Network support: LAN
Manager, NetBIOS compatible,
NetWare, Vines
Command Software
Systems, Inc.
(800) 423-9147
(407) 575-3200
fax: ( 407) 575-3026
Circle 1151 on Inquiry Cord.
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ETSCAN
Network support: AppleShare,
AT&T StarLAN, DEC
Pathworks, LAN Manager,
NetWare, TCP/IP, Vines
McAfee Associates
(408) 988-3832
fax: ( 408) 970-9727
Circle 1155 on Inquiry Card.
NETSHIELD
Network support: NetWare
McAfee Associates
(408) 988-3832
fax: (408) 970-9727
Circle 1156 on Inquiry Card.
NETSTREAM
Network support:
AppleShare, TOPS
Personal Computer
Peripherals Corp.
(800) 622-2888
(704) 656-2076 ( same for fax)
Circle 1157 on Inquiry Card.
NORTON ANTIVIRUS
Network support: IBM Token
Ring, LAN Manager, NetWare,
OS/2, 3Com
Symantec Corp.
(800) 441-7234
(408) 253-9600
fax: (408) 446-9750
Circle 1158 on Inquiry Card.

NOVI
Network support: LAN
Manager, NetWare, Vines
Symantec Corp.
(800) 441-7234
(408) 253-9600
fax: (408) 446-9750
Circle 1159 on Inquiry Card.
PC/DACS
Network support: NetWare
Mergent International
(203) 257-4223
fax: (203) 257-4245
Circle 1160 on Inquiry Card.
PC SCANMASTER
Network support:
NetWare, Vines
NetPro Computing, Inc.
(800) 998-5090
(602) 998-5008
fax: (602) 998-5076
Circle 1161 on Inquiry Card.
QUARANTINE
Network support: LAN
Manager, NetWare, Vines
New England Research and
Design Software
(802) 387-2763 ( same for fax)
Circle 1162 on Inquiry Card.
SITELOCK
Network support: NetWare
Brightwork
Development, Inc.
(800) 552-9876
(908) 530-0440
fax: (908) 530-0622
Circle 1163 on Inquiry Card.
STOPLIGHT
Network support: IBM Token
Ring, LAN Manager,
LANtastic, NetWare, TCP/IP,
3Com, Vines
SafetyNet, Inc.
(800) 851-0188
(908) 851-0188
fax: ( 201) 467-1611
Circle 1164 on Inquiry Card.
UNTOUCHABLE
NETWORK NLM
Network support: NetWare
Fifth Generation
Systems, Inc.
(800) 873-4384
(504) 291-7221
fax: ( 504) 291-5453
Circle 1165 on Inquiry Card.

VIRUS BUSTER
Network support: DEC
Pathworks, LAN Manager,
LANtastic, NetWare, Vines
Leprechaun Software
International, Ltd.
(800) 521-8849
(404) 971-8900
fax: (404) 971-8828
Circle 1166 on Inquiry Card.
VIRUSNET
Network support: IBM Token
Ring, LAN Manager,
LANtastic, NetWare, TCP/IP,
3Com, Vines
SafetyNet, Inc.
(800) 851-0188
(908) 851-0188
fax: ( 201) 467-1611
Circle 1167 on Inquiry Cord.
VIRUS PREVENTION
PLUS
Network support: LAN
Manager, NetWare, Vines
PC Guardian
(800) 288-8126
(415) 459-0190
fax: (
415) 459-1162
Circle 1168 on Inquiry Card.
VI-SPY PROFESSIONAL
EDITION
Network support: LAN
Manager, NetWare, Vines
RG Software Systems, Inc.
(602) 423-8000
fax: (602) 423-8389
Circle 1169 on Inquiry Card.
Inclusion in the resource guide should
not be taken as aBYTE endorsement •
or recommendation. Likewise.
omission from the guide should not be
taken negatively. The information
here was believed to be accurate at
the time of writing, but BYTE cannot
be responsible for omissions, errors,
or changes that occur after
compilation.

Now you can run X from
virtually any hole in the wall.

There's really only one way to effectively run X from aphone jack--NICD's PC-Xremote Edition
of PC-Xview. It's aspecial version of our X server software for PCs, one that doesn't require LAN support. Just install it on your laptop or home personal computer and you can run X out in the country,
out of the country, or better still, in the comfort of your own home. For your very
own copy or more information, call NCD at 1-800-793-7638. For just $ 199,
we'll place the power of X right on your desktop. Wherever that may be.

Network Computing Devices, Inc.

(I)

HANDS-ON TESTING

126 P
RNTERS
Dot-matrix, laser, ink-jet, and portable printers: Lab tests
show which printer best matches your application
RICHARD FOX, ALAN JOCH, CHANDRIKA KRISHNAMURTHY, STEPHEN PLATT, AND LEONARD PRESBERO

o

ne hundred twenty-six printers. 5600 tests. 28,000 pages of output. We knew our goal of testing
every printer we could get our hands on was ambitious, but the magnitude of the project seemed
to grow day by day. However, what we learned in the end was priceless. We now know how all
the leading printers on the market compare with one another in performance, print quality,
price, features, and ease of use.
But don't look for us to tell you which is the single best printer. We're not keeping secrets; we
just don't believe asingle recommendation is useful. Instead, this Lab Report will help you choose the best
printer for you depending on the kind of printing you do. Just look to the far right, and you'll see the best printers for word processing, listings and forms, presentations, desktop publishing, spreadsheets, graphic arts, workgroups, CAD, and portable use.
Throughout the next 19 pages, we'll give details about these printers, as well as about printers that were outstanding for specialized needs within the nine application categories. Our recommendations are based on our
performance and quality test results and assessments that came from our hands-on work with each printer.
We determined our winners without bias for or against any technology, so you'll see laser printers ranked along
with dot-matrix and ink-jet printers. The exception was acategory that included only dot-matrix printers because of their ability to print multipart forms. See "How We Tested" on page 152 for details on our test
suite.

How to use this guide
To find the best printers for you, just follow the main
headings until you come to the categories for the
applications you use the most. In each category, we name
one printer " Best Overall." This is the printer we
recommend if you need one to perform avariety of jobs
important to that application. If you have special needs,
look to the other selections within each application group.
The Key to Our Summary Charts

RICE
Epson Stylus 800 •

printer to buy if you produce newsletters and want
superior print quality or if you print spreadsheets and want
the fastest printer available. In addition to the leading
printer in each category, we list several runners-up—
printers that ranked near the top in our evaluations.

A composite measurement of engine or
print-head speed and processor time.
Test scores are weighted to emphasize
those most important for each
application category.

List price for as-tested
configurations.

BEST

For example, if your budget is limited, consider printers
included under " Low Cost." Similarly, we'll tell you which

Li

$499

BYTE SPEED RATING ( PM)

BYTE QUALITY

NISH QUALITY/DRAFT QUALITY/MAC

INDEX

1.1C

25

1.14 —

Dashes indicate tests that could not be run because of aprinter's
design. For example, the Stylus doesn't support the Mac.
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A composite score from a
suite of print-quality tests;
5 represents highest quality.

CLASS
120 cps

Vendor's rating for
engine or punt-head
speed. Does not
include printer
processor time.

PHOTOGRAPHY MARK ROCKWOOD - 1993
EPSON STYLUS. PAUL AVIS
1993

EWE

Essential Components

BEST

PRINT HEAD
The best designs use a head
that pauses to let the ink dry
without smearing.

PLATEN BAR
Look for printers that
automatically raise and
lower the bar— it helps
prevent paper jams.

Ink-let
Dot- Matrix

WORD PROCESSING
HP LaserJet 4M
Print quality and flexibility
make this a stand-out for
text. PAGE 148

LISTINGS AND FORMS

Mannesmann Tally MT 360
A dot-matrix printer whose
speed far outpaces that
of others in this category.
PAGE 154

PRESENTATIONS
PRINT HEAD

OMS 860

24- pin heads produce higher-quality
output. Nine- pin printers usually
cost less but are best suited for
draft-quality documents.

ENGINE
600-dpi engines
produce better print,
but 300-dpi engines
are generally faster.

Laser

Consistently a print-quality
and performance leader.
PAGE 156

PAPER PATH
For printing envelopes and
heavy stock, find aprinter
that also provides a
straight- through path.

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

OMS 860
INTERFACES
For workgroups, look
for printers that
automatically switch
between serial,

TONER CARTRIDGE
The best designs use an
integrated toner cartridge

parallel, and LocalTalk
ports; this allows for
easy printer sharing

and drum, which makes
toner replacement easy.
Avoid printers that require

without anetwork.

Support for 11- by 17- inch
paper rounds out this lasers
desktop publishing
capabilities. PAGE 160

SPREADSHEETS

Epson ActionLaser 1000
Posted the highest

you to pour toner into
the cartridge.

spreadsheet-test speed and
the lowest price tag in this
class. PAGE 162

GRAPHIC ARTS

LaserMaster Unity 1200XL
Producec the best output
of the fully evaluated printers.
PAGE 164

WORKGROUPS

HP Laserlet 4Si MX
A new entry that raises speed
and quality standards for
network printing. PAGE 166

PROCESSOR
AND MEMORY BOARD
Choose a printer based on
a68000 processor if price
is more important than
speed. RISC processors
are best for PostScript and
complex graphics. One MB
of memory is minimum for
full- page graphics; at least

PAPER INPUT TRAY
Typically holds 250 sheets
of letter-size paper. For word

4 MB is best for PostScript
applications.

processing and other highvolume applications, consider
printers with larger trays or
additional paper trays sold

CAD

OMS 860
Excels at printing complex
drawings_ PAGE 168

PORTABLES

Lexmark IBM 4070 II
Compact, light, and fast, with
good print quality. PAGE 172

as options.

ILLUSTRATION

BRUCE SANDI I,

1993
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PRINTERS FOR

WORD PROCESSING
L

etters to customers, memos to your staff, reports to potential
Are Built- In Fonts Better?
investors: These documents remain the lifeblood of comUnless the fonts you use are built into
munication in today's business world. Depending on your
needs, the printer you choose for word processing may only
your printer, the printer will take
produce simple memos, or it may serve avariety of purposes. You
considerable time to produce your documents.
might print afive-page letter in the morning and in the afternoon genA built-in font resides in aprinter's memory, so
erate areport using text that elegantly wraps around aseries of pie
the printer can quickly find the font description and
charts. And since this report will be sent to customers, you want
can print the text almost as fast as the print
the print quality to be as sharp as possible.
mechanism can move. On most dot-matrix and inkTo fulfill their missions, printers for word processing should projet printers, these fonts are stored as bit maps—
duce text and simple graphics quickly and efficiently. Print quality
graphical representations of letters.
is equally important. The printer should offer fonts, in arange of
In Windows, built-in fonts are indicated by a
sizes, embedded in the printer or in removable font cards. Addismall icon of aprinter next to the font name in the
tionally, since printers for word processing are worked hard, they refont dialog box. But asurprising number of the
quire large paper trays or efficient paperfeed mechanisms that can
easily be restocked. The printer should allow you to easily change ribprinters we tested did not support built-in printer
bons, ink cartridges, or toner, depending on the printing technology.
fonts with their Windows drivers. If printing speed
Finally, it should have astandard or alternative paper path that hanis important, make sure your printer's Windows
dles envelopes without mangling them.
driver supports built-in fonts.
Besides identifying the best printers for word processing, our
testing revealed some important trends.
For example, people who need high-quality print output but don't want to pay a
premium price can now choose from a
new generation of 600-dot-per-inch laser
printers, characterized by the Xante
With prices for lasers falling below S1000 in some cases, it's easy to assume
Accel-a-Writer 8000 and the Hewlettthat you should buy alaser over adot-matrix or ink-jet printer because lasers
Packard LaserJet 4M. Most business cortypically offer higher quality. However, the kind of printing you do should ultirespondence today is printed on 300-dpimately determine your choice.
resolution laser printers. The 600-dpi
printers can produce four times as many
Inexpensive dot-matrix printers are your only option if you print multipart
Dot-Matrix
dots in the same space, so edges of letters
forms. They're also worth considering if you mostly print draft-quality text.
are sharper, boldface type is blacker, and
piechan curves are more precise.
Ink-jets can be acompromise between dot-matrix and lasers in price, but
Ink-Jet
But at $2300 and up, these high-resoclaims of laser-quality output were generally not borne out in our quality
lution lasers aren't the cheapest printers.
tests. Some ink-jets (e.g., the Apple Color Printer, Canon BJC-800, and HP
Some 300-dpi laser printers, such as the

LASER, DOT-MATRIX, OR INK-JET?

Epson ActionLaser 1000, the Sharp JX9600, and the DECLaser 1152, now offer
fine print quality for less than $ 1300—
among the lowest prices ever for laser
printers.
Because there are now two resolutions
available for lasers being sold as generalpurpose printers, comparing speed and
print quality can become confusing. For
example, our high-quality speed tests used
PostScript files, while our draft-quality
tests ran PCL ( Printer Control Language)
documents. Even though the growing
number of 600-dpi laser printers can also
be run in 300-dpi mode, we decided to
evaluate these printers at their highest
resolutions. This became an issue when it

PaintJet 113000) recorded print-quality scores higher than some laser
printers', but ink-jet quality ratings in general fell between those of laser
and dot-matrix printers. Ink-jets were slower than lasers, but slower or
faster than dot-matrix, depending on individual models.
Laser
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Low-end lasers have always been faster than dot-matrix and ink-jets while
offering superior print quality, and now their prices are lower than ever. We
tested models with list prices from $800 to $3000 and street prices as low
as $700 in abasic configuration. If that's within your budget, pick one of
these for their performance and quality gains over compering technologies.
Two caveats: Dot-matrix and ink-jet printers offer the only economical
choices for color printing, and both are low-cost alternatives for printing
on il- by 11-inch and larger paper.

came time to compare the
speeds of these printers with
those of 300-dpi lasers, which
still make up the bulk of the
market. Because 300-dpi printers produce only afraction of
the number of dots, they have a
speed advantage over higherresolution models.
After alengthy debate, we
decided to compare printers
running at their highest resolutions; we reasoned that someone paying apremium for 600dpi capability will most likely
use the printer at that resolution. Thus, in our summary box
for the Best Overall word processing printer, we compare the
Fujitsu PrintPartner IOW, a
300-dpi-resolution printer, with
three 600-dpi printers. This accounts for the PrintPartner's
fine performance-it ran the
high-quality tests faster than
any other printer in this group
and was comparable in draftquality speed to the Accel-aWriter 8000.
But our resolution debate
didn't stop there. The next discussion centered on the importance of 600-dpi resolution. If
you're mainly interested in
printing text for correspondence and reports, do you really need resolution of more
than 300 dpi?
There's no hard and fast answer to this. Certainly the benefits of 600 dpi for text quality
are subtle, and many people
will be perfectly happy with
the output of aprinter like the
PrintPartner 10W, which we
chose as aRunner-Up in the
category of Best Overall word
processing printer. But when
we forced ourselves to choose
between the 600- and 300-dpi
printers on the basis of what
we would buy for ourselves,
we opted for the 600-dpi models. The higher-resolution printers, such as the LaserJet 4M
and the QMS 860, give you superior print quality when you
need it, and the price they command for this is only marginally above that of their 300-dpi
competitors.
KEY
A

Laser

•

Dot-matrix

•

Ink-jet

WORD PROCESSING

.13 -YrrE. BEtirl'

Do you want speed and quality?
BEST OVERALL

Hewlett-Packard LaserJet 4M

This 600-dpi laser's print quality was among the best offered
by the tested printers. The 4M also stood out for its flexibility:
Standard are PostScript plus PC and Mac interfaces (the
LaserJet 4, without PostScript or LocalTalk, costs $ 1759).
And you don't need to manually set the printer for PostScript
or PCL jobs: The 4M switches automatically. Its speed, while
acceptable, fell in the midrange of this printer group. (To
boost performance, the LaserJet can drop down to 300 dpi for
print jobs that don't require the higher resolution.)

PRICE

BYTE SPEED RATING ( PPM)
HIGH QUALITY/DRAFT QUALITY/MAC

BYTE QUALITY
INDEX

CLASS

POSTSCRIPT
AVAILABLE?

BEST

HP LaserJet 4M

A

K.

1.87 / 2.80 / 1.69

4.6

8 ppm

Yes

RUNNER-UP

OMS 860

A

KR " $4595

2.18 /

4.7

8 ppm

Yes

RUNNER-UP

Fujitsu PrintPartner 10W

•

M:

Poe $2768

2A8 /3.73 / 2.43

3.2

10 ppm

Yes

RUNNER-UP

Xante Accel-A-Writer 8000

A [PR 'AR $2295

1.63 / 3.78 / 1.68

4.3

8ppm

Yes

Ite $2999

/ 1.20

On a limited budget?
LOW COST

Epson Stylus 800
For $499, this ink-jet printer won't outperform a laser printer. But for most documents,
the Stylus's speed and print quality will fulfill your word processing needs. Its print
output was clearly legible even down to 4-point text. Thanks to Epson's enhanced printer
language, ESC/P2. DOS users have access to nine built-in fonts, two of which can be
scaled from 8 to 32 points. But Windows users should note that none of the built-in
fonts are available when you're using Windows applications, which can mean
performance delays for certain fonts. The paper input tray holds 100 sheets of either
letter-size or A4 paper. A manual feeder accepts envelopes.

PRICE
BEST

Epson Stylus 800

•

RUNNER-UP

Canon BJ-200

•

."R_

RUNNER-UP

HP DeskJet 500

•

r
'?'.

RUNNER-UP

DEC LA95 DECWriter

• "R

ROMERO

Apple StyleWriter II

• "AR

BYTE SPEED RATING (PPM)
HIGH QUALITY/DRAFT QUALITY/MAC

BYTE QUALM'
INDE(

CLASS

POSTSCRIPT
AVAILABLE?

$499

1.10 / 1.14 / -

2.5

120 cps

No

$449

0.97 / 1.69 / -

2.1

124 cps

No

$599

1.27 / 1.81 / -

1.8

120 cps

No

$ 319

0.83 / 1.19 /-

2.2

240 cps

No

-/-/ 0.64

2.2

0.5 ppm

No

$359

Sharpest text most important?
PRINT QUALITY

QMS 860

Only a 1200-dpi printer costing twice as much beat this laser printer on the BYTE quality
index. The 860 also ranked second in its class for PostScript print speed, so PC and
Mac users won't have to sacrifice speed for quality. The trade-off: QMS command's a
premium price; compare the 860's $4595 price tag to the prices for other laser
printers in this group ( most noticeably Lexmarles LaserPrinter 4029-10P, which posted
slow speeds but delivered comparable quality for $ 2000 less).

PRICE
UST

OMS 860

• 'Fit

RUNNER-UP

Lexmark LaserPrinter 4029-1OP

A

RUNNER-UP

HP LaserJet 4M

•

RUNNER-UP

Apple LaserWriter Pro 630

RUNNER-UP

Xante Accel-A-Writer 8000

MI $4595

BYTE SPEED RATING ( PPM)
HIGH QUALITY/DRAFT QUALITY/MAC

BYTE QUALITY
INDE(

2.18 /

POSTSCRIPT
AVAILABLE?

4.7

8 ppm

$2499

0.79 / 5.87 / -

4.5

10 ppm

Yes

$2999

1.87 / 2.80 / 1.69

4.6

8 ppm

Yes

A

MI $2529

1.84 / 1.61 / 2.19

4.7

8 ppm

Yes

A

e

1.63 / 3.78 / 1.68

4.3

8

ppm

Yes

AF e

$2295

/ 1.20

CLASS

Yes

Failed to complete our draft-quality tests. BYTE/NSTL and OMS couldn't resolve the problem during the test cycle.
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COMPAQ PRINTERS Nor
PEOPLE PRINT IIMY CH»
When we first introduced our network printers, the

to 1500 sheets of paper —
more than any other desk-

experts were at a loss for words. Not because they

top printer.

had little to say. The problem was finding words for

What's more, both the

printers that thoroughly outperformed all others.
When you add together

COMPAQ PAGEMARQ 15
and 20 can accommodate

analysts and experts.

the performance, paper-

Prietwork Pfinterreal°ng
Steal HP Thunder
ompaq's new low-cost, highspeed PageMarq laser printers should give the HewlettPackard Laserjet IIIsi arun for its
money The Page.Marqs fix the major
deficiencies of many earlier network

practically every size of

Powerful print engines

paper, up to 11" x177

with our own

RISC- based con-

In complex network

trollers, for example,

environments, even the

produce output faster

Compaq's Pagemarq

handling and unique net-

Series offers users just
about anything they could,
ers in their class.
want in areasonably priced
And so that printing line ofnetwork printers.

work capabilities of the

quickly doesn't translate

-PC Magazine, December 22,1992

COMPAQ PAGEMARQ

into quickly running out

biggest problems are no

Network Laser Printers,

of paper, the COMPAQ

problem for COMPAQ

it's no wonder they have

PAGEMARQ 20 holds up

Printers. Our intelligent

-PC Week, September Z1992

than any other print-4'

dbest of all, afax-modem board
overwhelmingly d that turns the printer into aplainpaper fax that can receive faxes even
favorable praise from as it handles incoming print jobs.

received such

nt

the industry's leading

s
IllOire-

icluded that

—Macworld, January 1993

emulation sensfeature, for
example, auto-

matically adjusts from

ONLY CHANGE THE WAY
GE 11-1E WAY PEOPLE WRITE.
PCrto PostScript and back

on LocalTalk, aserial and

again without your having

parallel port, and even an

desktop-pubtedielt. optional Internal
.that contained mixed text and graphFAX Modem that
ics, the PageMarq 20 was almost 100
percent faster than the Laserjet
while the PageMarq
15 ran about 50 per-

You get afree one-year
warranty with on-site service, as well as unlimited
technical support via our

allows you to send

hotline for as long as you

and receive presen-

own the printer.

cent faster
tation- quality faxes

HP •

For more details on the

PAGEMARQPrinters "speedily handle
even complex documents."

directly from

—PC Week, September Z 1992

to do athing. So whether
people on your network
are using PCs, Macs, or
both, COMPAQ Printers

is britima pn4
er
to
the
network printer
the printer.
market after listening to
In addition, its most important resource: its
customers. The PAGEMARQ series
to all that 0 is adirect result of users' wants
' and needs.

our printers are

—BIS Special Report, August 1992

The envelope please . . In the few
months since their introduction, our
printers have already won eight pres-

can easily and effortlessly

covered by CompaqCare,

COMPAQ PAGEMARQ

take care of what every-

the most extensive service

Printers, call. In the U.S.,

body needs.

we're at 1-800-345-1518. Or

We've also in- '
cluded five separate ncl

According to PC Week, the COMPAQ

in Canada, you can call us
According to analysts at BIS
Strategic Decisions in Norwell,

at 1-800-263-5868.

interfaces to allow for a Mass., the Compaq printer has,
soared abulfs-eye."Its kind of feavariety of network con- tunes are state-of-the-art. They've

about the network laser

nections. You can simul-

—Computerworld. September 21,1992

printers that everybody's

taneously run Token Ring

and support program in

talking about.

or Ethernet, AppleTalk

the industry.

And find out more

And writing about.

e 1993 Compaq Computer Corporation. All Rights Resened. COMPAQ Registern1 U.S. Patent and Trademark 0111s, PAGEMARQ and CompaqCare are trademarks id Compaq
Computer Corporation. • PCl is aregistered trademark of Hewlett-Packard Comp., Produa names mentioned herein may be trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their
respective ciimpanies. Consult your COMPAQ Quality Statement for more deuils or s'all the COMPAQ Customer Support Cs:nter. Warranty details tank- receised via PAQFax.

Circle 279 on Inquiry Cord.

tigious industry awards.

How We Tested
0

ur printer test suite consisted
of nine tests for speed and print
quality. We ran each of these
tests multiple times in each
printer's highest-quality and draft-quality modes, and on both PC and Mac platforms, if supported.
Each test was designed for aspecific
purpose, allowing us to exercise printer
attributes appropriate for each application category and subcategory for which
we made recommendations. For example, some of our tests helped us differentiate between the printers' ability to
draw lines and arcs, which is important
to someone producing CAD drawings;
others focused on raw text speed, which
is more relevant for printing listings.

PERFORMANCE
Our speed tests measured the ability of aprinter to print five document elements: dense text, sparse
text (for paper-handling evaluations), bit maps, graphics, and
fonts. The dense-text test consisted
of large and small documents with dense
ASCII text; this gave us scores for raw
text speed. Our paper-handling test was
apage with asmall amount of text to
simulate printing invoices and forms.
This test showed how fast the dot-matrix
and ink-jet printers advanced paper.
The bit-map test generated scores applicable to graphics applications. It also
showed the speed of the communication link between printer and computer.
Our graphics test was composed of
complex line drawings and filled areas.
The results were especially important
for our spreadsheet, graphic arts, CAD,
and presentations analyses. We ran the
same test on all printers that supported
color.
The font-rendering test consisted of
serif and sans-serif typefaces printed in
regular and bold at 30 different point
sizes. Font rendering is compute intensive, so this test helped us measure the
speed of each printer's processor.
We determined the performance index of each printer by weighing and
combining the scores of individual tests.
For example, to judge aprinter's abilities
for CAD, we weighed the graphic arts
test most heavily, the bit-map test minimally, and other tests in-between. The
152

performance results in each of the Best
charts show scores weighted for the individual application. The scores listed
in the Roll Call on pages 174-175 are
composite scores that weigh each performance test equally.

PRINT QUALITY
Testers looked at output from all the
printers and rated the print quality on a
scale of 1to 5, with 5being best. We
compared the best and worst samples in
each technology group to set the scale.
The BYTE Print Quality Test is aset
of three PostScript files. Two are used in
aseries of black-and- white printing
chores and the third tests aseries of
color jobs.
One set of tests forces the printer to
draw fine lines and circles in
white and black; these were
important tests for graphicsoriented applications. Another test produced three different typefaces in three sizes,
in regular and boldface. This
tested how well printers produced
characters and how well the characters
scaled to different sizes. A third test consisted of a blackand- white photograph and ascale of
grays. This showed
how well aprinter
handled images and
gray values.
The color page
tested the printer's
ability to reproduce arange of hues. It
also let us test for cross-color smearing
and fading (see "The Problem of Color"
on page 156).

Testing team ( clockwise from left): Presberg, Platt, Krisbnamurthy, and Fox.

identified printers that were well stocked
and those that were bare bones.

OUR TEST
CONFIGURATION

The BYTE Printer Benchmarks run under Windows 3.1 and System 7.1. We
turned off print servers, spoolers, and
buffers. Our time measurements began
when the first byte of information was
sent to the printer and ended when the
last page dropped into the output tray.
PC tests ran on Compaq Deskpro
4/33i computers with 200- MB hard
drives and 8MB of RAM. Macintosh
tests used Quadra 700 computers with
400-MB hard drives and 8MB of RAM.
We requested each manufacturer's
standard memory configuration for dotmatrix and ink-jet printers. We tested
4- to 10-ppm lasers with at least 4MB of
RAM and PostScript when available.
Over-10-ppm lasers had at least 8MB of
RAM and PostScript if available.

Contributors
Richard Fox, .
senor lest Engineer/NSTL
John Gartner, Technical Editor/NSTL

FEATURES AND
USABILITY

Jim Hunt, Vice President of Research and
Development/NSTL

Usability and features are two sides of
the same coin. A printer may feature an
envelope feeder or IBM Proprinter emulation; usability measures the ease with
which you can use such features. We
developed amaster list of printer features and asked, "Is this feature present?" "Does it perform as advertised?"
and "What problems exist?" No printer
matched our master list, but we clearly

Chandrika Krishnamurthy, Technical

BYTE/NSTL LAB REPORT • MAYI993

Alan loch, Senior Editor. Reviews/BYTE
Attalyst/NSTL

Steve Platt, Manager of Unix Development/NSTL
Leonard Pnnberg, Manager of Performance
Testing/NSTL
The Lab Report is an ongoing collaborative project
benveen BYTE Magazine and National Software Testing
Libovatories (NSTL). BYTE Magazine and NSTL are both
operating units of McGraw-Hill. Inc.
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again without your having

parallel port, and even an

You get afree one-year
warranty with on-site ser-

dislitop-pudetng
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that contained mixed text and graphFAX Modem that
,. ics, the PageMarq 20 was almost 100
percent faster than the Laserjet
while the PageMarq
15 ran about 50 per-
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own the printer.

cent faster
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—PC 14éek, September Z1992

to do athing. So whether
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According to PC Week, the COMPAQ
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our printers are
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Compaq Computer Cotporation. All Rights Reserved. COMPAQ Registerts1 U.S. Patent anil Trademark OK, PAGEMARQ and CompaqCare are trademark, of Compaq

Computer Corporation. • PCL is aregisterml trademark of Heulett•Paticard Company. Product names mentioned herein may he trademark, and/or registered trademarks of their
respective ss•mpanies. Consult your COMPAQ Quality Statement for more iletails or call the COMPAQ Cush liner Support Center. Warranty details can
receised via PAQFax.
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printers have already won eight prestigious industry awards.

How We Tested
0

ur printer test suite consisted
of nine tests for speed and print
quality. We ran each of these
tests multiple times in each
printer's highest-quality and draft-quality modes, and on both PC and Mac platforms, if supported.
Each test was designed for aspecific
purpose, allowing us to exercise printer
attributes appropriate for each application category and subcategory for which
we made recommendations. For example, some of our tests helped us differentiate between the printers' ability to
draw lines and arcs, which is important
to someone producing CAD drawings;
others focused on raw text speed, which
is more relevant for printing listings.

PERFORMANCE
Our speed tests measured the ability of aprinter to print five document elements: dense text, sparse
text (for paper-handling evaluations), bit maps, graphics, and
fonts. The dense-text test consisted
of large and small documents with dense
ASCII text; this gave us scores for raw
text speed. Our paper-handling test was
apage with asmall amount of text to
simulate printing invoices and forms.
This test showed how fast the dot-matrix
and ink-jet printers advanced paper.
The bit-map test generated scores applicable to graphics applications. It also
showed the speed of the communication link between printer and computer.
Our graphics test was composed of
complex line drawings and filled areas.
The results were especially important
for our spreadsheet, graphic arts, CAD,
and presentations analyses. We ran the
same test on all printers that supported
color.
The font-rendering test consisted of
serif and sans-serif typefaces printed in
regular and bold at 30 different point
sizes. Font rendering is compute intensive, so this test helped us measure the
speed of each printer's processor.
We determined the performance index of each printer by weighing and
combining the scores of individual tests.
For example, to judge aprinter's abilities
for CAD, we weighed the graphic arts
test most heavily, the bit-map test minimally, and other tests in-between. The
182 BYTE/NSTL LAB

performance results in each of the Best
charts show scores weighted for the individual application. The scores listed
in the Roll Call on pages 174-175 are
composite scores that weigh each performance test equally.

PRINT QUALITY
Testers looked at output from all the
printers and rated the print quality on a
scale of 1to 5, with 5being best. We
compared the best and worst samples in
each technology group to set the scale.
The BYTE Print Quality Test is aset
of three PostScript files. Two are used in
aseries of black- and- white printing
chores and the third tests aseries of
color jobs.
One set of tests forces the printer to
draw fine lines and circles in
white and black; these were
important tests for graphicsoriented applications. Another test produced three different typefaces in three sizes,
in regular and boldface. This
tested how well printers produced
characters and how well the characters
scaled to different sizes. A third test consisted of a blackand- white photo
graph and ascale of intrepqrstuvv,
relOPQRSTL
grays. This showed
how well aprinter 942/le 6itt9a<

Testing team (clockwise from left): Ptesberg, Platt, Krishnamurthy, and Fos.

identified printers that were well stocked
and those that were hare bones.

OUR TEST
CONFIGURATION

The BYTE Printer Benchmarks run under Windows 3.1 and System 7.1. We
turned off print servers, spoolers. and
buffers. Our time measurements began
when the first byte of information was
sent to the printer and ended when the
last page dropped into the output tray.
PC tests ran on Compaq Deskpro
4/33i computers with 200-MB hard
drives and 8MB of RAM. Macintosh
tests used Quadra 700 computers with
400-MB hard drives and 8MB of RAM.
We requested each manufacturer's
standard memory configuration for dotmatrix and ink-jet printers. We tested
4- to 10-ppm lasers with at least 4MB of
RAM and PostScript when available.
Over-10-ppm lasers had at least 8MB of
RAM and PostScript if available.

handled images and
gray values.
Xr1
The color page
tested the printer's
ability to reproduce arange of hues. It
also let us test for cross-color smearing
and fading (see "The Problem of Color" Contributors
on page 156).
Richard Fox, .
Senior lest Engineer/NSTL

VXYZE4
i"dit

John Gartner, Technical Editor/NSTL

FEATURES AND
USABILITY

Jim Hurd, Vice President of Research and

Usability and features are two sides of
the same coin. A printer may feature an
envelope feeder or IBM Proprinter emulation; usability measures the ease with
which you can use such features. We
developed amaster list of printer features and asked, " Is this feature present?" "Does it perform as advertised?"
and "What problems exist?" No printer
matched our master list, but we clearly

Chandrika ltrishnamurthy, Technical
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Development/NSTL

Alan loch, Senior Editor. Reviews/8)7E
Analyst/NSTL

Steve Platt, Manager of Unix Development/NSTL
Leonard Presberg, Manager of Performance
Tewing/NSTL
The Lab Repon is an ongoing collaborative project
between BYTE Magazine and National Software Testing
Laboratories (NSTL). BYTE Magazine and NSTL are both
operating units of McGraw-Hill, Inc.

SUPERIOR DISPLAYS ARE
PART OF OUR HERITAGE.

EDITORS•
CHOW".
June 30, 1990
FlexScan F550
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WINDOWS
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FlexScan F550,

T

hree hundred years ago, our ancestors in the
Nanao area of Japan created Kutani, one of the
classic styles of Japanese porcelain that is
meticulously crafted for display. Inspired by
their vision to create such colorful, intricate art, we
recreate the richest, deepest colors in our innovative
computer displays: the distinguished Nanao FlexScan•
monitor family.
Inherited with adiscerning eye and practiced
touch, we finely tune every monitor, bringing you
displays with abrilliant palette and clear, sharp images
—retaining atradition that reflects our vibrant history
and parallels the technology of today.

23535 Telo Avenue, Torrance, CA 90505
(310) 325-5202

From the affordable 15" to the 21" big-screen,
our FlexScan family features top-of-the line flat-square
CRTs with ergonomic enhancements including easyto-use microprocessor-based controls, flicker-free
refresh rates and ahealthy work environment that
meets the Swedish MPR il and TCO law emission
standards. We've also added ecological features such
as an energy-saving auto-power ON/OFF switch. And
all of our monitors optimize performance for Windows
users or CAD/CAM, DTP professionals.
From generations of finely-crafted displays, our
renowned monitor family continues aheritage that is
uniquely Nanao.

NANftO®
X.`11i
NANAO

II ' 1 ( .1) ,

U.S.A. CORPORATION

Circle 109 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 110).

1-800-800-5202

Pt0moolo,q
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FlexScan T660

Finalist
FlexScan F340W

LISTINGS AND FORMS

Y T E

BEST

Is high speed a must?

If you print multipart inventory reports, invoices, or ship-

Mannesmann Tally MT 360

BEST OVERALL

ping labels, your printer must
fulfill some specific needs.

This 24-pin dot-matrix printer was the fastest by far in our

First and foremost, you'll

listings speed tests. The MT 360 is loud and

need adot-matrix printer to

effeiiiPre>

large, but it

balances these drawbacks with an easy-to-use control panel

imprint multiple copies. And

and an LCD that clearly presents status messages. Another

because of the high-volume

nice touch: The MT 360 automatically switches between

nature of most listings and

parallel and serial ports. It can print bar codes, and it can
ship with acolor option.

forms jobs, your printer must
be fast. Quality is not acon-

BYTE SPEED RANK (PPM)
DRAFT QUALITY/MAC

BYTE QUALM
INDEX

CLASS

WIDE
CARRIAGE?

$2695

9.11 /-

1.8

720 cps

Yes

$2195

8.60 / —

1.4

800 cps

Yes

PC $ 1999

7.79 / —

1.3

550 cps

Yes

6.48 /

1.9

486 cps

Yes

192 cps

No

PRICE

cern as long as the printout is
readable, and font support

BEST

Mannesmann Tally MT 360

and graphics quality are usu-

RUNNER-UP

Alps America DMX800

ally irrelevant.

RUNNER-UP

Okidata PM 3410

In addition to speed, look

RUNNER-UP

Okidata ML395

for an efficient paperfeed

RUNNER-UP

Gcc Writelmpact • "LK

•

S
•

Pt

•

$ 1499

/0.87

$599

mechanism that will avoid
paper jams. Your printer will
also need along duty cycle
and low-cost consumables.
Be aware that many print-

is price more important?
Okidata ML590

LOW COST

ers in this category aren't in-

This $699 printer ran our listings tests almost as fast as competitors costing twice as

tended to use cut-sheet forms,

much. Unlike other printers in its class, the ML590 doesn't have an LCD, but its simple

apoint more important for

control panel makes it a pleasure to use. The printer is solidly built, and it comes with

general-purpose dot-matrix

an easy-to-use tractor-feed mechanism.

printing than for listings and
forms. (We didn't test more
specialized impact line print-

PRICE

BYTE SPEED RUNG (PPM)
DRAFT QUALITY/MAC

BYTE QUALITY
INDIO(

CLASS

WIDE
CARRIAGE?
No

BEST

Okidata ML590

•

$699

5.42 / —

1.7

360 cps

ers, which can cost more than

RUNNER-UP

Decision Data 6520-41

PC

$460

5.00 / —

1.5

320 cps

No

$5000, or laser printers that

e

RUNNER-UP

Epson FX-1170

•

PC

$499

5.30 / —

1.2

380 cps

Yes

support continuous forms.)

RUNNER-UP

DEC LA310 MultiPrinter

•

PC

$599

5.08 / —

1.3

300 cps

Yes

Inventory reports and oth-

RUNNER-UP

Okidata ML521

•

PC

$799

5.38 / —

1.2

430 cps

Yes

er types of long lists often re-

RUNNER-UP

DEC LA95 DEC Writer

•

PC

$319

3.15 / —

2.1

300 cps

No

RUNNER-UP

Gcc Writelmpact

•

MAC

$599 — / 0.87

192 cps

No

quire printers that can handle
oversize paper. In addition to
having the best mixes of raw

'Failed to complete our quality tests. BYTE/NSTL and vendor could not resolve the problem during the test cycle.

speed and acceptable print
quality, the Mannesmann

became clear that the models we

the Mannesmann Tally MT 360,

ple, the $699 Okidata ML590

Tally MT 360, Alps Amer-

identified for Best Overall cov-

sold for $2695, more than many

posted aquality score compara-

ica DM X800, and Okidata

ered speed as well. For example,

general-purpose lasers. Three of

ble to the MT 360's.

ML395 and PM 3410 in our

not only did the Mannesmann

the runners-up had list prices of

Best Overall class had wide-

Tally MT 360's 9- page- per-

$1500 or higher.

We named the Gcc WriteImpact arunner-up for those who

minute rating outpace that of

Although you'll have to dig

need adot-matrix printer with

other dot-matrix printers in our

deep to afford the best dot-matrix

Mac support, but this is aquali-

sis, we planned on making

listings tests, but its composite

printer in this class, we found

fied recommendation. Mac sup-

recommendations for athird

speed score also placed it among

seven low-cost ( less than $800)

port is rare for dot-matrix print-

subcategory: the fastest print-

the five fastest printers in the en-

alternatives that perform well for

ers, so the choices are few. The

er. Once the performance

tire 126- printer test sample.

listings but run roughly athird

Writelmpact was the fastest, but

Don't expect these printers to

slower than the expensive mod-

it failed to complete our quality

be priced like those aimed at the

els. Happily, speed was about the

tests. But judging by the output

general market just because they

only trade-off we found when

from our speed tests, it fulfills

are dot-matrix. For example, our

comparing low- and high-cost

the typically draft-quality needs

Best Overall printer for listings,

dot-matrix printers. For exam-

of listings and forms printing.

carriage versions.
When we began our analy-

numbers were in, however, it
KEY
A
•

Laser

U Ink-jet

Dot-matrix
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ehe Silentwriter ® Model 95.
Come see what all the noise is about.
Purchase the $ 1749* Silentwriter Model 95 by April 30, 1993, and get a $ 250 rebate
along with Adobe PostScripe" Level 2 interpreter, HP*PCL* 5 emulation, PC and Mac' compatibility, 6PPM speed and microfine toner.

Because t is the way you want to go.

For information, call 1-800-NEC-INFO ( in Canada 1-800-343-44181, or NEC FastFacts' at 1-800-366-0476, request OSWM95
E••••••••• • • .0••••••••••... ••• ••••,••• • •

.... S..< E.E.••••••• EN EJ •Em Um.* re En• PNQ.5VS re•

NNNSN Al Sao an •••••••• N, meow NamIN mice.. gre•••••• • 19.3 NEC %enc.". Inc

Circle 111 on Inquiry Card.

NEC

PRINTERS FOR

PRESENTATIONS

p

rint quality outweighs speed when you're judging printers for presentations. Speed is important, however, especially for those of us who always seem to be printing our speech materials

The Problem of Color
While testing color printers, we discovered an assortment of

problems that adversely affected color-output quality. Most
when we should be leaving for the airport. Our tests
common were color smearing and incorrect colors.
identified anumber of printers, both black-and-white
Smearing ( see figure at left) occurs in dot-matrix
and color, that successfully balanced these two conprinters when the printer shifts the color ribbon while
siderations. In few application categories were the relthe ribbon is still in contact with the paper. This
ative strengths and weaknesses of the various printing
frequently happens when printing adjacent filled bars
technologies as stratified as in this one. Lasers excelled
in charts. Careful adjustment of
when acombination of speed and quality was important.
the print-head gap can alleviate (but not
When low cost and high-quality color were considalways eliminate) smearing.
ered, ink-jets rose to the top. And low-cost color output
Ink-jets have their own problems. The
proved the domain of dot-matrix printers.
color you see on the screen may not match
For black-and-white high-quality output, you can
the printed color. The figure on the right
select HP's LaserJet 4M, the QMS 860, or Xante's Accel-a-Writer 4000. All these lasers received similar
shows samples from two printers that
scores in our quality test. The new 600-dpi laser printprinted the color "blue." One sample is a
ers ( including the LaserJet and the 860) produce awide
rich royal blue, the other astrong purple. If you must match a
range of grays, sharp text, and dark solid fills. Prices bescreen sample to the printed document, inaccurate representations
gin at about $3000 for PostScript models. The lowerlike these mean you'll spend agreat deal of time adjusting oncost 300-dpi printers also provided fine print quality.
screen colors to obtain the desired effect.
Among the better 300-dpi performers in our quality
and speed tests were HP's LaserJet IIIP, Mannesmann
Tally's MT908, and
Texas Instruments' MicroLaser XL.
If you only need color to separate bars in
charts or to highlight
Our quality testing proved once again that only actual output tells the whole truth about
important text, look to
quality. A vendor's claimed resolution for its printer is not always an accurate measurement
high-end ink-jet printers
of print quality. Here's why.
such as the Canon BJCPrinters use a theoretical grid, measured in dots per inch, to determine where to place
800, HP's PaintJet
each dot on the page. The tighter the grid, the higher the output quality, because dots placed
XL300, or Lexmark's
closer together result in sharper images. Thus, a360-dpi dot-matrix or ink-jet printer should
IBM Color JetPrinter PS
produce higher- quality output than a 300- dpi laser printer. But other factors make this
4079, all of which can
impossible.
print to paper or transDOT SIZE. Although many printers work within a 360- dpi grid, they cannot produce adot
parencies. We found
small enough to fit the grid. For example, the dots pictured here were produced by two 360color dot-matrix printdpi printers. On the left is adot from an ink-jet printer, and on the right is a
ers to be acceptable for
;555:
4dot produced by a dot-matrix printer. The dot- matrix's larger dot will fall
draft-quality work, but
outside the grid structure and result in lines and edges that look jagged
their print quality was
compared to the smaller ink-jet- printed dot.
too inferior to ink-jets'
STRAY DOTS. Some printers produce undesired dots during the printing process. Ink-jet
for us to recommend
printers spray ink, shotgun fashion, at the page. On the left is an ink-jet
them for formal presenprintout that shows many stray dots along the edges of a
tations. The solid- ink
letter, resulting in fuzzy text. The laser printout on the
printers like the Dataright shows fewer stray dots, but still enough to reduce
products Jolt PS and the
overall quality.
Tektronix Phaser III PXi
ERRORS. Not all printers can precisely place a dot on the page, and
provide outstanding colsome may produce irregular dot shapes. This blowup ( right) shows an
or quality, but they cost
e
r*e
t
. ap d11«111111t
error- ridden vertical line with changing dot shapes and poor placement.
$6695 and $9995, respectively.

TRUST YOUR EYE

X X

e.efridig
,
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Our evaluations of printers
for presentations focused on
models that ranked high in output quality but also demonstrated solid performance.
In terms of speed, some of
the ink-jet printers fared well
even when compared to laser
printers. The Epson Stylus 800,
for example, ran our speed tests
faster than several lasers we
tested. In fact, its graphics test
score was only an insignificant
tenth of apercent behind HP's
LaserJet 4M. As aresult, if you
often find yourself churning
out speech handouts and overheads and you're not especially concerned about fine quality,
the trade-off you make for a
low-cost printer will be small.
If quality is of greater concern, however, ink-jets probably aren't viable options. In the
same Stylus-to-LaserJet comparison, we found great differences in print quality. In our
graphics test, the LaserJet (at
600 dpi) earned ascore that
was nearly double the Stylus's.
Our choice for Best Color
printer, the Canon BJC-800.
recorded acolor-quality score
below that of Dataproducts'
Jolt PS, which earned the highest quality score of any ink-jet
printer in our roundup. We
rank the Jolt as arunner-up for
color, but we think its $6695
price tag makes it acandidate
only for those who must have
the best in color and can justify the cost.
Don't expect low-cost color
dot-matrix printers to provide
anything but draft-quality output. Even our recommended
DEC LA95 DECWriter produced color output of aquality
below that of all the ink-jet
printers. Note that none of the
color printers we tested supported the Mac and sold for
under $ 1000.
Mac users with asmall budget will find that, while models
like the Apple Color Printer
and the Lexmark JetPrinter PS
4079 aren't especially low cost,
their print quality is competitive with the even pricier Jolt.
KEY
A

Laser

•

Dot-matrix

• Ink-jet

PRESENTATIONS

_BYTE BEST

Are speed and quality essential?

QMS 860

BEST OVERALL

As it did in the other categories, the 860 delivered
impressive quality and speed ratings in our presentations
tests. Its standard 12 MB of memory was among the most
generous we saw. The 860 also fares well in workgroups: It
accepts simultaneous jobs through its parallel, serial, and
LocalTalk interfaces.

PRICE
BEST (WS 860

A

RUNNER-UP

Xante Accel-A-Writer 8000 A

RUNNER-UP

Fujitsu PrintPartner 10W

RUNNER-UP

HP LaserJet 4M

P'

A

PC

BYTE SPEED RATING ( PPM)
HIGH QUALM/DRAFT QUALITY/MAC

BYTE QUALITY
CLASS
INDEX

$4595

1.01 / - /

1.44

4.6

8 ppm

600

$2295

0.77 / 2.26 / 1.07

4.0

8 ppm

600

$2768

1.04 / 2.13 / 1.32

3.1

10 ppm

300

$2999

0.84 / 1.26 / 1.37

4.4

8 ppm

600

RESOLRON
( DPI)

Looking for a real deal?
LOW COST

Epson Stylus 800
With aresolution of 360 dpi, this ink-jet produced gray-scale quality that you'd expect
from a printer four times its price. Its speed outpaced a number of laser printers in our
high-quality presentation graphics test.

PRICE

il

BEST

Epson Stylus 800

RUNNER-UP

Canon BJ-200

RUNNER-UP

HP DeskJet 500

RUNNER-UP

Apple Style Writer Il

•
•
•

BYTE SF'EED RATING (PPM)
HIGH QUALITY/MAC

BYTE QUALM
CLASS
INDEX

PC $499

0.81 / -

2.4

120 cps

360

$449

0.74 / -

2.0

124 cps

360

0.86 /

1.7

120 cps

300

2.1

0.5 ppm

360

x

$599

Pc

ec $359

/0.45

RESOLIMON
(DPI)

Need the best color?
COLOR

Canon BJC-800
The Canon BJC-800 ranked near the top in print quality even though its list price was the
second lowest in this subcategory. Its speed was below average, but its support for
ledger-size paper and its intuitive interface counterbalanced this deficiency.

PRICE
BEST

Canon BJC-1300

RUNNER-UP Dataproducts Jolt PS

a

lil

$ 1999

a

M

e

$6695

RUNNER-UP Apple Color Printer

a

Kl

RUNNER-UP Lexmark JetPrinter PS 4079

3

Ml el $3495

BYTE SPEED RATING (PPM)
HIGH QUALM/MAC

BYTE QUALM(
CLASS
INDEX

0.17 / -

3.3

0.32 / 0.52

3.6

$2349 - / 0.58
0.26 / 0.24

170 cps

RESOLUTION
(DPI)
360

2 ppm

300

3.2

3.5 mpp

360

3.5

167 cps

360

Want color at black-and-white prices?
LOW-COST COLOR

DEC LA95 DECWriter

This $ 319 printer ranked near the top in its class for speed, and its print quality was the
highest among the dot-matrix printers. There were faster printers overall, and inkjets
produced better quality, but the LA95 is the clear choice for color if you can't squeeze
$2000 out of your budget.

PRICE

BYTE SPEED RATING (PPM)
HIGH QUALITY/MAC

BITE QUALITY
CLASS
INDEX

RESOLUTION
( DPI)

BEST

DEC LA95 DECWriter •

IM

$319

0.48 / -

2.3

240 cps

RUNNER UP

Citizen GSX-240

•

el

$599

0.21 / -

2.3

99 cps

360

RUNNER-UP

Citizen GSX-230

•

N

$399

0.16 / -

2.2

90 cps

360

RUNNER-UP

Panasonic KX-P2124 •

0.21 / -

2.0

106 cps

36C

MI

$599.95
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Windows Printer Drivers
MT

hen you've shopped for a
printer, you may not have
given much thought to drivers, but if you use avariety of fonts or print in color, the availability of drivers may ultimately
determine how satisfied you are with
your purchase. Printer drivers, such as
those for Windows, send the printer control codes that tell the printer when, for
example, to switch fonts or how to print
graphics. Our printer tests relied heavily on Windows, and our testing experiences revealed anumber of driver problems. Here's a summary of driver
questions for you to ask before you
make your purchase.

I.- IS THERE
A WINDOWS
DRIVER?
Not all the printers we tested came
packaged with aWindows driver. If a
printer runs its own unique control sequences ( without emulation), as do
many ink-jets, aWindows driver is necessary to print from Windows applications. Some printers (e.g., any made by
Epson) can be used with aprinter driver packaged with Windows. However,
when we used astandard Windows driver to run our text and graphics tests,
we often couldn't take advantage of all
of the printer's built-in fonts or color
capabilities.

2. WHERE'S THE
LATEST VERSION?

O [cii, we received aprinter with no
driver, or an outdated driver, so we
couldn't get the printer's best output
quality or performance. Many drivers
were available on MSL ( Microsoft's
Software Library). To get these drivers,
however, you need amodem and access
to MSL through CompuServe or asimilar service.
Other drivers were available only
from the vendor's BBS. On the surface,
this distribution scheme seems like it
would be the most effective way to update adriver, but it wasn't foolproof.
For example, the Lexmark PPS 2380
had drivers available on both Microsoft's
and Lexmark's BBSes, but the drivers
158
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were different and only one of them
worked correctly. For some printer models, we needed to make repeated calls
to technical support to get the proper
drivers.

3. IS THE DRIVER
ANY GOOD?
We found problems with avariety of
drivers. Many of them did not support
built-in printer fonts. Many didn't correctly switch from draft- to high-quality
modes when printing text. And many
didn't support all of aprinter's features.
One driver from Citizen allowed us to
select Burst-mode printing, which was
supposed to speed up the printing of
graphics files without slowing down other printing operations. But the price we
paid for aperformance gain from choosing the Burst mode was the inability to
use any TrueType fonts.

4. WHICH ONE DO
I USE?
It manuals mentioned printer drivers at
all, it was often just in ashort list of supported drivers. Even armed with such a
list, it is often difficult to know which
driver to use. For instance, the Epson
LQ 870 driver comes in two different
flavors, the ESC/P2 version and the scalable fonts version, both of which have a
bearing on printer performance.
Many drivers don't support color
printing even though the printer is capable of color. The only way for you to
know which printer driver you should
choose is to try them all. In most cases,
you are probably better off just sticking
to the first driver that you get to work,
even though the downside to this is that
you may be sacrificing some performance or quality. Otherwise, you could
find yourself making acareer of testdriving printer drivers.

SEPARATED AT BIRTH?
So you think that your printer is unique and was designed by the company
on the nameplate. Think again. We saw numerous examples of ink-jet,
laser, and dot-matrix printers that shared the same overall design, so that,
on the outside, at least, it was hard to tell one printer from another.
However, once we opened printers up and took alook under the hood, we
sometimes saw processors and other internal components that differentiated similar- looking models. But the pairs listed here differed physically only in their nameplates. Nevertheless, even these printer pairs
performed differently, thanks to unique drivers supplied by their respective
vendors.

DEC LA95 DECWRITER AND CMZEN CSX-240

CANON BIC 800 AND APPLE COLOR PRINTER

These two were so similar, the LAOS even arrived with a

These two printers earned identical scores in our print -

Citizen user's manual. However, our testing showed that

quality tests. Their difference: The BIC 800 supports only

DEC's driver got the jump on Citizen's: The LA95's overall

PCs. while the Apple printer supports only the Mac.

speed rating was ahill two points higher than its twin's.

REPORT • MAYI993

OKIDATA USES 2360
BURSTS OF LIGHT TO MAKE
YOU LOOK BRILLIANT.

If you think all laser printers are mirror images of each other, meet the one
that broke the mirror.
•

OUR BRILLIANT LED PRINTER Since our solid-state LED printhead has no
LINE-UP INCLUDES THE
inoving parts, Okidata guarantees it forfive
IMPROVED- RESOLUTION
full years*— the industry's longest. (After all,
OKIDATA OL810.

Okidata8engineers flatly rejected the
complex mechanism of rotating
mirrors, focusing lenses and whirring
motors that every major brand of laser
printer depends on for its operation.
Instead, they designed abetter way — a
unique, solid-state LED printhead that precisely positions each one of 2,560 pinpoints of light, to produce a
laser printer's brilliant output without alaser printer's
built-in complications.

our printers have areputation of reliability
to uphold.) And we offer afull range of
machines that can handle any workload
from basic word processing to sophisticated business text and graphics.

To see how Okidata page printers
can help make your business look
brilliant, call 1(800) OKIDATA for
the name of the dealer nearest you.
And look brilliant yourself

WE DON'TJUST DESIGN IT TO WORK. WE DESIGN IT TO WORK WONDERS.
Pnnt samples created using popular software packages and printed ca arange of Okidata LED Page Printers 5year lim.ted warranty on LED printhead plus 1year partslabor or entire printer.
OKIDATA and the OKI OK! are registered trademarks of Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd. We don't just design it to work. We design it towork wonders • is aregistered trademark of Oki America, Inc.

Circle 116 on Inquiry Card.

o

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

BYTE

S
Desktop publishing pro-

Looking for both print quality and speed?

grams have become essential
for businesses that create

BEST OVERALL

newsletters, marketing bro-

QMS 860

This laser printer's print quality was second only to that of

chures, and other corporate

the more expensive 1200-dpi printers. In performance, the
QMS 860 ranked among the best. It posted the third-fastest

literature. Print quality is of

time when running our PC PostScript tests, and it came in

prime importance for desk-

second in our Macintosh desktop publishing tests. The QMS

top publishing, whether the

was one of the few laser printers that accepted 11- by 17-

output will be distributed as is

inch paper, and it supports both the PC and the Mac in its
standard configuration.

or will serve as camera-ready
output. Along with high print

PRICE

quality, the printer should be
able to generate large and

BEST

OMS 860

complex documents with rea-

RUNNER-UP

LaserMaster Unity 1200XL

sonable speed.

A [e'e

BYTE QUALM
INDEX

CLASS

RESOLIMON
(
DPI)

1.53 / 1.65

4.6

8 ppm

600

$9995

2.08 / 1.14

5.0

8 ppm

1200

e $4595
•

BYIE SPEED RATING (PF1A)
MICR QUAL111/14AC

RUNNER-UP

Fujitsu PrintPartner 10W

A in

Me $2768

1.68 / 1.79

3.2

10 ppm

300

We considered only Post-

RUNNER-UP

HP LaserJet 4M

A Pc

Me $2999

1.28 / 1.36

4.5

8 ppm

600

Script printers because of that

RUNNER-UP

Xante Accel-A-Writer 8000

A Pc

me $2295

1.16 / 1.30

4.0

8ppm

600

language's abilities for scaling fonts and producing highquality text. This factor, combined with our considerable
emphasis on print quality, resulted in top honors going
only to laser printers. Of
these, only the Fujitsu PrintPartner 10W did not support

Is cost most important to you?
Epson Stylus 800

LOW COST

*if

The Epson Stylus 800 excelled in speed and print quality. This $499 ink-jet
printer's text performance was surprisingly quick even though its Windows driver
did not support built-in fonts. Still, the Stylus completed our font-rendering test
(which consisted of TrueType fonts in 30 different font sizes) more quickly than any
other ink-jet. What's more, the quality of its text and graphics was the best of any
in this group.

the growing trend of high-resolution printing at 600 dpi or
greater. In general, we found
that the 600-dpi printers produced clearer curves and a
greater range of gray levels
than the 300-dpi competitors.
The Best Overall printer,
the QMS 860, was one of the
few printers that could handle II- by I
7-inch paper ( the
printer prints this size at 4

PRICE

BM SPEED RATING ( PPM)
RICH QUALITY/MAC

BYTE QUALITY
CLASS
INDEX

RESOLUTION
(DPI)

BEST

Epson Stylus 800

$499

0.94 / -

2.4

120 cps

360

RUNNER-UP

Canon BJ-200

$449

0.84 / -

1.9

124 cps

360

RUNNER-UP

HP DeskJet 500

$599

1.04 / -

1.6

120 cps

300

RUNNER-UP

DEC LA95 DEC Writer

$319

0.61 / -

2.1

240 cps

360

RUNNER-UP

Okidata ML590

$699

0.96 / -

1.5

120 cps

360

RUNNER-UP

Apple StyleWriter II

$359 - / 0.54

2.0

0.5 ppm

360

Want typeset- quality output?

ppm). Both it and LaserMaster's Unity 1200XL ( the win-

PRINT QUALITY

LaserMaster Unity 1200XL

ner for Best Print Quality)
have unconventional feed
mechanisms that allow you
to feed in paper that is up to
11 inches wide.

4Pm

At 1200 dpi, this laser printer scored highest among the fully evaluated printers in our
quality tests. With alist price of nearly $ 10,000, it's clearly a printer for typesetting or
for producing camera-ready materials. It comes standard with a number of important
features for this class, including a20-M8 hard drive, 135 resident fonts, and 21 MB of
memory. For your networking needs, the LaserMaster Unity 1200XL also supports
Ethernet networks running NetWare, TCP/IP, and AppleTalk.

Ink-jet and dot-matrix
printers showed their stripes

PRICE

BYTE SPEED RUNG ( PPM)
HIGH QUALITY/MAC

BYTE QUALITY
CLASS
INDEX

M

in the low-cost category,
where trade-offs in quality
and features were evident.
KEY
• Laser
•

Dot-matrix

• Ink-jet

RESOLUTION
( DPI)

BEST

LaserMaster Unity 1200XL

$9995

2.08 / 1.14

5.0

8 ppm

1200

RJNNER-UP

OMS 860

A

El

$4595

1.53 / 1.65

4.6

8

PPm

600

RUNNER-UP

Apple LaserWriter Pro 630

A II !
el

$2529

1.05 / 1.75

4.6

8 PPm

600

RUNNER-UP

HP LaserJet 4M

A El S

$2999

1.28 / 1.36

4.5

8 ppm

600

RUNNER-UP

Lexmark LaserPrinter 4029-10P

A M

0.53 / -

4.3

10 ppm

600
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$2499

Operating Systems
Com,
! in Many Flavors

But QNX Can Take the Heat.
Decisions...Decisions...

A Recipe to Save Time

When you choose an OS for your rea1time applications,

QNX saves you time up front, because your development

you're looking for solid performance at run time. A rich

system and target system are one and the same. Which means

development environment. Responsive technical support.
And to top it off, you need stability.

no cross- compiling or debugging on aseparate test platform.
You get one integrated environment, with transparent faulttolerant networking and distributed processing already built in.

For over ten years, QNX has proven itself again and again in
the real world. Thousands of VARs and OEMs rely on QNX

Yes, We Do Windows

for awide range of mission-critical realtime solutions -

Our own high-performance windowing package

in POS, factory automation, medical

gives you an OPEN LOOK GUI.

instrumentation, telecommunications.

And Runcios:' our DOS emulator, lets you run
Microsoft Windows's' 3in standard mode, so

POSIX Plus Performance

your favorite graphics programs will have

QNX follows the latest IEEE POSIX 1003.1 and

enough memory to feel right at home.

1003.2 Open Systems standards, so you get the
same API and utility set found in many UNIX'
systems. But with its innovative microkemel
architecture, QNX out- performs any standard

We Don't Scrimp on Support
W E W ORK IN REAL TIME.'"

vanilla OS.

1-800-363-9001

The Right Ingredients for Real Time

'EXT. 101

During the last ten years, we ve earned a
reputation for outstanding technical support.
Since we offer everything from 24- hour online
conferencing to onsite consulting,
you can easily reach the people who make

QNX delivers the speed of afast, realtime executive

up the QNX development team.

(16 µsec per context switch on a33 MHz 80486).
And its priority-driven, preemptive scheduling will help you build
responsive solutions that won't melt under real realtime conditions.

So if you're looking for an operating system that gives you
more than the standard fare, try QNX. You're in for areal treat.

Quantum Software Systems Ltd. 175 Terrence Matthews Crescent, Kanata, Ontario K2M 1W8 Canada Tel: 613-591-0931 Fax: 613-591-3579
J Quantum Software Systems Ltd. 1992

QNX Is a registered trademark and Rondos Is a trademark of Quantum Software Systems Ltd.

UNIX and OPEN LOOK are registered «Mernarits of UNIX System Laboratones. Inc. Microsoft is a registered trademark and Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

Circle 128 on Inquiry Card.

SPREADSHEETS

13 Y '1"

ST

BE

From corporate expenses to

Need speed and simplicity?

cash-flow estimates, spreadsheets are the bread and but-

Epson ActionLaser 1000

BEST OVERALL

ter of today's financial analysis. Many people simply print

The ActionLaser scored lowest in this group for print quality,

budgets or tables consisting

but its fast draft-quality speed more than made up for it.
This is also asimple printer to use. Its control panel is

solely of columns of num-

accessible and easy to read, and you load paper

bers. Here, speed and perhaps

conveniently in the front of the printer. The ActionLaser

the ability to handle oversize

supports PCL 5; HPGL is an option ($299). It can

paper are important criteria.

automatically switch emulations. Our as-tested configuration

Other times, you may create

included PostScript and additional memory, but the base
price without these options is $799, the lowest laser list

bar charts and pie charts that

price we saw.

detail expenditures or comparative sales figures, ac-

BYTE SPEED RATING (PPM)
DRAFT QUALITY/MAC

BYTE QUALM
INDEX

CLASS

ACCEPTS
11 ,17 PAPER?

2.80 / —

2.5

6 ppm

No

$2309 — / 2.11

2.7

8 ppm

No

3.9

8 ppm

No

PRICE

companied by some descriptive text. The printer for this
type of output must produce
flattering hard copy that ac-

BEST
RUNNER-UP
RUNNER-UP

Epson ActionLaser 1000 •

e

Apple LaserWriter Ilg

e

Xante Accel-A-Writer13000

A
A

$ 1125

g

$2295

2.79 / 1.07

curately reproduces these figures. Finally, aprinter for
spreadsheets shouldn't throw

Want something fast but not expensive?

your finances into the red.
Through our testing, we
became enamored with laser

LOW COST

printers for spreadsheets be-

Canon I31-200
This $449 ink-jet will keep most spreadsheet users satisfied. It performed admirably in

cause of their high- quality

our speed tests, posting the fastest score of any ink-jet in this category. Its print quality

output and speed. The Epson

was the second best, only slightly below that of the leader, the Epson Stylus 800. Unlike

ActionLaser 1000 ranked as

some other low-cost contenders, the Bi200 can print spreadsheets in landscape format.

both best overall and fastest

The printer supports Epson LQ-510 and IBM Proprinter emulations. It comes with 49 KB
of RAM, which is not expandable.

printer for spreadsheets and
carried an impressive $ 1125

BYTE SPEED RABIC (PPM)
DRAFT QUALITY/MAC

BYTE QUALM(
INDEX

CLASS

ACCEPTS
11x17 PAPER?

$449

1.42 / —

2.2

248 cps

No

$499

0.96 / —

2.6

225 cps

No

$599

1.30 / —

1.9

360 cps

No

1.74 /

1.7

120 cps

PRICE

list price for our test configuration. This price is almost

BEST

Canon 8J-200

B

S

one-third the average price

RUNNER-UP

Epson Stylus 800

la

el

of the lasers we tested.

RUNNER-UP

HP DeskJet 500

III

S

Several ink-jet and dot-

RUNNER-UP

Okidata FAL590

matrix printers made strong

RUNNER-UP

Apple StyleWriter II

•
a

Oe
M

$699
$359

/0.47

2.2

1ppm

No
No

showings in the low-cost category, including Canon's
$449 B.1-200, an ink-jet that

Want the fastest?

took top low-cost honors.
To judge speed, we considered only draft-quality text

Epson ActionLaser 1000

SPEED

tests when we made our

In addition to all the attributes that made this the best printer overall for spreadsheets,

evaluations for the leading

the ActionLaser also was the fastest in this category. And its price was half that of the

spreadsheet printers. Laser

comparably performing dot-matrix Mannesmann Tally MT 360.

printers made astrong showing because of their combiPRICE

nation of high-quality output
and speed.
KEY
A Laser

• Ink-jet

ern SPEED RAMC (PPM)
DRAFT 01111.11Y/MAC

BYTE QUALITY
INDEX

CLASS

ACCEPTS
11x17 PAPER?

6ppm

No

BEST

Epson ActionLaser 1000

Si

$ 1125

2.80 / —

2.5

RUNNER-UP

Mannesmann Tally MT 360 •

T'e

$2695

2.33 /

1.8

RUNNER-UP

Apple LaserWriter Ilg

A

MAC

$2309

/2.11

2.7

8 ppm

No

RUNNER-UP

Okidata OL 810

A

n

$3536

2.74 / —

2.4

8 ppm

No

• Dot-matrix
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A

720 cps

Yes

If 600-dpi laser printers are the " new standard," we're acouple hundred steps ahead of the competition.
With afull 800 x800 dpi resolution, the TurboPS/880p from NewGen Systems puts out nearly twice the
dots per square inch. And almost

Fast, Bt
One Is Clearly Bettei.
They're Both

twice the number of gray levels.
Not to mention our proprietary
Image Enhancement Technology
for the best text, line art and

grayscale printing available. Suddenly, "competitive" products pale in comparison.
But the TurboPS/880p delivers more than great-looking output. You get automatic language and
interface switching for easy sharing among Macs and PCs. NewGen's MultiReSTM feature for flexible resolution printing. And apowerful RISC processor to quickly print complex PostScript images and documents. All for aprice that's remarkably lower than competitive products.
See the difference for yourself. For free sample output from the

11811W

Node,' Systems Morahan

TurboPS/880p, or for more information, call us today at 1-800-756-0556.

NewGen Systems Corporation, 17580 Newhope Street, Fountain Valley, California 92708. Telephone 714-641-8600, Fax 714-641-2800.
C1993. NewGen Systems Corporation. All trademarks and registered trademarks are of their respective companies.

Circle 113 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 114).

PRINTERS FOR

GRAPHIC ARTS
A

printer can make or break graphic arts jobs. If you use service bureaus for final
output, your printer will be producing drafts of illustrations and graphics elements.
Sometimes you'll need to generate full-color finished artwork and prepress proofs
in-house.
Because of this specialization, the printers we considered for this category were among
the most sophisticated and expensive in our sample. LaserMaster's Unity 1200XL carried
alist price of $9995, but it came with anumber of features
that would hardly be considered standard for aprinter.
Also noteworthy was the winner for Best Color, the Dataproducts Jolt PS, a $6695 solid- ink printer. Unlike the
liquid inks used by traditional ink-jet printers, the solid
Jolt inks are similar to acrayon. During printing, the inks
are heated and shot to the page, where they instantly solidify. The resulting colors are vibrant, with impressive
dithering and little color bleeding and smearing.
For those whose color needs are less demanding, we
found DEC's LA95 DECWriter to be agood low-cost
choice. Even though its $319 price was at the opposite
end of the price spectrum compared to the Jolt, no other
low-cost color printer had better color-output quality than
the LA95. Note that none of our low-cost test printers

7

New From XLI: High Res, Low Price
At press time, XLI released the Image Xpert 5000, alaser
printer designed for graphic arts and desktop publishing
applications. The 8-ppm Xpert prints text and line art at
1200 dpi; gray-scale images print at resolutions equivalent
to 2400 dpi. The printer handles 11- by 17- inch paper at a
rated engine speed of 4.6 ppm.
The printer didn't arrive in time to consider it in our
formal evaluations, but we did run our quality tests. See the
Roll Call on pages 174-175 to see how the Xpert compares
with other high-end lasers.
At $6995, the Xpert costs less than the $9995 LaserMaster Unity 1200XL, the other 1200-dpi printer we tested.

supported both color and the Mac.
Depending on your needs, the printer you choose will
But the Xpert required at least a33-MHz 486 PC, because it
need to balance resolution, color capability, and cost. Here
relies heavily on its host for performance. You must install a
are some guidelines:
controller board kn your computer and connect the printer
Rule 1: Ideally, graphic arts printers should include
via avideo interface.
PostScript. Most graphic arts software and outside printer and service houses support PostScript, and having this
capability on your printer ensures that any draft accurately
represents the final look of a
page or illustration.
Rule 2: You should buy the
highest-resolution printer you
The alternative to storing fonts on your computer's hard disk is to store them on a
can afford. Some people can
hard disk in your printer. The advantage is that the font is already in the printer, so no
trade quality for speed if the
time is wasted downloading the font.
printer is only used to generate
How much time does this save? Using aLaserMaster Unity 1200XL, a $9995 printer
drafts, but most users find that
that comes standard with a20- MB hard disk and 135 fonts, we printed aone-page file
ahigh-resolution printer can
using 10 fonts. The page printed in 42.9 seconds when using disk- based fonts, and in
support both production art
64.6 seconds when using downloaded fonts. This 22-second difference is aone-time
and internal activities. With
gain: Fonts need to be downloaded only once; repeatthe emergence of 600- and
ed reference to these 10 fonts in alonger document
1200-dpi printers at affordable
DRIVE TIME
would not cause an additional performance penalty.
prices, users can also generPrinter hard disks are often designed to meet the
ate acceptable presentations
space limitations of their hosts, and prices reflect the
and illustrations in-house, savcustom designs. For example, Compaq's 60- MB drive
ing time and money.
for the Pagemarq lists for $549. Some printers have
Rule 3: A company that
aport that can accept an external SCSI disk.
70
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
generates large amounts of
If you make extensive use of a large font library,
Seconds
pages or illustrations that use
consider ahard disk. If you do not use nonstandard
• Downloaded fonts
color can save time and avoid
fonts, or if you use them infrequently, we do not
11 Disk- based fonts
mistakes with acolor printer.
recommend adding ahard disk to your laser printer.
At the high end, color printers also allow the company to

DOES YOUR PRINTER NEED AHARD DISK?
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generate prepress proofs,
avoiding the cost of using outside services. Most users, however, use color output to improve the effectiveness of
presentations. Ink-jet color
printers provide arelatively
low-cost solution for this, but
they fail to provide the color
accuracy needed for prepress
proofs.
Rule 4: Look at the entire
cost of operating a printer.
Short toner-cartridge life, expensive cartridges, and special
paper drive operating costs up.
These costs may appear minimal, but they can alter the financial incentives that justify
moving agraphic arts application in-house in the first place.
Our Best Overall printer for
graphic arts was also one of the
most unusual we tested. LaserMaster's Unity 1200XL provides 1200- by 1200-dpi resolution, as well as resolution
enhancement, which, like similar technologies offered by HP
and others, smoothes edges of
text and lines. ( In practice, the
printer performed up to expectations: It received aquality rating of 4.9 on ascale of 5.0.)
The Unity was also the fastest
printer in our graphics speed
tests.
Along with its graphics and
speed capabilities, the Unity
comes standard with LocalTalk, parallel, and serial interfaces. Ethernet is an option.
The printer can handle simultaneous input from each of the
four ports.
As you might expect, there
was one more area in which the
Unity stood out from all the
other printers that we tested.
Its $9995 price tag was nearly
$3000 higher than the most expensive color printer we reviewed.
For those of us whose printing needs are much more modest than the camera-ready quality offered by the Unity, seeing
this printer perform was atreat.
It demonstrated to us what laser
technology is capable of, if you
are willing to pay the price.
KEY
A
•

Laser
Dot-matrix

•

Ink-jet

GRAPHIC ARTS

BYTE REST

Do you want spectacular prints?
BEST OVERALL

LaserMaster Unity 1200XL

Photographic images produced by the Unity were spectacular.
The 33-MHz RISC processor provided more than adequate

tej
>

processing power for a combination of high quality and good
performance. Although expensive, the Unity was the finest
high-quality graphics printer we tested.

BYTE SPEED RA11NC (
PPM)

PIKE

BEST

LaserMaster Unity 1200XL

•

MI IN

RUNNER-UP

OMS 860

A

el

RUNNER-UP

Xante Accel-A-Writer 8000

A

#1 MI

RUNNER-UP

Apple LaserWriter Hg

A ei

g

BYTE «ALM
INDEX

CLASS

RICH QUAUTY/MAC

gESOILITTON
1
.11P1)

$9995

1.14 / 0.75

4.9

8 ppm

1200

$4595

0.70 / 1.35

4.3

8 ppm

600

$2295

0.48 / 0.71

3.6

8

PPm

600

$2309

- / 1.60

3.1

8 ppm

300

Cost-conscious?
LOW COST

Epson Stylus 800
The Stylus 800 had the best quality-to-price ratio in this class. It scored especially well on
our line and circle quality tests. This printer will not replace the printers in the Best Overall
category, but it produces output that's competitive with that of more expensive models.

PRICE

BYTE SPEED RAMC (PPM)

BYTE QUALM

HIGH MIAUTT/MAC

INDEX

CLASS

RESOLUDON
(DPI)

BEST

Epson Stylus 800

a

M

$499

0.75 / -

2.3

150 cps

360

RUNNER-UP

DEC LA95 DEC Writer

•

EFc]

$ 319

0.40 / -

2.1

240 cps

360

RUNNER-UP

Canon BJ-200

a

[Fq

$449

0.68 /

1.7

124 cps

360

RUNNER-UP

Apple StyleWriter II

a

2.2

0.5 ppm

360

e

$359

/ 0.33

Need stunning color?
COLOR

Dataproducts Jolt PS

gar

This solid-ink printer produced vibrant colors that few liquid-ink printers can match. Solid
ink produces good color blends while reducing bleeding and smearing. However, we
found that the ink easily rubbed off of acetate transparencies. And don't expect your
output in a hurry: The Jolt took 2 to 5 minutes to print a complex one-page document.

PRICE

BYTE SPED RATING (PPM)

BYTE QUALM'

HIGH QUALITY/MAC

INDEX

CLASS

RESOLIMON
(DPI)

BEST

Dataproducts Jolt PS

a

roe

eI

$6695

0.21 / 0.45

3.8

RUNNER-UP

Lexmark JetPrinter PS 4079

a

Pe

Igl $3495

0.19 / 0.27

3.5

167 cps

RUNNER-UP

Canon BJC-800

•

IM

$ 1999

0.12 / -

3.2

170 cps

360

RUNNER-UP

Apple Color Printer

Z

gi

$2349

3.1

3.5 ppm

360

-

/ 0.45

2 ppm

300
360

Need cost-cutting color?
LOW-COST COLOR

•ri=q

Digital LA95 DECWriter

This dot-matrix printer's color graphics performance was second to the Okidata ML590's,
while its quality scores were the highest of any dot-matrix printer. At $ 319, this printer is
hard to pass up if you need color for graphic arts jobs.

PRICE

BYTE SPEED RATING ( PPM)

BYTE QUALITY

HIGH QUALITY/MAC

INDEX

CLASS

RESOLIMON
(
DPI)

BEST

DEC LA95 DEC Writer

$319

0.38 / -

2.3

240 cps

?IltiNER-UP

Okidata ML590

$699

0.45 / -

1.6

120 cps

360

RUNNER-UP

Citizen GSX-230

$399

0.12 / -

2.3

90 cps

360

RUNNER-UP

Citizen GSX-240

$599

0.15 / -

2.2

99 cps

360

RUNNER-UP

Panasonic KX-P2124

$599.95

0.18 / -

1.9

106 cps

360

360
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WORKGROUPS

BYTE

B EST
Network

printers make up

Looking for the leader?

one of the hottest segments
of the laser printer market,
thanks to introductions from

HP LaserJet 4Si MX

BEST OVERALL

This new printer was the hands-down winner for workgroups. The

vendors like Compaq, HP,

4Si MX ranked above the QMS 1725 and Compaq

Pagemarq

and QMS. ( Any printer can

15 in overall print quality. It provides automatic emulation

be a "network" printer. For

switching. The printer offers parallel, LocalTalk, and Ethernet
interfaces and supports IPX, TCP/IP, EtherTalk, and NetBIOS

our purposes, we considered

protocols. Its paper trays hold 1000 sheets, and asensor

laser printers with engine

signals when the output bin reaches its 550-sheet capacity.

speeds faster than 10 ppm
and monthly duty cycles of
at least 25,000 pages. In most
cases, Ethernet and Token
Ring cards were available.)
One consideration when
you're shopping for anetwork printer is how easily it
can switch emulations—a

PRICE

BYTE SPED WOK (PPM)
MCI QUALM/DRAFT QUALIIY/MAC

BYTE QUALM

CLASS

EMULATION
SWITCHING?

INDEX

BEST

HP LaserJet 4Si MX

A

el lk

$5499

2.32 / 4.48 / 4.12

3.6

17 ppm

Yes

RUNNER-UP

OMS 1725 Print System

A

NI g

$5995

2.17/3.10/2.67

3.4

17 ppm

Yes

RUNNER-UP

Compaq Pagemarq 15

A

$5196

1.67 / 1.95 / 2.45

3.4

15 ppm

Yes

RUNNER-UP

TI Microlaser XL Turbo

A

$4442

1.46 / 2.35 / 2.26

2.4

16 ppm

Yes

e
El MI

Want economical sharing?

must for mixed workstation
environments. There are three

Dataproducts UR 1560

LOW COST

methods of switching modes:

For less than $4000, this laser printer offers RS-232, RS-422, parallel, and LocalTalk
interfaces standard. The printer also ships standard with PostScript and PCL 4

Switch the printer setting

emulations. It can't automatically sense emulations, but you can dedicate interfaces to

manually; send the printer

specific emulations; for example, the parallel interface can deal with PCL 4jobs while

special codes before each

the LocalTalk port handles PostScript.

print job to specify an emulation; or use aprinter that's

PRICE

capable of automatic emulation sensing.
Do you need emulation-

BEST

Dataproducts LZR 1560

A

RUNNB-UP

TI Microlaser Turbo XL

A

n
S

BYTE SPEED RATING (PPM)
HIGH QUALITY/DRAFT QUALITY/MAC

BYTE QUALITY
INDEX

CLASS

EMULATION
SWITCHING?

$3395

1.22 / 2.43 / 1.38

3

15 ppm

Yes

$4442

1.46/2.35 / 2.26

2.4

16 ppm

Yes

sensing technology? If you
work in asmall group with
standard setups, probably not.

train from the middle of the doc-

If you work in amixed-plat-

ument and get confused. Other

form group with both PCs

printers analyze continually.

How to Connect Your Network Printer
To connect alaser printer to aNetWare network (apopular
combination), you have at least five options: Attach the

and Macs, it can be indis-

Network- printer costs are

pensable—if you can trust it.

high; our Low Cost choice listed

If it fails, you can end up with

for $3395. But the cost is shared

reams of printed PostScript

among agroup of users, and a

instructions instead of your

12- to 17-ppm printer can't be

monthly report.

beat when adeadline is tight and

Ethernet or Token Ring connections. But just hooking a

Printers vary in how they

you need printed output fast. On

printer directly to your LAN doesn't guarantee smooth

identify print jobs. Some base

the other hand, if the printer

network operation. Once you've established the physical

their guess on the first cou-

breaks down, the frustration rip-

connection, you're faced with higher-level protocol

ple of hundred characters in a

ples throughout an entire de-

matching, configuring your printer to work with IPX

job. If these look like aPost-

partment or company.

(NetWare), TCP/IP (Unix), EtherTalk ( Apple), and

Script header, the printer

One more point: Many peo-

chooses PostScript; if not, it

ple find that the most annoying

chooses PCL. But if aprinter

part of using ashared printer is

runs out of paper in the mid-

having to get up and walk to their

dle of ajob, it may try to re-

output. For smaller workgroups
that don't need the speed or pa-

KEY
A Laser
•

Dot-matrix

• Ink-jet

per- handling features of ashared
laser, two cheaper lasers may be
better than one network model.
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printer to the file server; to adedicated PC print server; to a
nondedicated PC that acts as aworkstation and aprint
server; to astand-alone box that connects to the printer and
to the network wire; or directly to the network.
More and more printers come with standard or optional

NetBIOS (LAN Manager).
Printers may soon handle more of the duties currently
shared between the printer and the network operating
system. The Network Printing Alliance, which includes
IBM, TI, and Canon, is drafting astandard for users to
obtain detailed information from the printer, including
printer status and configuration. HP has defined its own
protocol, called Printer Job Language, which debuted with
the LaserJet 4.

ProTracer. Keep it to yourself.

Apersonal, large format device
designed for your desktop.

I
n

What's the difference between ProTracer' and other
large format output devices? The difference is time.
Because with ProTracer, you won't waste yours waiting for a
slow pen plotter, traveling to aremote plotter location, or
sitting idle while other users wait for their moment of glory at
the company pen plotter.
ProTracer is ready when you are. It sits quietly on your desktop waiting to produce fast A-, B-, or C-size output at asharp
360 dpi. It flawlessly produces the most complex plots, as well
as impressive PostScript® output or everyday text documents.
FEATURES INCLUDE:

>High performance Canon® inkjet engine
>Fast, Intel i9601'processor — drawings that take ahalf hour
on pen plotters take as little as five minutes on ProTracer!

ProTracer
base unit
Customized
ADIland PADI•
drivers for
AutoCADe
Epson and
ProPrinter
emulations

DroTracer
with HP GL
emulation

ProTracer
with PostScript
emulation

ProTracer
base unit

ProTracer
base unit

HP-GL
emulation
card

PostScript
language emulation card

5MB memory

8MB memory

$1499 $2249 $2897

Optional accessories
including anew, faster
HP-GL® language emulation card, PostScript
language emulation card,
memory expansion
boards, and sheet feeders
Full vellum capabilities

Unsurpassed customer service — 60- day money back guarantee,
one year warranty, and unlimited technical support.
If you'd like to keep alarge format output device to yourself,
call Pacific Data Products at (619) 625-3619, Fax (619) 552-0889.

Ir

PACIFIC DATA
_
Ad
a

PRODUCTS

66.9
1=

Pacific Data Products Inc 9125 Lilco ltd.. San Dlego, CA 93131. In Europe. call 13531 61 PS609. ProTracer is atrademark of Pacific lata Products, Inc. All other branch and product names are tratlemadv or registered trodernark, of then repeal, emanufacturer.
I ge courtesy of Autoden Inc. P”Tracer uses PeerlessPage"...ne advanced imagmg Opering Syvtem from Peerless PNtentxPage nareentered trademark of Phonnis fechn,logies 1td. C 1501 Pacen Data Product, Inc

CAD

BYTE

BEST
CAD applications require a

Is citeality mast important?

wide range of output devices.
At the high end, the applica-

BEST OVERALL

QMS 860

tions require large plotters to
output complex blueprints

The 860 scored highest in our CAD print-quality test and ran

and renderings. Others need

significantly ahead of the Xante Accel-a-Writer and Lexmark

color just to code the draw-

LaserPrinter, which came in second and third in quality. The

ings. Simpler constructions,

860 uses an Intel 25-MHz 960 RISC processor. The printer

illustrations, and drafts re-

can hold amaximum of 32 MB of memory ( 12 MB are
standard), and QMS supplies utilities that allow you to

quire less resolution but more

configure memory as buffers for each input port or for font

speed.

caching. The printer can hold up to two SCSI hard drives,

Each CAD application sets

and you can program the controller to use the drives for

its own requirements. Circuit

print spooling. Adding its ability to print 11- by 17-inch paper

board design requires output

(at a4-ppm engine speed), the 860 stood out as a
multipurpose CAD printer.

with high accuracy. Architectural designs generally
spread across large sheets of

PRICE

BYTE SPEED RA11NC (PPM)
RICH NAM/DRAFT QUALTTY/MAC

BYTE QUALM'
INDEX

CLASS

ACCEPTS
11x17 PAPER?

paper. Both require plotters

REST

A

PC

It

$4595

0.63 / -/ 1.55

4.5

8 ppm

Yes

and high-end printers with

RUNNERUF Xante Accel-A-Writer 8000

A

PC

WC

$2295

0.41 /1.78 / 0.64

4.0

8 ppm

No

abilities beyond those of most

RUNNER-UP Apple LaserWriter Ilg

A

4K

$2309

-1-1 1.64

2.7

8 ppm

No

office printers. Still, the 126

RUNNER-UP Lexmark IBM LaserPrinter4029-10P A

PC'

$2499

0.18 / 1.54 / -

4.0

10 ppm

No

tested printers can support
many CAD applications.

OMS 860

Money matters?

Paper size can be critical.

LOW COST

Many printers support images
less than 81/
2 inches wide.

Epson Stylus 800
The Stylus 800 received the highest ink-jet CAD performance score, in part by

Some page printers, like the

completing our graphics test one-third faster than most ink-jet printers. Output quality

QMS 860, support 11- by 17-

was slightly above average overall, but its line/circle and text quality output rivaled that

inch images; wide-carriage

of ink-jets

dot-matrix printers can print

Epson's new print head, which is designed to create more uniform dots and fewer stray

unlimited lengths of 11-inch-

dots.

costing

several thousand dollars. The print quality may be the result of

wide paper using fanfold paPRICE

per. Some software automatically splits images across
several sheets of paper, but
this creates multiple pages
that must be taped together.
If

your application requires

images that exceed printer

REST

Epson Stylus 800

RUNNER-UP

Canon BJ-200

•

RUNNER-UP

DEC LA95 DEC Writer

RUNNER-UP

Apple Style Writer H

!Ye $499
•

r
e

$449

• Pc $319

e

$359

BYTE SPEED RATING (PPM)
HIGH QUALITY/DRAFT QUALM/MAC

BYTE QUALM
INDEX

CLASS

ACCEPTS
0x17 PAPER?

0.76 / 0.77 / -

2.5

120 cps

Yes

0.70 / 1.11 / -

2.2

124 cps

No

0.40 / 0.68 /

2.1

240 cps

No

2.2

0.5 ppm

No

/ - / 0.30

Require color?

limits, go with aplotter.
For applications that re-

COLOR

Okidata ML590

quire color printers, ink-jets
If your CAD jobs primarily use color to clearly label diagrams, the ML590 is afine

provide acceptable color out-

overall performer. This mid-priced dot-matrix printer was the fastest in this category in

put for most renderings. Ap-

our color tests. Its print quality was inferior to that of the Apple Color Printer and the

plications requiring subtle

Canon BJC-800, but these printers cost three to four times more than the ML590.

coloring or dithering effects

Standard emulations are Epson LQ and IBM Proprinter.

need higher quality, while applications that just code dia-

PRICE

grams in color can use colorcapable dot-matrix printers.
KEY
A
•

Laser

• Ink-jet
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BYTE/NTSL

ACCEPTS
11.17 PAPER?
No

Okidata ML590

0.5/0.93/ -

1.7

120 cps

DEC LA95 DEC Writer •

Pc

$319

0.40 / 0.65 / -

2.2

240 cps

No

RUNNER-UP

Canon BJC-800

T'Ç,

$1999

0.11 / 0.59 / -

3.2

170 cps

Yes

RUNNER-UP

Star Micronics X8-2425 •

0.28 / 0.69 /

2.2

125 cps

No

RUNNER-UP

Apple Color Printer • !KM $2349

3.1

3.5 mpp

Yes
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$699

CUSS

RUNNER-UP

•

P
,

BYTE QUAlllY
INDEX

BEST

Dot-matrix

•

BYTE SPEED RATING (PPM)
HIGH QUALM/DRAFT QUALM/MAC

IP§ $949

/ - / 0.68

If you LISTEN.to your computer with one of these...
SPERIP„,

te,

:off»ta
• ') yi
l
lIfe "

now you canTato your computer with THIS!
von(
moGnrrion SOFTUJARE
for Sound Blastecompatible cards

4

,at the
speed of

e0Untn

vcacz ROM

From the developers of the U.S. Air Force's "Bionic
Ear" comes VOICE BLASTER, the world's first voice
recognition software for popular sound cards.
The DOS and Windows 3.1 voice recognition programs included allow you to add voice commands to
popular education, business and entertainment programs such as WordPerfect, F117A, Lotus 123, Secret
Weapons of the Luftwaffe, DAC Easy, and hundreds
more.
Easy to install and use, you will be up and running
at the speed of sound in no time!

Also included are DOS and Windows 3.1 recording, editing and playback programs which represent leading edge PC sound technology.
Voice annotation software included brings your
Windows 3.1 word processor to life by adding your
own recorded messages to your documents.
The COVOX E/Q module and headset provided
with VOICE BLASTER will improve your sound
card's recording capability while giving you the
best voice recognition possible. VOICE BLASTER
will change the way you use your computer!

VOICE BLASTER is available at CompUSA, Electronics Boutique, Software Etc.
and other fine computer retail outlets
Call CO VOX, INC. (
800)733-0420

Dealer inquiries call (
818) 446-9932

ID
Copyright 1993 COVOX, INC. All product. and corpor te
names are trademark.. and registered trademarks of their
675r

e,t;:eoeeze nAll rl gh i.

2
. ;07. rl
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Circle 81 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 82).

PORTABLE PRINTERS

BYTE

B EST
Portable printers fill aspe-

Is print quality important?

cial need for those who often
travel with anotebook computer. The printers may create

Lexmark IBM 4070 LI

BEST OVERALL

on-the-fly custom documents,

The $499 4070 LI repeatedly placed among the best in our

such as personalized insur-

performance tests. Its quality was second only to the Canon

ance tables, revised contracts,

ELI-20. Its design is similar to those of the Canon 111-20, the

011%,

Brother Hi-100 i, and the Star Micronics StarJet S.1-48. All

proposals, and price sched-

were a little larger than asheet of letter-size paper and

ules. If adeal is at stake, the

roughly 2 inches thick (the 50-sheet feeder adds another 2

ability to produce ahard copy

inches to the 4070 IJ's thickness). At 4 pounds, it was also

for aclient puts you ahead of

among the lightest portables we tested. The 4070 LI

your competitors.

supports Epson LQ 510, IBM Proprinter X24E, IBM Graphics,
and Canon 111-130e emulations. It comes standard with a

But you will not want

Centronics parallel port or you can purchase Ethernet and

to carry aprinter if it is cum-

token-ring ports for $695 and $895, respectively.

bersome. The 7- to 8-pound
models were too heavy for

PRICE

anything but checked lug-

•

BYTE SPEED RAMC (PPM)
NIGH QUALIIY/MAC

BYTE QUALM
INDIA

CUSS

SIZES WEIGHT (INCHES; LBS)
(WITHOUT BATTERY)

gage. Since time is money, a

BEST

IN $499

0.71 / —

3.0

83 cps

portable should produce its

RUNNER-UP HP DeskJet Portable

• el $599

1.23 / —

2.3

167 cps

output quickly and efficient-

RUNNER-UP Brother HJ-100 i

•

el $499

0.62 / —

2.8

83 cps

8.5x12.25x1.9; 4

ly, at roughly 1to 2minutes

RUNNER-UP Canon 8J-20

▪

$349

0.69 / —

3.3

83 cps

8.5x12.2x2; 4.4

per page. And output quality
must be impressive enough
to help the deal go through.
The final factor to consid-

Lexmark IBM 4070 IJ

2.1x12.4x8.7; 4
2.5x12x5.7; 4.4

On a limited budget?
LOW COST

er is printing method. Dot-

Eastman Kodak Diconix 701 P
With a $479 list price, the Eastman Kodak Diconix 701 Pwas the cheapest portable we

matrix printers consistently

saw. Performance and quality were only average, but the Diconix 701 P had other

scored near the bottom of our

features that made it a standout. Its built-in 30-page sheet feeder and svelte 6-pound

quality tests and were among

weight are strong selling points for portability. A straightforward control panel eliminates

the noisiest, largest, and heav-

confusing DIP switches. The printer ships with Courier, Gothic, and Helvetica fonts ( it
doesn't include aslot for font cartridges), and it accepts legal and A4 size paper, in

iest we tested. The two less

addition to standard letter-size sheets. For an additional $ 79, Mac users can purchase

well known printing tech-

an interface kit that lets the Diconix attach to their machines.

niques, thermal fusion and
thermal transfer, use heat to

Pin

BYTE SPEED RAMC (PPM)
HIGH QUALITY/MAC

BYIE QUALM
INDEX

CLASS

SIZE & WEIGHT (
INCHES; LBS.)
(WITHOUT BATTERY)

pass ink to the paper from an

•

ink foil or cartridge. The two

BEST

$479

0.53 / —

2.0

120 cps

2.4x7.68 ,<1.7; 5.6

thermal-fusion printers (Citi-

RUNNER-UP Brother HJ-100 i

$499

0.62 / —

2.8

83 cps

8.5x12.25x1.9; 4

zen PN48 Professional and

RUNNER-UP Lexmark IBM 4070 LI

$499

0.71 / —

3.0

83 cps

2.1x12.4x8.7; 4

Lexmark IBM Portable) pro-

RUNNER-UP HP DeskJet Portable

$599

1.23 / —

2.3

167 cps

2.5x12x5.7; 4.4

vided slightly improved output quality over dot-matrix

Eastman Kodak Diconix 701 P

Do you just want the smallest?

but were dead last in speed.

MOST PORTABLE

Citizen PN48 Professional and Lexmark IBM Portable

The thermal- transfer printer,
Mannesmann Tally's Mobile-

If size is your main concern, choose the Citizen PN48 or the Lexmark IBM Portable

Writer, consistently placed in

(they're identical in design and operation). They're 2y,-pound thermal-fusion printers

the top three in our speed

that stand only 2 inches high and are amere 3lb inches deep. Thermal-fusion printers
pass ink from acartridge to paper by applying heat. Both of these printers showed

tests and produced acceptable

slightly better print quality than dot-matrix printers in this group. However, performance

print quality. Ink-jets out-

was lackluster— apage of text took 1I/2 minutes to print, and aone-page bit map took

paced the other technologies

6 to 7 minutes.

in most of our tests.
PRICE
KEY
A Laser
•

• Ink-jet

BEST

Dot-matrix

172

BYTE/NSTL

LAB

BM SPEED RAM (PPM)
HIGH HUME/MAC

BYTE QUALM
INDEX

CLASS

SIZE & WEIGHT (INCHES; US.)
(1111110U1 &IIITERY)

Citizen PN48 Professional

el $549

0.22 / —

1.6

53 cps

2x11.7x3.5; 2

Lexmark IBM Portable

gl $549

0.22 / —

1.6

53 cps

2x11.7x3.5; 2
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When it comes to advanced technology

For high performance at an affordable,

there's no debate. The MX15F has it all.

competitive price, the new LX1564 is

From its super-sharp image to an on-

the popular choice.

board processor, ultrahigh resolution,

Using the advanced 15-inch flat

optimal synchronization and sizing, LED

square picture tube in combination with

status read outs and more...much more.

an economical design, it offers a true

Ideally suited for high-level engi-

melding of high-performance and

neering, scientific, graphic and business

economy.

applications, the MX15F is the computer

And, with features like edge-to-

monitor of choice for serious power users.

edge overscan and 80 MHz video band-

It's no wonder the MX15F has won

width, the LX1564 compares well against

so many awards. These include PC Magazine Editors' Choice- 1993 and PC World's
Best Buy in both 1991 and 1992.

competitor's higher priced models.
THE

C HOICE

IS

YOURS

I

Clearly, this is the monitor for those

Two great monitors. Two sets of

who refuse to compromise. It delivers the

features. Designed to fit the way you work.

very highest performance, quality and

Designed to fit your budget. The choice

technology.

is yours — Ultimate Technology or Ultimate Value.
Can't decide? Give us a call at
1-800-827-3998, extension 4304. We'll

1993

MAO

INNowsloN,

4392

Los

1992

1991

I
NC.

CORPORATE

A LAHITOS,

714/827 -3998

CA

D RIVE

90720

FAX:

©1993..111G
di MI 11.1 Ilex" . M

CENTER

714 827 5522

All rights swerved MAC;
inidemusis

AIAG hmoVieium

be glad to help.
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Circle 162 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 163).
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MANUFACTURER

PRINTER MODEL

Advanced Matrix Technology, Inc.

AMT Acce1-214

Advanced Matrix Technology, Inc.

AMT Acce1-242

SPED ( PC/MAC)

N

QUALITY'

PRICE'

1.15 / -

1.4

$ 529

( 805) 388-5799 ( 800) 992-2264

1293

0.85 / -

1.8

$529

(805) 388-5799 ( 800) 992-2264

1294

$1485 ( 805) 388-5799 ( 800) 992-2264

1295

$2195 (408) 432-6000 (800) 825-2577

1296

Advanced Matrix Technology, Inc.

AMT Acce1-535

0.57 / -

1.6

Alps America

DMX800

1.23 / -

1.3

Brother International Corp.

M-1324

0.76 / -

1.6

Brother International Corp.

M- 1824L

0.55 / -

C- Tech Electronics, Inc.

Pro Writer C-610Il

C-Tech Electronics, Inc.

Pro Writer C-310P

Citizen America Corp.

GSX-230

0.76 / -

Citizen America Corp.

GSX-240

0.91 / -

PHONE

TOLL- FREE NO.

INQUIRY NO.

$399

( 908) 356-8880

N/A

1297

2.1

$749

(908) 356-8880

N/A

1298

0.64 / -

1.3

$799

( 714) 833-1165 ( 800) 347-4017

1299

0.62 / -

1.1

$739

(714) 833-1165 (800) 347-4017

1300

1.9

$399

( 310) 453-0614 ( 800) 477-4683

1301

2.1

$599

(310) 453-0614 (800) 477-4683

1302

Dataproducts Corp.

9044

0.43 / -

1.6

$ 1132 ( 818) 887-8000 ( 800) 334-3174

1303

DataSouth Computer

XL3OODD

0.92 / -

1.1

$ 1795 (704) 523-8500 (800) 476-2120

1304

Decision Data

6520-41

1.40 / -

1.4

$460

(
215) 956-6700 ( 800) 933-9897

1305

Digital Equipment Corp.

LA95 DEC Writer

0.95 / -

2.1

$319

(508) 493-5111 (800) 344-4825

1306

Digital Equipment Corp.

LA75 Plus

0.47 / -

1.4

$549

( 508) 493-5111 ( 800) 344-4825

1307

Digital Equipment Corp.

LA310 MultiPrinter

1.09 / -

1.3

$599

(508) 493-5111 (800) 344-4825

1308

Digital Equipment Corp.

LA424 MultiPrinter

0.56/ -

1.4

$ 1349 ( 508) 493-5111 ( 800) 344-4825

1309

Epson America, Inc.

Action Printer 3250

0.34 / -

1.9

$269

(310) 782-0770 (800) 922-8911

1310

Epson America, Inc.

EX- 1170

0.78 / -

1.3

$499

( 310) 782-0770 (800) 922-8911

1311

Epson America, Inc.

LQ 870

0.79 / -

1.9

$629

(310) 782-0770 (800) 922-8911

1312

Fujitsu Computer Products of America, Inc.

DL1200

0.61 / -

1.5

$649

(408) 432-6333 ( 800) 626-4686

1313

Fujitsu Computer Products of America, Inc.

DL5800

1.68 / -

1.6

$ 1995 (408) 432-6333 (800) 626-4686

1314

Gcc Technologies, Inc.

Writelmpact

- / 0.38

0.0

$599

( 617) 275-5800 ( 800) 422-7777

1315

Lexmark International, Inc.

IBM PPS II 2380

1.04 / -

1.3

$499

(606) 232-2000

N/A

1316

Lexmark International, Inc.

IBM PPS II 2390

0.44 / -

1.9

$499

( 606) 232-2000

N/A

1317

Lexmark International, Inc.

IBM 4226

0.98 / -

1.4

$2295 (606) 232-2000

N/A

1318

Mannesmann Tally Corp.

MT 150/9C

0.92 / -

1.1

$ 799

( 206) 251-5524 ( 800) 843-1347

Mannesmann Tally Corp.'

MT 150/24/C

- / -

$999

(206) 251-5524 (800) 843-1347

Mannesmann Tally Corp.

MT 360

2.35

-

1.6

$2695 (206) 251-5524

( 800) 843-1347

1319
1320
1321

NEC Technologies, Inc.

Pinwriter P6200

0.74 / -

2.1

$499

( 508) 264-8000

Okidata

ML380

0.44 / -

1.3

$349

( 609) 235-2600 ( 800) 654-3282

1323

Okidata

ML395/C

0.88 / -

1.8

$ 1599 (609) 235-2600 (800) 654-3282

1326

N/A

1322

Okidata

ML521

0.84 / -

1.1

$ 799

( 609) 235-2600 ( 800) 654-3282

1325

Okidata

ML590

1.65 / -

1.6

$699

(609) 235-2600 (800) 654-3282

1324

Okidata

PM 3410

1.89 / -

1.2

$ 1999 ( 609) 235-2600 ( 800) 654-3282

1327

Panasonic Communications 8i Systems Co.

KX-P2123

0.62 / -

1.9

$419.95 (201) 348-7000 (800) 742-8086

1329

Panasonic Communications 8. Systems Co.

KX-P2124

0.74 / -

1.9

$599.95 ( 201) 348-7000 ( 800) 742-8086

1330

Panasonic Communications & Systems Co.

KX-P2180

0.62 / -

1.1

$299.95 (201) 348-7000 (800) 742-8086

1328

Panasonic Communications 8, Systems Co.

KX-P2624

0.95 / -

1.6

$649.95 ( 201) 348-7000 ( 800) 742-8086

1331

Seikosha America, Inc.

SL-90 Plus

0.94 / -

1.4

$499

(201) 327-7227 (800) 338-2609

1333

Seikosha America, Inc.

SL- 270

1.09 / -

0.9

$999

( 201) 327-7227 ( 800) 338-2609

1334

Seikosha America, Inc.

SP2400

0.57 / -

1.3

$329

(201) 327-7227 (800) 338-2609

1332

Star Micronics America, Inc.

NX-2430 Multi- Font

0.72 / -

1.3

$399

( 212) 986-6770 ( 800) 447-4700

1335

Star Micronics America, Inc.

XB-2425 Multi- Font

1.00 / -

2.1

$949

(212) 986-6770 (800) 447-4700

1336

Tandy Corp.

DMP 204

0.58 / -

1.4

$349.95 ( 817) 390-3011

N/A

1337

Tandy Corp.

DMP 302

0.59 / -

1.6

$499.95 (817) 390-3011

N/A

1338

Apple Computer, Inc.

StyleWriter II

- / 0.57

2.0

(408) 974-2042

N/A

1339

Apple Computer, Inc.

Color Printer

- / 0.69

2.8

$2349 (408) 974-2042

N/A

Canon Computer Systems, Inc.

BJ-200

1.34 / -

1.9

$449

Canon Computer Systems, Inc.

BJC-800

0.54 / -

Dataproducts Corp.

Jolt PS

0.51 / 0.69

Digital Equipment Corp.

DECMultiJet 2000

1.05 / -

Epson America, Inc.

Stylus 800

Gcc Technologies, Inc.

$359

1340

(714) 438-3000 ( 800) 848-4123

1341

2.8

$ 1999 ( 714) 438-3000 ( 800) 848-4123

1342

3.3

$6695 (818) 887-8000 (800) 334-3174

1343

1.4

$499

( 508) 493-5111 ( 800) 344-4825

1344

1.13 / -

2.3

$499

(310) 782-0770 ( 800) 922-8911

1345

Wide Writer 360

- / 1.07

2.4

$ 1699 ( 617) 275-5800 ( 800) 422-7777

1346

Hewlett-Packard Co.

DeskJet 500

1.30 / -

1.6

$599

1347

Hewlett-Packard Co.

DeskJet 550C

0.88 / -

1.8

$ 1099 ( 619) 592-4676 ( 800) 752-0900

1348

Hewlett-Packard Co.

PaintJet XL300

0.27 / 0.17

2.7

$3495 (619) 592-4676 (800) 752-0900

1349

Lexmark International, Inc.

IBM ExecJet 4072

1.40 / -

2.1

$ 1099 ( 606) 232-2000

N/A

1350

Lexmark International, Inc.

IBM JetPrinter

0.41 / 0.29

3.0

$3495 (606) 232-2000

N/A

1351

N/A

(619) 592-4676 (800) 752-0900

Pacific Data Products

ProTracer

0.66 / 0.50

2.3

$ 1499 ( 619) 552-0880

Royal Consumer Business Products

CJP 450

0.87 / -

1.2

$499

(908) 526-8200 (800) 527-2960

Smith Corona Corp.

Coronajet 200j

0.93 / -

1.4

$499

(203) 472-1471

Tektronix, Inc.

Phaser III PXi

0.26 / 0.40

3.2

$9995 (503) 682-7377 (800) 835-6100

* BYTE BEST
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' Average of high- and draft -quality speeds ( ppm) with no application weighting. ' B&W score. ' As tested. ' Drivers not available in time for testing.
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PRINTER MODEL

SPEED (PC/MAC)'

QUALITY PRICE'

PHONE

TOLL- FREE NO.

INQUIRY NO.

Apple Computer, Inc.

LaserWriter NT'

- / 0.59

3.0

$1649 ( 408) 974-2042

NA

1357

Apple Computer, Inc.

LaserWriter NTR

- / 1.17

3.1

$ 1649 (408) 974-2042

N/A

1358

Apple Computer, Inc.

LaserWriter Ilf

- / 2.03

2.8

$ 1869 ( 408) 974-2042

N'A

1359

Apple Computer, Inc.

LaserWriter Ilg

- / 2.23

3.0

$2309 (408) 974-2042

N/A

1360

Apple Computer, Inc.

LaserWriter Pro 630

1.19 / 2.01

4.4

$2529 ( 408) 974-2042

N/A

1361

Brother International Corp.

HL10 PS

1.65 / -

2.9

$2714 ( 908) 356-8880

N/A

1362

C-Tech Electronics, Inc.

ProWriter CI- 8

1.66 / -

3.5

$3453

(
714) 833-1165

(800) 347-4017

1364

C-Tech Electronics, Inc.

ProWriter CI-8E

2.60 / -

2.8

$2170 (714) 833-1165

(800) 347-4017

1363

Canon Computer Systems, Inc.

LBP-4SX

1.91 / -

2.1

Canon Computer Systems, Inc.

LBP-8SX

1.64 / -

(
714) 438-3000

(800) 848-4123

1365

2.0

$2774 ( 714) 438-3000

(800) 848-4123

1366

$2094

Compaq Computer Corp.

Pagemarq 15

1.74 / 2.29

4.0

$5196

(
713) 370-0670

(800) 345-1518

1367

Dataproducts Corp.

LZR 965

1.33 / 2.15

2.6

$2995 ( 818) 887-8000

(800) 334-3174

1368

Dataproducts Corp.

LZR 1560

1.74 / 1.27

3.8

$3395 ( 818) 887-8000

(800) 334-3174

1369

Decision Data

6010 SI

1.46 / -

2.3

$3995 (215) 956-6700

(800) 933-9897

1370

Digital Equipment Corp.

DECLaser 1152

0.50 / 0.84

3.0

$ 1258 ( 508) 493-5111

(800) 344-4825

1371

Digital Equipment Corp.

DECLaser 2200 Plus

0.40 / -

2.9

$4027 ( 508) 493-5111

(800) 344-4825

1372

ActionLaser 1000

3.21

-

2.8

$ 1125 (310) 782-0770

(800) 922-8911

1375

Epson America, Inc.

EPL-8000

2.15 / -

2.5

$ 1976 ( 310) 782-0770

(800) 922-8911

1376

Fujitsu Computer Products of America, Inc

PrintPartner 10W

2.35 / 1.80

3.0

$2768 ( 408) 432-6333

(800) 626-4686

1377

Genicom Corp.

Model 7170

1.34 / -

3.4

$5960 ( 703) 802-9200

(800) 443-6426

1378

* Epson America, Inc.

Hewlett-Packard Co.

LaserJet IIIP

1.06 / 0.72

3.4

$2814 ( 619) 592-4676

(800) 752-0900

1379

*

Hewlett-Packard Co.

LaserJet 4M

1.64 / 1.59

4.1

$2999 (619) 592-4676

(800) 752-0900

1380

*

Hewlett-Packard Co.

LaserJet 4Si MX

3.31 / 3.89

4.3

$5499 ( 619) 592-4676

(800) 752-0900

1381

Kyocera Electronics, Inc.

FS- 1500A

2.01 / -

2.6

$3402 ( 908) 560-3400

(800) 621-6777

1382

Unity 1200XL

2.01 / 1.26

4.9

$9995 (612) 944-9330

(800) 950-6868

1383

Lexmark International, Inc.

IBM LaserPrinter 4029-6P

1.22 / -

3.4

$2188 ( 606) 232-2000

N/A

1384

Lexmark International, Inc.

IBM LaserPtinter 4029-1OP

1.74 / -

3.9

$2499 ( 606) 232-2000

NI/A

1385

Mannesmann Tally Corp.

MT908

1.68 / -

3.3

$3074 (206) 251-5524

(800) 843-1347

1386

NEC Technologies, Inc.

Silentwriter Model 95

1.20 / 0.84

3.6

$ 1949 ( 508) 264-8000

N/A

1387

NewGen System Corp.

Turbo PS/440ND

1.45 / -

3.5

$6495 ( 714) 641-8600

(800) 756-0556

1388

Okidata

OL 810

3.58 / -

2.6

$3536 ( 609) 235-2600

(800) 654-3282

1389

Panasonic Communications & Systems Co.

KX-P4430

1.41 / -

2.6

$ 1770 (201) 348-7000

(800) 742-8086

1390

* LaserMaster Corp.

Panasonic Communications & Systems Co.

KX-P4455

0.78 / 0.77

2.9

$3270 ( 201) 348-7000

(800) 742-8086

1391

QMS, Inc.

OMSPS 410

0.97 / 0.94

2.9

$2490 ( 205) 633-4300

(800) 631-2692

1392

OMS, Inc.

OMS PS 815MR

1.77 / 1.4

3.6

$3995 ( 205) 633-4300

(800) 631-2692

1393

* OMS, Inc.

OMS 860 Print System

1.45 / 1.80

4.4

$4595 (205) 633-4300

(800) 631-2692

1394

OMS, Inc.

OMS 1725 Print System

2.58 / 2.58

4.0

$ 5995 ( 205) 633-4300

(800) 631-2692

1395

Samsung Electronics America, Inc.

Finale 8000

1.94 / 1.51

2.1

$2260 (201) 229-4000

(800) 446-0262

1396

Sharp Electronics Corp.

JX-9600

- / -

2.5

$ 1395 ( 201) 529-9593

(800) 237-4277

1373

Sharp Electronics Corp.

JX-9600PS

1.59 / 1.00

2.5

$ 1974 (201) 529-9593

(800) 237-4277

1374

Star Micronics America, Inc.

LS-5TT

1.37 / 0.61

3.0

$ 1804 ( 212) 986-6770

(800) 447-4700

1397

Tandy Corp.

LP800

1.66 / -

3.1

$2499 ( 817) 390-3011

N/A

1398

Texas Instruments, Inc.

MicroLaser PS35

1.08 / 0.83

2.9

$ 1766 ( 817) 774-6001

(800) 527-3500

1399

Texas Instruments, Inc.

MicroLaser PS35 Turbo

1.71 / 2.12

3.0

$2148 ( 817) 774-6001

(800) 527-3500

1400

Texas Instruments, Inc.

MicroLaser XL

1.26 / 0.83

2.8

$4086 ( 817) 774-6001

(800) 527-3500

1401

Texas Instruments, Inc.

MicroLaser XL Turbo

1.85 / 2.12

3.0

$4442 ( 817) 774-6001

(800) 527-3500

1402

Toshiba America Information Systems

PageLaser GX200

1.52 / -

3.9

$3096 ( 714) 583-3000

(800) 468-6744

1403

Toshiba America Information Systems

PageLaser GX400

1.75 / -

3.1

$5966 (714) 583-3000

(800) 468-6744

1404

Xante Corp.

Accel-a-Writer 4000

1.50 / 1.09

4.3

$ 1795 ( 205) 476-8189

(800) 926-8839

1405

Xante Corp.

Accel-a-Writer 8000

2.17 / 1.39

4.0

$2295 ( 205) 476-8189

(800) 926-8839

1406

Xerox Corp.

4213

1.07 / -

2.8

$4795 ( 310) 333-2202

N/A

1407

XLI .

Image Xpert 5000

- / -

5.0'

$6995 (617) 932-9199

(800) 433-8040

1408

Axonix Corp.

Milwrite L

0.82 / -

0.8

$ 1395 ( 801) 466-9797

(800) 866-9797

1409

Brother International Corp.

HJ-100 i

0.65 / -

2.8

$499

( 908) 356-8880

N/A

1410

Canon Computer Systems, Inc.

BJ-20'

0.79 / -

3.1

$349

( 714) 438-3000

(800) 848-4123

1411

Citizen America Corp.

PN48 Professional

0.33 / -

1.7

$549

( 310) 453-0614

(800) 477-4683

1412

Eastman Kodak

Kodak Diconix 701 P

0.71 / -

2.1

$479

(716) 253-0740

(800) 344-0006

1413

Hewlett-Packard Co.

DeskJet Portable

1.32 / -

2.3

$ 599

( 619) 592-4676

(800) 752-0900

1414

Lexmark International, Inc.

IBM 4070 IJ

0.77 / -

3.0

$499

(606) 232-2000

N/A

1415

Lexmark International. Inc.

IBM Portable

0.34 / -

1.6

Mannesmann Tally Corp.

MobileWriter

1.08 / -

2.7

Seikosha America, Inc.

LT20

0.47 / -

1.4

Star Micronics America, Inc.

StarJet Si-48

0.55 / -

2.8

*

'Discontinued.

Preliminary results

$549

( 606) 232-2000

N/A

1416

$875

(206) 251-5524

(800) 843-1347

1417

$499

( 201) 327-7227

(800) 338-2609

1418

$499

( 212) 986-6770

(800) 447-4700

1419

N/A= Not available.
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SOLUTIONS FOCUS/multimedia

MAKING
THE MPC
UPGRADE
10 top kits and complete
systems for bringing

hen it comes to delivering information, the PC is no longer
saddled to astatic blend of text

multimedia to the PC

and graphics. Sound, dazzling
animation, and CD-ROM delivery are becoming essential elements in edGREG LOVERIA
ucational and entertainment software, and
these elements are also quickly blending
into traditional business applications. Companies realize that an entertaining presentation and powerful visual cues cannot
only persuade and influence but can also enhance the retention of information.
And, with the introduction of Microsoft's Video for Windows, motion video promises to further ornament the once-drab face of PC information delivery. The promise
of exciting mixed-media applications relies on some basic hardware and software
components, packaged together as an MPC system.
The MPC Marketing Council's definition of an MPC system includes five basic
components: aPC, aCD-ROM drive, an audio adapter, Microsoft Windows with
Multimedia Extensions, and aset of speakers or headphones for audio output. In addition, video capture and playback technologies, along with codec advances, are being incorporated into MPC systems as standard fare. A good MPC system blends
all these technologies into an interactive educational and business tool. If you're still
plugging along with an outdated, non-MPC system, it's time to consider either
renovating your current system with an MPC upgrade kit or investing in atotally new
MPC system. This month, BYTE examines some of the best MPC options available.
The MPC Component Mix
Several factors determine how well an MPC system's hardware components are suited for any particular MPC task. Perhaps the most critical element of an MPC system is the CD-ROM drive speed. The MPC Marketing Council's current specifications for CD-ROM drives require an average sustained data transfer rate of 150
KBps. A CD-ROM drive must also have astereo headphone or output jack for
playback of stereo CD audio (Redbook Audio) at asampling rate of 44.1 kHz and
at 16-bit resolution. These specifications may not be crucial for some MPC applications, such as simple text search-and-retrieval software, but there are mixed176 BYTE • MAY 1993
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• WHAT MPC SYSTEMS AND
UPGRADE KITS ARE

Hardware and software
components— including asound
board and aCD-ROM drive—
that bring multimedia capabilities
to the PC platform.

• LIKES
MPC can

add dazzle and depth
to almost any educational or
business application.

• DISUKES
The MPC

specification doesn't
include provisions for video
playback, and the base MPC
systems need larger hard drives
or data compression to use
massive audio and video files.

• RECOMMENDATIONS

Tandy's Sensation is astrong
offering with agood overall mix
of features and included titles. For
video- based training and
educational applications, you
should go with the NCR 3331
MLS. Creative Labs' Multimedia
Upgrade Kit, with the new Sound
Blaster 16 ASP audio card option,
is the top upgrade choice.

media applications that can bog down
slower drives.
For objective testing of each CD-ROM
drive, Greg Smith of Profit Press ( 2956
North Campbell Ave., Tuscon, AZ 85719,
(602) 577-9696) provided acustom benchmark, CD Bench 2, which tests CD-ROM
read and seek times. You can find the stock
CD Bench utility on the company's MegaDemo CD. All stroke, read, and seek times
bypass any CD-ROM caching and are unaffected by system processor speeds. System performance affects the overall index,
which rates performance of the drives in
each system configuration tested. These
tests were not designed to be compared
against manufacturer ratings but are offered
as adirect drive- against-drive comparison.
A key feature for CD-ROM drives is compatibility with Kodak's Photo CD format.
The MPC upgrade kits and systems
were gauged subjectively by price-versusperformance comparisons, audio quality,
the number and quality of MPC software
titles shipped with each unit, ease of installation, and how well each ran amix of
multimedia and CD- ROM- based applications. The complete systems were also
evaluated on overall system performance.
For an overview of the features available
with each bundle, refer to tables 1and 2.
continued
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MPC SYSTEMS

Table 1:

These multimedia systems cover a wide range of configurations, options, and prices. ( NIA = not applicable.)
CompuAdd 433DX

Dell 433s/L

IBM Ultimedia M77

Price as tested (with monitor and accessories)

$4060

$3019

$9720

Base price (without monitor and accessories)

$2165

Sold only as abundle

$5295

Options

TV/Video adapter, $525

N/A

ActionMedia II playback, $ 1695

MPC upgrade kit, $ 575

ActionMedia II capture. $750

AM/FM tuner with remote. $200

DVI developer's toolkit, $510

Test monitor, $ 150

Test monitor, $ 1470

System features
486DX/33

486SX/33

486DX2/66

8/64

8/64

8/32

Phoenix/CompuAdd

Phoenix

IBM

Cache memory ( external/on-chip)

64 KB/8 KB

128 KB/8 KB

0 KB/8 KB

Number of slots/bus architecture

5/MCA

CPU
RAM as tested/maximum ( MB)
BIOS manufacturer

8/ISA

3/ISA

Power-supply capacity ( W)

200

150

118

Maximum half- height drive bays ( ext./int.)

3/3

2/1

3/1; 4ext. via SCSI

Floppy drive(s) size

3;4- inch, 5'4- inch

3Vz-inch, 5'4-inch

3;4-inch

Internal fax modem

No

Yes

No

Yes ( uses $525 PC/TV option)

No

Yes ( uses DVI w/external tuner)

Analog-to-digital tuner
Hard drive
Capacity as tested ( MB)

170

230

212

Manufacturer and model

WD Caviar 2170A

Quantum 240 AT

Not published

Vendor speed rating (
ms)
Type ( IDE/SCSI)

15

16

12

IDE

IDE

SCSI

Monitor
14/Hi-Resolution 51118

15/UltraScan 15FS

17/Model 9517-001

Maximum resolution

1024x768

1024x768

1024x768

Dot-pitch ratio (
mm)

0.28

0.28

0.26

50-90 Hz

50-90 Hz

Not published

Horizontal-scanning frequency

30-58 kHz

30-60 kHz

39.5-58 kHz

Maximum bandwidth frequency

75 MHz

80 MHz

75 MHz ( VGA), 72 MHz (XGA)

MCGA through Super VGA

CGA through Super VGA

MCGA, Super VGA, XGA

Vertical inches/model

Vertical-scanning frequency

Range of modes
Display adapter

Western Digital

Dell

IBM

Maximum resolution ( color support)

1024x768 noninterlaced ( 8- bit)

1280x1024 interlaced ( 4- bit)

1024x768 noninterlaced ( 8- bit)

Maximum color support ( resolution)

Manufacturer

16-bit ( 640x480)

8- bit ( 1024x768)

16-bit ( 640x480)

Accelerator chip

WD 90C31

S3 86C805 ( on motherboard)

XGA coprocessor

On- board memory

1- MB VRAM

1- MB VRAM

1- MB VRAM

Maximum memory

1- MB VRAM

1- MB VRAM

1- MB VRAM

Yes

Yes ( uses TSR)

VXE 1.0—compliant ( uses TSR)

VBE-/VXE-compliant
VGA chip set
Normal modes

Paradise

S3/Dell

XGA

CGA through Super VGA

CGA through Super VGA

CGA, Super VGA, XGA

CD-ROM
Philips LMS CM-205

Panasonic 521C

Toshiba 3301

Interface card/type

SCSI/audio card

SCSI/audio card

SCSI on motherboard

Requires CD caddy

No

Yes

Yes

Kodak Photo CD/XA—compatible

No

No

Yes

153.6 KBps

150 KBps

150 KBps

Pro Audio Spectrum 16

Sound Blaster Pro 16

M-ACPA

44.1 kHz/16-bit

44.1 kHz/16-bit

88.2 kHz/32-bit
Yes

Manufacturer/model

Vendor throughput rating
Audio board
Model
Maximum playback/record resolution
Stereo

Yes

Yes

On- board synthesizer

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yamaha YMF262 (OPL3)

Yamaha YMF262 (OPL3)

Texas Instruments MS-320C25

16- bit FM DAC

16- bit FM DAC

DSP-digital subtractive

20

20

8

MIDI port/cable

Optional

Optional

No external MIDI port

On- board SCSI

Yes

Yes

No

Direct CD—to— hard disk record

Yes

Yes

No

No (add $45 w/speakers)

Yes

Yes

Synthesizer chip
Synthesis technology
Number of voices ( in stereo)

Microphone included
Headphones included
External speakers included
Internal speaker size
External system volume controls
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No

No

No

No ( add $45 w/microphone)

Yes

Altec ( add $300; $400 w/subwoofer)

PC speaker

PC speaker

4- inch

No

No

Yes (front panel)

MULTIMEDIA

NCR 3331 MLS

Packard Bell PB-402

Tandy Sensation

$4394

$2500

$2498

$3805

$2200 (includes speakers)

$1999

Test monitor, $589

PB-TV3, $399

Test monitor, $499

DVI capture board, $639

PC/TV card, $400

DVI playback board ( standard)

1MB VRAM upgrade, $39.95

486DX/33

486SX/25

8/32

8/20

4/32

NCR

Phoenix/Packard Bell

Phoenix/Tandy

256 KB/0 KB

256 KB/8 KB

0KB/8 KB

4/ISA

4/SA

3/ISA

175

150

100

3/1

2/1

2/1

3'A-inch

486SX/25

5%- inch

No

Yes

Yes

Yes (uses DVI w/extemal tuner)

Yes ( uses $399 PC/TV option)

Yes ( uses $400 PC/TV option)

240

170

107

Conner LPS-240

Conner CP30-174E

Seagate ST- 3120A

17

17

15

IDE

IDE

IDE

15/Model 0271

14/Model PB8548

14/VGM-441

1024x768

1024x768

1024x768

028

0.28

0.28

55-110 Hz

50-90 Hz

43.3-70 Hz

30-57 kHz

31.5-48 kHz

31.5-41.5 kHz

75 MHz

65 MHz

44.9 MHz

EGA, VGA, Super VGA, XGA

CGA through Super VGA

CGA through Super VGA

NCR

Oak Technology

Western Digital

1024x768 noninterlaced (8- bit)

1024x768 (8- bit)

1024x768 (8-bit)

8-bit ( 1024x768)

16-bit ( 1024x768)

24-bit (640x480)

NCR 77C22E (on motherboard)

Oak chip set (on motherboard)

WD 90C31 (on motherboard)

1-MB VRAM

1-MB VRAM

0.5-MB VRAM

1MB VRAM

1- MB VRAM

1- MB VRAM option ($39.95)

Yes

Yes (uses TSR)

Yes (uses TSR)

NCR

Oak Technology

Tandy/Western Digital

VGA through Super VGA

CGA through Super VGA

CGA through Super VGA

Toshiba XM-3301

Panasonic CR521B

Philips LMS CM-205

SCSI/audio card

SCSI/audio card

LMS chip set on daughterboard

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

150 KBps

150 KBps

150 KBps

Pro Audio Spectrum 16

Sound Blaster Pro 16

Tandy Enhanced Audio adapter

44.1 kHz/16-bit

44.1 kHz/16-bit

44.1 kHz/16-bit

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yamaha YMF262 (OPL3)

Yamaha YMF262 (OPL3)

Yamaha YMF262 (OPL3)

16-bit FM DAC

16-bit FM DAC

12-bit FM DAC

20

20

20

Optional

Optional

Optional

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes
No

No

No

Yes ( NCR)

No

No

No

Yes (Roland)

No

3- inch

Uses external Roland CS- 10 unit

4- inch

Yes (front panel)

Yes (Roland)

Yes (front panel)

MPC Upgrade Kits
Sound Blaster Multimedia
Upgrade Kit
Creative Labs, one of the pioneers of PC audio ( the MPC
sound standard was developed using Sound Blaster specifications), offers
anumber of MPC upgrade kits. The Sound
Blaster Multimedia Upgrade Kit tested
comes in two flavors: the external ($899)
and the internal ($799) CD-ROM versions.
As with most of the system and upgrade
kits listed in tables 1and 2, street prices are
considerably lower.
The upgrade kit consisted of a I
6-bit
Sound Blaster Pro audio card, an external
Creative Labs/Panasonic 531 CD-ROM
drive, an 8-bit proprietary SCSI card, and
Creative Labs' Sequencer Plus Pro ( which
includes MIDI cabling and Voyetra sequencer software for controlling external
keyboard synthesizers and other MIDI instruments). The Sound Blaster bundle includes arich set of CD-ROM titles and
software, as shown in table 3.
The Sound Blaster CD-ROM proved to
be one of the swiftest in the group, although it is slower than Media Vision's
CD-ROM offering ( see the figure). The
kit tested does not ship with external
speakers, so Iused Sony's SRS-58 minispeakers to test digitized audio, CD audio, and FM synthesizer playback quality of the board— all of which sounded
good. Creative Labs' $249 WaveBlaster,
an add-on synthesizer module, uses sampled Emu sounds, which are excellent.
Late in the review process, Creative
Labs shipped me the new $ 349 Sound
Blaster 16 ASP audio board for examination with the test Multimedia Upgrade Kit.
(I merely swapped audio boards and installed the new Sound Blaster 16 ASP
drivers.) The Sound Blaster 16 ASP audio adapter uses two new Creative Labs
proprietary processors, aDSP (digital signal processor) chip and an ASP (advanced
signal processor) chip, to reduce CPU
overhead when playing or recording digitized audio. The DSP, acting as asoundcommand-processor "traffic cop," controls
audio interpretation, processing, and dispatch commands, while the ASP is responsible for processing all digital-audio
data. The two chips speed compression
and decompression of audio files.
The dynamic range of the Sound Blaster
16 ASP is 90 decibels ( 96 dB is out of the
range of human hearing), and its signalto-noise ratio is aquiet 85 dB, allowing
the board to produce quieter, cleaner, and
crisper audio, approaching DAT ( digital
audiotape) or CD quality.
continued
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MPC UPGRADE KITS
Table 2: The basic components of an MPC upgrade kit include an audio board and a CD-ROM drive. For a listing
of bundled software and CD-ROM titles, see table 3.
Creative Labs Sound Blaster
Multimedia Upgrade Kit

Media Vision
Pro 16 Multimedia System

Procom Technology
PxCDS

Sony
Desktop Library

Price

$799 (int.); $899 (ext.)

$1195

$465 (int.); $515 (ext.)

$849.95 (int.); $ 1069.95 (ext.)

Audio board

Sound Blaster Pro 16

Pro Audio Spectrum 16

Pro Audio Spectrum 16

Pro Audio Spectrum 16

Panasonic 531

NEC-84J

Sony CDU-7305

Sony CDU-7305

External speakers

No

No

Yes

Yes

MIDI

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

CD-ROM drive

Kodak Photo CD

The Sound Blaster 16 ASP audio board
is atruly unique advancement in digital-audio boards. Creative Labs plans to bundle
the Sound Blaster 16 ASP board with its
other multimedia upgrade kits at prices
close to that of the current kit. The Creative Labs' Multimedia Upgrade Kit Itested is avery good value; the pending release of anew MPC kit, coupled with the
$349 Sound Blaster 16 ASP option, gets
my nod as the overall best MPC upgrade
currently available.

audio board's rear a-inch stereo mini-plug
before hardware configuration and software-driver installation can begin.
Using Media Vision's Pocket Mixer,
Pocket Recorder, and Pocket CD Windows applications, you can play audio CDs
or record audio .WAV files. The digitalaudio quality of Media Vision's audio
products has always been good but not
perfect. Even if you record at the highest
sampling rate and bit depth, you can still
hear some"background noise during quiet
passages of music.
The NEC-84J CD-ROM drive is Kodak
Photo CD—compatible. It consistently outperformed all the other drives. FM MIDI
synthesizer operations and the audio playback functions of the Pro 16 Multimedia
System performed admirably as well.
Alternative Media Vision MPC upgrade
kits include the $ 1495 CDPC XL system, which contains adual- speed SCSI
CD-ROM drive, aPro Audio Spectrum
16 sound board, and a 100-watt amplifi-

er/speaker bass-subsystem combination.
For the budget-conscious, the company's
$699 Fusion CD 16 MPC upgrade kit includes an internal or external CD-ROM
drive, aPro Audio Spectrum 16 board,
and external Labtec self-amplified minispeakers.

PxCDS Multimedia CD Station
Procom Technology manufactures avariety of MPC-compatible upgrade kits using Sony CD-ROM drives. The PxCDS
Multimedia CD Station Itested retails for
$515. It incorporates Procom's external
Pro 16 Multimedia System
PxCDS caddyless CD-ROM drive, aMeMedia Vision, one of the leading manudia Vision Pro Audio Spectrum 16 audio
facturers of MPC audio boards, offers a
adapter, and two 7-W Labtec SS- 100 selfnumber of MPC upgrade kits. The Pro 16
amplified 3-inch stereo speakers (see phoMultimedia System upgrade kit ($ 1195)
to 1). Procom's PiCDS Multimedia CD
ships with an internal NEC-84J CD-ROM
Station ($465) contains the above compodrive ( Media Vision does not offer an exnents and an internal CD-ROM drive. CDternal CD-ROM Pro 16 Multimedia SysROM drive specifications for both kits are
tem MPC upgrade), Media Vision's Pro
rated at 490-millisecond access speeds and
Audio Spectrum 16 sound card, and alarge
are Kodak Photo CD—compatible. Other
array of DOS and Windows audio applithan the Pro Audio Spectrum 16
cations.
sound card's utilities, the only adAll Media Vision's Pro
ditional software that ships with
Audio Spectrum 16 and
the kit is an audio CD music samSpectrum 16 sound cards
pler.
use an on-board Yamaha
Installation of the PxCDS exterYMF262 chip for FM munal unit Itested was straightforsic synthesis generation and
ward but unique. The sound card
playback of MIDI files.
occupies asingle I6-bit slot, while
Midisoft's Recording Sesa34-pin ribbon cable connects the
sion for Windows, featuraudio card to aSony proprietary
ing MIDI sequencing and
37-pin output connector located on
real-time music notation
an expansion plate. As with an inand transcription, also ships
ternally mounted floppy or CDwith the kit.
ROM drive, the PxCDS external
Hardware and audio-softCD-ROM drive uses internal powware driver installation takes
er connections. The extra three pins
about 30 minutes, mainly
on the output connector pass curdue to internal CD-ROMrent to the CD-ROM drive using a
drive bay preparation and
Photo 1: All the MPC upgrade kits include a sound board,
supplied splitter cable, sharing parcabling. The Pro 16 Multia CD-ROM drive, and software drivers. Most of the kits,
allel current with an existing flopmedia System does not ship
such as Creative Labs' Sound Blaster Multimedia Upgrade
py drive.
with external speakers. You
Kit (left), also bundle a set of CD-ROM titles;
Although the benchmark tests
will need to attach headother packages, such as Procom Technology's PxCDS ( right),
of the PxCDS showed its perforphones or an amplified set
include external speakers.
mance speed to be medium to
of mini- speakers to the
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You're never out of touch with jour
own personal "
Windows on the World"!

your PC...Nove, picture using this monitor while running
WmdowsTM 3applications at the same time... And, picture
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taking that video image and resizing, (right down to crystal-

Ho,

clear icon size!) or clicking and dragging it to any position on
the screen as easily as moving any other Window...
Picture Perfect. With WinfTV's " frame grabber" you
capture and save any " still" frame and save it to disk. Using
'Win/TV and Microsoft® Video for Windows"', you
capture FULL MOTION VIDEO, saving synchronized video
and audio clips to disk. You can then send those video and
audio files across the network. Seamlessly integrate still
and full motion video images into productive multimedia
applications such as databases or training and marketing
presentations... or give your E-mail apowerful new
dimension!
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Resize or reposition your Win/TV Window anywhere on the screen— while
running other Windows applications.

Any Windows 3user can access 122 channel television
reception with the built-in tuner, PLUS two additional video
sources, (such as VCR, video camera, laser disk, etc.,) all with
stereo audio capability! Automatically fit real-time video
images into any size Window while running your other
Windows 3programs. Hauppauge Computer Works
introduces Win/TVTm, the Windows television adapter
Picture Yourself owning your own "Windows on the
World"! Maybe you want to work on your spreadsheets but
don't want to miss an important news flash or acurrent stock
market report. Win/TV is perfect for you. Keep an eye on
current events while keeping control of your inventory.. No
problem!
Get the new Win/TV and open awindow on some fresh, new,
and exciting possibilities.
Suggested Retail: $495.00

Q liana

Pro am Mena or •
Window Help

al.

Capture the perfect "still" with "Frame
Grabber"feature —great for presentations with impact.

liauppat

PC Connection*

micrá
Micro Warehouse. call:
1-800 -36 --7080

PC Zone: 1-800-258-02 70
Please mention code 21244 when ordering.

flle

PC

Connection, call:
1-800-243-8088
Trademarks: li WV Is a

trademark of Hauppauge
ramputer is arks. Ine. Windows 3

is atrademark of Microsoft Corp.

Hauppauge Computer Works, Inc.
91 Cabot Court • Hauppauge, N.Y. 11788
In NY: Tel: ( 516) 434-1600 • Fax ( 516) 434-3198
Toll Free: 800-443-6284 • In Europe: ( 49)-2161-1 7063
Circle 90 on Inquiry Cord.
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Iused CompuAdd's Rack, aWindowsbased utility, to control all MPC functions
(see the screen). The total system cost,
with the tuner and the TV/Video adapter,
is $4060. These extra items came in handy.
While writing this review, Iwas able to
watch CNN via the video board (with the
MPC Systems
TV audio muted) and simultaneously listen
to anice classical station tuned in on the
CompuAdd 433DX
FM receiver. When aparticular headline
CompuAdd's approach
story appeared on-screen, Ijust used the
to MPC is to mix and
mouse or the remote control to instantly
match MPC components as
switch from FM audio to TV audio. Ialso
requested by the end user and
found that by attaching aremote TV camthen assemble them into custom MPC systems. As abase system, CompuAdd's 33- era to the TV/Video adapter, you could,
Desktop Library
for example, monitor asales floor while
MHz 433DX retails for $2165. It costs an
Sony's Desktop Library ships with aMeupdating adatabase, or abroker could keep
additional $575 to get an MPC-compliant
dia Vision Pro Audio Spectrum 16 sound
up with the stock quotes while working
system with an internal caddyless Philips
board, Sony's wonderful little SRS-58 selfon aspreadsheet.
amplified minispeakers, acaddyless Sony
LMS CM-205 CD-ROM drive, aMedia
The test unit did not ship with external
CDU-7305 CD-ROM drive, and aseven- Vision Pro Audio Spectrum 16 sound card,
speakers—CompuAdd sells a $45 microand bundled audio software. Other basic
title CD-ROM software set. Sony's library
components included in the test system
phone/stereo-speaker combination—but
comes in two internal or external CDwere a $200 170MB hard drive, a $200 8- with the Sony SRS-58 mini-speakers atROM drive flavors, which cost $850 and
tached to the Pro Audio Spectrum 16
MB memory upgrade, a $ 150 14inch Hi$1070, respectively. While Sony's CDsound card, the audio quality was quite
Resolution 51118 Super VGA monitor,
ROM/audio-board combination is 100 pergood with CD audio, MPC applications,
cent MPC Windows—compatible (it comes
and CompuAdd's $25 twobutton serial
mouse. This brought CompuAdd's total
and digitized .WAV files.
with all Media Vision's Windows audio
During my tests, all MPC applications
basic MPC system cost to $3315.
applets), the CD-ROM software titles
ran smoothly without any glitches at 1024Also installed was CompuAdd's TV/
Sony bundles with the package revolve
by 768-pixel resolution and 640- by 480Video adapter. This $525 option converts
around DOS or the GeoWorks GUI.
pixel resolution, although the test monianalog TV signals to adigital video-display
Hardware installation is relatively easy.
tor was not sharp. The CD-ROM benchwindow. You can directly connect cable
It takes about 10 minutes to plug the Pro
marks placed the 433DX with the Philips
TV or an external antenna to the board's
Audio Spectrum 16 adapter into an empty
video inputs and use its on-board tuner to
LMS CM-205 drive at the bottom of the
16-bit slot and connect internal audio input
heap, but on many CD-ROM-based appass-through and proprietary SCSI cables
select channels via pop-up windows. Since
plications, the system displayed excellent
the video is digital, you can shrink and
from the sound card to an external drive
performance and perfect synchronization
adapter that mounts in acase-expansion- stretch the motion window to any shape
or aspect ratio. Later in the test process, I of full frame animation and audio. Iatplate opening.
received CompuAdd's $200 AM/FM tuner
tributed the fast display speeds under WinYou'll spend about 20 minutes installing
dows to CompuAdd's Paradise acceleratboard, complete with ahand-held infrared
the audio-board configuration software and
ed display adapter.
remote control.
•the complete GeoWorks GUI, and you'll
With these two accessories installed,
Although CompuAdd does not bundle
need 12 MB of free hard disk space. If you
any CD-ROM titles with its
choose not to install GeoMPC units, the MPC configuWorks, you can run the DeskHelp
Components
ration— along with the extra actop Library's CD-ROM soft- 7- 1
777 r
-cessories— made working with
warn from DOS or in Windows
the system enjoyable. But, with
in aDOS shell. In Windows,
ITr- r
--_
-17 F
all the bells and whistles, you
the CD-ROM MPC applicacould invest asizable chunk of
tions worked well. Sony's
change in aCompuAdd MPC
CDU-7305 CD-ROM drive is
r-7g 1T r:Tr7;
CompuAdd IV
unit. My recommendation? Pick
Kodak Photo CD/XA—comQlsplay Qptions Help
patible, and Iexperienced no
nr; ar=m - rPi up CompuAdd's catalog and
put together the best system to
problems loading Kodak PhoII.U.H- 1r--i
fit your application's needs and
to CD images within Windows
budget requirements.
or with the supplied Tempra
17 7.
1-- ri11
Access software from within
Dell 433s/L
GeoWorks.
°0
0
Dell Computer's 433s/L, a33Benchmark tests showed the
MHz 486SX system, is priced
Sony CD-ROM drive to be relat $3019 and is sold only as a
atively slow compared to the
l'113
complete bundle. A 486DX sysother drives tested. Although
tem costs an extra $250. The
rated at only 5W, Sony's minThe CompuAdd Rack controls all MPC functions, with the
test system included 8MB of
iature SRS58 speakers had suoptional TV/Video adapter and AM/FM tuner. (File-toslide
RAM, a230MB Quantum hard
perb clarity with some surconversion courtesy of Image Center, Roanoke, Virginia.)
drive, an accelerated 1-MB
prisingly great bass response.
slow, the drive worked flawlessly. Isuccessfully imported and manipulated large
graphics images directly from Kodak Photo CDs.
Procom also offers Multimedia CD Station II upgrade kits, sporting CD-ROM
speed ratings of 200 ms. The price for the
kit with an external CD-ROM drive is
$755; it costs $685 with an internal drive.
Judging from the PxCDS Multimedia CD
Station's fine documentation and its
price/performance levels, I'd rate Procom's
products avery good value.

Judging by the performance observed and
the unique titles bundled with the system,
Iwould rate Sony's Desktop Library MPC
upgrade kit agood buy.
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The best sound is not in the cards.
PORTABgeozei
Perk up your
presentations. Make
training more effective.
And, put some guts
into your gaming
pastimes. Anytime.
Anywhere. In fact, if you
are not acard carrying
member of the computer set, you have to hear
PORT•ABLE Sound Plus from Digispeech. You
know, those real smart people who make simple
sound solutions.
PORT-ABLE Sound Plus is the first portable
external sound peripheral to deliver 16 Bit CD
quality music with audio stereo capabilities.
And, since you just plug into your IBM PC or
compatible, desktop or laptop parallel port, you
do not need an engineering degree or even a
screwdriver.
When you compare
PORT•ABLE Sound Plus to
any other external sound
peripherals, you will see
why anything else is just
noise. PORT•ABLE Sound
Plus is based on advanced
Digital Signal Processing
technology, so you
will enjoy the greatest

compression capability with the highest quality
sounds. Here is something else that will be music
to your ears. PORT•ABLE Sound Plus comes
complete with everything you need including a
high fidelity speaker and built-in microphone.
There is an "Audio- in" for aCD or tape player
and a " Line-out" for external powered stereo
speakers. Even abuilt-in smart parallel port pass
through so you can keep printing.
Whether you take your work across the hall
or across the country, with PORT•ABLE Sound
Plus, you have all the cards you need to play
right in your hip pocket. The hinged design lets
you flip up the unit if you are short on desk space
or lap space. And, the power will always be with
your whether you use rechargeable or nonrechargeable AA batteries. PORT-ABLE Sound
Plus also comes equipped with an AC/DC power
converter.
As abonus, you will get
all the software you need to
communicate. Like Lotus
Sound ."' an OLE server for
Windows 3.1. WinReader for
Windows 3.1, ahandy textto-speech utility. Digispeech's
DOSTalk and DOSReader
text-to-speech applications.
Show & Tell For Kids -'
for

THE

SOUND

SOLUTION

inc.

PORTABLE Sjnd Plus is atrademark of Digispeech, Inc. All other product
names or. ' .1rks ot
tt red trademarks of their respective owners.

Circle 174 on Inquiry Cord.

Windows — an easy to use MultiMedia Authoring
program. It is also Sound Blaster and AdLib
compatible.
Why compromise on quality, portability,
compatibility or affordability? When all the cards
are on the table, PORT-ABLE Sound Plus from
Digispeech, Inc. is your ace in the hole.
Suggested retail is only $198.95.

To order or obtain more information about
PORT•ABLE Sound Plus, write or call Digispeech,
or, contact your local dealer.
Sales Office: 550 Main Street, Suite J, Placerville,
California 95667. Telephone: ( 916) 621-1787.
Fax (916) 621-2093.
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SOFTWARE AND CD-ROM TITLES

MPC systems and upgrade kits are bundled with awide range of software programs and CD-ROM titles.
(N/A = not applicable; • = yes; o = no.)
Table 3:

MPC SYSTEMS
CompuAdd
433DX

Dell 433s/L

IBM
Ultimedia M77

NCR
3331 MLS

Packard Bell
PB-402

Tandy
Sensation

CD-ROM titles
Action 2.0

0

Authorware Star

0

Compton's MultiMedia Encyclopedia

0

o

o

•

0

0

•

0

0

•

Creative Sounds Library

0

Grolier's Multimedia Encyclopedia

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Microsoft Bookshelf

0

•

•

0

Microsoft Money 2.0

o

Microsoft MPC Works for Windows

0
0

Prosonus Sound Library

0

o
•
0

o

o

0

0

0

0

0
0
•

o

•

•

•

o

0

•

0

0

•

0

•

0

•
•
o

o

•

0

0

Sherlock Holmes Consulting Detective

0

•

Tempra Access for Photo CD

0

0

0

o
o
o

Tempra (full version)

0

•

0

0

Illuminated Books;
Ultimedia applications

N/A

N/A

•
0

SB Mixer, Wave Studio,
Mosaic, Scheduler, and JukeBox

Other

0
0

•

o

•

0

0

•

Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows

Nautilus Intro Magazine

•
e

N/A

o

N/A

0
0
America On-line;
WinMate (4CD applications)

Disk-based software
Mixer, Pro Mixer,
Pocket Mixer/Recorder utilities

e

Prodigy Trial Subscription Pak

Ci

Quicken

0

0

0

Video for Windows

0

0

0

MPC Rack

Micrografx Draw

Other

•

0

CD-ROM PERFORMANCE INDEX

4Worse

o

N/A

•
o
0

0

•

0

NCR/DVI;
hDC Windows Express;
System Tutorial
WinFax Lite

011111111/
1
14

Better

CompuAdd 433DX
Dell 433s/L
IBM Ultimedia M77
NCR 3331 MLS
Packard Bell PB-402
Tandy Sensation
Creative Labs Upgrade
Media Vision Pro 16
Procom PxCDS
Sony Desktop Library
• MPC systems

'
111 MPC upgrade.
LIritit
llehillii

CD-ROM drive speeds are akey factor in the tht mill performance of an MPC system. Media Vision's
Pro 16 Multimedia System MPC upgrade kit consistently proved to have the fastest overall CD-ROM drive with the
NEC-84J. All MPC upgrade kit tests were performed using an MIS 486/66 system. Performance ratings between
MPC systems and upgrade kits should not be compared head-to-head.
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N/A

VRAM (
video RAM) display controller capable of 8-bit color at 1024- by 768-pixel
resolution, a I
5- inch UltraScan monitor,
Creative Labs' Sound Blaster Pro audio
card with external Labtec CS-550 self-powered speakers and microphone, and aPanasonic 521C internal CD-ROM drive.
If you double-click on the front-panel
reset button, adiagnostic routine embedded
in flash memory checks the entire system
down to component-level errors. Anyone
who has ever experienced amemory parity error knows that isolating the bad RAM
chip is time consuming. The Dell system
automatically detects and reports these
types of errors.
Although Creative Labs' Sound Blaster
Pro audio board is capable of quality audio
output, Dell's choice of Labtec's external
speaker system makes the final sound textures raspy. And, even with higher-quality speakers attached, Icould not get agood
audio sample from the inexpensive Labtec
electret microphone.
With 8-bit color at 1024- by 768-pixel
resolution and 640- by 480-pixel resolution, the bundled monitor was sharp and
steady, and the S3/Dell LBV Super VGA
display chip set was areal barn burner.
All the applications Itested simply blazed,

MULTIMEDIA

MPC UPGRADE KITS
Creative Labs Sound Blaster
Multimedia Upgrade Kit

Media Vision
Pro 16

Procom
Technology PxCDS

Sony
Desktop Library

e
•
o
•
o
o
•
o
•

•
o
•

•

o
•
o

o
0
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

•
o
o
o
o
o
o

•
•
o
•

o
o
•
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
•
o

o
e

Time Almanac;
Presidents;
Wonders of the World

•

•

•

•

0

0

,
0
HSC Authorware,
PC Animate Plus

0

0

-,

0

Recording Session;
Rooms for Windows

CD Audio Disc

N/A

even at the higher resolutions.
With ahost of bundled software, an excellent display, and outstanding video performance, the Dell 433s/L is an attractive
MPC offering. And since the motherboard
is socketed to accept future processors as
they become available, you can upgrade
to afaster system easily. The poor external
audio and microphone quality aside, Dell's
433s/L bundle is asystem that deserves
consideration.
Ultimedia M77
IBM's array of PS/2 Ultimedia systems
have awide range of pricing considerations and options: the M57 SLC ($3355),
a386SLC 20- MHz system with a 160MB SCSI hard drive; the M57 486SLC2
($4225), a50-/25-MHz unit; the DV M57
486SLC2 ($5675), with an ActionMedia
II/A DVI playback adapter; the M77 486
($4695), equipped with a486SX/33 processor; and the Ultimedia M77 486DX2
($5295) (the review unit Itested), with a
33-/66-MHz 486DX2 processor.
All Ultimedia systems come standard
with 8MB of on-board RAM, and all (except the M57 SLC) ship with 2I2- MB
SCSI hard drives. IBM's Ultimedia systems use IBM's Micro Channel architec-

ture bus and ship with internal Kodak Photo CD/XA—compatible CD-ROM drives.
Depending on the model, the systems ship
with either an XGA (Extended Graphics
Architecture) or an XGA-2 display adapter,
supporting an 8- or 16-bit color display at
resolutions of 640 by 480 pixels or an 8-bit
color display at resolutions of 1024 by 768
pixels. IBM's display technology, based
around the XGA-coprocessor chip, uses
point-to-point vector-graphics fill functions rather than manipulating display
memory as one large rasterized bit- map
graphic.
IBM's Ultimedia M77 486DX2 test unit
arrived preconfigured with DOS 5.0, OS/2
2.01, and Windows 3.1. The audio is surprisingly good coming from the unit's internal 4-inch speaker. IBM's M-ACPA
(Multimedia-Audio Capture and Playback
Adapter) uses the Texas Instruments MS320C25 DSP chip for playback, recording, and mixing of audio. All MPC applications functioned perfectly; the sound
was exceptionally clean. According to
IBM's engineers, the M-ACPA uses digital subtractive technology to record and
play back digital audio at sampling rates as
high as 88.2 kHz at 32 bits, which is twice
the sampling rates of current CD audio.

This technique, called over-sampling or
over-scanning, is commonly used in other
digital applications like scanning digital
photos or rendering 24-bit images at the
highest number of dots per inch or resolutions possible.
IBM also markets an Altec Lansing
MPC audio subsystem for $400 with subwoofer, but the test unit shipped without an
external speaker system. Iconnected my
external stereo system to the audio board's
output jack and was pleased with the clean
CD and digitally sampled audio.
During the installation of IBM's ActionMedia H DVI playback and capture
boards ($ 1695 and $750, respectively), IRQ
(interrupt request) conflict problems arose.
After over 60 calls to IBM, during which I'd
been put on hold for long periods of time or
bounced from department to department, I
wasn't hopeful about getting answers.
But Iplaced aservice call late one Friday night, and on Saturday morning, arepresentative showed up at my door. With
the assistance of an IBM Ultimedia specialist in Boca Raton, Florida, we had the
ActionMedia II adapters up and running
and capturing RTV ( real-time video) in
no time flat.
One of IBM's main strengths in multimedia and MPC is its reliance on DVI
technology. In my opinion, DVI still stands
well above Video for Windows' AVI ( Audio Video Interleave) in quality of output.
DVI's i750 chip set and codec routines
operate at NTSC's 30-frame-per-second
rate and at 640- by 480-pixel resolution;
DVI/RTV captures produce good-looking
4- inch by 5-inch motion-video windows
on a 17inch monitor. For critical multimedia applications, developers should consider DVI PLV (Production-Level Video).
While still relatively expensive to produce
(motion-video sequences are compressed
using mainframe equipment), PLV looks
excellent on playback in interactive CDROM applications.
IBM's Ultimedia systems are targeted
toward business, educational applications,
and courseware developers. If you're aserious developer, corporate end user, or educator, IBM's line of Ultimedia systems
deserve your consideration.
NCR 3331 MLS
NCR's modestly priced MPC systems are
targeted for corporate training and educational applications. With AT&T's communications muscle behind it, NCR's
vision of multimedia includes remote location and teledistribution of interactive
motion-video courseware for institutions
with heavy-duty training demands. The
NCR 3331 MLS ( Multimedia Learning
Station), a33-MHz DX system, retails
MAY 1993 • BYTE
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World Wide Inquiries Promptly Filled

A M ESSAGE To
OUR SUBSCRIBERS

F

TIME TO TIME WE MAKE THE BYTE SUBSCRIBER LIST
available to other companies who wish to send our subscribers
material about their products. We take great care to screen
these companies, choosing only those who are reputable, and whose
products, services or information we feel would be of interest to you.
Direct mail is an efficient medium for presenting the latest personal
computer goods and services to our subscribers.
t ROM

Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this controlled use of our mailing
list, and look forward to finding information of interest to them in the
mail. Used are our subscribers' names and addresses only (no other
information we may have is ever given).
While we believe the distribution of this information is of benefit to
our subscribers, we firmly respect the wishes of any subscriber who
does not want to receive such promotional literature. Should you
wish to restrict the use of your name, simply send your request to the
following address.

IIVIE

Magazine

Attn: Subscriber Service
P.O. Box 555, Hightstown, NJ 08520
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Photo 2: An excellent platform for videobased training applications, the NCR
3331 AILS comes standard with lntel's
DVI playback board installed. The
bundle also includes headphones and
amicrophone.
for $3805 (see photo 2). A 50-MHz DX2
model costs an additional $ 136. NCR's test
unit shipped with a240-MB hard drive, a
Toshiba XM-3301 internal CD-ROM (Kodak Photo CD/XA—compatible), Media
Vision's Pro Audio Spectrum 16 sound
card, and 8MB of RAM. NCR's 25- MHz
486SX system retails for $ 1995 and ships
with a120-MB hard drive, 4MB of RAM,
and Intel's DVI playback adapter.
As mentioned above, the 3331 MLS is
geared toward delivering video- and audio-training information to users at arelatively inexpensive price. To enable this
type of application, the 3331 MLS ships
preconfigured with Intel's DVI playback
adapter installed. All video pass-through
cabling between NCR's VGA/Super VGA
display chip set and the DVI adapter is
preconfigured internally.
The unit ships with both aSony electret
microphone and NCR headphones. NCR's
system doesn't ship with external speakers, but the 3- inch internal from-mounted
speaker sounds very good. NCR offers two
display monitors for its system: a15-inch
model for $589 and a 14- inch model for
$428. Both monitors can display 256 colors
at 1024- by 768-pixel resolution in noninterlaced mode. The 15- inch monitor used
for testing was clear, sharp, and stable.
NCR's RTV DVI capture board retails
for $639, and Intel's DVI Development
software and AimTech's Present, aruntime playback module, ship preirtstalled
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gebraic manipulation, and calculus as
well as creating publication-quality
2D and 3D graphics.
Flexible Programming
The easy-to- use language that is built
into Mathematica requires no learning

Numerical computation with unlimited precision integer, real, and complex numbers. Exact symbolic computation. Wide
range of mathematical functions, including hypergeometric special functions, number theory functions, statistics. Numerical and symbolic matrix operations. Numerical and symbolic equation solving, root finding, integration, differential
equaticns. optimization. 20 and 3D color graphics, animation, and sound generation. Graphics language for representation of arbitrary structures. Output in standard PostScript. Data importing and exporting. External program linkages. Full
built-in symbolic programming language, with procedural, functional, and rule-based capabilities Notebook front end
with hierarchical documents, style sheets, importing and exporting of graphics, sound, animations, and typesetting. Network operation supported. Journal, newsletters, more than 30 books on Mathematica available. Add-on packages; free
MathSource" electronic resource. Versions: Microsoft Windows • Macintosh • MS-DOS • NEC PC • SPARC • DEC
RISC, VAX • HP • IBM RISC • NeXT • SOI • Convex • and others. Student versions available. Now shipping Version 2.2.
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Wolfram Research Europe Lid.
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on the system as well. The DVI capture
board mounts easily on the DVI playback
adapter as adaughtercard, and asix-lead
pigtail cable connects to the S-Video port
of the playback adapter to input NTSC
composite video or RGB component video
and stereo audio.
The NCR 3331 MLS should appeal to
corporate buyers, but it's also asolid choice
as apersonal MPC system. For either application, Irate NCR's MPC system very
high.
Packard Bell PB-402
Packard Bell's MPC PB-402 base system,
a25-MHz 486SX, retails for $2200 without amonitor. The review system shipped
with a $300 14- inch Packard Bell 8548
monitor capable of 8-bit color at 1024- by
768-pixel resolution in noninterlaced
mode. With a0.28- millimeter dot-pitch
ratio, the display looked clean, sharp, and
stable in 8-bit color at 1024- by 768-pixel
resolution and 640- by 480-pixel resolution. The PB-402 includes a170-MB Conner hard drive, 8MB of RAM, acaddyless
Panasonic CR521B CD-ROM drive, and
Creative Labs' Sound Blaster Pro audio
card. The unit also ships with a2400-/

II

9600-bps fax modem and Roland's powerful little CS- 10, an external stereo-speaker and amplifier combination.
Booting the system automatically takes
you to hDC Windows Express, where you
can either launch applications or, if you're
afirst-time computer user, take aguided
tour of the system and step through Packard
Bell's own MPC Windows tutorial. Late
one Saturday evening, Ihad questions concerning the CD-ROM and hard drive. By
hypersearching through the above tutorials, Ifound an 800 number for service and
support. Surprisingly, atechnician was
quick to respond and answered all my questions. Packard Bell's technical-support line
is staffed 24 hours aday, 365 days ayear;
all its products carry aone-year, on-site
parts-and-labor warranty.
The review system also came with
Packard Bell's $399 PB-TV3 adapter,
which converts analog video to adigitalvideo window. Because of the PB-TV3's
unique on-screen remote and TV-tuner
utilities, Ipreferred Packard Bell's unit
over CompuAdd's. The Roland CS- 10 audio subsystem, though only rated at 5-W
output, really cranked out some clear, crisp
audio. The unit combines two front-mount-

ed 3-inch mid-to-high-range speakers and
aface-down 5-inch subwoofer for added
bass response. The CS- 10 also has four
rear- mounted RCA audio-in jacks to allow automatic mixing of both CD audio
from the CD-ROM drive and digitized
sound and synthesized MIDI sound from
the Sound Blaster Pro 16 adapter.
The system's benchmark tests were disappointing. With a256-color display at
640- by 480-pixel resolution, the system's
display speed is passably fast for all applications, but with a256-color display at
1024- by 768-pixel resolution, the system
slows to asnail's pace (e.g., when you
open awindow, you can actually see it
slowly scrolling from top to bottom down
the screen). If you're looking for fast MPC
video speeds, you should install an accelerated Super VGA adapter, such as Diamond's Stealth. But first you must disable
the PB-402's on-board Oak Technology
Super VGA chip set by moving ajumper.
Packard Bell's PB-402 MPC system is
awinner when it comes to overall price
versus performance. It's an outstanding
MPC configuration jam-packed with applications. If you plan to run MPC applications only at resolutions of 640 by 480

DATA COMPRESSION LIBRARIESTm

1P KVVARE's ® Data Compression LibrariesTm allow software developers to add data compression
technology to software applications. The application program controls all the input and output
of data allowing data to be compressed or extracted to or from any device or area of memory.
• All Purpose Data Compression Algorithm Compresses Ascii or Binary Data Quickly with
similar compression achieved by the popular Mime software, however the format used by
the compression routine is completely generic and not specific to the PKZIP file format.
• Application Controlled I/O and memory allocation for extreme flexibility.
•
•
•
•

Adjustable Dictionary Size allows software to be fine tuned for Maximum Size or Speed.
Approximately 35K memory needed for Compression, 12K memory needed for Extraction.
Compatible with most popular Languages: C, C+ +, Pascal, Assembly, Basic, Clipper, Etc.
Works with any 80x86 family CPU in real or protected mode. $295.00

• No runtime royalties.

RUNNING OUT OF EXPENSIVE DISK SPACE?

LAM

PKZIP can help! FeKw> compresses your files to free up disk space and reduce modem
transfer time. You can compress a single file or entire directory structures with a single
command. Compressed files can be quickly returned to their normal size with PKaNzup.

I
I

Software developers can reduce the number of diskettes needed to distribute their product by
using PKZIP. Call for Distribution License information.

The included

PKaP

utility lets you store

compressed files as a single self-extracting

.EXE files that automatically uncompresses
when run. Only $47.00
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9025 N. Deerwood Dr.
Brown Deer, WI 53223
(414) 354-8699
Fax ( 414) 354-8559
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In the Main Event, the Challenge of All Challenges, the Sound vs. Sound Battle,
9out of 10* people preferred All STEREO F/X.CD over SoundBlaster Pro! And here's why:
TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION

(
Lower Number is Benerl

o
o
O'

Below the Belt Pricing
With aprice of $ 199.00'
including high ranked
features and bundled
software drivers, STEREO F/X-CD
is the true heavyweight champion
at lightweight prices.

SOUND BLASTER PRO

FREQUENCY RESPONSE CURVE

ATI STEREOL U CD

ACC

ef1h>

\TIN

Yes

ir
ATORSi•

N
,
I1CROSt
WI \ I
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Industry Standards
with Extended Reach
Fully compatible with industry
standards to ensure your
Ad Lib
game and business
applications don't
take a beating with
Sound
obsolescence.
BLASTER

III SOUND BLASTER PRO

FM S1mulated Stereo
Switchless Installation

E
-

Clobbering the Competition
with Quality Sound
Performance tests prove
STEREO F/X•CD has low distortion
and wide frequency response.
Features a powerful amplifier with
added Bass Boost.

RAPHICS

Enhanced for CD Support
Giving you the advantage
of a built-in CD•ROM
interface saving expansion
slots. Quiet CD technology filters
out the unwanted noise, for crisp,
clear audio.

Heavyweight
Stereo Support
All audio ports and
sound formats in
true stereo including the
microphone, CD and Digital audio,
PC speaker, line in and 20 voice
FM synthesizer. All goes the extra
round to provide stereo effect to
older mono FM applications.
Lightning Speed
Joystick Port
"bob and weave"
e
with All's built-in
joystick port that is 386/486
compatible eliminating jerky,
erratic action in the clinches.
Choose the clear winner
and catch STEREO F/X•CD
in championship form at your
local dealer.

CD•ROld drive sold separately.
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IECHNOLOGIES INC.

PC

All TECHNOLOGIES INC.
3761 Victoria Park Avenue
Scarborough, Ontario
Canada M1W 3S2
Tel: ( 416)756-0718
Fax: (416)756-0720

Copyright
All Technololgies Inc., 1993. STEREO Ftx•co, QUIET CO are registered trademarks of All technologies Inc. All other company and/or products names are trademarks anc/or registered
trademarks of their respective manufacturers. Features and specifications are subject to change without notice. Product may not be exactly as shown. According to 1993 consumer locus group sampling
conducted in accordance with established research procedures. 'Suggested US retail prices, dealers may sell for less.
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See us at Windows World, Booth # W7038
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pixels in 256 colors, or if you can afford to
install an accelerated Super VGA board
at resolutions of 1024 by 768 pixels, then
Ihighly recommend this unit.

Photo 3: The Tandy Sensation ships with
an audio adapter, an enhanced internal
speaker, aCD-ROM drive, an internal
fax modem, and arich bundle of MPC
software and CD-ROM titles. A PC/TV
board is optional.

Sensation
Tandy's Sensation MPC system ($2495
with amonitor included; $ 1999 without
one) is aptly named. The basics of the system include a25-MHz 486SX, a107-MB
hard drive, acaddyless internal Philips
LMS CM-205 CD-ROM drive, Tandy's
own MPC-compatible Enhanced Audio
adapter (which uses aYamaha YMF262
synthesis chip), an internal 2400-/4800bps fax modem, and 4 MB of on-board
RAM ( see photo 3). Tandy uses Western
Digital's 90C31 video display accelerator
chip set mounted directly on the motherboard for VGA/Super VGA output of up to
256 colors at 1024- by 768-pixel resolution
and 16.7 million colors (24-bit) at 640- by
480-pixel resolution. For audio output, you
can either hook the system to your stereo or
use the internal 3-inch speaker system.
You can use Sensation as a "smart" answering machine to route callers to multiple voice mailboxes. An incoming caller's message is stored digitally in .WAV

*Coming Soon:

format on the hard disk, and you can retrieve it remotely using Touch-Tone passwords. A highly understandable text-tospeech voice synthesizer can also convert
any typed text message to synthesized
speech for output to voice mail.
Tandy's WinMate software automatically boots as aprelude shell to the Windows Program Manager (you have to run
Program Manager from within WinMate).
WinMate is, in essence, aWindows desktop manager. WinMate categorizes different functions of Sensation into easily understood groupings: In Touch links you
into Sensation's communications area
mentioned above; In the Know taps into
Microsoft Bookshelf's encyclopedia and
dictionaries; In Charge keeps track of "todo" lists, names, addresses, phone lists" t
and appointment schedules with voice reminders using the speech synthesizer; and
so on.
Options include a $400 PC/TV card,
which functions much like CompuAdd's
board, and a $39 1-MB video-memory upgrade kit to support an 8-bit Super VGA
display at 1024- by 768-pixel resolution.
Tandy also offers a $799 MPC upgrade kit.
Both the CD-ROM and the display

* * * * * *
* * * * * *

Elm Buyer's Guide
---- on Printers

Available only on the
Newsstands
•BYTE Reviews
Dot- Matrix, Laser, Ink-jet,
crtable Printers
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Maybe they'd get more involved if your presentation had ahigher I.Q.
*Image Quality, that is.
Introducing Proxima®Ovatioe The fully portable
family of LCD projection panels that provides the
most vivid color images available today.
Showcase your computer or video images crisply
and clearly, utilizing the latest LCD technology and
up to 226,981 true colors.

r: ,

Ovation offers adynamic range of
multimedia capabilities to move
and motivate your audience.
Project computer presentations,
video recordings, computer
animation, TV, even live
images from camcorders.
Ovation projects whatever
you can see on your PC or
Macintosh monitor. Just
place the Ovation panel on an overhead
projector, connect the panel to your computer. VCR,
camcorder, or other output device, and you're ready
to impress your next audience. Make your presentation even more interactive with the Proxima
Cyclops- pointer system. It's like acordless mouse.
Point, click, and pull down menus—right from the
projection screen.
There's aProxima product for nearly every presentation and price range—from monochrome data
projection to full-color animation and video. For the
name of the dealer nearest you, call 1-800-447-7694
today. Ask for our booklet which explains the
advantages of using today's LCD projection panels.

Avicultural
Rese
arch Sites

PROXIMA®
Ovation projects to the big screen the saine color
and clarity that you see on your computer monitor.
Above right: Actual computer monitor image.
Above: Actual projection screen image from Ovation LCD projection panel.

Proxima Corporation 6610 Nancy Ridge Drive
San Diego, CA 92121 ( 619) 457.5500
In Europe: contact Horsterweg 24.6191 RX Pee..
The Netherlands. +31- (0)4365 02 48. Ovation and Cyclops are trademark, of and
Proxima is aregistered trademark of Proxima Corposation.
+Other brand and product names are trademarks of their resp•ctive owners.
©1991. Proxima Corp All rights rexer.cd
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No Doubt
adapter are relatively slow compared to
the other units tested. Still, Iurge anyone
who is looking for agood all-around MPC
system to test-drive the Sensation.

YOU're
the
Expert!
BYTE READERS are
considered experts in
today's complex
computer environment.
When you need to make
decisions, BYTE
editorial is there to give
information on current
products and emerging
technologies.

•
And when you order
products, BYTE
advertisers are ready
to answer your every
need. Use the
convenient toll- free
numbers in this issue,
and remember to say:
A

You Saw it in

EWE
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Multimedia at Its Best
All the MPC upgrade kits performed admirably. The Creative Labs Multimedia
Upgrade Kit, with the Sound Blaster 16
ASP option, gets the overall nod for best
MPC sound quality and price-versus-performance ratio. Media Vision's Pro 16
Multimedia System MPC upgrade kit gets
aclose second, not for sound quality but
for the speeds displayed by the bundled
COMPANY
CompuAdd Computer Corp.
(CompuAdd 433DX )
12303 Technology Blvd.
Austin, TX 78727
(800) 627-1967
fax: (512) 250-3493
Circle 976 on Inquiry Card.
Creative Labs, Inc.
(Sound Blaster Multimedia
Upgrade Kit)
1901 McCarthy Blvd.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(800) 998-5227
(408) 428-6600
fax: (408) 428-66 II
Circle 977 on Inquiry Card.

NEC-84J CD-ROM drive with its Kodak
Photo CD compatibility.
NCR's 3331 MLS is the clear choice
for high-end, low-cost educational and
business MPC development and delivery
systems. Overall kudos go to Tandy's Sensation; it's awell thought-out execution
of what every MPC system manufacturer
should strive to emulate.
Greg Loveria is a computer graphics,
desktop publishing, and MPC consultant;
an animator; and awriter based in Binghamton, New York. He can be reached on
BIX as " loveria."

INFORMATION
NCR Corp.
(NCR 3331 Multimedia Learning
Station)
(Multimedia Division)
1100 East Warnville Rd.
Naperville, IL 60566
(513) 445-5000
fax: ( 513) 445-7791
Circle 981 on Inquiry Card.
Packard Bell, Inc.
(PB-402)
9425 Canoga Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 9131 I
(818) 886-4600
fax: ( 818) 773-9558
Circle 982 on Inquiry Card.

Dell Computer Corp.
(Dell 433s/L)
9505 Arboretum Blvd.
Austin, TX 78759
(800) 289-3355
(512) 338-4400
fax: (800) 727-8320
Circle 978 on Inquiry Card.

Procom Technology, Inc.
(PxCDS Multimedia CD Station)
2181 Dupont Dr.
Irvine, CA 92715
(800) 800-8600
(714) 852-1000
fax: (714) 852-1221
Circle 983 on Inquiry Card.

IBM Corp.
(Ultimedia M77)
(Multimedia Division)
411 Northside Pkwy.
Atlanta, GA 30327
(800) 426-9402
fax: (404) 238-1213
Circle 979 on Inquiry Card.

Sony Corp. of America
(Desktop Library)
655 River Oaks Pkwy.
San Jose, CA 95134
(800) 352-7669
(408) 432-0190
fax: (408) 432-0190
Circle 984 on Inquiry Card.

Media Vision, Inc.
(Pro 16 Multimedia System)
3185 Laurelview Court
Fremont, CA 94538
(800) 845-5870
(510) 770-8600
fax: (510) 770-9592
Circle 980 on Inquiry Card.

Tandy Corp.
(Sensation)
1800 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, TX 76102
(817) 390-3011
fax: (817) 870-0412
Circle 985 on Inquiry Card.

LESS NOISE
LESS HASSLE
LESS MONEY!
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DataPort 14.4/Fax Modem with optical technology

MORE SPEED: Only AT&T's exclusive Opticat Line
Interface (OLI), pat. pending, eliminates the noise that
other high-speed fax modems add to the data stream.
Less noise means you get the highest speeds possible
on good or bad phone lines!
• V.32bis ( 14,400 bps data, 9,600 bps fax)
• V.42bis/MNP 5
(
data compression, error correction)
• Effective throughput up to 57,600 bps!
MORE CON1PATIBILITY:

OLI delivers hassle-free
compatibility for more consistent connectivity than other
high-speed fax modems.

MORE VALUE:

You get everything you want in the

$299
289

Reg. price, $ 505.
Internal PC AT-bus card

Conies complete with QuickLink II comm/fax software for
DOS and Windows, CompuServe bonus ($ 22.95 value), user's
manual, fax modem phone cord. Mac version available, with
Mac cable, reg. price, $ 585
now $299.
Visit these dealers! Or for the name of the dealer nearest you,
or to order, call: 1800 554-4996 ext 9605.

DataPort 14.4/Fax Modem, backed by AT&T with:
• AT&T's lifetime warranty for as long as you own it, plus
• Toll-free technical support.

firá

Solidly-built, solidly-backed by AT&T.

Offer ends

Reg. price, $
555.
External for PC/AT/XT

ELEK-TEK

311

Visit the dealer nearest you, today!
Prices under $300 vary by dealer, while supplies last. Hurry!

AT&T
"s•krMarAfs-

e1993 AT&T Paradyne

DataPort Is atrademark of AT&T

All other products or sconces menlrone tele are the trademorls.servrce mIrks registered trademarks or registered serKe marks ot their respechve owners Lifetime warranty is limited and applies to original purzhasef only
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Personable PIMs
NICHOLAS BARAN

A

spersonal computers have grown
more mobile, PIMs (personal information managers) have emerged
as amajor category of software.
Dozens of companies have developed various types of PIMs; in this article, I'll look at 10 of the most popular
products for Windows, DOS, and Macintosh operating environments.
A NM does exactly as its name suggests: It manages your personal information. Most PIMs include an appointment
scheduler and calendar, an address book
with telephone-dialing capability, anote
taker, and afew other information management functions. The basic idea is to replace your paper Day-Timer or address
book with an electronic one, although the
products reviewed here range from simple time schedulers to comprehensive project management programs.
A Good PIM
So what makes agood PIM? For those of
us not directly involved in sales or project
management, oft-cited PIM features like
the ability to track hundreds of contacts
or manage complex projects may not be
very important. If the objective of aPIM is
to replace the paper notepad and address
book, it should be as easy to use as its paper equivalent and at least as fast. Few
users will make the switch to aPIM that
requires hours of laborious tutorials and
poring over the user's manual. Fast performance is important. If it takes 30 seconds for the PIM to find aname in its address book and it only takes one flip of the
page in the Day-Timer, Iwouldn't make
the switch.
PIMs should also be able to operate in
the background. Let's say you're working
on adocument in your word processor,
the phone rings, and someone wants to
make adate for lunch next Thursday. You
want to be able to access your PIM immediately. You don't want to have to exit
your word processor and launch the PIM
1.94 BYTE • MAY 1993

while the person is waiting on the phone.
A PIM's ability to exchange data with
other sources should be considered. You
may want to import data from an existing
database or spreadsheet, or perhaps you'll
need to exchange information with someone who uses adifferent PIM or database.
To summarize, some of the features that I
looked for in reviewing these PIMs include the following:
•Ease of use
•Fast and responsive performance
•Background operation
•Data transfer capabilities
Of course, there are many other features
to consider depending on what you plan
to do with the PIM. You'll find asummary of basic features and pricing in the table
on page 196. Some PIMs are strictly for
time management. Others have extensive
database capabilities.
The products described below are
grouped according to operating environment (Windows, DOS, and Macintosh)
and are discussed in alphabetical order. I
tested the Windows and DOS products on
aDell 320N (a20-MHz 386SX) and the
Macintosh products on aMac SE.

DOS! Windows
ACT for Windows 1.0
ACT is designed for the business person
who has hundreds of contacts. It bills itself
as the "best-selling contact manager"; if
you're in the contact business, this may
be the product for you. As I'm not in sales,
Ifound it abit overwhelming, particularly
at $495. ACT includes afull-featured word
processor, mail-merge functions, acalendar and appointment scheduler with autodialer and alarm clock, aphone manager
utility for tracking call histories, and macro
utilities, to name just afew features.
The program uses the dBase data for-

mat (DBF files) and provides myriad data
fields for tracking your contacts. The database is linked to the other functions of the
program, so, for example, if you click on
the meeting button in the database form, a
window for scheduling ameeting opens.
ACT performed well, moving quickly
from record to record and module to module, although Iwouldn't call it easy to use.
It uses icons liberally (see screen 1), but the
functions of most of them are not readily
obvious. On the other hand, ACT has extensive documentation, which starts off
with atutorial. With patience, you should
be able to learn the product thoroughly.
One major disappointment was the difficulty of importing data. Istruggled for
close to an hour trying to figure out how to
import acomma-delimited text file, and
when Ifinally got the file imported, the
fields didn't match up. The procedure is
poorly explained in the documentation,
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ACTION SUMMARY

WHAT PIMS ARE

They're software packages for
managing information; most
include appointment scheduling,
contact management, and project
management.

• LIKES

Fast, intuitive, simple interfaces.
• DISLIKES

Some are slow, and some throw
too many features into the mix.
• RECOMMENDATIONS

Lotus Organizer and Prisma
Software's YourWay are both
simple, useful packages that will
suit most users. Those who have
special requirements ( e.g.,
maintaining very large contact
lists) should check out ACT or
Commence

products reviewed here will probably better fit the bill. One feature that may be of
interest is that ACT is also available in
versions for MS-DOS, the Macintosh, and
the HP 95LX.
Ascend 4.0
Ascend is another full-featured information manager for Windows, although its
macro and programming capabilities aren't
as sophisticated as ACT's. It has agood interface and an icon bar that Ifound quite
ACT! for Windows
Ole
Edit
Schedule
liser eke« Write
intelligible. It has an appointment schedLeda/
Ybew y,j.gewHad
uler, acalendar, and an address book; a
contact management function for tracking
Wane Cad Stock
phone histories; anote taker; and even a
Dared Adige/
"values and goals" and "favorite quotes"
MOO
)IA332-4590 EA
repository so that you can remind yourContact
ReporAl Manage.
tonne
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self of ambitions and pull up inspiring
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ttlj
—
quotes when the going gets tough.
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In addition, Ascend provides two sepaScreen 1: ACTfor
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rate utilities: ajournal and Red Tabs. The
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journal lets you maintain afree-form text
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full-featured
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neous bits of information; you can file and
contact
hurl _
organize Red Tabs information into catemanagement.
iiser 7
gories. You can import text into either the
journal or Red Tabs using the Windows
and the program is very unforgiving if you
ACT is abig program designed for a Clipboard.
make amistake in the import process. On
big job. It is certainly agreat pick if your
Ascend is really designed for the perthe positive side, the import process is pretwork involves alot of contacts. If you have
son who wants to keep track of everything,
ty straightforward if the data is already in
more modest information management refrom his or her business associates and apDBF format.
quirements, some of the less expensive
pointments to thoughts and ideas. But I
-
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PERSONAL INFORMATION MANAGERS FEATURES

Basic PIM features. More expensive, high-end packages like ACT and Commence have more sophisticated project and contact
management features. (s = yes; o = no.)
PIMS for DOS and Windows
ACT for
Windows 1.0

Ascend 4.0

Commence 1.0

GoldMine 2.5

Lotus
Organizer 1.0

OnTime
for Windows 1.2

$199

$395

$295

$149

$129.95

Windows, DOS,
Mac, HP 95LX

Windows, Mac

Windows

DOS

Windows

Windows, DOS

Macros

•

•

•

•

Word processing features

•

Notes

•

•

Notes

Database features

•

•

•

•

•

Price
Platforms

$495

found the program more accessible than
either ACT or Commence, although not
as easy to use as Lotus Organizer. However, Ascend was another product that
made it difficult to import data into the
database.
Priced at $ 199, Ascend is definitely
worth looking at if you want to keep track
of more than just your contacts and appointments.
Commence 1.0
Commence is an information manager on
the same scale as ACT, but it's optimized
more for project management than for
tracking business contacts. Commence is
based on apredecessor called IBM Current, which was marketed by IBM for Windows 2.0. Unlike IBM Current, Commence
is optimized for Windows 3.1 and includes
aprogramming facility called Agents,
which allows you to program Commence
to perform tasks automatically. Using triggers and conditions, you can program
Commence to remind you of due dates for
specified tasks or to modify data based on
certain conditions or time intervals.
The product includes acomprehensive
appointment and task scheduler, an address book, ato-do list, aletter writer, and
aphone tracking function. Through DDE,
you can use external word processors such
as Word, Ami Pro, or WordPerfect to create documents within Commence.
Although you could use Commence
simply as an appointment scheduler and
address book, the program is optimized
for more complex project management
tasks. It offers aGantt chart function for
tracking tasks on atime line. With the extensive programming capability, you can
generate custom reports and charts to track
the progress of various tasks.
Like ACT, this product has asubstantial
learning curve along with substantial capabilities. Once again, importing data is
196 BYTE • MAY 1993

•

•

LAN version

Notes

Screen 2: Lotus

Organizer's
SmartIcons aren't
always obvious,
but overall the
package is very
easy to use.

not atrivial operation, although with some
study of the import procedure you can import virtually any data in ASCII, DBF, or
DIF. Commence is apowerful and capable
program that takes afocus on project management. But with aprice of $395, it's not
for everyone.
GoldMine 2.5
GoldMine is strictly an MS-DOS product
with abroad range of information management capabilities. GoldMine is in the
class of ACT and Commence in that it
tries to cover all bases, providing tools for
everything from contact management and
appointment scheduling to word processing and data analysis. The product also includes ascripting language and afacility
for creating call guides for telephone operators to follow when they're conducting
sales calls.
But in spite of all its power, GoldMine
is limited as aDOS-only product. That
means that you can't run it in the background. It gets around this limitation by
allowing you to run external programs

from within while it swaps itself out to expanded memory. And GoldMine has the
old-fashioned DOS text-field interface,
making it seem abit primitive compared to
some of the Windows products.
If you are firmly committed to MS-DOS
and need very powerful information and
task management capabilities, this product may be for you. It's not cheap ($295),
but it has alot of capabilities.
Lotus Organizer 1.0
Lotus Organizer for Windows is aproduct
that Lotus acquired from asmall software
firm called Threadz, which began showing
the product about two years ago.
Organizer now has features that integrate it with other Lotus products, such as
Lotus 1-2-3 and Ami Pro. In particular,
Organizer uses the SmartIcons interface
that has become standard in Lotus products
for the Windows environment. The trick
with SmartIcons is remembering what all
the various icons stand for (almost as challenging as memorizing commands back
in the good old days of DOS). Organizer
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PIMS for Macintosh
PackRat 4.1

5395
Windows

YourWay 3.0

Danny Goodman's
Connections 2.1

Now Up-To- Date 2.0

$ 99

$199

Windows

Mac

$ 99
Mac

Notes

Notes

•
•

•

•

•

•

Notes

works with 1-2-3 spreadsheets or Ami Pro
documents and provides mail-merge capabilities. You can also send and receive Email if you have cc:Mail or Lotus Notes installed on your machine.
Organizer provides the essentials of a
good PIM: an address book, an appointment calendar, ato-do list, and anotepad.
It uses anotebook metaphor as its interface (see screen 2) so that you can click
on the tabs along the side of the notebook
to open various modules of the program. I
found the performance to be more than
adequate on both the Dell desktop and my
386SX laptop.
You can set alarms for scheduled appointments. The alarm beeps and displays
the appointment information at the specified time, regardless of whether you're
working in Organizer or in another Windows application. (Organizer must at least
be running in the background for the alarm
to work.) The product includes an autodialer function so that you can automatically dial numbers as you look them up in
the address book.
Of the products reviewed, Organizer
was one of the easiest to use. Ifound myself making appointments having barely
opened the manual. In addition, Organizer provides agood data import and export
facility. The product did have afew minor bugs: For example, the alphabetical
notebook tabs for searching the address
book didn't work with my imported data
file, although Icould still search names
using the Search command in the Edit
menu. But overall, Organizer is aslick
product with areasonable price of $ 149. It
has aconcise and easy-to-use user's manual and the strong technical support of Lotus behind it.
OnTime for Windows 1.2
OnTime for Windows 1.2 is abasic time
scheduler. It doesn't have an address book.

•

You use it to schedule appointments and to
maintain to-do lists. You can attach notes
to appointments and perform keyword
searches. You can set up alarms and reminders for recurring tasks or appointments (e.g., setting an alarm for amonthly staff meeting). You can also print out
oversize calendars to mount on the wall
and work with daily, weekly, monthly, or
annual time intervals.
Ifound OnTime easy to use and very
intuitive. The manual is aconcise 50 pages.
Priced at $ 129.95, it's affordable and immediately useful. However, Iwould have
liked it better with an integrated address
book.

equipment, aGantt chart function, and an
auto-dialer, among other features.
PackRat uses an elaborate icon interface that you can customize with additional icons. It also includes an Integration Library for developing macros for
working with other Windows products.
But Ifound this product to be one of the
more difficult to learn. You cannot just
plunge in. The best introduction is in the
tutorial booklet. Ifound data import to be
virtually impossible in PackRat.
Polaris plans for its next release of PackRat, version 5.0, to be available by the
time you read this. The company says that
version 5.0 will be an even more comprehensive package that will manage the entire Windows applications environment,
integrating with Windows applications.
Priced at $395, PackRat 4.1 is in the expensive league of information managers,
and it has alot of functionality. In my
opinion, this product tries to do alittle too
much and ends up being too difficult to
use. Nevertheless, if you're looking at the
PIM heavyweights like ACT and Commence, PackRat deserves your consideration.

YourWay 3.0
YourWay is adirect competitor of Lotus
Organizer. Considering its capabilities, it's
abargain at $99. YourWay uses acardfile metaphor for storing address-book entries (see screen 3). One nice feature is
that you can create your own card files
PackRat 4.1
and use your own field names, providing a
PackRat is an extremely ambitious inforhigh degree of customization. This feature
mation management package, with tools
makes data import easier, because you can
for managing appointments, addresses,
set up acard file with the same number of
project tasks— even the files on your hard
fields as the data to be imported.
disk. It is replete with alert and tickler
YourWay has the usual address book,
functions and includes an index-card tool
appointment scheduler, calendar, phone
for storing notes and memos, ascratchpad
tracking function, and note taker, plus a
for copying information from other Pack- Gantt chart feature. YourWay doesn't have
Rat utilities, aresource utility for managaseparate notepad or word processing
ing things like conference rooms and
function, although you can attach notes to
Screen 3: Prisma
Software's
YourWay uses a
card-file metaphor
that makes it one
of the more
accessible PIMs.
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particular address or appointment records.
YourWay supports macros through DDE,
although you'll need to be an experienced
DDE user to take advantage of this feature.
Ifound YourWay easy to learn and very
accessible, although its icons were in the
unintelligible category. At such alow
price, YourWay is definitely worth aserious look.

U

onnections has

one major problem:
It's terribly slow
on a Mac SE.

Macintosh
Danny Goodman's Connections 2.1
Danny Goodman's Connections is aHyperCard-based PIM with appointment
scheduling and calendar functions, atodo list, an auto-dialer, anote taker, and a
telephone directory. Since it's based on
HyperCard, you can also integrate data
from other HyperCard stacks, and an import/export facility is included. It has a
group calendar feature for use on anetwork.
The program has the basic ingredients of
acomplete information manager. But Connections has one major problem: It's terribly slow on aMac SE. When you search
for arecord or make alink between an
appointment and aname in Connections'
telephone directory, you may as well go
for coffee while it completes (that's only a
slight exaggeration). To be blunt, the per-

formance is unacceptable on aMac SE or
Mac Plus. On aMac Ilfx the performance
is more adequate, but if you're working
with a68020 Mac, you'll find the performance frustrating.
Now Up-To-Date 2.0
Now Up-To-Date is asimple calendar and
scheduling program similar to OnTime for
Windows. It doesn't have an address book,
but it does have ato-do-list function. Its
specialty is working with appointments,
schedules, and calendars. Now Up-ToDate includes aControl Panel that can remind you of appointments while you're
working in other applications.
Now Up-To-Date is easy to use, and the
performance is good. One nice feature is
the ability to print oversize wall calendars

to post in an office or meeting room. Priced
at $99, Now Up-To-Date is agood choice
for abasic time scheduler.
Best PIMs
Personal information managers are, of
course, personal. And each of these PIMs
focuses on different requirements; depending on what you want to do, your preferences may be quite different from mine.
If you're looking for an address book or
Day-Timer replacement, Lotus Organizer and YourWay are both good choices.
Organizer has the advantage of being tightly integrated with other Lotus products.
YourWay has more flexible data management functions and costs $50 less.
If you're in the sales business, ACT is a
good choice. If you need major project
management capabilities, Jensen-Jones's
Commence fits the bill. And if you're the
more philosophical type and like to keep
journals and keep track of ideas, take a
look at Ascend. Finally, if you want abasic no- frills time manager, OnTime for
Windows or Now Up-To-Date for the Mac
would both be good selections. •
Nicholas Baran is aBYTE consulting editor and coeditor of Pen-Based Computing,
an industry newsletter based in Sandpoint,
Idaho. He is also author of Windows from
the Keyboard (
John Wiley & Sons, 1993).
He can be reached on BIX as "nickbaran."

COMPANY INFORMATION
Campbell Services, Inc.
(OnTime for Windows 1.2)
21700 Northwestern Hwy.,
Suite 1070
Southfield, MI 48075
(800) 345-6747
(313) 559-5955
fax: ( 313) 559-1034
Circle 1231 on Inquiry Card.
Contact Software
International, Inc.
(ACT for Windows 1.0)
1840 Hutton Dr., Suite 200
Carrollton, TX 75006
(800) 365-0607
(214) 919-9500
fax: (214) 919-9750
Circle 1232 on Inquiry Card.
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Elan Software Corp.
(GoldMine 2.5)
4917 Gerald Ave.
Encino, CA 91436
(818) 999-9872
fax: (818) 999-9903
Circle 1233 on inquiry Card.
Franklin Quest Co.
(Ascend 4.0)
2550 South Decker Lake Blvd.
Salt Lake City, UT 84119
(800) 877-1814
(801) 975-9992
fax: (801) 975-9995
Circle 1234 on Inquiry Cord.
Heizer Software
(Danny Goodman's
Connections 2.1)
P.O. Box 232019
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
(510) 943-7667
fax: (510) 943-6882
Circle 1235 on Inquiry Card.

Jensen-Jones, Inc.
(Commence 1.0)
Pkwy. 109 Office Center
328 Newman Springs Rd.
Red Bank, NJ 07701
(800) 289-1548
(908) 530-4666
fax: (908) 530-9827
Circle 1236 on Inquiry Card.
Lotus Development Corp.
(Lotus Organizer 1.0)
55 Cambridge Pkwy.
Cambridge, MA 02142
(800) 343-5414
(617) 577-8500
Circle 1237 on Inquiry Card.

Now Software, Inc.
(Now Up-To-Date 2.0)
319 Southwest Washington St.,
11th Floor
Portland, OR 97204
(503) 274-2800
fax: (503) 274-0670
Circle 1238 on Inquiry Card.
Polaris Software, Inc.
(PackRat 4.1)
17150 Via Del Campo,
Suite 307
San Diego, CA 92127
(619) 674-6500
fax: (619) 674-7315
Circle 1239 on Inquiry Card.
Prisma Software Corp.
(YourWay 3.0)
2301 Clay St., Suite 100
Cedar Falls, IA 50613
(800) 437-2685
(319) 266-7141
fax: ( 319) 266-2522
Circle 1240 on Inquiry Card.
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Banyan's " StreetTalk for NetWare"
JOHN RYDBERG

N

etWare does alot of things well, but
coordinating access to network resources across multiple servers isn't
one of them. Banyan Systems' ENS for
NetWare addresses this limitation through
StreetTalk, Banyan's global naming service. ENS, which stands for Enterprise
Network Services, hardens NetWare's
weakest link by applying Banyan's traditional strength: It brings to NetWare a
server-independent directory structure that
Novell's dominant LAN operating system
has always lacked.
ENS for NetWare is afamily of products that provides resource and user management networkwide. ENS networks are
global and service-based, which means
that users can easily access resources such
as file volumes, print queues, and mail services by searching the StreetTalk database.
Unlike users of plain NetWare (at least
until NetWare 4.0), users under ENS for
NetWare never need to know exactly on
which server aservice resides.
StreetTalk Meets NetWare
StreetTalk, adistributed database that contains information about the users and resources on anetwork, has been the foundation of the Banyan Vines operating
system for over nine years. Each StreetTalk
object has athree-part name that indicates
the item, group, and organization to which
an object belongs. For example, the StreetTalk object Laser Printer@Sales@
Connect indicates alaser printer that is a
member of the group Sales in the organization Connect. When auser requests access to aresource, StreetTalk decides how
to connect the user and the resource. Since
users see all resources as part of asingle
virtual system, they are not required to
know about the server to which aresource
is attached. Each user needs only avalid
service name and sufficient access rights to
use aresource.
Novell had not provided global naming
services until its recently announced NetWare 4.0 ( see page 42). Administrators of
multiple NetWare servers are well aware of
the administration problems in dealing
with network resource management. Each
server must have alog-in name for every
user that requires access. User-access and
security changes must be made manually
to each network server that counts the user

Pri nter :
LPTI/PliN
Print Queue: — None set.

'Laser III
In Laser
Il ProPrinter
-inter Prl
iietUriter

CCC_Printers
Support
CCC Printers
UtISOOS
CCC_Printers

Novell Servers
Novell Servers
Novell Servers
Servers
Novell Servers

ENS for NetWare simplifies administration and use of multiserver NetWare
networks. From this screen, users can reach printers throughout the network rather
than find queues server by server.
among its clients. When there are many
users and many servers, this can become a
difficult task.
This is where Banyan's ENS can be of
help. A single ENS server complements
anetwork of up to eight NetWare servers
(this is alimitation inherent in NetWare)
by combining all users and resources under
acommon StreetTalk database. Administrators can then link ENS servers to support additional NetWare servers.
Adding ENS
The ENS system has three primary components ENS server software, the StreetTalk agent, and client software. The ENS
server—where StreetTalk runs— is adedicated PC that runs the ENS server software. It installs like any Banyan server.
You boot the machine and just keep feeding disks as prompted until the system indicates installation is complete. There are
afew prompts to answer, but installation is
generally straightforward.
The second component, the StreetTalk
agent, is used to bring in NetWare servers.
It's acollection of NLMs ( NetWare loadable modules) or VAPs (value-added processes) that run under NetWare 3.11 or

2.2. You install the agent using the INSTALL program supplied for the NetWare
servers. INSTALL copies the required
NLMs or VAPs along with new management utilities and client software to each
NetWare server.
The third component is aprogram called
BANV, the client software that runs on
DOS or Windows workstations. BANV
lets users access resources across the network and allows administrators to perform
central management of those resources.
The administration utilities of ENS for
NetWare are similar to the normal Vines
utilities. The MANAGE utility acts as the
front end, presenting amenu offering network resources for management and configuration. These resources include services, users, lists, nicknames, groups, and
organizations.
Using ENS
Under ENS, the process of creating or
deleting network resources is really the
registration or deletion of the resources in
the StreetTalk database. The StreetTalk
agent reads and writes the NetWare bindery during this process, but only to create
or delete the object. It's important to point
MAY 1993 • BYTE
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out that the Vines utilities offer only limited control over the NetWare resources.
The configuration and creation of printer
and disk resources on aNetWare server
still require the use of NetWare utilities.
To create afile service on aNetWare
server, you use the MSERVICE utility.
This registers an existing NetWare volume with StreetTalk, using the name you
supply. When you delete the file service,
only the StreetTalk information is deleted, not the data. Another utility called STI
(StreetTalk Integration) allows the administrator to map or unmap users and
groups found in the NetWare bindery files
to StreetTalk names. Note that once ENS
is set up, you must be very careful if you
run any of the NetWare management utilities like SYSCON. Banyan recommends
that you not use them at all, because Net-

II VIE

ACTION SUMMARY

• WHAT ENS FOR NETWARE IS
A distributed directory that allows
NetWare users and
administrators to work with
resources networkwide rather
than on aserver- by- server basis.
la LIKES
Very simple one- point access to
all network resources Options for
wide- area connectivity.
• DISLIKES
Only eight NetWare servers per
ENS server. StreetTalk's fixed,
three- tiered naming scheme.
• RECOMMENDATIONS
Even in light of NetWare 4.0's
Directory Services, ENS for
NetWare offers agood solution
for enterprise networks running
NetWare 3.11 or 2.2. It's ideal
for mixed Vines-NetWare LANs.
• PRICE
ENS for NetWare 1.0, $ 3995
(varies by configuration and
number of users for which
NetWare server is licensed)
MI FOR MORE INFORMATION
Banyan Systems, Inc.
120 Flanders Rd.
Westborough, MA 01581
(800) 828-2404
(508) 898-1000
fax: (
508) 898-1755
Circle 1222 on Inquiry Card.
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Ware won't communicate any bindery
changes to StreetTalk.
Once resources and users are mapped
to StreetTalk, network clients can begin
reaching network services with acommon
set of commands. This is where ENS simplifies some common procedures in NetWare. For example, to assign print queues
to printer ports, you run the ENS SETPRINT command and press the F2 key;
you are shown alist of printers available
across the ENS system (see the screen on
the previous page). You then select the
printer you wish to use, and ENS automatically makes the connection. The
equivalent function using NetWare requires searching through individual servers
for print queues using the PCONSOLE
command, attaching to adifferent server if
necessary, and using the CAPTURE command to make the connection.
Assigning drive volumes under ENS is
similarly easy. You run the SETDRIVE
command and select an available volume
from alist. Performing the same task with
NetWare requires that you know server
and volume names.
These examples illustrate the primary
advantage of ENS. Clients can draw upon
the StreetTalk database to see all network
resources. If StreetTalk Directory Assistance is loaded, you can even call up the
database with ahot key.
ENS for NetWare runs on avariety of
platforms: A 386 machine with 8MB of
RAM and an 80-MB hard drive is the minimum requirement. Server software also
supports dual-processor platforms. Iused
a486 clone with 8MB of RAM and a120MB IDE hard drive for my test of the software.
Banyan offers several options with the
ENS product line. Irecommend two options in particular: MNET and Vines Assistant. These are Vines applications that
report on performance, including communication statistics, service information, and
disk requests. This type of feedback is useful when troubleshooting network performance problems. Currently, the MNET
and Vines Assistant options provide information only on ENS and other Vines
servers. While this is limiting, it is still
useful information.
Other Banyan software options support
server-to-server WAN (wide-area network)
and LAN communications transparently
over X.25 or SNA (Systems Network Architecture) networks. Options are also
available for SNMP, SMTP gateways,
Macintosh connectivity, TCP/IP routing,
and Token Ring bridging, just to name a
few. Further, an Intelligent Messaging
option allows the exchange of mail through
SMTP mail gateways or many third-party

mail gateways, as well as providing afunctional mail service.

The Big Picture
ENS for NetWare is not without drawbacks. First, asingle ENS server can connect with only eight NetWare servers,
which could be adifficult constraint. Second, the StreetTalk naming service has
only three levels in its naming structure,
which may not be enough for large organizations. Third, the BANV client program takes 30 KB of base memory, which
could push clients with multiple network
drivers over the edge. Also note that while
ENS vastly simplifies some common network procedures, users and administrators
will need training to use the system effectively.
Banyan's software licensing for ENS
is alittle complicated. In addition to the
ENS server software, you have to purchase an authorization code for each NetWare server according to the number of
users for which the NetWare server is licensed. This determines the base price;
options are extra, ranging in price from
$699 to $4495. Standard pricing is $3995
for the ENS server software ($2995 to add
to an existing Vines server). The NetWare
NLM/VAP software pricing ranges from
$295 for afive-user NetWare license to
$3495 for a250-user NetWare license.
ENS plugs alarge gap in NetWare. But
with NetWare 4.0 and NDS (NetWare Directory Services), Novell will introduce
its own solution. NDS works like Banyan's
ENS when used with 2.x and 3.x servers.
It offers abindery emulation mode that allows the 4.0 servers to function like 3.x
servers. And it adds the ability to register
resources on servers running earlier versions of NetWare in the Directory Services database. It also allows an unlimited
number of levels in resource names.
So where does ENS for NetWare fit? It
has afew advantages over NDS. StreetTalk
has over nine years of development behind it, with aproven track record. And
ENS is far more than adirectory services
program: ENS software options greatly
expand the WAN capabilities of aNetWare environment. But most critically, a
single ENS server brings many benefits
of NetWare 4.0 to as many as eight existing NetWare servers—without an expensive upgrade for each. •
John Rydberg is asenior network engineer with Connect Computer in Eden
Prairie, Minnesota. He's had over seven
years' experience in network technology
and specializes in network design, installation, and troubleshooting. You can reach
him on BIX do "editors."
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Windows Video Recorders
TOM YAGER

V

ideo is avital component of many
professional multimedia projects. Microsoft Video for Windows ( VFW)
adds digital-video playback capabilities to
Windows, but that video has to come from
somewhere. Almost all digital video starts
out as analog video from avideotape, laserdisc, or TV tuner. VFW can turn these
analog samples into digital video for you,
but you need avideo-capture board.
In this review, I'll take alook at five of
the first VFW-compatible video-capture
boards to hit the market: Creative Labs'
VideoSpigot for Windows ($499) and
VideoBlaster ($499), AITech's VideoSurge ($995), New Media Graphics' Super
VideoWindows ($995), and Matrox Marvel ($995 without integrated VGA, $ 1495
with 15-bit-color VGA). All but the VideoSpigot are actually video-in-a-window devices. They're built to take video from an
external source and display it on your computer's monitor, picture-in-picture style.
The Right Tool
Using avideo- in-a- window board for
VFW usually means making allowances.
First, you must have avacant block of
memory under the 16-MB mark. In general, your system cannot have more than 15
MB of memory. Of the boards tested, the
VideoSpigot is the only one that did not
have that requirement.
Also, for live real-time video, you have
to plug your monitor into aconnector on
the overlay board and hook the board to
aseparate VGA adapter through aribbon
cable. The Marvel's on-board Tseng ET4000 VGA controller simplifies things
considerably, since the video-in-a-window
part of the board is tuned to the Tseng chip
and works with most of its VFW-useful
video modes. When you're forced to use a
separate VGA, there is no such synergy
between the VGA and the overlay board.
In fact, for my tests, the only Super VGA
(Actix GraphicsEngine) mode that worked
reliably with all three non-VGA-equipped
video-in-a-window cards was Windows'
640- by 480-pixel, 16-color generic VGA
setting.
If you only plan to use the board for
video capture, you can limit your exposure to VGA mode-mismatch troubles by
simply not hooking up the feature connector cable. VFW does not require that

Hardware for pulling video into Windows (from left to right). the Matt ().xMarvel,
VideoBlaster and VideoSpigot from Creative Labs, AlTech's VideoSurge, and New
Media Graphics' Super VideoWindows.
your board be able to run in video- in-awindow mode, so you can just plug your
monitor directly into your display adapter.
Dropping aFew Frames
To test the capture boards. Iinstalled each
into an ALR Flyer 32LCT system with 8
MB of memory and a66-MHz 486DX2
processor. For boards that required aseparate VGA card, Iused the Actix GraphicsEngine, an S3-based accelerated VGA
adapter. The video came from aSony
CVD-1000 computer-controllable Hi-8
VCR. Iused video supplied by Firstlight
Productions.
The performance tests were simple: I
captured 60 seconds of video at three different resolution/color-depth combinations
(see the table on page 202). VFW drops
frames when it can't maintain the capture
rate that's requested (measured in frames
per second). The performance statistics reflect the maximum capture rate that resulted in no dropped frames. For all tests,
Iset audio recording at 8-bit, 11-kHz mono
(the VFW default).
Built around the same set of Philips digital-video chips, the Super VideoWindows
and the VideoBlaster share anearly identical set of features and performance attributes. The Super VideoWindows has
been amainstay in the video-in-a-window
market, and capture-driver support for the
board is included with VFW. The Super
VideoWindows handles, by default, three
composite video and three stereo audio

charnels. As with the other multichannel
devices, you can connect multiple video
sources and select any one of them in software. The audio connectors are for passthrough audio only; the Super VideoWindows has no audio-digitizing capabilities.
The VideoBlaster differs mostly in its
handling of audio. While the Super VideoWindows has separate RCA jacks for all its
audio channels, the VideoBlaster has only
one set of RCA stereo line-input jacks on
its fan-out cable. Two other line-level audio inputs are on the board itself in the
form of pin connectors for aCD player
and another arbitrary audio source. There's
also amicrophone jack at the board's rear.
Not Ready for Plug-and- Play
Iran into some trouble while installing the
Super VideoWindows card. The software
makes changing the board's settings easy,
but you have to power off and on to apply the changes. For my setup, Ihad to go
through five such cycles before Ifound a
workable combination. Once it started
working, Super VideoWindows turned in
arespectable 14 fps at the standard 160- by
120-pixel, 8-bit capture setting.
The VideoBlaster wasn't quite so cooperative. The board eventually worked,
but not before causing several diverse
problems: It made the display go black
when Istarted acapture, it refused to let
Windows shut down or reboot, and it made
my system's Pro Audio Spectrum sound
card stop working with Windows. This
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VIDEO CAPTURE FOR WINDOWS

Video for Windows drops frames when it can't maintain arequested capture rate. The performance statistics reflect
the maximum capture rate (in frames per second) that resulted in no dropped frames. The VideoSpigot aced all the
performance tests, beating all the other cards for capture rates while turning in exceptional quality. (• = yes: ) = no.)
Capture performance
(frames per second)

Price

Capture board

AlTech VideoSurge

Creative Labs
VideoSpigot for Windows
Creative Labs VideoBlaster
Matrox Marvel

$995
$499

$995'
$14952

Daughtercard
connectors

Video- ina-Window

160x 120/
8- bit

160 x120/
16- bit

320x240!
8- bit

Two
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•

11

8

2

18

10 (24-bit YUV)

4

O

•

14

9

4

•

•

11
(dithered)

2

3

•

•

14

9

3

Three
Two

Three

•

'With 15- bit- color VGA

was also the only card that refused to work
with the GraphicsEngine's 15 bit color

mode ( with no feature connector attachment). These difficulties appeared even
though Ipainstakingly set all I/O well out

MITE

S-video

Two (no audio) •

$499

New Media Graphics
Super VideoWindows $ 995
Without VGA

Inputs

ACTION SUMMARY

WHAT VIDEO FOR WINDOWS
CAPTURE BOARDS ARE

PC boards that can digitize
several frames of external video
per second, which VFW stores
to your disk as adigital- video
file to be played back later.
• UKES
Very easy to use

once they're
installed; video- in-a-window
boards support both analog
and digital video and multiple
video/audio sources.

• DISUKES

Video-in-a-window boards limit
system memory to 15 MB; there
are incompatibilities with
nonstandard VGA modes; some
boards exhibit unpredictable
behavior.

• RECOMMENDATIONS

For straight VFW capture,
Creative Labs' VideoSpigot For
Windows is the best choice; for
quality and versatility, the Matrox
Marvel wins over other videoin-a-window cards.
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of the way of other system components.
These same settings worked fine with the
other overlay boards. When it worked, the
VideoBlaster's performance and video
quality matched those of the Super VideoWindows.
AITech's VideoSurge roughly matches the capabilities of the preceding two
overlay boards. It handles two incoming
composite video channels and three channels of pass-through stereo audio (through
Vitinch stereo jacks). There is an S-video
connector on the board that was not enabled in the review unit. The documentation is poor and all the connectors are unlabeled, and the card was as difficult to
install as the VideoBlaster. Ihad to cycle
power several times to fix blank screens,
bad colors, and other unpredictable behavior. The capture drivers and the standard Windows software are good, and the
VideoSurge includes asimple program
(ProImage) that performs image capture,
paint, and graphics format conversions.
VideoSurge's AVI ( Audio Video Interleave) capture performance is acceptable at
11 fps for 160- by 120-pixel, 8-bit video.
Rising to the Top
Two boards in this review rose to the top of
the group for decidedly different reasons.
In the video-in-a-window class, the Matrox Marvel brings more to the party than
any board I've ever seen. Since this article
is primarily about VFW capture, I'll open
with the most disappointing aspect of the
Marvel: It turned in the worst overall capture performance of all tested boards. But
in an application where both digital and
analog video are used, the Marvel carries
the analog side of its double duty better
than the other boards.

Either of the Marvel's two video inputs
can be turned into an S-video channel by a
simple Y cable, and aconnector at the rear
of the card accommodates afan-out cable
set that puts six feet of cable behind each
clearly labeled connector. The quality of
the real-time video is astoundingly good,
thanks to Matrox ASICs (application-specific ICs). The Marvel filters incoming
video to reduce streaks and distortion in
the overlay video that are caused when an
object in the scene moves quickly or when
the camera is panned rapidly. These motion artifacts have long been the most serious drawback of using video-in-a-window devices.
Another unique advantage of the Marvel
is its effects processing. Overlay video can
be manipulated through the Keyframe Editor to apply effects such as invert, posterize, strobe, mosaic, resize, and position.
The effects are fast, smooth, and clean.
Wipes, tumbles, fades, tints, and other effects can be combined in aprecisely timed
animated effects script that you can load
and invoke from within any MCI-capable
(media control interface) application (including Visual Basic and ToolBook).
When it comes to choosing the overall
best VFW capture board, there's no contest: The VideoSpigot for Windows wins
easily. This was the first chance Ihad to
see the complete bundle, and Icame away
extremely impressed. The VideoSpigot includes VFW, Asymetrix Multimedia ToolBook, and apair of ToolBook-based presentation programs. This is, in one box,
everything you need not only to capture
great-looking video but to build that video
into presentations and programs as well.
The technology behind the VideoSpigot's video quality has one aspect in
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Pro 16 bundles the best—for
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3.1—as well as AdLib and Sound Blaster.
And, the double speed SCSI
NEC CD-ROM drive delivers twice
the throughput (3001(13/sec) and has
three times faster access (280ms) than other CDROM drives—greatly exceeding MPC specifications.
Here's what PC Magazine says,"Those who want the
best sound possible out of their multimedia PC upgrade
kits should remember this name: Media Vision."
So see your dealer now and get the new Pro 16
Multimedia System from Media Vision.
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Circ le 282 on Inquiry Card.

WINDOWS VIDEO RECORDERS

COMPANY

on-the-fly format ( Spigot Compression).
The VideoSpigot aced all the performance
tests, beating all the other cards for capture
rates while turning in exceptional quality.

INFORMATION

Affech International
(VideoSurge)
830 Hillview Court, Suite 145
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 946-3291
fax: ( 408) 946-3597
Circle 1227 on Inquiry Card.
Creative Labs, Inc.
(VideoBlaster, VideoSpigot)
1901 McCarthy Blvd.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 428-6600
fax: (408) 428-6611
Circle 1228 on Inquiry Card.

common with the Marvel: A special digital encoding scheme captures and stores
twice as much color information as typical
overlay boards. This translates into truer
colors and better representation of subtle
shading variations. The VideoSpigot is not
an overlay board, so it can't display incoming video in real time. It also has no

Matrox Electronics Systems, Ltd.
( Matrox Marvel)
1055 St. Regis Blvd.
Dorval, Quebec,
Canada H9P 2T4
(514) 685-2630
fax: (
514) 685-2853
Circle 1229 on Inquiry Card.
New Media Graphics
(Super VideoWindows)
780 Boston Rd.
Billerica, MA 01821
(508) 663-0666
fax: (508) 663-6678
Circle 1230 on Inquiry Cord.

provision for pass-through audio. What it
does have is great capture performance,
both composite and S-video connectors,
and the most complete capture-driver software of any VFW board on the market.
The VideoSpigot's capture driver supports some uncommon codec formats, including VFW's only software compressed-

Windows Video at Its Best
The overall best choice for Video for Windows capture hardware is Creative Labs'
VideoSpigot. The standard software bundle, advanced codecs, effortless installation, and S-video input place it head and
shoulders above the rest of the pack for
VFW capture alone.
In my work, Itend to create applications that call for both analog and digital
video. For that combination, I'm strongly
inclined toward the Matrox Marvel. Its
video quality is unmatched by any overlay
board I've seen, the optional on- board
VGA makes combining high-color Windows and video- in-a-window asnap, and
Marvel's keyframe effects, tastefully applied, can give amultimedia application
alittle extra polish.
Tom Yager is amultimedia consultant, analyst, and producer. You can reach him
on BIX as "tyager" and on the Internet at
tyager@bytepb.byte.com.
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Tape Backup on the Go
HOWARD EGLOWSTEIN

W

e've all made excuses about tape
backup: "1have no free drive bays
for atape drive" or "It's too expensive to buy atape drive for one machine"
are common rationalizations around the
office. And on the road, there's simply no
way to connect aSCSI- or floppy drive—
interface tape drive to your laptop.
Parallel-port tape drives solve these
problems. They plug into your PC's printer port and allow you to connect your printer through apass-through port. In the office, you can carry the drive from machine
to machine and share the cost of the drive
among several users. A small parallel-port
tape drive will tuck nicely into your laptop
computer bag and save you from data disasters on the road.
This review covers four 250-MB, parallel-port tape drives: the Jumbo Trakker
250 from Colorado Memory Systems, the
Tape250 from Iomega, the Backpack tape
drive from Micro Solutions, and the Model 250P from Storage Devices, Inc. (SDI).
A fifth drive, the Archive SuperHornet,
did not ship in time for this evaluation. All
these units are QIC (quarter-inch cartridge)
80 format and store 80 MB on astandard
DC2000 cartridge, or 120 MB on an extended-length DC2000XL or DC2120 cartridge.
In addition, the software that comes with
each drive provides data-compression routines that promise to compress your data at
aratio of about 2to 1, for apotential tape
capacity of 250 MB. In most cases, the
compression will fall short of the 2-to- 1
ratio because alot of data on your machine
may already be compressed. Many bitmapped image formats include some compression, and files made with ARC or
PKZip probably won't compress at all.
Expect to get between 180 and 200 MB of
data on one of these drives.
To test these tape drives, Iconnected
each one to a33-MHz 486 EISA machine
with afast SCSI hard drive and an EISA
SCSI controller ( see the figure for test results). Iused afast machine to ensure that
the machine's performance wasn't asignificant factor in the transfer rates. The
486's 300-MB drive had 200 MB of mixed
data, including acomplete Windows installation with avariety of applications,
several DOS applications, and lots of text
and image files. The mix is typical of what

Portable tape drives connect to your PC through astandard printer port and provide
tape backup-and-restore functions. Pass-through connections let you keep your
printer connected at the same time. From left to right: Colorado Memory Systems'
Jumbo Trakker 250, SDI's Model 250P (top), lomega's Tape250, and Micro
Solutions' Backpack tape drive. All except the Iomega Tape250 use an external
power brick (the Trakker's is abit large for portable use).
you'd find on desktops.
Itimed acomplete backup/verify cycle
of the 200-MB mix and deleted a10- MB
directory from the hard drive. The second
test was atimed restore of that 10-MB directory. By comparing the time taken and
space used on the tape, Idetermined the
tape drive's transfer rate and the tape software's compression ratio. Our battery test
fixture, Thumper 2, kept the timing fair
(and automated). Iput acustom activity
detector between the computer and the
tape drive; any transition of the data lines
looked like atransition on Thumper's
screen sensor inputs. A second computer
used the status messages from Thumper
to accurately time transfers.
Colorado Memory Systems'
Jumbo Trakker 250
The Jumbo Trakker 250 is the parallelport version of Colorado's internal QIC
80 tape drive. The $ 548 package Ireviewed came with the drive, two preformatted DC2120 tapes, and version 2.58 of
Colorado's backup software. This version
is being replaced with amuch flashier version, 3.04, and Ihad achance to look at a
prerelease version 3.04 as well.
The Trakker 250's backup software
managed the best compression ratio in the
group: 1.8 to 1. The other units achieved

rates between 1.5 to 1and 1.7 to 1. On a
fast machine like the 33-MHz 486, speed
improves with compression; on slower
machines, turning compression off will
make backups faster but use more tape.
Trakker's TAPE.EXE includes both menus
and acommand-line interface. You can
do anything from the command fine that
you can do from the menus.
Trakker 250 tapes are fully compatible
with the standard Jumbo drives. If your
office machine has one of these internal
drives, you can share data directly with
your laptop.
Only two things prevent the Trakker
from being the perfect portable tape drive:
The power brick is very large and heavy
(with the brick, the Trakker weighs 4.2
pounds), and the software has to be installed on ahard drive before it will run.
When recovering from ahard disk crash,
I'd appreciate being able to run the restore
software from afloppy disk.
'omega's Tape250
Iomega has areputation for solid equipment. The $ 548 Tape250 is easily the
beefiest drive in the group, and it looks
built to last. To enhance reliability and
portability, the Tape250 has no special
connection cables or power bricks. You
power the drive with astandard AC cord
MAY1993 • BYTE
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TALE OF THE TAPE

Colorado Jumbo
Trakker 250

• Backup/verity 200 MB
▪ Restore 10 MB

lomega
Tape250
Micro Solutions
Backpack
SDI Model 250P
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

The graph indicates the kind of performance you can expect when backing up and
restoring atypical mix of data. The Micro Solutions Backpack was the fastest drive.
The SDI Model 2501) may have posted better restore times, but its software insisted
on scanning an entire tape even after recovering the requested files.

VIE

ACTION SUMMARY

• WHAT PARALLEL-PORT TAPE
DRIVES ARE
These tape drives hold up to 250
MB of data and connect directly
to your PC's parallel port.
A pass-through connection
lets a printer share the port.
• UKES
They're portable, convenient, and
easy to set up and use; an
excellent solution for notebook
computers.
• DISUKES
The power bricks and cables are
a hassle to carry around, and the
one unit without apower brick,
the lomega Tape250, makes too
much noise.
• RECOMMENDATIONS
For backing up notebook
computers, the Backpack is
the smallest and fastest unit
around. In an office environment,
the Jumbo Trakker is sturdy and
reliable.
• PRICE
Backpack, $ 539
Jumbo Trakker 250, $ 548
Model 250P, $ 549
Tape250, $ 548
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and hook it up through astandard 36-pin
printer cord ( one is provided with the
drive). A 25-pin connector on the drive
accepts your existing printer cable, enabling you to print in pass-through mode.
When you're traveling, you could conceivably take just the drive and trust that
someone at your destination will have a
power cord and printer cable. You don't
need to lug around an extra cable and power brick. Still, the drive is no lightweight;
it tips the scales at 4.1 pounds.
Unfortunately, the internal AC supply
on the Tape250 requires an internal fan.
The fan on this drive was louder than the
power-supply fan on the full-size 486 to
which it was connected. You'll definitely
want to turn the drive off between uses to
keep from annoying everyone around you;
but with the drive turned off, you can't
use connect-through printing.
The backup software is Central Point's
CPBACKUP, alarge, unwieldy backup
package with an obscure user interface. It
consumes over 2 MB of disk space and
requires ahard drive installation before
use. It also turned in the slowest performance in the backup/verify test.
Micro Solutions'
Backpack Tape Drive
For portable use, it's hard to beat the $539
Backpack tape drive. It's small and lightweight ( just 3.2 pounds complete), and it
comes with afairly small power brick. It's
also fast, completing both the backup/verify test and the restore test in significantly
less time than the rest.
BPBACKUP, the Backpack's utility
software, formats tape and handles backup

and restore operations. It's DOS-based and
slightly outdated, but it works reliably and
is simple enough to use. For atransportable
drive, asimple backup application can be
abig win. For example, one of the hard
drives in your office might go crazy and
damage its directory. The first thing you'll
want to do is back up any readable data
files. The software included with the other
drives requires that you install it onto the
hard drive first. Do that, and you'll risk
damaging the directory and FAT (file allocation table) structures even further. BPBACKUP will mn comfortably off afloppy drive and requires no configuration.
BPBACKUP's major drawback is its
lack of acommand-line interface. Unlike
with the Trakker 250's software, you can't
control BPBACKUP from abatch file.
Instead, you have BPBACKUP create a
keyboard macro that records your tape
commands and writes out aseparate DOS
executable file. Later you run the new executable program, which loads BPBACKUP for you and automates backup. It
works, but I'd still prefer acommand-line
interface.
SDI's Model 250P
Iwas impressed by the small size and
weight (2.6 pounds) of the Model 250P
drive ($549) and SDI's choice of Gazelle
Systems' Back- It 4 as abackup utility.
I've used previous versions of Back-It before, and they were quite usable.
SDI provides acustom Back-It tape
driver and astandard copy of Back-It 4.
After you install Back-It, you specify that
all your backups should go to tape and use
the SDI driver. My 486/33 had acompatibility problem with Back-It's "compatibility" mode. SDI's technical support was
quickly able to diagnose the situation. Everything went fine after Ichanged adefault setting.
Well, sort of. Back-It 4doesn't appear to
keep track of the original DOS directory
structure in one place on the tape. As a
consequence, when you restore data, BackIt has to search the entire backup to find
what you asked for. For the 10-MB restore
test, the directory Iwanted off tape was
early in the backup mix; Back- It found
and restored the data in less than 4minutes.
However, it didn't know it had finished
and kept reading for the better part of an
hour. If Ihad specified data at the end of
the backup, Back-It wouldn't have been
smart enough to skip over the first part of
the tape.
Back-It also uses aproprietary tape format that makes it impossible to read BackIt tapes on any other drive. The other drives
all support standard QIC 40/80 formats
and can interchange tapes to some degree.
continued
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HOW DO YOU GET
AJOB WITHOUT
EXPERIENCE?
AND HOW DO YOU
GET EXPERIENCE
WITHOUTA JOB?
Most young people have one
answer to this problem. They avoid it
until they're out of college. But they
could be getting solid work experience while they're still in college. With
your company's help. And ours.
We're Co-op Education. Anationwide program that helps college
students get real jobs for real pay,
while they're getting an education.
But we can't do it without you.
Those real jobs have to come from
real companies. Like yours.
For more information on how
you can participate in this valuable
program, write Co-op Education,
Box 775E, Boston, MA 02115.
Not only will you be giving students
achance to earn money and pick up
the most valuable kind of knowledge,
you'll be giving yourselves achance
to pick up the most valuable kind
of employee.

Co-op Education.
You earn afuture when you earn adegree.

&nl APublic Service of This Publication © 1987 National Commission for Cooperative Education
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TAPE BACKUP ON THE GO

Have You Backed Up Lately?
With notebook computers regularly shipping with 200- MB drives, it's difficult to
imagine anyone using anew notebook
without some sort of backup. These portable tape drives are perfect for drives up to
200 MB—for transient use in the office
as well as for portables. But which one?
For me, that would depend on the specific application.
For extended traveling, I'd want atape
drive along with my notebook, and that
would probably be Micro Solutions' Backpack. It's small and fast, and the software
runs easily without being installed onto
the hard drive. That can be alifesaver in
the event of adisk crash.
Around the office, weight isn't as much
of an issue. Colorado Memory Systems'
Jumbo Trakker 250 is asolid drive that
should stand up to lots of use. The Trakker
software's full command-line interface
greatly simplifies automated backups. •
Howard Eglowstein is aBYTE Lab testing editor who holds an S.B. from MIT.
Contact him on BIX as "heglowstein."
COMPANY

INFORMATION

Colorado Memory Systems, Inc.
(Jumbo Trakker 250)
800 South Taft Ave.
Loveland, CO 80537
(303) 669-8000
fax: ( 303) 667-0997
Circle 1223 on Inquiry Cord.
Iomega Corp.
(Tape250)
1821 West 'omega Way
Roy, UT 84067
(800) 777-6179
(801) 778-3000
Circle 1224 on Inquiry Card.
Micro Solutions Computer
Products
(Backpack)
132 West Lincoln Hwy.
DeKalb, IL 60115
(815) 756-3411
fax: ( 815) 756-2928
Circle 1225 on Inquiry Card.
Storage Devices, Inc.
(Model 250P)
6800 Orangethorpe Ave.
Buena Park, CA 90620
(714) 562-5500
fax: (714) 562-5505
Circle 1226 on Inquiry Card.
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Lotus 1-2-3 Release 3.4 for DOS
EAtri

NICHOLAS JOHN DELONAS

More Than Fast
Aside from performance, Lotus worked
on improving 3.1+ in other ways. For example, release 3.4 provides updated DataLens drivers, to make better use of external dBase, Paradox, and SQL Server files.
Backsolver technology is abit better, now
supporting simultaneous changes to multiple variables. You can now load awork-

a
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141
141
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otus 1-2-3 release 3.4 for DOS is a
continuation of the "high-end" series
of 1-2-3 for DOS. The new release
ships with some swell bells and whistles,
but the real news is that it runs quite abit
faster than its predecessor, release 3.1+.
Is it full-featured enough and, what is more
important, fast enough to justify an upgrade from either release 2.4 or release
3.1+?
As you might expect, that depends on
what you need. All 3.1+ users and most
2.4 users should be happy with the new
product. The one user who will be less
enthusiastic is the macro developer now
working with 2.4. Despite significant optimization of 3.4, the old-style, "low-end"
2.4 still runs macros much faster than any
other major spreadsheet program. Release
2.4 users may also be unhappy with higher RAM requirements ( 1MB versus 384
KB) and the lack of atrue character mode
(3.4 is always in graphical mode, WYSIWYG or not).
Lotus has made some big claims about
performance improvements, and benchmarks tend to support its boasting. Release
3.4 is indeed faster than 3.1+ in every way.
In every worksheet Itested, 3.4 recalculated at least 12 percent faster than 3.1+,
and sometimes as much as 29 percent
faster. In my tests, 3.4 consistently recalculated worksheets faster than 2.4 and,
more often than not, outperformed 1-23/W 1.1.
But 3.4 fell far short of 2.4 in terms of
loading and macro processing. Release 2.4
loads much faster, coming up from the
command line more than twice as fast as
3.4. And macros ran over 30 percent faster
in 2.4 than in 3.4. However, 3.4 easily runs
1-2-3 macros faster than 1-2-3/W, Excel,
and both versions of Quattro Pro (although
Excel and Quattro Pro generally recalculate worksheets faster than any version of
1-2-3).
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Lotus 1-2-3
release 3.4 for
DOS introduces
SmartIcons that
let you perform
common tasks
with aclick of the
mouse.
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sheet directly from the command line.
The most noticeable difference in 3.4
is the column of SmartIcons on the right
edge of the display (see the screen). This
puts the 3.x line on apar with 2.4, and the
two products share many of the same
icons. If you like to use the mouse and
haven't made the jump to Windows or
OS/2, you'll appreciate the convenience
of these SmartIcons.
For macro developers, an important
bonus in 3.4 is the inclusion of the 2.4style macro-trace facility. This lets you
step through macro code and view each
command before it executes.
Release 3.4 is definitely an improve-

VIE

me

ment over 3.1+. It's worth the $ 150 upgrade price if you need faster recalculations. Macro developers now working with
3.1+ will appreciate the long-overdue
macro-trace feature. Power users fond of
2.4 may be less impressed with the new
release. Unless you need 3-D or the external data-access features of DataLens, stick
with 2.4. •
Nicholas John Delonas is aconsultant
based in Boston, Massachusetts. He is also
coeditor of The Spreadsheet Consultant,
anewsletter for spreadsheet power users.
You can contact him on BIX as " ndelonas."

ACTION SUMMARY

al WHAT LOTUS 1-2-3 RELEASE 3.4 IS
Lotus's latest high- end DOS
spreadsheet- the successor to
1-2-3 release 3.1+.
II LIKES
Performance is mach improved
over 1-2-3 release 3.1+. Release
3.4's DataLens is better than
Excel's Q+E and Quattro Pro for
Windows' Database Desktop
• DISLIKES
No character mode. Macro
processing is slow when
compared with release 2.4.

• RECOMMENDATIONS
Worth ti- eupgrade from release
3.1+ for recalculation saeed.
Stick with release 2.4 unless you
need 3-D spreadsheets or
database access.
• PRICE
Standard edition, $ 595
Upgrade or competitive upgrade
from Quattro Pro for DOS. $ 150
BI FOR MORE INFORMATION
Lotus Development Corp
55 Cambridge Pkwy.
Cambridge, MA 02142
16171577-8500
Circle 1221 on Inquiry Card.
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BOOK

AND CD-ROM REVIEWS
nudge mind toward atighter marriage with
nature. Anyone who can make that feel
obvious in amere 50,000-odd words is a
robably " the tightest and most
gifted writer indeed.
elegant piece of cash register code
The same week brought me the folin the entire country" sits in areslowing book, Dick Oliver's Fractal Vitaurant in Santa Fe. It materialized
sion: Put Fractals to Work for You. Ican't
after an engineer was told that
be the only user of his Fractal Grafics softthere was no way to make him acopy of
ware—reviewed here in May 1991—to
his receipt. He and afriend demanded a
have admired it, doodled alittle, and set it
look at the program that drove the cash
aside. Not that it's hard to use; no, you
register. Ugh! Spaghetti! "Booby traps
just don't glimpse its range. All along, it's
cocked and waiting!" They didn't leave
needed abook to give it context. Fortutill, after several hours, they had recast it
FROM THE MIND OF MIT
nately, Oliver's English is as deft as his
from the ground up.
C, and what he's now provided is the best
Brighten, you see, the corner where you
Up the Infinite Corridor:
introduction to fractal geometry Iknow
are; notably, any corner of solution space
MIT and the Technical
of. It comes with aDOS disk— the full
that comes your way. Fred Hapgood, who
Imagination
current retail version of Fractal Grafics,
says he was present at that Santa Fe dinner,
Fred Hapgood
plus addenda. So every few pages the writwrites comfortably at alevel of abstracAddison-Wesley, $22.95,
er can break off to coach you through a
tion from which he can zoom in to anecISBN 0-201-08293-4
hands-on demonstration.
dotes and out to the aesthetics of disturbing
Thus, asection called " How Long is
the universe. His Up the Infinite Corridor:
Fractal Vision: Put Fractals
the Coast of Maine?" is spiced by asession
MIT and the Technical Imagination disto Work for You
with the Koch Coastline ( 16 numbered
joins the engineer from the blacksmith (an
Dick Oliver
step-by-step instructions). And when we
alter ego for much of two centuries) while
Sams, $39.95,
come to the nonintuitive fractal dimenmanaging not to beach the engineer amid
ISBN 0-672-30248-9
sion, rumors of which can send browsers
the nerds.
rushing off screaming, we're calmly led
"The products of engineering are tools,
through aroutine that computes it for a
and the test of awell-made tool, of one
curve we've just drawn.
that is acredit to its designer, is the speed with which it
From "A History of Fractals and Chaos" we're led to
vanishes into the consciousness of its user. ( This is what
"Fractals in the Real World," " The Philosophy of Fractals,"
distinguishes tool-making from sculpture.) When we fly to
"The Art of Fractal Modeling," and " The Math Behind the
some city we say that ' we' flew there, not that the jet did."
Magic." There are lots of illustrations, including acolor inThat's lucid, low-pressure prose. The first half of the book—
sert. There's afirst-rate bibliography. And what nudges the
mainly ahistory of engineering in the U.S. and at MIT—is
mind all through this big book isn't silicon, it's the uncanny
continuously illuminating. ( Why was hydraulic power for so
fit between fractal math and the real-world shapes of clouds
long an American specialty? Hapgood can tell you the anand trees and chickens.
swer.)
Though the second half seems much less sure what its up
Hugh Kenner is Franklin and Callaway Professor of Ento, by the last page we've still understood alot. "What we do
glish at the University of Georgia. His recent books include
is find out what silicon wants to do and get out of its way,"
Mazes and Historical Fictions. You can contact him on BIX
an MIT professor is saying three pages from the end, and
as " hkenner."
somehow you're prepared to accept that silicon can, yes,
HUGH KENNER

p

THE SCOOP ON NT
Inside Windows NT, Helen Custer, Microsoft Press,
$24.95, ISBN 1-55615-481-X

H

elen Custer's Inside Windows NT is neither technical
reference nor design philosophy, although it includes elements of each of these. Custer's book is like Peter Norton's classic work Inside the IBM PC in terms of depth and
scope, providing users and developers alike with athorough
tour of Microsoft's highly publicized next-generation operating system.
This is agreat overview. Custer proceeds from atop-level description of NT and its design goals to deep inside the
NT kernel, always keeping NT's object orientation in the
forefront. Along the way, she covers the structure of NT's
Win32 subsystem and virtual memory manager, with astop
210
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for adetailed discussion of NT's multilayered I/O architecture. Objects pervade NT, and Custer skillfully uses the relationships of NT's objects as aunifying thread through
each of these diverse subjects.
Inside Windows NT isn't an easy read. There's plenty of
meat here, and sometimes Ihad to slog through the details before Icould glimpse the overall picture. If you're an NT
developer, slogging through is well worth the effort. Inside
Windows NT gives you most of the information that you
would have found at adeveloper's conference, API details
aside. But this book isn't just for developers; it's also for curious and technically adept users who want to peek behind the
curtain. Like Inside the IBM PC, Custer's book provides
you with more details than you can comfortably swallow—
but once those details are digested, you'll know NT inside
and out.
—Steve Apiki
ILLUSTRATION: CHRIS LOCKWOOD Ce 1993

MULTIMEDIA QUARTET
Multimedia Toolkit, Russell Lipton, Random House
Electronic Publishing, $45, ISBN 0-679-74084-8
Instant Multimedia for Windows 3.1, Kris Jamsa,
John Wiley & Sons, $29.95, ISBN 0-471-58972-1
Multimedia Creations, Philip Shaddock,
Waite Group Press, $44.95, ISBN 1-878739-26-3
Multimedia: Making It Work, Tay Vaughan,
Osborne McGraw-Hill, $27.95, ISBN 0-07-881869-9

Nosubject is filling bookshelves and magazine pages faster
athan multimedia, and four new books give this subject

varied treatments. In Multimedia Toolkit, Russell Lipton is
clearly influenced by hypertext, as both the focus of his
book and its layout. Unfortunately, the "paper-hypertext" layout only clouds the book's content, which is more acollection of the author's opinions than ahands-on guide. Lipton
includes the Bell Atlantic DocuSource hypertext document
builder on disk.
Kris Jamsa's Instant Multimedia for Windows 3.1 is an introduction to the field. It includes aWindows PC speaker
driver, sound files, animations, and ascreen saver on disk.
The text contains plenty of references to real products, and
the book's approach i grounded in off-the-shelf applica-

COMPTON'S COMES UP SHORT
Compton's Interactive Encyclopedia for Windows
3.1, $ 395, Compton's Multimedia Encyclopedia
for Macintosh, $795, Compton's NewMedia, Inc.,
2320 Camino Vida Roble, Carlsbad, CA 92009,
(619) 929-2500

These

two largely identical encyclopedias contain all 9
1million words of aprinted encyclopedia (32,000 articles, 13,000 visuals), plus 50 minutes of sound, music,
and speech. They also include the whole Merriam-Webster
OnLine Dictionary ("70,000 definitions of 60,000 words").
They've been put together in unconcealed breathlessness;
although the copyright date is 1992, the Moscow article still
stages May Day and October parades in Red Square.
Like the Grolier package reviewed here two months
ago, Compton's claims apretty fancy search engine. That's
certainly been the weak spot of Gutenberg technology:
only one ordering (alphabetic by article title), abetted by an
occasional " See also."
Alas, Compton's demonstrates how, even technologized, search strategy can remain aweak spot. The Guided Tour in the Windows version can walk us to asample
topic; let's choose Space Travel. We can get from there to
Astronauts, thence to Articles, whereupon across-reference
to Language offers something tied to Astronauts: " People who work together—astronauts, doctors, gangsters—
often share special work words, asort of shop talk." Yes,
yes, the chaining is ingenious, but did anything useful get
done? All the search engine has turned up is the nigh-random presence of the word astronauts in apiece about
something else.
And the implementation itself seems not quite bug-free.
Icons in the left margin of an article promise Video for

tions and the enclosed sample programs.
If you prefer DOS, pick up Philip Shaddock's Multimedia
Creations, which includes aversion of Paul Mace Software's Grasp graphical authoring system on disk. Shaddock
uses Grasp to describe techniques for building procedural
multimedia programs. This version of Grasp has only primitive facilities for using nongraphical media (you can order
Grasp Multimedia for $249), but this is agood introduction
to procedural multimedia authoring.
Tay Vaughan's Multimedia: Making It Work promises
to cover "everything you need to know" about multimedia.
If you limit your scope to the PC and Mac, Iagree: This
book is the most useful of the lot and easily the best multimedia book I've seen. It's filled with useful examples, some
built around the included Tempra GIF and Show programs
(for DOS). The publisher offers areasonably priced ($32.95)
companion CD-ROM that's piled high with multimedia
demonstrations and tools for DOS, Mac, and Windows.
—Tom Yager
Tom Yager is amultimedia consultant, analyst, and developer
based in Amherst, New Hampshire. He is the author of The
Multimedia Production Handbook for the PC, Macintosh
and Amiga (
Academic Press, forthcoming). He can he contacted on BIX as "tyager."

Windows enhancements (the Mac version has animations
only); but the first time Iclicked on aVideos icon from Astronauts, a "Precondition violated" error message about
"BorlandC\allinc" kicked me right out of Compton's.
(Later tries did fare better.)
Or, out of interest in moviedom, let's try Animation.
An Idea Search yields alist of seven articles: Cartoons,
France, Motion Pictures, Directing, Jules Feiffer, Compact Disk, and Horse. France and Horse are there because
both topics teem with animated critters, Frenchfolk and
Steeds, respectively. Feiffer is there because he did animation during ahitch in the Signal Corps. But what's not
present? The encyclopedia has afairly long article on Walt
Disney that the Idea Search failed to list, and
it's surely evident that Disney here deserved
precedence over Feiffer, let alone Horse. One
way Idea Search spends its time is "computing scores," presumably to select the fmalists
for display in abox with only seven lines. I'd
say the scoring algorithm needs work.
And speaking of Animation, Ifind little CD-ROM
enlightenment in 1- second snippets like
"Birds—How They Fly," even aided by the frame-byframe option. Multimedia, yes, hence jazzy. But seldom informative. The bird is hand-drawn, side view, and flaps
through eight frames, of which 7and 8repeat 1and 2in different locations. True, his red beak is nice.
In short, this is adreary attempt to move aroutine 26-volume printed work into the twenty-first century. It corrects
the most egregious misjudgments of the same publisher's
Multimedia Encyclopedia for Windows, now withdrawn,
without beginning to approach the Grolier publisher's intelligence. If you crave interaction, get Grolier; if less
breathy, get some books.
—Hugh Kenner
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Get ahold of the best value
in LAN power protection
Now just $ 139! s.9 eso,lis p.
t

The Back- UPS 250 offers even more

Blackouts, brownouts, sags...

cost-effective protection for LAN nodes

Your data and hardware are

(typical runtime for a386SX system is

vulnerable to problems that

10 minutes).

surge suppressors and power

Nie
ce-

directors are just not equipped to

Guaranteed

handle.

11,4

ABSOLLIE
Protection

Now there's acomplete
Uninterruptible Power Supply
solution to suit any budget. The

• ABSOLUTETm Protection guarantees
repair or replacement of equipment ( up to
$25,000) if damaged by asurge while
protected by aproperly installed Back-UPS
{
See warranty for details).

Bac kUPSTM 250 is reliable protection for LAN nodes, 386SX
machines, 286, small PS/2

•UL, CSA and Novell approved with a
2year warranty

systems, and internetworking
hardware such as routers,

• Full-time surge protection and line
filtering

bridges, gateways and

•Most models include LAN
interface for automatic-shutdown
of Novell, LAN Manager, LAN
Server, LANtastic, Banyan,
SCO Unix, and others

repeaters.
From the largest
server to the smallest
router, the Back-UPS

providing acost-

•Ask about
PowerChute® UPS
monitoring software and Novell
compatible UPS
monitoring boards

effective solution to

•230V models available

Series will increase
your productivity by

power problems. Call
for your free power

Resenzws

protection handbook.

NEW!
NEW!

List

New List

Model

Application

Back-UPS 250

LAN nodes, 386SX, 286, internet hardware, POS

$
ets

Back-UPS 400

Desktop 386, 486 systems, 286 servers

$241 $229

Back-UPS 450
Back-UPS 600

Tower 386, 486 systems, servers
„
WI' $279
Heavily configured systems, CAD/CAM workstations $44ef $399

Back-UPS 900
Back-UPS 1250

Multiple systems, longer runtime applications
Multiple systems, LAN hubs, small minis, telecom
equipment

Circle 64 on Inquiry Card.

The BackUPS
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$599
$799

by American Power Conversion

(800)800-4APC, Dpt. A2
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Europe TEL: l,iill6462.t9011 1- AX: 1• 3111.60.17.80.29
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.31992, Bark UN, Powerelunc, Guaranteed ARV/LUTE Protection art trademarks uf APC.
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UNDER THE HOOD
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POUNTAIN

COMPUTING ON WHEELS

I

fyou've purchased anew car in the past five years,
chances are that the engine systems are computer
controlled. Today's automotive computer systems already control fuel injection and ignition; your next
car may incorporate RISC- or CISC-based control
systems that communicate over tiny LANs, monitoring
everything from your power brakes and suspension system to the on-board navigation system. In fact, these features are already included in some race cars.
Why the push toward automotive computerization?
One reason is government regulations. With the successive waves of ever-tougher emissions legislation that are
being introduced, it's practically impossible for any engine to meet U.S. government emission standards without the aid of computer control. Many other computer
advances are driven by the plummeting costs of microprocessor power and the need of manufacturers to gain an
edge in the highly competitive passenger car market.
This month's column goes under the hood —literally—
to examine how computer systems are changing automobile designs.
Where Computers Work
To understand how computers are revolutionizing automobile designs, you first must understand how an engine works. Most internal combustion engines are based
on apiston design. Each piston moves back and forth in
its cylinder, driven by the combustion of ahydrocarbon
fuel and air mixture, and transmits the power it generates
ILLUSTRATION. R. KENTON NELSON C 1993

to arotating crankshaft.
LANs, parallel processing,
Engine designs vary, but all
share four crucial control vari- and RISC technology are
ables: the quantity of the mixdriving a new generation
ture of fuel and air that's admitted to the cylinder, the ratio
of passenger cars
of fuel to air in that mixture,
the timing of the mixture's admission relative to the piston position, and the timing of
the mixture's ignition. These four variables must all be
held within very narrow ranges for the engine to work,
and some of them must be varied within equally precise
limits to alter the engine's power output to meet different
loads.
Unfortunately, there is no neat mathematical function
that relates these key variables to engine load. Even with
the aid of sophisticated computer simulation, designing
anew engine remains astrongly empirical task that involves running prototypes on adynamometer under different load conditions.
Much of the knowledge acquired on atest rig gets
"frozen" into the physical structure of the engine (e.g., its
bore-to-stroke ratio and crank throw) and into various
peripheral devices that control the variables in production
versions of the engine. For example, some of this information resides in the cams that raise and lower the
valves in afour-cycle engine and determine the inlet and
exhaust timing. The cam profiles are complex curves
that "compute" an empirically determined function that
MAY 1993 • BYTE
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program" by, for example, turning an idle
adjustment screw or changing the jets on
arace car. The introduction of microprocessors for engine control has not done
away with these stores of empirically acquired knowledge, but they now exist as tables of digital data (called maps) stored in
ROM rather than as physical attributes of
mechanical devices.
When fuel injectors began to displace
carburetors in the 1980s (see the text box

relates valve lift to crank angle.
This simple analog "computer" is reprogrammable, as any racing enthusiast
who has installed a "hot" camshaft can
testify. Similarly, an old-style carburetor
contains information about the correct
composition and quantity of the fuel-andair mixture for different engine loads. The
information is encoded as the diameters
of various fuel jets and air passageways,
which agarage mechanic can partially " re-

Fuel Injection by Computer

C

injectors (see figure A).
Less expensive fuel-injection systems use acentral injection scheme,
in which asingle fuel injector sprays
fuel into aforking inlet manifold that
feeds all the cylinders. Sequential injection systems use one injector per
cylinder, spraying directly onto the inlet valves just prior to the valve's opening. Sequential injection gives the most
precise engine control but consumes
more computing power.
Between these two extremes lie
banked injection schemes, which provide an injector for each cylinder. With
this method, all injectors fire simultaneously; the system uses the frequency and duration of injection to control
the fuel supply.
Sequential injection already rules
in the racing world for performance
reasons. It is now being used more frequently in passenger cars to meet emission standards.

omputers began taking control
of automobile functions when
fuel- injection systems became
popular. Unlike acarburetor,
which passively draws fuel from ajet
by way of apassing airflow, afuel injector is apump that squirts ameasured quantity of liquid fuel into an
automobile's inlet manifold. The key
advantage of such asystem from a
computing perspective is that, unlike
carburetors, fuel injectors are actuated
electrically by asolenoid, allowing
computer control.
It's impractical to measure directly the volume of fuel that is passing
through an injector nozzle, so instead
the fuel is delivered at aconstant pressure and the duration of the injector's
squirt is used as ameasure of volume.
To vary the amount of fuel injected
into the engine, the computer alters
the pulse width of the train of electrical impulses that start and stop the

THE FUEL- INJECTION WAVEFORM
Increase flow

Increase flow

Open

Close
4

5

6

7

8

Injector cycle

Figure A: Fuel injectors work by pulse-width modulation offuel flow.
Computers such as Ford's EEC-IV can easily generate such waveforms to
control the fuel-injection process.
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"Fuel Injection by Computer" at the left),
the door was opened to fully computerized engine management: Integrated electronic control of all the variables became
possible. These electronic EMUs (engine
management units) have brought with
them the benefits of lower fuel consumption, lower exhaust emissions, better coldstarting, smoother power delivery, better
cruise control, steadier idling, and faster
pickup.
EMUs: A Closer Look
A basic EMU for agasoline engine has
just two inputs: one for the throttle opening
and one for the crankshaft position. Such a
system would compute just three outputs:
injector-pulse start time, pulse width, and
spark timing. In the real world, however,
things are not so simple. While throttle
opening is areasonable predictor of load
for racing engines, which operate flat-out
most of the time, passenger cars must cope
with awide variety of partial throttle loads.
As aresult, many EMUs in passenger cars
use either amass air-flow sensor or amanifold air-pressure sensor to measure the
volume of air entering the engine, and they
use the throttle opening primarily to detect sudden load changes.
Figure 1shows ablock diagram of a
typical EMU, containing asingle-chip microprocessor, some working RAM, program code and engine maps stored in
ROM, multiple digital and analog input
channels, and multiple digital outputs.
There's also asmall amount of rewritable
EEPROM, which is used to store maps
computed dynamically at run time.
The three main engine maps store the
ideal injector pulse start, pulse width, and
ignition timings, respectively, for arange
of different engine speeds and loads. The
load might be represented by throttle valve
angle, intake air flow, or air pressure. The
manufacturer compiles these tables empirically on the dynamometer bench.
You can think of these engine maps as
describing 3-D surfaces in an abstract engine-parameter space. The CPU reads the
ideal values from the maps for the current
engine speed and load ( interpolating between data points if necessary) and then
applies corrections calculated from the
other inputs. For example, the intake air
pressure and intake air temperature inputs
can be applied to compensate for the density of the actual mixture entering the engine, which is why amodern EMU-controlled car doesn't pop and sputter when
you drive it over a10,000-foot mountain
pass.
The EMU uses the engine-coolant temperature input to detect different running
conditions (e.g., cold starting, warming

UNDER THE HOOD

up, or cruising), which require adjustments
to the optimum fuel-to-air ratio. From the
throttle input, for example, the EMU can
detect sudden hard acceleration, asituation when it must temporarily richen the
fuel mixture for smooth pickup. To improve fuel economy and reduce emissions,
the EMU shuts off the fuel supply when
the vehicle is decelerating. The EMU can
detect deceleration by monitoring the vehicle-speed input from an electronic speedometer.
The fuel pressure supplied to the injectors is not an absolute constant, but rather
aconstant amount above the air pressure in
the intake (which varies with the throttle
opening), so an EMU can use the intakepressure input to control fuel pump pressure. Mass-produced fuel injectors can't
be made accurate enough to guarantee the
perfect mixture that minimizes unburned
hydrocarbon emissions—referred to by
combustion chemists as the stoichiometric mixture. The injectors' delivered volume varies between samples, and it also
changes slowly due to wear and tear during
the service life of the engine.
It's not economical to hand-calibrate
the injectors in every vehicle, so the EMU
uses aUEGO (universal exhaust gas oxygen) sensor to detect any increase in exhaust emissions. The CPU uses this information in a closed feedback loop to
compute atable of correction factors,
which it stores in EEPROM (or less expensive battery-backed RAM). Exhaust
and evaporative emission regulations also
dictate the necessity of extra outputs to
control exhaust gas recycling, as well as
"canister purge" for the subsystem to trap
fuel evaporating from the gas tank.
Even controlling the idle speed of an
engine is acomplex process on atypical
American sedan; the pumps and motors
that drive the power steering and air-conditioning can cause avariable load on the
engine even when the vehicle isn't moving,
and the computer needs to compensate for
this to maintain aconstant idle speed. I've
omitted these inputs from figure 1 (along
with others, such as battery voltage and
ignition switch position) for clarity.
Engine maps are rarely changed after
an automobile leaves the factory, but an
aftermarket in "hot" ROMs has developed
among performance enthusiasts. These
chips, which contain more radical but less
environmentally friendly maps, are the
digital equivalents of the hot-rodder's racing carburetor. In the near future, most
EMUs will contain some rewritable map
storage so that service engineers armed
with diagnostic computers can fine-tune
an engine to make it stay within the new,
tougher exhaust-emission laws.

A SIMPLE EMU
Crank trigger
Inputs

Outputs

Throttle opening

Ignition timing

Intake air pressure

Idle control

Intake air temperature

Fuel pump pressure

CPU

Engine coolant temperature I
Fuel injectors

Exhaust gas
Vehicle speed

RAM

r ROM

EEPROAi

Figure 1: A typical EMU processes multiple inputs using engine "maps" in RAM,
ROM, or EEPROM to control engine fuel injectors and ignition and idle controls.
The turning crankshaft serves as the CPU clock.
Computing for Performance
The most taxing aspect of engine management is not computational power; it's
I/O. For the most part, computations consist of table lookups, followed by rather
simple integer arithmetic to apply correction factors. The real problem comes in
sampling all the inputs in the limited
amount of time available.
In this respect, an EMU resembles other embedded real-time control systems,
although it's not atrue real-time system: It
actually operates in crankshaft time. Important engine events, such as fuel injection and spark ignition, take place relative
to the position of the valves and pistons,
and hence the angle of rotation of the
crankshaft, so the primary input to the
EMU is amaster timing interrupt from a
sensor (referred to as the crank trigger in
figure 1). In practice, the camshaft in a
four-cycle engine generates asimilar event
so the EMU can distinguish intake cycles
from exhaust cycles.
In multicylinder engines, the piston
strokes are always staggered. In aV-6, for
example, adifferent spark plug might fire
after every 60 degrees of crankshaft rotation, and the trigger interrupt would then be
generated six times per crank revolution,
typically by amagnetic Hall-effect switch.
Engine speed can vary between about 1000

rpm at idle to perhaps 9000 rpm (or up to
more than 15,000 rpm for aracing engine).
All the inputs must be sampled, and all
the necessary computations must be performed, in the interval between successive ignitions. That interval is on the order
of 20 milliseconds at idle and 2to 3ms at
top speed. (For aV-12 Grand Prix racing
engine, the interval can be as short as 600
microseconds.) The shortest interval determines the peak computing power needed:
at idle the CPU will have spare cycles that
might be used to process less time-critical background tasks.
The raw CPU performance required for
apassenger car's EMU is at present still
within the abilities of 16-bit CISC processors. A low chip count is desirable for
both road and race applications because
PCB (printed-circuit-board) space is at a
premium and cost is acritical factor. This
rules out general-purpose PC processors
like the Intel 80x86 or Motorola 680x0
families, which would require many peripheral chips to achieve sufficient I/O
bandwidth.
Instead, EMU manufacturers like Delco,
Nippondenso, Lucas, and Bosch favor embedded microcontrollers (e.g., the Intel
8096 family). Ford has designed its own
custom CPU. All these processors tend to
feature many on-chip I/0 lines, timers,
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and A/D converters, as well as ROM and
RAM, all of which can reduce chip count
enormously.
Most EMU manufacturers are evaluating 32-bit RISC processors, but it's likely
that faster I/O will prove more attractive
than raw CPU speed for next-generation
EMUs. Many manufacturers are moving to
dedicated timing-control circuits that service timer tasks such as event capture and
comparison and pulse accumulation without interrupting the CPU. This frees the
CPU for other duties and increases the timing resolution—microcode is faster than
software. The TPU (time processing unit)
module of Motorola's 68300 family exemplifies this approach, while Ford's 8016
and Siemens's 80166 have similar functions built into the CPU.

trols a 19.2-kilobaud serial network running over simple twisted-pair cabling that
can be run through acar's normal wiring
loom. This network uses phase modulation and collision detection to provide a
very high degree of fault tolerance and
noise resistance.
The EEC-IV uses this CART network to
communicate with the instrument cluster;
over the next few years Ford plans to extend communications to the other electronic systems available in today's automobiles, such as speed-sensitive power
steering, antilock brakes, and electronic
suspension control. Ford also plans to replace the CART network with its faster
83-kilobaud SCP (Standard Corporate Protocol) technology in the 1994 model year.
In Ford's racing engines, the EEC-IV
periodically broadcasts key parameters
Ford's EEC-IV
such as engine rpm and throttle opening
Ford refers to its EMUs as EECs (Electo all systems, and any system can request
tronic Engine Controls). Introduced in
direct node-to-node conversations. This
1979, the first EEC, called the EEC-I, was
capability will appear in passenger cars
asimple ignition-spark controller. In the
within the next two years.
early 1980s, the EEC-II and EEC-III added
A recent addition to EEC-IV is an onfuel-injection control and were based on a board diagnostics system that enables sercurious 11-bit chip from Motorola. Then in
vice engineers to check the state of the
1983, Ford teamed up with Intel to develignition, fuel injectors, and exhaust emisop the 8061, aspecial CPU for engine consions by plugging in ahand-held termitrol that powers the EEC-IV that's curnal. Such systems will be required by U.S.
rently used in Ford's passenger cars and in
law beginning in 1994.
Ford-Benetton racing engines (see photo
The EEC-IV exemplifies the original
1). The 8061 chip itself is proprietary to
Henry Ford philosophy that revolutionFord, but Intel used the experience it
ized mass production: Use relatively lowgained during the CPU's development to
tech, low-cost components with long proddesign the 8096 microcontroller family.
uct life cycles; use well-defined proprietary
The 8061 is a 16-bit microprocessor
interfaces that allow for future expansion;
with 120 registers and extensive on-chip
and achieve economies of scale by using
I/O and timing control, including 13 anathe same units across all models. Ford uses
log inputs (with 10-bit A/D converters)
the racing EEC-IV units as test-beds and
and eight digital inputs. It was designed
will take their performance in racing cars
with low chip and pin counts as primary
into account when it refines EECs for pasgoals. Clocked at 12 to 18 MHz, the 8061
senger cars.
delivers amodest 1.6 MIPS, but its highspeed custom I/O renders this sufficient
High-Tech Performance
to control even aV-12 racing engine using
At the opposite end of the spectrum from
sequential fuel injection at 14,000 rpm.
the EEC-IV lies the no-compromise racing
Events that enter the 8061 are time- EMUs made by companies such as Tag
tagged and placed into aFIFO ( firstElectronics (Woking, U.K.). These EMUs
in/first-out) buffer so that the CPU can
can cost up to $35,900 (£25,000) each—
deal with them in its own time. Similarly,
more than the purchase price of many cars.
output events are placed into acircular
The Tag/McLaren Group owns, among
FIFO buffer called acarousel, leaving the
other things, the famous Tag-Heuer Swiss
CPU free to proceed. This results in much
watch brand and the phenomenally sucmore efficient CPU throughput than would
cessful McLaren formula- 1racing team.
be achieved in apurely interrupt-driven
The latest Tagtronic 2.12F control unit
system. The 8061 contains aproprietary
is amultiprocessor system that contains
8-bit multiplexed bus interface (called the
seven microcontrollers and three DSP (digM-bus) for which Ford has developed sevital signal processor) chips that put out a
eral peripheral chips: the RAM, EPROM,
staggering combined computational powEEPROM, and the communications coner of 106 MIPS (see photo 2). The microtroller that make up the EEC-IV.
controllers (which are hidden on the back
The CART (custom asynchronous reside of the data acquisition board) are deceiver/transmitter) chip in the 8061 convoted to I/O processing, table lookup, and
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Photo 1: Ford's EEC-1V uses aproprietary Ford/Intel I6- bit 1.6-MIPS CPU to
handle 13 analog and eight digital inputs. The chip communicates with RAM.
EPROM, and a CART communications controller chip. The latter controlv a 19.2kilobaud serial network running over twisted-pair wiring in the car's wiring loom.
In the future it will communicate with systems such as the power steering, antilock
brakes, and electronic suspension-control systems. The entire circuit board is sealed
with aclear epoxy layer to protect it from vibration and dust.
calculations; the DSPs also perform the
calculations and handle serial communications. The 2.12F monitors over 40 inputs ( the EEC- IV handles only 10), and
many of these inputs are duplicated with
redundant sensors.
On the output side, the 2. 12F can control
up to 24 sequential injectors ( aV- I2 engine with two injectors per cylinder for
more precise mixture control) and 12 spark
plugs. The 2.12F's impressive computing
power brings only a relatively small engine performance increase. A 60- fold increase in computing power ( compared to
the EEC- IV) buys an increase in total power output of only afew percentage points,
but those points might decide aworld racing championship.
The Tagtronic 2.12F is more than just an
EMU. It's also atest- bench and telemetry
system that performs sophisticated engine
analyses and stores the resulting diagnostic data in 4MB of internal RAM. A built-

in UHF radio receiver allows pit crew engineers to modify the engine maps on the
move while a5-Mbps telemetry system
dumps the diagnostic RAM contents to
the engineer's workstations each time the
car passes the pits.
The Tagtronic 2. 12F has inputs for four
exhaust gas/oxygen sensors. These are
wideband devices that can keep lambda
(a measure of mixture strength) at 0.8 to
maximize power output. whereas EMUs
in road cars are designed to anchor lambda to 1.0. the point of minimum exhaust
emissions. Thanks to the 2.12F's on- board
DSPs, an engineer can program sophisticated combustion-analysis algorithms ( often involving fast Fourier transforms) into
the 2.12F that control spark advance via
aclosed- feedback loop and optimize the
engine for various exotic racing fuels.
Combustion- knock- sensor inputs allow
the 2.12F to avoid engine-destroying detonation. While a passenger car's EMU
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Error correcting/
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for high-speed
microwave signal to
pit crew ( 10 Mbv)

4- or 12- MB
data acquisition
memory board

Four switched- mode
current-controllei
injection drive stages „.

---- Sensor
interface

Twin- capacitance
discharge ignition stage

.

Combustion-/knockcontrol board
„fe,
( fits below
memory board)

Photo 2: The Tagtronic 2.12F multiprocessor racing control system includes seven
Siemens 80C166 CPUs and three Analog Devices 2101-2111 DSPs (hidden from
view) that crank out 106 MIPS. Most processing cycles are spent handling I/O from
over 40 inputs. A data acquisition board performs real-time diagnostics that are
transmitted to pit crew engineers via amicrowave link. The engineers then transmit
modified engine data maps to the unit's UHF receiver on the fly.
optimizes the engine for fuel economy,
drivability, and cleanliness, the 2.12F enables an engine to run continuously at the
very edge of its performance envelope,
just this side of self-destruction.
The seven microcontrollers used in the
2.12F are Siemens 80C166s, 16-bit devices with 1KB of RAM and an eightchannel peripheral event controller that
can transfer bytes or words in asingle CPU
cycle. Also on-chip are two USART (universal synchronous/asynchronous receiver/transmitter) serial interfaces, 10
multiplexed analog inputs with 10-bit A/D
conversion, five 16-bit counter/timers, and
aCAPCOM (capture/compare) unit that
generates timing sequences and waveforms
for 16 channels at 400-nanosecond resolution per channel.
That's agreat deal of control hardware.
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but the 2.12F still needs seven of these devices to get the necessary I/O bandwidth.
The three DSP chips are Analog Devices
2101-211 Is. Together these 10 processors
form ashared-memory parallel computer
system that is programmed entirely in assembly language and needs no operating
system.
Tag uses equally drastic PCB technology to cram the electronics into a2-kilogram magnesium box that's roughly 20
by 17 by 6centimeters in size. The 32layer PCBs use blind vias (
connections
between buried layers) and are completely encrusted on both sides with surfacemount chips. They may well be the most
densely packed PCBs made anywhere
the military and the aerospace industry included—and they can tolerate peak vibrations of up to 60 g's.

Next Year's Model
Computers are going beyond the automobile engine and are beginning to control
many other automobile systems. You can
see aglimpse of the future in today's racing designs. Top formula- 1race cars began
using computer-controlled ride height
(called active suspension) only afew years
ago, but this feature is already beginning to
appear in passenger cars. Most new cars
now offer computer-controlled ABS braking, and some already offer speed-sensitive
power steering.
Other technologies ready for prime time
include computerized driver aids like fuelusage computers, navigational and routefinding systems, and radar sensors for automatic collision avoidance. Luxury cars
even have "smart" seats that remember
your seating preference.
As they become more common, these
control systems will need to communicate
with one another. For example, an active
ride system must know when engine power increases or when the brakes are applied so it can make necessary changes to
the suspension system.
Loading all these functions onto asingle
central computer might seem to be an attractive option. Doing so would minimize
the cost of the silicon, but it would almost
certainly require adoption of aproper realtime operating system (such as OS-9or
Chorus) in place of the ad hoc hand-crafted software approach that's currently being
used.
Instead, new designs are integrating spatially and computationally related systems.
For example, engine management goes
hand-in-hand with gear-box control and
traction control, as do braking and suspension control. In the interim, manufacturers will place in each car asmall number of powerful control computers that
communicate over highly reliable networks
of the type that Ford and Bosch have pioneered. Intel, Bosch, and Philips are promoting their CAN (Controller Area Network) bus system as an industry standard.
However, as in the personal computer industry, the emergence of universal standards does not happen easily in such a
highly competitive market. •
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SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED
ALLEN

HOLUB

THE POWER
OF I
NHERITANCE

M

ultiple inheritance means that aclass can derive
from more than one base class. It's one of the
most powerful, controversial, and poorly understood features of C++. In this column, I'll
discuss what's right and wrong with multiple
inheritance in C++ and give you some tips on how to
design aC++ class hierarchy.
Derivatives of abase class satisfy the "is-a" test. An
Employee class, for example, might include information
such as name and salary. A Manager class, derived from
Employee, might add alist of managed employees. Similarly, aPeon class, also derived from Employee, might
add other fields appropriate to peons. Both aManager
and aPeon are Employees, so the "is-a" test holds. Because aManager is an Employee, all functions that can
manipulate employees can also manipulate aManager
(or, more accurately, can manipulate the Employee component of the Manager object). In other words, this class
design abstracts the fields common to Manager and
Peon—name and salary—into ashared base class.
What happens, however, when you want to store Employee objects in alinked list? A typical list implementation uses two class definitions: The member functions
of aList class insert, delete, or find objects of the class
List_node. To use another kind of object in the list, you
derive aclass from List_node. Since an object of that
derived class is aList_node, you can pass it to any function that expects aList_node (i.e., object, pointer, or reference) argument—in particular, to the List member
ILLUSTRATION
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functions. To list employees,
then, you derive the Employee
class from List_node, so all
Employee objects and their descendants can be part of alist
(see figure 1and listing 1).

Here's how to tap the
power of multiple
inheritance in your C++
class hierarchy designs

Mix-in Classes
Unfortunately, this solution wastes storage. A List_node
contains pointers needed for list manipulation. Since Employee derives from List_node, all Employees have to
carry around these pointers, whether or not they're actually being used. Suppose you need to make lists of Peons
but never of Managers. Every Manager will unnecessarily include space for aList_node.
Enter the notion of a "mix-in" class (the term comes
from Grady Booch's Object- Oriented Design with Applications, Benjamin-Cummings, 1991). In this model, an
Employee is not aList_node in the same way that aManager is an Employee. Rather, one aspect of an Employee
is listability. With multiple inheritance, you can mix
listability into Peons without having to make Managers
listable, too (see figure 2and listing 2).
Problems with Multiple Inheritance
One source of difficulty is when you merge class libraries. Say you have two, both organized in aSmalltalk
way by deriving everything from aroot object. I'll call the
two root classes ObjClassA and ObjClassB. One of the
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hierarchies supports aset-of-ObjClassA's
class, and the other supports basic data
structures like atree-of-ObjClassB's class.
Thus, an object of any class that derives
from ObjClassA can be added to aset, and
an object of any class that derives from
ObjClassB can be added to atree. How
do you create an object that can be in either
aset or atree? You can derive anew class
from both base classes:
class myCombinedClass
: public ObjClassA
, public ObjClassB
set s;
tree t;
myCombinedClass *p
= new myCombinedclass;
s.add(p);
t.add(p);
Since aderived-class object can always
be converted to any of its public base classes, all functions that take pointers to either
ObjClassA or ObjClassB arguments can

OBJECT AND LISTS

Manager

Peon

Figure 1: in this example, all Employee
objects and their descendants are stored
in one linked list.

Op

MIX-IN CLASSES
List_node

Employee

Manager 1

Peon

441

Figure 2: Here, Employee is not a
List_node, but Peon becomes "listable"
by way of List_node.
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take apointer to aMyCombinedClass object. For example, the MyCombinedClass
object derives from ObjClassA, so it can be
put into aset by passing apointer to the
set: : add O function, which expects an
ObjClassA pointer argument. Since MyCombinedClass also derives from ObjClassB, aMyCombinedClass object can
also be put into atree.
There are problems, though. For one
thing, there's likely to be overlap between
the set and the tree operations. That means
you'll have to call in two versions of some
functions, one from each library. Moreover, each of the root classes is likely to
contain fields that the set or tree classes
don't need, so the MyCombinedClass object will be larger than it needs to be.
Other combined-library problems are
even trickier. Imagine trying to merge two
Microsoft Windows class libraries. One
has avery nice editable-text-window class,
and the other has good dialog-box support, but each uses the Smalltalk technique
of deriving all classes from acommon
Window class.
The dialog-box class, for example, talks
to Windows by calling afunction that it
inherits from its Window base class. The
text window does the same, using asimilar function from its own, different, Window base class. Odds are that the two Windows interfaces aren't compatible, so this
organization makes it impossible to pick
and choose from the two class hierarchies.
You can't pluck aclass definition from
the middle of one hierarchy and plug it
into the other. Unless the two interfaces
can coexist ( unlikely), you'll be able to
use only one library. Even if they can,
you'll have to put both libraries into your
program, swelling it to huge proportions.
Curiouser and Curiouser
There's afurther complication. Except for
constructors and operator= O overloads,
the derived class inherits all public functions of both base classes. All messages
handled by objects of either base class can
be handled by the derived-class object as
well. Things can get tricky, though, when
the developers of ObjClassA and ObjClassB use identical names for member
functions. For example, both base classes
could have amember function called
print O. When you send aprint O
message to the MyCombinedClass object:
myCombinedClass confused;
confused.print();
the compiler won't know whether to call
ObjClassA: : print () or ObjClassB::print O and will print ahard-error
message.

You can solve this problem, to some
extent, by introducing an unambiguous
print O member function into the derived class:
class myCombinedClass
: public ObjClassA
, public ObjClassB
{
public:
void print ( void)
ObjClassA: : print O;
ObjClassB: : print O;
1;
A call to confused.print O now
gets the one from the derived class, which
chains to both base-class functions. The
class names and :: operator take the ambiguity out of the base-class references.
A "disambiguating" function isn't an
ideal solution. A class definition should
be ablack box. You should be able to derive aclass without having to worry about
the function names the base class uses.
Pure Interface Classes
Another multiple- inheritance problem
shows up when two base classes share a
base class. This usually happens when you
define aclass that defines an interface but
nothing else. Suppose you want to create a
common interface to several different data
structures. You can start with aNode class
that defines an interface to objects of the
class Data_structure. The Node class might
contain virtual functions that handle messages like "print yourself" and " insert
yourself into the data structure." These
functions must be virtual because there's
no way to know how to perform the operation at the Node level.
Together, the Node and Data_structure
classes simply define an interface. Implementation requires that you derive, for example, Tree_node and Tree classes that
flesh out the interface with necessary data
fields and methods.
The alleged advantages of using classes
that do nothing but define an interface are
twofold. First, because data structures share
acommon interface, maintenance is easier; once you learn how to manipulate a
tree, you'll also know how to manipulate
linked lists, hash tables, or other derivatives of Data_structure. Second, you can
write functions that can manipulate data
structures without having to know about
those data structures. A function, for example, can take apointer to aData_structure and add an item to it just by calling its
add item O method.
The disadvantages of having abase class
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Listing 1: Standard multiple inheritance.

Listing 2: Using amix-in class.

class list_node // an element of a list

class employee

{
string name;

list_node * next, * previous;
1;

1;
class list

// A manager is an employee.
class manager :

public employee

public:
insert( list_node * p

;

list peons; // managed people

);
class employee : public list_node

// A peon is an employee and listable.
class peon :

// Peon information goes here.

class manager : public employee

1;
list

list peons; // managed people

public employee
// A peon " is- a" list_node.
the_list.insert( p );

// Peon information goes here.
};
list

the list;

list_node *
pip = new peon;

1;
// A peon is an employee.
class peon :

public employee

, public list_node

char * name;

p = new manager;
// But managers are not list_nodes.

the_list;

list node *
p;
// A peon " is- an" employee and list_node.

the_list.insert( P );

p = new peon;
the list.insert( p );
// Managers work the same way.
p = new manager;
the_list.insert( p );

that just defines an interface show up when
multiple inheritance comes into the picture. Say you created aLinked _list that
derives from Data_structure (and aList_
node that derives from Node). You then
want to create an Employee class, objects
of which can be put into either trees or
linked lists (or both). You can try to do
this with multiple inheritance by adding
the following classes:
class linked list
: public daFa structure {};
class list nod
: public
list_node
{};
class tree
: public data structure {};
class tree nodi
: public node {};
class employee
: public tree_node
, public list_node
// Information about an
// employee goes here.

Ambiguous Inheritance
The resulting diamond-shaped class hierarchy (see figure 3) has aclassic problem:
There is more than one path from aderived class ( Employee) to one of its base
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classes (Node). But the actual layout of
an Employee object in memory (see figure
4) shows that there are two Node components of an Employee, which is correct if
you want an employee to be in alinked
list and atree simultaneously.
There are several difficulties here. First,
both List_node and Tree_node inherit public functions from Node. If you try to call
one of these functions through an Employee object, the compiler will complain—it won't know which inherited version to call. ( More properly, it won't know
which Node component of the Employee
to send the message to—there are two possible this pointers.) You can solve this
problem by introducing adisambiguating
function to the Employee class that calls
one (or both) of the inherited functions:
employee::f ()
list_node::f ();
tree_node::f O;

but that's amaintenance headache.
What if the Employee will be in either a
tree or alist, but never in both at once? In
this case, the duplicate Node component of
the Employee object wastes memory; one
Node will do. What if the common Node

class caused an external side effect (e.g.,
creating awindow) as it was constructed?
A single Employee object would incorrectly create two windows when its two Node
components were initialized. A partial solution to this is to redefine the class hierarchy to use virtual base classes:
class list node
: virtual_p ublic node {};
class tree node
: virtual_p ublic node {};
class employee
: public tree node
, public list:node
};
Now that you've made abase class virtual, only one object of that class will be in
the derived-class composite object, even if
several of the derived class's base classes
themselves derive from the same virtual
base class. If there are both virtual and
normal instances of the base class in the hierarchy, one object will be created for all
the virtual instances, and additional objects will be added for each nonvirtual instance. There will be only one Node, because all Nodes are virtual base classes.
Again, there are difficulties. You must
decide to make the Node virtual when you
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create the Tree_node and List_node classes. Having done so, you can't put an object
in atree and alist simultaneously, and the
only way to know that's true is to examine
the entire class hierarchy, looking for virtual base classes. The only solution is to
derive two classes for each data structure,
one with the Node base class declared virtual and one with the virtual omitted— but
this, too, presents amaintenance problem.
Avoiding Problems
In general, C++ classes should do something real. They should have state data
(i.e., fields) manipulated by the member
functions. Don't impose aSmalltalk hierarchy onto C++; they're different languages.
You can argue that if two classes share
any functionality, then that functionality
should move into acommon base class.
The reasoning is that asingle body of code
is simpler to maintain. But remember that
inheritance is aform of coupling, so merging functionality into abase class can cause
as many problems as it solves. Adding
base classes also increases the depth of the
class hierarchy and adds complexity to it.
In practice, alittle duplication of code
doesn't hurt anything, provided that the
programmer uses identical interfaces to
the duplicate functions.
C++ is closer to C than it is to Smalltalk,
which posits that the language should force
the programmer to use aparticular interface. For C++, the C philosophy of agentleman's agreement is abetter approach.
For example, there's nothing in the language that forces you to put the destination
first when afunction takes source and destination arguments; you do it, however, to
keep yourself sane. By the same token,
there's nothing stopping you from accessing the elements of aFILE structure directly, but you don't do it, because those
elements might change with the next compiler release.
Similarly, nothing keeps you from using
acommon interface to all data-structure-element classes. Your good sense should
encourage you to do so. Thus, you can just
dispense with the abstract Node base class
and define Tree_ node and List_node classes that have the same member functions
but don't derive from anything. Since all
the Node functions are virtual, you can do
this by just removing :
public node from
the existing definitions. In fact, one way to
ensure that the interfaces are the same is to
use the Node base class initially and then
comment it out once the class compiles.
Eliminating the Node class eliminates all
the multiple- inheritance-related problems
that come with it.
What you lose when you eliminate
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CLASS AMBIGUITY
Node

Tree_node ,

List_node

Employee

Figure 3: The path from Employee
to Node class only appears ambiguous
see .figure 4).

THE EMPLOYEE
OBJECT IN MEMORY
Node
Tree node

Employee

Node
List_node

Figure 4: The memory layout of the
Employee object in figure 3shows that
there are actually two Node components.
Node is the ability to manipulate generic
Data structure and Node objects blindly.
But in practice it's almost never the case
that you can write afunction in complete
isolation. A function that traverses all the
Node objects in some data structure, for
example, is going to have to do something
with those nodes, and so will have to know
what kind of Node it expects.
It's handy to be able to write afunction
that manipulates ageneric data structure:
some function ( data structure
);
but you can use atypedef to get the same
effect:
typedef tree
the_data_structure;

some_function( the data
structure * p );
Rules for Multiple Inheritance
There are afew rules you should follow
to use multiple inheritance safely. Use
multiple inheritance only for mix-in classes that add capabilities to aclass. Avoid
classes that do nothing more than define an
interface. ( Typically, these classes have
no member data, and all or most of the
member functions are pure virtual functions.) Use similar interfaces for mix-in
classes that do similar things.
Problems with multiple inheritance often arise because inheritance itself is used
inappropriately. Since it is aform of coupling, avoid it unless you're really extending the definition of abase class—
customizing it for aparticular application.
You can check yourself by ensuring that
the derived class satisfies the "is-a" test, although this can be tricky. You could argue, for example, that a "pop-up window"
is a "window" and derive aPopup class
from Window. Similarly, you could argue
that a "blue window" is a "window" and
derive aBluewindow class from Window.
If you now try to create ablue pop-up window by deriving simultaneously from both
Popup and Bluewindow, you'll have the
dreaded diamond-shaped inheritance graph
discussed earlier.
A better approach treats "color" and
"display methodology" as components of
awindow. That is, awindow has (not is) a
color, and it has (not is) adisplay methodology. The window class provides set_
color () and set display_method ()
functions that you —
can use to customize it.
You can create your blue pop-up window
with single inheritance, deriving directly
from the Window class. If you can choose
between "has-a" and "is-a" in an implementation, try to go with the former.
Multiple inheritance is apowerful and
flexible way to mix capabilities into classes. Used properly, it brings few problems
and has many benefits. To use it properly,
design your class libraries from the ground
up to support multiple inheritance.•
Editor's note: The complete listings for
this article are available in electronic format. See page 5for details.
Allen Holub teaches C++ and compiler
design for the University of California at
Berkeley Extension. His recent books include C+C++: Programming with Objects
in C and C++ (
McGraw-Hill, 1991) and
Compiler Design in C (
Prentice-Hall,
1990). You can reach him on BIX clo
"editors" or on the Internet at holub@
violet.berkeley.edu.
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GETTING AHANDLE
ON NT

B

usinesses cannot afford software
systems that make informal or implicit assumptions about the conditions in which they execute. By
formally including such assumptions, you let the software behave robustly. The operating systems, languages, and
tools simply afford varying degrees of convenience for expressing the subtleties of
the design.
Windows NT's proposed C-language
extensions and structured exception-handling model provide excellent design tools
for meeting this goal. Win32 under NT
introduces concisely expressed solutions to
design problems that have impeded the
development of vigorous software programs and plagued Windows 3.x with reliability problems. When used with agood
design, these tools produce asoftware system of unparalleled reliability.
The Object Model
A good exception-handling model does
nothing without agood software design.
An object-oriented model provides the
foundation for your software design because it lets you build reliability and robustness into aset of reusable software
components. Because software consists of
micro objects (e.g., asingle integer variable) within macro objects (e.g., aDLL)
within system objects (e.g., applications
that interact on the desktop), the object
model must apply design considerations
that affect system reliability in general.
Any component not properly designed
should be prevented from having an adverse effect on other parts of the system.
An object is merely apacket of data
around which you wrap the set of methods
used to manipulate the state of the object's
data. Any implementation that fails to observe the exclusivity of access to data via
an object's methods circumvents the
design assumptions and places the reliability of the software in question. For
any object in asoftware system, it can be
said that the private data can assume a
ILLUSTRATION: DAVID CHEN 0 1993

finite number of states that fall into two
categories: valid states and invalid states.
An object's methods provide areliable
means of transforming the private data
from one valid state to another, ensuring
behavior consistent with the design.
A general definition of an exception in
an object-oriented system might say that
the private data of an arbitrary object has
reached astate for which the assumptions
of the designer do not hold. My experience suggests that bug reports are merely
observations of asoftware program attempting to apply object methods to private
data that has reached some invalid state.
The behavior that the designer promised
applies only to objects in valid states, and
the effect of applying methods to invalid
Windows NT makes
exception handling easier
for applications developers

data is unpredictable, undesirable, and usually downright embarrassing.
In his book Object-Oriented Software
Construction (
Prentice-Hall, 1988), Bertrand Meyer provides acompelling argument for explicitly including design assumptions in software. He offers aconceptual model of system health in the form
of exception detection and the prevention
of object transitions into invalid states. Because an object's methods exclusively control the state transitions of its data, the
methods form an appropriate place to implement design assumptions.
A method invoked on an object can
therefore result in one of two outcomes:
successful or unsuccessful. The criteria
for determining success come from the
preconditions and postconditions of the
method, assertions that must hold for an
operation to be considered successful. If
any precondition or postcondition does
not hold, an exception has been detected.
The liberal use of preconditions precludes the need for postconditions and
provides an effective debugging tool. A
complete set of preconditions ensures that
an object will never go into an invalid state
and thus fail to carry the operation to completion. Iuse preprocessor macros to define
a PRECONDITION ( expression, returnValue ) to simplify the declaration

of these explicit assumptions. Ibase my
precondition macro on the standard assert () macro declared in the ANSI C
asser t.h.

However, there is adifference between
atrue precondition, which alters program
flow in both debug and production builds,
and the assertion macro, which takes abenign role in production code. Murphy's
Law explains that any assertion that failed
to appear during debugging is certain to
occur once the product is released.
Given arobust model, the problem of
reliability can be reduced to these four
problems: exception detection, typing,
cleanup, and handling. You can detect
most program exceptions by acomplete
MAY1993 • BYTE
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set of preconditions in the program code. In
the absence of an intrinsic mechanism, exception conditions can be typed via return
values and error codes. Here, the caller
acts on the exception, most often by propagating an indication of the operation's
failure back to the boundary of the system
that received the event. Usually, an operation foiled by early detection is not a
problem. The longer an invalid object state
goes undetected and unreported, the greater
the chance of data corruption.

handling model provides aclean, reliable
method of unwinding nested program execution at the advent of an unhandled exception. It supports an elegant method for
implementing selective handlers and provides aguaranteed means for releasing
system resources allocated during the
course of execution that lead up to an exception condition. The NT model conveniently proposes afew simple extensions to
the C-language syntax, along with some
intrinsic functions that will require standardization to maintain source code portability to other operating systems.

Beyond the Model
In the absence of ageneral conceptual
Guarding Your Code
model (e.g., the one proposed by Meyer)
Under Win32 and the Microsoft C impleand elegant operating-system services (e.g.,
mentation of the syntax extensions, you
the ones provided by Windows NT), exceptions are considered infrequent situations for which you use special function
calls to save and restore aminimum execution state. Standard C libraries provide
set jrnp and long imp, and Windows 3.x
' file absence of
includes Catch and Throw. The execution state that these functions save does
a robust operatingnot include the state of objects that might
be acted on by the miscreant code. Theresystem design
fore, you must limit the use of these functions to prevent the exception handler's
places a burden on
negative side effects from occurring undetected later in the program.
software developers.
Floating-point libraries often provide
facilities for hooking the exception handler. Under 16-bit Windows, you can handle memory-protection and divide-by-zero
violations by using the ToolHelper DLL, a
component designed to help programmers
can guard code segments against excepdevelop debugging tools. ToolHelper
tion conditions with the try-except statemerely provides ameans for identifying
ment. The try keyword sets forth acomthe exception after the fact. You must rely
pound statement block that is protected
on Catch and Throw to give logical strucagainst exception conditions. This protecture to the flow of execution.
tion extends to nested functions called
This limitation is loosely enforced by
within the protected block of code. Imthe need for set imp and long jmp to refmediately following the closing brace of
erence acommon symbol representing the
the guarded code, the except 0 statebuffer where the execution state is stored.
ment receives an argument capable of seThese services provide handling for exlectively filtering exceptions for the hanception conditions that can be readily andler, the compound statement block octicipated and identified.
curring immediately after the except 0
The absence of arobust operating-sysstatement.
tem design places aburden on applicaAfter identifying an exception conditions software developers. Many choose
tion, the operating system searches backto ignore this, designing software without
ward through the frames of execution hisexplicitly expressing underlying assumptory, searching for ahandler that's capable
tions. It would be amistake for these develof dealing with the exception. Exceptions
opers not to apply the Win32 exceptionare typed by asingle 32-bit word obtained
handling services. NT's exception-hanfrom aspecial function, GetExcept ion dling services provide aconsistent, reliCode O , whose meaning is of value only
able model for reporting and handling
inside the exception filter. An arbitrary
exceptions detected by the hardware, opamount of exception-specific information
erating-system software, third-party DLLs,
is also available by way of acall to Getsubsystems, and programming libraries in
ExceptionInformat ion O.
use by your software, and those subsysThis system allows for the development
tems your own code defines and detects.
of rich, capable user-defined exceptions
Windows NT's structured exception-

»MI
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(invoked by the RaiseException ()
function) and complex filtering functions.
Yet it maintains aconcise declaration for
simpler, more common scenarios. Given
that exception handlers adeptly handle
nested execution by implying that the execution be unwound back to the first capable handler, any critical, shared system
resources allocated during the inward
course leading up to an exception must be
freed as the execution frames are unwound.
Again, this provision is expressed by a
new language construct, called the tryfinally statement. As with try- except, the try keyword precedes ablock
of code to be guarded against exceptions.
The finally keyword sets forth ablock
of code that the operating system/compiler implementer has guaranteed will execute, regardless of whether an exception
occurred or the whereabouts of the handler.
Applied Knowledge
There's no excuse for not including robust
architecture by design. Relying on the
types of exceptions that the operating system and processor hardware identify is
hardly astarting point for healthy software. By the time an uninitialized pointer
gets to the point of generating amemoryprotection violation, it has probably already trashed several of your software's
most crucial data structures. Even if the
execution is unwound to the satisfaction
of aprogrammer concerned with keeping
the software alive, users are likely to go
on and destroy their chances for data recovery.
Meyer's model gives apractical means
for interrogating object instances to force
early exception detection. The arrival of
Windows NT makes handling common
exceptions more convenient. But the real
question is how well you can apply forwardthinking, object-oriented techniques
to early detection of exceptions, using the
consistency of RaiseExcept ion 0 to
unify exception-handling procedures. Such
an approach is likely to produce robust
code at the expense of concise declaration
and execution speed.
The art of identifying circumstances and
judicious application of the different approaches is amatter of good design. It's a
good feeling knowing that the best design
is relatively easy to implement. The only
time Iget that feeling is when I'm developing software for Windows NT.
Gen Kiyooka is the founder of Electron
Image and the inventor of Blue Sky Software's RoboHelp and BugMan programming tools. You can reach him on BIX do
"editors" or on CompuServe at 76376,43.

G2 RESEARCH'S 3RD ANNUAL

SERVICES OPPORTUNITIES IN NETWORK INTEGRATION,
NETWORK MANAGEMENT & CLIENT/SERVER COMPUTING
San Jose, California, May 6th, 1993
Sponsored by McGraw-Hill's Computer Publications
BYTE, DATA COMMUNICATIONS, LAN TIMES and UNIX WORLD
THE CONFERENCE EXAMINING HOW NETWORKED INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
IS DELIVERED TO MAKE BOTTOM LINE IMPACTS FOR LARGE END-USERS.

TOPICS TO BE DISCUSSED BY E d U
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT

SFROM HEWLETT PACKARD,
LECOM AND MORE:

Keynote Address: "Developing

rk Integration Business"
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INCLUDES

REAKFAST, LUNCH & EVENING RECEPTION
GISTRATION BEGINS AT 730 am

For More Information Contact

Robert Tate
G2 Research Inc,
883 N. Shoreline Blvd.
Building A
Mountain View, CA 94043
Tel: (415) 964-2400
Fax: (415) 964-2582

El VIE

CONFERENCE LOCATION
The Fairmont Hotel
170 South Market St.
San Jose, CA 95113-2395
(408) 998-1900
CONFERENCE REGISTRATION
& CANCELLATION POLICY
- Registration Fee through April 30 is $495
and after that, the fee is $595. Registration
fees include the conference program,
breakfast, lunch and evening reception.
- Only written Registrations are accepted;
please mail or fax hard copy registration
forms. Substitutions may be made at any
time, including the day of the conference.
- A $100 charge will be imposed for
cancelations made between April 30 and
May 3. Cancellations made after that date
are considered no-shows and will be
responsible for the entire registration fee.
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REGISTRATION ORDER FORM
Iwill attend G2's Conference
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Title
Company
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State
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REGISTRATION
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Company P.O. #
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Ask aQuatech sales Engineer to show you
the value of quality, service and support.
•Quatech manufactures acomplete line of data acquisition, communication, and Micro Channel boards for the PC AT/XT, PS/2 and compatible
computers.
•Quatech's user friendly software drivers enable our full featured adapters
to support most popular operating systems.
•Quatech's adapters are backed by our free on-line technical support.

e
r

Made

k

U.S.A.

_MUM
For afree catalog call:

800-553-1170

International: AustraliatInterworld Electronics 03-563-7066, Canada ( Western)/Interworld VCR
604-984-4171 (Toronto office 416-513-7027), England/Diamond Point International 634-722-

GUATECH

390, Finland/Lab Hitech OY 358-0-804-2522, France/Elexo 33-1-69302880, Germany/Jupiter
Electronic Systems 06181/75041, Israel/RCM Ltd. 972-03-5447885, ItalyIN.C.S. Computer

662 Wolf Ledges Parkway

Italia 0331/770-016, Netherlands/ACAL Auriema 040-816565, Korea/Sam Boo Enterprise Co.

Akron, Ohio 44311 U.S.A.

82-2-538-4001. Spain SANTA Barbara SA 34-3-203-99 16. Singapore Bliss Services Pte Ltd
(65) 338-130C.IBM PC- XT, AT, PS/2 and MicroCnannel are registered trademarks of IBM Corp.
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216-434-3154
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UY IT THROUGH EIVIE
Mail Order

Hardware/Software Showcase

Buyer's Mart

The latest offerings from
vendors supplying
products of all leading
manufacturers at extremely
competitive prices.

This categorized four-color display
section makes it easy to find
Hardware and Software products from
awide variety of manufacturers
and suppliers.

From Accessories to Laptops
to Word Processors, you can
easily find the dealers you are
looking for in this directory of
products and services.
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Micro-International Inc.
since 1994, world-wide distribution of qué.'ity computer systems and components

Intel CPU

486SX-25

486DX-33

486DX2-50

486DX2-66

$2,160

$2,410

$2,560

$2,720

$3,060

$3,310

$3,460

$3,620

Monochrome
Color

Don't be misled by cheap, low-performance 48651C designs. With the real Intel 486 power,
this notebook computer is the only system you II ever need in the office or on the road.

HCP Power Notebook Standard Features
Built-in trackball (COLOR System Only)

• VGA graphics with CCFT backlit LCD screen
Mono - 32 gray scale

Serial mouse ( MONO System Only)

Color - 256 colors

I.

Licensed Microsoft Windows 3.1

• 4 MB RAM installed ( 16 MB capacity)

•

Licensed DR- DOS 6.0

• 120 MB hard disk, 15 ms access time

a

One parallel and two serial ports

• 1.44 M8 floppy drive

External VGA and keyboard connections

▪ Nickel- cadmium quick-rechargable battery

External numeric keypad

• Carrying case

AC adapter/charger included

Optional Features
• Docking station with 2 x 16 bit slot

$160

•

Upgrade hard drive to 210 MB

$200

• Auto cigarette adapter

$ 4›0

•

Upgrade hard drive to 450 MB

$720

• Memory upgrade to 16 MB

$500

•

Additional battery

$ 90

• Memory upgrade to 8 MB

$160

•

Battery charger

$ 30

• Pocket fax modem ( 24/96)

$130

•

Additional AC adapter/charger

$ 50

Micro- International, Inc.
10850 Seaboard Loop
Houston, Texas 77099

MasterCard

National Sales 800/967-5667

Houston 713/495-9096

Hours: 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday- Friday ( Central Time)
Ali systems and components include a one-year warranty and 30-day money-back guarantee.
Price reflects cash or credit card payment. Major corporation purchase orders accepted.
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THE SAME
BUFFER
USED BY NASA.
AND IT'S UNDER
A MILLION
DOLLARS.

$695.00
When NASA went shopping for aprinter
And although the SL is loaded
buffer, they were looking for aflexible,
with state-of-the-art features,
high-powered buffer that was reliable. And including full Windows
don't think they weren't checking price
compatibility, you don't
tags, too.
have to be arocket scientist
Our top-of-the-line, Buffalo SL was
to use or install it.
•rafagg
their performance choice. It also just
Now, does that mean
64).34
happens to be the best value on
it's better because it's easier?
the market.
Or it's easier because it's better?
ee

Fax: 503-585-4505
Response Code: 53SL3
Buffalo is aregistered trademark of MELCO, Inc. Other brands and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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no hairstuling tips.
No garbage.
No noise.
No irrelevant clutter.
BIN has the best " signal -to noise" ratio and the highest
quality content in the industry.
For serious computer
prograrnmer

and developers.

BIN is the most exclusive
online club in town.
BIN now offers Internet rnail
t10 million bytes per month
at no charge). Windows users
order BINnav, our graphical
front -end for BIN.
Further details and complete
rate information are provided
during registration. Using any
communications program,
dial 1-800 -695 -4882. it the
"Iogon" prompt enter bix.
Then at the " name?" prompt
enter bix.byte35.
Questions? Call us at 1-800 695 -4775 ( voice). Or fax us
at 617 -491 -6642

Send Internet

mail to bix.i.genvid.corn.

131X
If you
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TEST BEFORE YOU BUY
SOFTWARE
world, applications-based environment like the
one you work in every day

... . . .
•

•

•

Software Digest is
published by NSTL, the
industry's first and
most authoritative
independent testing
laboratory.

"

,•••••
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regarded as definitive.

hich new standalone or networked
software applications and upgrades
should you buy?

Software Digest, an NSTL/BYTE publication,
gives you monthly access to NSTL's
comprehensive software test results. So you
can make smarter, easier buying decisions.

Does the software you're considering live up
to vendor claims? Will your people be able to
learn it?

Our tests flatten the playing field in each
software category So products show their
strengths and weaknesses in head-to-head,
feature-to-feature competition designed and
analyzed by NS11's test experts.

Since 1983, buyers making high-stakes
purchases have been using National Software
Testing Laboratories (NSTL) for authoritative,
state-of-the-art evaluation of PC software.
NSTL originated the concept of testing
microcomputer products. Today NSTL's
benchmarks and methodology are universally

Each report compares product costs, speed,
features, versatility and compatibility in areal-

ORDER

FREE BINDER

NOW!

YES, please enter my subscription to Software Digest for one year
To help you
build your
resource
library you get a
FREE
durable, 3-ring
binder with
tabbed subject
dividers upon
payment.

(12 monthly issues) at $445, and send my free binder upon payment.
If Ielect to include payment now, add 12Eo additional issues to my
subscription at no cost. Imust be completely satisfied with Software
Digest or Iwill receive afull refund of my entire investment.
MAIL TO: NSTL/BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458
NAME

The result: dear-cut winners that give you the
best value for your money. Concisely and
clearly described — without ads, distractions,
or outside influences of any kind.
Every 64-page issue addresses anoteworthy
applications software package or operating
system that involves significant expense or
investment in alearning curve. For example —
•Group scheduling
•Wmdows-based peer-to-peer LANs
•SQL Servers
•Project Management
•Virus Protection
•Presentation graphics
•Multiuser databases
•Integrated packages
•Network management software
•LAN E-mail
•Graphical spreadsheets
•Communications
Software Digest's comparative features section
is so comprehensive that vendors consult it
before designing upgrades. Shouldn't you
consult us before buying them?

SO%
ARE
DIGEST ES
NOW P
ART
THE 8YTE ‘jF

FAMI L
VOF

Get full control of the
planning and buying
process — subscribe
today.

LICATIONsi

PHONE

603-924-2589

COMPANY NAME

id=

COMPANY ADDRESS

603-924-2603

CITY/STATE/71P

PIE ,NF

PAYMENT INPORJAATION:

2FREE ISSUES
Include payment with
your order now (check
or credit card) and
receive two additional
issues with our
compliments.

I=1 Check enclosed TWO FREE ISSVESI
D Please bill me PO. , required
Charge my: D Visa

D MasterCard

CI AMEX

ACCOUNT NUMBER

EXPIRATION DATE

SIGNATURE

Orders outside North America: Please add US $20. for airmail delivery.
SDBY593
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MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
If at any time you are not
COMPLETELY satisfied with your
subscription, you will receive afull
refund of your entire investment.

MakingThe Best Better
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Expandable Printer Sharing

Plug-in Printer Sharing

BayTech brings anew level of
quality, performance and affordability to the printer sharing market.
BayTech's new products are designed
to give you high speed performance
never before seen in printer sharing
products.

A Complete
Product Line
BayTech is the only printer sharing
company you will ever need. Our
expandable products give you the
ability to increase users in an
application without completely
changing hardware. Our stand-alone
products feature 4, 6, 8and 10 port
models with avariety of serial and
parallel port combinations. Our plugin products allow you to easily
connect multiple computers to your
HP printers. And now, our NEW
Network Print Server will give you
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Stand- Alone Printer Sharing

Take the BayTech Challenge
the performance, quality and
affordability you expect from
BayTech products.

Product Highlights
•High speed printing 66,000 cps
parallel, 46,000 cps serial
•Long distance printing to 1000 ft.
•4to 24 port units
•Plug-in printer sharing

BayTech CHALLENGES you to
try our products for 30 days. If you
are not completely satisfied we will
refund your money 100%, no questions asked.
High Speed Printer Sharing
Parallel/Serial Canverters
Statistical Multiplexers
Data Acquisition Controllers
Network Print Servers
Because Resources Should Be Shared

•Modem sharing
•Network print servers
•Buffers from 256KB to I6MB
•Made in the USA
•Toll-free technical support
All product or company names are trattemarks of their
respective holders.

Data Communications Products Division
200 N. 2nd St, PO Box 387, Bay St Louis, MS 39520
Fax: 601-467-4551 Phone: 601-467-8231 or toll-free

800-523-2702
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TTT PC Magazine says, 'The ViVa's data-
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Uttrallte & Cellular Workstation 91/20

9179
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transfer performance was excellent!"
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24/9600bps with send ' rvcerve FAX

189

Visa EXternal MOdems
14,400bps V32/5 42 mouem send d recela Nd $289
24/%00bps eith tend remire FAX

.. $95

030658

1149

8MB

21111

33475B

095

4MB

/

0559

Autosym

External P0(6,0 Modems for any 15-232 $19131 Port
00

5149

14,400bps FAX/Modem C96Idar,stimc
24/96000,05 Fa/Modem

250050 4201 4255

22

.-$379
.5119

Video Cards

2- Sport 3255

26MB ....... $ 139

MastersPort 18652. 5LC, Ste

OMS .......... $789
2MI
$99

MastersPort 38600

2118 . $109

Stealth Pro 1MB

5249

Stealth Pro 21,18 .. 5359

SupersPort 50, 286e, 511msPort
SupersPort 286e, SlimsPort

2M11 .......... $131

Stealth 24 1MB

1169

Speratar 240 MS

0159

Viper SIB 1MB
Stealtli VLEI 1MO .

5319
0219

Viner 98 2MB .
Steala VLB 21411

00109
5369

5289

our sales staff far Informanon on your specific model.

55477B

Diamond Computer

111'

We also carry All, Humber dine and Metheus carns

VIII

534448 $ 102

4M8

4MB
Canon LBP-4, Mite, 4Plus
1MB

563-2230

Canon 586.111
514458

. $160

2118

5119

21411

N/A

$119

563-2358

0249

SM1

S65-2360 $299

First Source International, Inc.
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656
leur, nid rondttloos

Menory Orodurn are tbrfd parry mapirfarturee

leomben me for four comm..° frebat., [baron are o. refoodable

5129

36 Bit, 72-ein SIMMs

111l1 Plus

Mail or fax orders to:
36 Argonaut, Suite 140

F1vInuuu1urrn.rnti
110 x9.70 or ans, Fast Page Mode ......
41,1110970 or sors, Fast Page Mode

IBM Laser 4029 MI Models

.5159

Saturday, 9am-3pm, ORDERS ONLY

0519

$549

We also carry alarge inventory of memory upgrades forant
name brand laptop and notebook systems Please contact

Ilialett•Patkard usertet 116 1M

hours:

many other laptop and Notebook Systems.

2M1 ......

5119

...... $ 299

714/588-9872

PCMCIA 20 Infernal FAX MOdems

mie ..........

0119
0199

220668

714/588-9866
FACSIMILE

Monday - Friday, 8am-5pm, P.S.T.

Industry Standard 30,013 SIMMs
498

800/624-9866

Business

IN447! Megahertz
For AST, Compaq, IBM, Sharp. Tl, Toshiba, Zenitb and

14,000340
asissoonos FAX/Modem

Zenith
2- Note 3202. 3201.0. 0211 12520

TOLL FREE FROM THE UNITED
NO

Internal P00/Modems ve, MNP - 58 8.42/3,42200

2MB

Newlett-Packard Laserlet IIP, III, IIIP, 1110

NOT tee.

INTERNATIONAL

24/9600500 FAX/Modem

4M8

Hewlett Packard Laserlet 11111 4 4M & XL300

UPGRADES FOR OVER 1700

1t,,,,,
1911:
2
PC flagelle De< ember 8 1992

5149
5149

13000

NEC
8591803eS Cellular Workstanon 286F

‘
.FoR AN ym _
EleGep

&p,

14,400bps FAX/Modem, Cellular. Autosym

0219
5369

A

csr

WE STOCK

14,400bps V32/5 42 modem send & recela 650 . 0225

4A1B

4M8
8M8

• Overnight delivery available
• No surcharge on credit cards

fiva Interval Modems

TOShiba

7330001

P5/2 21.57$11, ThInkPad 700 and 7000

• Same day shipping

OP- 410-5101 ............. $198

1239

1159

• 24- hour fax line

$279

5399
51358

1429

UltraUte 52/20, 01/20P

. 9829

$1319

331411, (
mn

u R ADE

8MB kil
OP- 410.2101
PowerMate 086/33E 8 486/25E

4MB

2M8
8M8

24001 and PS/Note 182
PS/Note 9455l

$429

PowerMate 50610/251. 209. 161; 251; 119/501;113/991

IBM
11InkPad 500

• Special volume pricing

10 ISX1
MIcrofilASTER
258

NEC

8Pall
16118

4MB

• International orders welcome

$399

PowerMate 286/12; S1V16 & 50/20
2MB

5319

4MB

359111 1510 ............. 021f

508191510

COMPUTERS AND PRINTERS

5199
5229

SU 286

$121

20MHz 151.0

5579

4MB

Sn 586s . 20

• Government and Educational pricing

021520 ......... 0509

D26761

81411
L11 lite 20; 25; 252, 25e

13 Me 0/250

0169

• Corporate PO's, APO/FPO's welcome

3311101510 .............. 0219

Vertra 486/238; 486/339; 486/508; 486/6611

Texas Instrumente
4MB

• Manufacturer's warrantiez

$191

4,86/Now!

15MHz 1011

• Thousands of items in stock

2M8
023810
089 8MB
0215211 ......... 5309
Vectra 586/25; 486/250; 484/330, 486/500; 405/650

AST

ar
,
Polo fier 3/2552. 3-2551 Cand EL

2SMHz 1911

wo sus add

Laptop d& Notebook Memory

-%rept

SyStem, 10011 tO IlingStOn lettinology 1

Slt/Now!

"r•""7 1.1euvlett-Poiticcircl

DeskPro 386s 16

and CAD/CAM programs without purchasing a new

Advantage ,884/25; 33; 33p, 5020, Bravo 4/33; 3;

8MB w/WPB

115132.001

Kingston processor upgrades imprime the perfainante
of 0005 0, Windows, OS/2 and other business, graphic,

SO/Now!

4MB w/WPB
8MB

DeskPro 586-20, 20e 8. 25

414e1

• Toll- free technical support

Premlum 086/23; 35; 337, Premium Il 3865X/16; 20; 25
1MB w,WP8
500780-005, 002 ....... ........... 559

, Prenuum 4/25; 3511, Servet SE 4/35
5463077 ............................ _3329
.. 0329 .
...atà..44: 2MB w/W111
500718.004; 780.005
5119
• Prenuum 3136/39, 386S11/16, Premium II 18410/20;

2-14148 or/2MB

2MB
IIMB

• All products user installable

1.4420098 ..... 5619

6450129

R5/6000 POWERstation/POWERserver 220 sertes
4114
6450128
0149 8M8
6450100

4MB

ack Guarantee

Etuy with confidence!
• 100:- compatible In form, fit, & function

2.605.1

5299 „,, 1%41,;,' 1MB
500510-008 .. 5179 8M13
500824.001 .. $319
PS/2 90 XII, 95 XP, P75 1581,51, 56, 571911, PS/1 Pro 82120
• avantage ,93864/20, 25, Pro 50/25; Bravo 3/335
2MB
6450902 . . 589
2M8
500962-001._ 575 IIMB
500962-002.. 5539
1
0
5/2 90 XII 95 XP P75, 56, 5717111, P5/1 Consultant ,
*tee` Advantage ,Pro 48604/33; 50125. Bravo 10 4/253; 33; 338;
Esseernal 8 Expert models • 11, 413 d 014, PS/1 Pro M2123
52,1 664

'Se

MI Upgrade your system
lar to 386 or 486 power!

5319
0149

AST

81118

96.102
ME 100

PS/2 0550; L.S. 4050, 5550, LS, 65SX, LS, alanon PS
5149

8MB

5599

1118
ME- 70
049 4MB
ZenIth 2386/20; 25, 33 8 331

Zenith 486/3311, 25E

4MB
0462933 or 8769977
15/2 3550, LS, 4091, ISAaluepoInt tu 9099

ME- 90

2-Stabon 52586; Sa, 420561, 011, Sr, 25Sh. 33216, 09 SOXEn

Expert models • 11, 113 & Ill, PS/Valuepoint C
OB soles
2M8
6450608
575
Valuepoint Cu serves 8 adapter board 3463011 or 5465077

16MB

MA »Meer 0110.110 for oil retum

Pelcm ared avarlabittlf are %blet', lo (Auge lento. fronce 'Prame

3125 x56-70 or 80.5 12M111
1MB •56-70 or 8019 14881

579
5149

pekm al the lime or ont« are 'Mal

2148

0289

NAM 'rad...5 àba registrer4 rtademults are Of tlemr

36-70 or 8080 111911

A

sal «ro Pefernve renom

1.0momeal Meno or ramer,. orden Oil be sobrett to a20r, renoreomi
Iree

re.oembre

fine Soute lotentatlatal rame be

pr 'moquer« PameoraraPAT

ble AMI beat arry

advenned onry ralerl min . IambI brame offer Aol po. la , 1110M
roomanle,

we'll meet or beat any advertised price!

CALL THE UPGRADE

TOLL FREE 800/624-9866

Circle 194 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 195).

CONTROL UP TO 96 PC
FILE SERVERS WITH I KEYBOARDAND MONITOR USING...

COMMANDER'

•Select via Keyboard
Dual access up to 250 feet
away ( optional)
-No external power
•Mix PC, PC/XT, PC/AT
and PS/2
•"AutoBootTM" Feature
boots attached
computers without
operator intervention
-Able to Broadcast to all
attached computers

J

2/4

• PS/2 and Serial Mouse
support available
•Each unit accommodates
from 2to 8 PCs
WI.. • • •

=•-•1
IMM3

;
•-/"/ /)<,/z/
-

e•

r>>2i>

-Up to 12 units can
be cascaded
Mounting kit available
for 19" and 24" rack
installation

ltCYBEX
2800-H Bob Nal ace Ave.
Huntsville, Alabama 35805

(205) 534-0011
Fax ( 205) 534-0010

Dealer Program Available

PC, PC/XT, PC/AT and PS/2 are trademarks of
International Business Machines Corp.
MI>

Circle 190 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 191).

Rack Mount Computers - Motherboard or Passive Backplane
Use external monitor
Up to 6drives

Mono or color monitor
Up to 5drives

maw

(limn?
8.75" high

14" color monitor
Up to 3drives

1111P
:
12.25" high

8.75" high

Rack Mount Monitors
10" mono or color
monitor

14" mono or color
monitor

Enclosure for most
desk top monitors

L

Lehi
8.75" high

_.

12.25" high

14.0" high

Rack Mount Keyboards
Drawer mounted
keyboard

Drawer for desk top
keyboards

Vertical- mount, sealed
membrane keyboard

3.5" high

5.25" high

/
thimed.,
1.75" high

Rack Mount Printer
Dot matrix printer with
industrial rating
.

118141181119

%IWO

12.25" high

Call for our other Rack Mount computer
and "enclosure only" product offerings.

RECORTEC, INC.
1290 Lawrence Station Road, Sunnyvale CA 94089
Tel. [ 408] 734-1290

Fax: 1408] 734-2140

1-800-729-7654

Circle 198 on Inquiry Cord ( RESELLERS: 199).
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WIRELESS

NETWORKING

BY

MOTOROLA

EMBARC, frot; Motor° a,
delivers information to
moving targets

Users roam the nation and stay in the loop
Portability doesn't have to mean isolation
from important, timely information, thanks
to EMBARC wireless networking.
Anywhere in America's top 200
cities, users stay connected— to E-mail
from the office and news and weather
briefs from USA TODAY as well as
optional services such as sports, key
market and financial developments, and targeted
industry news briefs from HeadsUp7 They can even
have their important databases routinely updated— automatically!
All that's required is EMBARC's compact, powerful
NewsStream receiver ( it plugs directly into most laptop, palmtop and notebook computers) and the simple software package that drives it. It installs
in minutes and is ready to operate— without wires, faxes or phones.
Equip your whole team and send memos, documents
and file updates for pennies per recipient. You'll find
EMBARC so cost effective you'll communicate more.
Our corporate trial program lets you
try it virtually risk-free. Sign up right
now by phoning 1-800-EMBARC4,
Ext. 350. Give your team the homefield advantage... even when they're
on the road.
EMBARC service is available
for DOS-based laptops and
notebooks. HP 95LX palmtops
and Macintosh Powerbooks.

Crcle 212 on lrquiry Ca ?d ( RESELLERS: 213).

Motorola and kaawsStream are registered trademarks of
Motorola. Inc Al other product and company names are the
property of their . espectwe owners 0 1993 Motorola. Inc

TRAVEL LI

AVEL NEAT, TRAVEL SMART...
GOi

•Weight 2.2 lbs. ( Bicom and Battery)
•Dimension 8.78!' x6.36' x1.22"
•True 16 bit AMD Lonestar Processor, 386SX
Class Performance
•5 "AA" size NiMH Batteries
•60 MB Hard Disk Drive
•2MB RAM expandable to 4MB on board and
16MB with memory card
•PCMCIA 2.0/JEIDA standard port for memory card and I/0 card
•640 x400 resolution LCD screen supports CCA, AT&T mode and
all Windows graphics
•64-key keyboard
•1parallel ( bi-directional)/ 1serial
•External FDD port for optional Floppy Drive
•DR-DOS 6.0, File Transfer Software & Serial Download Cable
•Built-in Persona Data Manager software
•Built-in Programmable Power Management Software
•Universal AC/DC adaptor
•Carrying Case

-Weight less than 1kg
-PCMCIA 2.0 Interface
-60 Mb Hard Disk
-2 Mb RAM

Options: External Floppy Drive. SRAM Memory Cards, 9624 IC Card
Fax/Modem, Mini-trackball, External Keyboard, extra batteries.

-No adapters needed
ALJPUTERS®

1-800-336-2280
ABC Computer ( USA) Corp.
2531 237th Street, Suite 122, Torrance CA 90505
310-325-405 Fax 310-325-6369

›à/d,

NOW ONLY

$795
30-Day Money Back Guarantee
All brand names are registered tradernar16 of their respective owners.

Circle 181 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 182).
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r

AIL
NSTL
legese

At_
ai

Everyone
makes claims.
When the industry wants
product testing taken to the nth
degree, they take it to NSTL.
In every field, one name sets the
standard. In microcomputer testing,
the name is NSTL, the leading
independent testing lab.
The NSTL compatibility certification
seal on aproduct says that it withstood
the toughest lab in the industry — and
it's ready for your business.
The seal saves you alot of comparison
and guesswork. It says you'll find the
product compatible with awide range
of business applications and hardware.
It helps you make the right choice.
Real-world testing for realworld use.
Beyond compatibility testing, we
access nearly every conceivable

—

11o.

Wormcri

-

We make sure.

problem — from engineering-level
hardware bugs to the everyday usability
of business software.
And we test with the end-user in
mind, in areal-world environment, just
the way your staff uses equipment
Except our trials are more punishing.
Our publications, and others
that publish our work.
In aseparate facility we also do
comparison testing for our own
Ratings Reports: Software Digeste, PC
Digeste and IAN Reportere. They're
read by people who purchase an
average of more than $500,000 in
microcomputer hardware and
software annually.
And because of the respect we've
earned, some of the industry's leading
publications, like Data Communications,
Circle 115 on Inquiry Card.

LAN Times, Unix World and DataPro
Research Group publish our test results.
Look for the NSTL seal and
be sure.
Experts rely on the NSTL name:
now you can, too. The final test of a
product is its compatibility in a
business environment The NSTL mark
tells you it's already met that test Look
for it when you compare products.

111Sa7
Plymouth Corporate Center
Box 1000, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
215-941-9600
Micro Channel" and OS/2"' are trademarks of the IBM Corporation

HIGH

SCORING

TEAMS
HEWLETT-PACKARD
& MANCHESTER

INTRODLCING THE RANTER
YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR
THE

HEWLETT-PACKARD

IASERJET 4
PR INTER

71

BETTER RESOLUTIOM
FASTER THROUGHPUT
IMPROVED PAPER HANDLING
MORE FONTS
INCREASED FLEXIBILTY
•True 600 x600 dpi Resolution
•Improved Resolutbn Enhancement Technology
•Microfine Toner Engineered Specifically for 600 dpi Pinting
•Standard 250 Sheet Input Paper Tray, Pius Me-Purpose Tray
(For 100 Sheets or 10 Envelopes)
•250 Sheet Output Tray
•More Built-in Typefaces: 45 Internal Scalable Typefaces
•Fast RISC Processor and I/O for Faster Printing of Complex Graphics
• 'Hot" I/0s Enabling the Printer to Automatically Switch Between All
Ports, and Send Messages Back to the Host
• Improved Printer Drivers
•Built- In TrueType for Optimum Performance in Windows Applications
•2MB Standard, Expandable to 34MB
•Many Options to Allow Improved Flexibility
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
NETWORKING
CONNECTIViTY
CAD/CAM
RISC/UNIX

(4/3

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Authorized Dealer

MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC.
"The Computer Supply and Equipment Experts"
50 MARCUS BLVD. • HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788 • (516) 435-1199 • (212) 629-6677
New York City: (212) 629-6969 U Soca Raton: (407) 241-7900 • Tampa: (813) 888-8809 II Boston: ( 617) 455-8300
Circle 540 on Inquiry Card.
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Buy with

Confidence
Reputable computer dealers
will answer all these questions
to your satisfaction. Don't
settle for less when buying your
computer hardware, software,
peripherals and supplies.

Purchasing Guidelines

In an effort to make your
telephone purchasing amore
successful and pleasurable
activity, The Microcomputer
Marketing Council of the
Direct Marketing Association,
Inc. offers this advice, "A
knowledgeable buyer will be a
successful buyer." These are
specific facts you should know
about the prospective seller
before placing an order:

Ask These Important
Questions
• How long has the company
been in business?
• Does the company offer
technical assistance?
• Is there aservice facility?
• Are manufacturers' warranties handled through the
company?
• Does the seller have formal
return and refund policies?
• Is there an additional charge
for use of credit cards?
• Are credit card charges held
until time of shipment?
• What are shipping costs for
items ordered?

(C) Direct Marketing Association, Inc. 1988

• State as completely and accurately as you can what
merchandise you want including brand name, model
number, catalog number.
• Establish that the item is in
stock and confirm shipping
date.

This message is brought to you
by:
the MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
of the Direct Marketing
Association, Inc.
6 E. 43rd St.,
New York, NY 10017

MC

MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
of the Direct Marketing Association, Inc

• Confirm that the price is as
advertised.
• Obtain an order number
and identification of the
sales representative.
• Make arecord of your
order, noting exact price including shipping, date of
order, promised shipping
date and order number.
If you ever have aproblem,
remember to deal first with the
seller. If you cannot resolve the
problem, write to MAIL
ORDER ACTION LINE, c/o
DMA, 6E. 43rd St., New York,
NY 10017.

'\

"Th
RAVE,
Jim Scalise finds FastCADe's speed and ease of
use gives more than an increase in quality production time... "We found other systems difficult to learn, but FastCAD enabled us to get up
and running in short order. Architects that need
the fastest CAD system have to see this to believe
it. FastCAD really lives up to its name. Without
FastCAD it would be tough to compete and we
wouldn't have time for the extensive
detailed work we consider standard
construction documents.

Ikno
Jim Scalise
Nickels + Scalise Architects

Plus, paper storage would
we'd still have 'draftsman's cramp' in our fingers and graphite on our forearms. After wirining two National CAD Drawing Contests and
elating our clients with FastCAD, it's as easy for
me to endorse as it is to use?
If you want to be more competitive, but find
yourself short on time, don't delay! Call
Evolution Computing today for afree
demo at 1-800-874-4028. Free technical support for registered users.

I)
BEST

\
B

/
7
U

Y

High-end
(
CAP
8e 18
ell
compatible
persondl
=puler

FREE Hands-On Demo, Ca111-800-874-4028 Now!
EasyCAD and kastLAD are registered trademarks ot bolutiou ( °Imputing c, 1992 kadution Computing.
Circle 539 on Inquiry Card.
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ravel into the next

•

•• • •

decade as PC EXPO
embarks on an

•

entirely new era of

THE

computing. You'll
journey into the future
of Windows, pen-based
computing, multimedia
and open systems. You'll tour the
• more than one-half million
square feet of exhibition space
showcasing auniverse of the
latest programs and services.
And you'll explore agalaxy
of new products that link today's
information services with tomorrow's
innovative technologies.

Catch aglimpse
of the future at

PC EXPO
JUNE 29, 30 & JULY 1, 1993
JACOB K. JAVITS
CONVENTION CENTER
11th Avenue at 34th Street

New York City

• • •

••

For more information call today!

800-829-3976 ext.9202

PC EXPO IN NEW YORK

•

It's the one computer trade event
guaranteed to leave you light years
ahead of your competition.
••

•

.

• • "ese
• •P

•

•
• •

.

• • • •

5

il •

FortenBuyer
Pr0(11•11

Circle 538 on Inquiry Card.
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SOU

Says...
Kenosha Computer

Center offers some of the Best
Buys in Mail Order!

EPSON .

EXPERIENCE THE
KENOSHA DIFFERENCE

KENOSHA COMPUTER CENTER
YOUR DIRECT SOURCE FOR

•Over Sir Years of Service
•Thousands of Satisfied Customers
•Terrific Technical Support
•Everyday Low Prices
•No Surcharge on Credit Cards

VALUE AND SERVICE
CALL US TODAY!

0

LX 810

$ 169

LQ570

$235

FX 870

$259

LQ870

$425

HEWLETT-PACKARD

Action 3250 ..$ 189

LQ1070

$339

FX1170

$345

LQ1170

$569

KENOSHA
COMPUTER CENTER

EPL8000

$ 1059

LQ2550

$849

SALES LINE OUTSIDE WISCONSIN

CALL

1-800-255-2989

Stylus 800 Inkjet
Action 1000 6 PPM, 14 fonts

$645

Action 1500 6 PPM, PLC5

$789

DFX 5000/DFX 8000

$ 1259/$2129

Call For Options

LASERJET IV

$349

LASERJET IIIP

$889

LASERJET IIP+

$809

LASERJET Illsi
DESKJET 500/500C

Shipping, customer service & technical assistance call

414-697-9595 • FAX 414-697-0620
VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS & DISCOVER

$299/5419

ML380/ML590

$219/5419

ML591/ML393

5569/S909

"BubbleJet" Printers
BJ 10ex

DESKJET 550C

$709
$99/5149

OPTIONS

CANON INNOVA NOTEBOOK

$245

PRACTICAL PER 14.4 INT/EXT .... 5249/5279

BJ 20

$359

51219/51099

BJ 200

$275"

BJ 300

$325

BJ 330

$495

4MB, 60HD,
FAX MODEM,
DOS,
WINDOWS AND
MICROSOFT
WORKS

BJC 800

$ 1479

$1389

Office Automation 04
(---

1123/1124i
5195/5275
2180/2123
$ 179/5229
1624/1654
5339/5519
2124/2624
$299/5359
4410/4430
$ 599/5859
4450i/4451
$ 1059/51379
2mg. Upgrade for 4420 & 44501 $ 125

Canon
$ 1149

2MB, 86MG, . 28 SVGA MONITOR,
BOTH FLOPPIES, DOS, WINDOWS
AND MICROSOFT WORKS

HAYES
HAYES OPTIMA 9600

$329

HAYES OPTIMA 14.4

5359

HAYES OPTIMA 14.4 W/FAX

$369

HAYES ACCURA 14.4 W/FAX

$309

U.S. ROBOTICS
Sportster 14.4 Int

$239

Sportster 14.4 Ext

486 DX-33

$269

Spo rt ster 14.4 Int. w/fax

INNOVA DESKTOP COMPUTERS
386SX 33

5169

PRACTICAL PER 9600 INT/EXT _ 5199/5229

$589/5949

Panasonic

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS
FAX ME for plain paper fax

386SL 25

OL 820 Laser/OL 830

5109

CALL

MODEMS & FAX MODEMS

OL 400 Laser/OL 810
Okilaser 400 2MG upgrade

$3249
$399/$509

2 MB/4 MB UPGRADE

Canon

OKIDATA
ML320/ML321

$ 1399

POSTSCRIPT FOR IV

$ 1849

4MB, 210 MG, . 28 SVGA MONITOR,
BOTH FLOPPIES, DOS, WINDOWS
AND MICROSOFT WORKS

$265

Sportster 14.4 Ext. w/fax

$279

Dual Standard 16.8

5709

World Port 96/96 Pocket

5439

Intel Satisfaxtions Below

ALL INNOVA COMPUTERS INCLUDE 1YEAR ON SITE SERVICE WARRANTY

eel

OVERDRIVE

PROCESSOR UPGRADES
•For any Intel 486 based system
•Improves system performance up
to 70%
•Accelerates all DOS, Windows, OS/2 and
Unix applications
•Cost effective upgrade to next generation
CPU technology
Overdrive Upgrade SX20/25 $349/5435
Overdrive Upgrade DX25/33 $ 435/5575

MEMORY PRODUCTS
2 MB IBM 30-286
$89
2 MB IBM 55SX
$89
1 & 4 MB SIMMS
Call
BOCA RAM AT 2 MB
$ 179
4 MB TI 4000
$ 199
All Laser Printers
Call
Toshiba, Nec, Zenith, AST, IBM, Compac,
Other Manufacturers & Products
Call
MUSTEK SCANNERS
MFS-6000CWPP FLATBED
600 DPI.24BIT COLOR WITH SOFTWARE
& INTERFACE
$879
ColorArtists + FOR WINDOWS
$559
HAND HELD SCANNERS
Matador 256 GRAY FOR WINDOWS 8119
ColorArtist Pro Windows
$369
PrinScan 105
for Laptops 8t Notebooks
$179
PLOTTERS, SCANNERS &
DIGITIZERS
IMAGE MAKER A & B
$679
DMP 161 A to D 8 PEN $2729
EPSON 600C
$789
EPSON 800C
$ 1089
LOGITECH SCANMAN $ 135
LOGITECH SCANMAN 256 $259
SUMMASKETCH Ill I2x12 $279
SUMMASKETCH Ill 12xI8
5469

HARD DRIVES & TAPES
SEAGATE, CONNER & MAXTOR
SEAGATE 120 MB 3144A $249
SEAGATE 245 MB 3283
5389
MAXTOR 120/211
$259/5349
MAXTOR 245/340 $389/$599
MAXTOR 535 MB
$899
CONNER 120/170 $259/$285
CONNER 200/250
5359/5389
CONNER 510
$ 789

MICROSOLUTIONS
100 MB or 200 MB
$489/5599
External Parallel port hard drive Perfect for
Laptops, PS ll's & XT's.

QUANTUM
Hard Card 50XL
$239
Hard card EZ 127/240 $325/5529

TAPE BACK UP
Colorado Jumbo 120
Colorado Jumbo 250
Colorado Tracker 120
Colorado Tracker 250
Mountain, Maynard, others

5159
$219
5339
$399
CALL

MONITORS
Mitsubishi EGA
$239
Mitsubishi Diamond Pro 17" $ 1069
Mitsubishi HL 6955 20"
51779
NEC Multisync Ill FGX
$609
NEC Multisync IV FGX
$ 709
NEC Multisync VFGX
$ 1245
NEC 6FG
$ 2249
Viewsonic 15"
$649
Viewsonic 17" 1782M $ 1225
Viewsonic 20" 2082M
$ 1919
Viewsonic 21"
Call

¡ntel

SOFTWARE
Lotus 2.4/3.1
$299/5345
Microsoft Word for Windows
5299
Microsoft Windows 3.1
579
Microsoft DOS 5.0
569
DBase IV
$ 419
Word Perfect 5.2
$269
Corel Draw 3.0
$379
Aldus Pagemaker $ 479
PC Tools 8.0
$ 119
C.A. Clipper
$ 469
C.A. Cricket Paint
$89
C.A. DB Fast
5329

BATTERY BACKUP

& UPS

AMERICAN
250/400
450/600
900/1200VX
SMART UPS 400

5109/5159
5199/5259
5375/5729
$309

BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

TRIPPLITE
250
400
500 LAN
600 LAN
900 LAN

$99
$ 159
$ 189
$249
$349

GRAPHICS CARDS
ATI VGA Wonder XL 24 1MB $ 139
1MB
5269
ATI Graphics Ultra
ATI Graphics Ultra Pro 1MB $ 419
Diamond Speedster 1MB
$ 169
Diamond Stealth 24 1MB Local Bus S169
Diamond Stealth
$219
Orchid Fahrenheit1280 1MB
5189
Orchid Prodesigner IIS MC 1MB 5289
Trident 1280 x 1024 1MB
$75
No charge for MasterCard or Vrta. We eel shrp COD on a
sash or cashes check basrt only Shrep.no & handIrng
3% - $6mabmurn. AK and HI sl.ghtly hrgher 15%
restaciong charge on returned awns. Purchase orders
accepted from Fortune 1000. Government mstauttons.
schools and un.versrhes 2% shropmg doscount evadable
on orders over $2000 .fowed by check

KENOSHA
COMPUTER CENTER

Prices and availability
subject to change.

Satisfaxtion Fax Modems
200 2400 V.42/9600 Fax
300 14.4/9600 Fax
400 14.4/14.4 Fax

$269
$275
5369

400 ext 14.4/14.4 Fax

$375

Faxability Plus

559

80387-SX co- processor

575

80387- DX co- processor

585

All Intel Networking Products

Call

MULTIMEDIA & CD ROMS
Media Fusion 16 Kit
$499
Pro Audio Spectrum 16 Bit
$ 195
ATI Stereo FIX Card
$ 109
Logitech Soundman
$ 179
Soundblaster Pro 16 Bit
$229
Videoblaster
$329
Soundblaster Multi Media
$539
NEC CD Express
$419
Toshiba 3401 INT 200MS Access $489
Toshiba 3401 EXT 200MS Access $589
SCSI Adapter For Above Drives $ 189
NETWORKING
NETWARE 2.2 5 USER
$489
NETWARE 2.2 10 USER
$1079
NETWARE 2.2 50 USER
$1999
NETWARE 3.11 5 USER
$589
NETWARE 3.11 10 USER
$ 1329
NETWARE 3.11 50 USER
$2599
NE 2000
$139
LANTASTIC 10MPS STARTER KIT
$449
LANTASTIC IOMPS ADAPTER $ 199
LANTASTIC FOR WINDOWS
$165
3 COM ETHERLINK II
$185
3 COM ETHERCARD
$279
INTEL ETHER 16
$ 119
INTEL ETHER 16 20 PAK
$ 1779
SMC ETHER + ELITE 16
$ 145
SMC ETHERNET 8 BIT COAX
$95
XIRCOM POCKET ADAP COAX
5279
XIRCOM POCKET ADAP 10 BASE T $279

2133 91st Street
Kenosha, Wisconsin 53140

KENOS
Circle 542

on Inquiry Card.

A COMPUTE
1800-2-2989
-55

o CENTER
MAY 1993

BYTE

244NE-S

Circle 541 on Inquiry Card.

ALL

IN

ONE

SYSTEM
Poly 486-66EV $2750

Fl
IRV
I 1101( F

8x32- bit EISA slots with
3VESA Local Bus
Upgradeable to P24T ( 586SX)
256K Cache. Option: 512K
8MB RAM. Expandable 256MB
213MB High Speed IDE Hard disk
32- bit VESA IDE with 2MB Cacne
1.2MB and 1.44MB Floppy Drives
VESA Video Accelerator with 2MB

INFO
WORLD

FAST AND EXPANDABLE
Call for other model and configuration!

800-999-1278
TEL 415-583-7222
FAX 415-583-1974

well

•:*

ADVERTISERS •:*

Run afull- or half- page 4-color ad
reaching a portion of BYTE's U.S. readers
at unbelievably low rates
right here in this section!
Call today to learn more about BYTE's unique Regional
Advertising Section, located in our promineit Buyer's Guide.
••

• •

(603) 924-2651 or (
603) 924-2637

244NE-6 BYTE • MAY 1993

Break into
Higher Performance!

SmartCache Plus is the SCSI controller that delivers
higher performance without a higher price!
Windows, Netware, Unix and other high-end applications need aSCSI controller
that delivers top disk I/O performance and agrowth path. Only SmartCache Plus
delivers both — and costs no more than less advanced controllers!
As the industry's fastest SCSI controller, SmartCache Plus is the easy choice.
It's the smart choice, too — because if your system needs aperformance boost,
you can transform it from anon-caching host adapter into the world's fastest
caching controller! Expandability is so simple: plug-on modules add caching,
up to atotal of 16MB of cache memory, and disk mirroring!
SmartCache Plus is supported by all major operating systems and applications, and provides connectivèty to hundreds of SCSI devices. Reliable,
scalable and simple to install, SmartCache Plus breaks your system's disk I/O
bottleneck without breaking your budget!
Alt trademarks are the property of their reSpective owners

Circle 192 on Inquiry Card
(RESELLERS: 193).

Distributed Processing Technology
140 Candace Drive, Maitland, FL 32751 USA

See us at Spring Comdex, Booth #5654

GET THE
FACTS!
This free comprehensive Performance Report
details the SmartCache Plus advantage
over its leading competitor in nine
different benchmarks for DOS 5.0,
Net ware 3.11 and Unix applications. For
your copy, contact OPT Channel
Marketing today...

TEL

FAX

1-800-322-4DPT
407-260-5366
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POuil7th Year of Su erstore Deals!
High performance
'Caviar" series with
height. Cache Flow*. and 32K
AC280 80Mb 1 as 14ms
AC2120 125Mb 1' 3.e 14ms
AC2200 203Mb 1' 3.e 14ms

Maxtor

7080A 80Mb
7120A 120Mb
LXT213A213Mb
MX1240 1.2Gb
Panther 1.2Gb

1' 3.e
i• 3,5
1' 3.e
1' 3.5'
SCall

buffer.
DE .... Call
DE .... Call
DE .... Call

15ms
15rns
15ms
15ms
Panther

Conner Peripherals
30104
3204

120Mb
200Mb

3.5" 19ms
35 16ms

DE ....
DE ....
DE ....
DE ....
.7Gb

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

DE .... Call
DE .... Call

Hard Drive Specials

Seagate ST3283 249Mb IDE
499.95
Samsung 100Mb IDE
299.95
Seagate Wren 340Mb ESDI
599.95
Brand Tech 200Mb IDE
379.95
Call for Quantum, Micropolis, Seagate.
Controllers from Uttrastor, Always, WD etc.

Backups
Colorado

DJ10
120Mb Tape Drive Internal .. 199
DJ20
250Mb Tape Drive Internal .. 268
Trakker 120 Tape Backup
358
Trakker 250 Tape Backup
428

Syquest

=Ab
44Mb
88Mb
88Mb

(
with cartridge)
kit SQ555. SQ400. SQ01(16 bit)
external
kit SQ5110, SQ800. SQ01(16 bit)
external

GrassRoots Floptical
Eloptical 21 Mb ( external)
Flopticol 21 Mb ( internal)

419
499
529
629
Call
Call

Floppy Disk Drives
Toshiba
NDO4DG 360K
5.25' HH
NDO8DEG 1.2Mb 5.25 HH
ND3561GR1.44Mb 3.5 HH

ACP

1.2 Mb 5.25' . 66
144Mb 3.5 .... 67

PC/XT
PC/AT
w/AT Klt

59
72
72

2.88Mb 3.5'
Call
AN In One 3.5/5.25 149

MultiMedia
Creative Labs

Complete all- in- one MPC compatible
upgrade kit includes: Panasonic CD Drive
Sound Blaster Pro, five CD's, Microsoft SW
MultiMedia Kit Int/Ext
545/625
Sound Blaster 1.5/Professional
88/187

M[DIAMVISION

Pro Audio Spectrum 16

17

256x1-100
1.49..1.35 1Mbx9-80 .. 35 .... 34
256x1-103.. 1.59 .. 1.45 1Mbx9-70 .. 36 .... 35
256x4-80
4.79 .. 4.59 1Mbx8-80.. 32.... 31
1Mbx1-103 4.05 .. 3.95 4Mbx8-70 129.. 126
1Mbx1.80 . 4.49 .. 4.39 4Mbx9-70 139 135
Call for VIDEO RAMS á CACHE RAMS
Over 20,000.000 IC's in- stock including
We Speclallze In Memory Modules

Math Coprocessors
Intel
Cynx
387SL Mobile
80387DX (all)
803875X (all)
RapidCAD
8087
80287-10
80287-20

78
85
78
248
29
89
89

3875X(16-25)
387DX(20-33)
387DX/40
80287(010
Intel Overdrive
486DX-33
486SX-25

73
8e
10e
78
649
489

Memory Upgrades
Notebooks/Laptops Toshiba

AST PowerExec
4Mb . ' 178
4403, IMAr
AST PowerExec
16Mb, 1325
$799
Compaq Contura 4Mb ... 169
Apple
Compaq Ccatwa 8Mb ... 369
Compaq Lite4/25C 4Mb ... 239 Powerbook
Compaq Ute4/25C 8Mb ,., 399 140/170
HP95LX Palmtop
2Mb .. call
$249
TI TroveiMate3003
2Mb
87
IBM
TravolMale4030 4Mb ... 218
ThinkPad
Toshiba 14400/6400 4Mb ... 187
2Mb.. 158
Toshiba T4400/6400 8Mb ... 388
5
449
Zenith Z- Note
2Mb.,. 168
Call for all Notebook Memory Upgrades!

Laser Printers

coo for 'MK Boards

Canon LBP-4,41.11e,4Plus 1Mb . 118 2Mb 168
Canon LBP-8111, Bill Plus 2Mb . 169 3Mb 199
Compaq RAGEMAR015/20 8/ 16Mb..299/599
Epson ActionLaser II
2Mb 138
HP U 111s1, 4, 4M, XL300 4Mb, 148 8Mb 298
HP lasenlet IIP,111,111P,IIID 2Mb. . 98 4Mb 158
HP laserJet II, IID
2Mb. . 98 4Mb 158
Panasonic 4410/4430
2Mb . 118 4Mb 188
Panasonic 4420/44501
2Mb 118 4Mb 188
Okilaser 400
1Mb
78 2Mb .. 98
TI Microloser Turbo, XL 1Mb
69 4Mb 269

Computer Memory Upgrades

AST Bravo 4/33, 466/25 2/8Mb
88/299
Compaq Prolinea 3/25s 25es 2/8Mb 88/288
Moline." 4/25s, 4/33, 4/50 2/8Mb
88/308
IBM ValuePoIrd except Cxx 4/16Mb 158/578
IBM PS/2 Model 90,95 2Mb
88
Call for all Computer Memory Upgrades!

Micronics

Motherboards

486DX/33 ISA
799
4860)(2/501SA.. 899
486DX2/66 SA 1079
4860X2/66 Vi, . 1399

Comptons Encyclopedia CD
49
249

CD ROM Drive Special

Mitsumi CD ROM ( internal) 350m5
199
MPC Compliant. Kodak Photo CD ready

Input Devices
Advanced
3-button Mouse 15
101 Keyboard. 58
Mouse+Wh-idows 88
Microsoft
Serial Mouse
69
Ballpoint
98
Bolpt•Winclows 148
MIcrospeed
PC Trac .
78
PC Trac bus vers 88

Logitech
Mouseman
75
Mouse (OEM)
35
Cordless Mouse 88
Trackman
78
Trackman Port. .. 94
Scanman 32... 128
Sconman 256 .. 258
CH Products
FlightStick
49
Joystick Machin' call

Interlace
Parallel Card .. 29
Serial Card
35
Multi I/O
59
IDE 16-bit
19
IDE Multi I/O.
69
Modems
2400bps hternat 39
2400bpsexternai.69
Memory
AT 0-8Mb(simm) 99
XT 0-8Mb(IC s)
99

1.2Mb 5.25" Floppy
ACP's
1.44Mb 3.5" Floppy
Sale price
IDE Controller
101 Keyboard
14" SuperVGA . 28
$
Color Monitor and more!

149

486DX2/50 VL ,1049
40)0LB Video
199
486DX/33 ESA 999
486DX2/50 EISA1299

and
components
16-bit SoundSlaster
,
I,C7'CL'
Technology Plus
.
000v
Free.te
Software
, a
preloaded
All completely assembled tested ready to plug in and claie
Includes:
Preloaded Software
•486SX/25 w/32k Cache" 4Mb RAM • Kodak Photo CD, Mammals, Microsoft
Bookshelf, Beethoven, Works, Windows 3.1.
•1Mb SVGA Card•120Mb Hard Drive
DOS 5.0, Levingson Power Accounting,
•MPC Internal CD-ROM Drive
386MAX, Quicken 2.0. Mayo Family Health
•14" SuperVGA Color Monitor . 28
Book, King's Quest V. HSC Interactive
•1.44Mb 3.5" Roppy• Amplified Speakers MultiMedia Authoring Tool & Audio Tracks
•2Serial, parallel. MinITower Cose
ACP's
•16-bit Sound Card
Sale Price$2599
•1Year warranty on-site with GE

$269

PC Special

286/112M hZ

3.5" Floppy
1lVlb • Kb

Diamond

428/518
288/328
248/288
188/218
128/148
16
65
109

SpeedSTAR Stealth w/1Mb
Speedstar 24X 24- Bit Color w/1Mb

Orchid Fahrenheit
Video Seven

229
158

1280 w/1Mb ... 275

WIN VGA Accelerator w/1Mb
1024i Plus VGA 512K
VRAM II ERGO 1Mb

149
79
239

ProLinea 3s/25 w/84Mb
ProLinea 4/25s w/240Mb
Contura 3/20 w/84Mb
Contura 3/25 w/84Mb
Contura 3/25 w/120Mb
Contura 3/286 w/84Mb
Contura 3/286 w/120Mb
Compaq LTE Lite/25c w/84Mb
Compaq LOE Lite/25c w/120Mb

999
1499
1499
1699
1899
2299
2499
3499
3699

122 channel cable-reocty 1V-Tuner
with scalable windows and complete
software le 4watt stereo
429

ADS VGA TV Elite

Converts VGA to Big Screen

p./

349

T1800 Satellite 80Mb
' u,,
T1850 Satellite 80/120Mb
1599/1799
T1850C Satellite w/120Mb Color
2399
T3300SL 80/120Mb
1949/2149
T4400SX LCD/F1asma 120Mb
2399/2599
T4400C Color 120Mb
3499
14500 80/120Mb
2399/2599
T4500C Color 120Mb
3799
T6400DXC Color 2COMb
6199

$
77 77

Cure infected systems plus on- going
preventative care. Plus 24- hour Virus
FAX Une for new viruses updates

w

-13

79

Symantec Q&A
Database v4.0

OL810
LED Printer
Super improved hi- resolution
LED printer. 5year guarantee
on LED printhead which has no
moving parts. 8 ppm! OL810

mum.
,àd "See the Difference"

O
*SP

$

1095

OL400 Printer

$ 599

"à1 Hayes

:t Diamond

Computer Systems, Inc.

Speed Star 24X
tert4c1
""t
o
a
ur
r2
3
e

"rfean
8Hkeec,
a 11 h
6

229

S II gesk45,0
New low price! SVGA
.25mm non-interlaced
multi-scanning monitor.
CM 1450 14'
CM 1760 17' (. 25mm)

$439
1099

,

SHARP

ACP

Special

Modem Bundle

New! OPTIMA' Low Cost Fax

Now get v.42bis data modem plus
up to 14.4FAX with Hayes high
performance and compatibiltly.
Plus SmartCom EZ and FAX software.
OPTIMA' 24 + FAX 96
* 158
OPTIMA 96 + FAX 96
378
OPTIMA*144 + FAX 144
475
OPTIMA* 24/SC EZ
128
OPTIMA' 96/SC EZ
348
Pocket Edition* 2400
118

Canon

Color
NEW!
386SL/20
NoteBook

*Only 4.9 LBS.!
.2Mb RAM • 80Mb
PC6881C Color Notebook
PC6785 LCD Notebook

ADS
Prime
Time TV

Call for Toshiba's New
76400M Color
for
MultiMedia

COMPAil TOSHIBA®

Windows Accelerator
Increases Performance!

Graphics Ultra Pro 1/2Mb
Graphics Ultra Pro 1/2Mb
Graphics Ultra 512K/1Mb
Graphics Vantage 512K/1Mb
VGA Wonder XL24 512K/1Mb
VGA Integra
83 VGA Basic
Stereo FIX Soundboard

photo

486 MultiMedia System

ACP Special Bundle
Norton Desktop far Windows 59 95
plus FREE I /- nix Mouse all for only
(Quantities Landed)

Video Graphics Cards
ATI

•niel.
I
inside

Call for MinlTower and rower configurations... plus
nay
EISA, SCSI, Local Bus, and 486DX2/50, 4860.1U/64 and 486DX/50 '

Symantec
Norton Anti Virus v2.0

IBM Compatible Cards
Advanced
Monochrome
38
Color Card
48
EGA Card
43
VGA
512K, 800x600 ... 53
512K, 1024x768 . 68
1Mb. 1024x768. 88
Windows
1MbAcceierator149

486 SuperVCA System
Includes: •
•486DX/33 •
w/256k Cache •
•4Mb RAM •
•1Mb SVGA Card •
•120Mb HardDrive

•

Absolutely the finest sound board for
true MultiMedia MPC applications.
ProAudio Spectrum 16
197
CDPC Subsystem ( external)
989
Pro 16 Multimedia System
898
MedlaVIslon Fusion CD (
external) 399
CD ROM Sys w/Sound. Speakers, 4CDs:
Ccrrptcns.
Wng Comm
Fusion CD 16 (Int/Ext
498/548

Standard version with World /Mats
Interactive version, NEW ,

Advanced Computers
486 High Performance CPU's • Plus all New! MultiMedia PC

Canon() Authorized Reseller
NEW LOW PRICES!

699
1699

èoà9 95
e e,

2400 Baud, FREE Prodigy Software
Save now while supply lasts!

BJ 10es Portable
BJ 20ex Portable
80200 Inkjet
LBP-4SX Laser Printer
LBP-8SX Laser Printer
BJ330 Printer ( B/W)
BJC 800 (Color)
&IC 820 (Color)
BJ 313CI BubbleJet(B/W)

' 299
364
339
899
1288
599
1799
1999
399

. . ..Advanced Computer Products, Inc.Mi,lle_11111
q

IVI
1310 E. Edinger, Santa Ana, CA 92705 • FAX 714-558-8849 • Toll- Free 1-800-FONE ACP • Sal
es 714-558-8813
NIC
Prices subject to change without notice. No surcharge on credit card. Credit cards not charged until we ship. 100% nsk free return guarantee! If you are not 100% satisfied lust return insured within 15 days complete with
all matenals in new resaleable condition with original invoice. ACP will immediately exchange product or issue ACP credit less shipping for future purchase No Returns on software Special Purchase
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Chips and SIMM'S
dRAM
Qtyl 25 SIMMS QN1

Hard
Drives
Western Digital

WIN
SPFF

OWS FIT THE
9F
HOUGHT_

PLAIN TALK ABOUT YOUR NEED FOR SPEED
AND THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ISA, EISA AND VL-BU:-,

le

Intel 80486 Processor

EXECUTIVE SOLUTION
486-VI.
« Intel 80486 Processor

O1

4bfB RAM (exp. to 32MB)

• 4MB RAM (exp. to 32MB)

WINDOWS SOLUTION
406-VI.

data up to 3MB/second
on an 8bit wide databas

ou've looked at a

y

comrumae TO

like everyone's

2-Year
Components

selling the same thing. You
want the fastest 486 or 386
FOSTER:

available at the lowest price.

EISA offers 32MBI

And now, everyone's talking

second transfer rates

ISA, EISA and VL-BusTM.

on a16 bit wide databas

And how much more speed
you need.
liii. IMAGING DR
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS

YOU

iin

m Lifetime 800 Number for
Service & Support
FREE!12-Month On-Site
Service Contract"
• Next-Day Replacement Part
Warranty

For CAD, imaging or graphic

system is capable of

redraws, you'll work up to 50
times faster—and smarter.

transferring raw data on

VESA 1VL-Bus, transparent

a32 bit wide databus at the

to operating systems and soft-

rate 4
.132MB/second

ware, is truly the new standard
of performance—which more

SYSTEM BOTTLENECHS
CAUSE LENGTHY REDFIRWS

than 120 manufacturers of

Redraus taken long time because

systems, chipsets and periph-

data displayed on your monitor is

eral boards have adopted for

bottlenecked The databus,

their most powerful products.

peripherals and CPU aren't
operating on the same bandwidth—the number of bits able to
pass through thesystem's nannurst
bottleneck—causing delays.

• Tear 12 & 144 Floppy Drive

us 32 Bit VL/IDE I/O
Controller

• 32 Bit VL/IDE I/O
Controller

ru 32 Bit VL-Bus 1MB

on 32 Bit VL-Bus 2MB
le

14' Flat N/I SVGA
(1280x1024)

r• 101 Enhanced Keyboard

• 101 Enhanced Keyboard

• Vertical Case with 250W
Power & 2nd Fan

• Desktop Case with 200W
Power Supply

• MS DOS 5.0, Windows,
Mouse

• MS DOS 5.0, Windows,
Mouse
WINDOWS SOFTWARF
BUNDLE
486DX-25 MHz

2.39S
$ 2.595

S1.795

486DX2-50 MHz $

486DX-33MHz $ 1.995

486DX2-66 Mils

486DX2-50 MHz

S2.095

FREE

TOLL

1-800-568-6ffla

advantages are incredible!
spent waiting for screen

• Tear 12 & L44 Floppy Drive

ORDER TODAY

design users, VL-Bus' speed

NAGA's VL-Busn'

• 130MB <15 ms IDE
Hard Disk

486DX-33 MHz

21-Hour BBSTeclmical Support

FASTER
FIND SMI*111111

Without all the wasted time

• 210MB <15 ms IDE
Hard Disk

• WINDOWS SOFTWARE
BUNDLE

45-Day Money-Back Satisfaction
Guarantee—No Questions
%sked

WCIFIR SO TIMES

FFISTEST:

• 128K RAM Cache
(exp. to 256K)

mu 15' Flat Ng SVGA
(1230x1024)

NFIGITS OUFILIre

zillion ads. It seems

in 128K RAM Cache
(exp. to 25610

Fax orders 602/820-3153
OVER Fl SI.200

Direct & international line:

WINDOWS SOFTWRFIE

602/820-3294

BUNDLE MID ANY
WINDOWS

•Ir

Hours7arnto7p.mMon.-Fri,

VI. SYSTEM;

9a.mto4p.m. SaL&Sun,MST

NAGA gives you more value,
more capability to start fast. Our
WINDOWS VL-Bus systems
include:
• Norton Desktop for Windows -

Purchase orders

Lotus SmartSuite (includes
Lotus 123 with smartpak, AMI
Pro 3.0 word proonaor package,
Freelance Graphics presen
talion graphics package. Lotus
Organizer and en Mail Remote)

NAVA

accepted from

Systems Corporation

Fortune 1,000 Companies

Smart Computer.

&Universities.

Smart Solution.

Commercial leasing available.

OD TILL
billeadVFA.Romer,Anennexpesaill di

Smart Choice.

Mineral Road
Tempe. AZ 85283

17,20 ‘1.,1

•
Galunerrial leming &melon NI% punink opt. pluà aelkable xtles
Learing not mild&
neen wan low. pnanon• emialuie bw
»12-monill enle 'mite .eay
err., remote becaum 1.1 0ucruArnvIrk of /.1
Geporan. ,5her hnimi rutmn ore crwlentarlu if

PC

Prim tonffflratiom 2nd eompna«. mnAor,141rd

MICROSC* I •
( (»ADMIRE

I-

le,

rhane. utriwur none. Yrtres
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MEHOZY !! HEHOZY!I HEMORY I!
ACER 486sx - 16MB SIMM (4A4 X 36)
$
599.00
32MB SIMM (8M X 36)
$
1,399.00
AMI EZ-FLEX - 64MB KIT (4simms)
$ 2,699.00
AMIGA 2000 - 16MB SIMM
$
539.00
AST BRAVO 486LC - 16MB SIMM
$
539.00
COMPAQ SystemPro - 32MB MODULE $ 1,199.00
DELL 486's - 16MB KIT (2 SIMMS)
$
538.00
32MB KIT (2 SIMMS)
$
1,088.00
MAC Ilfx - 16MB SIMM
$
479.00
MAC QUADRA 950 - 16MB SIMM
$
479.00
MAC Ilci,11cx,Ilsi,QUADRA 900 - 16MB SIMM $
479.00
MAC QUADRA 700 & SE/30 - 16MB SIMM $
529.00
NeXT TURBO - 16MB SIMM
$
529.00
SUN IPX,ELC - 16MB SIMM
$
549.00
SUN SPARC SERVER - 256MB KIT
\ Lii
OTHER MEMORIES AVAILABLE
IBM
PS/1 - 2MB
4MB
M30 - 2MB
M50Z,55sx,65se,70 - 1MB
2MB
M55sx,65sx,70 - 4MB
M70-A21,A61,121 - 2MB
M40sx,35sx - 8MB
M57sx,90,95 - 4MB
8MB
M80-041 - 1MB
M80-111,121.311 - 2MB
M80-A21A31 - 4MB
16-BIT OK Exp Board
32-BIT OK Exp Board

COMPAQ
$ 68
S 149
S 79
S 45
S 79
S 135
S 79
S 269
S 135
S 269
S 65
$ 99
S 180
S 128
S 128

AST
PREM.
PREM.
PREM.
PREM.

386/2CC - 1MB KIT
386/25 - 1MB
486/25 - 1MB
II 486 - 1MB
4MB
8MB KIT
PREM, II 1MB Exp Board

S 65
S 45
$ 45
$ 41
S 139
S 278
S 469

HP

DP 386/20,20E25 - 1MB
S
4MB
S
DP 3845/16 - 1MB
S
4MB
S
DP 286N,386N,S/20 - 4MB $
M-SYSTEMS - 2MB
S
4MB
S
8MB
$
DP 386/33486/25 - 2MB
S
SystemPro - 8MB
S
OK Exp Brd $
DP 386S/16 1MB Exp Brd $
DP 386/20,20E,25,25E
1MB Exp. Board
S

66
159
66
159
135
79
135
299
96
269
335
105
105

IDELL
325D,P;333D,P - 1MB
4MB
420,425.433 - 2MB KIT
4MB KIT
8MB KIT
450DE,450SE - 2MB KIT
4MB KIT
8MB KIT

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

41
135
82
158
270
82
158
270

LAPTOPS

Vectra QS- 16 - 2MB KIT
4MB KIT
Vectra 486 - 2MB
4MB
8MB
X-Station 700 Ser. - 2MB
4MB
8MB
9000/40:14A25t - 8MB KIT
16MB KIT
32MB KIT
9000/425e - 8MB KIT
16MB KIT

APPLE
ii,sE,sE/3o -

1MB
Classic - 1MB Exp. Board
SE/30,11c1,11cx,11sILC
Quad. 703900 - 4MB
Quad. 700.900 - 32MB KIT
IIfx - 16MB KIT
Ilfx - 32MB KIT
Quadra 256K V-RAM
LC 512K V-RAM

S 129
S 229
S 79
S 135
S 269
$ 89
S 149
S 299
S 495
S 999
S1869
S 428
S 828

$ 32
54
S 115
51120
S 499
$1156
S 27
S 44

AST EXEC. NB - 4MB
COMPAQ LTE386 - 4MB
SLT386 - 4MB
DELL 316,320 LT - 2MB
EVEREX TEMPO - 2MB
IBM L40sx - 4MB
MAC POWER8OOK - 2MB
NEC P.S. 286,386sx - 4MB
P.S. 386 - 8MB
P.S. SX/20 - 4MB
PANASONIC CFI 70 - 1MB
T.I. TRVL-MT 3000 - 2MB
TOSHIBA 1000 - 2MB
2000SXE - 8MB
3200SXC - 4MB
5200 - 8MB

S 119
S 209
S 168
99
S 78
S 135
S 104
S 200
S 429
S 200
$ 55
$ 80
S 108
S 388
$ 160
S 315

e

PRINTERS

EPSON tscco - 4MB
HP enollo,p - 2MB
Ills) - 4M8
IBM 4019,4029e - 3.5MB
4029 - 4MB
OKIDATA 400 - 2MB

229
$ 108
S 135
S 129
S 135
S 129

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

OTHER MEMORIES FOR:
ACER, ALTIMA, APPLE, AST, CHAPLET, COMPAQ, DELL, EPSON, EVEREX, HP,
LEADING EDGE, IBM, NEC, NCR, OKIDATA, PACKARD-BELL, PANASONIC, PHILIP,
SAMPO, SHARP, SILICON GRAPHICS, SUN MICROSYSTEMS, TANDON, TI, TOSHIBA,
TULIP AND ZENITH.

TERMS: C.O.D. CASH, VISA OR MASTERCARD.
COMPANY AND UNIVERSITY P.O.'S ACCEPTED UPON CREDIT APPROVAL.

414 CLOVERLEAF DR., UNIT B, BALDWIN PARK, CA 91706

TEL. (818)855-5688
Circle 201 on Inquiry Card.

FAX (818)855-5687

ALL PRODUCT NAMES. TRADEMARKS AND REGISTERED TRADEMARKS ARE THE PROPERTY OF THEIR REPSECTIVE COMPANIES.

Play Hard; Play Safe
av
es.

$
320

Chia:ter:et:1s

'24

Retail Value

j
o
In Coupon
Discounts
Enclosed

In the Sky

whenGet
you3free
buy games
the special
QEMM-386 Game Bundle

—whiksuppjes last

Step back into history and experience the emotion
of airborne combat with the men and machines of the
Pacific Theater of World War il. Attack carriers, air bases and fight
the finest pilots the enemy can throw against you. Super-realistic
simulation includes 30 accuAces of the Padfk
rateh-recreated WWII fighters and bombers; legendary "The benchmark of the 90s for
flight simulators."
enemy (and friendly) aces to
battle, and all the heart—Simulation Magazine
pounding excitement of carrier landings. Choose from an array of missions or enlist for the
entire war. You can even fly for the other side. Magnificent 240page manual is complete with photos and war maps.

Play Safe

QEMM-386 gives your games all the memory available on your PC. Automatically. No wonder QEMM
is specified by more game publishers than all other
memory managers put together.

On the Gridiron

Get into the action
Front Pa Sports: Footlxil
with this amazing"... remains unchallenged as the most
ly realistic simulacomplete football game ever... for
tion. Its 3-D look
gridiron fans of all interest levels..."
puts you in the
—Electronic Games
middle of the
action in the most
complete football gaming package ever Play against an opponent
or against the computer View instant replays from afloating camera you position. You get afull 47-man roster induding injured
resew, up to 28 teams and 1,400 players per league, 200+ stock
plays, 300+ stat categories and your choice of exhibition or afull
season of play.

Through the Labyrinth

Send in your registration card and get athird
great game as your free bonus!
Ultima Underworld II incorporates the latest advancements in
sound, three-dimensional graphics and animation. You play
Avatar, trapped with the leaders of Britannia by the Guardian in a
black rock
Ultima Underworld II: Labyrinth of Wodds
gem. You
Registration Bonus Game
will have
to find your way out against seemingly overwhelming odds. But
you must—or your country will die!

Work Safe

PM'

QEMM-386 is the number one memory
L..4:5..J•111,1111
management program in the world. Not
%1
only does it make games run better, it helps 6
you when you get back to work—reducing
the chance of crashing while making room
for both your favorite TSRs or network utilities and memory hungry programs like
WordPerfect or MS Windows. Whether you have one megabyte or
eight, QEMM-386 can find more memory for your programs.

Suggested U.S. Retail Price: $99.95

Quarterdeck Office Systems, 150 Pico Boulevard, Santa Monica, CA 90405 (310) 392-9851 Fax (310) 314-4219

Quarterdeck International Ltd., B.I.M. House, Crofton Terrace, Dun Laoghaire Co. Dublin, Ireland Tel.(353) (1) 284-1444 Fax: (353) (1) 284-4380
All games are complete, fully-functional versions. However, because of shipping considerations, individual game boxes are not included. ©1993 Quarterdeck Office Systems. All trademarks are property of their respecee owrers.

Circle 283 on Inquiry Cord.

KeyPro ...

A Legend in Software Protection

dust as the legendary Chinese warrior god Zhong-Kui had the reputation of a fearsome
warrior who easily fended off evil spirits, KeyPro has established its reputation as a
dependaüe means of guarding programs against unauthorized copies.
Zhong-Kui enslaved and ate ghosts, but KeyPro employs a much more useful
and appealing method to protect your software.
While designing the KeyPro software protection device, our engineers
considered not only the need of software developers but also the convenience
of users. Software developers enjoy KeyPro's protection capability, while
users can forget the key after installing it.

Outstanding Features

The KeyPro Family

e• Unbreakable Electronics
An ASIC-based hardware and a proprietary
encryption algorithm are used to prevent code

• KeyPro II : for PC environments
• Net-KeyPro: for Netware environments

tracing by the most persistent software pirates.
e Compatibility
KeyPro is transparent to the computer and other
peripherals that are attached to it. It works on
every computer it has been tried on without
interfering with computer's normal operations.
• Cascadability
KeyPro can cascade on the printer port with any
other KeyPros or the keys manufactured by other
companies. Because KeyPro's both sides are
transparent, it can sit in any position in the
cascade chain.
• Runtime Reprogrammability
A buffer with read/write runtime memory inside
the hardware allows developers to protect and
write into multiple software programs using only
one key.
• Virus Dectection
KeyPro provides the protected program a virus
detection option to check whether it is infected.
• User Limit
KeyPro allows programmers to designate up to
100 workstations using one software in Netware
environment.
Driver/External Protections
Two protection methods provide the security for
a software with or without its source code.

Regional Distributors
Welcome!
KeyPro is a registered trademark of Transcend Information Inc
All other trademarks are registered by their respective owners

Transcend
Your Supplier, Your Partner,
Your Friend.

Transcend Information Inc.
U.S A,
104 Exchange Place.

Taiwan
3F1.. No. 465, Chung Hsiao E Rd.,

Germany
Transcend Information Trading GmbH

Pomona. CA 91768
TEL: ( 909) 598-5500

Sec. 6, Taipei, Taiwan
TEL: ( 886) 2-7881000
FAX: ( 886) 2-7881919

Lademannbogen 45a.
2000 Hamburg 63

FAX ( 909) 598-5050
(909) 598-6050

(886) 2-7889191

Circle 205 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 206).

TEL: ( 49) 40/538 81 37
FAX: ( 49) 40/538 17 81

Speed that Excels

The power, reliability and price of
Kaiyo computers make them stand
out among other leading computer
systems. Thanks to the Local Bus
VGA design. Kaiyo offers you the
best performance, especially in the
CAD and windows environments.
Rated by Chip Magazine of
Germany as its January "Tip of the
Month", Kaiyo enhances video
performance by more than ten-times
that of normal VGA display. In
utilizing a full 32-bit CPU bus.
Kaiyo's local bus design lets VGAs
operate at the processor's clock speed.

microprocessor technology, Kaiyo
has among the smallest, yet most
powerful compact desktop computers
in the world.

by over 74% over the last year.
Team up with us— long-term business
partner that support you every step of
the way.

But don't just take our word for it.

This versatile series includes acom—
prehensive range of PCs guaranteed to

Over the years, our Group has

meet the needs of all your customers.

established astrong base of over 190

It features up to 66 MHz 80486DX2

active customers in 46 countries.

EISA bus microprocessors so they'll
never be at aloss for computer power.

We're particularly strong in Western
Europe, especially Germany. And our

Incorporating the most advanced

sales in Eastern Europe have increased

kotie
The Power In PCs

;me lt

he Intel Logo is atrademark of Intel Corporation" ( All brand names are registered trademarks of their respective owner.)

Ocean Office Automation Ltd.
Head Office: Ocean Office Automation Ltd.
& 5th Floor, Kotler IndLetrial Building. 22 Kai Cheung Road. Kowben Bay, Kowloon, Hong Kong.
led: 052)3051800 --elex: 52289 OCCOM FIX Fax (852) 7992398 (5lines)
USA. Office: Ocean Information Systems, Inc.
12155 Mora Dr. Sute 6, Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670.
Tel: (213) 946 5888 Fax: (213)946 (1929
For US Enquiry—Call Toll Free: 1-800 - 32-K A IY0 (
52496)
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compAa

BRAND NAMES

LOW
PRICES
LEADER

Notebook
Thinkpad 300 4/80

2229

Thinkpad 300 4/120

2399

Thinkpad 700 4/120

2699

Thinkpad 700 Color 4/120
IBM ValuePoint

3995

486/33 8/120 0S2 & Mouse
486/33 8/212 0S2 & Mouse

1550
1695

486/66 8/212 0S2 & Mouse

2195

SINCE 1983
We export to Europe, Asia

Call for Prices on PS/2 All Models
& for Updated Prices

Apple

Modems
ZOOM 14.4 EXT.S/R Fax

299

ZOOM 14.4 INT.S/R Fas

249

Mac PowerBook

INTEL Satisfaxtion 400
INTEL Satisfaxtion 400E

439
479

160, 40/80/120 MB

1850,80 meg
4400c, 120 meg
6400MM, 200 meg
4500, 120 meg
4500DXC, 200 meg

$2,230/2,540/2,860

Duo 210, 4/80 MB

TOSHIBA NOTEBOOKS
Toshiba
Toshiba
Toshiba
Toshiba
Toshiba

All ProLinea systems are Local Bus

1695
3625
CALL
CALL
CALL

$2150

180, 4/120 MB

$4,160

Mac Centrls 650, 6/230 MB

$3080

Quadra 950, 8/0 MB

$4390

14 Mac Color Monitor

$159

LaserWriter III, 4MB

1,795

1225

ProLinea 4/25S, 4/240 MB Wind+
Prolinea 4/33, 4/120 MB Win+
ProLinea 4/25CDS, 4/120 MB Win+
Prolinea 4/50, 4/240 MB Win+
Prolinea 4/66, 4/240 MB Win+

1425
1625
1665
2055
2255

DESKPRO 4/33M, 4/340 MB Win
DESKPRO 4/50M, 8/240 MB Win

3125
3075

DESKPRO 4/66M, 8/240 MB Win

3305

Contura
Contura
Contura
Contura

1875
1995
2695
2995

Notebook
Notebook
Notebook
Notebook

3/25, 4/120 Win+
4/25 4/120 Win
4/25 color, 4/120 Win
4/25CX 4/120 Win

LTE Lite 3/25C, 4/120 MB Win
LTE Lite 4/25C, 4/209 MB Win

3549
4299

Portable 486DX2/66C, 4/210 MB Win

CALL

Portable 486DX2/66, 4/525 MB Win

CALL

Win+ MS-DOS 6, MS- Windows 3.1, Compaq Mouse Wino
Win plus PFS; Works/Windows, 5.25' FDD, Modem
*Please call for updated prices'

$499

Extended Keyboard

Prolinea 4/25s, 4/120 MB Win+

, ' NOVELL SPECIALS
Authorized Dealer

Call for pricing on other brand name models

Netware 386 V.3.11

AST

CD ROM/Multi Media
Toshiba TXM3301 w/controller
NEC CD ROM 74 w/o controller
Sound Blaster 16 ASP

Software
eleS

Power Exec 386SU25C, 120 meg

2555
3575

Power Exec 486SL25, 25C, 200 MB

CALL

Computers

695

10 users

1395

20 users

1895

100 users

3795

Call For Prices on
NetWare 4.0

Call for all AST products

Intuit
Lotus
Mathematica

Central Point
Corel
IBM

Adobe
Aldus
Borland

From:

Power Exec 386SL/25, 120 meg

520
605
245

5users

Made in USA

Fonts

Spinnakor
Symantec
WorkPerfect

MicroProse
Micosoft
Quarterdeck

From:

PRINTERS

Tape Back- Up Drives

Adobe
IQ Engineering
MicroLogic

Video Boards
All Graphics

2195

Colorado

Panasonic 2180

289

1960

Jumbo 120 Int

145

Panasonic 2624

390

Jumbo 250 Int

195

OKIDATA ML320

315

Trakker 120 Ext

355

OKIDATA ML390

460

*2 S/1P/1 Game Ports, 101 AT Enhanced Keyboard, Mouse

Trakker 250 Ext

410

HP DeskJet 500

Syquest

399

*1.2 ( 5.25") & 1.44 ( 3.5") meg TEAC Floppy Drives

Diamond

*SVGA card w/1 meg & SVGA 0.28mm Monitor

88 meg kit Int

425

699

Stealth 24, 1MB

88 meg Ext.

625

486DX2/66, 4MB RAM, 200 meg HD

VESA
Local
Bus

486/50, 4MB, 200 meg HD
486/33, 4MB RAM, 120 meg HD
386/40. 4MB RAM, 120 meg HD

1620
1390

All Systems Include:

*MS-DOS 5.0 & MSWindows 3.1 ( complete w/manuals)
*One year parts and labour limited warranty

Hard Disks

Maxtor
LXT 340 meg
619
LXT 535 meg.
919
Micropolis ( SCSI)
1624 670 meg
1195
1598 1GB SCSI2
1475
Fugica, Micronet, Seagate
CALL FOR ALL MODELS

Conner
CP30104H, 120 meg
269
CP3204, 212 meg
349
Quantum ( ELS/LPS)
ProDrive 170 meg
275
ProDrive 240 meg
395
ProDrive 525 meg
995

WE STOCK:
ADAPTEC
BOCA

CALCOMP
CITIZEN
INTEL

CREATIVE
LABS
EPSON

SVGA Monitors
NEC 3FGX, 14"

HP PaintJet
Epson, Citizen

705
CALL

295
435

Ultra Pro, 2MB

515

Ultra Pro, 2MB EISA

575
175

Orchid Fahrenheit
VESA Local Bus

$235

LASER PRINTERS

645

NEC 5FG, 17"
Viewsonic 4E, 14"

1375
325

Viewsonic 8, 20"
Aamazing, 14"

1785
335

HAYES
MAYNARD
MOUNTAIN

HP DeskJet 550c

Ultra +, 1MB
Ultra Pro, 1MB

HP
HP
HP
HP
HP

LaserJet 4SI
LaserJet IV
LaserJet IIIP
LaserJet 4P
Laser 4D

KNGSTON
HOUSTON
INSTRUMENTS

3225
1395
CALL
1188
CALL

OKI OL 400, 800
OKI OL 840 P.S
Panasonic 4450
NEC Model 95
NEC Model 97

CALL
1720
1295
1385
CALL

Compaq Pagemarq 20

4295

LOGITECH
TALLGRASS
US ROBOTICS

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
MEGAHERTZ

Cornputerlananc
Corporate Accounts
Volume Discounts
And
Consultant Orders
Welcome

Outside California: 1-800-526-3482

Circle 189 on Inquiry Card.

Inside California: 818-884-8644 • FAX: 818-884-8253

Compaq is aRegistered Trademark of
Compaq. IBM is aRegistrered
Trademark of International Business
Machines.
ALL QUOTED PRICES REFLECT A
5% CASH DISCOUNT

7500 Topanga Canyon Boulevard, Canoga Park, CA 91303

Visa, MasterCard and American Express

Hours: Monday - Friday 9 - 6, Saturday 10-5

Prices subject to change without notice.

also accepted

MAY 1993 • 13 Y TE
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HE FOCUSED, FULL-TEXT DATABASE
WITH MCGRAW-HILL CREDIBILITY...
McGraw-Hill Publications Online
Business Week
Aerospace Iloilo
Rends
Aviation Railu
Aviation Week aSpace Technologo
Biotechnologo Newswarch
Bute
Chemical Engineering
Clean- Coal / Sunfuels Letter
Coal Week
Oda Communications
Electric Wag Week
Electrical World
Engineering News- Record
Federal lechnologo Report
Hazardous Waste Business
Independent Power Report
Industrial Energu Bulletin
Inside Energulwith Federal Lands
Inside F.E.R.C.
Inside N.R.C.
Integrated Waste Management
Lan Times
Modern Plastics
Nucleonics Week
Platt's International Petrochemical Report

It's all there, word for word, an unedited electronic
library containing the full-text of articles (except
graphics) exactly as they are published in McGrawHill magazines and newsletters. And because it's
from McGraw-Hill, the world's leading provider of
information services, you also get unparalleled excellence and reliability of content.
Plus, you can search the entire McGraw-Hill database (over 45 leading publications) faster with more
user-friendly ease than any other text. There are no
cumbersome indexes, no summary words to look up
and learn...so you can get right into your hunt for the
information you need about companies, people, and
products on any topic.
Make the connection to McGraw-Hill Publications
Online today. For more information and our latest,
complete list of publications, contact Andrea
Broadbent at (
609) 426-5523. Or fax this coupon
to (
609) 426-7332. Or send it to the address below.
Available through • Dialog' • NewsNer
•Dow Jones News/ Retrieval • Lexis/Nexis'
•F.T. Profile (U.K.)

Platt's Oilgram News
Platt's 011gram Price Report
The Phusician aSportsmedicine
Postgraduate Medicine
S&FS Emerging & Special Situations

McGratu-Hill Publications Online

S&P's Review of Banking aFinancial Services

Princeton-Hightstown Road
Hightstown, NJ 08520 U.S.A.

S&P'S Review of Securities aCommodities

Please send me the complete list of your publications online.

Regulation
Securities Week

Name

&Witt' Environment Report

Title

The Weeklu of Business Aviation
Unixworld

_

Company
Company Address

Rod More...
City

Stan

HARD DRIVE

We will try to beat all prices!
Quantity Discounts!
Corp. & Govt. P.O.'s Welcome!

SALE

NEW REDUCED PRICES

&? Seagate
MODE
SIZE
51225
20.
544096
BOMB
58231 I
.
42MB
543514 0. 414
42144
ST31204 ( I' high) 105M8
5131444 ( 1 high( 130.
$4321113A
1408111
ST4766N
660MS
STAIMON
1037.

SPED
65145
28.
28MS

TYPE
PR/CI
MFM 525 .
SI 69
W IN F51 (IT $389
MFM 525T
5249
IDE 35. $ 164
CC 35.
5259
CE 35'
5279
mi 3.5 . $ 389
SCSI/FFI
1899
SCSI ' fFi $, 499

I
8945
16M.5
121113
1
SPAS
'

onintatcm>
wourcarz
MCIOEL
CP3002 II" hegh(

SIZE
40643
110M8
1101611
1TOMB
2439.
503148
580.43

CP3010/ ( I' h(gb)
CP301744 it• lugh1
CP30204
CP354.44
CP3540

TYPE
OE
OE
OE
CE
IDE
CE
SCSI

SPEED
9145
9MS
9145
7165
SIAS
5145
2145

»Per

MOOR
2.59512 1
0
7120401. 461
/RI 3411' be)
7213511' 461
72454
L943404
IXT3405
1295354
PANTHER ( FIR
PANTHER ( FM

SIZE
KAM
306.8
213311
2' 3M8
243948
341:4613
3.064E
5,56%
10068
15POMB

SPEED
I7995
SATS
1IOU
SMS
535.5
516.5
6/65
31.85
3.65
3MS

Fuersu .5YEAR
MODEL
26224/S ( 351
26234/5(3 51
26244/5
22663 11111
26525 (FMI

(
331

SITE
330.
420418
52048
I
MO.
175043

TYPE
CE
IDE
198
SCSI
CE
IX
SCSI
CE
SCSI
SCSI

PRICE
5164
5238
$299
5329
5399
$989
5999

PUCE
$ 249
$ 273
11249
$399
5399
$648
3698
$999
$ 1489
$ 1729

WARRANTY

SPUD
DAS
12M5
I2MS
148ES
I1860

TYPE
COST
SCSI/IDE
5845
SCSI/IDE $899
SCSI/CE
3949
SCSI $ 1449
SCSI $ 2699

MICROPCILIS
1624009
2112(3 V)
1598 ( F111
1548 ( FH)
1528 15 PI)
1924 IFT11

660.
105.8
1050.
1748303
1350/48
210048

504.5
OMS
4.
4615
144.5
445

SCSI
SCSI/CE
SC51
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI

$ 1199
11688
51499
$ 2049
$ 1749
$ 2895

WORDSM . Wordstar 2000
Rol. 3.3
These ore Ow .0
same ones sell..
over $ 300 00
From oer cc... We herwe thow
rands en sicek ro sale below dealer cose
Reml b.d and l000ry sea.

REDUCED PRICE

à

5911C0FOR $ 88)EACH

Floppy Drives
36011
525 .
35 .
720K
I2m8 525"
I4.3 3
525"

e

1
,HI
FR
', HT
', HI

329
529
558
558
55

Con. Dove

5149

moue
Drive Controllers

811,
8FM
8Bet
8Bet
16 It
16 Bet
SCSI
SCSI
ESO
CE
CE
Coble,
Gables

4Floppy
4Floppy Flak Denoty
2tiara Doves ItAFIe
2H. Doves Ell
Hard Drive only
Hord and Floppy 11Interlace
DTC • 3280 ( S... 7doves)
Adoptec 15428
Mateo.
MC628224
.
Hord and Fleppy _
Hard and Floppy w./K1
Hard Decee
Hard end Floppy .

ASr

14041 3464.41, same. ob. plus BLED Wakes leg. $ 69
PS/2 1203 Baud WA Pebuochanel r.,..der, $ 19
200 Baud In.. Mad. $ 19
FAX MODEMS
9600 BPS Group III Foc,...1., 2400 BPS Hayes Comp.. Modem,
True Bmkground Send ond Recewe, Menu Drew*, Command L,,,.,
Ncernal and fi. Mode, Roll Card, One Veer Warranty

$49
$99
$148
$29

IBM
Pock& PC or MAC
Laptop Toshiba or Compaq
9600 Baud Fax only cords

59
$49
149
159
124
$34
$139
$224
$149
529
$39
$9
$14

MODEL*
MEMORY
PARTO PRKE
40%10> 286/12 386SX/20
48681400
500814 003 $ 148
hOTEICCK EXEC SX/25. SX/25C . 46689400
500814-004 $ 1413
POWER EEC 3/251 3/21.51C . 4MB PACO
500984-001 $ 168
163U hi00
$ 1298
AST POWER EXEC1 EL
2. NOD
5130984 004
599
AMB MOO
K0984-001 1169
8.4300
500984.002 3599
16M8 MOD
000994003 $ 1245
POWER PRENIUM485/500
1MB EXP
500780001 $ 279
/33,3/33,4/860, PRENChill
IFNI DP Krt
$598
386/25 33 486/33 SOO
4.32 48 EXP BED
500318 CO' $ 298
500790-034 $ 148
AST PREMIUM 386C/386 16
1441.1 MT
502510-008 $ 179
AST PREMIUM 386
YOB NIT
503510-004 1198
AST PREAMM 11, 286.58/16,
386SX/20, 486 37 331
4143 MOD
5007K-004 $ 198
BRAVO LC 4255. 4/33S.
4/500, 4/660
2. KIT
500987-001
598
49489400
500987-M2 5148
8M8 KIT
K0987-003 5298
16MB
3599
3294E
$ 1200

For U.S. and Canadian
Orders Call Toll Free:
800-982-2925
1101111it Mi 7421-61181 / SAT 10441-3PM PST
TECHNICAL 8. CUSTOMER SERVICE CALL
(702) 294-0204 FAX ORDERS, INQUIRIES AND
EXCESS INVENTORY TO FAX ( 702) 294-1161

Nevada's Largest
Computer Wholesaler
COPROCESSORS
mom 10.1141ARD MONS

10111.4443
0873 Y4k
97913 880
VP 086

Nowerau con use 43ndemers en enhanced mode. ges nve molmaskeng
3 bockground operakon for Windows 31. OS/2, 6 other 386
...he ea.. Noon00 upgrodes oiler dramomolly enc.148
system perMenonce 8. easy eaollahon & c.o. ycor eyouns
...once by up so 350% Avelable Fa. mast rnachen.
SX Nowl Supports BM AT and *Men. 4386
20MHZ
$249
33*912
8249
SI.0 PM. Supports 286 PS/2 We a436 20MHZ $ 119
25MHZ
$231
50MHZ
$421
486 Now ,Suppom PS/2 70 80 ma 486 & Comp.
DX33MHZ
11799
SX25MHZ $ 499
MecroNaster soppoos aà MCA PS/2 .. 648610 16. memory)
4860933
*12..
4865025
$149
AT Master Sum.% 38658 systerrn horn IBM 8. Corm. 10 16.1
4.2833
11 129 8
4865925
$ 849

148
Sel
189

91187 MPS
lei
338' 20.., $EP
8318244,
141

8311611.333101131 en' 331.P
Keg,„tec,
$
29 8038743 I4

1'

(0287 &
Mt

08

W
100

80250
80387

Sle
SPF

$OU
EOPEni
1087

ene - 0,46 149

40141X118033
NE Ors

carodbis. kred, cod loge,
CIRO
8141731.
EMI 40.
5104
0111X 40087 5X2Suks / 1633
RN
(188 3348600 ,25(wadeby9) $ 176
CTR1X 804860IC.33
$ 185
804860C43
1239
Ca«
9348.0 25

$
ee

our

cver

Intel
CPU's
386DX
80386 DX/20
Ka
80386 DX/25
174
80386 D9/33
131
9
4860X/SX
80186 DX/25
$ 329
80486 DX/33
$ 309
80486 DX/50
5522
80486 DX 2/50
5542
80486 DX 2/63
ISO
80486 SX/25
5192
33486 SX/20
$ 149

Largest selection of Memory! Call if you don't see it!
IBM

PS/2 Memory

MOOEL 4
P5/1 and 386/59 ( 2121)

MEMORY
294E
IMB
PS/2 30/286. 64911.4 1497259
5121(
95/2 30/286,25/286, Ado Bed 1497259
2941
PS/2 3550, LS, 40SX,70161, 061, 121
Ado BES 6450609, 34E3011, 34E3077
XStation 1208 130 .
1MB
2948
PS2 50, 50Z, 55SX, 60. 6559
2.8MB
2.161613
PS/I Consonant E 9.0001,0 Exp.
rnodels x43, x.4.4 PSNolteepoint cell models
except Cor sows
AMB
164411
P592 70-421. 461,1321, 861, PS/1
Consullonl, Essental d Expert models x11,
.13 11.14. PS/Valogoent C. senes
2948
PS/2 355X, LS, 4059, 3550. 45. 6559,
LS, 9Sation, PS/Valuepoent C. 6090611
odopler board 34E3001 or 34E3007
4/48
PS/2 90 9P, 95 XP, P75 ( Pars). 56 57 (oil)
PS/I Pro 2123
2,940
P52 90, 95 XIT, P75 ( Paws) 56. 57. boll)
PS/1 Consultant Essennal, Expert . 11,413
11.14. PS/1 No 2123, RS/6CO3

PS2/2 3559. LS, 4050
952 705 and 80's

PS/2 80-421. 431, 461
P5/2 80-041
PS/280-111,311,121, 321,081,161

Memory

PART. PRKE
92E9935 $ 713
92E9694 5149
3015348 $35
30E5360 $84

6450603 $49
6450604 $ 79
1497259 1259
6450609 $308

N/A 5159
N/A 1599

6450508 $79

34E2933 5148
8799977
6450902 588

IMB
9948

6450128 $ 148
6450130 5298

2.

1497259 5258

8/68
28MB
2-I4MB
4-161/8
414,8
IMB
2M8

6450129
6450605
34F3077
34E3011
6451060
6450375
6450379

$289
$249
$309
5388
$198
$68
$89

NSA L0peepA
P5/2 4.0 CL57S4 Color, Mambo.
lhenkpod 700, 7, 300
286E 0701419 $ 163
0701420 5239
EME 0701421 $ 389
PS/No.1445SL
214E 92E3857 $91
2MB 92988054 598
PS/2 Model N51, 482, Notebook SLC, SO
294E 0701826 $88
0701827 $ 158
0701828 $308
Lop. 4335X 8,14059
2948 79E0999 188
464E 79F1OCO $ 168
14059
8. 79E1001 3288

MODEL
1200059
11 050 SE/LE/XE
T200059/11000 LE
1/20091
41600
12000 5XE/42200SX/41800

43100
431COE
43100 19
43200 SX
13200 SXC
13203
1330051.

44400 59, 59C, 16400 59C, DXC

45100
15200/1520CC/18500

MEMORY
2M8 CARD
2MB CARD
4643CARD
8. CARD
2MB BOARD
2MB BOARD
2MB CARD
4944 CARD
84E CARD
2M8 MOD
2MB NOD
2MB BOARD
4953 BOARD
2MB FACO
4. MOO
2MB MCO
.B/400
3MB BOARD
2M8 CARD
AMB CARD
6618 CARD
16. CARD
2. CARD
44.8 CARD
8M8 CARD
I6M8 CARD
2mB BOARD
2M8 MOO
8MO lol0O

NCOEL
Dell.° 386/16

mEATORY

PAM PRICE

IDAB
2MB
àarea
I
MB
eleAB
4/43 Board
464E Nodule

08069-00 5248
08069W7 $ 348
08070-CO $ 398
13131-00 $59
13132-00 $ 1713
13634-00 $ 229
12534-00 $ 179
13645-00 $ 239

Deskpro 2861, 386.20 20E, 25. 25E

TOSHIBA Laptop II Mohawk them

Memory

Circle 196 on Inquiry Card.

Cane( 1,4/1RO 2.5. Sokware Mud., $ 39

FOR YOUR UPGRADE SPECIALIST

leSeM„ 386 8t 486
Processor Upgrades

2490 1444.41.', CordforIBMPC. XT. AToracorpalibles CCITT
V 22bes V 22 arel 8•11 2128 466 448/8640 ans. Supports

lop boards lor 50, 502, 5559, 60,6558
2-884E

SOFTWARE LIQUIDATION

I.

MODEM LIQUIDATION

Coll: 800-982-2925

PA.RTI PRICE
P493111/ $84
PA8312U $84
PA8314U $ 168
P4831511
5308
9883060 $92
PA83021.1 $85
PAXODU $89
PA200IU $ 168
P4,20020
5328
PA7135E $ 199
PA834IU $ 83
PA83081.1
588
PA83I
$158
PA8307U
588
PA8309U $ 158
P483181/
588
P483191.1 $ 158
P47137U $ 158
PA2006U
3128
PA2007U
3188
PA2051
8U
5288
PA2009U $ 795
P42003(.1 $ 125
PA2C04U $ 198
PA2035t)
5341
P420101/ $799
P693010
588
P483040
599
P48313U $ 293

co

Deskpro 3865

Deskpro 386 20E, 25E
Deskpro 386/33. 386/331, 486/25,
331,50k Sat..

DAB
81413
32319
Compoq 94
2-64648
Deskpro 28614, 386N, 3865X/20, 2C14,
Potable 48., Deskpro FA . Systempeo LT
Sena 129160001, Compaq Pro Srgnea
IMB
214B
810,11
Proleno 3/25 d 25Z
286E
8648
Pron. 4/25se, 4/33. 4/50
2148 94.4,1.
4MB Module
8MB Module
Ccenpoq Pro Searna
16MB
32148
6SOT EXP BED W/2MB
Sam. , pm..

1514400 $ 102
16561-00 5369
1656800 51478
2916000 $298

18688-00 $49
18689-00 $85
18690-00 $ 158
28877-00 $318
4173800 $89
41742.03 $ 279
41683-03 $98
4168400 3168
4168503 5318
49320-03 $ 1295
49147-00 $2395
16569-00 $ 299

C*IIIP•IIIAP1•P
Notsdassé Mowery
Naebook/La.p

Compaq 51.1/286
Compaq 511396

Compaq Lie 286 ..

Conpoq

3./20

Compoq LI. LA•/20, 25

Ccespoq LIE 198/2011
Li./25,25C
Compaq Lite 486/25C

2MB
468E
13/68
IMEG MOD
46410 MOD
I
MEG MCD
294101400
4MEG F6013
IMEG BRD
2MEG BRET
IMEG IIRD
I
MEG NCO
4.00400
2MEG hiC0
4MEG MOD
8MEGFACO

39497-00
39499-00 $ r6l1
39499-00
5318
10235-00
$79
10237.00
$218
1830300
579
18304-00
$108
18305-00
$175
17081-00
$79
17081-002
17081-0O3
21125.031
$98
21125002
5179
29769-031
$138
$218
29769-W2
29769033
1398

16. Card
4M8 Cord
BMB Card

N/A $ 1045
N/A $ 1913
N/A $378

Jr.

Simm Modules
(Coll for current prices)
DESCRIP11014
ICONS SONS TINS
25699
$9
511 $ 13
1861003
$ 32 $ 33
IMEG X9
$31
137 $ 39
AMEG X9
$ 139 $ 154
16.09 9
5699
256936 I
MEG ( 72 Pe)
$50
512936 2MEG ( 72 Pin)
185 $95
193.5 4MEG ( 72 Pin)
$ 149 $ 159
2036 &AEG ( 72 PM)
$ 299 $ 318
4936 I
6MEG ( 72 Pen)
$ 599 $699

trONS
SIB
538
$44
$1139

sate
$64

$1 05 $ 145
53 95

7014$
52 41 $ 295
51 95
52 25
31 90
8250 $205
54 45
34 95
55 45
S3 95
54 75
55 45
$495
5525
51700 12003

Newer Technology

52 20
15 95
55 75
12483

illjg3 Memory Boards
8$99 AT PI« Ara 90 uses I
MEG S.m.) CK 8MEG Booed, 40UM
compatible, Canvenhonol, Expanded & Extended Memory, Supports DOS,
OS/2 I/WENS & EEMSOK.$94,2MEG $ 159. 49100 $ 228, &AEG $358
8899899./2191$$$xPS/2163.9artaryls,a113.$hiCASy9ms.DOS
&OS/2 UM EMS 40Support 21.13 loses I
MB Sen.)
2M3-5179

4MB-5245

8M3-5372

from

Universities,

NET 30 Accepted
Fomune ( 000

2581265001

PIKE
1128
1238
$ 12E
$ 149
5298
134:
17 9.
$10*
$140
SI.
5199
5139
5229
187
$9'
5199
5149
$98
5294
529
5394
$8.1
4173
$71
5195
ti393
$79
$91
5191
98
5398
$88
$98
5219

ZA 3250 5 ', leg
ZA-3250-4 5489
4/4 5109
Z-360-1
5113
ZA 180/-86 5128
08 11087 6138
ZA•3800.ME $48
38009410 51/9

2443 MOD
4M.B KIT
1.41 KIT
Z300/400 SERIES ( 420/59
46.180000
2425/511,
2433/5.9
1.48 NOD
ZSERVER 425SE, 4330E, 4500E
4M13 KIT
8MB 99
16. KIT
32MB KIT
420544, 4255H, 433M1-1
4330H
4148 4400
4500014. Z-STATIOhl 3235E.
32314
I694114C0

ZA 6051
598
24A202-M2 5173
ZA 4200.M8 $ 588
ME•100 5153
FAE-90 5599
ME 432
ME 102 $ 313
64 442 1623
141.E 92 5'189

2386/3313,2-386SX/20
2861P., Z-15
2-486/33ET

43reir

Mfg port it's for convenience only.

Trademarks are registered with their respective Co.',. 386,

We ship by UPS, DHL, FEDERAL EXPRESS AND PARCEL POST

387, 287, SO, are trademarks of Intel Corp

MB- 150 $ 148
MB- 90

11648

CMPUTERPERIPHERAIS INC Memory Befirds
Per 34A 16 Bet 2MB Expordoble to .8 ( Usen IMB (e. IDeps) ,vorin
weth IBM AT, ond compotebles Emended, INCLUDES BOARD &MEMOY

= (M

Purchase orders cloys No refunds or exchanges oher 30 days - WARRANTY
Government REFtACEME NT ONLY. ALL PRICES FINAL. PRICES SUBJECT

required/

pee

16 BIT CLOSEOUT

$ 59

TI

WI

8,

AgenciesPersonal Checks, COD odd $ 5.00 ( Cashiers check TO CHANGE.

PART/
37650
37651
23050.09100
FRPCIMBA
FRPCIMBB
FR•PCPA BD
310-3203
310-3204
310.3210
3103213
4838501
4808771
4808781
03160
00263-CO
52587
6200203
N/A
N/A
312019104
3123 1(104
14/6
N/A
CF BAI65
51494502
SNM004
MK 148080042
CE 621B
N/A
a A7I
N/A
2568034 0311
2566996-0031

2M8 MOD
8M8 8400
2/43 MOD
2M8 MCC
2MB MOO
2MISMCO
I
M8
4146 e4C0

2MEO

T111/Aft SHIPPING UPS Win $8.25) Shipping chorges CONDMONIN 20% Restocking Fee on refunds within 30
are non refundoble

1281.4083
2.148
elMB
I
MB
2M8 Mad
4MB Mod
BMB Nod
Dell Laptop 211, 320N, 320141 IMIS mod
2MB Mod
Dell 325N, NC Notebook PC 23513 Mod
Dell NL20 d 4125 NT3K
2MB Mod
Epson N8.3 No..
4.3
Epson 68 51/20.25
2. Mod
25C Notebook
AMB Mod
brae Tempo LX, LX20
2341
E.. Con ier
294E
Gred 1500
4.1
Grid 1450SX
2,1.80
Goldstar 05520, 386SXI 6
UM
Caldssor G5520, 3865016
A.
NCR 3120 Nos..
4008 Mod
NCR 3170 Notebook
4341 Mod
Pockord .1, Mop.. Mi..
1MB
P.kord Boll, morons, FAihubte
4MB
PorkasomCF170/270/370
1
MB
Sort.. Nonemaster 3865
2608
Somsung Nose.,0., 3865
4358
Son. 17N8, IBNB 8. ZEOS
286E
Sharp 6220 .
I
M8
Shorp 6640
2M8
Shorp 4700. 203 .
IMB
Sloop 8501 Colo,,.,
2M8
71 Tr... 2003 .
1M8
41 Travel.. 303059. W1NSX
2MB
11 Traveler. 4000,
W1NDX/25 SX/ 1
6, SX25
4148

60NS

16 Bit Memory Boards Below Dealer Cost!
0-11MS 161111 lor 286 and 386, op to 24Mhe, LI. 40and
Euebeled
Dp ch.ps Extended and Expand.
OR
2MB
4MB
$29
$99
$ 149
$ 299
0.I 6M5 Len/EMS 40, Expanded and Extended, Tnee EMS 40
la( ony 286. 386 and 486 w/
33Mhe CPU speed Uses Simms
OK
2MB
4MO
8M8
16MB
549 $ 139
1204
5352
5653

Meier Laptop IL Netelmek Deism
MOREL
ATM Sobri
4164 Sofa.
Bondwell 1.310
Dec pc 320 Notebook

ZENITH MEMORY

D- Ram Chips
note 100N5 IONS

(SONS
51 95 52 25

O

Z- Note 3201, 320U1
3251, 325LC
MASTERKAT 38651.511.51C
MASTERPORT 386.5X
SUFERSPOR4SX/286E ALPHA
BETA
1•386/20, Z-386/25.33, 33E

$189
5379
$749

I.
DESCRIP11014
6404
256%1 STAUC
256 X I
2560 4
1
MEG X I
IMEGX1 STATIC
1.0%4

Laser Printer Memory
(MEG IMEG 331EGIMEG SMEG &MEG
Brother 1118, 8E, 81), 84
199 $ 1/9 $ 249
Canon LBP4, 4.3 e $ 118 $ 164
Comp. Pagemark 15 d 20
$ 319 $638
Epson Aeon Laser 11, 19)00
195 $ 163 $ 229
Epson 6000
598 $ 168
1,0.7100 de 7200 $ 199 5279
HP Deskjet 500, 5C0C . 559 ( 25691
HP2, 2D. 3, 30. 3P, 2P, 2Pe $ 94 $ 158
HP111 SI
550
$ 148
HP lamr.41, 1111, XL300
$ 148 $ 289
&Maser 4019. 40191 ( 35.1
$ 169
IBM Loser 4029
5139
NEC 90. 290
$ 118
NEC 95
3128
OKI 400
Packard Bell PB9500 .
3125
5178
Ponosone 44 10/ 4430
3119
$188
Pan.. 4420/44501 $89 5108
1178
Poncho. 4450
1105
Pare.. 4455
$ 139
0165 410
$ 119 $ 159
$249
$269
Sur LSO4
1129 $ 179
Sarkrepe 4
5128 $ 178
$258
Tomb° Pogo Lome 6..
$ 119
$178
XL/P517/P535 $48

DISCOVER

684 Wells Rood
Boulder City, NV

MI

89005

MAY 1993 • BYTE

255

Circle 204 on Inquiry Card.

You Can Rely on Ralin For all Your PC System Upgrades!
MODEM UPGRADES

•
/
0046 \v:i2,

. 1/axmoix •

MPC UPGRADES

Zoom Telephonics
All Zoom modems are backed by a7-year
warranty and are made in the USA.

2400 bps w/ v.42bis and MNP 2-5

(AM(:)
(
AM X )

internal
external

$ 45.00
$ 63.00

2400 bps w/ v.42bis and MNP 2-5
9600 send Sr 4800 receive Fax

(AFC)
(AFX)

internal
external

$ 49.95
$ 69.95

9600 bps modem w/ v.32, v.42bis, MNP2-5 ( VP-V.12)
(VX-V32)

internal
external

$185.00
$199.00

14,400 bps modem w/ v.32bis, v.32, v.42bis, ( VFP-V32bus*)
MNP 2-5 and 9600 bps send/receive Fax ( VFX-V32bis*)

internal
external

$194.00
$244.00

2400 bps modem w/.42 bis and MNP 2-5,
9600 bps send and 4800 bps receive Fax

$ 89.95

PKT Pocket/Fax Modem

*WINFAX software option available for $ 15 if purchased with VIP- \*. i2bis or VFX-V32bis modem.
Call acorporals' sales expert today and find out tune Rahn call
your purchasing dollars by upgrading your existing computer equipment.
Rafla stocks: • Motherboards • SIMM Men:my • Controllers • Printers • Monitors
Hard Drives • MPC Products • Computer Cases • Keybmirds and much nwre

Philips CM205 XBK

$315.00

• Internal MPC CD-ROM with less than 375ms
• Kodak " Photo CD" compatible.
CD-ROM XA upgradable

CD-ROM Software Pak

$99.95

• Includes: The Animals ( MP(.), Multimedia
Encyclopedia ( MPC), World Atlas Pak ljir i
bevand Toolwork Reference Library
W... -•••
e ;"

• Dealer Inquiries Welcome.
• Purchase Orders Accepted.

CALL 1-800-752-9512
WHOLESALERS, INC.

Ralhs Policies
• Prices and availability subject • Incomplete returns are
to change.
subject to aservice charge.
• Purchase orders are accepted. • All returns other than
subject to approval,
exchanged items incur a10%
• We do not charge your card
restocking fee.
until order is processed.

To insure your shipment arrives when you need
it, Rahn uses only the most reputable modes of
transportation available,
12E1
2

/
Mile

ups

P.O. Box 450, Orchard Park, NY 14127

e
LCO

WE ACCEPT:

eet =vs4

Hours: 8:00 am to 6:00 pm Mon-Fri
Customer Service: 716-674-6267
Fax: 716-674-2108

BOLD, DYNAMIC, ACCESSIBLE
IT'S BYTE's NEW LooK!
Coming this June! Look for:
Modular Design provides pathways through
articles, allowing you to choose the level of information
you want.

Infocharts and Sidebars present
critical buying information in an easyto-scan manner.

New Table of Contents makes it easier to find coverage
by subject, application, and product names.

Colorful and Lively News & Views
Section provides the latest information
on new products and emerging
technologies.

New Topic Index categorizes all articles by platform as
well as alphabetically.
Comprehensive BYTE Lab Product Reports based on
extensive testing of commodity products every month.
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BYTE's New Graphic Design makes
accessing our in-depth editorial easy for
the busy computer decision-maker!

We

Sewee9.

4c4tee /979

JDR Microdevices

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE FROM JDR!

2233 Samaritan Drive, San Jose, CA 95124

r

UPRIGHT CASE

$ 99.95

'CASE- 200A Super Deluxe Upright $ 349.95
'P5- 2501W 250W p. supply $ 129.95
P5- 3001W 300W p. supply
$ 149.95
CASE- 130 Mid-upright case ..
$99.95
CASE- I20
$ 199.95
Mini- upright case w/200W power supply

IDE hard drive, I6-bit
floppy/hard disk controller,
cables and instructions

NOKIT-120

• L Lapproscd
8088 150 watt
8088 200 watt
286/386/486 200 watt
286/386/486 300 watt

r-ENHANCED

KEYBOARD
$49 95

wet

95
$89.9 5
$89.95
$ 149.95

•

1111e.._.±Y.i'LL-re,

BIC 5339 101 / 102 key enhanced layout

r

$49.95

NON- INTERLACED
1024 x 768 MONITOR

VGA MON• 1024N .
28 dot pitch
Mae
VGAMON 17N 1024x768 17" NI, 0.26mm
VGA-PKG-1024N Non- interlaced Super VGA pkg
VOA- M-1024+ 1024x768 interlaced VGA pkg
11011-PKG 640x480 .
39mm dot pitch VGA pkg

2400 BAUD MODEM

$ 379.95
$ 999.00
$ 469.95
$ 449.95
$ 299.95

$ 49 95

• Internal data modem
• Hayes compatible
• Config. as COM1-COM2
MCT-291

$1 99.9 5
50MFIzEISA w/cache
$I I95.0 0
50MHz cache 486
$999.00
33MHz cache 486
$799.0e
25MHz cache 4865)0
$399.95
40MHz cache 386
$379.95
33MHz cache 386
4349.95
16Mlez 286
1149.95
12MHz 286
51 29.95

$49 9'

16-BIT VGA CARD
• 8/16-bit 8088 and
28 6/
386/486 compat:ble
• 640 x480 in 16 colors
:'()() in 256 colors
•
k
Ivo RAM
MCI- VGA- 1000 .... $ 49.95

MCI- VGA- 4000 1024x768, 1Mb DRAM $ 129.95
MCI- VGA- 5000 Windows Accelerator
$149.95
SPEEDSTAR-24X 24- bit color, 1280x1024
$ 169.95
STEALTH-VRAM Windows occeler., 1280x1024 $ 229.95

$
1495

3- BUTTON MOUSE

$49.95

14,400 BPS INTERNAL FAX/MODEM
• 1.1,400, I
2,000/9600/7200/4800/2400/300
• Hayes AT set, V.42bis/V.42N.32, Group III fax comp.
aPIA-194IF
$ 229.9 5
VIVA- 144E1 14,400 baud external version
$ 299.95
VIVA- 96E 9600 baud external modem only
$269.9

• save phone line charges!
• Supports fax, modem, phone and
answering machine from 1phone line
FAXM-SWITCH
$ t9.9 5
FAX- SWITCH Without modem connection

JDR-MOUSE-3
MOUSE-PAD

$ 14.95
$ 9.95 -

-

[POST CODE DISPLAY CARD

IPCODE
•

$ 59.95

PORTABLE IC TESTER
• ' tests the following 14 to 20-pin
devices: 74 series TTL, 40 & 45 series
MOS & 41/44 series DRAM up to 1Mb
• I. ,,
r1fies unknown part numbers
$ 149.95

WIRE- WRAP PROTOTYPE CARDS
JDR-PR2 8- bit with I/O decode layout
J1111-PR 10 16-bit with I/O decode layout

• Accuracy 290 - l-i"0 DPI
• Optomechanical design
• Windows 3.1 compatibk

!"

286/386/486 compasibe
• Displays power on selt-•.est code
• Works when software won't even boot •

FAX/MODEM/PHONE SWITCH

MOD HIC

•53M1-1z AMD 80386SX CPC • Expandable or
I
6Mb on-board • Uses 256K, IM or 4M x98Ons
(
OK ne.rallea) • Sc 16-bit and two 8-bit slots

, f\fltt.

MCT-M386SX-33
MCT-M486-50E
MCI- 14486-50
MCI- M486-33
MCT-M486SX-25
MCT-C386-40
MCT-C386-33
MCT-M286-1 6
MCT-M286-12

$ 29.95
534.95

SOLDERLESS PROTOTYPE CARDS
PDS-601 8- bit breadboard-on-a-cord w/I0 decode S79.95
PDS-6 11 16- bit version
$89.95

EPROM PROGRAMMER

34..93

09995

• Programs devices up to 512K bits,
plus 27C I
00, 27C i
04, 27C301,
27C1000, 27C1001, 27C2001,
27C4001 and more
• Includes dedicated 8-bi 8088
and 28 6/
386/486 PC r-ampatible card
• ZIF socket accepts 0.6M DIP IC's to
MOD-MEP- 1A
$ 199.95
MOD- MEP-9A As above we 4ZIF sockets $ 269.95
MOD•EMUP Universal programmerhester $ 699.00

EPROM ERASER $ 39 95
• Quickly and simultaneously erases
ri tstandard EPROMs
DATARASE II

d4

e

ràft

IC"
C"

$ 299.00

IDE HARD DRIVES

POWER SUPPLIES
P5•1 50
PS- 200X
PS- 200
PS- 300

120Mb DRIVE PACKAGE

•cp_30104 uomb, 1,ms

33MHZ
3865X
$ 199 95

• 110'220VAC, 50/60Hz

NEW
MEN
MICH

..rni a III
16.%/IWNWI111

RIMULAR CIRCUIT TONED

Accommodates std. & mini motherboards ie
l
• 2 . heir LED display

CASE- 100A

• TOLL-FREE TECH SUPPORT

$ 9995 MOTHERBOARDS

•
• Mounts .3floppy and 4hard drives

• 30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
• 1 YEAR WARRANTY

$ 39.9 5

PART #

BRAND

CAP.

SPD.

CP-30084

Comer

84Mh

19ms

TYPE
YPE

3.r IDE

PRICE
RICE

Circle 207 on Inquiry Card.

LOCAL PRINTER SHARING
LCX-1000 1Mb
_PARALLEL
-DEVICE

SERIAL
DEVICE

$495

4serial I/0, 57,600 bps
2parallel in, 2parallel out

LC -512Kb

$425

4serial I/O, 19,200 bps
2parallel in, 2parallel out

Many New Features!

LC Jr.-256Kb

$199

Up to 115,200 bps
4serial in, 1parallel out

LC -41PAS

$69

Smart-switch
4in / 1out, all parallel
Requires no power supply

SPPS
$49
Up to 115,200 bps

A

illgiCillC0111111Cnn •

Serial / Parallel Converter
Requires no power supply

PB -42PP -256Kb

$199

4in / 2out, all parallel
Upgradable to 4Mb

Logical Connection, Inc.
4660 Portland Roac NE # 108
Salem, OR 97305-1697

800-238-9415

Customer Support:
(
503) 390-9375
FAX: ( 503) 390-9372

AMT INTERNATIONAL
(COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS)

It

3074 LANDESS AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95132
TEL: ( 408) 942-9695 • FAX: ( 408) 942-5509
COMPAQ MEMORY
DeskPro 286.E. 386.20/20EQ5
1MB 113131-001 $75 00
4MB 113132.001
5169 CO
DeskPro 2869, MN and 286851
2MB 118689- col $ 135 00
4MB 118690-001
5233 CO
DeskPro 3865
1MB 113646-001
599 00
4M13 112534-001
5195 00
Deskno 31641 480.33 & SystenPro
2MB 115144.001
S185 00
AST MEMORY
Bravo-286, Worketrion
512K Krt 500510.010
559 00
2MB Krt 5005100.02
515000
Premium 38816/20C
1MB KO 500510.003
575 00
4MB KO 500510.004
slew
Premium 388-20
1MB Krt 500510-003
57500
4MB KO 500510.004 $ lew
Bravo-388SX
4MB Krt 500510-038
5220 00
Premlum 386.5X/25/33 lk 486-25
1M13 500718-002
560 00
4MB 500.780
519503
HEWLETT-PACKARD
MEMORY
Venn OS/16S
1MB
$6500
4MB
5185 00
Vecina OS/20PC. RS125PC and 200
1MB 016400
565 00
4MB 016420
5170 00
Vectra 486PC
1MB 021508
575 00
$16500
4MB CI21514
IBM PS/2 MEMORY
Morale 30-2115, Exp. Board 1497259
512K Krt 30F5348
$ 54 00

2MB KO 30F5360
595 00
Models 70.661/121. 55SX, 65SX
1M96450603
559 DO
Models 70.661021 ,
.502. SOSO. 655X
M86450604
599 00
Monks 555X. 655X. 3483077 8. 36.3011
-MB34P2933
5149 00
Morin, 70-621
:M136450608
599 00
Models 80441
'
MB 6450375
575 00
Models 80.111/311
,1B6450379
599 00
All Models 70 and 80
w121.1 34F3077 $290 00
$350 00
4-161013 w/4M
Models 50, 502. 55SX 60
AMB 1497259
5290 00

2MB Model 5130 .
599 00
2MB Model T5200. TE500 $ 110 00
8MB Model -5200 18500 W99 00
ZENITH MEMORY
1MB SuperSport 286 ec 286E5135 00
2MB SuperSport 2866 286E5140 00
2MB SuperSport SX/Alpha $ 14000
2MB SuperSport SX/Beta $ 140 00
COMPAQ MEMORY
1MB Ponable _TE 286
512550
2MB Portable -TE 286
510050
1MB SLY286
5140 00
4MB SLT-286
5350 00
NEC MEMORY
1MB Prospeed 286
$ 17000
29AB Prospeed 385
$240 00

LASER PRINTER MEMORY

Zenon 2.388/20125133 IC 33E
1MB
ZA35/38COME 590 00
2MB
ZA3603MG $ 140 DO
4MB
ZA38DOMK
5205 DO
Zenon 2.388 SO
512500
2MB
Z-605-1

Nmeett-Panard Laser Jac PAP& IIID
1MB 334748
570 00
2MB 334758
599 CO
4MB 33477B
5185 00
Hewlett-Packard Laser Jet IIP 6110
1MB 33443B
575 00
2MEr 334440
5110 00
4MB 33445B
5175 OD
IBM Laser 4019 and 4019e
CMS 1039137
595 00
35MB 1038675
5195 00
Car- son LBP-811, 811R, 8c1T
2MB S63-1880
5129 00
LAPTOP AND PORTABLE
MEMORY
1MB
2MB
2MB
25+9
2MB
2M93
4MB
21.13
0/63
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TOSHIBA MEMORY
Model 1000SE1XE
Model 1000SE/XE
Model T1200XE
Model 11600
Model T3100E
Model T3103SX
Model T3100SX
Model T3200SX
Model 73200S0

511000
599 00
599 02
$99 CO
599 00
599 00
$19503
599 00
$195 00

ZENITH MEMORY

MATH COPROCESSORS
Overdnye Mathco .......
INTEL
8087.5 MHz
8087.2 8MHz
8087.1 10MHz
80287-6 5MHz
83287-8 8MHz
80287XL 8/10M Hz
80287XL dSLY
80287-10 1CIA1-12
80C287-12 2MHz
90387SX-16
80387SX-20
80387DX-2C
80387DX-25
833970 0-32
80487SX-20
WEITEK
3167.2020MHz
3167.25 25MHz
3167-33 33MHz

LOWEST PRICES
SAME DAY SHIPPING

VISA

4167-25M l-42
4167-33MHz

*Prices subject to change
$350.00
558800

CYR1X
82S87XL
83087-16
83087-20
83287-25
83087.33
83087-40
8833SS887716
83587-25

$59 DO
559 00
$7500
$75 CO
$7500
589 CO
$6500
565 CO
565 CO

I
SX
.IT

$49 CO
559 CO
559 C0
559 CO
$69 CO
569 CO
579 00
589 00
$6500
569 DO
569 00

2087-8
2C87.10
200.7:12
x8720
3087-20
3087-25
3C87-33
3C87-40
33-S.5887716

3587-25

SX

I

8181
US835875X25/33
USD8387-33-40..

$59 00
$79.00

SIMM MODULES
$50 00

$6000

899 00
$5000
555 00
559 00
S89 00
S59 00
569 CO
585 00
585 00
589 00
589 00
$89 00
5435 00
WOO
$13500
$24000

IBM TYPE
£00 52.00 FOR SIPPS
4M x9-80
4Mx9-70
4MK9-60
1MK9-10
1Mx9-80
1M 09-70
256r9-70
256x3-10
256,3-80
256,9-60
APPLE- MAC
1Me3.70
IMa8-11)
1M.13-80
4Ms8-80

5138 CO
$14096
$14300
53000
53500
53600
510 00
59 00
$1000
512 00
53200
$30 00
$32.00
$118 00

MONITORS

DRAM
DRAM 1MGX1
MGX1-12ONS
1MGX1-100NX
1MCX1-80N0
1MG)(1.70NX
64GXI-60NX
DRAM 84X1
41-94450
4154-120
415.100
415.80
DRAM 44E4
446.15
446.12
446.10
DRAM 25601
25651-150N5
2569d- 1209S
2565 MOONS
25601- BONS
25611.7014S
25601 GONS
DRAM 2E4E4
2563.4.10ONS
25604-806S
2%04.70/606S
25601-STATIC COL
51288P-10
MA 21300.08
AAA 2800.07
AO 2800-60
1X4-83 ZIPP
1X4-805TT ZIPP
1X47057 ZIPP

WOO
53 50
$3 60
5365
53 75

$215 00
$259 00
31000
CALL
CALL

MOTHERBOARDS w CPU
$600 00
$450 00

53 99
54 50
S4 75

486 DX 50 w/256k cache
486DX-33 w/ 128k cache
386/486 DX- 40 AMD
lupgradable)
486 SX-25/20
386 DX-40/64k cache
386 SX-33
386 SX-25
486VL-50/33/256k cache

51 25
5150
51 60
$175
175
51 85

IDE with I/O.........................$22.80
Trident w/1MB $0.9
Orchid Pro IIS
Demond Stealth w/1 MB ......$235.00
BESO IDE Controller .. ...$80.00

$085
SO 95
51 50
$200

53 99
54 50
54 75
51 50
$1.75
51.85
51 95
516.00
$18.00
51900

486 DE-33 wi 64k cache
•4MB RAM • 12 144 • 130MB HO
•SVGA Monitor • 101 Key Board
•MisTower Case • DOS 50
•OE WIth I/O

$1369.00

VGA 041 14'
SVGA 028 14 SVGA N-1 0.28 14'
VIEW SONIC
NEC

$230 00
$279.00
$169 00
$125 00
$11000
$19500

000 ON CARDS

MEMORY BOAROS OK
Rampat AT
$95.00
Rampat Plus XT. $ 119.00
Srmmply Ram PS/2 16 ......$ 149.00
IBM PS/2 50, 50Z. 55, 60. 65 or
any MCA System
Simmply Ram PS/2 32 ...... .$ 169 00
PS/2, 70. 80 90 32 Bd MCA
System
HARO ORIYE
CP3000 44 MB
CP3000 89MB
CP3000 130MB
CP3000 210MB
CP3000 340MB
CP3000 520MB

$158 00
$215 00
$2470.0
$360.00
$595.00
$890.00

FAX MODEM
Modem 2400 Bps $40 00
96/24 Bps Int
$60 00
96 144y 32 Bps/v 42 Bps 5220 00

Circle 185 on Inquiry Cord.

Polaroid
Polaroid CP-Workstation
Computer Filter

MdIn Boards • Bar Coding

Polaroid's Circular Polarizing Filters for

monitors combine circular polarizer
technology with optical quality materials
and coatings to provide the ultimate in glare
reduction and contrast enhancement
technology. Polaroid CP-Filters suppress up to
99% of reflected light and are more effective
than any other filter for improving contrast.
Also, most CF-Filter models have atransparent electrically conductive coating which
reduces up to 98% of the electromagnetic
radiation and eliminates static.
computer

Polaroid produces afull range of optical quality anti-glare filters in glass and triacetate to fit
most 9"-21" monitors.
Polaroid Corporation, Polarizer Division,
N2, 1 Upland Road, Norwood, MA 02062
1-800-225-2770 Fax 617-446-4600

GLOBAL INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS AND RESOURCES
•111714 VGA Color Industrial Workstation
•
17" Rack Mount Monibr Enclosure with
Touch Screen
•
286/3865X-33/3860X-40/486012 All
irForie Slot Board Computer
•
EiSA bus CPU Cord
.Dual Drive RAM/ROM/FLASH Disk
.
19" Rock-Mount Chassis with 14 Slots
.6Slots heavy-duty Node Chassis

S,
at
COMPUTEX Tx:m.193

MITAC Inc.

16TH

AelliTAC
RHINO

FL

25
51
0

(
U.S.A DISTRIBUTOR) TEL:1-809-849.2248
1.01 N. ALLOY DRIVE FENTON.A11 48430.0 S A
FAX.31.17501.338

Circle 236 on Inquiry Card.

SCSI IDE FLOPPY
HOST BUS ADAPTER/CONTROLLER
STANDARD FEATURES

Direct Stepper Drive from PC
•No external DC supply or translators required
•Free 2D/3D interpolation software
•Free HPGL converter
SA704

• Up to 7 SCSI Devices
• Up to 2 IDE Drives

SA703 $249
Drives two 1/2 ami

SA704

motors

$995

Drives two motors up to 6 amps

--Call (613) 359-1029
FAX ( 613) 359-1147

SA703

• Up to 4 Floppy Drives
• 7 ROM Addresses

• SCSI and IDE Cables
• On- Board Diagnostics
•
•
•
•

Circle 260 on Inquiry Card.

SUPPORTS

• Drivers for Fusco. Optical
and Removable Drives
• Internal i-nd External
SCSI Connectors

i.8.g,frexG SHE2NG E. RDWA PEI.TAIWiet,R D.C.

• 2 I,"0 Addresses

OPTIONS

Complete Documentation
Lifetime Warranty
30 Day Return Policy
Made in the USA

• CD ROM & UNIX Drivers
• ASPI manager
• 3rd & 4th Floppy Driver

$150.00
115 Bit:SBA Cive

$175.00

P.O. Box 188, ELGIN, Ontario

11.6-Eht SBA ces w Option Pkg

STRADA

CANADA KOG 1E0

CONTROL CONCEPTS INC.
(703) 876-6444 • (
703) 876-6416 Fax

Portable Bar Code Readers

•
101,09UM

19\10U9MMUMW‘t\
‘‘\\‘‘‘

TimeWand* I

Government Enut•ational anclCorpotate Discounts Available
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Circle 267 on Inquiry Card.

1111.R

A

Fixed Frequency Monitors
• 1260 x 1024 x 256 Colors
• 100K xStones Performance
•SCO, USL, AIX, SunSoft
•ISA. EISA. MCA

Starting at $. 9

TimeWand II

Data collection is fast, easy, and extremely accurate
when using Videx portable bar code readers.
Cordless operation, compact size, and light weight
allow you to take the wands wherever the work
needs to be done. Call Videx today for your free
information kit: 503-758-0521. Prices starting at:

An intelligent GUI Coprocessor is required to maintain high GUI
performance in multi- tasking environments like UNIX and OS/2.
•VGA Compatibility for 6411Hz

DuraWand"

OEMs' choice since 1984!

800-334-4922 or 503-626-9393
fax: 503-641-9333
9825-Al SW Sonehine Cu. Beaverton, OR 97005

Circle 266 on Inquiry Card.

TimeWand I
DuraWand

$298
$495

TimeWand II
$698
See us at COMDEX Spring, booth #M5540
1105 NE Circle Blvd., Curvallis, OR 97330-4285
503-758-0521 • FAX 503-752-5285
TimeWand, DuraWand, and Videx are registered
trademarks of Videx, Inc. GC0355
Circle 243 on Inquiry Card.
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Accessories/Supplies • Add- In Boards

gSV3MOHS 3k1VMOtIVH

Communications/Networking • Computer Systems

Communications/Networking

V

New for Windows 3.1!

ice Mail.
t's Fax-on-demand.
It's an Applications
Generator.
It's $495 for board
and software.
It's

oiceResponseleallerlD for Windows
Would you like to develope multi-tasking multi- line non- blocking
Interactive Voice Response applications for Windows?
PIKA offers the developer the high quality, feature rich AVA-B
Series 1, 2 & 4line voice cards with hardware voice compression
Also, the new PIKA IdFi 1, 2 & 4line Caller Id cards are the
answer to many new and exciting Windows server applications.
All PIKA cards are available (at affordable prices) with Windows
DLL & DDE developer toolkits.

PhoneOffice.

e

DENS

_
Call our demo line 309-862-1804
to get more information by fax-on-demand.

Inquire about developer toolkits for NT, DOS. UNIX & ONX.

Tel: ( 309)862-1704 Fax: ( 309)862-1804
1.1.1fflin 309 W. Beaufort. Suite 8, Normal. IL 61761

155 Terence Matthews Cres Konato, Ontario IQM 2A8, Canada

Dealers, call u, about ot rspecially discounted promotional unit,.

Circle 264

on

Circle 276 on Inquiry Card.

Inquiry Card ( RESELLE125: 265).

PC/AT Four Port Corn. Coprocessor

LET YOUR COMPUTER DO THE TALKING!
Integrated
Voice/Fax Mail

GMM Sync4/CCPTM
• High Performance 16 MHZ 16 bd CPU
• 80X86 code compatible.
• 4Sync/Async Ports
(2 Serial Ports with Full Duplex DMA).
• Uses Zikig 85C30, 85230 SCC chip.
• 512K Dual Ported Ram (STD)
(1, 2, or 4MEG Dual Port Ram - optional).
• 8k, 16k, 32k, 64k Window Size ( Programmable) OMM Products Am All Made in USO
• 8Software Selectable and Shareable
PC/AT Dual Port Com. CoProcesso,
Interrupts.
olso available
• RS232/RS422/RS485
GMM Sync2/CCPT .
• Source Code Debugger Kit Available.
Other PC/AT & PS/2 8530 based products available.
Extremely competitive pricing.

Girard

(714)752 -9447 Fax (714)752 7335

'8092 Sky Park South - Unit E, Irvine CA 92714

GMM Research Corporation

11 Auto-Attendant

performance software. PC-AT/386/486 based.

• NEW - Supports DMA transfer.
Faster than Dual Ported Memory!
• Looks like IBM Cart with Huge QUEUE! G
111—
T E K
•8ports per card. RS-232, 422. 485.
(.11 I. Is( . • DEVELOPMENT HARDM ARF & SOFTMARF. • P.O. Ron 2310

• Call Processing

Menu driven. Easy to use. Full support for
ithetorex, New Voice, Dialogic,
and Intel

rn

• Telemarketing

voice and fax hardware. Supports up to 24
voice lines and up to 8 fax lines.

Hardware + software Klts
2 voice lines kit starts at

• Fax Mail

$ 650

• Fax-on-Demand

24 hours free info: 818-368-4566 or 818-368-8848

• Fax Broadcasting

SigmaTech Software
Tel: (818) 368-6132

Fax: (818) 368-7859

• Party/Chat lines

• Talking Yellow pages
10801 Bismarck Ave.. Northridge, CA 91326 USA
Resellers Dealers OEMs Private labels are welcome)
Circle 255 on Inquiry Card ( RE5ELLERS: 256).
u

me'owe
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FAX ON
DEMAND!

PCSS-8FX Intelligent Serial Coprocessor

ORDER
TOLL- FREE.
800-282-4835

•Voice Mail

program control Into one full-featured high

Light-Speed Serial Communications

,

• Unlimited Audiotex

integrates major voice/fax applications plus

Circle 223 on Inquiry Card

• Better than
I!Mhyte/second
''
transfer rate.
.2:-•
• No load on Host 7
Processor!
.
•1/0 Mapped - No amm ,
host memory used.
reenzezie.

e/

O IL
'
7
FAX ON DEMAND • VOICE MAIL
CALL PROCESSING • TELEMARKETING

V/S PLUS gives you professional VOICE MAIL & AUTO TRANSFER while it
pounds out Fed Hard Copy non-stop 24-hours aday. Give it to them - NOW!
Complete Package with Hardware and FAX Software. 2year warranty.
Requires PC/AT/386/486.
For Sales and Information Call:
Y/S PLUS
MULTI- LINE HARDWARE

only S899 1-800-685-4884
from 8299 510-522-3800 • FAX, 510-522-5556

,,-tme4t.

OEM ...9...,
IVISAWC•AME,CODI

TALKING TECHNOLOGY, INC.
1125Atlantic Ave , Alemetla.CA 94501

Bas SI. IIMF, MS 39521-2310 USA • Mit-sissippi & Technical Support 60146741008
Fast 601.461-0935 • OEM & Dealer Inquiries Welcomed!

Circle

Circle 224 on Inquiry Card.

238 on Inquiry Card.

PC-bus CPU Board

See how affordable it is to advertise to BYTE's
500,000 computer professionals in this section!

All include
'2 Ser

Model:

*1 Por

SC386SX-25

"FDC

SC386DX-33C

SC286-16

*DE

SC486DX-33C

"Watch - Dog

A104-486SLC

Timer

AC!

Cyrix 486SLC
available now

1-800-886-A CI2
U.S.A.
TEL: 617.938-8020 FAX. 617.938-8037

International ( Tatwarn
TEL. 886-2.7690128 FAX. 886-2.7602154

Circle 253 on Inquiry Card.
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Data Acqtrisition

486 Computers

386 Computers

486-33 64K Cache $ 1649
Intel 486DX 33 MHz Processor
4Mb SIMM Memory
I.2Mb, and 1.44Mb floppies
120Mb Hard Disk Drive @ l5ms
2Serial, IParallel, IGame Port
Tower Case with 230 Watt PS
SVGA Card - Trident 8900 w/IMb
1024 x768 .28dp SVGA Monitor
Keytronics 101 Keyboard, Mouse
486-50DX2 256K Cache $ 1749
486-50DX 256K Cache $ 1899
486SX-33 8K Cache $ 1379
350 VA Upsonlc UPS only $90 w/496 Purchase!

386DX 40 I28K Cache $ 1199
Intel 386DX 40Mhz Processor
4Mb SIMM Memory
I.2Mb, and 1.44Mb Floppies
84Mb Hard Disk Drive @ l5ms
2Serial, IParallel, IGame Port
Tower Case with 230Watt PS
SVGA Card - Trident 9000 w/512Kb
1024 x768 . 28dp SVGA Monitor
Keytronics 101 Keyboard
386DX-33 I28K Cache $ 1189
386SX-33 $999

Components

386SX/25 $ 1259
60Mb Hdd, 2Mb RAM, 64 Gray VGA
Iser, Ipar, 1PS/2 Mouse port
86 Key. 12 Function Kbd, 6Lbs

1Mb SIMMS @ 7Ons $33
250 VA Upsonic UPS
$99
213 Mb Hdd
$395
Internal FAX modem 96/24 $72
250 Mb Colorado Tape Back-up..$259
Internal CD ROM
$259
Creative Labs Multi-Media Kit $549
3Button Mouse
$21
Monterrey Spill- Proof 101 Kbd $26

486SLC/25
$1599
80Mb Hdd, 4Mb RAM, 64 Gray VGA
1ser, 1par, IPS/2 Mouse port
86 key. 12 function Kbd, Case,
Universal Power Supp.. 6Lbs.

Call or Fax&
xfo
Company
for
MorePOs accepted
,_ co
Coln

ers

911 N. Edgefield
Dallas TX 75208
Ph. (214) 948-3155

Internatione

IBM PCIXT/AT, PS2, MICROCHANNEL
COMPUTERS AND COMPATIBLES

-AID Boards
-Signal Conditioning
.Communication
-PC Instruments
•Scientific Software

NEW 1993
CATALOG

'

KEITH LEY METRABYTE
D

Free 3Berton Mouse w/386 Purchase

NoteBook Computers

•

FREE, 288 PAGE

1993 DATA ACQUISITION CATALOG
AND REFERENCE GUIDE

A

ACQUISITION

SEND TODAY FOR YOUR FREE
CATALOG OR CALL 1-800-348-0033,
FAX: 508-880-0179

Circle 231 on Inquiry Card.

The Intelligent Solution For Data Acquisition

DAP 2400e' Data Acquisition Processor"'
ANALOG 1/0
I ) 1GITAL1/0

•
Inputs to 312K samples per second
•
Outputs to 3I2K :anodes per second
•
Simultaneous fae input/output
CPU: i186ori48fi

FFT and FIR-filtering at 16 MIPS
20 MHz CPU with DRAM to 1024K
32 MHz DSP with SRAM to 96K
DAPLTM Operating System
•100. standard command, MI • aosT

*
Custom commands in (

Send for FREE catalog and demo diskette.
Or call us at (206) . 153-2345.

Circle 273 on Inquiry Card.

AT Systems in ROM

T

•••-•"'

FAX ( 214) 942-8360

Member: Dallas Chamber of Commerce, Dallas Better Business Bureau

A

L t11011.‘101.:11-,s
2265 116111 Avenue NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
FAX (206) 453-1119

Circle 232

on Inquiry

Card.

HANDYSCOPE 12 bits
COMPUTER- CONTROLLED

Ul Single Board Computers

MEASURING INSTRUMENT

Ià Run DOS code from ROM

EJ

PC Code compatible

EJ Large Memory space
• Backplane systems
La Develop code on a PC. Run on our
CPU cards with DOS and code in ROM. Use
off-the-shelf expansion cards.
KS6: NEC V53 CPU (286eq), 5serial, 2Par, Clock, AT bus,
Max 4M Ram, 2M Rom, 512K NV Sram. $349 (ql-oem ver).
KS3. V40 CPU, 3Serial, 2Par, Clock, Flop, Kbd. $249 (ci 1 )

303-444-7737

KILA

Fax 303-786-9983

655 Hawthorn Ave., Boulder CO 80304 U.S.A

Circle 229 on Inquiry Card.

Rackmount Solutions
RACKMOUNT COMPONENTS - OTY 25 PRICING
Rackmount Chassis 19kTx17* $183
Rackmount VGA Monitors $531
Rackmount Monitor Shelf
$113
Rackmount Keyboard Shelf
$88
RACKMOUNT PLATFORMS - Oty 1Pricing
RMS486-33EISA $ 1799
RMS386-40 $814
RMS486-33 $1443
RMS386SX-25 $693
System Platforms include rRackmount Chassis,
200W Power Supply, Motherboard, 1.0MB Memory,
IDE, FDC, 2Ser, Par, 1.2MB or 1.44MB Floppy Disk
Drive, 1Year Warranty

-STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE
• SPECTRUM ANALYZER —
• VOLTMETER
• TRANSIENT
- RECORDER
-

CALL for FREE demo diskette and
information NOW:
COMPLETE SYSTEM S499!

RACKMOUNT CHASSIS - 15 Models up to 20 Board Slots
SLOT CPU BOARDS - 486. 386, 386SX
RACKMOUNT MONITORS - Super VGA and Monochrome
RACKMOUNT CABINET - Modular from 21* to 96" high

rem

vA11E y

TECHNOLOCY

TIEPIE engineering
Tel: (31) 5106 9238

INC.

Fax: ( 31) 5106 9704

Battenserreed 2 9023 AR Jo

2468 Armstrong Street, Livermore CA 94550
(510) 447-2030 FAX: (510) 447-4559
Circle

247

on Inquiry Card.

Circle 248 on Inquiry Card.
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Computer Systems

gSV3A10H9 gkIVAIOLIVH

Disk & Optical Drives • Diskettes/Duplicators • Keyboards

Disk & Optical Drives

PS/2 50 50z 55sx 60 70 80 P70
INTERNAL DRIVES - May be used as ahigh performance replacement or to coexist with original
IBM drive. Compatible with DOS 3.3. 4.01. 5.0. OS/2 2.0 and Novell. Includes DE or SCSI2
microchannel controller, hard drive, mounting kit. ribbon 8 power cable, manual, and hardware.
85mb, 15ms, Internal Seagate IDE Drive Kit
8439
125mb, 15ms, Internal Maxtor IDE / SCSI Drive Kit
$494/8504
200mb, 15ms, Internal Seagate IDE/Maxtor SCSI Drive Kit
$
623/1649
340mb, 13ms, Internal WD IDE/Maxtor SCSI Drive Kit
$837/$933
512mb. 12ms, Internal Fujitsu IDE / SCSI Drive Kit
$1,289/11299
1.2gb, 12ms, Internal Toshiba SCSI Drive Kit
$1,794

PS/2 Model 25, 30, 30 -286 External SCSI drives evadable from 125 ut lo 175 gis Includes
42mb Seagate Hard Drue Kd
$ 243
85mb/125mb Hard ° eve Kit 4313/2368

i
nsolinits, ,

SC51-2 controller external case eh Om nstalled and [unbowed
6" SCSI cable Free doers lor CD.Romdnues or Novell 286 6386

.,

Iin? Watetalt
xm

Higher reliability for lower price
inally discover the difference total dedication to

reliability and cost can make. Unlike most hard
F
disk manufacturers, we manufacture higher
reliability but lower cost drive to sell.
DX-3120A and 3060A are new version of hard disk
drive that was developed, tested and proven by a
team of engineers with sophisticated experience in
the hard disk drive industries.
If you are ready to take these new products for your
system, please call us.

1•800-eipsALes Tel. (516) 981-9473
1-800-487-2538

Fax 1
514) 981 5038

Da/ Army Bak euroalo•
COD
91 In"
e "T,

Cr.

Om
5810)
01, 114aFri

Circle 261 on Inquiry Card.

STAND ALONE

Key Features
• 3.5" Winchester disk drive
• 120MB/60MB Capacity
• 1inch Height
•AT/IDE Interface
• 64KB/32KB Buffer
• 1,7 RLL Code
• 19 msec Avg. access time
IN 100,000 hours MTBF

j

DISKETTE
DUPLICATOR
OVER 300 DISKS PER HOUR
5.25" and 3.50" Models

e DAEYOUNG

1g ELECTRONICS IND. CO.,LTD.

Korea HO 352. Dangleong-dong. Ounpost. KyouigkFcla 435-030. Korea Tel (
02)864-1661 Fax (OZ 864.4479
Sales DU 185.4, Seobinggo-4003. Yongsanit 1. Seoul 140-240. Korea Tel (
02) 790-6873 Fax (
02)190-6878

In the USA. anc Canada, address your inquines to Mark Westec Corp.
780 Montague Expressway 4104. San Jose. CA 95131, SA Tel (
408) 456-2660 Fax (
408) 456-0828

Circle 278 on Inquiry Card.

SES 1

Connector

MiniSCS171444----High-Performance Parallel- to- SCSI Adapter

Transform Your
Parallel Port

Conned up to 7 SCSI
,40c
devices to your parallel port

• 100°/0 Printer Passthrough
• Weighs Just 7.2 Ounces
II Fully Compatible With
Bidirectional and
Unidirectional Parallel
Ports

• Powered By The SCSI Bus
Ill Only $ 229.00

and gja use your printer!
Up to twice as fast as our original
MiniSCSI, the MiniSCSI Plus
lets you run aCD-ROM, tape backup,
SyQuest, Bernoulli or other SCSI device
from almost any parallel port. For most
notebook users, it's the only way to use
SCSI devices. Plus, an integrated cable
makes it asnap to share SCSI devices
with desktops and other notebooks.

Call Today For Details!

800-872-6867 • 800-TRANTOR
C
IRAMI4)1
Trantor Systems, Ltd.
5415 Randall Place • Fremont, CA 94538-3151
TEL: ( 510) 770-1400 • FAX: ( 510) 770-9910

O In9j ,rantre sqr. Ud MiniSCSI ul MinAC SI Mus ore
traderna+ and Innolor is aregn end lnw/CIPhInt..1I 'edam ,rsens Ud
111,,therpndm nape, an. tradmodrk , rnce rr,pr. Irmo compd.. ,

"This product. is darned near perfect"
-terry Pournelle, Byte Magazine Marrb 1993

de
EPP Version Available!

R Y T F. • MAY 1993

"This year, the compan) outdid itself .
The Mindal Plus is even more elegant than
its predecessor and almost twice as fast."
—Jim Seymour. PC Magazine December 1992

SIMPLE AND FAST FROM $ 1799 US
TEL: (416) 602-9270 '///
FAX: (416) 602-9279
'
/
4, , 4 dhll
Circle 215 on Inquiry Card (
RESELLERS: 216)

Mone

Back Guarantee & 1Yr. Warranty

Popular
Space- Saver
Keyboard

$98.00

Saves 60% desk space. Footprint 27.3 x15.2 cm. 100 fulltravel tactilly responsive keys. Standard left-right spacing for easy touch
typing. IBM XT/AT PS 2compatible. Many language versions available.

Call Toll Free To Order: 1-800-DATALUX
ameimász,Hale 155 Aviation Dr.•Winchester, VA 22602
—VISA, MC, AmX —

Tel 1-703-662-1500•FAX 1-703-662-1682
Auto-FAXed Specs FAX 1-703-662-1675

I°

Universal
Keypad for
Portable
Compute
Available in Ivory or Black

Memory/Chips/Upgrades • Monitors & Terminals
IBM • TATUNG • PANASONIC • ZEOS • SHARP • NŒSINGATE • HYUNDAI • AST • s
A
A
N
E
Y

ROM BIOS UPGRADES
Solve Your Compatability Problems!

S
A

eisélefFiriailinai

WE 8
OF
ROM BIOS UPGRADES IN THE WORLD.

U
N
G

FEATURES OF A NEW BIOS

A
Y

TM

TO COMPUTER
A
Pum.9,

V
TO PRINTER
(800) 822-4333
17741 Mitchell, North
Irvine, CA 92714 USA
TEL (7)4) 833-3355
FAX ( 7141 833-0322

Is the unhandy numeric section of your
portable computer's keyboard dragging you
down?....Give your productivity aboost by
using our Micropad. The ergonomically
designed Micropad is ideal for spreadsheet
and accounting applications that require fast
and accurate entry of numeric data.
The Micropad attaches to the parallel port
of any MS-DOS computer while providing a
clean pass through connection to the printer.
Power usage is negligible. Lightweight and
compact, the Micropad is fully programmable
and is also available with connectors to fit
keyboard and serial ports.

GENOVvATIONY

•MEMORY UPGRADES
•MOTHERBOARDS
• BIOS Reference Manuals
•DIAGNOSTIC PRODUCTS

deferent nar3 drws

o

StriartMicro
TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
rc•

Boost data entry speed accuracy and convenience
with Genovation's Mkropad, the innovative
numeric keypadfor portable computers.

AMI
PHOENIX
MR BIOS
AWARD

ORDER
F

1- 800- ROM- BIOS
76

6

Memory Superstore . . .

your direct source.

...For the absolute best prices on laptop, desktop and workstation
memory, call now! 800•800.7056.

.11111111111111111
4MB x9-80/70***
$110.00
4MB x9-60
$114.00
256K x9-8070
$11.00
1MB x9-80/70 (9chip) $34.50
1MB x9-80r0 (3chip)
$31.00
1MB x36-70
$136.00
2MB x36-7G"
$262.00
4MB x36-70' *•*
$499.00
Call tor best price on a30pin 872-pin
Modules, 2. 4. 8816MB
'used in PS/2. Compaq, Dell 8
ore, highend systems (386 6486)
•4
piece minimum
Laser Miler Memory
Canon
1MB
LBP 811/8111148117 4848
Epson Action Laser 2MB

8118.00
6190.00
$125.00

Action Laser 11
2M8
$1
36.00
HP LaserJet tiP.IIPPIs.111.1110.111P,11.11D,Illsi
2MB
899.00
4MB $172.00
HP DeskJet
256K
$78.00
IBM 4029* *-*
4M8
$140.00
Sharp JX9500PS
1MB
$75.00
OKI Laser OL400
2MB
$116.00
OL800/820
2MB
$135.00
4MB
6210.00
Panasonic
2MB
$135.00
100,4420, 44501
KKP4455
2MB
$175.00
KKP4410
4MB
8215.00
IBM 8Corneae Memory
PS/2; 35SX/LS.40SX,50Z,55SX/LS,57SX,
65SX/LS,70,70A21,1321.B61,90,95
2MB $89
4MB $136
8MB $268
DeskPro386/2H E,25,S/16.N.SX20.33M
2MB $89
4MB $ 136
8MB $268

Workstation Memory
Sun EPC/IPX*** 16MB
$470
Dell 486
16MB
$495
IBM RS6000
16MB
$620
HP Apollo
16MB
8675
Silicon Graphics
16MB
$620
Next
16MB
$470

2MB
$309
Packard Bell, Magnavox, Mitsuba***
2MB $ 150
4MB
Toshiba - T1000SE/LE/XE,T2000SX,
71000L812200-SX, 72000SXE
1MB $80
2MB
4MB $230
8MB
Toshiba - 11200XE
2MB
Toshiba 44400 SX/SXC, 73300, 16400
2MB $182
6M8 $
4469
Zenith Masters SL
2MB

(800) 800-7056

$290

4M8 329
$
8MB*8.670
0122

OR ( 805) 339-0305
FAX ( 805) 339-0353

Prices sublect to change POs welcome OAC Volume

DECOD
2e,

Orscounts for Corsoratlons.VAlis Government end
Unwersotres Shipping worldede Fed to and UPS.
Restoctung Fee on refunds within 30 days No refunds or exchanges otter 30 days

D

Circle 252 on Inquiry Card.

EVIE
Breaks the 4-Color Price Barrier
with the Hardware/Software Showcase
See how affordable it is to advertise to BYTE's
500,000 computer professionals in this section!
Call for more advertising information:
(603) 924-2695 or ( 603) 924-2598

STAND-ALONE LCD MONITOR
New Touch Screen Option Available

10" black on white monitor is easy-to-read, yet
$7951 This
compact. Resolution is 640x480 for sharp, flicker-frec

image. Fast response, high refresh rate twisted nematic technolop
with backlighting provides abright low radiation screen with awide
viewing angle. The adjustable monitor base is only 29x14 cm. It let.
you mount the LCD monitor on vertical surfaces or fold for transport. Comes with 1.5 m cable and controller card. No external
power required. IBM AT compatible.

gy from MicroTouch. Provides high resolution,
529%0Tm
fast response, all glass scratch proof optically clear touch sensor.
Complete with controller and software. DOS, Windows compatible.

To Order Call Toll-Free: 1-800-DATALUX

DATALUX
17,7, Aviation

Drive • Winchester,

VA

22602

Tel: 1-703-662-1500
FAX: 1-703-662-1682
AtttoFAXed Specs:
1-703-662-1675

WARRANTY REPLACEMENT ONLY

Circle 249 on Inquiry Card.

E
D
G
E

E
u
A
D 143 TRIUNFO CANYON RD SUITE 103 • WESTLAKE VILLAGE CA 91361
D • GATEWAY • EPSON • TANDY • DEU. • NCR • EVERIEK • COMPACI - NEC • WYSE •

C INew Touch Screen Version. Capacitive technolo-

3109
$430
$88

N
G

•FREE Catalog • FREE Chip puller • FREE Tech support • Volume Discounts
• Univ.&Corp. POs Welcome • Same Day Shipping - DEALERS WELCOME • Call for
special pricing, free bins resellers kit • Authorized Micronics BIOS Distributor

Specialists in workstation products. Contact
us for current prices 8. new catalog
1117 ""1= e1.7;17"nTra
Apple Power Book* 4MB
$230
AST Premium Exec. 4MB
$160
AT&T Safari
4MB
$345
Bondwell 0310
1MB
$136
Compaq
LTE386s/20
1MB $82
4MB 6259
LTELite/20.5
2MB $140
4M8 $240
8MB $578
LTE/286
1MB $88
2MB $138
SLT/286
1MB $88
4MB $240
Goldstar GS520
4MB
330
HP 951X, Poet PC, Grid Pad
SRAM Card
256K
$122
512K
$ 149
Flash Memory
1MB
$238

E

A
D

24E 7

Circle 222 on Inquiry Card.

,.,

o

Circle 219 on Inquiry Cord.
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Laptops & Notebooks • Memory/Chips/Upgrades

3SV3A1OHS 3LIVAIOLIVH

Printers/Plotters • Programmable Hardware

Mail Order • Multimedia

Industrial l'C Solutions

_411% 1

SOLUTION GUItti
pen*

• Industrial PCs • Industrial 1/0 Cards
• 486/386/286 • PC- Bus Card Cages
CPU Cards • Rack Mount
•RAM/ROM disks
Keyboards
•

In California 408-245-6678 )

1,1:lustre .5 Le Automate,' onth PCs

4

H.

East Argues Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
FAXialk-8268

FREE!

PRINTER BUFFER

* :
i
fle

for automatic sharing of printer(s) by several computers.

New 88 page PC -

Based industrial automation reference guide for
your systems and OEM
Ikeeditk. -

Nobody waits!

•Simultaneous input on all ports

0weer--.

.

Circle 214 on Inquiry Card.

•Compatible with all printers,
Lasers and CAD plotters
•Pop-up Menus
•Free Technical Support
•30 day money-back guarantee
& full-year limited warranty
•Full Windows® Support

STANDARD 1MB memory • memory

sizes thru

8

MB

• Fast - data rates to 75 KB/S • multiple copies • multiple outputs

1MB 6- Port Parallel

199"

VGA makes it to the

BIG SCREEN

9- Port Parallel $259.95
15- Port Parallel $379.95
4- Serial + 5- Parallel $269.95
16- Serial + 3- Parallel $ 399.95

Single User Parallel

$99"

512 KBytes - unit is
expandable to 4 MB
Serial or Converting
buffers available

Other Models also available - Call'

eede weat;

Technologic
ri
e
V

I"

5

5

513-644-2230 • FAX 644-2232

VISA

Made in USA

204 EAST FOURTH STREET, MARYSVILLE, OHIO 43040

Circle 239 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 240).
4.4ePtaircatak.

..

P L C

) 17/'
High
1
speed scan rate at afraction of the cost"

Experience the freedom of viewing
your presentation on a giant TV
in brilliant colors
With a little imagination
the applications are endless
Product upgrade guaranteed for one year

NTSC 8 PAL switchable

Calpac Computer Corporation
53 Moody Court
Thousand Oaks, CA 91350

1800 800-7222
Circle 277 on Inquiry Card

Desktop Video
Motion Capture

VGA-TV Converter

Vie
vP . PALISTSC,

1111
MR P•mGra.7
• Real-time & motion video

• Sharp & Flicker-free

capture
• 8. 16. 24- bit color

• TV & Monitor display simultaneously
• S- VHS & Composite output

• DOS & Windows support
• S- VHS & Composite input
• Free development kit

• Windows support
• MRVP/NTSC also for Mac

• Sound Blaster compatible
USS

299

• Nor. Over/Under-scan switch

USS 149 ( MR V1/Plus)
USS 349 ( MR VP)

DISPLAY RESEARCH LABORATORY
VISA
11.11Mel

Capital Automation Inc.
Tel.: 1-800- CAPITAL
Fax: 704-596-9595

International inquiry:
Intl Tel.: 1852) 420 1165
Intl Fax: 852) 415 2739

Circle 268 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 269).
lea
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HARDWARE
MTh CONTROLLER • 8opticalry isolated digital oputs at 12 to 24 VDC • 8isolated relay outputs
rated up to 3A continuous at 120 VAC with a10 Asurge • timers • counters • pulsars • data stoma*
•sequencers • serial communications opPonal RS485 or 05232. up to iris per Kof Boolean logic
•ANALOG CONTROLLER • 810 bd analog inputs • 4analog outputs • 2digital apes • 2relay output'
•2transistor outputs • 85485 on board • PID loops • 8K RAAA • OPERATOR INTERFACE • 24 cleared«
by 2line display • 4by 4keypad • 8K RAM• easy to use keyboard and display functions • RS48.5 on
board
. SOFTWARE: • programmable with IBM /MAT/386/486 compatible and EPROM programmer
•easy to use ladder Maio compiler vatti tee annotation and integrated editor • Software package
t,
includes functions for all seems
,DWC mPLC Digital controller $
131110
DWC ArPLC135485 interlace $
62.00
'
Analog maggot $25300
DWG PLC 85232 nitertace Osa x
Warta« 8251.00
DWC Norma Ned. $199 1:10
lea Carnally software elm
wograrnmers development adapter PAW
Rest tune buyers sorteare sale wrth any purchase or about,

-668-2707

tel: ( 519) 850-0637 fax: (
5191 660-1602

m118.

ISON • WO

CO

R

P

0

R

A

T

I

O

N

Programmable Hardware

Programmable Hardware • Taut. Drives

l
eFor Your Development Needs!

C-PLC

MODEL 9000
EPROM PROGRAMMER
• Quick Pulse and intelligent
algorithms.
le Programs Eproms (up to
4Mb), EEproms & MPU's.
re Up to 57K baud.
• Ultra Fast!

•Enclosure with LCD/Keypad available
•Expansion bus for additional, low cost I/O
•Easy to use Dynamic Crm development software only $ 195!

800-282-4835

DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 2310 • Bay St. Louis, MS 39521-2310 U.S.A.

Z-World Engineering (916) 757-3737
1724 Picasso Ave., Davis, CA 95616 • Fax: (916) 753-5141
your fax and request cata

Fax: 601-467-0935
Mississippi & Technical Support 601-467-8048

24 hr. Information Service: ( 916)753 0618. Call from

Circle 225 on Inquiry Card.

street # 24

Circle 245 on Inquiry Card.

9 Track/3480 Tape Subsystems
1/4" DAT 8mm Optical

1 IEEE 488/Serial
j Converters &- Controllers

211

$ 289!

•10- bit DAC: voltage or current output
•Twelve digital/relay driver outputs
•RS-232/RS-485 serial ports

ORDER TOLL- FREE
OEM & Dealer Inquiries Welcomed!

TM

•New CProgrammable Miniature Controller
•Seven 10- bit analog inputs
•Seven digital inputs

New Windows Software Available
• Best Quality
• Lowest Prices

Connect IEEE 488 ( HP-IB/GP18) and serial ( RS- 232 or RS- 422)
computers, plotters, and instruments

800/1600/3200/6250 BPI

CALL 1-800-938-TAPE

4191

LOtec

,

the smart approach to instrumentation

(216) 439-4091 •

Laguna Data Systems

7340 Smoke Ranch Road, Suite C, Las Vegas, NV 89128

lOtech, Inc. • 25971 Cannon Road • Cleveland, Ohio 44146

Fax ( 216) 439-4093

Tel: ( 702) 254-2648 • Fax: ( 702) 254-0910

Circle 228 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 230 on Inquiry Card.

UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER, EMULATOR, & TESTER

TUP-400
TUP-300

9-Track for PCs

NEW

$745.00
$575.00

3 New Improved hardware and software.
3 The most complete PC-based Universal Programmer

Mainframe to PC data interchange

Programs PLD ( PAL GAL FPL EPLD, PEEL, MAX
MACH_.), E(E)PROM, ( up to IEMbit), flash EPROM.

Rock solid solutions, rock bottom prices.

BPROM, Special PROM, MPU (87XX. 68XX, LS, PSD3G1,
PIC16XX, TMS320EXX, UPD75PXXX, FID637XXX...).
• Covers DIP, PLCC, QFP, SOP, and PGA with 8to 84 pins.
Gang Progamming adapters available also.
3 EPROM EMULATION capability.

Direct from the manufacturer. 1600 & 6250 bpi.
Subsystems includ drives and software.

• Tests digital ICs and DRAMs (SIMM/SIP adapter available).
• Free software updates and new device added upon reqœst.

FLEX- 700 $995.00

• IC Manufacturers approval.
• I-year warranty, 30-day money-back guarantee.

PROGRAMMER SYSTEM NOW
AVAILABLE. CONNECTS TO X

CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION.
Distributers are welcome!

PC XT/AT/386/486/LAPTOP il
THE PARALLEL PRINTFR POR!

Tribal Microsystems Inc.
!

44388 S. GRIMMER BLVD . FREMONT. CA 94538

Tel ( 510) 623-8859
FAX ( 510) 623-9925

Circle 241 on Inquiry Card

800-729-8725

UNIVERSAL
••••

Since 1980
Tel: 619-571-5555 • FAX: 619-571-0982
Europe: Tel: (+49) 6172-35027 • FAX: (+ 49) 6172-35028

3480 Now
with IDRC!

Ask about 3480 tape drives too

(RESELLERS: 242).

Circle

SUPERPRO
$549
SUPERPRO/Em $ 399

234 on Inquiry Card.

Desktop 9-Track Tape Subsystem
#1-selling 9- track system on desktop.
Oualstar's low cost 1/2-inch 9-track Streaming
tape systems bring Lill ANSI data irdercharge to
IBM AT, PS/2 or Macintosh, giving your micro the
freedom to exchange data files with nearly any
mainframe or minicomputer in the world.
Systems include DOS or Xenix compa:ible
software, coupler card and cables. High ieliability
1600 or 6250 BPI capability may be used for disk
backup as well as data interchange.

Universal Programmers
• ProTams E(E)PROMs. Flash EPROMs to
8Mbit & Bipolar Proms.
• Microcontrollers from INTEL. MOT, NSC,
PIC, SIG, MICROCHIP, etc.
• PLD, GAL, MACH, MAX ( not included in
SUPERPRO/EM)
•Tests TTLJCMOS and Memory.
ROM MASTER $ 129
• New parts added upon customer request • U,ersal EIEIROM programmer to 4Mbit
and free updates on BBS. ( 24 bru)
ROM MASTER/4 $ 199
•Onlire technical support and hardware
• Jniversal E(E)PROM programmer 4Gang Vers*n
warranty for tyear

XELTEK

OVERLAND DATA

p.

17LIRLSTRR e
.

(408) 524-1929
(408) 245-7084 FAX • (
408) 245-7082
757 N. PastDria Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Circle

BBS

244 on Inquiry Card.

9621 lrondale Ave

Call us today! For details and
to order: Fax (818) 882-4081
Phone ( 818) 882-5822
Chatsworth CA 91311

01989 Oualstar Corp.
All product and company names and trademarks are the exclusive property of their reeec: ve mane-s.
Circle

237 on Inquiry Card.
MAY1993 • BYTE
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1Taoe Drives • Business • Mathematical/Statistical

9 TRACK
MAGNETIC
TAPE SYSTEM
FOR IBM PC/X T
286,'386/486

Data Acquisition • Database

• Mainframe to PC Data Xfer to 24MSMin
• Complete Software Packages
• Ready to Operate Systems
• Service and Support, Easy Installation
•Na. 1In Customer Satisfaction
41. SCSI Buss Interface, UNIX Compatible
• MO, Cartridge, Tape Duplication Systems
• Data Conversion Duplica*icin Services
•

Newlinused, Reconditioned, Used MTUs

call ( 919) 763-8400 or write to:

111111

4304 Market SI., Wilmington, NO 28403
wou
a
n
U. Ma • IS ` WIA`M
Mi./
MagdW
'
mar,
w

st- ilt _

Circle 270 on Inquiry Card.

Program

Your Business For Success

rfie

ClaWallEIZE
IIIMIESS aWATCH
1111111111WITS WWI

Micro.Ce ""r
'
P
*

•Increase Control
-Increase Profits & Sales
•Work Smarter, Not Harder
•Bar Code Readers, Cash Drawers and More
-220 Volt Hardware Available
•Foreign Languages Available

We Provide Hardware/Software That Is:
V Affordable & Functional
V Easy to use

V Tested & Stable
V Unparalleled In Technical Support

800-837-8268

Main Phone ..... (91 b 425-9500
Eaa.
(at 425-4598
21hr. flia,
19'4) 425-6440
Exx on çlemand (9 -4) 426-6064
PEW= Welcome 800- SELL POS
1800-735-5767)

II
Circle 262

on Inquiry

Card ( RESELLERS: 263).

Graphical Software for
Data Acquisition and Control
The free eight-page LabVIEW brochure features software for
Windows-based PCs, Sun SPARCstations, and Macintosh
computers. With LabVIEW, engineers and scientists build
software modules called virtual instrumentation (V1s) instead
of writing text-based programs. The LabVIEW instrument
Library has over 150 instrument drivers to simplify device
programming. Afree demo disk is available.

National Instruments
6504 Bridge Point Parkway, Austin, TX 78730
(512) 794-0100
(800) 433-3488 ( U.S. and Canada)
Fax ( 512) 794-8411
Circle 233 on Inquiry Card.

dBASE Data Entry

Electronic archiving/
retrieval software!
nned images & existing files
for multiuser networks

Supports desktop and E- size scanners
Safe, secure, protected
Multiple optical drives ( either 5.25" or 121

0.1.0-F- outperforms the competition In cost &
V.O.LC.E. was designed specifically for
multiuser networks like Novell and
Lantastic. Use VO.I.CE with any IBM
compatible PC with aVGA or EGA

i

ndUS

T, • it. 1: ,r

nqnit

monitor V.O.I.C.E. archives arid remeves
scanned images, drawings, Word Perfect,
AutoCad, and Lotus 1-2-3 eleetrunic tiles,
and has multiple levels of security

Place an order by calling:

1-800-843-9377

Ldx«

340 South Oak Street
W.,st Salem, WI 54669 USA
Circle

226

on Inquiry Cord ( RESELLERS: 227).
The TransTerm 5is awork station data entry/display terminal
for on-line shop floor data collection into PC/AT/PS-2 systems.
The unit is one of afamily of such terminals which feature LC
displays for operator prompting and data entry via sealed touch
keys or an optional barcode scanner or badge reader
(Code39,UPC+). Amulti-terminal network controller ( up to 250
stations) and adBASE IV compatible software package are also
available. System costs start below $300 per station. Options
include display backlighting, barcode scanning, counter inputs,
control output.

PC rIbX
Typesetting Software

,nZ

j_.

Xlezdt
—

(

( x4 —

tY

i) 3
+

This complete typesetting system makes
your books, manuals, articles, & math formulas
look their best!
Fo- aF.ZEE CATALOG & DEMO DISK, call 415/338-8853
Personal TEX, Inc.
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12 Madrona Street

3 ''' tI • \ I \ 1 Pm;

Mill Valley, CA 94941

Fax:415/388-8865

Circle 235 on Inquiry

Card.

COMPUTERINISE:
302 N. Winchester • Olathe, KS 66062

913-829-0600 • 800-255-3739 • FAX 913-829-0810
Circle 218 on Inquiry Card

Let your
"true colors shine
through"
when you advertise your
computer products in
BYTE's
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

Security • Utilities • Windows

Fingerehrck fingerprint verifier includca:
4. Fingerprint Reader
h H W Interface
• Ft AT-Ilua
• RS- 212
c. S/W kpyllretlan laterface
•Iznet: ( & owl(
•enrollmeut
•matching

Application Area:
•lomputer t,,,,, at trannaction controL
•Computer databasc aecurity control.
• Phymical arcems control by corimmting FingerCheck
fingerprint verifier with control circuitry to
activate door hxlis Island-alone system). The
bdand.slime sys.em can he connect, d to tcomputer
network to perform othrr functions such RA event

Call for more details:
(603) 924-2695
or (
603) 924-2598

ODM are welcome!

Sauffrr

• For law “forcemebt applicatiout tho FingcrUbeck
fingerprint vernier can work with card systems, stub
as smart cards md optical card.. to perform identity
verification. It wrondes social • rtfare security ho
using cards suen an ID card. drlaers license. Pasipon,
orcd)tc.rdu,d000n.

STARTEK ENG, INC.
"

Pane Am. U &mflce-60,ed
•al Park shrew, Taman 300 R0 C
35, 853FEI Far 1386.35.7870139

Circle 271 on Inquiry Card.

SHOWCASE
our newest, affordable,
4- color advertising section!

Didributars, OEM

rccording and mimmunications ler management
(network type @mama).

PC Diagnostics and
System Information
Over 3Million users
-I New Version 4.7 now indudes Reachour Host remote control
software and Novi' Scan virus detection software
U Both novices and expee PC users can quickly solve common
computer problems
CI Reports hardware configuration,
interrupts, perfonnance
benchmarks and more
Indudes LAN features for

BASIC Compiler 8051/52 & Derivative
BXC Version 4.0 Ne,' Release!
•100% BASIC-52 compatible & in line assembly
•Full floating point, integer, byte and bit variables
•Compatible with any RAM or ROM memory mapping
•Compile BXC program into CALLable subroutine
•Compile program to coexist with BASIC-52 interpretel
•DS/5000 chip support and extensions
•Dynamic length variables and many string functions
•Advanced run-time error trapping & buffered serial I/O
BXC51 $295
Call now! 508-369-9556 or FAX 508-369-9549

1
L

Binary Technology, Inc.
P.O. Box 541 • Carlisle, MA 01741

networked PC suppuil
and management

Competitive upgrade and
tradeup pricing available too.
Callus now at:
1-800-DIAG SOFT
Also from DiagSoft: QAPhis/WLV' for tuning and troublArooting Windows'
and QAPhier for txxver-users and service/support pmf..sionaLs.
1-Antntbkiftware, Comp USA, Biz Mart, Fry's Elerizonia and oth, fine rcielleis.

DiagSoft,

Inc., 5515 Scotts Valley Drive. SLite 140, Scotts Valley,
California 95066
1-408-438-8247- FAX 1-408-438-7113
_Sugges'ed Retail: S159.95

Circle 217 on Inquiry Card.

Í APL

Chyle

Complete APL system $60.
Wei1

J
I

Ken's new APL for teaching and resea rc h.
Shareware and documentation $24. Source $90.

E

GUI programming for APL and J

Iverson Software Inc.
33 Major St., Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 2K9
Phone (416) 925-6096

Fax (416) 488-7559
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NEW! True Windows 3.1 versions.
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Circle 250 on Inquiry Card
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RESELLERS: 251).
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Mail Order • Programming Languages/Tools

THE BUYER'S MART
A DIRECTORY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
THE BUYER'S MART is a unique classified section
organized by product category to help readers locate
suppliers. Each ad has Inquiry numbers to aid readers
requesting information from advertisers.
AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by
BYTE. Do NOT send logos or camera-ready artwork.
Advertisers should furnish typewritten copy. 2"xVI," ads
can include headline ( 23 characters maximum), descriptive text ( 300 characters is the maximum
recommended) plus company name, address, tele -

phone and fax number. 2"x2V." ad has more space for
descriptive text (850 characters is the maximum recommended).
DEADLINE: Ad copy is due approximately 2 months
prior to issue date. For example: November issue
closes on September 8. Send your copy and payment
to: THE BUYER'S MART, BYTE Magazine, 1 Phoenix
Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. For more information call: Margot Gnade at 603-924-2656.
FAX: 603-924-2683.

BAR CODE

RADIOACTIVE?

Portable Reader

800-729-5397 or Tel/Fax: (302) 655-3800
Aware Electronics Corp.
P0 Box 4299 Wilmington DE 19807
$149.50

3-5
Issues
2"x1V."
1ad
2ads/issue
3ads/issue

2"x2sh"
1ad
2ads/issue
3ads/issue

6-11
Issues

12
Issues

13
Issues

$663 $636 $557
- 530
- 504

$530
504
477

$1,326 $1,272 $1,114 $ 1,060
- 1,060
1,008
- 1,008
954

BAR CODE

ACCESSORIES
Plot it on your PC with The RM-60 RADIATION MONITOR
Senal or printer pod Detecte ALPHA • BETA • GAMMA • X-RAY.
MicroR. 1000 times the resolution of standard geiger counters.
Excellent for tracking RADON GAS Find sources. New Version 29
.WINDOWS, Plot: • Background • Cosmic Rays • Clouds • Foods
CalWinte for PC MAGAZINE review. • TSR • GM Tube
VISUMC/E0R0 Phone orders Not satisfied? Full refund

RATES (Jan. 1993)

Simple, Powerful, Easy-to- use
* AA Battery Operated, with backup coin battery
* 2x16 Supertwist LCD Display
* 32 Raised Rubber Keys
* Real-time Clock Built-In for Date/Time Stamps

Thermal Printer Package
Allegro Thermal Transfer Printer-2" per sec
speed. Up to 4" label width-Only 20 lbs. weightPrints UPC/EAN, 2of5, UCC-128, Code 39,
128-Prints scalable text and PCX graphics with
bar codes-Packaged with LabeIRIGHT Software,
serial cable, ribbon and labels-Complete-51895

Worthington Data Solutions
(408) 458-9938

(800) 345-4220

* 2Built- In Inventory Programs
* 3 User Defined Programs, & 3User Data Files
* Wand, CCD, or Laser Scanner Input
* Doubles as Non-Portable Reader
* Serial Interface and Keyboard Interface
* Reads 2of 5, UPC/EAN, 128, Code 39, etc.

KEYBOARD, VIDEO, MOUSE, AUDIO
Extend signals from PC with EXTENDER
Split signals with COMPANION/PC EXPANDER
Switch signals among PCs with COMMANDER
Boosts signals up to 600 feet. Control up to 96 PCs
with one keyboard. monitor and mouse.

CYBEX CORPORATION
2800H Bob Wallace Ave . Huntsville, AL 35805
Phone: 205-534-0011

Fax: 205-534-0010

* Uploads with furnished Programs or Xmodem
* 64K Complete with Steel Wand - $799

Worthington Data Solutions
Swiss Office
Rütistrasse 6
CH 9050, Appenzell Switzerland
071 87 51 17 FAX
071 87 51 15 Phone

3004 Mission Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
408-458-9938

800-345-4220

Portable Bar Code Reader
> Use as a PORTABLE. WEDGE, or SERIAL
> 9V Battery Operation with Lithium Backup
> 2x16 Supertwist LCD Display
> 54 Key Keyboard with Separate Numeric Keys
> Real-time Clock Supports Date & Time Stamps
> Reads all Popular Bar Codes ( 16 types)
> Wand, CCD, Laser, or Serial Input Devices
> Built-In Program Generator
> Create Your Own Custom Programs

Inquiry 651.

> 6Built- In Inventory Programs
> Up to 250 Programs Can Reside in Memory
> Create up to 250 Data Files per Program
> Up to 250 Look-Up Files in Memory

PROGRAMMABLE FUNCTION KEYPAD
The Function Keypad 35 features a 7 by 5
matrix of relegendable keys, programmable
under both DOS and Windows 3.1. Define up
to 11 macros per single or double key. Passthrough connection to parallel port allows
concurrent use of standard keyboard. $ 160

GENOVATION, Inc.
17741 Mitchell North, Irvine, CA 92714
(800) 822-4333

1114) 833-3355

FAX (714) 833-0322

Inquiry 652.

Bar Code Readers
For PC, XT, AT, PS/2, Macintosh
and Serial Terminals
* Attaches as 2nd Keyboard or to any ADB port
* Reads 2of5, 128, UPC/EAN, Code 39, etc.
* External or internal attachment on PC
* Wand, CCD, Slot Badge, Magstripe or Laser

> 64K Memory with Data Compression
> 30-day $$ Back Guarantee - 1Year Warranty
> Complete Unit with WAND Scanner - $795

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
2190 Regal Parkway. Euless, TX 76040
(800) 648 4452

(
817) 571-9015 FAX ( 817) 685-6232

* Two Scanners per Reader
* 100+ Configurable Options

ARCHIVAL UTILITIES

RawCopy
PCTM
The Best Archival Utility,
Removes all the things
you HATE
to look up & plug in

* 2 Year Warranty, 30 Day $ Back Guarantee
* Direct From Manufacturer
* Top Rated by Independent Review
* Complete with Laser Scanner - $ 1399
* Complete with Stainless Steel Wand - $399

Worthington Data Solutions
Swiss Office
Rülistrasse 6
CH 9050, Appenzell Switzerland
071 87 51 17 FAX
071 87 51 15 Phone

3004 Mission Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
408-458-9938

800-345-4220

$79.95
FREE SHIPPING

Micro Systems
InternationalTM

1-800-944-3410
Inquiry 653.
BYTE • MAY 1993

BAR CODE READERS
For PC, XT, AT, PS/2, & Serial Terminals
> Emulates Keyboard: Works With Any Software
> Data Appears as Keyboard Input
> Uses Enhanced Decoding Algorithms
> Accepts Wand, Slot/Badge, CCD, Laser,
Magnetic Stripe Reader. & RS232 Serial Input
> Reads All Popular Bar Codes ( 16 types)
> Reads HIGH, MEDIUM, & LOW density codes
> Auto-Discriminates Between Bar Code Types
> Easily Programmed with aBar Code Menu
> Over 140 User Configurable Options

CALL US TODAY

268

> Built-In Calculator
> Supports HAYES Compatible Modems

> Daisy Chain Up to 96 Readers
> Supports NOVELL Networks

Labeling Software
On EPSON, IBM, OKI, or LaserJet. Easy
WYSIWYG design. Any format/size. Up to 120
fields per label. 18 text sizes to 3" -readable at
100', AIAG, KMart, Sears, MIL-STD, Pennys, 2of5,
128, UPC/EAN, Code 39. File Input & Scanned
PCX graphics - $279. Other programs from $ 129.

Worthington Data Solutions
(408) 458-9938

800-345-4220

> Supports US & INTERNATIONAL Keyboards
> Direct From Manufacturer
> 30-day $$ Back Guarantee, 1Year Warranty
> Complete Unit with LASER Scanner - $ 1095
> Complete Unit with WAND Scanner - $395

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
2190 Regal Parkway, Euless, TX 76040

(800) 648-4452 (817) 571-9015 FAX

(
817) 685 -6232

BAR CODE
Bar Code Printing Software
LabelWorks for Windows
> Prints all Popular Bar Code Types ( 19 Types)
> Desktop Publishing Features: WYSIWYG,
Scalable Fonts, Rulers, Guides, Lines, Shapes,
Page Zooms (25%-400%), Templates
> Rotates Text, Bar Codes, and Graphics
> Supports Windows Compatible Fonts
> Choose From Over One Hundred Popular
Label Formats or Design Your Own

BAR CODE

CD-ROM

DATA INPUT DEVICES

Bar Code. Magnetic Stripe Readers 8 SmartCard Encoder/
Reader for microcomputers 8 terminals, including IBM PS/2
8 others. DEC, Macintosh, AT&T, CT, Wyse. Wang. All
readers connect on the keyboard cable 8 are transparent to
all software. UPC 8 39 print programs, magnetic encoders.
8 portable readers are also available.

TPS Electronics

4047 Transport, Palo Alto, CA 94303

415-856-6833

Telex 371-9097 TPS PLA

1-800-526-5920

FAX: 415-856-3843

Inquiry 657.

> 30-day Money- Back Guarantee. $295
" • CALL FOR FREE DEMO SOFTWARE • •

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
2190 Regal Parkway, Euless, TX 76040

18001648-4452 (817)571-9015 FAX 18171685-6232

VARIANT MICROSYSTEMS

BAR CODE READERS DELIVER

WAND/LASER/MAGNETIC CARD CONNECTIVITY
• Keyboard wedges ( IntemaVExtemal) for IBM PC/VT/AT,
PS/2, and portables
• RS232 wedges for WISE, Link, Kimtron terminals
• Bar code and label printing software
• Full two-year warranty

• 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee
• Extensive VAR/Dealer Discounts
46560 Freemont ElIdd Surte 206.' Freemont. Cu 94538/151014402870

800-666-4BAR

FAX: (510) 440-2873

Inquiry 658.

CREATE BAR CODE SYSTEMS

AccuScan, Inc.
PO Box 80037, Conyers, GA 30208
(404) 922-1220

Inquiry 654.

INFO MAC Macintosh SW, 4000+ files, Aug. 92
CDROM Caddies

$39.95
$4.95

WALNUT CREEK CDROM
1547 Palos Verdes Mall. Ste 260, Walnut Creek, CA 94596
(800) 786 9907 (510) 947 5996 FAX: ( 510) 947 1644

• Up to 180Irtips under any PC operating system
• Extensive utilities plus third party support under DOS, Unix,
OS/2, Windows
• CCITT 1988 125, many variations of SDLC and HDLC and
V.25 bis dial supported
• Full function SNA emulation packages also available

Sangoma Technologies Inc.
Tel (416) 474-1990
FAX (416) 474-9223

1-800-388-2475

COMPUTER BOOKS

TERMINATOR • -Super high density fouler—
(Complete with schematic & PCB Editor)
Ibis totally integrated CAD software offers superior functionality at
competitive prices DC/CAD packages include
*Flip up and retry router whia minimization * No copy protection available
*ASCII se w/automatic procedure recording • Autoplacef * WINDOWS Dos
task • Gerbef and DXF * Optional Automatic Copper plane w/cross hatching
*Optional simulation 8enhanced mode for 386 users
Price horn $195 * can for current offer
-EXPEDITED PCB LAYOUT SERVICE AT LOW COST-

Design Computation, Inc.

1771 Highway 34 Farmingdale. NJ 07727

Phone: (
9081 681 - 7700 Fax: / 956/ 681-8733

DC/CA: , "

X.25, HDLC, SDLC, BSC

SDLA card and software provides 'plug-in' synchronous link
support for PCs which is inexpensive, easy to use and robust.

Inquiry 664.

CAD
Data Harvester Developer's Version can put handheld portable bar code data collection in your
application. Generate system to scan, validate entries
(lengths, types, etc.) and communicate data to PC.
Format data for your software. Easy to use. No
programming. Supports many portable terminals. DOS
& UNIX.

$24.95

$
24.95
$39.95

COMMUNICATIONS

> Automatically Prints Serial Numbers

> Supports Virtually all Windows Compatible
Printers ( PostScript, Laser, & Dot Matrix)

CICA MS Windows Shareware CDROM. Nov. 92

Inquiry 663.

> Rich Text Support: Mix Styles, Types, & Sizes

> Imports & Exports Graphic Files:
TIFF, GIFF, BMP, PCX, WPG, WMF, TARGA

Simtel MSDOS Shareware CDROM, 640 Meg. Dec. 92..524.95
OS/2 Shareware CDROM. Nov. 92
Source Code COROLA, 600 Meg, Mar. 92

COMPUTER BOOKS at adiscount

We specialize in ADVANCED books for developers,
programmers, computer professionals, and academics.
15% discount. Latest books from over 50 publishers.
Free catalog. UPS & international shipping. Personal
service. MCNISA/AMEX. CompuServe' 70007.1333,
GO CBK Windows, Cu.. 0/S 22.0, UNIX, Mac, 00P

CompuBooks
Rt. 1, Box 271-D
Cedar Creek, TX 78612

Inquiry 659,

512-321-9652
1 n512-321-4525

800-880-6818

:
,,, dormance value leader tor Inc demanding entrepe,lieur

Inquiry 665.

COMPUTER INSURANCE
BEST BAR CODE VALUES
•PC/MAC/RS232 Wedges wAsand 8 print. utility $ 2494
•Portables w/wand • 64k..) $750+
•Mag Stripe Encoder/Reeder ( 1, 2or 3tracks) $ 1200+
•Mag Stripe Readers ( TR_ wedge, 95232) $89+
•Bar Code Printing/Reading Software w/HP $ 149.•Lasers/Ca:is/Badge Slot/POS Products 1-5 YR WARRANTY
•01st/Dealer Discounts • SPANISH Dept. avail.

ELECTRONICS CAD
Schematic Capture 8.

PCB

CAD

Analogue Simulation, Digital Simulation, etc.
Prices from $195. Credit cards welcome.
For brochure use Inquiry it or contact us at:

BARCODE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMS (BIS)

NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS

9190 Palm Canyon Dnve, Corona, CA 91719

Harding Way, ST IVES, Cambs, UK, PE17 4008

(800) 653-4252 • ( 909) 277-1917 • FAX ( 909) 277-1005

Inquiry 655.

Tel: 011-44-480-461778 Fax: 011-44-480-494042

Inquiry 660.

NEED AONE STOP SOURCE
FOR YOUR BAR CODE SOLUTIONS?

readers plug and play with your existing system without additional software. 30 DAY GUARANTEE • LIFETIME TECH.

NICAL SUPPORT • NEXT DAY DEUVERY • VARIETY OF
PAYMENT OPTIONS • OEM/VAR DISCOUNTS. CALL US.

INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES & SYSTEMS

East, it USA (
800)826-1688

Western USA (
80(1) 2284487

Inquiry 656.

FROM A PRINTER

PORT!

Indexer LPT t• software

$249

VERSION 3
VISA/MC
•Controls up to six step motors simultaneously.
•Linear and Circular interpolation.
•New features to accommodate machine control.
•Easy-to-use DOS device driver. Super Manual.
•CAD- CAM interface available.
Corporation. 1422 Arnold Ave.
Roslyn, PA 190011215)657-4338
FAX: (215) 657-7815

Ability Systems
Inquiry 661.

PC BAR CODE SPECIALISTS

Seagull Scientific Systems
15127 N.E. 24th. Suite 333, Redmond, WA 98052

1-800-758-2001

206-451-8966

OPTI-CDcache—

Improve (1)-w )M

workstation performance!

Only $89!

OPTIADraebero takes advantage of Extended Memory OCMS) to
cache CD-ROM data Retrieve data from ahigh speed cache
instead rif directly from the CD-ROM drive and significantly
improve your CD-ROM workstation performance!
Ask for our free catalog of exciting CD-ROM products including
the market-Imiling OPTI-NEP CD-ROM networking software!

ONLINE COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.
A member of the Reed Elsevier group.
800-922-9204 or 301-428-3700
FAX us at 301-428-3700.

Inquiry 662.

Now available in Ontario, Canada

COMPUTER REPAIR
Repair or Upgrade your PC. Low

service charge. Quick service, 60
day warranty. Selling IDE/SCSI
controllers and hard drives.

Jasmine Computers
3201 Loma Verde Dr . k133, San Jose CA

(408) 379-6395
Inquiry 667.

CD-ROM
Bar code readers designed for fast, reliable, costeffective data entry. They emulate your keyboard, so
data looks just like it was typed in! Choose from
stainless steel wand, laser gun, CCD, and magnetic
stripe scanners. Also, powerful label printing
software. Great warranty. Generous reseller
discounts. 30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.

PO Box 02211, 2929 N. High St., Columbus, OH 43202

COMPUTER REPAIR

CONTOURING MOTION CONTROL

NEW

TOLL FREE 1-800-848-3469
SAFE WARE, The Insurance Agency Inc.

Inquiry 666.

CAD/CAM

NO PROBLEM! WE OFFER
Quality • Performance • Value
Afull line of READERS • PRINTERS • PORTABLES • BAR
CODE READERS FOR NOTEBOOKS • HEWLETT-PACKARD SCANNERS • MAGNETIC STRIPE READERS. Ou,'

INSURES YOUR COMPUTER
SAFEWARE Computerowner's coverage provides
replacement of hardware, media and purchased
software. As little as $49 a year covers accidents,
theft, power surges and more. One call does it all.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
LOW- LOW- LOW

Computer Systems/Notebooks/Nenvork Solulions
IBM- Apple- Compaq- AST- ALR - Everex-&others
SURAH 386/486 ISA/EISA-AMI/Mylex Motherboards
•CD ROMS • Tape Backup • Pocket FAX Modem LAN
Cards • Hard Drives/Floppy Drives • Memory/upgrades
• DRAMS. SIMM Modules • Laser Printers/Scanners
•Plotters 8 Digitizers • Software

SURAH inc.
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1-800-543-1001 Nationwide Orders
nquiry 668.
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CROSS ASSEMBLERS
Cross Assemblers $ 50
Simulators $ 100
Disassemblers $ 100

PseudoCorp
716 Thimble Shoals Blvd. Newport News, VA 23606
(804) 873-1947

Fax ( 804) 873-2154

DATA/DISK CONVERSION

DIAGNOSTIC

CONVERSION SERVICES

FREE NEWSLETTER OFFER

Convert any 9- track magnetic tape to or from over
5000 formats including 3". 5
8" disk formats &
word processors. Disk- to- disk conversions also
available. Introducing CD-ROM conversions. Call
for more info.

Pivar Computing Services, Inc.
165 Arlington 1-Igts. Rd.. Dept. # 8
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 (800) Convert

Inquiry 669.

DATA ANALYSIS

DATABASE

ADVANCED DATA ANALYSIS...
at a click!

Which
Windows database is the best?
1.11c best?

CLICK- X' software, the most user friendly data
analysis - ever! • Edit Graph/Data • Analyze
•Advanced Math / Regression / Engineering /
Statistics • Import/Export. FREE demo disk.
Custom software available.
SOIOSOft

P.O. Box 2548. Stamford. CT 06906-0548
Phone: ( 203) 977-8161 Fax: ( 203) 977-8237

Inquiry 670.

DATA RECOVERY

Ontracic

DATA RECOVERY
•Professional service recommended by major
hard drive manufacturers • Expertise in virtually
every operating system & media storage device
•24- hour support with weekend, priority, & on-site
service available • For fast, successful results, call:
CA: 1-800-752-7557 • MN:1-800-872-2599
2400 Main Street. Suite 200. Irvine CA 92714
6321 Bury Drive, Eden Prairie MN 55346

We recommend SUPERBASE

2

We build vertical applications with it,
train end-users and developers on it,
and make it available to others
who want the best
Windows relational database
Superbase 2for $189 (
list $795)
Superbase 2Developers Edition $ 650.
Superbase 2Developer class,
4days for $
995.
Consulting and on site training availaNc.

'S eRte
rw

e

800448-NERD

c)

"VI

USA: (800) 683-6696
Intl: (813) 443-1331, FAX: (813) 443-6603

Landmark ResearchInt'l Corp.
703 Grand Central Street
Clearwater, FL 34616
Inquiry

678.

FINANCIAL SOFTWARE
BrainMaker:
"The most fascinating computer software I've ever seen...learn about this
stuff." John Dvorak, PC Mag. Predicts stocks,
bonds, sales, inventories. Comprehensive
manual. Menus. 15,000 sold. PC or Mac.
Still only $ 195!

Free Flyer: 800/284-8112, 916/478-9040

California Scientific Software

Inquiry 679,

Inquiry 675.

Inquiry 671,

THE PC TROUBLESHOOTER
Learn all the latest PC
troubleshooting tips and
tricks from the pros.
Covers PCs, networks,
Windows and more.
CALL NOW for a FREE
sample issue.

FLOW CHARTS
Dr. Solomons Data Recovery Service

NO FIX- NO FEE
High Success Rate

Unique Technical Expertise

Fast Turnaround

Free Diagnosis
S

S

International

Tel +44 ( 0)442 877877

Fax + 44 ( 0)442 877882

dBASE, Fox & Clipper from Visual Basic

Sequiter Software
0209 9644-54 Ave . Edmonton. AB. Canada T6E 5V1

Tel (
403) 437-2410

Fax ( 403) 436-2999

DATA/DISK CONVERSION

DIAGNOSTIC

THE #1CHOICE

"-PINPOINT ANY PC FAILURE."

in disk & tape conversion
for many leading corporations, government agencies,
law firms, and companies in every industry- world-wide
Free test • Satisfaction guaranteed

Graphics Unlimited Inc.
3000 Second St North Minneapolis MN 55411
(612) 588-7571

FAX: ( 612) 588-8783

John C. Dvorak, PC Magazine 6/30/92

Top -rated PocketPOST Power On Self- Test card
with diagnostic software for ISA/EISA/MicroChannel. 180 -page book. Hones your trouble
shooting skills. CALL NOW.

DATA DEPOT, Inc.

1-800-275-1913

FAX 813-443-4377

EDUCATION
HP FILE COPY

New Interlace

BDAT2ASCII

Allows IBM PCs, PS/2, compatibles to
interchange files with Hewlett-Packard
Series 70, 80, 200, 300, 1000, ( LIF media).

Oswego Software
Box 310
Oswego, IL 60543

800-525-0082 ext. 1317
Software Corporat ,o,185CochraneCr MorfanHW CA95037
See our ad on page 82

WINDOWS FLOWCHARTER $129
RFFlow 2.0 is a professional drawing tool for
flowcharts & org. Charts. Requires Microsoft Win-

dows. 100 shapes auto adjust in size. Diagonal
lines and curves. Auto line routing and re-routing.
Click on a shape to bring up a sub-chart. Move
charts to other apps. via the Clipboard. Call for free
trial disk.

RFF ELECTRONICS
1053 Banyan Court, Loveland, CO 80538
Phone: (
303) 663-5767

FAX: (
303) 669-4889

Inquiry 677.

Inquiry 673.

IBM PC4TO

PATTON & PATTON

1710 Drew Street 65, Clearwater. FL 34615

813-446-3402

1-800-745-7571

•High resolutese pent outs
dot matrix or laser
ONLY
•Multi- page charts..
portrait or landscape
•Import/export capatehtles
•35 shapes. 10 fonts. 4line styles
Call for tree demo disk!

Inquiry 680,

Inquiry 676.

Inquiry 672.

FLOW CHARTING 3

Get complete database management power
and dBASE, FoxPro and Clipper file compatibility from VB Win and VB DOS. Get
CodeBasic! Fully multi-user and only $ 195.
Comes with a 90 day money- back guarantee.
FREE demo available.

708/554-3567
FAX 708/554-3573

CALL FOR A FREE DEMO!

Inquiry 674.
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B.S. & M.S. In COMPUTER SCIENCE

The American Institute for Computer Sciences offers an indepth correspondence program to earn your Bachelor of
Science and Master of Science degrees in Computer Science
at home. B.S. subjects covered are: MS/DOS, BASIC.
PASCAL. C. Data File Processing, Data Structures F.
Operating systems M.S. program includes subjects in
Software Engineenng and Artificial Intelligence

GRAPHICS DATA CONVERTER
OPTICAL GRAPH RECOGNITION
(OCR) SOFTWARE

software imports, converts and
manipulates data from scanned plots, pictures,
graphs on paper, or captured screens into data files
for comparing/analyzing/plotting/exporting. FREE
demo disk. Service available.

SCAN- X"'

AMERICAN INST. for COMPUTER SCIENCES
2101- BY Magnolla Ave South Ste 200 Birmingham, AL 35205

800-767-2427

205-323-6191

SoloSoft

P.O. Box 2548. Stamford, CT 06906-0548
Phone: ( 203) 977-8161 Fax ( 203) 977-8237

Inquiry 681.

FRAMEWORK/FRED
THE
FRAMEWORK MAGAZINE

HARDWARE/COMPUTERS
SC/FOX'' EMBEDDED COMPUTERS
PC Parallel Coprocessor Plugdn Boards( 15 MIPS avg 50 MIPS burst.
•sing the SC32 32- bit CPU or the 16-bit Hams RTX 2000 , .

Framework enhancement programs
12 issues $29.90

VIE Master/Stave System Controller Ste 18 MIPS avg 70 MIPS burst.
uses PTO 2000 cpu SCSI. Osent plr ports. to 640K bytes.
Stand-Alone Single Board Computers-. 18 MIPS avg 60 MIPS burst, 30
or 1004100mm Eurocerd-sze using either SC32 or RTX 2000

Unlimited Framework and FRED
support. Access undocumented
powers of Framework & FRED.

Ideal for embedded real- lime control, data acquisition, robots., and signal
processng OEM software development system included

fBase for Framework
$190.90
The fastest disk database access in
existence. dBase file Index
optimization and compression.
Selections & Functions, Inc.

(617) 826-1553
25 Washington Street, Hanover, MA 02339

SILICON COMPOSERS INC
655

Inquiry 686.

Let US Meet Your Hardware Needs
•Complete Systems- Starting (4' $895
w/SVGA monitor
*For 486 DX50 from $895-$1795
*Motherboards, Memory
•Software
Cantor information or catalog. MC & VISA accepted

Kings Computer Technologies
311 North Gray
Killeen, TX 76541

817-554-5464

Inquiry 682.

Empire Engineering
California USA
tel 805/543-2816

fax 805/543-2820

Inquiry 691.

INDUSTRIAL COMPUTING
Complete RealTime Operating System
For your 386/486 PC only

$9951

PC PRODUCTS WANTED
PC Products Wanted

Leading PC Network software vendor is looking for
edge" products to be distributed through its
world wide distribution channels. If you have a product
or product idea, and need sales or distribution we can
help you pave the way to quicker profits. A.C.P.
provides national distribution through Tech Data,
Merisel, Ingram, and our U.K. and Australian subsidiaries. A.C.P. also offers a well established engineering and marketing force. For more information call
A.C.P. at ( 508) 486-4366, or send inquiries to: A.C.P.,
P.O. Box 1490, Littleton, MA 01460,
-cutting

•POSIX Compliant • Realtime Tasks
•Full Networking • Development Tools
• X Windows
• Source Available

RTMX-UniFLEX

Auto Power Adapters

• 120 battery systems
• Small package with high efficiency
• Plugs behveen computer and lighter receptacle
• 599 to $ 129
• Designed and made in USA!!
In stock for Apple PowerBook ( 10-30V input), Canon BJ printer,
Compaq Contura, Everex Tempo LX IBM, Kodak Dicorux printer,
Sanyo. Sharp. Toshiba, Zeos. Custom adapters designed for OEMs.
Serial interface cards for Toshiba and Sanyo

(
4151961-8778

West Evelyn Ave. 87, Mt, View, CA 94041

Call: 1-919-493-1451

800 Eastowne Dr., Ste 111 • Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Inquiry 687.

HARDWARE

LAPTOP PERIPHERALS

Inquiry 692.

JAPAN MARKET

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

Seek Software Developers

Boost Your BASIC with ProBas!

We are looking for companies developing competitive software
products for PCs and aggressively wishing to enter Japan market
Enormous Japanese PC software market attracts worldwide
attention. Do not worry about even though you are unfamiliar with
Japan market or do not have well organized sales network in Japan.
Our technical engineer is pleased to help you by modifications for
Japanese PCs. It your company deserves our considering, please
feel free to fax us today for details. Product catalogs and company
profile are highly welcome.

Giken Shoji Co., Ltd.
Fax: 81-052-972-6577 Phone: 81-052-972-6544
6F Soar Bldg 2-3 1-chome, gun. Higashi kv, Nagoya 461. Japan

Inquiry 688.

•• ProBas5 adds 938 new commands to OB/PDS
••• Written in assembly for speed
•ir Gives your programs a professional look
• Easy to use, money back guarantee, $195

tr., Other add -ons for BASIC, C & Visual Basic

avail.

FREE DEMO Disk AND BOOKLET

TeraTech

(
800) 447-9120 x1060

Dept 1060, 100 Park Ave., Sude 360, Rockville, MD 20850
Intl . 113011424-3903 Fan ( 3011762-8185 BBS 13011762-8184

Inquiry 693.

LANS

Pre- Owned Electronics, IncTM
THE Independent Provider, serving the Dealer,
Professional, Corporate, Government, and
Educational Buyer since 1985

APPLE II" & MACINTOSH'
SYSTEMS • PARTS • EXCHANGE REPAIRS
Call for aCatalog..

800-274-5343

INT'L: 617-275-4600 • FAX: 617-275-4848
205 BURLINGTON ROAD • BEDFORD, MA 01730

Inquiry 683.

The $25 Network
Try the 1st truly low-cost LAN
•Connect 2or 3XTs, ATs,386s, 486s
•Uses serial ports and null modem cable
•Runs at 115K baud - approx 8500 bytes/sec
•Runs in background, totally transparent
•Share disks and printers, etc.
•Needs only 15K of RAM

Little Big LAN
The most flexible network

HEWLETT PACKARD

Buy— Sell — Trade
LaserJet
ColorPro
DeskJet
DraftPro
RuggedWriter
DraftMaster
Electrostatic Plotters
•Monochrome and Color
HP 9000 Workstations and Vectras also available.

T. E. Dasher & Associates

4117 Second Ave S Birmingham AL 35222
Phone: ( 205) 591-4747 Fax: ( 205) 591-1108
(800) 638-4833

Inquiry 684.

NE VV'! 20MHz 16-bit FORTH Single Board
Controller with 8ch 10-bit AID, 3ch 8-bil DIA
10520211 FORTH CONTROLLER AND DATA- LOGGER-4" x3" board uses
Hitachi 16-brt H8/532 CSAOS ye Screams along at 3MIPS, but runs on only
30ma. On- board high-level easy FORTH language and assembler-no need
for M-CIMUn emulation! Up to 512K NVRAM. 45K PROM Attach keyboard,
lcd. 12C peripherals. Interrupts. multi-tasking, watchdog timer. editor. 33
I/0. 2x1G-232, 6-16v 300uA data- logging , Free ready-made software solutions Program with PC Use for machine control, data- logging. inspection.
robotics, remote monnonng, etc, 1299 (
25s) STARTER PACK 4499.
CALL NOW FOR DETAILS!

Sale-or-return

European Technology

tel: (716) 425-3753
fax: ( 716) 425-3835

Inquiry 685.

Skeptical? We make believers!

Information

Modes

P0 Drawer F. Denton TX 76202

Tech 817-387-3339
Hours 1-5 Mon/Wed,

Orders 800-628-7992
95 Tue/Thu/Fri
CST

Inquiry 689.

HARDWARE/COMPUTERS

Saelig Company

•Peer to Peer LAN to 250 nodes
• $75 total software cost, not per node!
•Link via serial, parallel, or Arcnet
•Link via Ethernet or Modems soon
•Mixed mode routing
•Typically only 35K of RAM

Structograms

Software Documentation made quick and easy with PANORAMA
• Structograms (
Nassi-Shneiderrnann) automatically from
the source code in aflash
• Hlerarchle-trees of modules, procedures
• Headers of modules, procedures
• Software- Metrics: McCabe complexity, LOC and more
Available for: Turbo Pascal. C. Modula 2. Fortran- 77 PL M dBasc
PANORAMA Standard ( Pascal. C. Modula 21 4495
PANORAMA Lilo $295 Wuest Informatik AG
Schuetzenstrasse 11. CH- 8245 Feuerthalen. Switcerland
Intl (.41 53) 29 31 32
FAX: (.41 53) 29 31 43
Call or Fax for information and free demo

Inquiry 694.

PROJECT BILLING
CLIENT PROJECT
A Time and Billing System that accounts
for charges to over 100,000 projects (
or
matters). Regular price $299, limited time
discount available; send $ 10 for demo.

MICRO BILLING SYSTEMS, INC.
117 W. Harrison. Ste# 624M, Chicago IL 60605
Tel: (312) 939-1869

Inquiry 695.

LAPTOP COMPUTERS
USED COMPUTERS

MAJOR BRANDS - WIDE SELECTION
IBM - COMPAQ 8. OTHERS
Computers from S99
Color Printers $ 199
Mono Monitors from $25
CGA Color Monitors $ 129
IBM 5140 LAPTOP $349
IBM PCjr & CONVERTIBLE PARTS 5 ACCESSORIES
HARD- TO FINO ITEMS FOR OLDER PCS

FREE CATALOG
COMPUTER RESET
P 0 Boo 461782. Garland, TX 75046

Phone (214)276-8072 &FAX NS (214)272-7920

Inquiry 690.

Fax: (312) 939-1351

SECURITY
FIGHT PIRACY!
* EVERLOCK 3.0 *

SOFTWARE COPY PROTECTION
New Option Board Safe- New Remote Registration
New CPU LOCK-CD ROM LOCK and more

* EVERKEY HARDWARE LOCKS *

Az-Tech Software, Inc.
Call for a
201 East Franklin,
FREE
Demo (
800) 227 -0644

Richmond, MO 64085
(
816) 776-2700
FAX ( 816)

77 6-8398

Inquiry 696.
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SHAREWARE

SECURITY
THE ULTIMATE SOFTWARE SECURITY
• STOPCOPY family - UNCOPIABLE copy protection
• STOP VIEW software encryption
• NETLIMIT network license metering
• DOS, Windows. Macintosh, OS/2. support
• No source code changes required - for ANY of our products in ANY environment
• Our products destroy ALL of our competition
• Call for FREE demo disk, or to discuss our products'
MANY options

BBI Computer Systems, Inc.

14105 Heritage Lane. Silver Spring, MD 20906
800/TRY-AEI81 • 800/879-2224 • 301/871-1094 • FAX:301/460-7545

FREE SOFTWARE FOR IBM/CLONES

Try us! Get 5/5.25" or 3/3.5" disks full of the
latest software — FREE! Choose from
General Interest, Games, Windows', Kid's,
Clip Art or Fonts. Pay only a small service
charge of $2.95 per package. Credit Cards
only. CALL TODAY!
SOFTWARE OF THE MONTH CLUB
(619) 931-8111, EXT. 511

"The Ultimate CAD/CAM/CAE Programming Engine"
Slash your development time, with your CAD programming
companion. TG-Prolessbnal 0.4.0, the most complete
toolbox
of 20 8 3D geometric routines available today! Over 800 routines
including NURBS, DXF, Graphics, Surfacing, Hidden Line. Transforms.
Perspectives. Polygon ( Int/Union/Diff), Clipping, Tangents and more.
Routines for drawing using BGI or MSC Graphics Full source 830 day
guarantee USA $500 00 Use MSC. Borland CC... WATCOM C/386
or Metaware High C/C... Call 1-800-635-7760 or Fa•JPhone 214423-7288 tor free 30 page technical paper

Disk Software Inc.
109 S. Murphy Rd., Plano. TO USA 75094

Inquiry 706.

Inquiry 701

Inquiry 697.

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING
STOP UNWANTED USERS!
End Piracy of Company Software!
with

EaslLockTM Software Security
Add Software Security Without Programming
No Hardware Add-Ons or Changes
Limit Software to Authorized Users
Block Intrusions and Snooping
Dual- Trigger Invisible Password Method
Locks Any . EXE or . COM file under DOS
Works witth Windows and Windows programs
Locked Files Work Only With "Run" Utility
One Users Purr Cannot Execute Other Files
Tests for Virus Before Executing Any File
Company Versions Foil Take- Home Copying
Renders Pirated Software Useless
Activity Logging in Plus" and "Super" versions
Optional ( free) Audible Intrusion Alarm
Prices $69 - $ 169

s/h.

Visa, Mastercard Accepted

Easi-Logic Software
div. of CDS GROUP Inc.

P.O. Box 449

800-243-4964 -

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS
•GENERAL LEDGER • PURCH ORD/INVNTORY
•ORDER ENTRY
• ACCOUNTS RECVABLE
•JOB COSTING • JOB ESTIMATING
•BILL OF MATLS
• SALES ANALYSIS
•PAYROLL
• ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

$99/$198 ea. + S&H

dATAMAR SYSTEMS

Cred. Card-Check-COD

6969-D Corte Santa Fe, San Diego, CA 92121

(619) 452-0044 (800) 223-9963

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

SOFTWARE/GUI

Circuit Simulation

GUI TOOLKIT ONLY $ 249

Electrical

Engineers!

Now you can run Analog/Mixed Signal
SPICE Simulations on your PC or Mac
with the Affordable and Powerful
ISSPICE3

812-723-4595

The professional software protection with
TRUE Machine Install. Option Board safe.
OS/2, Networks, Windows, and Trace 3020.

LINK Computer

Full SPICE programs starting at $95. Complete
systems with schematic, IsSpice3 simulation,
models, and waveform graphics only $ 1575.
Call or Fax for your Free Demo and
Information Kit.
P.O. Box 710 San Pedro, Ca. 90733-0710

Fax: + 45 312384-48

Tel (310)833-0710 •

US/CAN: 408-729-8162

FAX: 408-923-7061

FAX (310)833-9658

TEGL Systems Corporation
(604)669-2577

Also Available

+45 31232350

Full source code included

TEGL Windows Toolkit lets you create DOS based GUI apps
that are completely standalone. Over 500 functions. Menus.
mouse & keyboard support, dialogues, and more. Includes
TEGL graphics interface which has drivers for most popular
video modes. Supports most C and Pascal compilers.
Protected mode version is only $499. No royalties.

P.O. Box 58Q, Stn.

• Integrated Schematic Entry
• Extensive SPICE Model Libraries
• Waveform Graphics and Analysis
• Filter Synthesis and Design

Cop's CopyLock II

Sirlin Computer Corporation

25 Orchard View Dr., Ste 14, Londonderry, NH 03053
Phone: 1603) 437-0727 • Fax: ( 603) 437-0737

Inquiry 707.

Inquiry 702.

Paoli IN 47454

Inquiry 698.

Sirlin's CAD ++ ENGINE
• Read and Write AutoCAD DWG and DXF files.
•Object oriented, modular, database- like access
to CAD data.
•View, Print (
rasterize), Plot (vectorize), and
Pick (
interact) modules.
•Available for C/C ++ for DOS, Extended DOS,
Windows, Sun and other Unix systems.

in tuso

A, Vancouver B.C. V6C 2N2
FAX (604) 688-9530

Inquiry 708.

SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS
OPERATIONS RESEARCH @ $149

for your IBM or Compatible

1P88- Linear Programs up to 3000 by 15000.
BLP88-Linear Programs with Bounded Variables.
MILP88-Mixed-Integer Linear Programs.
MXLP88-Large Model Mixed Integer LP.
T0688-Transportationfliansshipment Problems.
91,88- Nonlinear Objective Programs.
Student/Demo-Reduced capacity versions or students.
Turbo Pascal Untts-Object modules for developers.

Eastern Software Products, Inc.
F.O. Box 15328. Alexandria, VA 22309
(703) 360-7600, Fax ( 703) 360-7654

Inquiry 709.

Inquiry 703.

SOFTWARE/PACKAGING
KEY-LOK" SECURITY

Piracy survival over 10 years proves effectiveness of
powerful multilayered security. Algorithmic response.
Programmable memory. Very economical. Device
transparent to PARALLEL/SERIAL port, Counters/RealTime-Clock. Multi-product/feature licensing. DOS/UNIX/
VMS/etc Also access control system and diskette drive
locks

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS
3167 E. Otero Circle, Littleton. CO 80122

SAUNA: 3D THERMAL ANALYSIS
• Models: PCBs, plates, heatsinks, enclosures,
multiboard enclosures. • All heat transfer modes:
convection, radiation, conduction • Interactive menu driven • Thermal parameters library • Fast "what if":
dimension, marl, finish, analyses • Easy to leam & use •
IBM PC & Macintosh II

Call for free evaluation program

Tatum Labs, Inc.
1287 N. Silo Ridge Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108

(303)770-1917

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

SHAREWARE
THE BEST FOR LESS!

TIFF, PCX, TABU, GIF, SIB, BMP, OCX, EPS, IMF. WPC. PICT. JPEG

•Shareware by floppy as low as $ 1.69/disk

Import, export. convert, display, and print all above formats!
DOS & Windows versions included in one package. No royalties.
Includes several sample programs with source code. Supports
all languages. Format compatibility guaranteed! 63, G‘t, TIFFF.
multi page images etc. Rotate, scale. color reduction, sharpen
etc. 30 day satisfaction guarantee. $495

•Special low prices on CD ROM players
•Call or write for Free Catalog

ROCKET SHAREWARE
PO Box 39326, Edina, MN 55439

612-934-4775

Inquiry 700.
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AccuSoft Image Format Library 3.0
"The most comprehensive raster support library on the market"

AccuSoft Corporation
160 E. Main St., P.O. Box 1261, Westboro, MA 01581
(800) 525-3577

Inquiry 705.

LABELS •

LABELS •

LABELS

For your diskettes, plain or custom printed
dot matrix or laser printer
free samples

.
FREE CATALOG•••
Hice 8. Associates

• •

8586 Monticello Dr., West Chester, OH 45069

Inquiry 710.

SHAREWARE

•By CD ROM as low as $29.95 each

Everything you vial need lo Package. Distribute. and Ship Your
Software!. From manuals and binders to mailers and shippers

Phone/Fax: 513-777-8586

313-663-8810

Inquiry 704.

Inquiry 699

FREE SOFTWARE
PACKAGING CATALOG

( 508) 898-2770

FAX ( 508) 898-9662

STOCK PACKAGING
to help you

market your software
ask for catalog 92 S

Call 708 390-7744
or fax 708 390-9886

PolyQuick Co.

1243 Rand Road, Des Plaines, IL 60016

Inquiry 711.

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

Volume Visualization

OVER 350 PROGRAMS!
FREE CATALOG!

VoxelBox is a volume renderer for Windows.
Volume rendering is the most direct method of
visualizing 3D data. VoxelBox is fast, powerful
and easy to use. It features raytracing, color/alpha
mapping, lighting, keyframe animation support
and much more. Price $495

Geology • Biology • Chemistry
•Engineering • Hydrology & more. There is
no larger selection.. anywhere.

800-775-6745
RockWare
4251 Kipling St., Suite 595

Jaguar Software, Inc.
573 Main St. Suite 98, Winchester, MA 01890
(617) 729-3659

Scientific Software

FAX (617) 729-2750

Wheat Ridge, CO 80033

UTILITIES
PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR
FPLOT turns your printer into an HP pen plotter.
Fast hires, no jagged lines. Vary line width, color.
Screen preview — zoom, pan. Works with most
CAD programs. Supports most printers. Requires
DOS 2.1 or higher. $119+$3 S&H. VISA/MC/Chk/MO.

FPLOT Corporation
24-16 Steinway St., Suite 605. Astoria, NY 11103

718-545-3505

(303) 423-5645 • FAX (303) 423-6171

Inquiry 712.

nquiry 716.

SOFTWARENOICE/FAX
VTEX Scientific Desktop Publishing

MULTI-VOICE' TOOLS

• Equations • Tables • Graphics • Scalable
Fonts • Supports most printers • WYSIWYG
previewer • Foreign Languages • Special
Symbols • Font Effects • Indices • Only $299
-re of Tomorrow"—Notices of AMS, March 1991.
Call now for a FREE DEMO DISK

Multi- Voice Tools is acomplete development Toollut for Pascal or "C"
to access all the features for most speech processing boards available
today. It helps you ente MULTI- LINE VOICE APPLICATION systems in
minutes. A number of programming examples are provided. All
programs and libraries are delivered with source code.
Rhetorex. Plea. VBX -$599. Watson (Single Line): $99. ALSO
AVAILABLE Fax Programmer's Toollot ( 81991 Based on CAS
specifications Visa/MC accepted.

The menu for users without Windows
Runs any program or series of up to four DOS
commands with a single key stroke. Chain as many
menus as desired. Never fumble again trying to
remember a directory name. Low system overhead.
$50.

ITI Logiciel

Integrated Custom Software, Inc.

MicroPress, Inc.
68-30 Harrow Street, Forest Hills, NY

Tel ( 718) 575-1816

Fax (718) 575-8038

4263 Cnstophe-Colomb, Montreal, Quebec, Can. H2J 302
TEL (
514) 597-1692
FAX (514)526-2362

Inquiry 713.

ICSMENU

701 Hebron Ave., Glastonbury, CT 06033
(203) 657-3339 FAX (203) 657-8150 PACNISA
Inquiry 717.

STATISTICS

FREE CATALOG

WINDOWS
HjperPhoto_db-A Hypertmage / document
management system under MS-Windows 3.x

NCSS 5.x Series — $125

A great selection of scientific software products
for plotting, non-linear curve fitting, chemical
equilibrium, simulation, statistics, symbolic
algebra, and more. Prices from $ 150. Call:

1-801-943-0290
MicroMath, Salt Lake City, UT 84121-0550
nquiry 714.

Easy-to-use menus 8. spread sheet. Multiple regression.
T- tests. ANO VA ( up to 10 factors, rep. measures,
covariance). Forecasting. Factor, cluster. & discriminant
analysis. Nonparametrics. Cross Tabulation. Graphics:
histograms, box, scatter. etc. Reads ASCII/Lotus. Many new
add-on modules.

NCSS

329 North 1000 East. Kaysville UT 84037

Phone: 801-546-0445

Fax: 801-546-3907

Inquiry 715.

Display and manipulate 62K >tampeiew, in main image matrix.
Associate text, images. or symbols to any pixel inside an image
Navigate image HyperLinks through successive levels of deuil
jumping from image to image. Search 500k scanned document, in
seconds. Organize images and image data in arelational database.
Use your scanner and HyperPhoto to create sets of inuges for
training. QA, desktop authoring. Work with PCX. BMP. 11F, GIF.
with pan & ziuim in true color or color matching. Network version
available. Imaging power for 62251

Friendly Information Systems
552 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139
FAX (617) 492 8525

CALL 80055HYPER
Inquiry

718.

BYTE BACK ISSUES FOR SALE
1990

1991

1992

1993

.Jantiar

Windows '93 U.S. Delivery $4.00 Foreign $5.00
Windows—Portability '92 U.S. Delivery $3.00 Foreign $4.0))
1990-91-92-93 U.S. Delivery $6.00 Foreign $8.00 Canada & Mexico $6.50

The above prices include postage in the US. European customers
please refer to Back Issue order form in the International
Advertising section of the book

Fehrtfar

\larch

Please indicate which issues you would like by checking(V)
the boxes. Send requests with payment to:

April

BYTE Back Issues, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, N.H.
03458, (603) 924-9281

May

Check enclosed

June

Charge:

D VISA

D MasterCard

Card #
July
Exp. Date _
August

Signature

September
Name

October

Address

November
December
Special
Issues
Issues
Available

City
IBM

Outlook ' 92

Windows

Windows ' 93

Portability

State

Zip

All orders must be prepaid. Please allow four weeks delivery
MAY I993• BYTE

273

Play to win in the "City of Winners':..
It's two world-class events happening side by
side in Atlanta...and the year's first opportunity
to go to the cutting edge in computer and
communications technology.
•More than 1,000 exhibiting companies with thousands
of exciting new products!
•Plus dedicated Technology Showcases on Network
Computing, Multimedia, Mobile Computing,
UNIX®/Open Systems, OEM Sources, and Office
and Imaging Systems!
•75,000-plus attendees... including over 5,000
international delegates from more than 70 countries!

•The rollout of Windows NT— plus aworld of new
Windows applications!
• " Featured Country" program highlighting Canada!
•More than 100 separate educational conference
sessions on the latest technology business and
distribution issues!
•Keynote addresses from Bill Gates of Microsoft and
James Cannavino of IBM...plus "CEO Perspectives"
from Robert Palmer of DEC and Jim Manzi of Lotus!
If you play to win in the computer industry,
there's only one place to go this spring—
COMDEX and WINDOWS WORLD in Atlanta!

1

YES! Iwant to see it first at COMDEX and WINDOWS WORLD!
Send information on attending, including hotel and travel savings.
rl Send information cn exhibiting.

WMEDENISpring'93

Don't miss the

Ihe world's #1compLte and communications marketplace for resellers and corporn decnon makers.

EI WINDOWSWORLD'93
The officieconference and exposition on Windows computing Produced in cooperation with Microsoft.

next COMDEX and
WINDOWS WORLD!
FAX: (617)449-2674
Hotels fill up fast— reserve
your accommodations today!
199.3 The irterface Group • 300 Firm Avenue. Needham, MA 02194-2722 USA.

May 24-27, 1993
Georgia World Congress Center • Atlanta, Georgia USA
8LKEA

Name
Title
Company
Addres,
City

State

Zip/Postal Code

Country

Telephone

Fax

Fax 917-449-2674 or mall to: The Interface Group, 300 First Avenue, Needham, MA 02194-2722 USA.

Windows is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation.

Circle 95 on Inquiry Cord.

UNIX is atrademark of UNIX System Laboratories, Inc., asubsidiary of AT&T

YOUR DIRECT LINK
ADVERTISER CONTACT INFORMATION

To order products or request FREE information, call advertisers directly or send
in the Direct Link Card by mail or fax! Let them know you saw it in BYTE!
Inquiry No.

Page No.

Phone No.

85

A

Pager No.

ELIASHIM MICROCOMPUTERS
ELONEX ( INTL)

280-281 AT & TPARADYNE ( N.A.)
61-62

Inquiry No.

193

ABACUS SOFTWARE

800-554-4996
ext. 9605

PAP»

No.

84 + 972-4-528613 -

Inquiry No.
103

264+39 142 451988 242 800-EMBARC4
ext. 350

MATROX VIDEO PROD GROUP

110

MCGRAW HILL NRI ( N.A.)

150-151 44-81-452-6422 -

257
ELSIST
212-213 EMBARC / MOTOROLA

Page No.

282

MEDIA VISION

515

MEGADATA

128A-B
203

803-845-5870

208IS-2

516-589-6858 -

263

8C0-800-7056

12818-4

407-677-8333

99

800-451-4319

249

MEMORY SUPERSTORE

181.182 ABC COMPUTER

243

310-325-6369

539

EVOLUTION COMPUTING

244NE-3

800-874-4028

253

260 +886-2-760-2154"

516

MICRO DESIGN INTL

545

EVOLUTION COMPUTING

244PC-1

800-874-4028

106-107 MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD

ACI / ACQUIRE

183-184 ADVANCED COMPUTER PROD

247

714-558-8E113

63
ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYS
167-168 ALLMICRO

101
95

800-223-4277
800-653-4933

214

AMERICAN ADVANTECH

264

800-800-68E19

64

AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION 212

800-800-4APC
DPT.A2

65

AMERICAN SMALL BUSI COMP

141

918-825-4844

185

AMT INTERNATIONAL

258

408-942-9695

546
66

APPRO INTERNATIONAL INC
ATI TECHNOLOGIES INC

244PC-3
189

408-732-6091

262

416-602-9270

215-216 AXIOMATIC

416-756-0718

86

238

800-523-2702

217

267

508-369-9556

236

800-695-4775

61
13

BINARY TECHNOLOGY INC

450
BIX
501-502 BOCA RESEARCH INC. ( INTL)
67-88

BORLAND INTERNATIONAL

69

BRITISH AIRWAYS

117

188

BUFFALO PRODUCTS

235

70

BYTE FILLER ADS

190

72

BYTE FILLER ADS

236

71

BYTE FILLER ADS

237

277

CALPAC COMPUTER CORP

73

CENTRAL POINT SOFTWARE

503

CHERRY MIKROSCHALTER
GMBH ( INTL)
CHICONY

201

CITITRONICS

74-75

COLORADO MEMORY SYSTEMS

279

COMPAQ COMP CORP ( N.A.)

525

FIRST INTERNATIONAL COMP 208IS-3 4882-717-4500 -

800-334-4922

104

MICROGRAFX

143

800-877-3040

•

MICROPOLIS CORP

126

800-395-3748

105

MICROPOLIS CORP

127

800-395-3748

•

MICROSOFT CORP

17

800-759-5474
ext. OAAU9

MICROSOFT CORP

43,45

800-228-7007
ext. RX3

800-967-5667

87

105

800-U4FRAME

22016-2

713-496-9400

59

800-426-9403
ext. JM2

231

415-964-2400

232

MICROSTAR LABORATORIES

261

206-453-2345

GATEWAY 2000

CII,1

800-846-2058

•

MICROWAY

107

508-746-7341

GATEWAY 2000

32A-J

800-846-2058

•

MICROWAY

218

508-746-7341

524
517

MINICOM LTD
220IS-2 +972-2-637576 .49-511-77000
MINOLTA GMBH ( PAN EUROPE)144IS-1

FRAME TECHNOLOGY ( N.A.)

511-512 FUTURESOFT ENGINEERING

MICROSOFT CORP

G
•

G2 RESEARCH, INC

261

GENERAL TECHNICS

262

407-997-6227

GENOVATION, INC

263

800-822-4333

800-336-6464
ext. 5093

88-89

GLENCO ENGINEERING

123

800-562-2543

117

MINUTEMAN

223

GMM RESEARCH CORP

260

714-752-9447

260

MITAC

513

GREY MATTER LTD

22016-4 44-0364-53071"

518

MKS / MORTICE KERN SYS

273

GSQUARED COMPUTERS

261

214-948-3155

180

MULTIPLE ZONES INTL

224

GTEK INC

260

800-282-4835

530

MULTIVENTURE

265

800-282-4835

108

MYLEX CORP

800-443-6284

210-211 NAGA SYSTEMS CORP

248

800-568-6242

109-110 NANAO USA CORP ( N A.(

153

310-325-5202

266
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS 144IDRC1-2
155
NEC - PRINTERS

800- NEC- INFO

800-345-2356

225

GTEK INC

90

HAUPPAUGE COMP WORKS

91

HEWLETT PACKARD

181
14-15

HEWLETT PACKARD

26-27

H
800-800-7222
800-967-9251

249

818-855-5688

56

800-346-9881

150-151

800-345-1518

153

714-630-7302
602-437-8208
800-848-8199

92

HUMMINGBIRD COMMUNICATIONS 91

416-470-1207

800-342-6672

226-227 INDUS
INTEGRAND RESEARCH
94

266

800-843-9377

128

209-651-1203

175-176 INTELLIGENT SECURITY SYS

142

800-237-4774

IBM PERSONAL SOFTWARE PROD

97

800-848-8199

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES

22-23

800-CALL-CAI

78

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES

46.47

800- CALL-CAI

95

INTERFACE GROUP

79

COMPUTER FRIENDS

86

800-547-3303

228

10 TECH

507
189

COMPUTER QUICK
COMPUTERLANE UNLTD

144IS-3
253

415-861-8330
800-526-3482

527

ITALIAN SOFTWARE AGENCY

218

COMPUTERWISE

266

800-255-3739

267

CONTROL CONCEPTS

259

703-876-6444

80

COREL SOFTWARE

36

800-836- SCSI

81-82

COVOX INC

158

CREATIVE LABS INC

551

CTC

83

CURTIS INC

800-733-0420
800- 998- LABS

244S0-3

800-933-4CTC

142

612-631-9512

190-191 CYBEX CORP

240

205-534-0010 -

508-509 CYBEX CORP ( INT'L)

CIV

205-534-0010 -

D

96

231

DAEYOUNG ELECTRONICS

262

172

DALLAS SEMICONDUCTOR

98

800-258-5061

220
220

DATALUX CORP ( NA.)
DATALUX CORP ( INTL)

262

800-DATALUX

219

DATALUX CORP ( NA.)

263

262 +44-306-876718
800-DATALUX

KEA SYSTEMS LTD
KEITHLEY METRABYTE

800-626-8260

DELL COMPUTER CORP ( N.A.)

CIV

800-626-8260

221

DIAGSOFT INC

267

800-DIAGSOFT

174

DIGISPEECH INC

552

DIGITAL MEDIA ( INTL)

916-621-1787
183
193 + 392-29401116 -

84

DIGITAL VISION

800-654-7762

113-114 NEWGEN SYSTEMS CORP

163

714-436-5100

115

244

215-941-9600

208-209 OCEAN OFFICE AUTOMATION LTD 252

+852-305-1800

o

800-OKIDATA

OKIDATA

159

800-0KIDATA

144IS-4 +39-323-925208 -

526

ON TIME MKT /
KARSTEN PETERSEN

20816-2

+49-40-437472

OSBORNE MCGRAW-HILL

227

234

OVERLAND DATA INC

265

800-729-8725

800-538-5000

•

PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS

167

619-625-3619

118

PATTON & PATTON

82

800-525-0082
ext. 112

PC EXPO
PC EXPO

244MW-2
244NE-4

800-829-3976

267

416-925-6096

85

800-831-4242

257

76

800-663-8702

535
538

261

508-880-3000

544

PC EXPO

244PC-2

800-829-3976

800-255-2989

548

PC EXPO

24460-2

800-829-3976

244NE-5

119-120 PC POWER & COOLING
121
PERSOFT INC

73
135

800-722-6555

PERSONAL TEX
PHAR LAP SOFTWARE INC

286
74

415-388-8853

PIKA TECHNOLOGIES

260

613-591-1555

547

KENOSHA COMPUTER CTR

244PC-4

549

KENOSHA COMPUTER CTR

24450-1

800-255-2989

229

KILA

261

303-444-7737

235
122

40-41

714-435-2600

276

230

LAGUNA DATA SYSTEMS

100

LANEY COMPUTER SYSTEMS

207

LOGICAL CONNECTION

NSTL

116

714-727-3300

125

PKWARE INC

188

414-354-8699

265

236

POLAROID CORPORATION

259

800-225-2770

ea

800-548-4778

541

POLYWELL COMPUTERS, INC 244NE-6

800-999-1278

258

800-238-9415

PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE

53

800-4-45-7899

PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE

54-55

800-445-7899

204

800-421-8006

173

714-827-3998

MAGIC / MSE ( INT'L)

540

MANCHESTER EQUIP CO

•

MANCHESTER EQUIP CO

244A- B

528

MANNESMANN TALLY

128IS-1 .44-0628-527782"

102

MATHSOFT INC

617-661-1510

6-7

PROGRAMMER'S SHOP ( N.A.)

MARK WILLIAMS CO

800-368-5283

123-124 PINNACLE MICRO

101

162-163 MAG INNOVISION

800-829-3976

800-938-TAPE

514

309-862-1704

255

216-439-4091

800-346-0900

E

800-800-9599

NEVADA COMPUTER

70-71

264 452-877-8810 407-830-5522
192-193 DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING TECH 245

268-269 DISPLAY RESEARCH LAB

800- NEC- INFO

800-255-2989
800-255-2989

263 +44-306-876718
264
800-668-2707

DEC
14416-3
DELL COMPUTER CORP ( N.A.)
CIII

49

KENOSHA COMPUTER CTR
KENOSHA COMPUTER CTR

KINGSTON TECHNOLOGY

512-794-0100

145

542

98-99

8C0-433-3488

NEC- LAPTOPS
NETWORK COMP DEVICES ( N.A.)

112

244MW-1

536

278

111

800-4FRACTL

JDR MICRODEVICES

97

233

OKIDATA

265

JAMECO ELECTRONICS

800-258-0260
34
128tS-2 +886-2-703-1380"
510-796-6100
10-11

285

274-275

156-157 ITERATED SYSTEMS
IVERSON SOFTWARE, INC
254

214-446-7363
77
259 486-2-509-0979"
519-884-2251
200IS-4

N

196

69

93

COMPUSERVE

29

800-LASERJET
ext. 7365
800-LASERJET
ext. 7341

77

169

800-LASERJET
ext. 7299

39

HEWLETT PACKARD

220IS-1 +886-3-323-5743 -

260

259

714-588-9866

76

264-265 EDEN'S TECHNOLOGY CORP

800-637-8268

MICROFIELD GRAPHICS, INC

222

264

ao

266

266

239

COMPUSAVE INTL
COMPUSERVE

533

262-263 MICROBIZ

194495 FIRST SOURCE INTL

508

219
DATALUX CORP ( INTL)
258-259 DAVISON-WORTH CORP

200IS-3 +49-88539800-20

815-756-3411

202-203 MICRO- INTERNATIONAL, INC

81
234

800-487-2538

62-63

128IS-3
96A-B

800-998-7760
ext. 4

FAST ELECTRONIC GMBH

216-217 +49-964-3180

529

504-505 COMPEX INC ( INTL)

61

510

179
186-187 BAY TECHNICAL ASSOC

FARALLON ( N.A.)

Phone No.
514-685-2630

145 +972-3-751-1901"
244NE-1

109
207

159-160 PROXIMA CORP

225 800-4PROGRESS
619-457-5500
191

128

ONX / QUANTUM SAN SYSTEMS

161

130

QUA TECH INC

232

126-127 PROGRESS SOFTWARE

516-435-1199
516-435-1199
800-627-5967
800-628-4223

YOUR DIRECT LINK
ADVERTISER CONTACT INFORMATION
ineukY No.
237

Page NO.

QUALSTAR CORP

Phone No.

Inquiry No.

Page No.

265

818-882-5522

164

SUNSOFT
SUPRA CORP

129

QUARTERDECK OFFICE SYS

139

310-392-9851

161

283

QUARTERDECK OFFICE SYS

250

310-392-9851

138-139 SYSTAT INC
519

R
•

RAINA CORP

•

RAINA CORP ( INTL)

131-132 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
204

RALIN WHOLESALERS

198-199 RECORTEC INC
133

135

ROSE ELECTRONICS

SEKISUI CHEMICAL CO LTD

134

SEQUITER SOFTWARE INC

173

206-557-0200

35

800-852-8569

256

800-752-9512

241

800-729-7654

186

800-333-9343

8C0-874-1235

144IS-2 82-2-774-6659"

250-251 SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING
520

800-327-2462

8

S'NW COMPUTERS & ELECT

531-532 SAMTRON

65
C111

267

517-339-9859

20815-2 +81-6-365-4375**
223

SHAPEWARE

403-437-2410

SZKI RECOGNITA CORP

Phone No.

inegie NO.

Page No.

2-3

800-227-9227

•

VALITEK INC

144113RC1-2

87

800-727-8647

146

VERBATIM CORP

89

708-864-5670

208tS-4

.36-1-2018925

125

VERMONT CREATIVE SOFTWARE
169

VIDEO MAKER / VITEC

243

VIDEX, INC

TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC

260

800-685-4884

264

513-644-2230

51

800-835-6103

149

WATCOM PRODUCTS INC

204 +33-1-45817571

270

WILTEC, INC

239-240 TECHNOLOGIC SYSTEMS
140

TEKTRONIX

534

TELECOM PARIS ( PAN EUROPE)

141

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

248

TIEPIE ENGINEERING

142

TOSHIBA AMERICA INC

83

800-527-3500

261

.31-5106-704 -

18-19

800-457-7777

78

714-969-7746

205-206 TRANSCEND INFORMATION INC

251

909-598-5500

246

262

800-872-6867

86

607-272-4417

261

510-447-2030

265

510-623-8859

20816-1

908-855-9440

143-144 TOUCHSTONE SOFTWARE

TRANTOR SYSTEMS LTD

177-178 TRAQUAIR DATA
247

TAI VALLEY TECHNOLOGY INC

21

800-446-3335
ext EB I

255-256 SIGMA TECH SOFTWARE

260

818-368-6132

252

SMARTMICRO TECHNOLOGIES

263

800- ROM- BIOS

521

SOFRINE CORP ( INTL)

105

718-438-6057

U

522

SOFTWARE SECURITY INC

200IS-1

203-329-8870

UNIXWORLD

228A-B

800-257-9402

136

SPSS INC

79

800-543-5835

UNIXWORLD

228

800-257-9402

271

STARTEK

267 +886-35-787089"

137

STATSOFT

219

918-583-4149

STRADA AUTOTECH, INC

259

613-359-1029

115

800 VALITEK

241-242 TRIBAL MICROSYSTEMS
523

TRITON TECHNOLOGIES

VALITEK INC

259

503-758-0521

30-31

714-869-7976

25

800-265-4555

266

919-763-8403

WINDOWS TECH JOURNAL 144IDRC1-2

503-747-0800

151-153 WOLFRAM RESEARCH

187

800-441-6284

200

WORLDWIDE TECHNOLOGIES

246

800-457-6937

244

XELTEK

265

408-524-1929

165-166 XLI CORP

171

617-932-9199

150

XVT SOFTWARE INC

136

800-678-7988

245

Z-WORLD ENGINEERING

265

916-757-3737

154

ZEOS INTERNATIONAL

155

ZYLAB / DIVISION OF IDI

170-171 ZYXEL USA

V
145

9 802-848-3502"
113 .33-146-29-03-04 -

147-148 VIEWSONIC
238

Phone No.
413-549-2700

66-67

800-554-5226

131

800-544-6339

132-133

714-693-0808

•Correspond directly with company.
Indicates FAX Number

BYTE ADVERTISING SALES STAFF
Liz Coyman, Inside Advertising Sales Director, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458, Tel. (603) 924-2518

NEW IMOLA»
ME. NH, VT, MA, RI, CT, ONTARIO
CANADA 8 EASTERN CANADA
David Richardson (
617) 860-6344
Patnaa Payne (
603) 924-2654
McGraw-Hill Publications
24 Hartwell Avenue
Lexington, MA 02173
FAX: (617) 860-6899

SOUTIIIEAST
NC, SC. GA, FL, AL, TN, MS, AR, LA,
KY, DC, MD, VA, WV
MaryAnn Goulding (
404) 843-4782
Barry Echavarna (
603) 924-2574
McGraw-Hill Publications
4170 Ashford-Dumvoody Rd , Surte 520
Atlanta, GA 30319
FAX: (404) 252-4056

EAST COAST
NY, NYC, NJ, DE, PA
Kun Noms (212) 512-2645
Jonathan Sawyer (603) 924-2665
McGraw-Hill Publications
1221 Avenue of Amencas-28th Floor
New York, NY 10020
FAX: (212) 512-2075

MIDWEST
IL, MO, KS, IA. ND, SD. MN.
WI, NE, IN, MI, OH
Kurt Kelley (312)616-3328
Ed Ware (603) 924-2664
McGraw-Hill Publications
Two Prudenhal Plaza
180 North Stetson Ave
Chicago, IL 60601
FAX: (312)616-3370

SOUTHWEST,
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
CO, OK, TX
Jennifer Walker (
214) 701-8496
McGraw-Hill Publications
14850 Quorum Dr., Sixte 380
Dallas, TX 75240
FAX: (214) 991-6208
SOUTH PACIFIC: Los Amples, CA
LOS ANGELES COUNTY. AZ. NM.
Atan El Faye (213) 480-5243
McGraw-Hill Publications
3333 Wilshire Boulevard 11407
Les Angeles, CA 90010
FAX: (213) 480-5249

Peterborough, NH Office: Inside Sales FAX: 603-924-2683
Kardwore/Softoure laworesee
Mark Stone (
603) 924-2695
Elm Perharn (
603) 924-2598
BYTE Pubications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

ib. Morio'. Ilart/Claeolllede
Margot Gnade (603) 924-2656
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

NORTH PACIFIC
NORTHERN CA, OR, ID, MT, WY, UT
Roy J Kops (
415) 513-6861
Joseph Mate (603)924-2662
SILICON VALLEY, Hl. WA, AK,
W CANADA
Bill McAfee (415)513-6862
Jonathan Sawyer (603)924-2665
SILICON VALLEY, NV
Barbara Kohnes (415)513-6945
Barry Echavarna (603)924-2574
McGraw-Hill Publications
1900 O'Farrell Street, *200
San Mateo, CA 94403
FAX: (415) 513-6867

$011111 PACIFIC, Ben., CA
ORANGE COUNTY
SAN DIEGO COUNTY
Beth Dudas (714) 753-8140
Joseph Mabe (603) 924-2862
McGraw-Hill Publications
15635 Altos Pkwy., Sude 290
Irvine, CA 92718
FAX: (714) 753-8147

Advertising FAX: 603-924-7507

Rogiewel 41, Boom'. flolde
Bran Higgins (603) 924-2651
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

BYTE De.*
Brad Dixon (603) 924-25%
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

BYTE lotensetimel Direct
Itospowie Pasteur&
Ellen Perham (
603) 9242598
BYTE Publeatans
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

EURODECK
Jantes Bail (603) 924-2533
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING SALES STAFF
GERMANT, SWITZERLUID,
AUSTRIA
Jargon Noise
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co
Liebegarasse 19
D-6000 Frankfurt
Germany
Tel: .49 69 71407 uo
FAX: .49 69 71407 147

SCANDINAVIAN =MITRES
Zena Coupa
A- Z International Sales Ltd
70 Chalk Farm Road
London NW1 SAN
England
Tel: .4471 2843171
FAX: .4471 2843174

Subscription Customer Service
U.S. 1-800-232-2983
Outside U.S. + 1-609-426-7676
For a New Subscription
U.S. 1-800-257-9402
Outside U.S. + 1-609-426-5526

NtANCE, UNITED »MON,
BENELUX
Gary Lucas (.44 81 545 6268)
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
Wimbledon Bridge House
One Hartheld Road
Wimbledon. London SW19 3RU
England
FAX: .44 81 5456294
TELEX: 892191
ITALY
Zena Coupe, Amanda Blaskett
A-Z International Sales Ltd.
70 Chalk Farm Road
London NW1 BAN
England
Tel: .4471 2843171
FAX: .4471 2843174
ISRAEL
Dan Ehrlich
Ehrlich Communication Intl.
PO. Box 99
Herzkya 46101. Israel
TsE .972 52 586245
Tel: .972 52 586246
FAX: .97252 585685

AUSTRALIA
Rod Tremain
Rod Trent» Media
Suite 4, 1st Floor,
13-14 Myrte Street,
Crows Nest, NSW
Australia 2065
Tel: .61 2955 3545
FAX: .61 2955 3646
JAPAN
Masai,' Mon
Transwond Media Inc.
491Floor, 1-26-6 Kamimeguro
Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153, Japan
Tel: .81 357210761
FAX: 411 357210762
KOREA
Young-Seoh Chien
JES MEDIA INTL
Rrn 704, Nonhyun Bldg
37-12, Chamwon-Dong,
Seocho-Gu
Seoul, Korea
Tel: .822 545(1001
Tel: .82 25458002
FAX: .822 5498861

SINOAPORE
Derek Ng
Stephen Tay
Third Wave Publishing Corp
1123 Serangoon Road. 403-01
Singapore 1232
Tel: .65 296 6166
FAX: .65 298 7551
NONO »NB
Candice Lo
Third Wave Publishing Corp.
Unit 2, 6F Hong Wah Center
8204 To Kwa Wan Road
Kowloon Hong Kong
Tee .852 764 3830
FAX: .852 764 3857
MAYAYSIA
Servex (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
H.K Lin
5th Floor, Rena Tower
160, Jalan Ampang
50450 Kuala Lumpur. Malaysia
Tel: +60 32624592
FAX: 460 32624591

TIMULAND
Jack Hu
Sahavirtya 04 Group
28/1 Prapawit Bldg.. Surasak
Rd.
Silorn, Bangkok 10500
Thailand
Tel: .66 22360295
FAX: 466 22365960
TAIWAN
Liwen Lee
Third Wave Publishing Corp.
2nd Fl., No, 19-1, Lane 231
Fu Hsing North Road
Taupe 10445, Taiwan
R.O.C.
Tel: .8862 7136959
FAX: .8662 7151950
INDU, INDONESIA,
PAKISTAN, PIEUPPINES,
OTIMR MAN AND
P.anc coutirms
K. T Wu
Third Wave Publishing Corp.
2nd Fl., No. 19-1, Lane 231
Fu Manu North Road
Tape 10445. Taiwan
ROC.
Tel: .8862 7136959
FAX: .8862 7151950
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YOUR DIRECT LINK
PRODUCT CATEGORY INDEX

For FREE product information from individual advertisers, circle the
corresponding inquiry numbers on Your Direct Link Card!
To receive information for an entire product category, circle the category
number on Your Direct Link Card!
Category No.

Category No.
Page Na

torprity No.

HARDWARE
ACCESSORIES/SUPPLIES
528

MANNESMANN TALLY

128IS-1

236

POLAROID CORP

259

248

TIEPIE ENGINEERING

261

Category No.
Page Na

froirrNY Na.

ZEOS INTERNATIONAL

6

DATA ACQUISITION

231

KEITHLEY METRABYTE

261

232

MICROSTAR LABORATORIES

261

130

OUA TECH INC

232

15

MEMORY/CHIPS/UPGRADES

248

TIEPIE ENGINEERING

261

201

CITITRONICS

194-195

FIRST SOURCE INTL
JAMECO ELECTRONICS

144IDRC1-2

2

ADD-IN BOARDS

66

ATI TECHNOLOGIES INC

501-502

BOCA RESEARCH INC ( INTL)

504-505

COMPEX INC

153

267

CONTROL CONCEPTS

259

83

CURTIS INC

142

533

DEC

192-193

DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING TECH

245

264-265

EDEN'S TECHNOLOGY CORP

260

90

HAUPPAUGE COMP WORKS

181

96

JAMECO ELECTRONICS

103

MATROX VIDEO PRODUCTS GROUP

110

282

MEDIA VISION

203

266

MICROFIELD GRAPHICS, INC

259

8

DISKETTES/DUPLICATORS

260

MITAC

259

215-216

AXIOMATIC

262

108

MYLEX CORP

146

VERBATIM CORP

125

130

OUA TECH INC

232

STRADA AUTOTECH, INC

259

238

TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC

260

10

177-178

TRAQUAIR DATA

GRAPHICS TABLETS/MICE/
PEN INPUT

61

144IS-3

as

10-11

3

BAR CODING

528

MANNESMANN TALLY

243

VIDEX, INC

4

189

86

12815-1
259

COMMUNICATIONS/
NETWORKING

186-187

BAY TECHNICAL ASSOC

533

DEC

264-265

EDEN'S TECHNOLOGY CORP

14415-3

ELONEX ( INTL)

260
150-151

212-213

EMBARC / MOTOROLA

242

223

GM RESEARCH CORP

260

224

GTEK INC

260

515

MEGADATA

208IS-2

524

MINICOM LTD

276

PIKA TECHNOLOGIES

549

KENOSHA COMPUTER CENTER

220IS-2

24460-1

196

NEVADA COMPUTER

255

204

FtALIN WHOLESALERS

256

135

S'N'W COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS

186

248

TIEPIE ENGINEERING

261

249
239

es

7
as

DISK & OPTICAL DRIVES

96

CURTIS INC

142

98-99

KINGSTON TECHNOLOGY

278

DAEYOUNG ELECTRONICS

262

249

MEMORY SUPERSTORE

263

261

GENERAL TECHNICS

262

252

SMARTMICRO TECHNOLOGIES

263

516

MICRO DESIGN INTERNATIONAL

128IS-4

205-206

TRANSCEND INFORMATION INC

251

106-107

MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD

81

200

WORLDWIDE TECHNOLOGIES

248

16
sa

INTEGRAND RESEARCH

159-160

PROXIMA CORP

520

SEKISUI CHEMICAL CO LTD

MICROPOLIS CORP

126

105

MICROPOLIS CORP

127

123-124

PINNACLE MICRO

6-7

246

TRANTOR SYSTEMS LTD

262

84

DIGITAL VISION

80

17

MODEMS/MULTIPLEXORS

280-281

AT&T PARADYNE (N.A.)

79

COMPUTER FRIENDS

258

161

SUPRA CORP

170-171

ZYXEL USA

KEYBOARDS
18

MONITORS & TERMINALS

DATALUX CORP ( INTL)

262

219

DATALUX CORP ( INTL)

220

DATALUX CORP ( N.A.)

262

219

DATALUX CORP ( N.A.)

12

LAN HARDWARE

186-187

BAY TECHNICAL ASSOC

238

109-110

NANAO USA CORP ( N.A.)

190-191

CYBEX CORP

240

531-532

SAMTRON

508-509

CYBEX CORP ( INTL)

CIV

147-148

VIEWSONIC

533

DEC

119-120

PC POWER & COOLING

260

13

LAPTOPS & NOTEBOOKS

86
257

CHERRY MIKROSCHALTER GMBH ( INTL) 216-217

LOGICAL CONNECTION

193

RALIN WHOLESALERS

11

MINICOM LTD

191
208IS-2

JDR MICRODEVICES

220

524

128

204

503

207

4041

MISCELLANEOUS HARDWARE

ELONEX ( INT'L)
238

Page No.

154

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

66-67

Na

162-163

MAO INNOVISION

87
132-133

263
263
150-151
173
153
14415-2
30-31

144IS-3
258
2201S-2
73

19

MULTIMEDIA

277

CALPAC COMPUTER CORP

264

81-82

CO VOX INC

169

158

CREATIVE LABS INC

174

DIGISPEECH INC

29
183

133

ROSE ELECTRONICS

181-182

ABC COMPUTER

552

DIGITAL MEDIA ( INTL)

193

255-256

SIGMA TECH SOFTWARE

260

529

CHICONY

22015-1

268-269

DISPLAY RESEARCH LAB

264

238

TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC

260

525

FIRST INTERNATIONAL COMPUTER

208IS-3

90

HAUPPAUGE COMP WORKS

181

239-240

TECHNOLOGIC SYSTEMS

264

222

GENOVATION, INC

263

100

LAHEY COMPUTER SYSTEMS

JDR MICRODEVICES

257

282

MEDIA VISION

203

234

159-160

PROXIMA CORP

191

128IS-2

140

TEKTRONIX

49

169

VIDEO MAKER / VITEC

5

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

253

Ad I / ACQUIRE

546

APPRO INTERNATIONAL INC

279

COMPAQ COMPUTER CORP ( N.A.)

551

CTC

260
244PC-3
150-151
244S0-3

DELL COMPUTER CORP ( N.A.)

C111

DELL COMPUTER CORP ( N.A.)

CIV

ELONEX ( INT'L)

150-151

GATEWAY 2000

CHI

GATEWAY 2000

32A-J

273

GSQUARED COMPUTERS

229

KILA
MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT CO
MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT CO

202-203

MICRO- INTERNATIONAL, INC

530

MULTIVENTURE

243

112

NEC - LAPTOPS

541

POLY WELL COMPUTERS, INC

135

S'N'W COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS

141

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

142

TOSHIBA AMERICA INC

18-19

154

ZEOS INTERNATIONAL

66-67

88

51
113

244/4E-6
186
83

20

PRINTERS/PLOTTERS

186-187

BAY TECHNICAL ASSOC

188

BUFFALO PRODUCTS

91

HEWLETT PACKARD
HEWLETT PACKARD

238
235
14-15
39

14

MAIL ORDER

207

LOGICAL CONNECTION

261

183-184

ADVANCED COMPUTER PRODUCTS

247

540

MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT CO

261

214

AMERICAN ADVANTECH

264

528

MANNESMANN TALLY

128tS-1

244NE-1

185

AMT INTERNATIONAL

258

517

MINOLTA GMBH ( PAN EUROPE)

144IS-1

BYTE FILLER ADS

186

111

NEC - PRINTERS

244A-B

258
244NE-1

156

'RO-INTERNATIONAL, INC

234

71

BYTE CIRCULATION

237

113-114

NEWGEN SYSTEMS CORP

•
'STEMS CORP

248

201

CITITRONICS

249

285

OKIDATA

244

189

COMPUTERLANE UNLTD

253

116

OKIDATA

252

PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS

167

239-240

TECHNOLOGIC SYSTEMS

264

AUTOMATION LTD
:00LING
TECHNOLOGY INC

•MAY 1993

96

JAMECO ELECTRONICS

73

536

KENOSHA COMPUTER CENTER

2441AW-1

241

542

KENOSHA COMPUTER CENTER

244NE-5

140

TEKTRONIX

261

547

KENOSHA COMPUTER CENTER

244PC-4

165-166

XLI CORP

85

163
70-71
159

51
171

YOUR DIRECT LINK
PRODUCT CATEGORY INDEX

For FREE product information from individual advertisers, circle the
corresponding inquiry numbers on your Direct Link Card!
To receive information for an entire product category, circle the category
number on your Direct Link Card!
Category No.
»Win' No

Category No.
Page No.

21

PROGRAMMABLE HARDWARE

258-259

DAVISON-WORTH CORP

85

Inquiry No.

514
264

84

ELIASHIM MICROCOMPUTERS

145

126-127

PROGRESS SOFTWARE

CIII

149

WATCOM PRODUCTS INC

134

FAST ELECTRONIC GMBH

225

GTEK INC

265

30

EDUCATIONAL

228

10 TECH

265

61-62

ABACUS SOFTWARE

95

JDR MICRODEVICES

257

241-242

TRIBAL MICROSYSTEMS

265

XELTEK

265

245

Z- WORLD ENGINEERING

265

22
as

HEWLETT PACKARD
159-160

PFIOXIMA CORP

99
274-275
128A- B

ENGINEERING/SCIENTIFIC
ALLMICRO

156-157

ITERATED SYSTEMS

84

102

MATHSOFT INC

26-27

526

ON TIME MKT / KARSTEN PETERSEN

191

235
250-251
151-153

WOLFRAM RESEARCH

187

23

TAPE DRIVES

74-75

COLORADO MEMORY SYSTEMS

230

LAGUNA DATA SYSTEMS

265

234

OVERLAND DATA INC

237

QUALSTAR CORP

145
270

31

223

167-168

SCANNERS/OCR/DIGITIZERS
ELIASHIM MICROCOMPUTERS

INTERFACE GROUP
MCGRAW HILL NRI ( N.A.)

56

95

167-168

ALLMICRO

503

CHERRY MIKROSCHALTER GMBH ( INTL) 216-217

ao

172

as

COREL SOFTWARE

36

DALLAS SEMICONDUCTOR

98

FAST ELECTRONIC GMBH

88-89

GLENCO ENGINEERING

123
142

175-176

INTELLIGENT SECURITY SYS
RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES

35

208IS-2

522

SOFTWARE SECURITY INC

200IS-1

PERSONAL TEX

266

271

STARTEK

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING

267

267

43

SOFTWARE DUPLICATION

215-216

AXIOMATIC

MICROGRAFX

143

45

UNIX

NANAO USA CORP ( N.A.)

153

87

FRAME TECHNOLOGY ( N.A.)

VALITEK INC

115

173

SHAPEWARE

21

92

HUMMINGBIRD COMMUNICATIONS

VALITEK INC

144IDRC1-2

140

TEKTRONIX

51

WILTEC. INC

266

35

MAIL ORDER

117

MINUTEMAN

119-120

PC POWER .5COOLING

BUSINESS

77

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES

226-227

INDUS

2-3

WOLFRAM RESEARCH

187

513

GREY MATTER LTD

220IS-4

93

IBM PERSONAL SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE

53

PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE

54-55

PKWARE INC
TOUCHSTONE SOFTWARE

•

VERMONT CREATIVE SOFTWARE

136

SPSS INC

137

STATSOFT

138-139

SYSTAT INC

PC EXPO

244MW-2

PC EXPO

244NE-4

544

PC EXPO

244PC-2

548

PC EXPO

244S0-2

519

SZKI RECOGNITA CORP

208IS-4

519

SZKI RECOGNITA CORP

208IS-4

26

CAD/CAM

65

AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS COMP

539

EVOLUTION COMPUTING

244NE-3

545

EVOLUTION COMPUTING

244PC-1

141

151-153

266
79
219
89

WOLFRAM RESEARCH

187

37

MISCELLANEOUS SOFTWARE

526

ON TIME MKT / KARSTEN PETERSEN

38

ON-LINE SERVICES

450

BIX

76

39

208IS-2

236

COMPUSERVE

96A-B

COMPUSERVE

97

OPERATING SYSTEMS
MARK WILLIAMS CO
MICROSOFT CORP

COMMUNICATIONS/
NETWORKING

212-213

EMBARC / MOTOROLA

86

FARALLON ( N.A.)

242
61

511-512

FUTURESOFT ENGINEERING

220IS-2

524

MINICOM LTD

220IS-2

121

PERSOFT INC

523

TRITON TECHNOLOGIES

28

DATA ACQUISITION

233

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

135
208IS-1

266

67-68

BORLAND INTERNATIONAL

78

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES

218

COMPUTERWISE

527

ITALIAN SOFTWARE AGENCY

43,45

MULTIPLE ZONES INTERNATIONAL
NETWORK COMPUTING DEVICES ( N A )

145

128

QNX / QUANTUM SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

161

34

129

QUARTERDECK OFFICE SYSTEMS

139

283

QUARTERDECK OFFICE SYSTEMS

250

40

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES/
TOOLS

217

BINARY TECHNOLOGY INC

513

GREY MATTER LTD

254

IVERSON SOFTWARE, INC
MAGIC / MSE ( INT'L)
MICRO WAY

13

109

180

514

DATABASE

•

188

MICRO WAY

47

WINDOWS

73

CENTRAL POINT SOFTWARE

513

GREY MATTER LTD

92

HUMMINGBIRD COMMUNICATIONS

91

97

KEA SYSTEMS LTD

76

•

MICROSOFT CORP

17

•

MICROSOFT CORP

59

NANAO USA CORP ( N.A.)
PERSOFT INC

135

250-251

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING

267

150

XVT SOFTWARE INC

136

155

ZYLAB / DIVISION OF IDI

131

48

WORD PROCESSING/DTP
FRAME TECHNOLOGY ( N A.)
SZKI RECOGNITA CORP

208IS-4

155

ZYLAB / DIVISION OF IDI

131

GENERAL
49

BOOKS/PUBLICATIONS

61-62

ABACUS SOFTWARE

MISCELLANEOUS
BRITISH AIRWAYS

208IS-2

179

G2 RESEARCH, INC

74

534

TELECOM PARIS ( PAN EUROPE)

526

ON TIME MKT / KARSTEN PETERSEN

122

PHAR LAP SOFTWARE INC

227

UNIXWORLD

51

266

99

OSBORNE MCGRAW-HILL

69

144IS-4

105

519

145
107

153

87

UNIXWORLD

218

220IS-4

109-110

WINDOWS TECH JOURNAL

200IS-4

99
62-63

121

267

MKS / MORTICE KERN SYSTEMS

9

ABACUS SOFTWARE

220IS-4

518

78

61-62

267

46-47

101
95

143-144

266

538

267

125

144IS-4

535

DIAGSOFT INC

105

PERSONAL TEX

82

ALLMICRO

SOFTLINE CORP ( INT'L)

235

PATTON & PATTON

167-168
221

22-23

118

UTILITIES
ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS

204

MATHEMATICAL/STATISTICAL

266

46
63

PROGRAMMER'S SHOP ( N A )

36

MICROBIZ

145

151-153

73

ITALIAN SOFTWARE AGENCY

200IS-4

128IS-3

77

527

MKS / MORTICE KERN SYSTEMS
SUNSOFT

144IS-3

262-263

91
109

NETWORK COMPUTING DEVICES ( N.A.)

COMPUTER QUICK

521

105

164

507

SOFTWARE
25

COMPUSAVE INTERNATIONAL

262

MARK WILLIAMS CO
518

101

200IS-3

131-132

84
207

104

212

84

ELIASHIM MICROCOMPUTERS

510

109-110

506

101
95

265

AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION

29

SECURITY
ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS

265

64

27

41

GRAPHICS

UPS

25

63

33

24

225

65

SEOUITER SOFTWARE INC

ELSIST

510

264

Page No.

RAIMA CORP ( INT'L)
RAIMA CORP

200IS-3

Inquiry No.

MAGIC / MSE ( INT'L)

257

244

Category No,
Page No.

228A-B
228
144IDRC1-2
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EDITORIAL INDEX
For more information on any of the companies covered in articles, columns, or news stories
in this issue, circle the appropriate inquiry number on Your Direct Link Card. Each page number
refers to the first page of the article or section in which the company name appears.
Inquiry No.

Page No.

A
32
146

Adaptec
1293, Advanced Matrix
1294,
Technology
1295
1227 AITech International
1296 Alps America
AMO
1339,
1340,
1359,
1186

Apple Computer
1357, 1358,
1360, 1361
askSam Systems
AST Research
1195 Asymethx
AT&T
ATI Technologies
1189 Autodesk
1409 Axonix

1222

1163
1297,
1298,
1172

1231
1192,
1341,
1365,
1147
1139,
1301,
1174
1223
1151
1367
976
1185
1232

201
146
32
32, 92,
III, 146
75
92
48
32, 118
37
33
146

Ba
▪ nyan Systems
Bellcore Laboratohes
Berkeley Software Design
Borland International
Bosch
Brightwork Development
Brother International
1362, 1410
The BSE Company

Cam pbell Services
•
Canon Computer Systems
1342,
1366, 1411
Carnegie Mellon University
Central Point Software
Chips & Technologies
Citizen America
1302, 1412
Clary
Colorado Memory Systems
Command Software Systems
Compaq Computer
CompuAdd Computer
Consumer Technology
Northwest
Contact Software International
Cordant
Creative Labs

977,
1228
1299, C-Tech Electronics
1300, 1364, 1365

199
118
24
24
213
144
146
75

194
44, 146

118
144
32
58, 146
75
205
144
92, 146
176
75
194
118
176, 201
146

D
1303, Dataproducts
1343, 1368, 1369
Dataquest
1304 DataSouth Computer
1131 Dauphin Technology
David Samoff Research Center
1306, DEC
28, 92, 111,
1307, 1308, 1309,
1344, 1371, 1372
1305, Decision Data
1370
Delco
37,
978
Dell Computer
1177 Diamond Computer Systems
1133 Diamond Technologies

146
92
146
57
32
146

146
213
176
75
57

Inquiry No.

Page No.

1310, Epson Amenca
1311, 1312,
1345, 1376
European Computer
Manufacturer's Association

Inquiry No.

146

1285 MBC Enterprises
1155, McAfee

118

1156
980
1160
1225

118
144
118
213
48
194
146

Federal Express
Fifth Generation Systems
Fischer International Systems
Ford
1196 Fractal Design
1234 Franklin Quest
1313, Fujitsu Computer Products
1314,
of America
1377
1165

G
146

1315, Gcc Technologies
1346
General Instrument
1378 Genicom
Georgetown University

32
146
129

H
1235
1182,
1193,
1348,
1380,

Heizer Software
Hewlett-Packard
1347,
1379,
1381, 1414

194
24, 32, 48, 75.
92, 146

24, 28, 44, 92, 111,
979
IBM
176, 282
32, 37, 75, 92, 111,
1154, Intel
144,213
1175
28
International Computers
118
Intrusion Detection
205
1224 lomega
72
1287 Iterated Systems
28
IXI

1236

1171
1181
1382

1286
1141
1279
1383
1166

Japanese Ministry of
International Trade
and Industry
Jensen-Jones

118

Knowledge Adventure
Knowledge Revolution
Kodak
Kyocera Electronics

75
75
42
146

64, 146

f.ware
mtier Foundation
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194
129

1183
1272
1149
1275
1319,
1320,
1188
1184
1229

Ma
▪ csyma
Magic Software Enterprises
Magna
Mainstay
Mannesmann Tally
1386, 1417
MasterSoft
MathSoft
Matrox Electronics Systems

Media Vision
176
Mergent International
118, 144
Microsoft
24, 32, 111, 118, 210
Micro Solutions Computer
205
Products
MIT
32, 129
Mitac
28
Molecular Arts
68
Motorola
92, 213

N
The National Computer
Security Association
National Institute of
Standards and Technology
32,
National Semiconductor
NBC
92,
981
NCR
1322, NEC Technologies
1387
1152, NetPro Computing
1161
Network General
1173 Network Security Systems
1162 New England Research
and Design Software
1230 New Media Graphics
1134 New World Technologies
1136 Nikon Electronic Imaging
Nimbus Technology
Nippondenso
North American Philips
Nova Information Systems
24, 42,
1191 Novell
1238 Now Software
NuTek

o
1187
1323,
1324,
1326,

118
118
III
32
176
146
144
118
75
144
201
57
58
32
213
32
118
118
194
32

75
146

Objective Software
Okidata
1325,
1327, 1389
OPTi

32

72
60
68
146
118
144
146

144

194, 209
213

1352 Pacific Data Products
982
Packard Bell
1328, Panasonic Communications
1329, & Systems
1330, 1331,
1390, 1391
1168 PC Guardian
1135 Performance Electronic
Packaging Services
1157 Personal Computer Peripherals
1176
1137
1273
1239
1240
983
1274

75
64
144

64

146
75
75
201

Philips
Plannet Crafters
Plustek USA
POET Software
Polaris Software
Prisma Software
Procom Technology
Pure Software

146
176
146

Inquiry No.

1332,
1333,
1194
1373,
1374
1140
1354
1281
1142
1180
984

1335,
1336,
1226

1392, OMS
1393, 1394, 1395

1169
1353

RadioMail
Rand
RG Software Systems
Royal Consumer Business
Products
RSA Data Security

144
32, 213
75
58

1138

48
146
92

so
146
68

so

75
118
176
118
32
146
205
24, 37
37,144
24, 144

Unison World Software
Unisys
Unitrol Data Protection Systems
University of Colorado
Unix System Laboratories
Upper Canada Software
USRobotics
V

64

194
194
176

118, 129

146
24, 28
129
118
146

213
176
57
118
146
146
32
146
118
75
118

U
1179

1284

118
118
144
146

Silicon Graphics
SmartLink Communications
Smith Corona
Softcover International
Software Grove
Soft Warehouse
Soltech Solutions
Sony
SRI
Standard Microsystems
Star Micronics America
1397, 1419
Storage Devices
Sun Microsystems
SunSoft

144
144

Tag Electronics
985, Tandy
146,
1337, 1338,1398
1132 Tangent Computer
Techmatics
1356 Tektronix
1399, Texas Instruments
32, 44,
1400, 1401, 1402
Thomson Consumer Electronics
1403, Toshiba America Information
1404
Systems
Towers Perrin
1178 Trantor Systems
Trusted Information Systems

144
58

146

Saber Software
SafetyNet
1167
Samsung Electronics America
The Santa Cruz Operation
Search
Secuhty Dynamics
Seikosha
1334, 1418
Serif
Sharp Electronics

1146,
1190
1158, Symantec
1159

1288

64

Page No.

S
1153
1148,
1164,
1396

1143

(/

E
Eastman Kodak

72
144

194

Landmark Research
International
Lanworks Technologies
LapCAD Engineering
LaserMaster
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
Leprechaun Software
International
Lexmark International
1318, 1350,
1384, 1385,
1416
Los Altos Technologies

1316,
1317,
1351,
1415,
1150,
1221
1237 Lotus Development
Lucas

1280

Page No.

75
92
72
28
24
72
118

Valitek
VeriFone
Video Electronics
Standards Association

se

Western Digital
Western Telematic

44

28
92

60

X
1405, Xante
1406
1407 Xerox
1408 XLI

1282

Zenith Data Systems
Zenith Electronics
Zephyr Services

146
146
146

92
32
68

Decisions, decisions, decisions.
ii

Decider, decider, decider.
Down - sizing, upgrading, multi- platform environments. Today's computer hardware issues are
more numerous, more difficult, more critical than
ever. So how do companies make decisions?
According to anew IntelliQuest study, they
turn to the only person qualified to decide. Someone like Bob Barrett. A person with 18 years in
computers. Who oversees atechnical staff of 75.
And whose buying decisions and approvals affect
nearly 3,000 users worldwide.
In other words, they turn to the BYTE reader.
A full 92% of whom control the products and
brands their companies buy.
If you want to reach an audience as influential
as this, then yours is an easy decision— advertise
in BYTE.
BYTE reader Robert N. Barrett, Vice President Management
Information Systems, M/A-COM, Inc.
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omputers are making significant inroads into our
understanding of games. Two important games,
Qubic ( i.e., 3-D tic-tac-toe) and Connect-Four,
have already been solved with the aid of computers. (The computer always wins if it moves
first or if its opponent errs.) In most other games, computers are near the forefront or have already surpassed the
best humans. In Reversi, for example, the best computers
know somewhat less about the
Computers that think
game than the best humans, but
they are able to calculate more
like humans may beat us
accurately. Human players,
sensing the potential for deat our own games
feat, are refusing all computer
challenges. In checkers, acomputer is clearly the second best player in the world—it
narrowly lost achallenge match for the world title last
year. A rematch is expected.
One way computers are advancing on their human opponents is by compiling databases. When few pieces are
left on the game board, the computer can calculate the
game's outcome, assuming that both players execute
their best possible moves. In checkers, acomputer can determine the conclusion when there are just eight pieces
left. Once three-quarters of the pieces are played in Reversi, the computer can determine the outcome.
Computer programs that learn are also having an effect.
One program has learned how to play world-class backgammon by playing hundreds of thousands of games
against itself and remembering important details.
When adatabase can't provide the best move, searching is necessary. In chess, you may have 40 moves from
which to choose in any given turn. Of these, aworldclass human considers three, at most. A computer examines all moves except those it can logically eliminate
using the alpha-beta (A-B) algorithm. This algorithm
operates on the principle that, when amove is played
for one side, the other side has to refute it only once.
Once it finds arefutation, the computer doesn't have to
look at the remaining moves.
Programs that use the A-B algorithm perform better because they do not overlook anything, but they can search
to only acertain depth before running out of time. Suppose, for example, that your opponent has captured your
queen and your only reasonable action is to recapture it.
A human takes 1second to decide; the computer requires
0to 180 seconds, depending on the program's sophistication.
To counteract this, programmers have devised methods,
- MAY 1993

called search extensions, that let the search proceed deeper in branches that have moves involving captures, checks,
and certain other attributes, such as whether amove is
clearly better than any of its siblings. All these methods
reallocate the effort to branches that are likely to contain important data for deciding the best move. These
algorithms produce search trees that are far different
from those of humans, however. Human players examine,
at most, 200 positions in determining what move to make;
these algorithms examine millions.
My new B* search algorithm is more humanlike. For
every move examined, it computes an optimistic value,
which measures threat potential, and arealistic value,
which measures the likely short-term outcome. It assumes that the real value of amove lies between these
limits and explores the alternatives accordingly. The
same is true for the opponent's moves, which it must
also consider.
For about ayear, Ihave used this algorithm to drive
Carnegie Mellon University's custom Hitech chess machine, which processes 160,000 moves per second and
was the best in the world when constructed in 1984. (The
current champion is Deep Thought at the IBM Thomas J.
Watson Research Center.) The new algorithm is playing on apar with the A-B algorithm and is improving
all the time. The B* algorithm usually examines 90 percent of its search nodes only once, indicating that these
failed to prove "interesting" for further pursuit. B* usually expands from 100 to 300 nodes in its search tree,
but it can stop searching and make its play when it determines that no meaningful alternatives exist.
If you quintuple the time available to decide amove,
the A-B algorithm will use it to go one move deeper almost everywhere in the tree. But the B* algorithm will use
this additional time to go even deeper at "interesting"
points—three levels or more, on average. The working algorithm should be in competition at the AEGON tournament in Holland this month. Eventually, anew Hitech
chess machine that's 20 times faster should provide
enough power to play at the world-class level. That should
be easy to do on certain parallel machines available today.
This machine will learn to play using ahuman decision
style and may expand its chess knowledge to the point
where it can compete with the world champion.
Hans Berliner is principal research scientist at Carnegie
Mellon University's School of Computer Science. He is a
former world champion of correspondence chess and
has been researching computer chess since the 1960s.
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ValuePoint
425SX

COMPAQ
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Buy any Dell system and we'll install your software
right at our factory. It's called Dell ReadyWare:' With
20 diskettes and 2hours to load and configure just one
system, imagine the time you'll save and the hassles
you'll avoid. In fact, we have over 50 competitively
priced popular software applications to choose from.

Just order MS-DOS 5.0, Microsoft'
i• \A/areWindows 3.1 ( for Windows applications),
and your ReadyWare choices when you order your
Dell Performance Series system.
We'll install as many applications as you need for
just $ 15. So make anote of it.

Upgradeable to Pentium
Technology

—

"111111.1

Flash RAM BIOS
Guaranteed Fast Access to
Technical Support
i386

Guaranteed Next- Business- Day
On-Site Services

THE DELL 333s/L
SX 33MHz SYSTEM

64MB Maximum RAM
on System Board

THE DELL 450/M
i486 DX2 50MHz SYSTEM

THE DELL 466/ME
i486 DX2 66MHz SYSTEM

$2,249

$2,499

$3,599

LEASE: $ 37/MO.

LEASE $ 83/M0

LEASE $92/M0

LEASE: $ 130/MO.

2MB RAM

4MB RAM

4MB RAM

8MB RAM

80MB ( 17ms) HARD DRIVE

230MB ( 17ms) HARD DRIVE

170MB ) 17ms) HARD DRIVE

405MB ( 18ms) HARD DRIVE

3ISA EXPANSION SLOTS

FLASH RAM EMBEDDED DIAGNOSTICS

128KB EXTERNAL CACHE

128KB EXTERNAL CACHE

256KB VIDEO RAM

3ISA EXPANSION SLOTS

FLASH RAM EMBEDDED DIAGNOSTICS

FLASH RAM EMBEDDED DIAGNOSTICS

VGA COLOR PLUS
(14" 640 x480, . 31mm)

UPGRADEABLE TO PENTIUM
TECHNOLOGY

6ISA EXPANSION SLOTS

2ISA EXPANSION SLOTS
4EISA EXPANSION SLOTS

ONE DISKETTE DRIVE
(3.5" or 5.25")

ACCELERATED LOCAL BUS
VIDEO WITH 512KB VIDEO RAM

UPGRADEABLE TO
PENTIUM TECHNOLOGY

MS-DOS 5.0

ULTRASCAN 14C MONITOR
(14', 1024 x768, . 28mm, NI)

$999.

Modular Chassis Designed for
Easy Serviceability

THE DELL 450/L
i486 DX2 50MHz SYSTEM

MICROSOFT' WINDOWS 3.1
MOUSE

ONE DISKETTE DRIVE
(3.5" or 5.251
MS-DOS 5.0

128KB External Cache Option

ACCELERATED LOCAL BUS
VIDEO WITH 512KB VIDEO RAM
ULTRASCAN 14C MONITOR
I14;' 1024 x768, . 28mm, NI)

UPGRADEABLE TO
PENTIUM TECHNOLOGY
ACCELERATED LOCAL BUS VIDEO
WITH IMB VIDEO RAM

ONE DISKETTE DRIVE
(3.5" or 5.25")

ULTRASCAN 14C MONITOR
(14" 1024 x768, . 28mm, NI)

MS-DOS 5.0

ONE DISKETTE DRIVE
[3.5" or 5.25")
MS-DOS 5.0

'LIMITED TIME ONLY.

Flash RAM Embedded
Diagnostics

THE DELL 425s/L
1486 SX 25MHz SYSTEM

VV

Up to 1MB Video RAM

V

$1,599
LEASE: $ 59/MO.
4MB RAM • 170MB ( I7ms) HARD DRIVE • FLASH RAM EMBEDDED DIAGNOSTICS
•UPGRADEABLE TO PENTIUM TECHNOLOGY • ACCELERATED LOCAL BUS VIDEO
WITH 512KB VIDEO RAM • ULTRASCAN 14C MONITOR ) 14" 1024 x768, . 28mm, NI)
•DUAL DISKETTE DRIVES 13.5" AND 5.251 • MS-DOS 5.0/MICROSOFT WINDOWS/MOUSE
PROMOTIONAL PRICE: OFFER EXPIRES 5/30/93
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WHEN CALLING, PLEASE REFERENCE #11E96.
HOURS: 7AM-9PM CT MON-FRI, 8AM-4PM CT SAT, 10AM-3PM CT SUN.
IN CANADA, CALL 800-668-3021.
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SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
DELL

COMPItgeS
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VIDEO IS
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T E .
WINDOWS VIDEO PERFORMANCE

433/1
DELL

IBM

PS/ValuePoint 433DX

o

IBM
50

100

150

Test results obtained by Dell Performance Measurement Lab by running BAPCo SYSInadt92! Dell 4331L and IBM PSIValuePoint 4331YX both
configured vith 4MB RAM, 120MB HD, ¡ MB VRAM, 128KB cache.

10101110011.,

COMPAQ

466/M and 466/ME
PS/2 Model 77 4861)X2
DeskPro 66M
OM

5M

10M

15M

20M

Poformanct: wasted b, ' mat« 91'1118E11CH üenion 3.1 sil 6413 x480, 256 calms. Results meattoul in milliou of VP/NMARKS. Results fin /DM
and Compaq as published by PC Magazine in issue dated January 26, 1993. Results for Dell 466IM and 466/ME provided by Dell Performance
Measurement Lab, January 1993. DeskPro 66M configured with 8MB RAM, 210MB IDE HD, QVision 10241E controller with 1MB VRAM. PS/2
model 77 486DX2 configured with 8MB RAM, 400MB SCSI HD, XGA-2 with ¡
MB VRAM and 256KB cache. 466/M and 466/ME both
configured with 8MB RAM, 170MB IDE HD, local bus video with 1MB VRAM, and I
28KB cache.
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How can Dell's
Performance Series
433/L be so much faster,
up to 28% in fact, than
IBM's budget brands,
yet cost just alittle
more? It's simple. Our
accelerated local bus
makes our video faster.
Our system architecture makes
processing faster. Even our block
mode IDE makes data transfers
faster. All of which makes IBM's
performance fall, well, short.

THE DELL 433/L i486 DX 33MHz SYSTEM

$1,999
LEASE: $ 74/MO.
4MB RAM • 170MB ( 17ms) HARD DRIVE
•FLASH RAM EMBEDDED DIAGNOSTICS • 3 ISA EXPANSION SLOTS
• UPGRADEABLE TO PENTIUM TECHNOLOGY
•ACCELERATED LOCAL BUS VIDEO WITH 1MB VIDEO RAM
• ULTRASCAN 14C MONITOR 11.c. 1024 x768, . 28mm, NI)
•ONE DISKETTE DRIVE (3.5' OR 5.25') • MS-DOS 5.0

DeLL
800-348-6150
WHEN CALLING, PLEASE REFERENCE

#11E9S.

HOURS: 7A64.9PM CT MON-FRI, 8AM-4PM CT SAT, 10AM.3PM CT SUN.
IN CANADA, CALL 800-668-3021. IN MEXICO CITY, 228-7811.

Our Dell 466/M and
466/ME with over 19
million WinMarks, out ran
the Compaq DeskPro 66M
with QVision and IBM
PS/2 Model 77 486 DX2
with XGA-27 That means
we're up to 57% faster than
QVision and up to 174%
faster than XGA-2. Thanks, of course, to
our accelerated local bus video and
fast drivers for Windows applications.
Both help put the Delr 466/M alittle
ahead of its time.

THE DELL 466/M i486' DX2 66MHz SYSTEM

$3,149
LEASE': $ 117/MO.
8MB RAM • 230MB ( 17ms) HARD DRIVE • 128KB EXTERNAL CACHE
• FLASH RAM EMBEDDED DIAGNOSTICS • 6 ISA EXPANSION SLOTS
• UPGRADEABLE TO PENTIUM" TECHNOLOGY • ACCELERATED LOCAL BUS VIDEO
WITH 1MB VIDEO RAM • ULTRASCAN" 14C MONITOR ( le 1024 x768, . 28mm, NI)
•ONE DISKETTE DRIVE (3.5" OR 5.25") • MS-DOS' 50
OR CHOOSE THE 466/ME EISA SYSTEM FOR ONLY $ 200 MORE

DroLL"
800-444-1470
WHEN CALLING, PLEASE REFERENCE # 11EE3.
HOURS: 7AM-9PM CT MON.FRI, 8AM-4PM CT SAT, 10AM-3PM CT SUN.
IN CANADA, CALL 800.668-3021. IN MEXICO CITY, 228-7811.

